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27th Annual Report, Preface
This report covers the activities of the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee
(DCISC) for the period July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017. This is the twenty-seventh
annual report of the DCISC. The report is presented in two volumes.

Volume I includes a report summary and Conclusions and Recommendation
(Executive Summary), a brief introduction and history regarding the DCISC,
Committee activities, and documents received by the DCISC during the
reporting period (Section 1.0), DCISC public meetings (Section 2.0), a review
and evaluation of Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) assessments and
issues (Section 3.0), Committee Member and Consultant investigation topical
summaries (Section 4.0), DCPP performance indicators monitored by the DCISC
(Section 5.0), open items being followed by the Committee (Section 6.0),
follow-up of Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) actions on previous DCISC
recommendations (Section 7.0), input to the Committee by members of the
public (Section 8.0), and PG&E’s response (Section 9.0) to recommendation in
this report. The conclusions and recommendation also appear in bold face type
throughout the main body of the report with a discussion of the subject
involved.

Volume II contains a list of documents received by the DCISC, public meeting
notices and agendas and minutes, a DCPP operations summary for the reporting
period and organization charts (Exhibit C), full investigation reports by
Committee Members and Consultants (Exhibits D1–D9), a record of plant tours
by the DCISC (Exhibit E), the DCISC Open Items List (Exhibit F),
communications and correspondence with members of the public (Exhibit G),
DCISC recommendations and PG&E responses for the previous period (Exhibit
H), the DCISC informational brochure (Exhibit I), and a glossary of terms
(Exhibit J).

The DCISC invites questions and comments on this report.
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27th Annual Report, Executive Summary, Conclusions
and Recommendations

History and Introduction
The Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee (DCISC) was established as part of
the June 24, 1988, settlement agreement which arose from the rate proceedings for the
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant (DCPP). The DCISC was formed in late 1989 with the
appointments of Committee Members and began formal review activities and meetings
on January 1, 1990. The original settlement agreement (D.88-12-083) was terminated
by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) in its decision to open the state
electricity markets to competition on January 1, 1998; however, under the provisions of
the Commission’s Decisions 97-05-088, issued on May 21, 1997, and 04-05-055, issued
on May 27, 2004, the DCISC will continue to function and fulfill its responsibilities as
established under the terms of the 1988 settlement agreement.

The original settlement agreement provided for a three-member Independent
Safety Committee for the purpose of““reviewing and assessing the safety of
operations of DCPP”. The members serve three-year staggered terms and
remain on the DCISC until a new appointment or their reappointment is made.
To fill an expired term or a vacancy, the CPUC issues a public notice soliciting
applications from interested persons or nominations by others of prospective
candidates. Under the revised process in accordance with the restated charter,
candidates are selected by the CPUC from the applications plus the incumbent,
if willing to serve.

The candidates must be “persons with knowledge, background and experience
in the field of nuclear power facilities and nuclear safety issues.” From the list
of candidates, the new or returning member is appointed by the Governor of
California, the Attorney General of California or the Chairperson of the California
Energy Commission (CEC), whichever made the original appointment.

On May 27, 2004, the CPUC issued Decision 04-05-055. In its decision, the CPUC
changed the nomination procedures by eliminating from the process the
participation of PG&E and the Dean of Engineering at the University of California
at Berkeley; modified the requirements for membership on the DCISC to add
“knowledge and background in nuclear safety issues” to the “experience in the
field of nuclear power facilities” and modified the DCISC’s mandate to require it
to undertake public outreach in the community. The Decision concluded the
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DCISC should retain the discretion to determine how best to accomplish its
mandate and that the DCISC shall otherwise continue to exist and to operate
and continued funding through cost-of-service rates. To implement this
directive the DCISC has continued to expand its public outreach as described in
Section 8.0 Public Input and Outreach and continues to consider additional
outreach activities.

On January 25, 2007, the CPUC issued Decision 07-01-028. The CPUC had
previously adopted new practices and expectations for the DCISC without
concurrently restating the Committee’s charter to reflect the changes. In its
decision, the CPUC granted the DCISC application for authority to restate its
charter including the incorporation into the Restated Charter of several terms,
conditions, changes and clarifications necessitated by, and previously
authorized by, the CPUC which govern the composition, responsibilities and
operations of the Committee. In its decision, the CPUC found the Restated
Charter to be in the public’s interest as it reflects the latest authority and
obligations of the DCISC. The Committee’s application was unopposed. On June
21, 2016, PG&E announced a Joint Proposal with Friends of the Earth, the
Natural Resources Defense Council, Environment California, the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Works Local 1245, Coalition of California Utility
Employees, and the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility to retire DCPP at the
expiration of the current operating licenses. On August 11, 2016, PG&E filed an
Application with the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) for approval
of the retirement of DCPP, implementation of the Joint Proposal, and for
recovery of associated costs through proposed ratemaking.

Under the Joint Proposal, PG&E will continue to operate DCPP at current levels
through the current license periods. If the Application is approved by the CPUC,
in 2024 PG&E would retire Unit-1, and in 2025 would retire Unit-2. To replace
DCPP power, the Joint Proposal provides specific greenhouse gas (GHG)-free
procurement requirements beginning in 2018 and continuing through 2031. The
Committee will follow developments and activities at DCPP to assure continued
nuclear safety during the remaining years of operation, if the joint proposal is
adopted.

The Committee Members during this period were as follows:

On October 10, 2007, Robert J. Budnitz, Ph.D., was appointed by California Attorney
General Edmund G. Brown Jr. to a term on the Committee expiring June 30, 2010.
On April 15, 2010, Attorney General Brown announced the reappointment of Dr.
Budnitz to a second three-year term on the Committee commencing July 1, 2010
through June 30, 2013. On June 27, 2013, the CPUC ratified its President’s selection
of Dr. Budnitz as one of two candidates for appointment by Attorney General
Kamala Harris to serve a three-year term on the DCISC for the period July 1, 2013
to June 30, 2016. During that period, Dr. Budnitz continued to serve as a member
of the Committee pending his reappointment or replacement. On July 7, 2016,
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Attorney General Harris announced the reappointment of Dr. Budnitz to serve a
three-year term on the Committee commencing July 1, 2016 through June 30,
2019.
On June 3, 2009, Peter Lam Ph.D., was appointed by Chair Karen Douglas, J.D. of
the California Energy Commission (CEC) to a three-year term on the Committee
commencing July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2012. On July 12, 2012, CEC Chair
Robert B. Weisenmiller, Ph.D., announced his reappointment of Dr. Lam to a second
three-year term on the Committee commencing July 1, 2012 through June 30,
2015. On April 1, 2015, Dr. Weisenmiller announced Dr. Lam’s reappointment to
another three-year term on the Committee commencing July 1, 2015 and expiring
June 30, 2018.
On July 9, 2008, California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger announced the
appointment of Per F. Peterson, Ph.D., PE, to a three-year term on the Committee
through June 30, 2011. Prof. Peterson previously served as a Committee member
from September 2, 2004, through October 9, 2007. Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr.
reappointed Professor Peterson to a term on the Committee commencing July 1,
2011 through June 30, 2014. On September 10, 2014, Governor Brown announced
Professor Peterson’s reappointment to a three-year term on the DCISC commencing
July 1, 2014 and expiring on June 30, 2017.

Overview of Activities during the Current Period

The DCISC held three public meetings in the vicinity of the Diablo Canyon Power
Plant and one public meeting at Berkeley, CA on the following dates:

October 19–20, 2016—Public Meeting
February 8–9, 2017—Public Meeting and Public Plant Tour
June 7–8, 2017—Public Meeting and Public Plant Tour

The Committee regularly performs the following activities:

Three two-day public meetings each year in the vicinity of the plant
Three tours of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant each year with members of
the public held in conjunction with the three public meetings
Numerous fact-finding visits by individual Committee Members and Consultants to
assess issues, review plant programs and activities, and interview PG&E personnel
Reviews of technical documents received from PG&E, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, various state and local agencies, and other interested parties. The
DCISC requests, and PG&E routinely provides copies of essentially all relevant
documents generated by PG&E, the NRC, and other parties.
Visits by the DCISC Members and legal counsel to offices of the CPUC and
appointing officials (the Governor of California, California Attorney General and
California Energy Commission) to update them on DCISC activities
Use of regular part-time technical consultants to assist the DCISC to perform
assessments and reviews
Use of legal counsel to advise the Committee on its activities
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Use of expert consultants, as needed

The DCISC issues a report for each reporting year, which runs from July 1 to
June 30. The report is approved by the Committee Members at the fall public
meeting following the end of the reporting period. The first six-month interim
report and subsequent twenty annual reports covered the periods January 1,
1990–June 30, 2016.

This twenty-seventh annual report covers the period July 1, 2016—June 30,
2017.

The technical items covered during these public meetings were selected by the
DCISC based on the DCISC’s own priorities concerning which technical issues
are important to cover. PG&E then responds by providing presentations and
experts to participate in the public meetings as requested. The following
significant items were reviewed:

DCPP performance and operational events
Refueling outage overviews, plans and results
Review of DCPP performance indicators
Human error performance improvement program
Radiation exposure during refueling outages
Plant security review for effects on plant safety
Problem Identification and Resolution Program (Corrective Action Program)
Operating Experience Program
Online Maintenance
Radiological Release Reports
Transformer malfunctions and oil leaks
Reactivity Management Program
Engineering, Operations and Maintenance Organizations
Emergency Preparedness
Management Review Committee
Fire Protection
Public Outreach
Equipment Reliability
Troubleshooting
Error Prevention tools and Human Performance and Safety Training
Component Mispositioning
Containment Fan Cooler Reverse Rotation
INPO (Institute of Nuclear Power Operations) Evaluations
Natural Phenomena (earthquakes and tsunamis)
Office workplace seismic safety
DCPP Operating Plan
Quality Verification Organization, Performance Reports and Audits
DCPP responses to the Fukushima accident & review of NEI FLEX strategies
Pressurizer weld overlay indication review for the California Energy Commission
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Evaluations of Studies to Replace DCPP’s Once Through Cooling
Regular discussions with NRC Resident Inspectors

Individual Committee Members and consultants reviewed many other items in
nine fact-finding visits, inspections and tours at DCPP. The DCISC keeps track of
past, current and future items for review in its Open Items List (Section 6.0 and
Volume II, Exhibit F).

A DCISC Member, visited officials from the California Energy Commission to
provide updates on DCISC activities, to discuss agency concerns and comments,
and to provide copies of the Committee’s Annual Report.

Public input and questions were received at the public meetings, and by
telephone, letter, and e-mail. Members of the public spoke at each of the three
DCISC public meetings held in San Luis Obispo. The DCISC has responded to all
of their questions and requests during this period.

Overall Conclusion
The DCISC concludes that PG&E operated DCPP safely during the period
July 1, 2016—June 30, 2016.

Specific Conclusions

Based on its activities, the DCISC has the following specific conclusions from
the major review topics examined during the current reporting period
(references to sections of this report are shown in parentheses). Conclusions
are based on, but may vary from, information contained in Committee Fact-
finding Reports in Exhibit D in Volume II of this report.

1. The DCISC received regular reports on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) Performance Indicators, DCPP License Event Reports (LERs) sent to
NRC, and NRC Inspection Reports and Enforcement Actions (violations) at
each of its Public Meetings as well as copies of these documents
throughout the reporting period. The DCISC investigated selected reports
at its fact-finding meetings. The number of LERs has decreased significantly
and was one during this period. This is the same as the previous period.

1. The Committee notes that, although the NRC concluded that DCPP operated
acceptably, it identified seven Non-cited Violations of “very low safety
significance.” This is a significant improvement from previous periods. The
one negative is the “White” violation received during this period.

2. The DCISC will continue to review DCPP’s NRC regulatory performance
during the next reporting period, paying particular attention to the number
and significance of DCPP violations and LERs. (3.0)

2. Operations continued to perform well at DCPP by successfully changing
power levels through several Pacific winter storms, effectively performing

http://www.dcisc.org/public_html/annual-report-26-2015-2016/26th-exhibit-f-open-items.php
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regular plant rounds, developing appropriate operability determinations,
correcting low level human errors, managing a continued low level of “no
solo” licenses, implementing its Department Excellence Plan, and properly
planning for assuring adequate numbers of operators will be available in
the future. (4.1)

3. DCPP’s use of electronic work orders was just beginning in 2016. These
work orders are primarily used for preventive maintenance and simpler
work not involving many drawings. Although not used extensively, the
electronic work orders appear to be a step in the direction of a more
effective and efficient process of work direction. (4.2)

4. Overall, DCPP’s Engineering Programs appear to be healthy and effective.
Design Quality, an issue for the past several years, has improved due to
corrective actions to tighten the design process. Design Quality measures
showed satisfactory performance based on scores of final designs released
for installation. The DCISC will continue to monitor Design Quality. (4.3)

5. The DCPP Safety and Wellness Expo was well implemented. The
earthquake-simulating shake trailer was particularly helpful in showing
why it is important to brace furniture. (4.4)

6. DCPP’s nuclear safety culture appears strong according to its Nuclear
Safety Dashboard and from early results of its latest Nuclear Safety Culture
Survey. The DCISC will follow up on the latter during its next operating
period. (4.5)

7. DCPP’s Self-Assessment Program appears to be implemented satisfactorily
in that many self-assessments are performed; however, the quality of some
of them is somewhat questionable as some are determined to need
changes by the Performance Improvement Review Board before becoming
final. (4.6)

8. The three-day DCPP November 2, 2017 Ingestion Pathway Emergency
Preparedness Exercise successfully achieved its objectives. The exercise
involved multiple local, state and Federal agencies and organizations. Drill
critiques and evaluations were positive. The DCPP Emergency Response
Organization was proficient in its implementation of the exercise. (4.7)

9. Probabilistic Risk Assessment is an effective tool in understanding and
determining nuclear reactor safety. PG&E has established an effective PRA
Program staffed by experienced personnel and utilizes PRA to the full
extent in analyzing and operating DCPP safely. (4.8)

10. Attending Nuclear Safety Operating Committee (NSOC) meetings is an
excellent way for the DCISC to learn about various plant issues, and
therefore the DCISC will continue to attend them regularly. The DCISC
believes that the DCPP NSOC is effective in advising plant management on
items of nuclear safety and operational improvement. DCPP is satisfied that
DCPP is taking its Institute of Nuclear Power Operation/World Association
of Nuclear Operators evaluation seriously and satisfactorily working to
resolve the evaluation areas for improvement. (4.9)

11. DCPP radioactive releases have been measured to be a very small fraction
of allowable releases. This has been confirmed by environmental sampling
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around the plant. (4.10)
12. DCPP Quality Verification Audit Program procedures appeared satisfactory

as did program implementation. Quality Verification was actively
identifying quality problems and following them to resolution. DCPP’s pre-
Nuclear Industry Evaluation Program self-assessment was a good practice.
(4.11)

13. DCPP nuclear fuel has performed well for many years with no leaks or
failures. DCPP’s programs for assuring nuclear fuel integrity appear
effective. (4.12)

14. Although the DCISC did not review Equipment Reliability per se during this
period, it concluded that DCPP equipment performed reliably based on
plant operating data, monthly equipment reliability performance measures,
and the absence of equipment problem reports. (4.13)

15. The DCISC concluded that Organizational Effectiveness at DCPP continues
satisfactorily. (4.14)

16. DCPP has dealt effectively with most equipment and system problems and
is focused on improving system health. DCPP’s Plant Health Committee has
been improved to focus more on system/component health and meets
more frequently, and overall system health has improved. DCPP has
improved its performance with Safety System Functional Failures. (4.15)

17. Although the DCISC did not specifically review Steam Generator
performance, it concluded that the performance was satisfactory in its
reviews of secondary water chemistry and refueling outage results. (4.16)

18. The DCPP 1R20 Outage Safety Plan and Safety Schedule appeared
comprehensive and effective to prevent the plant safety level from
dropping below acceptable safety standards. DCPP 1R20 Outage work
proceeded in a controlled, professional manner with careful pre-planning
and management. The DCISC tour of DCPP Containment was well planned
and executed, permitting the DCISC Fact-finding Team to observe
practically all outage work in progress while achieving very low radiation
dose. The DCPP Containment Equipment Hatch Closure Team performed
their work within the required time, moving swiftly but methodically and
safely. (4.17)

19. The DCPP Safety/Security Interface Program appears to be implemented
effectively. The accidental or negligent discharge of weapons in a way that
could affect nuclear safety at DCPP does not appear to be a concern. (4.18)

20. The 2016 Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) cask loading
campaign was successfully completed. Spent fuel loading requirements for
casks have been changed to a single thermal loading requirement to
simplify loading and preserve cask limits. Although there are no immediate
corrosion concerns, DCPP is continuing to participate in an industry
initiative to determine the impact of atmospheric chlorides on cask
corrosion. The DCISC will continue to follow DCPP’s efforts in analyzing and
responding to this potential problem. DCPP will be submitting a request for
license renewal for the ISFSI in 2022, two years before its scheduled
expiration in 2024 and will be analyzing acceleration of the movement of
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spent fuel to the ISFSI as required by the Joint Proposal as a part of its
decommissioning planning process. (4.19)

21. DCPP is proceeding satisfactorily with its analyses on seismic, intense
precipitation, tsunami and seismic interaction issues. The DCISC will
continue to follow the progress of this important work. (4.20)

22. DCPP continues to make good progress in the repair or replacement of its
impaired fire and Equipment Control Guideline doors. DCPP is proceeding
satisfactorily on its implementation of National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) Standard 805. DCPP’s procedures and process for transferring
control to the Remote Hot Shutdown Panel and maintaining control of unit
from the panel in the event of a need to evacuate the Control Room appear
to be sound. The level of attention to DCPP’s Fire Protection Program and
Systems has increased significantly, and numerous improvements have
been accomplished. DCPP has aggressively moved to improve the control of
transient combustible materials at the station. (4.21)

23. DCPP FLEX training for operators has begun and is ongoing. DCPP’s
licensed operator continuing training on Storm Season and Intake
Management appeared satisfactory. The Continuing Training session
referred to as a Human Performance Dynamic Learning Activity was useful
for improving the use of Human Performance tools by Operators. The
activity was well conducted by the station Human Performance Lead and
other members of the Training staff. (4.22)

24. In 2011 DCPP had requested that NRC pause its review of license extension
pending completion and submittal of its seismic evaluations. These
evaluations were completed and submitted in March and April 2015. In
June 2016 PG&E had participated in a Joint Proposal to shut the plant down
at the end of its original licensed life in 2024 for Unit 1 and 2025 for Unit 2.
PG&E on June 21, 2016 requested that the NRC suspend its review of the
PG&E License Renewal application. The NRC initiated its suspension on July
18, 2016. (4.23)

25. Because of the Joint Proposal, the issue of closed look cooling is moot
because the plant would cease operations in mid-2025, and any required
closed loop cooling would have had to be installed by that time for license
and plant operation continuation. Because of this, the DCISC will not
pursue this issue further. (4.24)

26. The DCPP Emergency Auxiliary Saltwater (EASW) Pump test was
successfully performed with no debris buildup blocking flow. The DCISC
believes this test was important in showing that the EASW system can
operate without blockage from kelp and other potential debris. (4.25)

27. The DCPP Joint Proposal to end DCPP operation in 2025 is beginning to
work its way through the California Public Utilities Commission hearing
process. PG&E expects to have the final CPUC decision in late 2017. PG&E is
using the DCPP Excellence Plan to track and implement the high-level
actions necessary to support the retirement of Diablo Canyon at the
expiration of its current NRC operating licenses under the Joint Proposal.
DCPP has formed a Project Review Working Group using experienced staff
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from Operations, Engineering, and Work Control to perform an initial
review of the entire portfolio for future capital projects in light of the Joint
Proposal. DCPP’s plan for decommissioning has begun with the process of
developing its decommissioning organization, which will determine what
type of decommissioning to use and a detailed cost estimate. The DCISC
should follow closely the progress of the Joint Proposal, the DCPP
Excellence Plan, and DCPP’s decommissioning planning through regular
updates during both Fact-finding Meetings and Public Meetings. (4.26)

Concerns

Concerns are items, which, while not necessarily warranting recommendations,
need enhanced continuing Committee review and scrutiny or attention by PG&E.
Concerns are monitored more actively and frequently by the Committee than
other items. The DCISC concerns are as follows:

1. PG&E entered into an agreement, the Joint Proposal, to close DCPP at the
end of its original operating license (2024 for Unit 1 and 2025 for Unit 2).
As a result, the DCISC has specific interest/concerns in two areas and will
follow them closely:

1. Retention of qualified, experienced personnel necessary to operate DCPP at
an appropriate level of safety

2. Adequate spending on programs and equipment to sustain an appropriate
level of nuclear safety

2. The DCISC is interested in further analysis of the potential effects on DCPP
of tsunamis generated from submarine landslides.

3. The DCISC is interested in continuing to monitor PG&E’s ongoing program
of working with local, state, and Federal agencies to assure adequate
emergency preparedness in the event of a significant accident.

Recommendations

PG&E should perform additional study of submarine landslide-induced tsunami
hazards at DCPP and its environs.

Basis for Recommendation:
The DCISC believes that a probabilistic analysis would provide the annual
frequency of various tsunami “sizes” at the DCPP site, including estimates
of the various uncertainties. Here the word “size” might have one of
several meanings, including tsunami maximum height, tsunami run-up,
tsunami volume (related to its force on structures), or other possible
endpoints. The DCISC endorses developing an estimate (or a useful upper
bound) on the annual frequency of a tsunami-caused core-damage accident
at DCPP. Such a Core-damage Frequency (CDF) estimate could be used by
decision-makers and the public to understand whether the overall CDF risk
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from tsunamis is (or is not) an important contributor to the total CDF from
all accidents at DCPP. Developing a probabilistic “understanding” does not,
in the DCISC’s view, necessarily mean performing a full-blown quantitative
probabilistic analysis of the tsunami hazard. Instead, it might involve
something less, such as a demonstrably conservative bounding analysis of
the annual probabilities of various tsunami “sizes,” or an analysis that aims
for a realistic probabilistic description but might have very large
uncertainties, if that is the best that can be accomplished. Perhaps the
desired upper-bound CDF estimate would be easier to develop in a
defensible way than a quantified realistic CDF. (4.20.3)
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Exhibit 9.0, Pacific Gas
and Electric’s Response to the Diablo Canyon
Independent Safety Committee Twenty-seventh
Annual Report on the Safety of Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant Operations – July 1, 2016 to
June 30, 2017

Recommendations:
PG&E should perform additional study of submarine
landslide-induced tsunami hazards at DCPP and its environs.

Basis for Recommendation:
The DCISC believes that a probabilistic analysis would
provide the annual frequency of various tsunami “sizes” at
the DCPP site, including estimates of the various
uncertainties. Here the word “size” might have one of several
meanings, including tsunami maximum height, tsunami run-
up, tsunami volume (related to its force on structures), or
other possible endpoints. The DCISC endorses developing an
estimate (or a useful upper bound) on the annual frequency
of a tsunami-caused core-damage accident at DCPP. Such a
Core-damage Frequency (CDF) estimate could be used by
decision-makers and the public to understand whether the
overall CDF risk from tsunamis is (or is not) an important
contributor to the total CDF from all accidents at DCPP.
Developing a probabilistic “understanding” does not, in the
DCISC’s view, necessarily mean performing a full-blown
quantitative probabilistic analysis of the tsunami hazard.
Instead, it might involve something less, such as a
demonstrably conservative bounding analysis of the annual
probabilities of various tsunami “sizes,” or an analysis that
aims for a realistic probabilistic description but might have
very large uncertainties, if that is the best that can be
accomplished. Perhaps the desired upper-bound CDF
estimate would be easier to develop in a defensible way than
a quantified realistic CDF.

James H. Welsch D. Halpin, 
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Diablo Canyon Power Plant
P.O. Box 56, Avila Beach, CA 93942
805.545.3242 JMW1@pge.com

December 15, 2017

PG&E Letter ISC-17-001

Dr. Peter Lam
c/o The Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee
857 Cass Street, Suite D
Monterey, CA 93940

Response to the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee Twenty-Seventh
Annual Report on the Safety of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant Operations –
July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017

Dear Dr. Lam:

On November 13, 2017, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) received the
Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee’s (DCISC) Twenty-Seventh
Annual Report on the Safety of Diablo Canyon Operations for the period of July
1, 2016, to June 30, 2017. The DCISC made One Recommendation during this
report period, to perform additional study of submarine landslide-induced
tsunami hazards at Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) and its environs.

Consistent with and as part of the peer reviewed seismic probabilistic risk
assessment requirements (that will be submitted to the NRC), PG&E has
conservatively assessed a bounding risk assessment of potential seismically
induced tsunamis creating waves larger than 14m and 26m. To assess the
significance of the generation of a tsunami wave coincident with an earthquake
that impacts DCPP, a sensitivity calculation was performed.  This sensitivity
shows that inclusion of a conditional tsunami has an insignificant impact on the
risk to the seismic core damage frequency or seismic large early release
frequency.

We are pleased that the DCISC has once again concluded that PG&E operated
DCPP safely during the report period. As you are aware, operating the plant
conservatively to protect public health and safety is our highest priority, and we
will continue to ensure that we fulfill this commitment.

We welcome the DCISC’s independent review and oversight, which contributes
to the continued safe operation of DCPP.

Sincerely,
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James M. Welsch
Vice President, Nuclear Generation and Chief Nuclear Officer

cc/enc:

Dr. Robert J. Budnitz
Dr. Peter Lam
Richard McWhorter
Dr. Per F. Peterson
Robert W. Rathie
Ferman Wardell
Robert R. Wellington
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For more information about DCISC contact:

Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee
Office of the Legal Counsel
857 Cass Street, Suite D
Monterey, California 93940

Telephone:

In California call 800-439-4688
Outside of California call 831-647-1044

Send E-mail to: dcsafety@dcisc.org

mailto:dcsafety@dcisc.org
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1.3 DCISC Public Meetings and Plant Tours
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1.7 Documentation of DCISC Activities
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 2.0, Public
Meetings
During its July 1, 2016—June 30, 2017 reporting period, the Diablo Canyon Independent
Safety Committee (DCISC) held three two-day Public Meetings in the vicinity of the plant
and two public tours of Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) as part of its public outreach
program.

2.1 Public Meetings
During this reporting period the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee (DCISC)
heard presentations from PG&E on DCPP activities and from Committee Members and
Consultants on Committee activities and provided the opportunity for public input at the
following DCISC public meetings:

October 19–20, 2016, Avila Lighthouse Suites, Avila Beach, CA
February 8–9, 2017, Avila Lighthouse Suites, Avila Beach, CA
June 7–8, 2017, Avila Lighthouse Suites, Avila Beach, CA

Minutes of the meetings are located in this report as described below. Copies of
the Committee’s Annual Reports are located in the Library Reference
Department at the California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo,
California. Each meeting is streamed live on the internet on www.slospan.org
and shown at various later times on one of the local public access television
channels.

2.1.1 October 19–20, 2016 Public Meeting

A Notice of Meeting (see Volume II, Exhibit B.1) was published in the local newspaper
and was mailed to the media and those persons on the Committee’s service list (see
Volume II, Exhibit B.10). The meeting agenda is shown in Volume II, Exhibit B.2 and
minutes of the meeting are included in Volume II, Exhibit B.3.

A public tour of DCPP was not conducted during the October 2016 Public
Meeting.

2.1.3 February 8–9, 2017 Public Meeting

A Notice of Meeting (see Volume II, Exhibit B.4) was published in the local newspapers,
along with several display advertisements, and was mailed to the media and those
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persons on the Committee’s service list (see Volume II, Exhibit B.10). The meeting
agenda is shown in Volume II, Exhibit B.5, and minutes of the meeting are included in
Volume II, Exhibit B.6.

A public tour of DCPP was conducted during the February 8, 2017 Public
Meeting. Members of the public were given the opportunity to see much of the
plant and hold discussions with DCISC Members and Consultants as well as with
PG&E personnel. The public tour is described in Volume I, Section 8.4.

2.1.3 June 7–8, 2017 Public Meeting

A Notice of Meeting (see Volume II, Exhibit B.7) was published in the local newspapers,
along with several display advertisements, and was mailed to the media and those
persons on the Committee’s service list (see Volume II, Exhibit B.10). The meeting
agenda is shown in Volume II, Exhibit B.8, and minutes of the meeting are included in
Volume II, Exhibit B.9.

A public tour of DCPP was conducted during the June 7, 2017 Public Meeting.
Members of the public were given the opportunity to see much of the plant and
hold discussions with DCISC Members and Consultants as well as with PG&E
personnel. The public tour is described in Volume I, Section 8.4.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 3.0, Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Assessments and
Issues
This section of the DCISC Annual Report describes the DCISC review of PG&E’s interface
with the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The NRC is the Federal regulatory
entity charged with assuring the safety and security of domestic nuclear power plants; by
agreement with the State, NRC also performs these functions for the State of California.
As regulator, the NRC employs two full-time Resident Inspectors at the plant (and other
specialist inspectors at its US headquarters and regional locations), performs and reports
on its inspections at DCPP on matters of nuclear safety and security, investigates
significant plant events, maintains a set of plant performance indicators, and performs an
annual assessment of DCPP regulatory performance which it reports at a Public Meeting
in the plant vicinity. The NRC also must approve significant changes, additions and
deletions to plant designs, procedures and Technical Specifications.

PG&E is required to submit routine, periodic reports to the NRC on selected
activities and submit special reports when triggered by off-normal plant
incidents, events or occurrences.

The DCISC monitors the aforementioned activities and resulting documents in
the following ways: (1) receipt and review of correspondence and reports
between PG&E and the NRC, (2) on-site review (at Fact-finding meetings at the
plant) of selected NRC inspections, investigations and reports, (3) meetings
with the NRC Resident Inspectors, and (4) presentations by PG&E at DCISC
public meetings on NRC matters.

3.1 Summary of License Event Reports

3.1.1 Discussion and Required LERs

License Event Reports (LERs) are reports required of the nuclear power plant
licensee by Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations when an off-
normal event occurs. These events include operations or conditions outside of
or in violation of station Technical Specifications (TS), procedures or NRC
regulations. Events are to be promptly reported by telephone and by written
report within 60 days of the event or initial knowledge of the event. Voluntary
LERs are submitted for events, which NRC should know about, or are significant
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but are not specifically required by NRC. Each of these reports is reviewed in
DCISC public meetings and is mailed to each DCISC Member and Consultant.

The LER is the responsibility of the Licensee, in this case PG&E. Therefore, it is
the Licensee who makes the determination of the level of risk or significance to
safety of the event. The NRC has a Significance Determination Process, which
sets forth its rules for making these determinations; however, events may be
complex or may not easily fit the rules. The NRC may concur or it can question
or challenge the Licensee’s determination. Discussions or meetings may be
required to reach understandings between the parties.

There was one LER reported during this reporting period. This is good
performance. The event reported in the LER involved the discovery that the
environmental qualification temperature for wide range resistance temperature
detectors wiring had been exceeded due to improper installation of insulation.

The Licensee Event Report was 2-2016-001-00, “Reactor Trip Breakers Manually
Opened During Shutdown Due to a Control Rod Movable Gripper Fuse Failure.”
On May 30, 2016, at 0930 PDT, with Unit 2 in Mode 4, “Hot Shutdown,” licensed
operators responding to a difference greater than 12 steps between digital rod
position indication (DRPI) and demand position indication in the control room,
manually opened the Reactor Trip Breakers in accordance with plant
procedures. The plant operators stabilized the plant and technicians identified a
failure of a control rod moveable gripper fuse. At 1611 PDT, plant operators
made an 8-hour, non-emergency notification in accordance with 10 CFR
50.72(b)(3)(iv)(A). Plant technicians replaced the fuse and plant operators
confirmed proper operation by performance of surveillance testing. The cause
was attributed to Surveillance Test Procedure (STP) R-1C, “Digital Rod Position
Indicator Functional Test,” which did not explicitly specify actions to identify
improper DRPI indications prior to exceeding a 12-step difference between rod
demand and rod position indication.

A. Immediate Corrective Actions
1. The Unit 2 rod control system was deactivated by opening the Reactor Trip
Breakers, which de-energized the gripper circuits and control rods that were
withdrawn then reinserted into the core as designed.
2. Plant staff identified a failed moveable gripper coil fuse (FU49) for Rod 84 and
replaced the failed fuse.

B. Corrective Actions to Prevent Recurrence
1. Procedure STP R-1C has been revised to provide adequate guidance regarding
confirmation of rod motion prior to exceeding 12 steps demand indication.
2. Plant operators will receive training on the changes to STP R-1C.

When there have been LERs in the past, DCPP reported on each of these LERs at
the three DCISC public meetings, and the DCISC received all LERs and reviewed
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selected LERs at its nine fact-finding meetings at the DCPP plant. DCPP either
corrected the problem/event before it submitted the LERs or documented and
tracked their resolution in the DCPP Corrective Action Program.

3.1.2 Special Report LERs

There were no special LERs submitted by DCPP during the reporting period.

3.1.3 Voluntary LERs

There were no voluntary LERs during this period.

3.1.4 Reactor Trips Reported in LERs

During the reporting period, there were no manual or automatic reactor trips
reported.

In the past five DCISC reporting periods the following numbers of trips have
occurred:

Number of Trips
Reporting Period Automatic Manual
2012/2013 1 0
2013/2014 1 0
2014/2015 0 1
2015/2016 0 0
2016/2017 0 0

The number of reactor trips continues to be commendably low.

3.1.5 Other Reports to NRC

There were no other significant reports made to NRC.

3.1.6 LER Trends

The following table depicts the LER history for DCPP for the last five DCISC
reporting periods:

Time Period Number of LERs Submitted
7/1/12–6/30/13 12 (plus 0 voluntary LERs)
7/1/13–6/30/14 11 (plus 0 voluntary LERs)
7/1/14–6/30/15 3 (plus 0 voluntary LERs)
7/1/15–6/30/16 1 (plus 0 voluntary LERs)
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7/1/16–6/30/17 1 (plus 0 voluntary LERs)

3.1.7 DCISC Evaluation and Conclusions

The DCISC recognizes that off-normal events will occur in any large complex system. The
goal is to identify them and understand them, and take action to minimize the
consequences and likelihood of any significant increase in risk. The design basis for
nuclear power plants involves defense-in-depth. This recognizes that in real systems,
unanticipated events will occur, so protective systems are designed to provide protection
even if systems do not always perform as anticipated. For this reason, it is important to
investigate events and to share information about them with other plants. DCPP’s
performance in regard to LERs was excellent – one LER.

The DCISC is pleased that DCPP reported only one LER during the current (July
1, 2016 – June 30, 2017) reporting period. This is excellent performance.

3.2 NRC Inspection Reports and Enforcement Actions

3.2.1 Discussion

The NRC performs inspections at each nuclear power plant. The purpose is to determine
how well the plant personnel are implementing and following NRC regulations, plant
Technical Specifications, and other requirements, procedures, or commitments.
Generally, better regulatory performance results in fewer inspections. NRC meets with
the nuclear plant operator twice per year to review plant safety performance under the
NRC Reactor Oversight Process (see Section 3.4 below). These meetings are usually
public.

Inspections are performed by the plant Resident NRC Inspectors, inspectors
from the NRC Region Office, experts from other NRC organizations, and NRC
consultants. The bulk of inspections are routine, announced visits focusing on
one or more specific areas of operation such as As Low As Reasonably
Achievable (ALARA) radiation dose minimization program, maintenance,
chemistry, security, operator examinations, or corrective actions. Special
inspections are often made for investigation into previous events affecting plant
safety and into special programs, such as NRC Generic Letter 89-10, Testing of
Motor-Operated Valves.

Each inspection usually concludes with an exit meeting with licensee personnel,
followed by a written inspection report. Inspections can result in the following
categories of findings:

Unresolved Items are items for which information is not yet available or awaiting
licensee response or action.
Individual strengths are used to point out good practices and weaknesses for the
licensee’s attention for improvement and/or to prevent future problems.
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Deviations are variances from NRC regulations and/or licensee procedures or other
requirements or commitments, which are not as severe as outright violations.
Findings are NRC-identified or self-revealing issues of concern associated with a
performance deficiency by the licensee.
Concerns, typically including more than one individual weakness in a single area,
are to alert the licensee to situations which could become violations if not corrected.
Non-cited Violations are violations for which NRC credits the licensee for
identifying the violation and/or for prompt, effective corrective action completed
before or taken during the inspection. These are usually non-recurring, non-safety-
significant items.
Violations of NRC regulations, plant Technical Specifications, and other
commitments, procedures, etc. require a formal response and corrective action.
Violations carry four severity levels as described in Section 3.3, NRC Enforcement
Actions and below.

Fewer violations generally mean better performance. Some in the industry
believe having a significant number of non-cited violations indicates an
effective, aggressive regulatory program, meaning the licensee quickly finds
and corrects its own problems/violations rather than the NRC identifying them.

NRC considers items not in compliance with its regulations or with the
licensee’s commitments or procedures to be violations. Corrective action is
required for all violations. NRC identifies four severity levels for violations.

Level I is the most severe, representing the most significant regulatory concern
which usually involves actual or high potential impact on the safety of the
public. Level IV violations are more than minor concern and should be corrected
so as to prevent a more serious concern. Civil penalties (monetary fines) are
usually imposed for Level I and II violations, are considered for Level III, and
usually not imposed for Level IV violations. Most low-level violations are
reported as Non-cited Violations provided the licensee places the violation into
its corrective action program and provided the violation is not willful or
repetitive. NRC has increased its scrutiny of corrective action programs. The
categorization of violations in this report follows NRC’s actual classification in
each notice of a violation.

NRC issued the following inspection reports during this reporting period:

1. IR 05000275/2016009; 05000323/2016009; 06/27/2016 – 07/14/2016; Diablo
Canyon Power Plant; Problem Identification and Resolution (Biennial) and Follow-up
of Events and Notices of Enforcement Discretion.

2. IR 05000275/2016002, 05000323/2016002; 04/01/2016 – 06/30/2016; Diablo
Canyon Power Plant; Problem Identification and Resolution.

3. IR 05000275/2016010, 05000323/2016010; 05/16/2016 – 09/12/2016; Diablo
Canyon Power Plant; Problem Identification and Resolution

4. IR 05000275/2016011, 05000323/2016011, AND 07200026/2016001 Diablo
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Canyon Power Plant ant Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) – NRC
Inspection Report

5. IR 05000275/2016003, 05000323/2016003; 07/01/2016 – 09/30/2016; Diablo
Canyon Power Plant; Integrated Inspection Report.

6. IR 05000275/2016201 AND 05000323/2016201 - Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Units
1 and 2- NRC Security

7. ER 05000275/2016302; 05000323/2016302; 09/19/2016 – 11/17/2016; Diablo
Canyon Power Plant, Units 1 and 2; Initial Operator Licensing Examination Report.

8. IR 05000275/2016004, 05000323/2016004; 10/01/2016 – 12/31/2016; Diablo
Canyon Power Plant; Maintenance Effectiveness

9. IR 05000275/2017001, 05000323/2017001; 01/01/2017 – 03/31/2017; Diablo
Canyon Power Plant; integrated inspection report

10. IR 05000275/2016008 and 05000323/2016008; 10/03/2016- 1 0/20/2016; Diablo
Canyon Power Plant; Triennial Fire Protection Team Inspection.

These 10 inspections (plus assessment letter) are typical of recent previous
periods for DCPP. Cross-cutting performance appears good with no cross-
cutting themes identified by NRC.

3.2.2 DCISC Review of Trends of Violations and NRC-Identified
Issues

Non-Cited Violations (NCVs) are usually items of very low safety significance (called
“Green”). All NCVs are entered into the DCPP Correction Action Program (CAP), and a
Notification is issued. Notifications are reports used to identify and document plant
problems in the CAP. The NCVs are reviewed for their safety significance, and cross-
cutting issues. DCPP will perform an Apparent Cause Evaluation (ACE) for the NCVs as
determined by plant director-level management.

NRC Non-Cited Violations (NCVs)

NCVs are violations of NRC regulations, which have very low safety significance,
and, as such, are not “cited” as violations by NRC.

NRC violations are included in the DCPP CAP Trending Program and are not
trended separately. An Event Trend Record (ETR) is issued for each NCV
associated with an AT-NCV AR (A-type Non-Cited Violation Action Request).
Periodic evaluation of the ETRs is undertaken to identify adverse trends.

NRC issued the following seven Non-Cited Violations during the reporting
period:

Note: the following terms are used:

NCV = NRC Non-Cited Violation
SLIV = NRC Safety Level IV Violation
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FIN = NRC Finding
Green = NRC considers very low safety significance
PG&E-Identified = violation was first found by PG&E and reported to NRC
C-C Aspect = NRC cross-cutting category for the violation)

1. IR 05000275/2016009; 05000323/2016009; 06/27/2016 – 07/14/2016;
Diablo Canyon Power Plant; Problem Identification and Resolution (Biennial)
and Follow-up of Events and Notices of Enforcement Discretion.

The report documents one finding (with two examples) of very low safety
significance (Green). Green. The inspectors assessed a self-revealed, non-cited
violation of Technical Specification 5.4.1.a, “Procedures,” for the licensee’s
failure to implement properly preplanned maintenance procedures that affected
the performance of safety-related equipment. Specifically, two maintenance
procedures associated with the emergency diesel generators’ fuel injectors
lacked adequate details on specific key mechanical parameters (capscrew bolt
torque setup and fuel injection pump alignment) to ensure that maintenance
activities were performed in a manner adequate to the circumstances. In both
examples, the licensee entered the issues into the corrective action program
and corrected the condition to restore the emergency diesel generators to an
operable status.

This finding was more than minor because it was associated with the procedure
quality attribute of the Mitigating Systems cornerstone and affects the
associated cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, and
capability of systems that respond to initiating events. Using Inspection Manual
Chapter 0609, Appendix A, “The Significance Determination Process for
Findings At Power,” issued June 19, 2012, the inspectors determined the
finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not
represent the loss of a system or function, the loss of a train of a technical
specification safety system for greater than its allowed outage time, or the loss
of a non-technical specification high-safety-significant system for greater than
24 hours. This finding had a cross-cutting aspect in the area of human
performance associated with work management – “organization implements a
process of planning, controlling, and executing work activities such that nuclear
safety is the overriding priority.” Specifically, work on the emergency diesel
generators fuel oil system components was not effectively planned and
executed by incorporating conditions to ensure a successful outcome [H.5].
(Section 4OA2.5)

2. IR 05000275/2016002, 05000323/2016002; 04/01/2016 – 06/30/2016;
Diablo Canyon Power Plant; Problem Identification and Resolution.

• Green. The inspectors reviewed a self-revealed, non-cited violation of
Technical Specification (TS) 5.4.1.a, “Procedures,” for the licensee’s failure to
place a spent fuel assembly in its correct location in the spent fuel pool (SFP) in
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accordance with Procedure OP B-8H, “Spent Fuel Pool Work Instructions.”
Specifically, the fuel handling crew moved spent fuel assembly TT69 to location
E-37 rather than its intended location E-27. In response to this error, reactor
engineering performed a technical specification verification in order to ensure
that fuel assembly TT69 could remain in Cell E-37. The licensee suspended
further fuel movements pending corrective action and remediation of the
operators. The licensee entered this into the corrective action program.

The licensee’s failure to place a spent fuel assembly in its correct location in the
SFP was a performance deficiency. The performance deficiency is more than
minor, and therefore a finding, because it is associated with the configuration
control attribute of the Barrier Integrity Cornerstone and adversely affected the
cornerstone objective to provide reasonable assurance that physical design
barriers (fuel cladding, reactor coolant system, and containment) protect the
public from radionuclide releases caused by accidents or events. Using
Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 04, “Initial Characterization of
Findings,” and Appendix A, Exhibit 3, “Barrier Integrity Screening Questions,”
the inspectors determined that the finding was of very low safety significance
(Green) because: (1) the finding did not adversely affect decay heat removal
capabilities from the spent fuel pool causing the pool temperature to exceed the
maximum analyzed temperature limit specified in the site-specific licensing
basis, (2) the finding did not result from fuel handling errors, dropped fuel
assembly, dropped storage cask, or crane operations over the SFP that caused
mechanical damage to fuel clad and a detectible release of radionuclides, (3)
the finding did not result in a loss of spent fuel pool water inventory decreasing
below the minimum analyzed level limit specified in the site-specific licensing
basis, and (4) the finding did not affect the SFP neutron absorber, fuel bundle
misplacement (i.e., fuel loading pattern error) or soluble Boron concentration.
This finding had a cross-cutting aspect in the area of human performance
associated with avoiding complacency. Specifically, individuals failed to
recognize and plan for the possibility of mistakes, latent issues, and inherent
risk, even while expecting successful outcomes and individuals failed to
implement appropriate error reduction tools.

3. Diablo Canyon Power Plant Units 1 and 2 – NRC Security Inspection Report
05000275/2016201 and 05000323/2016201

(Note: because of being security-related, details are withheld.) NRC inspectors
documented one finding of very low security significance (Green) in this report. This
finding involved a violation of NRC requirements. The NRC is treating this violation as a
non-cited violation (NCV) consistent with Section 2.3.2.a of the Enforcement Policy. One
cross-cutting aspect was assigned a finding in the area of Human Performance,
Questioning Attitude. Specifically, because the licensee failed to stop when faced with
uncertain conditions. Risks are evaluated and managed before proceeding.

4. ER 05000275/2016302; 05000323/2016302; 09/19/2016 – 11/17/2016;
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Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Units 1 and 2; Initial Operator Licensing
Examination Report.

Title 10 CFR 50.9(a) requires, in part, that information provided to the
Commission by a licensee shall be complete and accurate in all material aspects.
On October 4, 2016, the NRC gave approval to the licensee to administer a
written examination to initial operating license applicants on October 14, 2016.
The approval was made based on content of the written examination provided
to the NRC on October 4, 2016. In this version of the written examination,
Question 55 had been revised based on NRC comments so that it had only one
correct answer. The previous draft revision of the question had two plausible
correct answers. The written examination was administered on October 14,
2016. During licensee review of the exam, the licensee identified that the
version of Question 55 on the administered written examination was not the
version that was approved on October 4, 2016. The licensee notified the NRC of
the issue on November 7, 2016, and completed an extent of condition review
that showed that this was the only written examination question inconsistent
with the questions approved on October 4, 2016. The violation was of very low
safety significance because the performance deficiency did not contribute to the
NRC making any incorrect regulatory decisions regarding issuance of operating
licenses. The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program.

5. IR 05000275/2016004, 05000323/2016004; 10/01/2016 – 12/31/2016;
Diablo Canyon Power Plant; Maintenance Effectiveness

• Green. The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical
Specification 5.4.1.a, “Procedures,” for the failure to follow Procedure
AD7.ID16, “Tool Pouch and Minor Maintenance Program,” Revision 2.
Specifically, the licensee failed to screen work on the safety-related rupture
restraint as acceptable to be worked as tool pouch work or minor maintenance.
As a result, a safety-related main steam line rupture restraint (MS-41RR) was
not properly returned to service and left in an inoperable condition following
maintenance. As corrective actions, the licensee returned MS-41RR to an
operable condition and initiated a review of the maintenance database to
ensure that work performed on main steam line rupture restraints is completed
in accordance with appropriate written inspections. The licensee entered the
issue into their corrective action program.

The failure to properly preplan and perform maintenance affecting the
performance of safety-related equipment was a performance deficiency. The
inspectors determined that the finding was more than minor because it was
associated with the configuration control attribute of the Mitigating System
Cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the
availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating
events to prevent undesired consequences. Specifically, because of not
following maintenance procedures, a safety-related main steam rupture
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restraint was left in a disengaged or inactive configuration such that following a
postulated line break, the main steam line would be unrestrained. This resulted
in a potential of high-energy pipe impacting structures and components
designed to be protected from high-energy pipe whip. The inspectors
determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the
finding did not represent an actual loss of function of a mitigating system.
Specifically, the single restraint condition would only affect a very limited range
of breaks and no risk significant systems would be adversely impacted. The
inspectors concluded that this finding affected the cross cutting area of human
performance, documentation, because the licensee did not maintain up to date
documentation to ensure work planning on safety related equipment are
complete, thorough, accurate, and current such that main steam pipe restraints
are maintained within design requirements.

6. IR 05000275/2016008 and 05000323/2016008; 10/03/2016- 1 0/20/2016;
Diablo Canyon Power Plant; Triennial Fire Protection Team Inspection.

• License Conditions 2.C.(5) for Unit 1 and 2.C.(4) for Unit 2 state, in part, that
the licensee shall implement and maintain all provisions of the approved fire
protection program that comply with 10 CFR 50.48(a) and 10 CFR 50.48(c), as
specified in the license amendment request, dated June 26, 2013, and as
approved in the safety evaluation, dated April 14, 2016. Section 3.2.3 of
Attachment A of the license amendment request states, in part: Procedures
shall be established for implementation of the fire protection program. In
addition to procedures that could be required by other sections of the standard,
the procedures to accomplish the following shall be established: Inspection,
testing, and maintenance for fire protection systems and features credited by
the fire protection program. Equipment Control Guideline 18.1, "Fire
Suppression Systems/Fire Suppression Water Systems," provided the
requirements to demonstrate the operability of the fire suppression water
system. Equipment Control Guideline Surveillance Requirement 18.1.1 0
required the licensee to perform a flow test of the fire suppression water
system in accordance with Chapter 5, Section 11, of the Fire Protection
Handbook, 14th Edition. Chapter 5, Section 11, of the Fire Protection Handbook,
14th Edition, stated, in part, that tests should be conducted in such a way that
the available flow and pressure at high value or hazardous areas can be
determined readily.

Contrary to the above, prior to October 20, 2016, the licensee failed to
implement all provisions of the approved fire protection program. Specifically,
during the flow tests, the licensee failed to establish surveillance test
procedures that measured pressure values for one of the three fire suppression
water subsystems using the methodology in Chapter 5, Section 11 of the Fire
Protection Handbook, 14th Edition.

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated
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with the protection against external factors (fire) attribute of the Mitigating
Systems Cornerstone and adversely affected the Mitigating Systems
Cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of
systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences.
Although the licensee did not measure and record fire main pressure, they did
measure flow and it was greater than 50 percent of the required capacity. The
finding was entered into the licensee’s corrective action program.

7. IR 05000275/2017001, 05000323/2017001; 01/01/2017 – 03/31/2017;
Diablo Canyon Power Plant; integrated inspection report

• Technical Specification 3.3.3 “Post Accident Monitoring (PAM)
Instrumentation,” requires at least two channels of both wide range) hot leg
reactor coolant system (RCS) temperature and wide range cold leg RCS
temperature RTDs to be in service. If this action is not met, TS 3.3.3 requires
the restoration of all but one channel to operable status within 7 days. If this
action cannot be met, TS 3.3.3 requires the plant to be shutdown to Mode 3
within 6 hours and Mode 4 within 12 hours. Contrary to the above, in October
2015 during performance of an apparent cause evaluation investigating failing
wide range RCS RTDs, PG&E discovered that the plant had been operating with
all channels of hot leg and cold leg wide range RCS temperature monitoring
inoperable for greater than the allowed TS 3.3.3 outage time without complying
with the requirement to shut down the plant. Pacific Gas and Electric identified
an incorrect insulation configuration, installed in 2010, on the thermal
extension piping that houses the wires for the wide range RCS RTDs as the
direct cause of the failures. The insulation, as installed, trapped heat inside of
the thermal extension piping and overheated the associated wires. Pacific Gas
and Electric determined that eight wide range RCS RTDs had ether failed or
operated outside of the environmental qualification temperature range,
however the required channels remained functional. Pacific Gas and Electric
determined the cause of the incorrect installation to be insufficient guidance in
the associated work package instructions.

The inspectors determined that PG&E’s failure to develop adequate work
guidance to properly install wide range RCS RTD insulation was a performance
deficiency that was within PG&E’s ability to foresee and correct. Pacific Gas and
Electric entered this issue into their corrective action program, replaced the
eight wide range RTDs, restored the insulation per design requirements, revised
the drawings for Unit 1 wide range RTDs to provide adequate level of detail, and
revised the work order to include the correct drawing and level of details for
proper installation of all wide range RTDs.

This performance deficiency is considered more than minor, and considered a
finding, because it is associated with the Mitigating Systems cornerstone
attribute of equipment performance and affected the cornerstone objective to
ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to
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initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The inspectors
determined that the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because
the deficiency did not represent an actual loss of function of at least a single
train for greater than its technical specification allowed outage time.

The NRC cited the following violation as “White” or “low-to-moderate risk
significance:”

IR 05000275/2016010, 05000323/2016010; 05/16/2016 – 09/12/2016;
Diablo Canyon Power Plant; Problem Identification and Resolution

• White. The inspectors identified a preliminary (and later determined to be)
White finding associated with an apparent violation of Technical Specification
5.4.1.a, “Procedures,” for the licensee’s failure to develop adequate instructions
for the installation, adjustment, and testing of Namco™ Model EA170 snap lock
limit switches. Specifically, the licensee failed to provide site-specific
instructions for limiting the travel of these external limit switches when
installed on safety-related motor operated valves. Consequently, the lever
switch actuator for valve RHR-2-8700B, residual heat removal pump 2-2 suction
from the refueling water storage tank, was installed such that the limit switch
was operated repeatedly in an over-travel condition resulting in a sheared
internal roll pin that ultimately caused the limit switch to fail. Following
identification of this issue, the licensee replaced the limit switch for valve RHR-
2-8700B and implemented actions to modify maintenance procedures for
installing, calibrating, and testing motor-operated valve external limit switches.
The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program as
Notification 50852345.

The performance deficiency is more than minor, and therefore a finding,
because it is associated with the procedure quality attribute of the Mitigating
Systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to
ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to
initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences (i.e., core damage).
Specifically, maintenance procedure MP E-53.10R, “Augmented Stem
Lubrication for Limitorque Operated Valves,” used to perform limit switch
adjustments on the Unit 2 valve RHR-2-8700B, did not provide adequate
acceptance criteria to prevent overtravel of the limit switch actuating lever.
This resulted in a subsequent failure of the limit switch, preventing the open
permissive signal for valve SI-2-8982B, residual heat removal pump 2-2 suction
from the containment recirculation sump, used during the emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) recirculation mode. The inspectors evaluated the finding
using the Attachment 0609.04, “Initial Characterization of Findings,” worksheet
to Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0609, “Significance Determination
Process,” issued June 19, 2012. The attachment instructs the inspectors to
utilize IMC 0609, Appendix A, “Significance Determination Process (SDP) for
Findings At-Power,” issued June 19, 2012. In accordance with NRC Inspection
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Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix A, Exhibit 2, “Mitigating Systems Screening
Questions,” the inspectors determined that the finding required a detailed risk
evaluation because it represented an actual loss of function of the train B ECCS
for greater than its technical specification allowed outage time. A senior reactor
analyst performed a detailed risk evaluation in accordance with IMC 0609,
Appendix A, Section 6.0, “Detailed Risk Evaluation.” The calculated increase in
core damage frequency was dominated by small and medium loss of coolant
accident initiators with failures of the opposite train of ECCS or related support
systems. The analyst did not evaluate the large early release frequency because
this performance deficiency would not have challenged the containment. The
NRC preliminarily determined that the increase in core damage frequency for
internal and external initiators was 7.6E-06/year, a finding of low to moderate
risk significance (White). The inspector did not identify a cross-cutting aspect
with this finding because it was not reflective of current performance. The
inadequate procedure was developed in 2011 and did not reflect the licensee’s
current performance related to procedure development.

DCPP appealed this determination, and met with the NRC in a public meeting
regarding the level of the violation; however, NRC maintained the White level.

DCISC Reporting
Period

Number of
Inspections

Violation Severity
Level Violations

Total
III IV Non-Cited

7/1/12–6/30/13  6 – 1 19 20
7/1/13–6/30/14  5 – – 11 11
7/1/14–6/30/15 10 1 – 11 12
7/1/15–6/30/16  7 – – 19 19
7/1/16–6/30/17  10 1* – 7 8

* Classified as “White” by NRC

There were no NCVs in the last four quarters that had four or more common
Cross-cutting Aspects. This means that the NRC does not need to closely
monitor any particular Cross-cutting aspects, and that DCPP is not close to
receiving an NRC Substantive Cross-cutting Issue.

3.2.3 DCISC Evaluation and Conclusions

The numbers of NRC inspections in prior periods had been fairly consistent at
about five or six and has increased slightly last period to seven and to ten in
this period. This relatively low number in previous periods is a result of good
regulatory performance as measured primarily by NRC Performance Indicators
(see Section 3.5 below). The number of non-cited violations has decreased to
eight in this period, which is a positive step, although not a trend. The DCISC
will continue to follow NRC violations and trends.
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The one “White” violation was more serious than the other “Non-cited”
violations, considered by NRC to be of low-to-moderate risk.

The DCISC received reports and heard presentations by DCPP on each non-cited
violation and finding at its public meetings and has reviewed each cited
violation and DCPP’s corrective actions, where applicable. DCPP corrective
actions appeared adequate. There were no individual items of significance to
warrant DCISC recommendations or actions.

All of DCPP’s seven NCVs were classified by the NRC as having “very low safety
significance (Green).” The one Level III White violation, classified by the NRC
as of “low-to-moderate risk significant,” was being addressed by DCPP and will
be subject to a re-inspection by the NRC. The DCISC reviewed the corrective
actions and concluded they were satisfactory.

3.3 NRC Performance Evaluations

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection, assessment, and
enforcement programs for commercial nuclear power plants take into account
improvements in the performance of the nuclear industry over the past 25 years
and improved approaches of inspecting and assessing safety performance at
NRC-licensed plants.

The NRC Revised Reactor Oversight Process (RROP) monitors licensee
performance in three broad areas (called strategic performance areas):

1. Reactor Safety (avoiding accidents and reducing the consequences of accidents if
they occur)

2. Radiation Safety (protecting plant employees and the public during routine
operations)

3. Safeguards (protecting the plant against sabotage or other security threats).

The process focuses on licensee performance within each of “Seven
Cornerstones” of safety in the three areas:

Reactor Safety Radiation Safety Safeguards
•Initiating Events
•Mitigating Systems
•Barrier Integrity
•Emergency Preparedness

•Occupational
•Public •Physical Protection

To monitor these Seven Cornerstones of safety, the NRC uses two processes
that generate information about the safety significance of plant operations:
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1. Inspections
2. Performance Indicators

Inspection findings are evaluated according to their potential significance for
safety, using the significance determination process, and assigned colors of
GREEN, WHITE, YELLOW, or RED.

GREEN findings are indicative of issues that, while they may not be desirable,
represent very low safety significance.
WHITE findings indicate issues that are of low to moderate safety significance.
YELLOW findings are issues that are of substantial safety significance.
RED findings represent issues that are of high safety significance with a significant
reduction in safety margin.

Performance Indicator data are compared to established criteria for measuring
licensee performance in terms of potential safety. Based on prescribed
thresholds, the indicators will be classified by color representing varying levels
of performance and incremental degradation in safety: GREEN, WHITE, YELLOW,
or RED.

GREEN indicators represent performance at a level requiring no additional NRC
oversight beyond the baseline inspections.
WHITE corresponds to performance that may result in increased NRC oversight at
the Resident Inspector or Regional level.
YELLOW represents performance that minimally reduces safety margin and requires
even more NRC oversight at the NRC Region level.
RED indicates performance that represents a significant reduction in safety margin
but still provides adequate protection to public health and safety. NRC response at
the Agency level could include public meeting, utility-developed performance
improvement plan, and/or special inspection teams.

The oversight process integrates performance indicators and inspections so the
agency can reach objective conclusions regarding overall plant performance.
The NRC uses an Action Matrix to determine in a systematic, predictable manner
which regulatory actions should be taken based on a licensee’s performance.
The NRC’s actions in response to the significance (as represented by the color)
of issues will be the same for performance indicators as for inspection findings.
As a licensee’s safety performance degrades, the NRC will take more and
increasingly significant action, which can include shutting down a plant, as
described in the Action Matrix.

The NRC Performance Indicators (PIs) and Most Significant Inspection Findings
Categorization for DCPP through the second quarter 2016 are depicted in Table
3.1 through 3.4 at the back of Section 3.0.

The NRC inspection program uses a risk-informed approach to select areas of
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the plant to inspect within each cornerstone. The selection is based on potential
risk, past operational experience, and regulatory requirements.

Each calendar quarter, NRC inspectors and the regional office review plant
performance indicators and inspection findings. Each year, NRC regional and
headquarters offices make a final review, to include a more detailed assessment
of plant performance over the 12-month period, preparation of a performance
report, and preparation of a six-month inspection plan. The report is sent to
each plant and discussed in a public meeting.

NRC Mid-Cycle Report for July 2015 – June 2016 (Annual
Assessment Letter August 31, 2016)

The NRC determined that overall, Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Units 1
and 2, operated in a manner that preserved public health and safety
and met all cornerstone objectives. The NRC determined the
performance at Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, during the
most recent quarter was within the Licensee Response Column of the
NRC’s Reactor Oversight. Process (ROP) Action Matrix because all
inspection findings had very low (i.e., Green) safety significance, and
all PIs indicated that your performance was within the nominal,
expected range (i.e., Green). Therefore, the NRC plans to conduct ROP
baseline inspections at your facility. As discussed in our annual
assessment letter dated March 2, 2016, Diablo Canyon. Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2, transitioned to the Licensee Response Column (Column
1) of the NRC’s ROP Action Matrix as of December 28, 2015, following
our completion of a supplemental inspection in late 2015 for a
previously identified White finding in the Emergency Preparedness
Cornerstone.

NRC Mid-Cycle Report for January 2016 – December 2017 (Annual
Assessment Letter March 7, 2017)

The NRC determined the performance at Diablo Canyon Power Plant,
Unit 1, during the most recent quarter was within the Licensee
Response Column, the highest performance category of the NRC's
Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) Action Matrix, because all Unit 1
related inspection findings had very low safety significance (i.e.,
Green), and all Unit 1 Pis were within the expected range (i.e., Green).
However, the NRC determined the performance at DiabloCanyon Power
Plant, Unit 2, during the most recent quarter was within the Regulatory
Response Column, the second highest performance column of the
NRC's ROP Action Matrix. This conclusion was based on a single, Unit
2-related inspection finding having low-to-moderate safety
significance (i.e., White) in the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone
originating in the third quarter of 2016, and all Pis within the expected
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range (i.e., Green). The NRC previously communicated the final
significance determination associated with this finding, and the
transition of Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Unit 2, to the Regulatory
Response Column, in a letter to you dated December 28, 2016
(Agencywide Documents Access and Management System. (ADAMS)
Accession No. ML 16363A429).

The DCISC understands this to mean acceptable regulatory performance and no
increased inspections above baseline, except for the White violation (see
Section 4.7.2). The DCISC will continue to follow this area closely.

The DCISC concurs with the NRC assessment of DCPP’s having acceptable
regulatory performance and will continue monitoring DCPP regulatory
performance.

3.4 DCISC Meetings with NRC Resident Inspector

The DCISC held seven meetings with the NRC Resident Inspectors NRC RIs) as
follows:

June 20–21, 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Volume II, Exhibit D.1, Section 3.2)

DCPP re-licensing is likely to be cancelled
Recent NRC Inspection of DCPP Problem Identification and Resolution Program was
positive
Cultural Issues at DCPP are minor
NRC East Coast Tsunami Report is now out
Mr. Reynoso will check on release date of NRC final evaluation of DCPP flooding and
tsunami analyses.
The new Senior Resident Inspector is Christopher Newport, who will report in mid-
August.

August 10–11, 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Volume II, Exhibit D.2, Section 3.8)

The impacts of PG&E’s June announcement that it would no longer pursue license
renewal for DCPP.
The NRC’s experiences at other nuclear power plants that had been closed or
planned for closure.
The recent NRC Problem Identification and Resolution inspection.
The timetable for issuance of the NRC’s review of DCPP’s evaluation on the risk due
to external flooding hazards.
Plans for the new Senior Resident Inspector to begin work on site in late August.

August 31 – September 1, 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Volume II, Exhibit D.3,
Section 3.1)
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Interlock failure on Residual Heat Removal System valve
Joint Proposal to close DCPP in 2025: safety culture, personnel morale, and safety
concerns
DCISC October Public Meeting
NRC flooding and tsunami final report status – likely to be released late 2016
Fire doors

November 2–3, 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Volume II, Exhibit D.4, Section 3.2)

The DCPP White Finding on the Residual Heat Removal valve interlock issue
The DCPP Joint Proposal with respect to the level capital spending for safety-related
equipment and retention of experienced staff
The open phase electric power issue
The status of NRC’s review of DCPP’s March 2015 submittal to NRC on intense
precipitation and tsunamis

January 18–19, 2017 Fact-finding Meeting (Volume II, Exhibit D.6, Section 3.5)

The DCPP White Finding on the Residual Heat Removal valve interlock issue
Local Intense Precipitation Issue
The Joint Proposal and DCPP’s Resulting Actions and Resultant Staffing and Safety
Culture
DCISC February 8-9, 2017 Public Meeting and the DCISC invitation for the Senior
Resident Inspector’s presentation
The status of NRC’s review of DCPP’s March 2015 submittal to NRC on intense
precipitation and tsunamis

March 8–9, 2017 Fact-finding Meeting (Volume II, Exhibit D.7, Section 3.1)

NRC Inspection Activities Associated with the Upcoming Unit 1 Refueling Outage
The NRC White Finding on the Residual Heat Removal Valve Interlock Issue
The NRC’s Identification of an Inoperable Main Steam Rupture Restraint
The Status of the NRC’s Review of DCPP’s March 2015 Submittal to the NRC on
Intense Precipitation and Tsunamis
The Joint Proposal and DCPP’s Resulting Actions
Ongoing NRC Staff Reductions Under ‘Project Aim’

May 10–11, 2017 Fact-finding Meeting (Volume II, Exhibit D.9, Section 3.1)

Workplace Seismic Safety (bookcases in the NRC offices were properly secured to
the walls)
FLEX equipment is being used to reduce day-to-day risk, e.g., DCPP is taking credit
for FLEX equipment to provide loss-of-AC-power Containment venting upon entering
Mode 5 on post-outage restart. (This is an important topic, and the DCISC should
review it in a future fact-finding meeting.)
NRC’s FLEX inspection will be the week of November 14, 2017. (The DCISC should
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also plan to review the results in a fact-finding meeting soon afterward.)
The NRC tsunami/flood re-evaluation is expected to be released mid-summer 2017.
The NRC has approved DCPP’s use of the Alternate Source Term for their Control
Room Environmental Envelope analysis.
The NRC 95001 inspection of corrective action for the Residual Heat Removal valve
interlock issue will be in June 2017

Conclusions:
The DCISC meetings with the NRC Resident Inspectors are a
useful opportunity to review the status of NRC’s current
issues with the plant and compare them with DCISC items of
interest. DCISC meets regularly with the Senior and Resident
Inspectors during fact-finding visits, and will continue to do
so.

3.5 DCISC Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
The DCISC received regular reports on the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Performance Indicators, DCPP
License Event Reports (LERs) sent to NRC, and NRC
Inspection Reports and Enforcement Actions (violations) at
each of its Public Meetings as well as copies of these
documents throughout the reporting period. The DCISC
investigated selected reports at its fact-finding meetings. The
number of LERs has decreased significantly and was one
during this period. This is the same as the previous period.
The Committee notes that, although the NRC concluded that
DCPP operated acceptably, it identified seven Non-cited
Violations of “very low safety significance.” This is a
significant improvement from previous periods. The one
negative is the “White” violation received during this period.
The DCISC will continue to review DCPP’s NRC regulatory
performance during the next reporting period, paying
particular attention to the number and significance of DCPP
violations and LERs.

Recommendations:
None

Table 3.2

Diablo Canyon 2 2Q/2017 Performance Summary
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Diablo Canyon 1 2Q/2017 NRC Most Significant Inspection Findings

Table 3.2
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Diablo Canyon 2 2Q/2017 Performance Summary

Diablo Canyon 22Q/2016 NRC Most Significant Inspection Findings
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.0, Summary
of Major DCISC Review Topics
The DCISC reviews a broad spectrum of topics and issues at DCPP. Detailed reports of
these topics are contained in Volume II, Exhibit B–DCISC Public Meeting Notices,
Agendas and Reports and Volume II, Exhibit D–DCISC reports on Fact-finding meetings.
This section contains summaries of these reports along with conclusions and any
recommendations.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Exhibit 5.0,
Performance Indicators
DCPP operational performance is reported in Volume II, Exhibit C, “Diablo Canyon Power
Plant (DCPP) Operations”.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Exhibit 6.0, DCISC
Open Items List
The DCISC Open Items List is a database used to track items for follow-up and
monitoring. The List is updated and reviewed at each public meeting. The List is updated
and reviewed at each public meeting. The Open Items List included in Volume II, Exhibit
F was used at the DCISC June 6–7, 2017 Public Meeting.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Exhibit 7.0, PG&E
Actions on Previous DCISC Report Recommendations
The DCISC has made 221 recommendations in its previous 26 Annual Reports. The
recommendations, PG&E responses and DCISC dispositions from the previous DCISC
reporting period are included in Exhibit H, Volume II, along with references to the
location for the basis for each recommendation.

The DCISC had no recommendations in the 2015—2016 Annual Report.

The DCISC has one recommendation in this 2016—2017 report – see Section
4.20.3.

The DCISC concludes that the actions taken by PG&E relative to past DCISC
recommendations have been satisfactory and have helped to maintain or
improve safety and reliability.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Exhibit 8.0, Public
Input
The DCISC has welcomed and encouraged input from the public since its inception in
1990. As part of its Public Outreach Program, the Committee has established a number
of channels of communication opportunities in an effort to foster public outreach. These
are mainly in the form of three public meetings each year in the local community, along
with three plant tours that are open to the public. Notice of these public meetings is
published in local newspapers and on the DCISC website and is sent to persons on the
DCISC’s Service Mailing List (see Volume II, Exhibit B-10), maintained in accordance with
California Government Code §14911, and a notice was sent to all such persons and
entities during this Annual Report period of the opportunity to received notice of DCISC
public meetings by email. The Committee’s public meetings are webcast in real time,
available for subsequent viewing on the web through archived, streaming video, linked to
each meeting agenda, and cablecast for subsequent broadcasts on the local government
access channel, Channel 21. The Committee maintains a toll-free telephone line. The
DCISC also issues public notices, press releases and advertisements. Input from the
public has been received from many of these channels as described in this section of the
report.

8.1 Telephone Calls and E-mails Received by the DCISC
8.2 DCISC Internet–Worldwide Web Page Activity
8.3 Comments Received at DCISC public meetings
8.4 DCISC Public Tours of DCPP
8.5 DCISC Evaluation
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27th Annual Report, Volume II, Diablo Canyon Power Plant Operations

1.0 PG&E/DCPP Organization

The DCPP organization chart is shown below.

2.0 Summary of Diablo Canyon Operations

2.0.1 Capacity Factor

During the assessment period of July 1, 2016, through June 30, 2017, Diablo Canyon’s Combined “Capacity
Factor” averaged 91.5% (Net Maximum Dependable Capacity). Capacity factor is the ratio of actual
generation output during an operating period to its potential generation output during that period when
operating continuously at Maximum Dependable Capacity.

Unit 1 Operating Event Summary

During the 12-month reporting period ending June 30, 2017, Unit 1’s Capacity Factor was 83.1% (Net
Maximum Dependable Capacity). This period included a refueling outage. The table below provides
descriptions of operating events that impacted Unit 1 generation.

Unit 1 Power Generation Events July 2016 – June 2017

Date Type Reduced to Power Level Event
10/17/16 – 10/22/16 Curtailment 50% Ocean cooling water system tunnel cleaning

01/24/17 – 01/25/17 Curtailment 54% Main condenser pick & dredge removal of
marine debris

04/23/17 – 06/23/17 Refueling Off-line 1R20 refueling outage

Unit 2 Operating Event Summary

During the 12-month reporting period ending June 30, 2017, Unit 2’s Capacity Factor was 99.8% (Net
Maximum Dependable Capacity). No refueling outage occurred during this period. The table below provides
descriptions of operating events that impacted Unit 2 generation.

Unit 2 Power Generation Events July 2016 – June 2017
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Date Type Reduced to Power Level Event

08/04/16 – 08/05/16 Curtailment 75% Control rod misalignment during Test STP R-
1A

10/27/16 – 10/27/16 Curtailment 88% STP M-21C Main Steam Turbine Control Valve
Test

11/10/16 – 11/11/16 Curtailment 55% Reduction for high storm seas. Main condenser
pick and dredge.

01/26/17 – 01/27/17 Curtailment 55% Reduction for high storm seas. Main condenser
pick and dredge.

03/13/17 – 03/19/17 Curtailment 50% Ocean cooling water system tunnel cleaning

2.0.2 Refueling Outages

The Unit 1 nineteenth refueling outage (1R120) had significant scope, including the following major work:

Installation of the permanent cavity seal
Baffle-former bolt ultrasonic inspections and replacements
Cold leg nozzle inspections
Control rod guide card inspections and replacements
Containment Fan Cooler Unit (CFCU) 1-5 cooling coil replacement
Replacement of the "B" low pressure turbine
Inspections and partial blade replacements on the high pressure turbine
Inspection and overhaul of feedwater pump turbine 1-1
230 kV switch 211-1 replacement
230 kV dead end insulator replacements (both Units)
DEG 1-3 maintenance

1R20 began on April 23, 2017 and completed on June 23, 2017. Outage goals and results were as follows:

Performance Category Goal Actual
Recordable & Disabling Injuries  0  1
Nuclear Safety Events  0  0
Human Performance Event Clock Resets  0  1
Outage Duration (Days) ≤75  61
Dose Goal (Rem)  55  44.9
Significant Foreign Material Events (FME)  0  0

2.0.3 Collective Radiation Exposures

The bulk of personnel radiation exposure occurs during refueling outages. For this reason, the total annual exposure is
largely dependent upon the outage planning effectiveness, radiation levels, outage duration, number of outages
conducted in the year and emergent maintenance activities.

Collective Radiation Exposure (CRE) for Refueling Outage 1R20 was 44.9 person-Rem versus a goal of 55
person-Rem. Excellent station dose performance can be attributed to source term reduction, dose
ownership, use of technology and improved outage awareness and planning.  On-Line exposures typically
amounts to about six person-Rem per year. Unit 1 and 2 collective radiation exposure performances are
meeting industry goals. Both units are receiving full INPO points for CRE.

2.0.4 Unplanned Reactor Trips
PG&E’s goal is to have zero unplanned automatic reactor trips per unit per year while critical. Unnecessary reactor trips
not only reduce plant capacity factor, but they also represent unnecessary challenges to safety systems and may
indicate substandard operating or maintenance practices. Manual trips are not counted because PG&E believes that this
may inhibit operator-initiated trips and actions to protect equipment. There were no unplanned automatic reactor trips
in either unit during this reporting period.

2.0.5 Unplanned Safety System Actuations
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This indicator is the sum of the number of unplanned emergency core cooling system (ECCS) actuations (whether the
ECCS actuation set point has been reached or from a spurious or inadvertent ECCS signal) and the number of
unplanned emergency AC power system actuations that result from the loss of power to a safeguards bus. For Diablo
Canyon, ECCS actuations include actuations of the high-pressure injection system, the low-pressure injection system,
or the accumulators. Such actuations should be avoided because the plant should be maintained in a safe configuration
to preclude actuations, and unnecessary challenges to plant safety systems should be minimized. PG&E’s goal for this
indicator continues to be no unplanned safety system actuations at DCPP. No actuations occurred during the reporting
period.

2.0.6 Chemistry Effectiveness Indicator (CEI)

DCPP has adopted the industry Chemistry Effectiveness Indicator (CEI) to measure overall station chemistry
effectiveness.  The CEI includes metrics for the Primary Chemistry and the Secondary Chemistry and is a measure of
chemical control as well as contaminant control.

The CEI can range from 0 to 100 with a lower value demonstrating better chemistry control.   CEI >5 will
impact the INPO Performance Indictor Index.

Monthly CEI for Unit 1 for August 2017 was 0.00. Unit 1 18-month composite was 0.00.

Monthly CEI for Unit 2 for August 2017 was 0.000. Unit 2 18-month composite was 0.84 due to excursions
from 2R19 startup feedwater iron (July 2016) and sodium for SG 2-1 (February 2017). DCPP expects U2
CEI to drop to 0.01 in December 2017 and 0.0 in August 2018.

2.0.7 Fuel Reliability

The purpose of the fuel reliability indicator is to monitor progress in achieving and maintaining high fuel integrity.
Failed fuel represents a breach in the initial barrier for preventing offsite release of fission products. Such failure also
has a detrimental effect on operations and increases the radiological hazards to plant workers.

Based on measurement of both steady-state reactor coolant activity and transient iodine spiking, PG&E
determined that both Units 1 and 2 operated without any failed fuel rods during the 12-month reporting
period.  Unit 1 has operated without any failed fuel rods since the beginning of Cycle 5 (1990). The Unit 2
radiochemistry data indicates that Unit 2 has been operating without fuel defects since starting up Cycle
17 (June 2011). 

PG&E continues to follow its fuel reliability programs, including the aggressive preventive maintenance
inspection of new and irradiated fuel, continued implementation of procedural guidelines to prevent fuel
damage during both power and refueling operations, implementation of chemistry controls, fuel assembly
reconstitution for identified rod failures, tracking and disposition of damaged fuel assemblies and strict
controls to exclude foreign material from the reactor coolant system.
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27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit E, DCISC
Plant Tours of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
The DCISC tours the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant during most fact-finding
meetings to observe or inspect items it is reviewing. Also, the DCISC conducts plant
tours with members of the public three times per year during its public meetings. For the
two years following the terrorist events of September 11, 2001 no public tours were held.
The DCISC resumed public tours at its June 2, 2004 public meeting. This exhibit includes
a database of the areas of the plant the DCISC and the public have toured.

Table 1–Ten–Year Record of DCISC Tours of DCPP (Through June
2017)

Area No. Location System-Area
Tour No(s)
(See Table 2)
(Bold = Public Tour)

TB-1 TB—Buttress Area Condensate Polishing
System

∗, 09-9, 17-3

TB-2 TB—El 73 NH-SH (U1&2)
Condensate Pumps ∗, 09-8, 17-3
Condensate Cooler  

TB-3 TB El 85 NH Oily Water Separator
Room

 

TB-4 TB—El 85 NH-SH (U1&2 )

Condensate Booster
Pumps

17-3

Letdown Storage Tanks  
Main Feedwater Pumps ∗,07-11, 09-8
Condenser Water Box ∗, 07-9, 14-2
Plant Air Compressors 15-6
Service Water HX 11-1
Lube Oil Storage Tanks  
Component Cool.
Water HX

 

TB-5 TB El 85 (U1&2) Emergency Diesel
Generators

07-7, 09-5, 09-8, 09-9, 10-
2, 10-7, 14-2, 17-4

TB-6 TB El 85 (U1&2) 4 kV & 12 kV Non–vital 07-2, 17-4
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Switchgear

TB-7 TB Buttress El 104 (U2) Technical Support
Center

07-4, 10-3

TB-8 TB El 104 (U1&2)

4 kV Vital Cable
Spread. Rms.

 

Isophase Bus Cooling
System

 

TB-9 TB El 104 (U1&2)

Main Lube Oil Resvr. -
Cooler

11-1, 17-6

Feedwater Heaters ∗
Mid–condenser &
Hoods

 

Seawater Evaporators  
Steam Jet Air Ejectors ∗

TB-10 TB El 119 (U1&2)
4 kV Vital Switchgear 14-2
Switchgear Ventilation
Fans

 

TB-11 TB El 119 (U1&2)

Isophase Busses ∗
LP Cond. Exhaust
Hoods

∗

Moisture Septrs.
/Reheaters

 

Tech. Maintenance
Shop

 

TB-12
TB El 140 (Turbine Deck)
(U1&2)

Main Turbines,
Generators & Steam
Leads & Valves

∗, 08-7, 10-2, 10-5, 10-7,
14-5, 15-4, 15-8, 16-2,
16-5, 16-8, 17-3, 17-7

TB-13 TB El 140 NH Outage Coordination
Center

08-8, 09-8, 17-7

TB-14 U1 TB 140 NH Operations Support
Center

14-7

AB–1 AB El 55 Pipe Tunnel Area  

AB–2 AB El 64 (U1&2)

Boron Injection Tanks  
Residual Heat Removal
Pumps

16-6

Gas Decay Tanks &
Cmprsrs.

09-1

Radwaste Monitor
Tanks

09-1

Liquid Radwaste
Storage Tanks

09-1
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AB–3 AB El 73 (U1&2)

Residual Heat Removal
HXs

 

Compnt. Cool. Water
Pumps

 

Charging Pumps  
Containment Spray
Pumps

 

Boron Injection Tanks  

AB–4 AB El 85 (U1&2)

Penetration Area  
Post–LOCA Sampling
Station

 

Waste Gas Analyzer 09-1

AB–5 AB EL 85(U1&2)

Safety Injection Pumps  
Boric Acid Evap.  
Aux. Control Board 11-7
Let down & Seal Return
HX

 

AB–6 AB EL 85

Chemistry Offices &
Labs

 

RP Offices & Labs  
RCA Access Control 09-1, 09-9, 17-7
Hot Showers & Laundry 09-1

AB–7 AB El 85 Auxiliary Boiler  
AB–8 AB El 100 (U1&2) Penetration Area 17-7

AB–9 AB El 100 (U1&2)

Aux. Feedwater Pumps 07-6, 12-1
Volume Control Tank  
Demineralizers  
Boric Acid Transfer
Pumps

 

AB–10 AB El 100 (U1&2)
480 V Vital Bus  

QHot Shutdown Panel 09-9, 10-2, 10-7, 11-7, 14-
2

AB–11 AB El 115 U1&2)

Penetration Area–MS &
FDW

 

Radwaste Processing
Area

15-2

Ion Exchangers 09-1

AB–12 AB El 115 (U1&2)
Vital Batteries,
Chargers & Inverters

11-6

Rod Control Cabinets  
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AB–13 AB El 115 (U1&2) Plant Ventilation
System

 

AB–14 AB El 128 (U1&2) Cable Spreading Room  

AB–15 AB El 140 (U1&2) Control Room Area

07-7, 08-7, 08-8, 09-9, 10-
2, 10-5, 11-7, 13-4, 14-2,
14-5, 15-4, 15-8, 16-2,
16-5, 16-8

AB–16 AB El 140 (U1&2)

SG Blowdown Tank  
Containment
Equipment & Personnel
Hatches

 

FH–1 FH El 85 (U1&2)
Fuel Handling Supply
Fans & Radiation
Monitoring

 

FH–2 FH El 100 (U1&2)

Spent Fuel Pool
Pumps-HXs

10-8

Spent Fuel Ventilation
Sys.

 

FH–3 FH El 140 (U1&2)

Spent Fuel Pool 06-1, 07-10, 08-8, 09-9,
10-8, 11-7, 15-5

Cask Decon (El 115) 09-9
New Fuel Storage 09-6, 10-8
Firewater Pumps (El
115)

 

FH–4 FH El 140 NH-SH
Hot Machine Shop 09-9
Hot Tool Room  

C–1 Containment (U1&2)

Containment Area 11-7, 17-7
Reactor Coolant
System

17-7

Accumulators 17-7
Pressurizer Relief Tank 17-7
Cont. Sump - Screen 17-7
Refueling Canal 17-7
Containment Fan
Coolers

17-7

A–1 Admin. Bldg. El 128

Communications
Rooms

 

Computer Center  
∗, 07-3, 07-8, 07-12, 08-
2, 08-6, 08-9, 10-4, 10-6,
10-9, 11-4, 11-5, 11-8,
12-3, 12-5, 12-8, 13-2,
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Security Access Control 13-6, 13-8, 14-3, 14-6,
14-8, 15-1, 15-4, 15-8,
16-2, 16-5, 16-8, 17-3,
17-6, 17-7

T–1 Training Building Training Building
Simulator

07-3,07-8, 07-12, 08-
2,08-6, 08-9,09-4, 09-
7,09-10, 10-3, 10-4, 10-
6, 10-9, 11-1, 11-3, 11-4,
11-5, 11-8, 12-3, 12-5,
12-8, 13-2, 13-3, 13-5,
13-6, 13-8, 14-3, 14-6,
14-8, 14-7, 15-1, 15-4, 15-
8, 16-2, 16-5, 16-8, 17-5,
17-8

T–2  Maintenance Training
Facility

09-4, 12-5, 13-7, 14-1,
14-3

I–1 Intake
Structure Area (U1&2)

General Area &
Overlook

07-1 ,07-3, 07-8, 07-12,
08-2, 08-6, 08-9, 09-4,
09-7, 09-10, 10-4, 10-
6,10-9, 11-4, 11-5, 11-8,
12-3, 12-5, 12-8, 14-3,
14-6, 14-8, 09-2, 13-2,
13-6, 13-8, 16-2, 16-5,
16-8, 17-5, 17-7, 17-8

Traveling Screens 09-2, 06-2
Circulating Water
Pumps

 

Auxiliary Saltwater
Pumps

 

O–1 Outside TB El 85 (U1&2) Main & Auxiliary
Transformers

∗, 09-2, 09-9, 10-2, 10-7,
14-2, 17-7

O–2 Outside FH and Yard
(U1&2)

Condensate Storage
Tank,

∗, 07-6, 08-5, 08-7, 09-8

Primary Water Storage
Tank,

∗

Refueling Water
Storage Tank

∗

O–3 Outside TB (east side) Diesel Fuel Oil Storage
Tank (buried)

 

O–4 Warehouse Area
Main Warehouse 09-3
Warehouses A&B  

O–5 Outside (U1&2) Cold Machine Shop 09-9
Radwaste Storage
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O–6 Outside, Radwaste Area
Facility

09-1

Radwaste Storage
Tanks

 

Laundry Facility  

O–7 Plant Overlook Area

Waste Water Holding &
Treatment System
Facilities

12-3, 12-5, 12-8, 14-3,
14-6, 14-8, 16-2, 16-5,
16-8, 17-5, 17-8

Polymetrics Sys. -
Reservoir

 

O–8 “Patton Flats” Area

Hydronautics System  
Biology Lab  
Hazardous Waste Stor.
Bldg

 

Fire Protection System 09-6
Plant Sewage
Treatment Fac

 

Paint Facility  

O–9 500 kV Switch yard

500 kV Switchyard & ∗

Control Building
06-3, 06-8, 13-2, 13-6,
13-8, 14-3, 14-6, 14-8,
16-8, 17-5, 17-8

O–10 230 kV Switchyard 230 kV Switchyard &
Control Building

∗,13-2, 13-6, 13-8, 14-3,
16-8, 17-5, 17-8

O–11 Discharge Structure Discharge Structure

∗, 08-2, 08-6, 08-9, 09-4,
09-7, 09-10, 12-3, 12-5,
12-8, , 13-2, 13-6, 13-8,
14-3, 14-6, 14-8, 15-1,
16-2, 16-8, 17-5, 17-8

OS–1 Offsite

Emergency Operations
Facility

07-4, 10-3, 11-1, 11-3, 12-
6, 13-3, 16-3

Joint Information
Center

07-4, 08-3, 10-3, 11-1, 11-
3, 12-6, 13-3, 14-7, 16-3,
17-2

 Other Specific Areas:  
AB Asset Team Work Area  

AB Elect. Asset Team
Work Area

 

AB Fire Pumps, Piping &
Equipment

09-6

AB Security System
Components & SAS
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Other

 Seismic Gap
Modifications

 

 Expansion Joint
Failures

 

 Temporary Jumpers  

 Human Performance
Lab

08-4, 09-5

 Simulation Lab 09-1

 Radiation Monitoring
System

 

 

Outside Control Area,
Firing Range, Protected
Control Area (including
selected alarm
stations, delay
barriers, check points,
vehicle barriers, gun
ports, watch stations,
and overall visible
security features)

 

 ISFSI Site

07-4, 07-6, 08-2, 08-6,
08-9, 10-4, 10-6, 10-9,
12-3, 12-5, 12-8, 13-2,
13-6, 13-8, 14-3, 14-6,
14-8, 15-1, 15-3, 15-4,
15-8, 16-2, 16-5, 16-8,
17-5, 17-8

 Admin Bldg Tall
Bookcase

12-7, 15-3, 15-7

 Seismic Bracing 10-8, 12-7

 Control Room Ready
Room

12-7

 Tall Bookcase Seismic
Bracing

10-8, 12-7, 17-1, 17-7

∗ Systems/areas marked with “∗” have also been visited on many tours due to
their location along routes frequently traveled.

Legend:

AB = Auxiliary Building
FH = Fuel Handling Building
TB = Turbine Building
NH = North Half
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SH = South Half
HX = Heat Exchanger
El = Elevation
HVAC = Heating, Ventilation & Air Cond.
U1&2 = Units 1 and 2 have separate facilities/equipment

Table 2–Ten–Year Chronological Record of Past DCISC DCPP Tours
(through June 2017)

Tour No. Date(s) Participants Locations-Components Observed
07–1 8/3/06 ADR, JEB Intake Structure
07–2 9/6/07 WFC, SS, RFW 12 kV System

07–3 10/18/06 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake

07–4 10/25/06 PFP, RFW
Simulator, Technical Support Center, Emergency
Operations Center (EOC), Media Center, ISFSI
Site

07–5 11/28/06 WFC, JEB Make–up Water System

07–6 12/14/06 PFP, RFW Auxiliary Feedwater System, Pumps, Piping,
Valves and Condensate Storage Tank

07–7 1/17/07 ADR, JEB Control Room, Turbine Deck and Emergency
Diesel Generator Rooms and ISFSI

07–8 1/31/07 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

07–9 3/21/07 WFC, RFW Component Cooling Water System Components
07–10 4/18/07 ADR, WFC Spent Fuel Pool
07–11 5/30/07 PFP, RFW Main Feedwater System Control System

07–12 6/13/07 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Bldg,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

08–1 8/21/07 WFC, RFW I&C Components in Various Locations in AB, CR &
TB

08–2 10/24/07 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

08–3 9/18/07 ADR Joint Media Center
08–4 11/13/07 WFC, VSB, RFW Human Performance & Safety Simulation Lab
08–5 12/19/07 ADR, JEB New Steam Generator Storage Area

08–6 1/23/08 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

08–7 2/27/08 RJB, JEB Control Room, Turbine Floor & SG Work in Yard

08–8 3/10/08 ADR, JEB SG Work in Yard, Fuel Handling Bldg., Control
Room, Outage Meeting

08–9 6/25/08 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
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Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

09–1 7/16/08 WFC, RFW

Radwaste Processing & Storage, CVCS Filter
Gallery, LRWS Ion Exchange Cubicles, Unit 2
Equipment Drains & Tank, LRWS & GRWS
Discharge Radiation Monitors, Unit 2 Waste Gas
Compressor and Decay Tank, Chemical Drain
Tank, L&HS Tank, B.5.b Equipment Storage

09–2 8/27/08 RJB, JEB Intake Structure, ASW Pump, Main Bank
Transformer

09–3 9/16/08 PFP, RFW New Unit 1 SG Storage, Warehouse

09–4 10/7/08 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

09–5 11/5/08 RJB, RFW Human Performance & Safety Simulators, Unit 2
Turbine Building, EDGs 2–1 & 2–3

09–6 12/17/08 PFP, JEB Fire Protection Equipment

09–7 2/11/09 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

09–8 3/3/09 RJB, JEB
SG Replacement, Turbine Building, EDG 1–2, MFW
Pumps, CDN Pumps, Condensate Storage Tank,
Outage Control Center

09–9 5/19/09 PFP, DCL, RFW
Turbine Building, EDG 1–3, Control Room, Intake
Area, Discharge Cove, RCA Portal, SFPs 1 & 2,
Hot-Cold Machine Shops, Yard Area, Transformers

10–1 7/22/09 PFP, DCL, JEB ISFSI, Admin. Building Protective Window Film

10–2 8/10/09 PL, WFC, RFW

Turbine Building (all levels), Emergency Diesel
Generator Room, Control Room, Alternate
Shutdown Panel, Plant Yard, Main Transformers,
Ocean Intake & Discharge

10–3 9/2/09 RJB, JEB Control Room Simulator, Technical Support Ctr,
Emergency Operations Ctr, Joint Information Ctr

10–4 12/9/09 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

10–5 12/16/09 PFP, RFW Turbine Deck Units 1 & 2, Control Room

10–6 2/10/10 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

10–7 3/16/10 RJB, RFW

Control Room Simulator, Turbine Building,
Alternate Shutdown Control Panel, Emergency
Diesel Generator Room, Plant Yard, Main
Transformers, Main Steam Safety Valves

10–8 5/12/10 PFP, RFW

Units 1 & 2 Spent Fuel Pools, SFP Pump, SFP
Cleanup System, SFP Heat Exchanger, Training
Building Tall Bookcase Seismic Bracing,
Operations Ready Room Tall Bookcase Seismic
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Bracing

10–9 6/2/10 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

11–1 7/6/10 PFP, DCL Simulator, EOF, JIC
11–2 8/4/10 RJB, JEB Main Lube Oil Room, CARDOX System
11–3 8/11/10 PFP, RFW Simulator, EOF, JIC

11–4 11/17/10 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

11–5 2/15/11 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

11–6 4/19/11 PL, RFW
Unit 1 Vital Batteries and Racks, Battery
Chargers, Switchgear, Vital Inverters and one
train of Non–Vital Batteries and Chargers.

11–7 5/25/11 PFP, DCL Auxiliary Building Control Panel, Control Room,
Unit 2 Spent Fuel Pool, Containment, AB, TB

11–8 6/22/11 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

12–1 8/10/11 RJB. RFW Observe Licensed Operator Training in Training
Bldg.

12–2 11/16/11 PL, RFW Turbine–Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps

12–3 11/4/11 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

12–4 12/13/11 PRF, RFW Compressed Air System Components

12–5 2/9/12 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

12–6 3/14/12 PL, RFW Control Room Simulator, Emergency Operations
Center, Joint Information Center

12–7 5/22/12 PFP, RFW
Control Room, Turbine Building All Levels, Yard,
Cold Machine Shop, I&C Shop. Outage
Coordination Center

12–8 6/20/12 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

13–1 8/17/12 PFP, RFW Emergency Auxiliary Saltwater Pump

13–2 10/10/12 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

13–3 11/7/12 RJB,DCL Control Room Simulator, Emergency Operations
Center, Joint Information Center

13–4 12/5/12 PRC, RFW Control Room Area, I&C Lab, Admin. Bldg.
13–5 1/16/13 PL, DCL Control Room Simulator

13–6 2/6/13 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI
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13–7 4/9/13 PFP, RFW Mechanical Maintenance Shop

13–8 6/5/13 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

14–1 9/10/13 PFP, RFW Mechanical Maintenance Training Facility

14–2 9/12/13 PFP, RFW

Turbine/Generator Deck, Control Room,
Condenser, Emergency Diesel Generators,
Electrical Switchgear Room, Seismic
Instrumentation and Detectors, Storage of B.5.b
(Greater than design basis) emergency items,
Main and Auxiliary Transformers

14–3 10/9/13 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

14–4 11/20/13 RJB, DCL Control Room, Turbine Building
14–5 12/11/13 PFP, RFW Main Administration Building, Engineering Offices

14–6 10/12/13 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

14–7 5/21/14 PFP, RFW Simulator, Alternate Operations Support Center,
Emergency Operations Center, Joint Media Center

14–8 6/11/14 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

15–1 10/15/14 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Security Building,
Intake, Overlook, ISFSI

15–2 11/19/14 RJB, RFW Liquid & Gaseous Radioactive Waste Systems
15–3 12/2/14 PFP, DCL Training Building 2nd Floor
15–3 12/3/14 PFP, DCL Independent Spent Fuel Storage Facility (ISFSI)

15–4 2/4/15 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Main Turbine Deck,
Control Room View, ISFSI

15–5 3/30/15 RJB, DCL Unit 2 Spent Fuel Area
15–6 3/30/15 RJB, DCL Outdoor Air Compressor Pads
15–7 5/29/15 PFP, DCL Administrative Building 5th Floor

15–8 6/17/15 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Main Turbine Deck,
Control Room View, ISFSI

16–1 6/10/15 RJB, RFW Simulator, Control Room

16–2 10/21/15 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Main Turbine Deck,
Control Room View, ISFSI

16-3 9/9/15 RJB, RFW Simulator, Emergency Operations Center, Joint
Media Center

16-4 12/8/15 PFP, RFW Glasstop Simulator

16–5 2/3/16 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Main Turbine Deck,
Control Room View, ISFSI

16-6 3/9/16 PFP, RFW Units 1 & 2 Residual Heat Removal Pumps
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16-7 5/17/16 RJB, RFW NFPA-805 Modifications

16–8 6/21/16 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, Main Turbine Deck,
Control Room View, ISFSI

17-1 7/20/16 PFP, RFW DCPP Safety & Health Expo

17-2 11/2/16 RJB, RFW Simulator, Emergency Operations Center, Joint
Media Center

17-3 12/7/16 PFP, RDM Turbine Building General Tour
17-4 1/18/17 RJB, RFW Emergency Diesel Generator 2-3
17-5 2/8/17 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, ISFSI, Intake, Outfall

17-6 3/22/17 RJB, RFW
Heater Drain Pumps, Main Feedwater Pumps, Main
Turbine Oil Separators, Condenser, Yellowbird
Tower

17-7 5/10/17 PFP, RFW

1. Unit 1 CCW pumps, heat exchangers,
instrumentation, and piping and valves
2. Turbine deck and lower floors with work
on the High Pressure Turbine Rotor, Low
Pressure Turbine Rotor, and selected turbine
stop and control valves. Intake Structure
with work on Traveling Screens and
Circulating Water Pumps
3. Containment during Outage 1R20

17-8 6/6/17 Public Tour Control Room Simulator, ISFSI, Intake, Outfall

∗ Systems/areas marked with “∗” have also been visited on many tours due to
their location along routes frequently traveled.

Legend:

ADR = David Rossin
AFW = Auxiliary Feedwater
CCW = Component Cooling Water
CFCU = Containment Fan Cooler Unit
CR = Control Room
CW = Circulating Water (condenser)
DCL = Dave Linnen
DFO = Diesel Fuel Oil
EDG = Emergency Diesel Generator
EGP = Gail dePlanque
EOF = Emergency Operations Facility
FDW = Feedwater
HC = Hyla Cass
HHW = Herb Woodson
ISFSI = Independent Spent Fuel Storage Inst
JEB = Jim E. Booker
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JIC = Joint Information Center
OCC = Outage Coordination Center
PFP = Per F. Peterson
PL = Peter Lam
PRC = Phil Clark
RCA = Radiation Control Area
RFW = Ferman Wardell
RHR = Residual Heat Removal
RJB = Robert J. Budnitz
RTL = Bob Lancet
SFP = Spent Fuel Pool
SG = Steam Generator
SI = Safety Injection System
SPDS = Safety Parameter Display System
TB = Turbine Building
TSC = Technical Support Center
WEK = Bill Kastenberg
WFC = Bill Conway
WHO = Warren Owen
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit F, Open Items
List
The DCISC Open Items List is an on-going list of items the DCISC tracks for follow-up,
monitoring, or action. The list is updated at each of the three regularly scheduled DCISC
Public Meetings per year.

Open Item Types: M = Monitor F = follow-up I = Issue Items in Italics are new
or revised
FF = Fact-finding Meeting, PM = Public Meeting, Q = Quarter

Open Items List
Item
No. Type Open Item Category/Description Last Actions Next

Action
CO Conduct of Operations (CO)

CO-5 M

Clearance Process Performance & Improvements.
[Reviewed Outage 1R18 results at May 2014 FF
and 2R18 at 1/22/15 FF: no clearance problems.]
[2R19 outage results on 6/16PM agenda.]

5/14FF
1/15FF

Post-
2R20

CO-7 M
Review DCPP storm response experience and
strategy every two years [or as necessary] during
or after annual winter storm season.

4/15FF
5/17FF

Each
spring

CO-8 M
Monitor all reactor trips – automatic and manual
(review trip LERs at public meetings). [No trips
since 2014.]

7/11FF
1/14FF
8/14FF

Post-trip
FFs &
PMs

CO-9 F
Reactivity Management – review every 18 months.
[Reviewed Reactivity Management 5/16FF –
satisfactory.]

8/14FF
5/16FF 2Q18FF

CO-10 M

Mispositioning Errors (Equipment Status) –
monitor the status of mispositioning errors and
actions to resolve. [Reviewed at 11/15FF –
satisfactory.]

6/14FF
11/15FF

Post-
2R20

CO-11 M

Operator concerns and issues – review periodically
the status of operator concerns and issues.
[Reviewed Ops Human Performance & Ops
Excellence Plan 8/16FF – satisfactory.]

7/15FF
8/16FF

12/17FF

Review any implementations of the CAISO load
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CO-13 M

following policy that result in DCPP transients.
Review any initiatives to operate DCPP in different
modes, such as load following due to renewable
energy fluctuations, during its final years of
operation. [This is a rewording of original
statement.]

6/16PM
3/16FF 3Q17FF

CO-14 F

[Moved from 10/16PM #12.] The DCISC team
found the operator retention project to be
effectively managed but the Committee should
follow this issue closely with reference to licensed
operators and well as the station in general.

10/16PM
6/17PM

3Q17FF
2/18PM

CM Conduct of Maintenance (CM)

CM-7 I

Review PG&E’s progress in complying with the
amendment to 10CFR50.55a, which provides the
requirements for ISI of containment structures
(degradation). [Reviewed Unit 2 inspection at
7/12FF - satisfactory]

7/12FF 8/17FF?

CM-10 M

On-line Maintenance: review the implementation of
on-line maintenance bi-annually, including the 12-
week Rolling Maintenance Schedule about how well
it is working & impacting risk. Review trend of
amount of on-line maintenance. DCPP Assessment
of Maintenance Risk and On-Line Maintenance Risk
Procedures have been substantially upgraded with
the addition of an Integrated Risk Review Team
[Reviewed on-line maintenance risk 4/16FF –
satisfactory.]

1/12FF
9/13FF
6/14FF
4/16FF

2Q18FF

CM-13 M

Review Maintenance Department performance
measures, staffing, etc. approximately annually.
[Reviewed Trouble-shooting 3/16FF –
satisfactory.]

7/15FF
3/16FF

9/17FF

CM-14
Moved
from
2/16
PM

M

Portable Electronic Device Use and Plans for Use of
Wireless Technology within the Power Block – Mr.
Wardell reported the Electronic Device Project is
focused on increasing the use of electronic devices,
including tablets, in connection with maintenance
tasks and for recording data during inspection
rounds. This is intended to improve efficiency and
reduce paper. Mr. Wardell stated a few electronic
work packages have been issued and he suggested
these be reviewed during a future fact-finding. A
second project involves use of electronic devices
and increased use of wireless information
technology (IT) within the Power Block. The Power
Block consists of those portions of the plant used

9/16FF 2/17FF
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Item
3]

to generate electricity including the Turbine
Building, the Auxiliary Building and the Control
Rooms. One of the problems with use of wireless
technology is the potential for radio interference
with a plant control system, which must be
properly shielded and protected. The DCISC team
concluded both projects appear to be beneficial
and Mr. Wardell recommended the DCISC continue
to follow these projects as they are being
implemented. [Review electronic work packages.]
[Reviewed at 9/16FF – satisfactory.]

EN Engineering Program (EN)

EN-16 F

DCPP Systems – review a system (or structure or
component), system health, long-term plan,
Maintenance Rule performance & walkdown with
System Engineer at FFs. [Note: Next Action
changed to “Regularly,” and systems reviewed are
listed with dates at the end of the Open Items
List.]

See list at
end of OIL Regularly

EN-19 F

Review every 12-18 months major Engineering
Programs, including Configuration Management,
Management, System Engineering (system health
& long-term plans), Valve Testing, Margin
Management, Staffing, etc. [Note: Next Action
changed to “Regularly,” & programs reviewed are
listed with dates at the end of the Open Items
List.]

See list at
end of OIL

Regularly

EN-20 F

Each Member should review or observe Plant
Health Committee meetings. [Note: next action
changed to “Regularly” and noted in table at the
end of the OIL.] Ferman or Rick will check to see
what other meetings would be of interest to the
DCSIC.

See list at
end of OIL

Regularly

EN-31 F

Mr. Linnen stated the fact-finding team received an
overview of the [Engineering Excellence] plan and
he recommended the DCISC follow up in the future
with a more detailed review of selected elements
of the plan.

6/16PM 8/17FF

HP Human Performance: Human Errors and Improving Safety &
Efficiency of Plant Performance

HP-1 M

Review human performance & human behavior
items (including error reduction programs, HP PIs,
aberrant behavior statistics, FFD, stress reduction
programs, Personnel Accountability Policy, Human
Performance Steering Committee & Subcomm,

3/15FF
8/16FF

1R20
2R20
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Centers of Excellence, Org. Development).
[Reviewed Ops Human Performance at 8/16FF –
satisfactory.]

9/17FF

HP-18 M

Review biennially operator aging, physical fitness,
“no solo” issues, attention enhancement, stress
management, & incentives for operator focus.
[Reviewed 8/16FF – satisfactory.]

3/14FF
8/16FF

3Q18FF

HP-25 M

Further observations and improvements in the
Management Observation Program should be
reviewed by DCISC. [Reviewed as part of AFI
actions with Station Director at 12/13FF.
Significant increase in frequency & intensity.]
Reviewed 12/14FF – satisfactory.]

10/15PM 7/17FF

HS Health, Nuclear Safety Culture and Safety Conscious Work
Environment

HS-6 F

Follow DCPP progress in establishing/improving its
safety culture (and its subset Safety Conscious
Work Environment, including Safety Culture
Monitoring Panel, and including Employee
Concerns & Differing Professional Opinion
Programs). [Reviewed safety culture 3/17FF, need
to follow up on culture survey results.]

3/15FF
4/16FF
3/17FF

7/17FF

PI Performance Improvement Programs

PI-1  

DCPP Performance Improvement Programs:
Corrective Action, Self-Assessment, Operating
Experience [and line use of OE], Benchmarking,
etc. Review DCPP’s improving the Corrective Action
Program to make it very easy for any employee to
enter an issue into the Corrective Action Program
and issues may now be entered on an anonymous
basis [2/14PM]. [Note: Next Action changed to
“Regularly,” and programs reviewed are listed with
dates at the end of the Open Items List.]

See list at
end of OIL

At least
once per
year
6/17PM

EP Emergency Preparedness (EP)

EP-2 M

Attend and observe DCPP emergency drills and
exercises annually [including Hostile Action Based
Exercises], paying special attention to JMC
communications to the media and public, including
radiation release communications to the public,
coordination of information release with SLO
County, and extension of drills to better exercise
FMTs & JMC. Consider public participation in drills.

9/9/15
11/16FF
1/17FF
2/17PM

Next
exercise

DCPP use of social media for emergency response.
[Reviewed social media use with DCPP and SLO 5/14FF

2017 &
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EP-5 F
County at 1/16FF – satisfactory] [Limited use
noticed at 11/2/16 exercise.]

1/16FF
2018
exercises

RA Risk Assessment and Management (RA)

RA-5 M

Review overall [non-seismic] PRA program
annually. Include Fire PRA Upgrade & Shutdown
Analysis in next review. Much work underway
(including plant specific shutdown risk analysis).
Review PRA Group resources/capabilities. Turbine
Bldg. (CCW & Condenser) internal flooding. Include
external flooding and tsunami risk (see SC-6).

3/15FF
6/15FF
8/16FF

3Q17FF
RJB

RA-6 F Monitor Seismic Fragility Analysis progress.
[Reviewed at 8/16FF – satisfactory.]

8/16FF 3Q17FF
RJB

RA-7 F Review Seismic PRA annually. [Reviewed Seismic
PRA 8/16FF – satisfactory.]

8/16FF 3Q17FF

NS Nuclear Safety Oversight and Review (NS)

NS-5 M

Monitor NSOC meetings periodically to observe
their processes and their review of nuclear safety
issues. [Reviewed at 11/15FF – satisfactory.]
[FFPM: 2017: March 23, June 29, October 5]

11/15FF
3/17FF

Next
meeting

NS-9 M

Monitor DCPP’s program to track INPO Areas for
Improvement. Review with DCPP INPO
Coordinator. Review after mid-cycle review.
[Biannual INPO Evaluation August 2015. Reviewed
INPO 8/16 evaluation response at 9/16FF –
satisfactory.] [Next INPO evaluation 8/17. Review
results in 3Q17FF.]

5/14FF
9/15FF
9/16FF

3Q17FF

RP Radiation Protection (RP)

RP-3 M

Regularly review outage RP performance.
[Reviewed results of 1R19 at 11/15FF – total dose
far exceeded goal due to higher rad levels and
dose-intensive work.].

11/15FF
2/16PM

1R20
2R20

RP-12 M

Review annual DCPP radiological release report
each year. Review at Summer or Fall FFs.
[Reviewed radiation release reports 9/16FF –
satisfactory.]

7/15FF
9/16FF

7/17FF

RP-13 F

The PHC also reviewed the Radiation Monitoring
System, which is white status for Unit-1 (U-1) and
in yellow status for Unit-2 (U-2) because of
equipment reliability problems due to aging. The
PHC expects to review a long-term strategy to
address these issued by mid-2014. [Reviewed
3/16FF – satisfactory.]

2/14PM
11/14FF
3/16FF

4Q17FF

QP Quality Programs (QP)
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QP-3 M

Review the activities, organization and results of
QV audits as well as PG&E’s outside biennial
audits, including timeliness of corrective actions.
Review annually – include 4th quarter QPAR with
yearly results.

11/16FF
3/17FF

1Q18FF

QP-9 F

Software QA Program: SQA Program determined
satisfactory in Sept. 2006 FF meeting. [Reviewed
at December 2010 FF – satisfactory.] [Reviewed
Cyber Security 12/15FF – satisfactory.]

12/13FF
12/15FF

4Q17FF

NF Nuclear Fuel Performance (NF)

NF-9 M

Nuclear Fuel Performance & Issues (review after
RFOs). [Reviewed fuel performance 6/14FF:
satisfactory.] [2R19 RFO on 6/16PM agenda.]
[Reviewed at 11/16FF – satisfactory.] [2/17PM:
Dr. Peterson remarked that the Committee will
want to follow up on Mr. Geesman’s concerns as
the question of the storage of damaged fuel was
not addressed during the fact-finding he conducted
with Mr. McWhorter. Mr. McWhorter stated that
fundamentally damaged fuel is likely to be one pin
that has a crack and has leaked fission product
gasses and, as that assembly would have been in
the spent fuel pool long enough, it would not melt
and all the gas would likely have been released
and it would take a great number of such
assemblies to produce a significant release but
that number would be worth knowing.]

6/14FF

Each RFO
8/17FF
for 1R20

ER Equipment Reliability and Life Cycle Management (ER)

ER-5 M

Monitor the Equipment Reliability Process
approximately annually. The indicators for
Deficient Critical Components Backlog and
Operational Work-arounds rated as needing
improvement and the DCISC should continue its
review of this item in the future. [Reviewed critical
equipment clock resets 4/16FF – satisfactory.]

6/15F
7/15FF
4/16FF

1Q18FF

OE Organizational Effectiveness & Development (OE)

OE-1 F
Review DCPP Operating Plan each January after
development. [Reviewed at 1/16FF & on agenda
for 2/16PM.]

1/16FF
2/17PM 2/18PM

SE System and Equipment Performance/Problems (SE)

SE-26 M

Review reactor pressure vessel compliance status
after next set of surveillance samples is analyzed
and effective vessel lifetime projections are
updated. [Reviewed 3/16FF – satisfactory.]

3/16FF
3/17FF

2Q18FF
2R20
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SE-39 F

Review and tour the inspections and repairs of
concrete Intake Structures following selected
refueling outages. [Reviewed at 7/09 FF, 6/13 FF,
and 11/14FF – satisfactory.]

7/09 FF
6/13FF
11/14FF

After
applicable
RFOs

SE-40 F

Monitor the status of transformers & leakage,
failures, corrective actions. Follow status of
transformer protection barrier. [Reviewed at
November 2010 PM – satisfactory & follow after
1R16.] [Large transformers 9/11FF] [Reviewed
large transformers 4/13FF – satisfactory, but wall
schedule delayed until R21 outages. DCISC follow-
up needed.] [Reviewed 2/15PM – satisfactory.]

4/13FF
12/14FF
2/15PM
1/17FF

1Q18FF

SE-42 F

Safety System Functional Failures – review
annually. [Reviewed at 9/15FF – much
improvement – continue to monitor.][Reviewed
3/22/17FF – much improvement.]

3/16FF
3/17FF

6/17PM

SE-45 F

Control Room Ventilation System Issues. This
(Control Room Ventilation System licensing basis
change) is expected to be completed by the end of
2015. Mr. Wardell suggested the DCISC review this
issue when DCPP submits its license amendment
(LAR) to the NRC and following NRC approval of
the LAR. [Reviewed 5/16FF – satisfactory. NRC
approval expected mid-2017.] [NRC gave approval
of the LAR for use of Alternate Source Term 3/17.
DCISC should follow up in 3Q17FF.]

6/13PM
3/14FF
5/16FF

3Q17FF

SE-47 F

The DCISC concluded the station continues to set
high performance goals and is maintaining
effective control of secondary water chemistry and
is responding proactively to identify issues. Review
all Chemistry in future. [Reviewed 9/15FF –
excellent performance.] [Reviewed at 4/16FF –
satisfactory.]

10/13P
9/15FF
4/16FF

3Q17FF
all Chem.

SE-48 F

Voltage stability issues with the 230kV System
should be pursued at least annually not only with
the plant but also with the appropriate group in
the PG&E corporate organization. [Reviewed at
9/15FF – progress made – continue to monitor
until complete following 2R19.][Reviewed at
12/16FF – satisfactory.]

9/15FF
4/16FF
12/16FF

1Q18FF

SE-49 F

Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) – [Reviewed
EDGs at 6/15FF & 9/15FF – satisfactory. Health
Yellow but to become White 4Q15, reviewed at
7/16FF – White.] [Reviewed at 1/17FF: U1 Green,
U2 White.] [Review EDG Reliability Program at

7/16FF
1/17FF

4Q17FF
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next EDG FF].

SE-50 F Monitor the status of DCPP’s decision on purchase
of a new generator stator.

6/16PM
12/16FF

3Q17FF

SE-51 F

[Moved from 10/16PM #11.] This project [Plant
Protection System Upgrade] and others of this
nature are subject to review and the process for
that review is now under consideration and
development to review major capital projects in
light of the currently proposed remaining period of
operations under the Joint Proposal. The DCISC
team found the project on schedule but the entire
process of major capital project review is a topic
the DCISC should pursue and review in the future.
[Reviewed at the 12/16FF – project is under
review by DCPP. Continue to follow.]

10/16PM
12/16FF

4Q17FF

SG Steam Generator Performance (SG)

SG-6 M

Review Steam Generator performance metrics &
inspection results after refueling outages and the
5-year tube inspections. [Tube inspections
11/10PM, SG performance 6/11PM] [Reviewed
5/12 FF & 6/12PM – satisfactory – continue to
monitor.] [Reviewed at 8/13FF – satisfactory.]
[Reviewed 11/14FF – SG tubes in good shape.]

6/12PM
8/13FF
11/14FF

Following
RFOs
8/17FF
for 1R20

OM Outage Management (OM)

OM-3 M

During outages, monitor Outage Coordination
Center, Control Room, and containment
walkdown/inspection (end of outage). Review
outage turbine work. Dr. Peterson would welcome
an opportunity to observe a containment closure
drill during a future outage. [DCPP recorded
Containment closure drill for viewing at 5/10-
11/17 FF. FFT toured Containment at 5/17FF. All
satisfactory.]

5/12 FF
11/15FF
5/17FF

2R20

OM-4 M Review Plan, safety margin trends, outage results
following each outage at FFs and PMs.

5/16FF
1R20

Each RFO

OM-5 F

DCPP has determined that it needs to do a better
job of foreign material exclusion (FME) and this
resolution appeared satisfactory to the DCISC
team but Mr. Wardell recommended the DCISC
follow up on this issue following 2R18. [Reviewed
12/14FF – satisfactory.]

1/12FF
12/14FF

3Q17FF

SEC Security (SEC)
Monitor interaction of Security and Operations,
Engineering, Maintenance, and Emergency
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SEC-3 M

Preparedness for effects on nuclear safety.
[Reviewed Cyber-Security April 2011 FF:
satisfactory. Review specific mods to see how
handled with new NRC regs. [Reviewed Safety-
Security Interface 8/14 FF & 7/16FF –
satisfactory.]

12/12FF
8/14FF
7/16FF

2Q18FF

SF Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation–ISFSI (SF)

SF-1  
Monitor ISFSI operations, including cask transfer.
[Reviewed ISFSI inspection program 12/15FF –
satisfactory.] Review following next campaign.

7/16FF
3/17FF 1Q18FF

SF-2 M

Follow technical advances of relative risks of cask
and pool storage. NRC Staff study and
Commissioners’ vote. Monitor needs for opening
casks to inspect fuel. Monitor SONGS spent fuel
transfer plans. Include corrosion of metals
[reviewed 5/15FF]. [Reviewed ISFSI MPC corrosion
at 7/15 – satisfactory.] [DCPP corrosion
presentation at 2/16PM.] [Reviewed at 12/16FF –
satisfactory.]

7/15FF
2/16PM
12/16FF

3Q17FF

SC Seismic & Tsunami (SC)

SC-3 M

Long-Term Seismic Program: review periodically.
Review significant seismic events as they occur.
Reviewed at 6/09 PM. [Reviewed 3/10 FF –
progress satisfactory. Continue to monitor.] DCPP
Seismic study reviewed 3/15 FF & to be presented
by DCPP at 6/15PM. Shoreline Fault – follow
activities and events with the Shoreline Fault.
Review NRC’s Review Report within several
months.

6/15PM
11/15FF
8/16FF

4Q17FF
after
seismic
PRA
submittal

Monitor new DCPP risk-based Tsunami Hazard
Analysis. [PG&E has completed.] [Coordinate with
BDB-1, Fukushima review.] Include Bartlett data
and submarine landslide potential. Review DCPP
tsunami design and licensing bases. [Reviewed at
12/8/15FF and 1/6/16 FF & 2/16PM – satisfactory.
Dr. Robert Sewell presented his evaluation at June
2016 Public Meeting. Dr. Peterson remarked that
with the Bartlett cruise data some fairly good
conclusions may be possible related to the risk
associated with submarine landslide as well as the
magnitude and size of tsunamis produced by such
events. Dr. Peterson reported he has asked PG&E
for an estimate of the thickness and length of
offshore deposits in order to get preliminary
estimates on the volume of the sediment involved
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SC-4 M

for use in comparison to the proxies that have
been used to estimate run ups for the entire
coastline subject to these sorts of events because
this matter relates to the general safety of the
populations that live close of the ocean along
California’s central coast. In response to Dr.
Budnitz’ inquiry as to the annual probability of a
29.9-foot tsunami, Dr. Dooher replied that the
probability was very low but PG&E is still working
on estimating probabilities and would be reporting
to the DCISC in the future. Dr. Budnitz observed
that those results would be important in context of
assessing any threat to the plant and until some
sort of state of knowledge of the probability is
established, that is a probabilistic understanding of
the epistemic uncertainty, the DCISC’s inquiry
would remain open. Dr. Peterson, while
acknowledging the difficulty based on limited data,
stated he would be interested in understanding
more about the projections for tsunamis which
might have been generated by those landslides
[shown by the Bartlett data.] [Need to clean all
this wording up.] [2/17PM: follow up regarding the
tsunami submittal in three or four months and also
to determine DCPP’s actions in response to the
Committee’s request to have further study done
regarding the tsunami hazard and risk.]

2/16PM
6/16PM
8/16FF

2Q17FF

SC-11 F

Monitor the local intense precipitation flooding
hazard at the plant after NRC releases its report on
its review of DCPP 3/15 submittal. [Reviewed at
5/16FF. NRC approval expected to be issued
summer 2017.]

5/16FF
1/17FF

Post NRC
final
report

SC-12 F Workplace seismic safety – review annually. 2/16PM 3Q17FF
Dr. Sewell concluded his presentation with a
recommendation that a state of the art
probabilistic tsunami hazard assessment, akin to a
SSHAC Level 2 review, is warranted which would
involve consulting multiple disciplines and selecting
experts capable of representing the informed
technical community. Dr. Gibson stated he will
await the NRC’s response to PG&E’s 2015 Report
but from a public policy perspective he encouraged
the DCISC to pursue Dr. Sewell’s
recommendations to gain a better understanding,
as a part of the fundamental role played by the
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SC-13 F

DCISC to communicate with the public, concerning
the level of every possible hazard to DCPP. The
Committee directed that the NRC’s review of
PG&E’s 20015 Report on the evaluation of the
tsunami risk be addressed during future fact-
finding with PG&E with the goal of developing
actionable recommendations to PG&E with respect
to additional studies to characterize the submarine
landslide induced tsunami hazard at the DCPP
plant site and its environs. Dr. Budnitz stated that
a fact-finding should also be scheduled with PG&E
to review with the Probabilistic Risk Assessment
Group at the plant how feasible it is for that group
to work with the Structural and Tsunami Groups on
a CCDP study for tsunamis of differing sizes. Dr.
Budnitz also recommended that the Committee
during fact-finding meet with PG&E’s consultants
and contractors in the tsunami group as well as
with the PG&E Geoscience Department to pursue
how much and how quickly more information
might be obtained. Dr. Budnitz further
recommended a fact-finding, perhaps with Dr.
Sewell, to explore a long-term evaluation
compromise. Dr. Lam stated he endorsed Dr.
Budnitz’ proposals and directed they the items
identified be placed on the Open Items List. Dr.
Peterson stated he recommended more effort be
invested to analyze and interpret the data that is
available from the Bartlett cruise and to explore
what types of resources PG&E should be expected
to bring to bear on this problem given the finite
period now under consideration for DCPP’s future
operation. [Reviewed at 1/17FF. DCPP pursuing
funding for DCISC requested analysis.]

1/17FF 3Q17FF

FP Fire Protection (FP)

FP-5 M

Review [non-NFPA-805] Fire Protection Program
and Systems every two-three years, including QV
audits and NRC triennial inspections. Review the
health and correction of degraded systems every
six months.

1/16FF
3/17FF 3Q17FF

FP-6 M

Monitor DCPP’s process of converting to the
National Fire Protection Association’s Regulation
805 (NFPA 805) standard. [Reviewed at 5/16FF –
NRC approval issued. DCPP has a year to complete
procedures, training, etc.] Modifications [for NFPA- 11/16FF 3Q17FF
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805] to the plant were completed in November
2016 and procedures and training will need to be
complete by April 2017 and Mr. Wardell stated the
DCISC should follow up in May 2017 on the final
implementation.

12/16FF

FP-7 F

Mar 2014 FF Report: Ten remaining fire doors have
been included as highest priority in the Plant Door
Life Cycle Management Plan. This plan was
presented in April 2014 to the Plant Review
Committee & received 2015 funding. [Reviewed at
7/16FF – satisfactory.]

11/14FF
3/15FF
7/16FF

3Q17FF

LD Learning & Development Programs (LD)

LD-3 M

Review non-license technical, operations &
accredited training programs at least annually.
[Reviewed Maintenance Training Programs
12/14FF – satisfactory.]

12/14FF
12/14FF

3Q17FF

LD-6 F

Observe operator license, re-qualification, classes
periodically in FF meetings. Include Enhanced
Simulator Training.] [Observed Ops TCOA training
& Eng. DC Power System training at 6/14FF –
satisfactory.] [Discussions with SRO trainees at
4/16FF.] [Reviewed at 9/16FF & 12/16FF –
satisfactory.]

6/14FF
9/16FF
12/16FF

4Q17FF

NR Nuclear Regulatory Commission Items (NR)

NR-3 M
Monitor the Non-Cited Violation Tracking &
Trending Program annually at the Jan/Feb Public
Meetings.

9/12FF
6/14PM
2/17PM

2/18PM

NR-4 F
Meet with NRC Resident Inspectors regularly.
[Note: Next Action changed to “Regularly.”] [NRC
SRI Update presentation at 2/17PM]

1/17FF
2/17PM Regularly

LR License Renewal (LR)

LR-1 F

CEC: The Committee should conduct an evaluation
of issues and make recommendations for any
mitigation plans related to reactor pressure vessel
integrity . . . in connection with PG&E’s application
for a 20-year license renewal (LR) and should
consider reactor vessel surveillance reports in
context of changes predicted to the predicted
seismic hazard in the vicinity of the plant site.

11/10 PM
2/11 FF
2/11 FF
8/13FF

Monitor
re Joint
Proposal
decision

CL Closed Loop Cooling (CL)
Monitor DCPP’s responses and actions to the EPA
proposed regulations on closed loop cooling (best
technology available) for thermal power plants.
[Reviewed at December 2010 FF – DCPP feasibility
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CL-1 M

study satisfactory.] [Reviewed at 12/11 FF –
satisfactory.] [Reviewed at 9/12FF – satisfactory.]
Dr. Peterson commented the DCISC needs to
monitor issues with respect to safety evaluation of
any such possible modifications and the transition
that might occur from the elimination of the once-
through cooling system now used by DCPP
[6/12PM]. [Reviewed at 5/14FF, continue to
follow.] [Reviewed 12/14FF – nothing new.]

12/11FF
9/12FF
9/13FF
10/13PM
5/14FF
12/14FF

Monitor
re Joint
Proposal
decision

CL-2 F

Monitor response to DCISC input sent to SWRCB
and its Nuclear Review Committee. Bechtel is
performing the safety review.) [RJB attended
SWRCB meeting on July 17, 2013 in Sacramento.]
(DCISC 9/5/13 Bechtel evaluation report to
SWRCB.]

6/11 PM

Monitor
re Joint
Proposal
decision

CL-4 M

Monitor salt deposition on external equipment,
systems, EDG, ventilation systems, transformers,
etc. [Check with DCPP on data availability
beforehand.] [Determine rate of salt deposition.]
[Reviewed at 7/16FF.]

4/15FF
7/16FF

Review
annually

BDB Beyond Design Basis Events (e.g, Fukushima Event)

BDB-6 F

DCPP FLEX Status – review status of progress on
FLEX, including EASW screen plugging, SFP level
instrumentation; SAMG, EDMG, EOP consolidation;
portable instrumentation; operator actions;
temporary connections; equipment storage.
Review BDB & FLEX storage re: PPR & dosimetry.
Review FLEX training. [DCISC should observe
future FLEX training and FLEX overall. [Reviewed
EASW pump test results at 11/16FF. Results
satisfactory.]

4/15FF
7/15FF
12/15FF
5/16FF
11/16FF

DCPP to
check
training
schedule

DEC Decommissioning

DEC-1 F

Review DCPP decommissioning plans periodically
as a result of the Joint Proposal forced plant
shutdown in 2025. Review the timing of spent fuel
transfer from wet to dry storage and when the
spent fuel pools are decommissioned the plant will
lose the capability to open multipurpose canisters
for inspection. DCISC should actively review the
decommissioning plans for DCPP because of the
potential impact on staffing and future options with
respect to managing spent fuel. Dr. Peterson
observed there have been multiple approaches
taken to decommissioning in terms of rate and

10/16PM
1/17FF 3Q17FF
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timing and the DCISC will need to review and
discuss with its appointing entities whether and to
what extent it will engage in a review of PG&E’s
decommissioning plans for DCPP. [Reviewed at
1/17FF. DCPP is forming decommissioning
organization to look into decommissioning
options.]

DEC-2 F

In response to Mr. Geesman’s observation that if
the spent fuel had to be repackaged in the future a
dry transfer technology would need to be used, Dr.
Peterson responded that issue needs to be
reviewed in context of the timing of
decommissioning of the spent fuel pools because
once the pools are no longer available you lose
much of the ability to inspect and repackage and
need to be prepared to undertake much more
ambitious efforts in the event the fuel must be
repackaged. Dr. Budnitz observed that the chances
that the fuel would need to be repackaged prior to
transport offsite are, in his opinion, small but
represent an issue the Committee will need to
carefully review.

2/17PM 3Q17FF

O Other Items (O)

O-1 F

Perform observations of evolutions (work
processes) within the plant periodically.
[Performed observation of Turbine Building
11/13FF, 12/16FF and 3/17FF – satisfactory.
Continue with these about annually.]

12/16FF
3/17FF

4Q17FF
Lam

O-2 F

Dr. Peterson commented one of the issues with
decommissioning a nuclear power plant involves
the SFPs which are costly to maintain but which
when they are decommissioned lose the ability to
be used for purposes of inspecting fuel or making
transfers. There is also an issue of what types of
transportation casks will be required to move the
fuel to a consolidated fuel storage facility when
one is available and whether this might require the
ability to use the SFP. Dr. Peterson recommended
the Committee review these issues with PG&E
during a future fact-finding. Review of
Decommissioning added at 10/16PM. [Covered in
Item DEC-1 above. Delete here.]

6/16PM Delete

O-3 F

Mr. Wardell reported that following the DCISC
public meetings a revised version of the Open
Items List based on the discussion at the meeting 2/17PM Ongoing
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will be provided to members and consultants.
[Completed for 2/17PM].

Public Meeting Items (PM) (Reference: Public Meeting Minutes Pages)

2/16
PM
10

F

Permanent corrective action installing [4kV] solid
state relays will be completed during refueling
outages 1R21 2R21. The fact-finding team
concluded reasonable progress has been made but
the DCISC should continue to monitor station
progress with regard to the potential open phase
conditions, which could affect plant safety
systems. [Reviewed at 5/16FF – satisfactory.
Continue to monitor.]

2/16PM
5/16FF

Post
1R21 &
2R21
RFOs

17 F

In response to Consultant Wardell’s inquiry, Mr.
Strickland confirmed the NRC is undertaking an
independent study and assessment of the tsunami
risk and has completed the initial phase of that
work, but the final validation and publication is
expected in the second of third quarter of 2016.
Dr. Peterson remarked the DCISC hopes to be able
to review the NRC independent assessment prior
to its June 20-21 2016, public meeting but does
not expect to fully close out this issue at that time.

2/16PM
Awaiting
NRC final
report

6/16
PM
3

F

The PHC also discussed funding for modifications
including installation of a cover over a Unit-2 diesel
generator trip button to prevent inadvertent
operation and the DCISC will follow up on why that
action was not taken when Unit-1 had an
inadvertent actuation of the same button which
was addressed by installation of a similar cover.
[Reviewed why action not taken at 12/16FF; Need
to confirm when modification completed on Unit
2.]

6/16PM
12/16FF

4Q17FF

4 F

The DCISC team found a significant reduction in
SSFF during 2015 with one SSFF for Unit-1 and
four for Unit-2 with none experienced in the fourth
quarter of 2015. The DCISC team recommends the
Committee continue to routinely monitor progress
in mid-2017. [Reviewed 3/17FF – significant
improvement.]

6/16PM
3/17FF 6/17PM

10/16
PM
5

F

Dr. Peterson observed, and Drs. Budnitz and Lam
agreed, that classification of systems, structures
and components is a topic, which should be
considered for a presentation by PG&E at the next
public meeting of the DCISC. [See 2/17PM, Item 1
below.] [DCPP unable to present at 6/17PM. Move

10/16PM
3/17FF 10/17PM
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to 10.17PM]

10 F

Dr. Lam stated he would follow up on Mr.
Geesman’s concern on accelerating the transfer of
spent fuel to dry cask storage at the ISFSI at his
scheduled fact-finding in March 2017. [Reviewed
at 3/17FF. DCPP is looking at accelerating the
transfer to the ISFSI as part of its
decommissioning plans. DCISC is included in Item
DEC-1. Close here.]

10/16PM
3/17FF

Close

11 F

This project [Plant Protection System Upgrade]
and others of this nature are subject to review and
the process for that review is now under
consideration and development to review major
capital projects in light of the currently proposed
remaining period of operations under the Joint
Proposal. The DCISC team found the project on
schedule but the entire process of major capital
project review is a topic the DCISC should pursue
and review in the future. [Reviewed at the 12/16FF
– project is under review by DCPP. Continue to
follow.] [Moved to Item SE-51. Close here.]

10/16PM
12/16FF

Close

12 F

The DCISC team found the operator retention
project to be effectively managed but the
Committee should follow this issue closely with
reference to licensed operators and well as the
station in general. [Moved to CO-51. Close here.]

10/16PM Close

14 F

The fact-finding team recommends that PG&E
proceed with doing additional study of submarine
landslide induced tsunami hazards at DCPP and its
environs. [Reviewed 1/17FF; DCPP is seeking
funding for a separate analysis.]

10/16PM
1/17FF 3Q17FF

17 F

Dr. Peterson remarked that, as DCPP relies on
offsite power for safety of operations, it will be
important to assess whether the Joint Proposal
might have an impact or result in a change to
reliability of electric supply. Mr. Jones responded
that while he did not expect there would be any
such effects he would need time to provide an
answer to the Committee.

10/16PM Awaiting
DCPP

21 F

Mr. Wardell remarked the DCISC would like to
review the latest NIEP evaluation of the Quality
Organization during a future fact-finding.
[Reviewed at 3/22/17 FF – satisfactory. Close.]

10/16PM Close

Fire Protection review to be bifurcated to non-NFPA
review and NFPA 805 review [Completed: see
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2/17
PM
1

F Items FP-5 and -6) Seismic PRA review to be
retained and an item added for all other PRA
Program reviews.[Completed: see Items RA-5 and
-7].

2/17PM Complete
close

2 F

Mr. Wardell reported that following the DCISC
public meetings a revised version of the Open
Items List based on the discussion at the meeting
will be provided to members and consultants.
[Completed and moved to Item O-3]

2/17PM
Complete
close

3 F

Modifications [for NFPA-805] to the plant were
completed in November 2016 and procedures and
training will need to be complete by April 2017 and
Mr. Wardell stated the DCISC should follow up in
May 2017 on the final implementation. [Move to
FP-6 and close here].

2/17PM Close

4 F

Dr. Peterson stated that he believes the DCISC can
conclude that the normal protocol of testing the
pumps using the Fire Water Storage Tank is
appropriate. [No action required. Close.]

2/17PM Close

5 F
Mr. Wardell stated that he believes this issue
[Westinghouse reanalysis of RCS] should be closed
by the DCISC. [No action required. Close.]

2/17PM Close

6 F

Mr. Wardell recommended the DCISC review the
EDG Reliability Improvement Program during its
next scheduled EDG review. [Added to Item SE-49
EDG. Close here.]

2/17PM Close

7 F

Mr. Wardell recommended that the DCISC again
review large transformer health following the
twentieth refueling outage for Unit-2 (2R20).
[Added to Transformers at end of Open Items List.
Also, see Item SE-40. Close here.]

2/17PM Close

8 F

Mr. Wardell recommended follow up regarding the
tsunami submittal in three or four months and also
to determine DCPP’s actions in response to the
Committee’s request to have further study done
regarding the tsunami hazard and risk. [Added to
Item SC-4. Close here.]

2/17PM Close

9 F

Mr. McWhorter recommenced the DCISC continue
to review the Excellence Plan on a regular basis.
[Added to Periodic Review List at end of Open Item
List. Close here.]

2/17PM Close

10 F

Mr. McWhorter stated the DCISC team found the
long term capital project planning process to be a
good effort which the Committee should review on 2/17PM Close
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a regular basis. [Added to Periodic Review List at
end of Open Item List. Close here.]

11 F

Dr. Peterson remarked that the Committee will
want to follow up on Mr. Geesman’s concerns as
the question of the storage of damaged fuel was
not addressed during the fact-finding he conducted
with Mr. McWhorter. Mr. McWhorter stated that
fundamentally damaged fuel is likely to be one pin
that has a crack and has leaked fission product
gasses and, as that assembly would have been in
the spent fuel pool long enough, it would not melt
and all the gas would likely have been released
and it would take a great number of such
assemblies to produce a significant release but
that number would be worth knowing. [Added to
Item NF-9. Close here.]

2/17PM Close

12 F

In response to Mr. Geesman’s observation that if
the spent fuel had to be repackaged in the future a
dry transfer technology would need to be used, Dr.
Peterson responded that issue needs to be
reviewed in context of the timing of
decommissioning of the spent fuel pools because
once the pools are no longer available you lose
much of the ability to inspect and repackage and
need to be prepared to undertake much more
ambitious efforts in the event the fuel must be
repackaged. Dr. Budnitz observed that the chances
that the fuel would need to be repackaged prior to
transport offsite are, in his opinion, small but
represent an issue the Committee will need to
carefully review. [Added Item DEC-2. Close here.]

2/17PM Close

13 F

Mr. Hamzehee offered to provide a list of
scheduled inspections during 2017 and Dr. Budnitz
stated the DCISC should consider making that
information available on the DCISC’s website.

2/17PM Awaiting
DCPP

14 F

Mr. Wardell requested that an opportunity be
provided to the DCISC fact-finding team scheduled
to visit the plant in March 2017 to review the
outage safety plan. [Review complete –
satisfactory. Close.]

2/17PM Close

15 F

Mr. Coward confirmed, in response to Mr. Wardell’s
request, that the containment equipment hatch
closure drill can be videotaped for subsequent
viewing by the DCISC at its May 10-11, 2017 fact-
finding. Dr. Peterson also expressed interest in

2/17PM Close
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entering Containment during the May 10-11, 2017
fact-finding visit. [Both items complede. Close.]

16 F

Dr. Peterson observed, and Drs. Budnitz and Lam
agreed, that classification of systems, structures
and components is a topic, which should be
considered for a presentation by PG&E at the next
public meeting of the DCISC. [See 10/16PM, Item
5 above. Close.]

2/17PM
3/17FF

Close

DCPP Systems Reviewed (EN-16)

4 kV – Nov 2015
230 kV – Dec 2016
500 kV – Dec 2014
Aux Feedwater – Jan 2016
Aux Saltwater – Apr 2016
Aux Bldg Ventilation – Mar 2017
Centrifugal Charging Pumps – Mar 2017
Component Cooling Water – May 2017
Compressed Air – 3/17FF
Condensate – Apr 2016
Containment Structure – Sep 2016
Containment Spray – August 2016
Control Room Simulator – Jun 2015
Control Room Ventilation – May 2016
Digital Systems – Dec 2013 & Oct 2014 PM
DC Power – Sep 2014
EDG – Jan 2017
High Pressure Injection – April 2015
Plant – Dec 2013
Process Protection System Digital Upgrade – Jun 2016
Radiation Monitoring – Nov 2014
Radwaste Processing – Nov 2014
Reactor Coolant – Sep 2014 (review again 4Q15FF)
RCS Process Control System – Nov 2016
Reactor Coolant Pumps – Jan 2015
Refueling Equipment – 3/17FF
RCS Process Control – Jun 2013
RHR – Mar 2016
Safety Injection Pumps Mar 2015
Spent Fuel Pool – Mar 2015 & Apr 2015
Steam Generators – Nov 2014

DCPP Programs Reviewed Periodically

DCPP Programs Reviewed
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AOV – Jun 2015
Benchmarking – May 2015 (review biennially)
Boric Acid Corrosion Control – Apr 2016 (review biennially)
Buried Piping & Tanks – Jan 2017
Chemistry – Apr 2016
Cranes – August 2016
Configuration Management – Jul 2015 & Sep 2015
Corrective Action – Nov 2015
Door Life Cycle Management Plan – Mar 2014
Emergency Preparedness Exercises – 2/17PM
Environmental Qualification – Nov 2014
Excellence Plan – 6/17PM
Fire Doors – July 2016
Fire Protection (Non-NFPA-805) – Mar 2017
Fire Protection (NFPA-805) – Dec 2016
Flow Accelerated Corrosion – Apr 2016
FME – Dec 2014
Integrated Risk Assessment Program – Jun 2015
Large Motors – Mar 2016
Long-Term Capital Planning Process – Dec 2016
Margin Management – Jan 2017 [Next review 2Q18FF]
MIDAS – Mar 2015
Nuclear Fuel Program – Jun 2014
On-Line Maintenance – Apr 2016
Operating Experience – May 2015 (review biennially)
Operability Assessment Program – March 2017
Operational Decision Making – Apr 2015
PRA Programs (non-seismic) – Aug 2016
Performance Improvement – Mar 2016
Performance Review Quarterly Meeting – May 2015
Plant Health Committee – Mar 2017
Reactivity Management – May 2016
Safety-Security Interface – Jul 2016
Self-Assessment – Sep 2016
Single Point Vulnerabilities – Jan 2015
Seismic PRA – Aug 2016
Seismically Induced System Interactions – 5/17FF (review biennially)
System Engineering – Mar 2015
Transformers, Large – Jan 2017 [2Q18FF after 2R20]
Trending Analysis – Jan 2014
Troubleshooting – Jan 2015
Tsunami Hazard Analysis – August 2016
Vibration Monitoring
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27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit G, DCISC
Public Contacts

The following exhibits describe contacts by members of the public during the
reporting period.

Exhibit G.1 DCISC Telephone/Correspondence Log
Exhibit G.2 Documents Received by the DCISC [295 page PDF file]
Exhibit G.3 Comments Received at Public Meetings
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27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit H, DCISC
Recommendations and PG&E Responses

DCISC Recommendations & PG&E Responses

The DCISC makes recommendations in each of its annual reports based on reviews and
investigations made during the reporting period. PG&E responds to each recommendation, and
the responses are included in Section 9.0 of this annual report. This Exhibit H includes the
previous DCISC reporting period recommendations, PG&E responses, and the status of DCISC
disposition.

Table 1–DCISC Recommendations & DCPP Responses from Last
Reporting Period (7/1/2016–6/30/2017)

Cumulative
Rec. No.

DCISC
Recommendation

Recommendation
Reference

PG&E Response/
Action

PG&E Response/
Action
Reference

Status

None None None None None N/A
PG&E Response:
On November 6,
2016, Pacific Gas
and Electric
Company (PG&E)
received the
Diablo Canyon
Independent
Safety
Committee’s
(DCISC) Twenty-
Sixth Annual
Report on the
Safety of Diablo
Canyon
Operations for
the period of
July 1, 2015, to
June 30, 2016.
The DCISC made
no
Recommendation
during this
report period. 2015/2016 DCISC
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Annual
Report
Conclusion

Plant operated
safely

Annual Report
Executive
Summary

We are pleased
that the DCISC
has once again
concluded that
PG&E operated
Diablo Canyon
Power Plant
(DCPP) safely
during the report
period. As you
are aware,
operating the
plant
conservatively to
protect public
health and safety
is our highest
priority, and we
will continue to
ensure that we
fulfill this
commitment.

We welcome the
DCISC’s
independent
review and
oversight which
contributes to
the continued
safe operation of
DCPP.

Annual Report,
Section 9.0, PG&E
Response to
DCISC
Recommendations

February 7, 2017
DCISC Public
Meeting (Exhibit
B.6)
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
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27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit I, DCISC
Informational Brochure

General Information About the Diablo Canyon
Independent Safety Committee

Introducing the Independent Safety Committee

The Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee (DCISC) was created by the State of
California's Public Utilities Commission (PUC) and held its first meeting in May 1990. The
DCISC is a three-person Committee whose members are charged with reviewing and
making recommendations concerning the safety of operations at Pacific Gas and Electric
Company's (PG&E) Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant ("Diablo Canyon"), located on a
750-acre site along the central California coastline in San Luis Obispo County. Diablo
Canyon provides electricity for more than two million northern and central Californians
from operation of its two 1,100 megawatt Westinghouse 4-loop pressurized water
reactors fueled by uranium dioxide. Diablo Canyon began commercial operation in 1985
and is currently licensed by the U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to continue
operating until 2025. The Committee members are assisted in their important work by
technical consultants and legal counsel.

Formation of the Independent Safety Committee

The DCISC was established as part of a settlement agreement entered into in June 1988
between the Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) of the PUC, the California Attorney
General and PG&E concerning the operation of Diablo Canyon. The settlement agreement
was approved in PUC Decision 86-12-083 and provided that

“An Independent Safety Committee shall be established consisting of three members, one each
appointed by the Governor of the State of California, the Attorney General and the Chairperson of
the California Energy Commission, respectively, serving staggered three-year terms. The
Committee shall review Diablo Canyon operations for the purpose of assessing the safety of
operations and suggesting any recommendations for safe operations. Neither the Committee nor
its members shall have any responsibility or authority for plant operations, and they shall have no
authority to direct PG&E personnel. The Committee shall conform in all respects to applicable
federal laws, regulations and Nuclear Regulatory Commission policies”

The DCISC publishes an extensive Annual Report for the fiscal year ending June
30. In addition to summarizing the Committee’s activities and its review of
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Diablo Canyon operations, the Annual Report documents the members'
conclusions, concerns and recommendations regarding Diablo Canyon's
operational safety. In twenty-three Annual Reports through 2012- 2013, the
DCISC has made 220 formal recommendations to PG&E for improving the safety
of Diablo Canyon operations. PG&E’s response to each becomes a part of the
annual report. All the DCISC Annual Reports are available for review by any
interested members of the public at the Reference Department at the R E
Kennedy Library, located on the campus of California Polytechnic State
University at San Luis Obispo and the Annual Report is provided to local public
libraries and published on the DCISC website, www dcisc org.

In May of 1997, in response to electric utility rate deregulation, the PUC issued
Decision 97-05-088 which, while setting aside the 1988 settlement agreement,
found that the DCISC remained a key element of monitoring safety of
operations at Diablo Canyon. In May of 2004, in Decision 04-05- 055, the PUC
concluded the DCISC should retain discretion to determine how best to
accomplish its mission and modified requirements for DCISC membership and
nomination procedures and added a requirement that the DCISC undertake
public outreach in the local San Luis Obispo community. In January 2007, in
Decision 07-01-028, the PUC granted the DCISC's application for a Restated
Charter.

DCISC Operation: Public Meetings & Fact Findings

The DCISC typically conducts three public meetings each year in the San Luis Obispo
area. Each meeting usually occurs in four or five separate sessions during two days.
Dates, times and locations for these meetings are posted on the Committee’s website,
advertised in local newspapers and notices are sent to state agencies, the news media
and those persons who have requested advanced notice of the public meetings. Public
meetings may also include a tour of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant which is open to a
limited number of members of the public along with members of the media. All meetings
include an opportunity for the public to address comments and provide information to the
Committee Members. PG&E representatives are present to make informational
presentations to the Committee on topics requested by the Members. The meeting
agenda and supporting documents are filed and available to members of the public at the
Reference Department of the Cal-Poly Library, minutes of each public meeting are
prepared and approved by the DCISC and included in the annual report, and the public
meetings are webcast in real-time, as well as webcast and archived, on www.slospan.org
and are videotaped for broadcast on the local public access television station.

The DCISC also conducts frequent fact finding visits by individual members and
consultants to the plant site and to other locations as necessary to assess
issues, review plant programs and activities, interview and meet with PG&E
management and employees, follow-up on current items on the DCISC’s Open
Items List and to identify agenda items for future public meetings. These fact
finding visits generally occupy one or two intensive days of research and
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investigation concerning PG&E’s current activities and programs. Committee
representatives also frequently observe meetings of PG&E’s internal safety
review organizations and Committees.

A detailed written report, summarizing their activities, is prepared for each fact
finding visit by the participants. Comments concerning these reports are sought
from each of the other members and consultants, oral reports are presented
during public meetings and, when approved by the Committee at a public
meeting, the fact finding reports are provided to PG&E. All fact finding reports
are included as a part of the Committee’s Annual Report

Appointment of DCISC Members

A request for applications is publicly noticed by the PUC. After receipt of the applications
and an opportunity for public comment on the applicants, a short list of candidates is
selected by the PUC This list is provided to the nominating Agency which then appoints a
member. As required by PUC decisions which created and continued the Committee, the
PUC proposes as candidates only persons with knowledge, background and experience in
the field of nuclear power facilities and nuclear safety issues In July 1989, when PUC
President G Mitchell Wilk announced the initial list of nine candidates nominated for
appointment to the DCISC, he noted that "an independent safety Committee clearly
requires members who could demonstrate objectivity and independence. For this reason,
none of the nominees has testified for PG&E or any other party before the PUC or the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in any proceeding regarding Diablo Canyon”. These
restrictions have applied to all subsequent nominees, who are required to file annual
conflict of interest reports in accordance with California's Fair Political Practices Act and
the implementing provisions of the PUC decision which created the Committee.

Public Outreach, Comment, Information and Communication

The Committee’s public outreach activities include conducting three noticed public
meetings in the San Luis Obispo area each year, pubic tours of Diablo Canyon Power
Plant, conducting advertised informal open houses, meeting with concerned citizens and
groups, broadcast of its public meetings on the local public access television channel and
on the internet and responding to questions and requests for information received by
letter, telephone and email. The DCISC welcomes comment and communication from
members of the public and provides an opportunity for such dialogue during every
session of its public meetings. The DCISC provides extensive, publicly available
information concerning the safety of Diablo Canyon operations The office of the DCISC
Legal Counsel also maintains a toll-free within California 800 telephone number as well
as the DCISC website, including a link to the DCISC's email address, to respond to the
questions or requests for information from members of the public On request, the DCISC
will consider arranging a meeting with one or more members of the public and a
Committee member. Written comments or questions may also be directed to the DCISC
Members by contacting the office of the DCISC Legal Counsel Diablo Canyon Independent
Safety Committee Office of the Legal Counsel, 857 Cass Street, Suite D, Monterey,
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California 93940 (800) 439-4688 (In California) (831) 647-1044 (Outside California).
Worldwide Web Page: www.dcisc.org E-mail dcsafety@dcisc org.

Current Committee Members

Robert J Budnitz

On October 10, 2007, Robert J Budnitz, Pd.D., was appointed by California Attorney
General Edmund G. Brown Jr. to a term on the Committee expiring June 30, 2010. On
April 15, 2010, Attorney General Brown announced the reappointment of Dr. Budnitz to a
second three-year term on the Committee commencing July 1,2010 through June 30,
2013. At a regular meeting on June 27, 2013 the CPUC ratified its President’s selection of
Dr. Budnitz as one of two candidates for appointment by Attorney General Kamala Harris
to serve a three-year term on the DCISC.

Dr. Robert J. Budnitz has been involved with nuclear-reactor safety and
radioactive-waste safety for many years .He is on the scientific staff at the
University of California’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, where he
works on nuclear power safety and security and radioactive waste
management. From 2002 to 2007 he was at UC’s Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory,during which period he worked on a two-year special assignment
(late 2002 to late 2004) in Washington to assist the Director of DOE’s Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management to develop a new Science & Technology
Program. Prior to joining LLNL in 2002,he ran a one-person consulting practice
in Berkeley CA for over two decades . In 1978-1980, he was a senior officer on
the staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,serving as Deputy Director
and then Director of the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.In this two-
year period,Dr .Budnitz was responsible for formulating and guiding the large
NRC research program that constituted over $200 million/year at that time.His
responsibilities included assuring that all major areas of reactor-safety
research,waste-management research, and fuel-cycle-safety research
necessary to serve the mission of NRC were adequately supported. From 1967–
1978 he was on the staff of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, serving
in 1975–1978 as Associate Director of LBL and Head of LBNL’s Energy &
Environment Division. During this period, the programs under his direction were
in a large mix of diverse areas relevant to DOE, including energy efficiency,
deep-geologic radioactive waste disposal, solar energy, geothermal energy,
fusion energy, transportation technology, chemicalengineering for alternate
fuels, environmental instrumentation, air-pollution phenomena, and energy
policy analysis. He earned a Ph.D. in experimental physics from Harvard in
1968.

Peter Lam

On June 3, 2009, Peter Lam Ph.D., was appointed by the Chair of the California Energy
Commission (CEC) to a three-year term on the Committee commenting July 1, 2009
through June 30, 2012. On July 12, 2012 the CEC Chair announced Dr. Lam’s
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reappointment to a second three-year term on the Committee commencing July 1, 2012
through June 30, 2015.

Dr. Peter Lam, Administrative Judge Emeritus of the U S Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, is an international authority on nuclear reactor operating
experience and a leading expert on nuclear reactor safety and risk assessment.
Dr. Lam is now the principal of EMM International, a consulting company with a
group of experts in the nuclear industry. In his 18 years of public service as an
Administrative Judge Dr. Lam has presided over numerous public proceedings
to decide technical issues of national and international significance involving
the use of nuclear energy and materials Judge Lam’s jurisdiction covered all
104 nuclear power plants, some 21,000 medical and material licensees, and
nuclear waste storage in the United States The ultimate resolution of these
significant technical issues has contributed to the enhancement of nuclear
reactor safety.

Prior to his judicial appointment 18 years ago, Dr. Lam had extensive technical
and managerial experience in the nuclear energy business over a period of 20
years He was a nuclear engineer at General Electric Company, participating in
the design and analysis of BWR advanced fuels. Dr. Lam served as a program
manager at Argonne National Laboratory managing the research and
development of advanced fast reactor metal fuels. He was a manager at Science
Applications, Inc and as a consultant at NUS Corporation, both major consulting
firms in the nuclear industry.

Dr. Lam’s responsibilities there involved the management of probabilistic risk
assessments of operating nuclear reactors. He managed a group of technical
specialists in the U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the analysis and
evaluation of nuclear reactor operating experience. Dr. Lam was also a visiting
faculty member at California State University at San Jose, and at George
Washington University.

Dr. Lam has published 71 technical papers and reports in national and
international journals and in proprietary company publications, which focus on
major issues in nuclear transport theory, nuclear reactor fuel design, nuclear
reactor operating experience, and nuclear reader safety. Judge Lam has also
issued over 110 published judicial decisions related to some 50 cases of
litigations These judicial decisions resolve a wide range of technical and legal
issues regarding nuclear reactor safety, nuclear waste disposal, and other
civilian use of nuclear technology.

Dr. Lam has presented lectures at IAEA international conferences in Austria,
Korea, and Spain, on significant results in comprehensive analyses of nuclear
reactor operating experience He has chaired an IAEA working group to develop
a technical treatise for the analysis and evaluation of operating experience of
the world’s nuclear reactors These activities contribute to the international
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exchange of important information to improve nuclear reactor safety.

Dr. Lam earned a Ph.D. and a M.S., both in nuclear engineering, from Stanford
University in 1971, and 1968, respectively. He earned a B.S. in mechanical
engineering, from Oregon State University in 1967 His 4-year undergraduate
study at Oregon State University and his 4-year graduate study at Stanford
University were fully funded by eight consecutive scholarships and fellowships.

Per F. Peterson

On July 9, 2008, California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger announced the appointment
of Per F Peterson, Ph.D. P.E. to a three-year term on the Committee through June 30,
2011. Prof. Peterson previously served as a Committee member from September 2, 2004
through October 9, 2007. On March 22, 2012, Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr..
announced Professor Peterson’s reappointment for a term on the Committee commencing
July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2014. On September 10, 2014 Governor Brown announced
Professor Peterson’s reappointment to a three-year term on the DCISC expiring on June
30, 2017.

Per F Peterson is the Floyd Professor of Nuclear Engineering at the University of
California, Berkeley. He previously chaired the Nuclear Engineering department
from 2000 to 2005 and from 2009 to 2012 and chaired the Energy and
Resources Group at U C Berkeley from 1998 to 2000. He received his B.S. In
Mechanical Engineering at the University of Nevada. Reno, in 1982. After
working at Bechtel on high-level radioactive waste processing from 1982 to
1985, he received a MS degree in Mechanical Engineering at the University of
California Berkeley in 1986 and a Ph.D. in 1988. He was a JSPS Fellow at the
Tokyo Institute of Technology from 1989 to 1990 and a National Science
Foundation Presidential Young Investigator from 1990 to 1995. He is past
chairman of the Thermal Hydraulics Division (1996–1997) and a Fellow (2002)
of the American Nuclear Society,, a recipient of the Fusion Power Associates
Excellence in Fusion Engineering Award (1999). and has served as editor for
three technical journals.

Prof. Peterson's research in the 1990s contributed to foe development of the
passive safety systems used in the GE ESBWR and Westinghouse AP-1000
reactor designs Currently his research group focuses primarily on heat transfer,
fluid mechanics, and regulation and licensing for high temperature reactors,
principally designs that use liquid fluoride salts as coolants He is author of over
110 archival journal articles and over 120 conference publications on these
topics.

On January 29, 2010, US Department of Energy Secretary Dr. Steven Chu
appointed Prof Peterson as a member of the Blue Ribbon Commission on
America’s Nuclear Future, established by President Obama to provide
recommendations for recommending solutions to manage the Nation’s spent
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fuel and high-level waste. He co-chaired foe BRC’s Reactor and Fuel Cycle
Technology SubCommittee with Senator Pete Domenici. He has served as a
member or chair of numerous advisory Committees for the national laboratories
and National Research Council. He participated in the development of the
Generation IV Roadmap in 2002 as a member of the Evaluation Methodology
Group, and has co-chaired its Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection
Working Group since 2002.
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27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit J, Glossary of
Terms and Definitions
Aging Management

is a program for monitoring and dispositioning materials and components whose
characteristics change with time or use. PG&E defines aging management as
“Engineering, operations, and maintenance activities to control age-related
degradation and to mitigate failures of systems, structures, or components (SSC)
that are due to aging mechanisms."

As Low As reasonably Achievable (ALARA)
refers to maintaining offsite radioactive releases and occupational radiation
exposures as low as achievable in a reasonable, cost-effective manner.

Bank
As used in “main bank transformer” or “main transformer bank” references refers to
a set of installed electric transformers.

Benchmarking
is the act of reviewing and evaluating practices at other nuclear plants, which are
known for excellence in a specific area, for incorporation or improvement at one’s
plant

Capacity Factor
is the fraction of power actually produced compared to the maximum which could be
produced by operating at full power during a period of time (expressed in percent).

Civil Penalty
is a penalty in the form of a monetary fine levied by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission for a significant violation of its regulations.

Control Rods
are long slender metal-clad rods which move into or out-of nuclear fuel assemblies
in the reactor core to control the rate of the nuclear fission process. The rods
contain a neutron absorbing material which, when inserted into the fuel, absorb
neutrons, slowing down the fission rate and thus the heat generation rate and
reducing the power level of the reactor.

Cross-cutting Aspect
is a nuclear plant activity that affects most or all of NRC’s safety cornerstones,
which include the plant’s corrective action program, human performance, and
“safety-conscious work environment." A Substantive Cross-cutting Issue refers to a
performance deficiency characteristic that compromises more areas than just the
specific situation in which it occurred.

Design Bases
are the current features and criteria upon which the nuclear plant is designed and
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are also the bases for Nuclear Regulatory Commission review and approval.
Diesel Generator (DG)

is a standby source of emergency electrical power needed to power pumps and
valves to provide cooling water to the fuel in the reactor to prevent its overheating
and possible melting. The diesel generator is designed to start up and provide power
automatically if normal power is lost.

Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
is the facility away from the immediate vicinity of the plant which is used to direct
the operations for mitigation of and recovery from an accident.

Emergency Preparedness (EP)
is the assurance that the plant and its personnel are practiced and prepared for
postulated emergencies to be able to mitigate them and recover with a minimum of
damage and health effects.

Engineered Safety Features (ESF)
are the features (systems and equipment) engineered into the plant to mitigate the
effects of anticipated and postulated accidents.

Erosion/Corrosion
is a phenomenon which takes place in carbon steel power plant water systems. The
inside metal pipe will continually corrode due to galvanic action, forming a
magnetite coating as erosion (due to high water velocity and/or changes in flow
direction) continually wears away the magnetite layer, permitting the corrosion
layer to reform, etc. The continual combination of effects wears away and thins the
pipe wall.

Escalated Enforcement Action
is action taken by NRC beyond a notice of violation of its requirements for a single
severe violation or recurring violations. Examples include a civil penalty, suspension
of operations, and modification or revocation of a license to operate a nuclear plant.

Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)
is the document which describes the plant design, safety analysis, and operations
for Nuclear Regulatory Commission review and approval for licensing for plant
operation.

Fitness for Duty (FFD)
describes the state of an employee (cleared to access the nuclear plant) being in
sound enough physical and mental condition to adequately and safely carry out his
or her duties without adverse effects.

High Impact Team (HIT)
is a term denoting a multi-disciplinary or multi-functional team of people put
together to focus on solving a particular problem or perform a particular task. The
disciplines included are those necessary to effectively accomplish the task.

High Level Waste (HLW)
is highly radioactive waste, usually in the form of spent fuel (or fuel which has been
discharged from the reactor as waste) containing a high level (as defined by NRC
regulations) of radioactive fission products. HLW is handled remotely, using water or
a thick container as a radiation shield.

Individual Plant Examination (IPE)
is a level 2 Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) analysis of plant accident sequences.
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The analysis includes core damage progression through the release of radioactive
material to the containment and the subsequent containment failure but stops short
of determining potential impact on the public or property. The NRC requested all
nuclear plants be analyzed in this way to get a better understanding of severe
accident behavior. An IPEEE is an IPE which is initiated by External Events to the
plant.

INPO, the Institute of Nuclear Power Operators
is a nuclear industry group formed after the Three Mile Island accident to help
improve nuclear plant operations through regular assessments of each nuclear
plant, evaluations, best practices, and nuclear operator training accreditation.

ISFSI,
or Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation, is the term for DCPP’s on-site
storage facility for the dry cask storage of spent nuclear fuel.

Inservice Inspection (ISI) and Inservice Testing (IST)
are the practices of inspecting and testing certain selected components periodically
during their service lives to determine degradation patterns and to repair, if
necessary, any degradation beyond acceptable limits.

Leg
with reference to the Hot Leg or Cold Leg refers to piping trains leading to or from
the reactor vessel. The Hot Leg removes heat and the Cold Leg provides cooling
water to the vessel and nuclear core.

Licensee Event Reports (LERs)
are reports from the plant operator to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
describing off-normal events or conditions outside established limits at a nuclear
plant.

Line Organization refers to the direct reporting supervisory chain in an organization
through which orders and information flow. It is also known as the “chain of command.”
Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP)

is an occurrence whereby the normal supply of electrical power from offsite is
interrupted. Nuclear reactors need power from offsite when shutdown for spent fuel
cooling and residual heat removal. There are usually several sources of offsite
power; however, loss of all sources would result in the automatic start-up of the
diesel generators to supply power.

Low Level Waste (LLW)
is waste containing a low level of radioactivity as defined by NRC regulations. LLW is
usually in the form of scrap paper, plastic, tape, tubing, filters, scrap parts,
dewatered resins, etc. LLW requires packaging to prevent the spread of
contamination but little radiation shielding.

Maintenance Rule
is the NRC proposed rule which requires that nuclear power plant licensees monitor
the performance or condition, or provide effective preventative maintenance of
certain structures, systems and components against licensee-established goals. The
Rule becomes effective July 10, 1996.

Microbiologically-Influenced (or Induced) Corrosion (MIC)
is corrosion, usually in the form of pitting, on steel piping systems containing
stagnant or low-flow water conditions. The corrosion is caused by surface-attached
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microbe-produced chemicals which attack the piping surface. Depending on
severity, MIC is controlled by mechanical and chemical cleaning combined with
biocides.

Mid-Loop Operation
is an infrequently-used refueling outage procedure in which, after shutdown and a
cooling period, reactor coolant is lowered below the hot and cold legs, permitting
work to be performed in a relatively dry environment. The operation is a relatively
high-risk condition due to the potential for loss of cooling.

Misposition
means a positionable component, such as a valve, placed or left out of the required
position for existing plant conditions when the component’s required position is
tracked by a station status control tool, such as a procedure, drawing, or valve list.

Motor-Operated Valves
Are valves opened or closed by remotely-or locally-operated integral electric motors.
The valves are used in power plant piping systems to divert, block or control the
flow of steam or water.

Notification
formerly known as an “Action Request” or “AR” is a document, which is used to
identify and track resolution of a problem and incorporate it into the Corrective
Action Program.

Nuclear Excellence Team (NET)
is a organization of several well-qualified senior people whose mission is “To
improve plant performance through the use of performance-based self-assessments
within the NPG (Nuclear Power Generation) organization." The Team is augmented
by at least one other PG&E and one outside individual with expertise appropriate to
the particular investigation.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
is the Federal agency which regulates and licenses the peaceful uses of domestic
nuclear and radioactive applications such as nuclear power plants, experimental
nuclear reactors, medical and industrial radioisotope applications, radioactive waste,
etc.

Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
is the nuclear reactor and its closely associated heat removal systems which
produce steam for the turbine. The NSSS usually includes the nuclear reactor,
nuclear fuel, reactor coolant pumps, pressurizer, steam generators, and connected
piping.

Operational Capacity Factor
is the capacity factor as measured between, but not including, refueling outages.

Primary Side and Secondary Side
refer, respectively, to the Reactor Coolant System, which is used to remove heat
from the nuclear reactor and the Main Steam and Feedwater Systems which provide
cooling to the Steam Generators and generate and provide steam to the Turbines.

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)
is a formal process for quantifying the frequencies and consequences of accidents to
predict public health risk.

Protected Area
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is the outermost area of the nuclear plant which is protected by physical means, a
security system, and security force to prevent unauthorized entry (see also Vital
Area).

Quality Assurance (QA)
comprises all those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide confidence
that a structure, system or component will perform satisfactorily is service.

Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
is the collection of piping, reactor vessel, steam generators, pumps, pressurizer, and
associated valves which function to circulate water through the reactor to remove
heat.

Reactor Oversight Process
is the process by which the NRC monitors and evaluates the performance of
commercial nuclear power plants. Designed to focus on those plant activities that
are most important to safety, the process uses inspection findings and performance
indicators to assess each plant’s safety performance.

Refueling Outage
is a normal shutdown of a nuclear power unit to permit refueling of the reactor,
along with maintenance, inspections and modifications. Typical DCPP refueling
outages occur about every 18 months and last for about two months. The outages
are numbered by unit number (1 or 2), “R", and the consecutive outage number.
For example, “1R5" is the fifth refueling outage for Unit 1 since start-up.

Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM)
is the practice of maintaining equipment on the basis of the logical application of
reliability data and expert knowledge of the equipment, i.e., a systems approach.
Normal preventive maintenance (PM) is performed on the basis of time, i.e.,
maintenance operations are performed on a schedule to prevent poor performance
or failure.

Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
is the removal of the residual heat generated in the reactor fuel after reactor
shutdown to prevent the fuel overheating and possibly melting. The heat removal is
performed by a set of pumps, piping, valves and heat exchange equipment
circulating water by the fuel while the reactor is shut down.

Safety System Functional Audit and Review (SSFAR)
is an investigation of a single plant safety system from all perspectives such as
design basis, operations, maintenance, engineering, testing, materials, problems
and resolutions, quality control, etc. The review is performed by a multi-functional
team and can last several months.

Simulator
is a simulated nuclear power reactor control room with gauges, instruments and
controls connected to a computer. The computer is programmed to behave like a
nuclear reactor and respond to operator actions and commands. The simulator is
used in training nuclear operators in controlling the reactor and responding to
simulated transients and accidents.

Single Point Vulnerability (SPV)
is an individual component, which does not have a significant level of component
redundancy and whose failure alone could adversely impact the system or plant
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performance. DCPP defines a SPV as “a High-Critical component whose failure
results in a plant trip or derate > 2%.

Spent Fuel Pool (SFP)
is an in-plant stainless-steel-lined concrete pool of water into which highly
radioactive spent nuclear fuel is stored when it has been discharged from the
reactor. The spent fuel is maintained in the pool until its ultimate disposal is
determined.

Steam Dump Valve
is a device to discharge (dump) steam from the power plant piping to lower its
pressure and reduce the energy in the line. This is done to permit faster shutdowns.

Steam Generator
is a large, vertical, inverted-U-tube-and-shell heat exchanger with hot reactor
coolant on its tube side transferring heat to and boiling the non-nuclear feedwater
to form steam on the shell side. Besides transferring heat, the steam generator is
important as a barrier between the nuclear and non-nuclear coolants.

Surveillance
is the process of testing, inspecting, or calibrating components and systems to
assure that the necessary quality is maintained, operation is within safety limits,
and operation will be maintained within limiting conditions.

Technical Specifications (TS)
Are the rules and limitations by which the plant is operated. They consist of safety
limits, limiting safety system and control settings, limiting conditions for operation,
surveillance requirements, description of important design features, administrative
controls, and required periodic and special notifications and reports.

Technical Support Center (TSC)
is the in-plant facility which directs plant activities in mitigating accidents and
minimizing their effects.

Trains
refers to individual functional lines of system piping, components, or wiring which
are usually independent of other parallel lines, which have the same redundant
function.

Trip
(or scram) is the shutting down of the nuclear reactor by inserting control rods
which shut down the nuclear fission process. An automatic trip is initiated by plant
monitoring systems when one or more parameters differ from preset limits. A
manual trip is initiated by plant operators in an off-normal event to prevent preset
limits from being exceeded or as a backup to the automatic system.

Vital Area
is an area inside the plant within the Protected Area which contains equipment vital
for safe operation.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 1.2.1,
Appointment of Committee Member Robert J. Budnitz
On October 10, 2007, Robert J. Budnitz, Ph.D. was appointed by California Attorney
General Edmund G. Brown Jr. to a term on the Committee expiring June 30, 2010. On
April 15, 2010, Attorney General Brown announced the reappointment of Dr. Budnitz to a
second three-year term on the Committee commencing July 1, 2010 through June 30,
2013. On June 27, 2013, the CPUC ratified its President’s selection of Dr. Budnitz as one
of two candidates for appointment by Attorney General Kamala Harris to serve a three-
year term on the DCISC for the period July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2016. During that period,
Dr. Budnitz continued to serve as a member of the Committee pending his
reappointment or replacement. On July 7, 2016, Attorney General Harris announced the
reappointment of Dr. Budnitz to serve a three-year term on the Committee commencing
July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2019.

Dr. Robert J. Budnitz has been involved with nuclear-reactor safety and
radioactive-waste safety for many years. He is on the scientific staff at the
University of California’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, where he
works on nuclear power safety and security and radioactive-waste
management. In February 2017 he was elected to the National Academy of
Engineering. From 2002 to 2007 he was at the University of California’s
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), during which period he
worked on a two-year special assignment (late 2002 to late 2004) in
Washington to assist the Director of the Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Office
of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management to develop a new Science &
Technology Program. Prior to joining LLNL in 2002, he ran a one-person
consulting practice in Berkeley CA, for over two decades. In 1978–1980, he was
a senior officer on the staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, serving
as Deputy Director and then Director of the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research. In this two-year period, Dr. Budnitz was responsible for formulating
and guiding the large NRC research program that constituted over $200
million/year at that time. His responsibilities included assuring that all major
areas of reactor-safety research, waste-management research, and fuel-cycle-
safety research necessary to serve the mission of NRC were adequately
supported. From 1967–1978, he was on the staff of the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (LBNL), serving in 1975–1978 as Associate Director of
LBNL and Head of LBNL’s Energy & Environment Division. During this period,
the programs under his direction were in a large mix of diverse areas relevant
to DOE, including energy-efficiency, deep-geologic radioactive waste disposal,
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solar energy, geothermal energy, fusion energy, transportation technology,
chemical-engineering for alternate fuels, environmental instrumentation, air-
pollution phenomena, and energy policy analysis. He earned a Ph.D. in
experimental physics from Harvard in 1968.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 1.2.2,
Appointment of Committee Member Peter Lam
On June 3, 2009, Peter Lam, Ph.D., was appointed by Chair Karen Douglas, J.D., of the
California Energy Commission (CEC) to a three-year term on the Committee commencing
July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2012. On July 12, 2012, CEC Chair Robert B.
Weisenmiller, Ph.D., announced his reappointment of Dr. Lam to a second three-year
term on the Committee commencing July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2015. On April 1,
2015, Dr. Weisenmiller announced Dr. Lam’s reappointment to another three-year term
on the Committee commencing July 1, 2015 and expiring June 30, 2018.

Dr. Peter Lam, Administrative Judge Emeritus of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, is an international authority of nuclear reactor operating
experience, and a leading expert on nuclear reactor safety and risk assessment.
Dr. Lam is now the principal of EMM International, a consulting company with a
group of experts in the nuclear industry. In his 18 years of public service as an
Administrative Judge, Dr. Lam has presided over numerous public proceedings
to decide technical issues of national and international significance involving
the use of nuclear energy and materials. Judge Lam’s jurisdiction covered all
104 nuclear power plants, some 21,000 medical and material licensees, and
nuclear waste storage in the United States. The ultimate resolution of these
significant technical issues has contributed to the enhancement of nuclear
reactor safety.

Prior to his judicial appointment 18 years ago, Dr. Lam had extensive technical
and managerial experience in the nuclear energy business over a period of 20
years. He was a nuclear engineer at General Electric Company, participating in
the design and analysis of boiling water reactor advanced fuels. Dr. Lam served
as a program manager at Argonne National Laboratory, managing the research
and development of advanced fast reactor metal fuels. He was a manager at
Science Applications, Inc., and a consultant at NUS Corporation, both major
consulting firms in the nuclear industry. Dr. Lam’s responsibilities there
involved the management of probabilistic risk assessments of operating nuclear
reactors. He managed a group of technical specialists in the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in the analysis and evaluation of nuclear reactor
operating experience. Dr. Lam was also a visiting faculty member at California
State University at San Jose, and at George Washington University.

Dr. Lam has published 71 technical papers and reports in national and
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international journals and in proprietary company publications, which focus on
major issues in nuclear transport theory, nuclear reactor fuel design, nuclear
reactor operating experience, and nuclear reactor safety. Judge Lam has also
issued over 110 published judicial decisions related to some 50 cases of
litigations. These judicial decisions resolve a wide range of technical and legal
issues regarding nuclear reactor safety, nuclear waste disposal, and other
civilian use of nuclear technology. Dr. Lam has presented lectures at
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) international conferences in
Austria, Korea, and Spain, on significant results in comprehensive analyses of
nuclear reactor operating experience. He has chaired an IAEA working group to
develop a technical treatise for the analysis and evaluation of operating
experience of the world’s nuclear reactors. These activities contribute to the
international exchange of important information to improve nuclear reactor
safety.

Dr. Lam earned a Ph.D. and a M.S., both in nuclear engineering, from Stanford
University in 1971, and 1968, respectively. He earned a B.S., in mechanical
engineering, from Oregon State University in 1967. His four-year undergraduate
study at Oregon State University and his four-year graduate study at Stanford
University were fully funded by eight consecutive scholarships and fellowships.

Dr. Lam served as DCISC Vice-Chair during this report period, July 1, 2016
through June 30, 2017.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 1.2.3,
Appointment of Committee Member Per F. Peterson
On July 9, 2008, California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger announced the appointment
of Per F. Peterson, Ph.D., PE, to a three-year term on the Committee through June 30,
2011. Prof. Peterson previously served as a Committee member from September 2,
2004, through October 9, 2007. Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. reappointed Professor
Peterson to a term on the Committee commencing July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2014.
Professor Peterson was subsequently again reappointed by Governor Brown to a three-
year term on the DCISC commencing July 1, 2014 and expiring on June 30, 2017. On
June 15, 2017, the CPUC ratified CPUC President Picker’s selection of Dr. Peterson for
consideration by the Governor as one of two candidates for appointment to the DCISC for
a term commencing July 1, 2017 and expiring on June 30, 2020.

Per F. Peterson is the Floyd Professor of Nuclear Engineering at the University
of California, Berkeley.  He previously chaired the Nuclear Engineering
department from 2000 to 2005 and from 2009 to 2012, and chaired the Energy
and Resources Group at U.C. Berkeley from 1998 to 2000. He received his BS in
Mechanical Engineering at the University of Nevada, Reno, in 1982.  After
working at Bechtel on high-level radioactive waste processing from 1982 to
1985, he received a MS degree in Mechanical Engineering at the University of
California, Berkeley in 1986 and a Ph.D. in 1988.  He was a JSPS Fellow at the
Tokyo Institute of Technology from 1989 to 1990 and a National Science
Foundation Presidential Young Investigator from 1990 to 1995.  He is past
chairman of the Thermal Hydraulics Division (1996–1997) and a Fellow (2002)
of the American Nuclear Society, a recipient of the Fusion Power Associates
Excellence in Fusion Engineering Award (1999), and has served as editor for
three technical journals.

Prof. Peterson's research in the 1990s contributed to the development of the
passive safety systems used in the GE ESBWR and Westinghouse AP-1000
reactor designs. Currently his research group focuses primarily on heat
transfer, fluid mechanics, and regulation and licensing for high temperature
reactors, principally designs that use liquid fluoride salts as coolants.  He is
author of over 110 archival journal articles and over 120 conference
publications on these topics.

On January 29, 2010, U.S. Department of Energy Secretary Dr. Steven Chu
appointed Prof. Peterson as a member of the Blue Ribbon Commission on
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America’s Nuclear Future (“BRC”), established by President Obama to provide
recommendations for solutions to manage the Nation’s spent fuel and high-level
waste. He co-chaired the BRC’s Reactor and Fuel Cycle Technology
SubCommittee with Senator Pete Domenici.  He has served as a member or
chair of numerous advisory Committees for the national laboratories and
National Research Council. He participated in the development of the
Generation IV Roadmap in 2002 as a member of the Evaluation Methodology
Group, and has co-chaired its Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection
Working Group since 2002.

Dr. Peterson served as the DCISC Chair for this report period, July 1, 2016
through June 30, 2017.
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit B3, Minutes of
the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee’s,
October 19–20, 2016 Public Meeting (As approved at
the February 8, 2017, Public Meeting)

Wednesday & Thursday
October 19–20, 2016
Avila Beach, California

Notice of Meeting

A legal notice of the public meeting and several display advertisements were published in
local newspapers and mailed to the media and those persons on the Committee’s service
list. Information on the public tour and a copy of the meeting agenda were also posted
on the Committee’s website at www.dcisc.org.

Agenda

I Call to Order – Roll Call
The October 19, 2016, public meeting of the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety
Committee (DCISC), the eighty-fifth public meeting of the Committee, was called to
order by Committee Chair Dr. Peter Lam at 9:00 A.M. in the Point San Luis Conference
Room at the Avila Lighthouse Suites in Avila Beach, California. Dr. Lam welcomed the
members of the public in attendance. The public meetings of the Committee are viewed
in real-time over streaming video at www.dcisc.org and www.slospan.org and are
videotaped for later broadcast on the local public access television station. Dr. Lam
introduced and briefly reviewed the appointment of each of the DCISC members and the
professional backgrounds of Drs. Budnitz and Peterson. Dr. Peterson reviewed Dr. Lam’s
professional background.

Present:

Committee Member Robert J. Budnitz
Committee Member Peter Lam
Committee Member Per F. Peterson

Absent:
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None:

II Introductions
Dr. Lam introduced and briefly reviewed the professional backgrounds of the
Committee’s Technical Consultants, Mr. Richard D. McWhorter, Jr. and Mr. R. Ferman
Wardell and DCISC Assistant Legal Counsel Robert W. Rathie.

Dr. Lam recognized and acknowledged the presence of DCPP Compliance and
Risk Manager Mr. Brian McQuade who serves as the principal liaison for the
Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) with the DCISC and who plays a key role on
behalf of PG&E in working with the DCISC to coordinate activities and provide
information.

III Public Comments and Communications
The Chair inquired whether there were any members of the public present who wished to
address remarks to the Committee on items not appearing on the agenda for the public
meeting and he reviewed the advice from the agenda concerning items or issues which
are brought to the attention of the Members by the public during public meetings.

Ms. Rochelle Becker representing the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility was
recognized to address remarks to the Committee. Ms. Becker observed the
DCISC was established in view of the potential for competition between safety
and the expense of running DCPP and she remarked that, with the Joint
Proposal to retire DCPP at the end of its current operating licenses in 2024 for
Unit-1 (U-1) and 2025 for Unit-2 (U-2) now pending before the California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC), there has never been a time during which the
Committee needed to watch very carefully and more closely PG&E’s operation of
DCPP. She stated this includes making sure qualified workers are retained and
components are being replaced in a timely manner and not deferred until
scheduled refueling outages. Ms. Becker closed her remarks by stating she was
disappointed the CPUC which created the DCISC had chosen to schedule a
public participation hearing in San Luis Obispo on the same date as the DCISC’s
public meeting. Dr. Budnitz replied that the Committee has discussed the issues
raised by Ms. Becker with PG&E and will continue to review PG&E’s plans as he
too is concerned that there may be compromises to safety especially as the
dates for closing DCPP approach. Dr. Budnitz observed there are a significant
number of items that have importance to safety which are not necessarily
covered by regulations or where the regulations may permit discretion or
provide leeway and this will need to be closely watched in the future as it is
possible that a compromise to safety may inadvertently occur and the DCISC
has conducted and will continue to conduct fact-finding on this issue.

Mr. John Geesman representing the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility was
recognized. Mr. Geesman reported that his apprehension with the Joint
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Proposal centered on a less intense period, prior to plant closure as capital is
finite and there is sure to be competition within PG&E for allocations of limited
capital resources and arguments will be made that there are more productive
investment alternatives available to the company than investing in DCPP. He
remarked the nine-year period of pre closure activities is unprecedented for a
plant such as DCPP and PG&E likely has no idea on how to detect gradual
slippage in performance which could affect safety. He stated he agreed with Ms.
Becker’s observation that the time for enhanced vigilance by the DCISC is
commencing and he wished the Members the best in their efforts.

Dr. Abraham Weitzberg was recognized. Dr. Weitzberg stated he was speaking
as an interested member of the public and observed the CPUC public
participation hearings are scheduled for both afternoon and evening sessions
and, accordingly, should not present a schedule conflict for anyone wishing to
attend both the DCISC and CPUC’s public meetings. Dr. Lam observed the DCISC
schedules its public meeting more than one year in advance.

Dr. Budnitz remarked that with Dr. Peterson he recently attended a colloquium
at U.C. Berkeley presented by Dr. William E. Kastenberg. Dr. Kastenberg
previously served as the first appointed member of the DCISC and served as a
member of the DCISC for more than ten years. Dr. Budnitz stated he was
pleased Dr. Kastenberg remains an involved and active member of the nuclear
safety community.

IV Consent Agenda
The first item on the Consent Agenda was approval of the Minutes of the Committee’s
June 21-22, 2016, public meeting held in Avila Beach, California. A draft of the June
2016 Minutes was included in the public agenda packet for this public meeting. The
Members and Consultants reviewed the Minutes and provided revision of certain
references to be included in the final version and discussed follow up actions to be taken,
provided clarification to the Assistant Legal Counsel concerning typographical errors and
the accuracy of certain references in the Minutes and editorial comments and changes
were received concerning the draft of the June 2016 Minutes. During discussion of an
item in the Minutes, Dr. Peterson requested that a visit to the hot shutdown
panel be scheduled during the December 2016 fact-finding visit to DCPP.
Following the review of fact finding reports later during the meeting it was confirmed that
the hot shut down panel is located in the plant on the 100' elevation while the Cable
Spreading Room is on the 128' elevation with the 115' elevation separating the two. The
hot shut down panel and Cable Spreading Room are not within the same fire zone and
each has separate access. The hot shutdown panel is accessed by a stairwell outside the
Control Room but access is also provided by the back stairwell. During review of the
Minutes Dr. Budnitz was delegated by the Committee to contact and provide a
review of comments from the June 2016 Minutes, including a recommendation
as to what additional work may be needed, to be provided by DCISC Consultant
Dr. Robert T. Sewell regarding the presentation Dr. Sewell made at the June
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2016 DCISC public meeting on the tsunami hazard and risk at DCPP.

Minutes of the Committee’s public meetings, in their final approved form,
become part of its Annual Reports on Safety of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant Operations (Annual Report). The Committee deferred action on the June
2016 Minutes during its morning meeting on October 19, 2016, pending receipt
and review of Dr. Sewell’s substantive comments. Subsequently, upon
commencement of the afternoon session on October 20, 2016, following Dr.
Budnitz’ review of Dr. Sewell’s comments and direction that his non substantive
edits be incorporated into the final version of the June 2016 Minutes, on a
motion by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr. Peterson, the Minutes of the
Committee’s June 2016 public meeting were approved subject to inclusion of
the changes provided to the Committee’s Assistant Legal Counsel. The June
2016 Minutes will be part of the Committee’s 26th Annual Report.

V Action Items

A. DCISC’s 26th Annual Report on Safety of Diablo Canyon
Operations; July 1, 2015—June 30, 2016.

The Chairman reviewed the duty and obligation of the Committee to develop and to
make available its Annual Report on the safety of DCPP operations. The Annual Report is
provided to PG&E for its response and with that response incorporated it is provided to
the California Public Utilities Commission and to each of the Committee members’
appointing entities, the Governor, the California Attorney General and the Chair of the
CEC as well as to the California Polytechnic University (Cal Poly) R.E. Kennedy Library
and to public libraries in the local area, and on the Committee’s website at
www.dcisc.org. The DCISC Annual Reports are made available in two bound volumes and
as a compact disk. Dr. Lam stated preparation of the Annual Report was an intensive
collaborative effort which is led by Committee Technical Consultant Mr. Ferman Wardell
and the Chair stated Mr. Wardell deserves recognition and the thanks of the members of
the Committee for his efforts.

At Dr. Lam’s request, Mr. Wardell reviewed the process employed by the
Committee to schedule, assign work, and develop three drafts and a final
version including an Executive Summary for its Annual Report for 2015-2016.
Mr. Wardell reported that in the 2015-2016 Annual Report the Committee made
no recommendation but identified six areas of concern and particular interest.
These include: (1) concerning the Joint Proposal which, if approved by the
CPUC, would close DCPP by the end of the current operating licenses from the
NRC for both units, that is 2024 for U-1 and 2025 for U-2, (“Joint Proposal”),
the DCISC is concerned regarding retention of qualified, experienced personnel
to operate DCPP at the appropriate level of safety and concerning adequate
spending on programs and equipment to preserve an appropriate level of
nuclear safety; (2) the DCISC is concerned and interested in further analysis of
the potential effects of tsunamis generated from submarine landslides in the
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vicinity of DCPP; (3) the DCISC is interested in understanding the potential
plans for cycling DCPP power levels to meet grid demands while preserving an
appropriate level of nuclear safety; (4) the DCISC is interested in continuing to
review PG&E’s ongoing program to monitor seismic activity and to improve the
understanding of the safety of the plant against large earthquakes (5) the
DCISC is interested in continuing to review PG&E’s ongoing program to monitor
the safety of the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI); and (6)
the DCISC is interested in monitoring PG&E’s ongoing program of working with
the local, state and federal agencies to assure adequate emergency
preparedness in the event of a significant accident.

Mr. John Geesman of the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility was recognized
during the discussion on the 26th Annual Report. Mr. Geesman remarked the
State of New Jersey established a body analogous to the DCISC to monitor the
types of concerns expressed by the Committee in connection with the closure
over a nine-year period and gradual retirement of the Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station. While Mr. Geesman observed New Jersey’s efforts have
been greatly exceeded by the work of the DCISC, both in terms of breadth and
depth he stated his belief that the work of the New Jersey commission would
provide an information point to review for the DCISC. He observed that Oyster
Creek is qualitatively very different from DCPP as it is a General Electric design
of an older vintage with a number of back-fits and is operated by Exelon, a
company which unlike PG&E also operates other nuclear power plants, and it is
operated as a merchant power plant (i.e., a plant operated independently and
which competes to sell power in a competitive energy market).

On a motion by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr. Peterson, the Committee
unanimously approved its Twenty-Sixth Annual Report on the Safety of Diablo
Canyon Operations for the period July 1, 2015-June 30, 2016. The 26th Annual
Report will be provided to PG&E for its review and response which will be
incorporated in the final report.

B. Update on Financial Matters and Committee Activities 2016—
2017.

Mr. Rathie reported financial statements prepared by the Committee’s accountant
showing the assets, liabilities and capital on hand were provided for the Committee’s
review. He reported that, to date, the DCISC has received three quarterly grant
payments for 2016 and, based on the accountant’s report, it is expected the DCISC will
end this calendar year within the total amount of expenditures permitted by the grant of
funds received for its operations and any funds remaining unspent would then be
returned to the PG&E for credit to its ratepayers who provide the funding for the
operations of the DCISC. The Committee will have then returned funds to the ratepayers
in each of the last five calendar years. Dr. Budnitz observed that during his term of
service on the DCISC the Committee has never deferred an activity due to a concern
about the adequacy of its funding.
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Mr. Rathie directed the attention of the members and consultants to the list of
key dates for 2016 and 2017 prepared by Mr. Wardell and provided with the
agenda packet and he reported the next public meeting of the Committee is
scheduled for February 8-9, 2017, in Avila Beach, California. Mr. Rathie provided
a summary of the activity on the DCISC’s website and reported for 2016 the site
is averaging 828 unique visitors every month with the top five countries with
visits to the site being the U.S., Poland, Russia, Japan and France. Mr. Rathie
reported that visits to the Committee’s website increased in June 2016 when
the announcement of the Joint Proposal was made which he stated he believes
this indicates that persons concerned with events involving DCPP are motivated
to visit the site.

Mr. Rathie reported the new accounting firm, Martin Ketterling & Associates and
its principal, Mr. Shane Werner, have taken over the accounting and
bookkeeping functions from the DCISC’s longtime accountant Ms. Diane Keay
following Ms. Keay’s planned retirement.

C. Discussion of Issues on Open Items List.

Dr. Lam requested Consultant Wardell lead a review of items on the Open Items List,
which he described as a very important tool used by the Committee to track and also
follow up on issues, concerns and information identified for subsequent action during
fact-finding or public meetings. Dr. Budnitz observed the Open Items List is among the
most important of the Committee’s documents as in their review of the Open Items List
the Members and Technical Consultants establish the scope of the DCISC’s review for the
future and therefore the Open Items List provides insight into the items and issues for
review which the Committee believes are most important and immediate for review.

Ms. Sherry Lewis, representing the group San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace,
was recognized. Ms. Lewis inquired whether the Open Items List could be made
available to the public prior to the public meetings of the Committee. The
Members, Technical Consultants and Assistant Legal Counsel discussed the draft
nature of the documents which are provided in the agenda packets which since
the inception of operation by the Committee have been made available at the
Reference and Maps Department of the California Polytechnic University (Cal
Poly) Library. They agreed that some of those materials, including the Minutes
and the Open Items Lists, will be in the future labeled as “drafts” with the dates
inserted on every page but will continue to be made available to the public prior
to the public meetings of the Committee at the Cal Poly Library and on the
Committee’s website as well as at the public meeting.

Mr. John Geesman was recognized and he commented he supported the
proposal to make the properly labeled documents available on the DCISC
website.

Items discussed or concerning which action was taken included the following:
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Item Re: Action Taken
RA-5 PRA Program Review Schedule for 2Q17 FF- RJB

RA-6 Monitor Seismic
Fragility Analysis Schedule for 3Q17 FF-RJB

NS-5 Monitor NSOC
Meetings Coordinate w/FF schedule

TBD Unit-2 (U-2) Stator
Replacement/Upgrade Add to Open Items List (per S. Lewis)

SE-49 Emergency Diesel
Generators Schedule for 1Q17FF

OM-5 Foreign Material
Exclusion Schedule for March 17 FF or prior to 1R20

SF-2
Spent Fuel Dry
Storage & Pool
Storage

PFP to forward D.Gilmore correspondence re
canister temperature to PG&E and schedule
Dec17 FF PFP/RDM (post loading campaign) to
review EPRI Report

SC-3 Long Term Seismic
Program Schedule for 3Q17

SC-4 Monitor Risk-based
Tsunami Analysis Schedule for Dec16 FF PFP/RDM or 2Q17

LD-3 Non Licensed Training
Programs Separate from BDB-6

LR-1 Reactor Vessel
Pressure Integrity Hold in abeyance

CL-2 SWRCB Response –
Closed Loop Cooling Hold in abeyance

CL-4 Salt Deposition on
External Equipment

Continue to Monitor and Move to another
functional area

BDB-6 FLEX Status Add NEI 1606 on Guidance and Training &
DCPP Response

O-1 Observe Work
Processes Define a Periodic Schedule

2/16
PM-3

Use of Portable
Electronic Devices Continue to Monitor and Link to O-1

2/16
PM-9

R/V Bartlett Cruise
Data

Close re Landslide Tsunami Risk but Retain re
Types of Analysis that should be performed

2/16PM-
11

Engineering
Excellence Plan Delete 8/16FF and Retain

2/16
PM-15 Tsunami Probabilities Move to SC-4 and Close

2/16 Tsunami Projects &
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PM-16 R/V Bartlett data Move to SC-4 and Close

During review of the Open Items List, Ms. Sherry Lewis was recognized. Ms.
Lewis inquired whether item ER-5 concerning monitoring the equipment
reliability process included review of the stator replacement and upgrade
project for the U-2 main generator. Dr. Budnitz observed item ER-5 addresses
programmatic review of the process not a review of individual equipment. In
response to Ms. Lewis inquiry, the Members directed an open item be added
concerning the U-2 stator upgrade project (see above) with attribution to Ms.
Lewis.

Dr. Abraham Weitzberg was recognized. He remarked that as the U-2 stator is
part of the power production operation of the plant its replacement would likely
lie outside the DCISC’s remit to monitor safety of operation of the power plant.
The Members replied that as an incident with the stator could result in a plant
trip and equipment, such as the stator, which is not a nuclear safety-related
item involves issues of personnel safety it does have nuclear safety implications
as a sudden loss of power production capability could cause the plant to trip.
Dr. Peterson remarked that the safety classification and distinction of systems,
structures and components is a major review topic as failure of non safety-
related systems, while of lower significance than failure of safety-related
systems, can initiate sequences which can lead to accidents. Dr. Peterson
observed, and Drs. Budnitz and Lam agreed, that classification of systems,
structures and components is a topic which should be considered for a
presentation by PG&E at the next public meeting of the DCISC.

Except as indicated above as “Retain” the Members confirmed that the balance
of the items identified on the Open Items List as recommended for closures
should be closed as suggested. Dr. Lam commented he was gratified to see
many closures on the Open Items List as it is an indication of the Committee’s
success in tracking and completing tasks within its areas of responsibility. Mr.
Wardell observed that he would distribute a revised version of the Open Items
List which includes the comments in bold text from the June 2016 Minutes.

Following the review of the Open Items List Ms. Rochelle Becker of the Alliance
for Nuclear Responsibility was recognized. Ms. Becker stated the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) recently issued a preliminary White finding to
PG&E. Ms. Becker requested that the DCISC review this matter in a fact-finding
visit with DCPP including why post maintenance testing did not detect that limit
switches would and did go past the movement limits established by the vendor
and what assurances exist that the limit switches are the only safety equipment
installed contrary to vendor recommendations. Drs. Peterson and Budnitz
responded and confirmed the DCISC would follow up on the White finding and
the issue raised by Ms. Becker at a future fact-finding and this review would
include an assessment of extent of condition because the most important lesson
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from many events is the extent of condition rather than a single occurrence.

A short break followed.

VI. Committee Member Reports and Discussion

A. Public Outreach, Site Visits and Other Committee Activities:

The Members confirmed public meetings of the DCISC are now scheduled for February 8–
9 and June 7–8, and October 18–19, 2017, and they then scheduled public meetings for
February 7–8, 2018.

Fact-finding visits were confirmed and scheduled as follows:

[2016] November 2–3 RJB/RFW; December 7–8, 2016 PFP/RDM;

[2017] January 18–19 RJB/RFW; March 8–9 PL/RDM (possibly changed to
March 22–23 to accommodate observing NSOC exit meeting); April 18–19
PL/RFW; May 10–11 PFP/RFW; July 19–20 PFP/RFW; August 9–10 RJB/RDM;
September 6–7 PL/RDM; November 14–15 RJB/RFW; December 13–14, 2017
PL/RDM; and

[2018] January 17–18, 2018 PL/RFW.

B. Documents Provided to the Committee:

Mr. Rathie directed the Committee’s attention to the list of documents received from
PG&E on a monthly basis since its last public meeting in June 2016. A copy of the list was
included with the public agenda packet for this meeting.

VII Staff Consultant Reports & Receive, Approve and
Authorize Transmittal of Fact-Finding Reports to PG&E
The Chair requested Consultant Wardell to report on the July 20–21, 2016, fact-finding
visit with Dr. Peterson to DCPP. Mr. Wardell reviewed the topics discussed with PG&E
during the visit including:

Meeting of DCISC Member Peterson with DCPP Senior Vice President, Generation
and Chief Nuclear Officer (SVP/CNO) Ed Halpin – meeting to discuss the fact-finding
meeting agenda and other items of interest.
Meeting with NRC Senior Resident Inspector – Mr. Wardell reported Senior Resident
Inspector Christopher Newport, is expected to report in mid-August to DCPP and the
DCISC representatives met with the Resident Inspector John Reynoso who was
acting as the Senior Resident to discuss: the proposed cancellation of relicensing
efforts for DCPP; the recent NRC Problem Identification and Resolution inspection
which found that program to be sound; safety culture; and the issuance of the
NRC’s Tsunami Report for the U.S. East Coast and the release date for the NRC’s
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letter responding to DCPP’s March 2015 submission on flooding.
Salt Deposition Rates – this issue related to a concern initially identified due to
transformer failure in 2008 when cleaning of salt off transformer bushings and
insulators caused problems. Mr. Wardell reported the proposal for the use of cooling
towers at the site would add more salt to the station’s environment. In 2008 DCPP
implemented a three-year salt monitoring program for its outdoor equipment
including equipment in the switchyards which found salt contamination levels to be
light to heavy depending on location and wind. All corrective actions have been
implemented concerning cleaning of bushings and there have been no transformer
failures since 2008. Mr. Wardell reported in accordance with discussion of the
Open Items List, the salt deposition issue will remain open for future
review by the DCISC.
Safety/Security Interface – the DCISC representatives reviewed the interface
between procedural changes initiated by the Operations, Maintenance or
Engineering organizations at the plant and the Security organization, with each
organization having responsibility to review changes proposed by others to ensure
no nuclear safety or personnel safety issues result. The DCISC team found the
program satisfactory. The DCISC representatives also discussed with DCPP the
accidental discharge of a weapon at the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
(SONGS) and the training, procedures and the specific design of weapons and
holsters at DCPP which make a similar event at DCPP highly unlikely. The DCISC
team also found that a single accidental discharge of a weapon was not likely to
affect plant safety.
Reactor Coolant Pump Seals – the four reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) for each unit
have shaft seals to contain leakage and a seal injection system is used to control
leaks and to inject water into the seals and into the passive seals to the reactor
coolant. An important function of this system is to keep the seals lubricated.
Westinghouse has now produced and tested passive thermal shut down seals which
have been installed on all eight RCPs at DCPP. Upon loss of electric power, causing
seal injection to cease with the resulting heat, this will cause the new seals to close
tightly around the RCP shafts to prevent or greatly reduce any leakage and thereby
help lower the risk of core damage frequency in probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)
analysis.
Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Health – three EDGs serve each unit and are
each capable of operating independently with the capability to cross-connect to the
other unit. Mr. Wardell reported U-2 EDG health status was Yellow until September
2015 when it returned to White and is now Green, while U-1 EDG health status was
Green but the health status for both units was reduced administratively to White so
as to give the modifications proposed for the EDGs for both units more management
and budgeting visibility. These modifications are expected to be completed by the
end of 2016.
Fire Doors – Mr. Wardell reported that approximately 260 of the approximately
1,000 doors in the power block, the part of the plant wherein power is produced, are
fire doors which are required to remain closed and serve to separate and protect
areas of the plant from fire. In November 2014 there were 16 fire doors identified
which required repair and funding for the work was being delayed to future years.
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The DCISC made accelerating repair of fire doors a subject of its 2013- 2014 Annual
Report and six of the 16 doors have now been repaired or replaced. The fire doors
that remain to be repaired or replaced are the subject of compensatory actions
whereby a security guard is assigned to visit the area on a certain frequency to
ensure there are no fire materials improperly stored and this situation is acceptable
to the DCISC. Drs. Peterson and Budnitz remarked that during their many visits to
DCPP they have been impressed by the exceptional attention paid by DCPP
personnel in keeping the fire doors and all doors secured and checked.
Design Quality – the design quality function is to review the accuracy of the design
of modifications that are produced by Engineering for installation or implementation
in the plant. During refueling outage 1R18 in 2012 erroneous designs were
identified through the numbers of field change requests. DCPP performed a cause
analysis and entered the issue in the Corrective Action Program but the Quality
Verification organization found the issue was not adequately resolved and a second
round of corrective actions was undertaken and design quality is now in Green
health status. Mr. Wardell reported that a retrospective review of this issue
determined that not all the field change requests were made as a result of design
issues or because of errors in the design but in some cases the field changes were
made to address changes proposed to accommodate construction in the field. Mr.
Wardell reported that during the last refueling outages modifications have
been successful and this issue can be removed from the Open Items List.
FLEX Training – the DCISC team examined the FLEX training modules but did not
have the opportunity to observe FLEX training.
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) Fuel Loading – Mr. Wardell
reported that in the past that spent fuel had not always been loaded in accordance
with technical specifications. The technical specifications for loading spent fuel have
now been changed to eliminate the requirement for specific heat loads for certain
areas of the multipurpose canisters and technical specifications now require a
maximum load of 28.7 kilowatts of heat from the fuel assemblies in any canister
which allows the assemblies to be loaded in any order provided that this limit is not
exceeded.
DCPP Safety and Wellness Expo and Barbeque Throwdown – the event involved
friendly competition between various departments in cooking spareribs on a grill
with booths set up in the area to provide information on safety and wellness issues.
The DCISC and many DCPP employees found the booth with information and a
demonstration of seismic safety to be of interest as the demonstration included a
room set up inside a truck trailer which was configured to shake and simulate the
effects of an earthquake. Mr. Wardell reported that workplace seismic safety at the
plant has improved as a result of the Committee’s continued focus on this area.
Power Reduction Data – Mr. Wardell reported the DCISC team was interested in the
impact and the effects of the plant cooling down and heating up following cycling of
power production. He reported that although DCPP is not specifically designed for
what is termed “load following” the plant is designed to reduce power production
and to return to full power production when necessary or convenient. Mr. Wardell
reported that a transition from 100% power operations to 50% power production
does not result in much change in the temperature of the plant, as the drop in
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temperature is only approximately 12 degrees from 569 degrees, however, the flow
rate does change. Mr. Wardell reported it is the temperature change that primarily
affects the stress levels on the plant and DCPP tracks these thermal cycles in
accordance with the limits established by the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Codes. Mr. Wardell reported power changes require processing of
significant amounts of water to remove and restore dissolved boron to the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) and this results in some additional radioactive discharge to
the ocean. He reported the DCISC team determined the effect on thermal systems
due to power level changes for reasons of operational safety or maintenance to be
small. Dr. Peterson reported that one of the major modifications for reactors in
power plants which engage frequently in load following is to use grey control rods to
control power as the grey rods have much less worth and therefore insert over
much longer distances than the control rods used at nuclear power plants that are
run in base load generation mode. He observed that this produces the need to add
and remove boric acid from the cooling water which requires significant water
processing.

Following Mr. Wardell and Dr. Peterson’s comments on power reduction, Mr.
John Geesman on behalf of the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility was
recognized. Mr. Geesman remarked the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility has
shared, in large part, in the recommendations of the California Energy
Commission and the CPUC recommending PG&E conduct an accelerated transfer
of spent fuel to dry cask storage and PG&E has cited thermal constraint in the
pool in its technical specifications as justifying the present schedule for moving
spent fuel to the ISFSI. Mr. Geesman remarked that from Mr. Wardell’s report it
appears this constraint, if not completely eliminated, is at least significantly
altered as related to thermal requirements. Mr. Geesman reported that as part
of the Joint Proposal PG&E has agreed to review the accelerated transfer of
spent fuel as part of its site-specific decommissioning plan for DCPP to be filed
in 2018 and an issue is currently before the CPUC that involves whether that
acceleration should take place prior to decommissioning and the facts related
by Mr. Wardell may very well alter PG&E’s calculation as to what acceleration
can be accommodated. Mr. Geesman stated he did not at this time want to
dismiss the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility’s concerns with respect to fuel
storage in the spent fuel pools which will be addressed in the future. Dr.
Peterson remarked that the logic of loading higher power assemblies in the
center of the cask, as previously required by technical specifications, was based
upon radiation protection and reducing dose rates and these constraints have
now been removed at DCPP and other plants. The total heat generation inside
the canisters is acceptable with regard to the internal structure of the canisters
and the canisters are licensed to provide at least five years of storage while
sufficient heat decay occurs. Dr. Lam stated he would follow up on Mr.
Geesman’s concern on accelerating the transfer of spent fuel to dry cask
storage at the ISFSI at his scheduled fact-finding in March 2017.

Mr. Geesman asked that Mr. Wardell’s report include as much quantitative data
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as possible particularly with respect to chemical changes and concerning what
Mr. Wardell referred to as quantitatively insignificant increases in radioactive
waste discharged to the ocean as a result of power reduction and he stated that
the relative changes in radioactive waste discharge are important as a public
issue.

Dr. Abraham Weitzberg was recognized. Dr. Weitzberg reported that in a
conversation he had with PG&E SVP/CNO Ed Halpin, Mr. Halpin stated that DCPP
could not flexibly follow power as is done in France and Mr. Halpin had alluded
to seismic issues being a reason for this. Dr. Weitzberg remarked that the
DCISC’s report stated DCPP has safely operated at partial power for limited
periods of time in the past when necessary and he asked if it were possible to
obtain historical records of the frequency and duration of those operations. Dr.
Weitzberg stated he spoke to a colleague at the Byron Nuclear Generating
Station in Illinois, a plant which regularly engages, to some degree, in load
following operation and received information that this is done with control rods
which Dr. Weitzberg assumes are the grey control rods cited by Dr. Peterson
and Byron’s operations do not have any impact due to extra removal of
chemicals and he commented it would be helpful to the public if information on
flexible power operation could be put together for the benefit of the public so
the public could judge for itself the limitations on flexible power operation.

In response to Mr. Geesman’s remarks, Mr. Wardell stated the total heat load
for the multipurpose canisters remains the same after the change in the
technical specifications as that change only affected the regions within the
canisters where the fuel is located. Mr. Wardell stated that data exists on the
quantitative amount of radioactive releases and the plant has such records. In
response to Dr. Weitzberg’s inquiry Mr. Wardell reported data on power
changes during operational periods is reported to the DCISC by PG&E at each of
the Committee’s public meetings and an annual compilation is included in every
DCISC Annual Report, in Volume II, Exhibit C, which contains the operating
history of the plant for each report period including how many curtailments
were conducted to what power level for what duration. The DCISC’s Annual
Reports are publicly available on the Committee’s website and at the Cal Poly
Library and local libraries in the San Luis Obispo area. Mr. Wardell remarked his
report on the August 31-September 1, 2016, fact-finding visit to DCPP with Dr.
Lam will include information on quantifying the normal radioactive discharges.
Dr. Peterson commented there is no increase in release caused by additional
volumes of water during power changes as the radioactive quantities contained
are diluted correspondingly and the more significant issue regarding a release
may involve tritium which does not change as a function of the volume of water
discharged. Low level radioactive waste is also generated in terms of filter
media but the change is in volume rather than in the total amount of radioactive
material released.

Ms. Sherry Lewis of MFP was recognized. Ms. Lewis stated that if there is a
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greater volume of water discharged to the ocean then the result is that there is
more radioactivity being discharged and whether the increase is insignificant is
an individual judgment. Dr. Budnitz commented the public would receive
relevant data when Mr. Wardell gives his next report.

The Chair reported Consultant McWhorter’s report would be presented after the
lunch break and asked Assistant Legal Counsel Rathie to report on
administrative, regulatory and legal matters.

Mr. Rathie reported the DCISC is on the service list to receive documents
concerning the CPUC proceedings to consider the Joint Proposal and he has
attended two teleconferences on the scoping issues for the proceedings which
were organized by PG&E. A public participation hearing on the matter of the
Joint Proposal is scheduled for October 20, 2016, to be conducted in two
sessions in San Luis Obispo. Mr. Rathie reported that he attended a meeting
with Dr. Peterson and the Governor’s Director of the Office of Planning and
Research Mr. Ken Alex in Oakland, California, on July 1, 2016, and Mr. Rathie is
planning on attending a meeting now scheduled with Dr. Lam to meet with
Chair Weisenmiller and representation of the California Energy Commission in
Sacramento, California on November 10, 2016. Mr. Rathie reported that with Dr.
Budnitz recent reappointment by California Attorney General Kamala Harris all
members of the DCISC are currently serving within their appointed terms. He
reported that Committee Consultant for review of the tsunami risk, Dr. Robert T.
Sewell, has recently terminated his association with Structural Integrity, Inc.
and therefore it will be necessary for the Committee to enter into a new
agreement for Dr. Sewell’s continued services to address the inquiry received
from Dr. Garry Maurath, the CEC technical liaison to the CPUC’s Independent
Peer Review Panel (IPRP). Upon a motion by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr.
Peterson, the Committee delegated authority to the Chair and the office of its
Legal Counsel the preparation and execution of an agreement with Dr. Sewell.

VIII Adjourn Morning Meeting
The Chair adjourned the morning meeting of the DCISC at 12:45 P.M.

IX Reconvene for Afternoon Meeting
Dr. Lam reconvened the afternoon meeting of the DCISC at 1:30 P.M. and he
acknowledged the presence at the meeting of Dr. Justin Cochran, Senior Nuclear Policy
Advisor to the California Energy Commission, and asked if Dr. Cochran wished to address
any remarks to the Committee.

Dr. Cochran thanked Dr. Lam and expressed the thanks of the California Energy
Commission to the Committee and its staff for their excellent and important
work. Dr. Cochran stated the California Energy Commission also wanted to
recognize PG&E and its employees for the important and essential activities
they engage in within the community. Dr. Cochran acknowledged the
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reappointment of Dr. Budnitz by the California Attorney General and thanked
him for his continued contributions. Dr. Cochran closed his remarks by
reminding the persons present that information on California’s energy
infrastructure is available on the California Energy Commission’s website at
www.energy.ca.gov.

X Committee Member Comments
Dr. Peterson reported that after having spoken with Mr. Jearl Strickland, PG&E Interim
Vice President of Generation Technical Services, Mr. Strickland confirmed the material
used in the construction of the multipurpose spent fuel storage canisters (MPC) at DCPP
has evolved from the initial use of 304 stainless steel, to A304L stainless steel, to A316L
stainless steel. Mr. Strickland was recognized and he reported this evolution was due to
the desire to use a lower carbon stainless steel in order to provide better properties for
longer term intergranular corrosion resistance.

XI Public Comments and Communications
Dr. Lam invited members of the public to address the Committee on matters not on the
agenda for this meeting.

Dr. Alexander Cannara of Menlo Park, California, was recognized. Dr. Cannara
inquired whether data compiled during the 2006 San Simeon earthquake, with a
magnitude of 6.2 or 6.3, including the effects of that earthquake on DCPP were
available. Dr. Budnitz confirmed that the data from the San Simeon earthquake
was publicly available including data from instrumentation installed on DCPP
structures and certain equipment within the plant, which suffered no damage
during that event, and upon inquiry the DCISC could assist Dr. Cannara in
obtaining the data. Dr. Budnitz observed the frequency (in hertz) was different
at the plant site from the epicenter of the San Simeon earthquake because of
the intervening distance and the effect of absorption and attenuation which
produce changes in the frequency spectrum.

Ms. Simone Malboeuf of Los Osos, California, was recognized. Ms. Malboeuf
remarked that having PG&E fund and perform seismic studies is like putting a
fox in charge of a hen house. She commented PG&E’s 2015 seismic reports read
like an infomercial and there is a distinction between the reality of safety and
the illusion and the appearance of safety. She observed the study of past
earthquakes does not include predicting future events and the August 2015
earthquake in the area of San Francisco Bay is suspected of striking along a
little known section of the West Napa Fault and new faults have been
discovered in Northern California, most recently in proximity to the San Andreas
Fault. Ms. Malboeuf remarked that the recent explosion of PG&E’s gas
transmission lines in San Bruno, California, and the resulting fines levied
against PG&E speaks volumes about PG&E’s record as a company. Ms. Malboeuf
observed officials in Oklahoma have recently admitted that an increase in
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seismic activity in that state has been caused by fracking and fracking is going
on in California. She stated the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami in Japan
surprised experts and as a result 300,000 persons remain homeless. Ms.
Malboeuf reported a 2008 study by the Tepco Power Company warned that a
higher seawall was necessary to protect the nuclear reactors at the site of the
accident during the 2011 earthquake and tsunami to the Fukushima Nuclear
Power Plant (Fukushima) but this warning and prediction were ignored. Ms.
Malboeuf remarked that an eruption of Krakatoa in the year 525 had
devastating effects including lowering of the earth’s temperature and resulted
in long term drought, famine, disease and mass migration and scientists have
warned about the need to pay attention to the ability of natural forces to
change history and these events are unpredictable. She stated her opinion that
nuclear power plants are part of an outdated technology paradigm from which
the owners of the plants derive profit at the public expense and renewable
energy resources offer a better alternative and DCPP should be closed as soon
as possible before it is too late.

Dr. Budnitz responded and thanked Ms. Malboeuf for her remarks. He observed
that in the operation of wells for the production of petroleum water is also
produced, sometimes in significant quantities, and the typical industry practice,
including in California has been to reinject the water and the Oklahoma
earthquake experience has been determined to be the result of water injection
as when the petroleum producers stop reinjecting the water the increased
frequency of earthquakes stops. He pointed out that the practice he described
was different from fracking which uses high pressure water injection to
generate disturbances in the subsurface regions to enable the production of
gas.

Ms. Jane Swanson, a representative of Mothers for Peace, was recognized. Ms.
Swanson reported the NRC has identified U-1 at DCPP as among the most
embrittled reactor vessels in the U.S. and she encouraged the DCISC to keep the
issue of reactor vessel embrittlement on its agenda. Ms. Swanson stated the U-
1 vessel was scheduled for inspection but that PG&E has received permission
from the NRC to delay this inspection which will now not take place until 2025.
Ms. Swanson stated it was her impression that this delay was unjustified based
on the NRC’s identification of the U-1vessel as embrittled and, as a result, PG&E
will save money by its willingness to take more risk with the safety of the plant
and everyone around the plant.

Dr. Peterson responded that reactor vessel embrittlement has been reviewed
periodically by the DCISC and it is important to understand the function and
presence of metallic samples of the reactor vessel’s material, termed
“coupons,” which are placed within the reactor vessel during its operation in
certain areas where these coupons receive significantly greater effects of
neutron flux than does the vessel. Coupons are tested periodically and those
test results provide an understanding of the condition of the vessel after the
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equivalent of 60 years of operational service. Dr. Peterson observed that the
implications of vessel embrittlement are limited to rather special accident
transient scenarios, as at normal service temperature the reactor vessel is
ductile, meaning it is in some respects flexible, but if cooled to a temperature
significantly lower than normal operating temperatures the vessel can become
brittle. This situation can occur upon injection of emergency cooling water with
the vessel at high pressure which has the potential to locally cool the vessel
while it is still under a state of stress, and is termed “pressurized thermal
shock.” If this should occur in the vessel it could fail with potentially
catastrophic results. Provided, however, that it is verified that the vessel has
sufficient ductility in terms of its risk profile from various types of accidents,
the risk profile associated with embrittlement of the vessel is relatively small
and does not contribute significantly to the overall set of risks posed by the
plant. He reported the data available indicates that this is the case relative to
DCPP. Dr. Budnitz reported the coupons are regularly tested in accordance with
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code. If upon testing any
coupon shows behavior in terms of changes to its metallurgical structure, a
more detailed examination would be required. Dr. Budnitz observed the issue
referred to by Ms. Swanson concerning a deferral of an inspection requirement
likely related to only a portion of the vessel being accessible for inspection
rather than the entire reactor vessel.

Dr. Lam stated that in his view dismissal of the risk of pressurized thermal
shock based on probability alone needs to be further confirmed as this accident
sequence constitutes one event that could potentially disable all three barriers
against a radioactive release, those barriers being the fuel cladding, the reactor
vessel, and the containment structure, with horrendous potential
consequences. Dr. Budnitz reported the pressurized thermal shock phenomenon
was identified in the 1980's by events which occurred at the Rancho Seco Plant
in Sacramento, California, and shortly thereafter by events at the Brunswick
Nuclear Plant in North Carolina. As a result the NRC developed regulations set
forth at 10 CFR Part 50.61 requiring every plant to perform studies on each
reactor vessel in order to preclude the possibility of pressurized thermal shock
occurring and therefore, under 10 CFR Part 50.61, no probability assessment
was involved. Dr. Budnitz reported pressurized thermal shock affects only
pressurized water reactors as boiling water reactors are not subject to the
phenomenon. Following the implementation of 10 CFR Part 50.61 all U.S.
reactor vessels were found to be in a condition so as to preclude the occurrence
of pressurized thermal shock but as neutron irradiation and therefore
embrittlement proceeds each year it is important to continue to assess the
condition of a vessel.

Around the year 2000 the NRC initiated a research program to understand
under what circumstances pressurized thermal shock, while not precluded, was
subject to very low probability. This research resulted in the development of
NRC regulation 10 CFR Part 50.61a. Plants meeting 10 CFR Part 50.61 could
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retain their licenses, however, if a plant could not meet 10 CFR Part 50.61 the
alternate regulation under 10 CFR Part 50.61a was available to allow continued
operation with a very low probability of pressurized thermal shock under a
probabilistic rather than a preclusion regulatory regime. PG&E’s analysis of
DCPP has determined that both units would continue to meet 10 CFR Part 50.61
until the end of the current licenses in 2024 and 2025 respectively. The DCPP
site-specific studies did indicate that sometime in the future a point might be
reached where 10 CFR Part 50.61 was no longer met and the plant might need
to move to 10 CFR Part 50.61a and DCPP continues to test the reactor vessels to
ensure that 10 CFR Part 50.61 is met, but as there are now plans to close the
plant in nine years this point may never be reached and the metallurgical
properties of the DCPP vessels continue at present to preclude the occurrence
of pressurized thermal shock. Dr. Budnitz reported this has to do with the nil
ductility temperature characteristic of the metals which make up the reactor
vessel.

Mr. John Geesman on behalf of the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility was
recognized. Mr. Geesman reported it was his recollection that a DCPP unit was
ranked third or fourth on the NRC’s list of most embrittled reactor vessels but
he observed after hearing Dr. Budnitz’ explanation regarding the preclusion
standard under 10 CFR Part 50.61 this ranking doesn’t really have much
meaning. However, he observed it does for those persons concerned about an
embrittled reactor located on a seismically active site, and he questioned
whether seismic considerations would be part of consideration under an
analysis performed for regulatory compliance under 10 CFR Part 50.61a. Dr.
Budnitz responded and confirmed that seismic loads are part of the
consideration under both 10 CFR Part 50.61 and 10 CFR Part 50.61a but the
seismic component is not crucially important in this context as the frequency of
the distribution of seismic energy from an earthquake, were it to occur at the
same time as a pressurized thermal shock event, produces different loads than
the frequency distribution of thermal shock loads and that this has been
examined by the NRC.

In response to a comment by Ms. Sherry Lewis of Mothers for Peace, Dr. Budnitz
explained that nil ductility temperature is the temperature at which a ductile to
brittle transition takes place and, in the event of cold water injection, the cold
steel environment should not be colder than the nil ductility temperature to
ensure the vessel remains ductile.

XII Staff Consultant Reports & Receive, Approve and
Authorize Transmittal of Fact-Finding Reports to PG&E
The Chair requested Consultant McWhorter to report on the August 10–11, 2016, fact-
finding visit to DCPP with Dr. Budnitz. Mr. McWhorter reviewed the topics discussed with
PG&E during that visit including:
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Observe the Plant Health Committee Meeting – Mr. McWhorter reported the Plant
Health Committee (PHC) reviewed expense allocation for small improvement
projects which can by the PHC processes be completed more expeditiously than
through the capital projects budgetary process. The PHC also reviewed the status of
systems then currently rated in Red or Yellow status on the system health index.
This included the 230kV System, rated as in Red system health due to an open
operability assessment resulting from the NRC Component Design Basis Inspection
earlier in 2016 and a not fully completed apparent cause evaluation related to a
switching component. Mr. McWhorter reported the PHC appeared to be appropriately
focused on the path forward to resolve both issues and the corrective actions
necessary to restore the system health to an acceptable level. The DCISC team
concluded the PHC continues to be effective and to be managed effectively and to
be focused on health and plant safety.
Plant Protection System Upgrades – a multiyear project last reviewed by the DCISC
in 2013. DCPP was proceeding on completion of all initial submittals of licensing
information necessary to obtain approval of the NRC for a license amendment. The
project would replace aging components with digital components of two differing
varieties to maintain redundancy and improve overall safety. Implementation was
scheduled for 2020 for U-1 and 2019 for U-2. Mr. McWhorter reported the status of
the project is unknown at present with the plans proposed to close the plant in nine
years. This project and others of this nature are subject to review and the
process for that review is now under consideration and development to
review major capital projects in light of the currently proposed remaining
period of operations under the Joint Proposal. The DCISC team found the
project on schedule but the entire process of major capital project review is
a topic the DCISC should pursue and review in the future.
Review of Operations Human Performance and Operations Excellence Plan – the
Operations Excellence Plan was prompted by concern in several organizations
including Quality Assurance (QA), the Performance Improvement Group, and the
Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee (NSOC) regarding possible negative trends in
status control and tagging by Operations staff. DCPP is reviewing its programs for
dealing with human performance events in an attempt to achieve a deeper level of
understanding as to what actually caused a specific error. Changes have been made
to the tagging process for clearing equipment during work in the plant to address
gaps in performance. Each individual working on a system is now required to sign
on and sign off a tag at the start and conclusion of every shift and a “tags-plus”
program has been implemented to require additional tags and physical locks on
devices and equipment the actuation of which could endanger personnel. Individuals
have been allowed to continue to use individual red tags as an additional layer of
protection and this action was in response to concern expressed by employees. The
DCISC representatives found the Operations Excellence Plan to be appropriately
focused and the corrective actions identified implemented in a timely manner.
Review of Operator Aging and Retention – the DCISC team reviewed the number of
“no-solo” designations for operators. This designation precludes the operator so
designated from working alone within the plant due to issue related to medical
condition. The number of no-solo designations is down from 2002 when 14
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operators had this designation to the current period, including the last three years,
when four or five operators were so designated which Mr. McWhorter stated
represents approximately less than 10% of Operations department licensed staff
and was likely an appropriate level. PG&E has developed a retention plan for
employees including specific incentives to retain licensed operators which include
additional financial bonuses as incentives. Mr. McWhorter reported PG&E has also
approved hiring more licensed operators in anticipation of possibly losing some
operators during the last few years of DCPP’s operation. The DCISC team found
the operator retention project to be effectively managed but the Committee
should follow this issue closely with reference to licensed operators as well
as the station in general.
Dr. Budnitz’ Meeting with DCPP Site Vice President Jim Welsch.
Crane Program Health – this program includes primarily the fuel handling equipment
and the general purpose cranes at the station, both unit-specific and unit-common
cranes. The fuel handing crane equipment has received considerable attention over
the last few years due to problems experienced during refueling outages. The
gripper assembly on the manipulator crane will be replaced on U-1 by the spring of
2017 and for U-2 the gripper assembly was replaced at the end of U-2's last outage.
Upgrades are being considered for the fuel transfer system and the spent fuel pool
cranes. A State inspection identified issues with overloading of the Radiation Waste
Building crane and corrosion on the Intake Building crane which will need to be
corrected before those cranes can be re certified. Mr. McWhorter reported that in
general the health of the station’s cranes appears to be good.
Containment Spray System Update – a routine review found the Containment Spray
Systems for both units rated in Green health status. An open prompt operability
assessment concerning the timing of the spray additive tank and its emptying in
different accident scenarios determined that the tank can empty faster than the
Refueling Water Storage Tank and, if that were to occur, there could be a source of
gas intrusion into the system under certain accident conditions. Corrective actions
and procedural changes are in place to address this issue.
Meeting with NRC Acting Senior Resident Inspector – to discuss the NRC’s
perspective on the Joint Proposal and the NRC’s experience with other nuclear
power plants designated for closure. The DCISC team also discussed the Problem
Identification and Resolution Inspection and the timetable for the issuance of the
NRC review of the station’s evaluation of the risk from external flooding.
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) Program – Mr. McWhorter reported the internal
flooding PRA is now complete and shows the results of the recent implementation of
the new low-leak reactor coolant pump seals, with a corresponding reduction in core
damage frequency for both units which brings the internal flooding total plant core
damage frequency contribution to approximately 5% of the overall station
contribution. The DCISC reviewed the seismic PRA program which is a major update
to the overall existing seismic PRA which improves the accuracy and use of the PRA
model. The plant expects to have external peer review of the new seismic PRA
completed in the next few months and the target date to complete the new seismic
PRA is now April 2017. Use of the PRA for other external events was also reviewed
as was the fire PRA which has been a major part of the plant’s submittal to the NRC
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to move to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Regulation 805 standard
regulatory regime. With NRC approval, the PRA model will soon be updated to
include the modifications made as part of the NFPA 805 program. Mr. McWhorter
reported the low power and shut down PRA program is basically on hold at present
with two other nuclear power plants working on this PRA under a new American
Nuclear Society (ANS)/ASME pilot standard. The DCISC representatives also
reviewed application of the PRA to an evaluation of NRC Generic Issue 191
concerning sump debris accumulation in pressurized water reactors and the effect
on sump performance which now hinges upon completion of laboratory testing. The
discussion also included use of PRA for recently revised technical specifications and
changes to the technical specifications based on risk insights as well as the future
use of PRA to reduce surveillance frequency.
Updated Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment – Mr. McWhorter stated this review
was prompted by a question at the February 2016 public meeting regarding
saturation of seismic activity for ground motion. He reported the seismic PRA is
being updated and most of the analysis is complete including that which focuses on
the seismic fragilities of individual structures and components as well as on the
offsite power system, specifically the 230 volt lines coming in to the site. The
current effort also focuses on how seismic energy from a large earthquake would
enter the site from below, propagate into the structures and produce seismic motion
at the base of each piece of equipment. In order to assess the effects, accurate
ground motion response spectra must be developed for each of the major structures
at DCPP. This analysis has been completed and is awaiting endorsement by the
NRC. Once that endorsement is received, efforts will be focused upon the foundation
input response spectrum for each building, to be followed by the in-structure
response spectrum. The work done over the period of the past years is now subject
to review by an outside group of seismic PRA experts. DCPP expects to produce the
final seismic PRA results in November 2016, followed by the outside peer review,
and then to submit the seismic PRA to the NRC later in 2017. The fact-finding team
inquired about the topic of magnitude saturation of short period ground motion
raised previously by Mr. Geesman. Mr. McWhorter reported PG&E did not have
anyone present at the fact-finding to address this issue directly but subsequently
provided an email which is incorporated into the fact finding report. This email
provides information on the basis for the conclusion that the use of magnitude
saturation is appropriate based upon saturation data using a three-part approach
with near-field data, global data, and various analytical methods that have been
benchmarked and accepted to bring all the data to bear to substantiate the
assumption that magnitude saturation does occur for short period earthquake
motion given the geology of the DCPP site. The DCISC team concluded that PG&E is
appropriately accounting for the uncertainties that are included in the analyses and
that the analyses capture state-of-the-art knowledge and use of magnitude
saturation is appropriate when characterizing the ground motion at the site.
Overall, Mr. McWhorter stated the DCISC team concluded the seismic PRA
process is proceeding satisfactorily and the Committee should continue to
follow the activity in the future and that the use of magnitude saturation
for short period ground motion is appropriate.
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Tsunami Hazard Analysis Update – in February 2016 PG&E provided a detailed
presentation on its analysis of the tsunami hazard and in June 2016 DCISC
Consultant Dr. Robert T. Sewell gave an independent evaluation and his opinion on
PG&E’s tsunami analysis. During the fact-finding Dr. Budnitz pointed out that PG&E’s
work did not include a probabilistic analysis as recommended by Dr. Sewell but that
Dr. Budnitz believes that an alternative might be a bounding analysis which could be
performed if PG&E did not believe a probabilistic analysis was appropriate. A
bounding analysis would involve making certain assumptions about a worst case
tsunami and calculating a bounding core damage frequency based on known
information on equipment, structures and buildings at the plant site. Mr. McWhorter
stated PG&E is of the opinion that there are many ways to approach this problem
and PG&E believes the analyses that have been done provide enough added
uncertainty to account for all the differences and models and therefore PG&E’s
current model is adequate. PG&E acknowledges there is uncertainty on the issue of
submarine mass failure induced by an earthquake offshore but asserts the
assumptions made in the PG&E analysis are appropriately conservative and PG&E
has a high level of confidence that all possible effects from both near and far
offshore submarine landslides on the DCPP site have been considered and assessed.
PG&E believes that even assuming a tsunami exceeds the 85-foot elevation of the
plant site, the likelihood of core damage from such an event is small, particularly
with the additional protection afforded by FLEX equipment. The PG&E
representatives stated they do not believe enough information exists but agreed to
consider engaging in additional analysis which could include a bounding analysis
suggested by Dr. Budnitz. The fact-finding team recommends that the DCISC
follow up on that assessment and the team included in its report what Mr.
McWhorter described as a generically worded recommendation that PG&E
proceed with doing additional study of submarine landslide induced
tsunami hazards at DCPP and its environs.

The Chair then asked for public comment on Mr. McWhorter’s report on the
August 10–11, 2016 fact-finding visit.

Mr. John Geesman on behalf of the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility was
recognized. Mr. Geesman stated he was disappointed that the fact-finding did
not include a meeting with the individuals involved with the issue of the
appropriateness of the use of magnitude saturation for short period ground
motion in the seismic PRA but that he looked forward to reviewing the email
included with the Fact Finding Report. Mr. Geesman stated he understood Mr.
McWhorter’s report to endorse PG&E’s conclusion and methodology that,
despite the low volume of data regarding near-field earthquakes, the
assumption regarding the effect of magnitude saturation on ground motion at
the plant site is sufficient and therefore this leads to the conclusion that an
earthquake above a magnitude 6.5 would not materially contribute to ground
motion at the plant site and he requested confirmation in context of approval of
the Fact Finding Report that each of the DCISC Members concur with that
conclusion and were prepared to tell the public they didn’t need to be
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concerned about earthquakes over a magnitude 6.5.

Dr. Budnitz responded and remarked there is a lot of uncertainty in the
technical analyses and PG&E assigned an uncertainty to its analysis so that the
work incorporates the low and the high ends of that uncertainty and this is
carried forward in the remainder of the analysis. PG&E then had experts
involved to review that its analysis appropriately accounted for the large
uncertainties. Dr. Budnitz stated that in approving the Fact Finding Report the
DCISC would be accepting the analysis done by PG&E as appropriately capturing
the current state of knowledge, a state of knowledge that has very broad
uncertainties. Dr. Budnitz commented that narrowing these uncertainties will
require monitoring data from more earthquakes. As to earthquakes in excess of
6.5 magnitude, Dr. Budnitz stated the ground motion input to the plant site has
a spectrum of sizes and these appropriately capture the full range of the
technical community’s judgment on the uncertainties. Dr. Budnitz, in response
to Mr. Geesman’s inquiry as to the material change in probabilistic risk to the
plant from a magnitude 7.0 or greater earthquake, stated that according to the
PG&E analysis such an event would not produce motion at the plant site
materially greater than a lesser earthquake. This is because of the nature of the
way the energy produced by an earthquake moves through the soil, with
resulting attenuation and frequency shifts and Dr. Budnitz stated, in response
to Mr. Geesman statements, that although he (Dr. Budnitz) is not a seismologist
he agreed with PG&E’s analysis, together with the seismic community as a
whole, as the technical analysis captured the broad range of the uncertainties.
Dr. Lam observed, and Dr. Budnitz agreed, that the August 2016 Fact Finding
Report should not be read as a consensus endorsement by the entire DCISC but
as the best technical judgment of Dr. Budnitz and Mr. McWhorter. Dr. Budnitz
commented there are seismological models that assess the effects of
earthquakes around the world and these models have been benchmarked,
tested and validated against observed data by the South California Earthquake
Center. In response to Mr. Geesman’s question as to how many observed data
points exist within one kilometer of DCPP, the Shoreline Fault being located less
than one kilometer from the plant, Dr. Budnitz stated he believed there were 15
such data point recordings within one kilometer, 63 recordings within five
kilometers, and 308 recordings within ten kilometers. Dr. Budnitz observed that
15 recordings are sufficient to support the PG&E analysis with uncertainties
assigned on the basis of this low number of recordings.

Dr. Gene Nelson was recognized. Dr. Nelson stated he has a Ph.D. in radiation
biophysics and has taught at Cal Poly and Cuesta Community College and he
currently serves as the Central Coast’s government liaison for the group
Californians for Green Nuclear Power which advocates for the continued safe
operation of DCPP. Dr. Nelson remarked there is a human trait to exaggerate
the risk of low probability events and nuclear power is by far the safest form of
energy generation when measured by deaths per terawatt hour generated. Dr.
Nelson observed because DCPP is located on the plate boundary between the
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Pacific Plate and the North American Plate, the underlying strata are very
broken up with numerous historical faults which tend to sharply attenuate the
effects from earthquakes and he is annoyed when what he characterized as
fear-mongers exaggerate the risk of earthquakes. He remarked that Dr.
Sewell’s 2003 Study of the tsunami hazard and risk at DCPP was never accepted
by the NRC because Dr. Sewell’s analysis was found to be beyond the state-of-
the art which, Dr. Nelson stated, meant that Dr. Sewell’s analysis was
speculative. He closed his remarks by expressing his hope that the DCISC would
focus on an evidence based as opposed to an emotion based approach to
nuclear power in California.

Ms. Sherry Lewis of MFP was recognized. Ms. Lewis stated that she understood
from Mr. McWhorter’s report and Dr. Budnitz’ comments that there exists large
areas of uncertainty and that based on capturing this uncertainty a certain level
of confidence is created. Dr. Budnitz replied that there exists a low end as well
as a high end to the current state of knowledge which provides an estimation of
the parameters for ground motion, with the high end being more dangerous in
some qualitative way, then if overall safety is satisfactory to the technical
community as a whole, given the high end, there is a level of satisfaction and a
judgment possible. Mr. McWhorter remarked that although there is not as much
data within one kilometer of the plant site as in other locales, as uncertainty is
added to the analysis along with global data, this allows the expert community
to review the issue. Ms. Lewis observed that there were only data from two
major earthquakes in the vicinity of San Luis Obispo and Dr. Budnitz stated that
the transference of that data is a major piece of determining the uncertainties.

Dr. Alexander Cannara was recognized. Dr. Cannara stated the 5.8 magnitude
earthquake in the vicinity of the North Anna Nuclear Generating Station in
Virginia had its epicenter only eleven miles from the plant and there was no
damage to the station as a result of the earthquake. He further observed that in
2011, during the Tohoku 9.0 magnitude earthquake in Japan all 40 nuclear
reactors that were operating at the time of the earthquake shut down
successfully and an earthquake of that magnitude is not really possible at DCPP
given the geology of California. He stated that speaking as an engineer and a
statistician the shapes of DCPP’s structures are known to be the most robust,
stable and strongest. Dr. Cannara commented the Onagawa Nuclear Power
Plant in Japan was closer to the 9.0 magnitude Tohoku earthquake than any
other nuclear plant and experienced a larger tsunami than any other nuclear
plant and survived to such a degree that it was able to house hundreds of
refugees who were made refugees not by nuclear power but by the Japanese
government’s land use policies. Dr. Cannara observed that when science does
not understand how something works probabilistic analysis is used. Dr. Budnitz
responded and stated that probabilistic analysis is used when science does
understand and probabilistic descriptions are the correct and appropriate
descriptions of events, such as earthquakes, which have a probabilistic
spectrum of frequencies. Dr. Cannara closed his remarks with the observation
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that there needs to be more common sense applied and there is no need to
exploit fear.

Dr. Budnitz closed the discussion of this topic and reported that in the 1980's
when PG&E performed the initial seismic PRA for DCPP as part of a study
termed the Long Term Seismic Program, that work was considered to be the
“gold standard” PRA of its time and the approach PG&E used for its seismic PRA
analysis was emulated around the world. That work is now dated but Dr.
Budnitz stated that he suspects the new PRA is not going to be much different
from that performed originally. He stated that PG&E’s prior PRA work did not
conclude that core damage at DCPP from an earthquake was impossible rather,
to the contrary, the PRA quantified possible core damage to around 10-5 per
year with a spectrum of uncertainty and the NRC judged this to be an
acceptable level. The new work PG&E is undertaking will be reviewed by the
community of experts and it will determine whether that number has changed
but Dr. Budnitz remarked this change isn’t going to be a significant change and
it will continue to be the best understanding of the likelihood of core damage
from a seismic event at DCPP and he closed his remarks by stating the question
of whether the likelihood of core damage is acceptable is also a question within
each citizen’s judgment.

Based on the Members’ direction to further review the recommendation
contained in the August 10–11, 2016, Fact Finding Report, approval of the
report was initially deferred until later in the public meeting. Following the
discussion on the tsunami hazard risk analysis (see below), upon a motion by
Dr. Peterson, seconded by Dr. Budnitz the August 10–11, 2016, Fact Finding
Report, with the recommendation that PG&E should perform additional study of
the submarine landslide induced tsunami hazard, was approved and its
transmittal to PG&E authorized.

A short break followed the discussion of the August 10–11, 2016, fact-finding
visit.

XIII Information Items Before the Committee

Current Status of PG&E’s Review of the Tsunami Hazard and Risk at DCPP and
its Environs Including a) plans for future study of landslide-induced tsunami
risk, and b) feasibility of performing additional probabilistic-based analysis of
tsunami risk.

The Chair reported that PG&E has informed the Committee that it is not
prepared at this time to make a presentation on its review of the tsunami risk
and analysis.

XIV Informational Discussion by the Committee
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The Chair recognized the presence at the meeting of Mr. Cary Harbor, PG&E Director of
Generation Compliance, Risk and Business Planning and Mr. Jearl Strickland, PG&E
Interim Vice President of Generation Technical Services.

DCISC Comments on Tsunami Hazard and Risk at DCPP and its Environs

The Chair remarked the Committee would be reviewing plans for future study of
the risk of landslide-induced tsunamis at DCPP and the feasibility of performing
additional risk-based analysis and Dr. Budnitz observed that Mr. Strickland and
Dr. Brendan Dooher of PG&E’s Geosciences Department were present and
available to respond to questions.

Dr. Peterson reported the DCISC has reviewed information on tsunamis that
could be generated from local submarine landslide events and these events are
known to have happened periodically along and offshore of the coastal areas of
California and that the hazards and risks associated with these events remain
uncertain and, in Dr. Peterson’s judgment, more study is needed which is the
recommendation made in the August 10-11, 2016 Fact Finding Report reviewed
earlier during this meeting by the Committee.

At the last public meeting of the DCISC in June 2016 Committee Consultant Dr.
Robert Sewell also made some recommendations for further study. Dr. Peterson
remarked that he believes the data and seismic imaging of offshore sediment
collected during the cruise of the R/V Bartlett in the 1970's is amongst the most
important pieces of information available. This data show over the last
2,500,000 years at least 44 submarine landslide events have occurred and it
would be worthwhile to further study these events from the perspectives of
estimating volumes of sediment involved and to compare in terms of the
proxies used in the most current modeling, frequency of occurrence, and the
potential resulting wave run up. Dr. Peterson noted that events which have
occurred offshore from Monterey to Santa Barbara appear to be unconnected
but to have very similar depths and a hypothesis has been developed that these
instabilities may involve sea level changes during transitions from glaciation
and Dr. Peterson noted that although sea level has been stable for about 10,000
years mankind appears to have the technical capability to end that period of
stability and understanding the correlation of the risk of sea level rise on
undersea landslides would be helpful. Dr. Peterson closed his remarks by
stating that while it is important to understand the risk of tsunamis on safety-
related equipment at the plant site, including the Auxiliary Saltwater System
(ASW), it is also vital in terms of the impact on the local communities which
provide ingress and egress to the plant and where people live and work.

Dr. Budnitz began his remarks by stating while he is not an expert in tsunami
analysis the community of experts does not understand as much as they would
like about the sources of tsunamis which could be produced at DCPP by
undersea landslides and there is uncertainty about the location and the
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spectrum of sizes of tsunamis that might be produced. Dr. Budnitz observed
that due to environmental regulations the methods of data collection used on
the R/V Bartlett’s cruise could not be used today. Dr. Budnitz stated he has
three recommendations and would discuss each in turn.

Dr. Budnitz first recommendation is that PG&E’s team should work as hard as
they can to understand as much as they can about the sources of landslide-
induced tsunamis offshore in the area of DCPP including locations, the spectrum
of sizes of tsunamis which could be produced, the size of the possible areas
where a slump could occur, and the relative likelihood of occurrence or some
sort of relative probability of occurrence. He stated he was not recommending a
full probabilistic tsunami hazard analysis in accordance with the process
established by the Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee (SSHAC).

Dr. Budnitz stated his second recommendation was that PG&E should try to
understand what the different models of propagation from the source to the
shore provide. Dr. Budnitz stated in his discussion with Dr. Dooher, Dr. Dooher
indicated that it was Dr. Dooher’s opinion, based on the evidence, that the
differences between the models were not great and Dr. Budnitz remarked that
Dr. Sewell in his comments in June 2016 also spoke to the importance of
assessing model variability and to determine why various models might differ.
Dr. Budnitz observed legitimate differences are possible between such models
and understanding the differences is a very important piece of understanding
but if the model variability used for propagation isn’t great then it is
appropriate to use PG&E’s model, developed by Dr. Stephan Grilli, as a
surrogate, together with capturing some variability, for the whole field of
models.

Dr. Budnitz stated his third recommendation goes to a point raised by PG&E
that it might not be possible to do a probabilistic-based analysis. Dr. Budnitz
suggested that it could be possible to develop postulated tsunamis of differing
heights and then to assess, based on the height of the wave, what plant
equipment might be damaged and, given that damage the probability that core
damage could occur. Dr. Budnitz stated that in context of PRA this is termed the
conditional core damage probability (CCDP) and CCDP is represented by a
number and not a frequency. He remarked that if the product of the
multiplication of the number produced by a rough estimate of CCDP for
tsunamis of varying heights times the rough annual frequency is a low
frequency then this produces a relative assurance of safety that the plant is
safe from that event. Dr. Budnitz stated in his opinion there is likely not enough
data to justify engaging in a SSHAC Level 3 analysis. Dr. Budnitz further
observed that with the presence of FLEX equipment at the plant the CCDP is
lower today than it was five years ago as FLEX equipment is designed to protect
against the extended loss of power and the extended loss of the heat sink. Dr.
Budnitz recommended that PG&E review his first and third recommendations
with the PRA Group at the plant and work on the issue of model variability. He
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stated that his recommendations supplement the statements made previously
by Dr. Peterson. Dr. Budnitz remarked that he believed an analysis based on his
third recommendation might prove to be the most fruitful approach for PG&E,
the DCISC, the NRC, and the public to come to an understanding of whether, in
fact, the submarine landslide induced tsunami issue does or does not present a
safety issue worthy of substantial additional work.

Vice President Strickland was recognized. Mr. Strickland described the tsunami
analysis undertaken and completed by PG&E to date as representing a very
conservative, deterministic, approach to the potential hazard to the plant. PG&E
is presently awaiting the initial response and independent analysis by the NRC,
expected by the end of 2016. He reported that following the August 10–11,
2016, DCISC fact-finding PG&E began to assess what additional work might be
performed. He reported that the matter was reviewed in terms of a reverse
engineering approach which assumes a tsunami with a run up exceeding the
85-foot elevation of the plant and then puts that into the model to determine
the locations for a submarine landslide capable of producing a tsunami wave of
that size and then to determine whether there is adequate mass within a
proximity to that location to serve as a source to drive a tsunami wave of that
magnitude toward the plant.

In assessing the problem from a CCDP perspective Mr. Strickland observed the
first question is to determine at what level of tsunami wave height the ASW
System becomes impacted. This can be assessed by determining the height of a
wave that would exceed the design of the ASW System snorkels, or to simply
assume that the wave causes the loss of the ASW System, and then assess the
CCDP in that event, with the information on the deployment of FLEX equipment,
and that this is an analysis that can be done at the present time with no
additional data. He stated the real question, however, to get to the beyond
design basis issue and to bound the issue, is to determine the size of the
submarine landslide required to produce an event which would have the
resulting wave exceed the 85-foot elevation of the plant and then to take the
confirmatory step to determine, based on the configuration of the continental
shelf or the underwater area closer to the plant, whether there is sufficient
mass to generate such an event. Mr. Strickland stated Dr. Dooher and his team
were now in the process of studying this issue and the potential locations
offshore, including those identified and used in the models, which have been
discussed and other locations and more research is needed to address this
problem and to determine if more analysis beyond what is currently required by
the NRC is necessary. Mr. Strickland stated PG&E and DCPP are taking the input
of the DCISC seriously and continue to review the matter and should be in a
position to provide a report to the Committee on their progress at its next
public meeting in February 2017.

Dr. Abraham Weitzberg was recognized. Dr. Weitzberg noted the tsunami
hazard has risks not only for DCPP but for its environs. He reported that as a
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result of the accident to Fukushima two people drowned in the plant’s turbine
building while 20,000 died as a result of the tsunami and earthquake. He stated
that while he has worked in the nuclear power field for many years he does not
have a feel for core damage probabilities or frequencies and he described those
concepts as rather esoteric. Dr. Weitzberg wondered whether it would be
possible to assess the impact on human health as a result of a tsunami, aside
from physical damage to roads and access to the plant site, as their return
frequency is not known. He stated that focusing on damage to the plant may
have some health effects but in the intervening years we are accepting much
more highly probable death and damage to the neighboring communities and an
effort should be made to translate this to human consequences.

Dr. Gene Nelson was recognized. Dr. Nelson stated he appreciated the data
discussed by Dr. Peterson on the R/V Bartlett survey and Dr. Nelson said he
performed a quick calculation which indicated the average recurrence interval
for a submarine landslide would be 56,818 years and he described this result as
indicative of a low probability event. He observed that the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has data on tsunamis produced from areas
near South America which show the differences in wave heights at certain
points and this could be used to quickly develop a propagation model and that
this issue is not similar to the problems encountered in dealing with sub surface
strata in assessing the effect of seismic events.

Dr. Alexander Cannara was recognized. Dr. Cannara stated that tsunami height
is determined by the volume of water and the shape of the sea floor as the
wave approaches the coastline and to estimate wave height based on
submarine induced landslides is difficult, but there is data available and in
particular data from the 1964 Alaska earthquake which was an extreme
continental subduction fault event which affected the Western North American
coastline.

Response to Question Posed by the California Energy Commission Technical
Representative to the CPUC Independent Peer Review Panel (IPRP).

The Chair requested Assistant Legal Counsel Rathie to report to the Committee
on this topic. Mr. Rathie reported the Committee has not yet had the
opportunity to work with Dr. Sewell and, as he reported previously, Dr. Sewell
has recently terminated his prior association with Structural Integrity, Inc. and
therefore a new agreement is required to permit Dr. Sewell to address and
resolve Dr. Maurath’s question.

XV Information Items Before the Committee (Cont’d.)
The Chair requested Mr. Harbor to introduce the first of the informational presentations
for this public meeting. Mr. Harbor introduced DCPP Emergency Preparedness Manager
Michael Ginn and reported Mr. Ginn has more than 30 years’ experience in the nuclear
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industry and of that 25 years is within the specific area of emergency planning.

Update on Emergency Preparedness Programs and Preparations for the
November 2016 Evaluated Exercise.

Mr. Ginn reported he would be providing an update on DCPP’s Emergency
Preparedness Program and the readiness measures being undertaken in
preparation for the November 2-4, 2016, evaluated emergency exercise which
will be attended by observers from the DCISC. Mr. Ginn stated that each year
focus areas related to public and employee safety are identified within the Five-
Year DCPP Business Plan for the four DCPP emergency response teams and
reserve personnel. This includes the development of challenging drills and
exercises. For 2016 the Emergency Response Organization (ERO) is focused on
benchmarking, self-assessment, and independent peer review activities as well
as on preparations for the NRC-evaluated November 2016 exercise which is also
to be evaluated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).

Mr. Ginn displayed photos of PG&E’s emergency response facilities in San Luis
Obispo and reported these facilities are collocated with the County of San Luis
Obispo, as well as with state and federal responders, to provide for face-to-face
interaction. He observed that preparation and training for drills includes
numerous activities which take hundreds of hours to prepare, implement,
conduct, and critique and these activities are given a high priority by the
station. Mr. Ginn reported that a FEMA-evaluated medical drill was conducted
earlier this year which included evaluation of ambulance response as well as
integration with the DCPP Fire Department’s response.

Mr. Ginn called the DCISC’s attention to the power point slides with the
performance indicators tracked relative to the Emergency Preparedness
Program including drill and exercise performance and stated that hundreds of
DCPP employees have emergency response roles and he reported DCPP has
achieved performance within the top quartile within the nuclear power industry
relative to the rolling average for participation by its personnel. In response to
Mr. Wardell’s inquiry as to whether a common cause existed for not reaching
100% participation Mr. Ginn replied that performance on the rolling average is
also evaluated with regard to performance in classifying events, notifying
offsite agencies, making protective action recommendations and performing
radiological dose assessment and no single thread has been identified for
performance levels which fail to achieve 100% in any category. In response to
Mr. McWhorter’s question concerning the potential effect of the Joint Proposal
on staffing of the four emergency response teams Mr. Ginn replied that DCPP is
reviewing this issue and closely monitors and evaluates key ERO turnovers and
regularly provides information to senior plant leadership. ERO vacancies are
closely monitored to ensure available candidates are trained and qualified
through participation on a reserve ERO team and ERO vacancies are entered
into the Corrective Action Program. Mr. Ginn reported ERO metrics are now in
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White and Green programmatic health status and he reported the plant has
discussed the possibility of reducing to three, rather than the current four, ERO
teams in order to continue to build up a reserve of qualified personnel and Mr.
Ginn remarked the more personnel involved in ERO activities, the harder it is to
keep teams trained and qualified. Mr. Harbor reported that a significant number
of employees have now signed up for the PG&E retention incentive program and
the plant should have a relatively stable staff for some period of time but PG&E
is continuing to assess personnel issues and to evaluate staffing needs,
particularly at the conclusion of the first retention agreement and this
evaluation could result in hiring ahead of attrition for key positions within the
ERO and Operations departments.

Mr. Ginn reported the NRC also evaluates readiness and performance of the
equipment and facilities of the alert and notification siren system (ANS) which
is reported to the NRC every quarter. He stated since the ANS System was
upgraded DCPP has achieved 100% on this metric for ten consecutive years. He
reported the annual siren test is also used as a community outreach and
educational tool in the local community.

Mr. Ginn reported on the focus areas for the ERO training and drills which
include benchmarking with other nuclear facilities and independent peer review
and self-assessment. This involves DCPP personnel visiting other nuclear
facilities and personnel from those sites visiting DCPP to review ERO-related
documentation, drills, exercises, training programs, equipment and facilities.
The November 2016 evaluated exercise will also include participants from state
and federal agencies including a team from the Federal Radiological Monitoring
Assessment Center. He reported DCPP has been working for more than one year
in preparation for this three-day exercise. The first day of the exercise will
include an emergency event scenario with postulated consequences for both on
site and off site areas and a demonstration of all the plant’s emergency
response facilities with all personnel fully activated. Mr. Ginn estimated that
more than 500 persons would be involved in participating and evaluating the
November 2016 evaluated exercise. The second and third days of the exercise
will involve assessment of the ingestion pathway, protective action decision
making, recovery processes for state and federal agencies, and demonstrations
by recovery and field teams. The exercise also includes the involvement of
multiple counties including the Counties of San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara and
Monterey. In response to an unidentified comment Mr. Ginn reviewed the
various emergency planning zones which are required to surround nuclear
facilities to protect the health and safety of the public including the 50-mile
food sampling ingestion protection zone for agricultural processes.

Mr. Ginn concluded his presentation by reporting that senior plant leadership is
fully engaged in review of the readiness of the station for the November 2016
evaluated exercise and the integration of the onsite and offsite controller
inspections and evaluations, including the FEMA evaluator briefing of a team of
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more than 25 FEMA evaluators from NRC Region 4. He closed his remarks by
reporting that tomorrow is the annual event known as the Great Shake-Out Drill
used to prepare the public and responders for earthquakes.

The Chair thanked Mr. Ginn for his presentation.

Mr. Harbor then introduced DCPP Manager of Regulatory Services Mr. Hossein
Hamzehee to review current plant performance. Mr. Harbor reported Mr.
Hamzehee has more than 30 years’ experience in the nuclear field most of
which was with the NRC.

Update on the Status of NRC Performance Indicators, Licensee Event Reports,
NRC Notices of Violation, and Issues Raised by NRC Resident Inspectors.

Mr. Hamzehee stated in his presentation he would be covering the last four
months, that is, the period July—October 2016, which he described as a heavy
inspection period requiring approximately 3,500 hours of inspector time by the
DCPP resident inspectors and NRC Region 4 inspectors. During this time all NRC
performance indicators met NRC “green” performance expectations and DCPP
received three violations of very low safety significance since the last DCISC
public meeting and submitted one licensee event report (LER) to the NRC during
that period.

Mr. Hamzehee reviewed a slide with a chart which summarized the NRC
Performance Indicators that all nuclear stations report to every quarter. The
NRC audits and assesses the accuracy of these reports. Mr. Hamzehee stated
that DCPP continues to meet all NRC performance indicator thresholds. The NRC
Performance Indicators, which are also available to members of the public on
the NRC’s website, include:

Unplanned Scrams per 7000 Critical Hrs
Unplanned Power Changes per 7000 Critical Hrs
Unplanned Scrams with Complications
Safety System Functional Failures
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, Emergency AC Power System
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, High Pressure Injection System
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, Heat Removal System
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, Residual Heat Removal System
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, Cooling Water Systems
Reactor Coolant System Activity
Reactor Coolant System Leakage
Drill/Exercise Performance
ERO Drill Participation
Alert & Notification System
Occupational Exposure Control Effectiveness
Radiological Effluent Occurrence
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Mr. Hamzehee reported LER 2016-001-00 was issued by PG&E for U-2 during its
last refueling outage as a result of a reactor trip, breakers having been
manually opened during shut down due to a control rod movable gripper fuse
failure. Because the digital rod position indication system indicated a difference
in rod position with actual demand, procedure required the reactor breakers to
be opened. A root cause evaluation found the control rod moveable gripper fuse
was burnt out. Procedures were enhanced so that in the future before getting to
that step the fuses will be checked and replaced if necessary.

Mr. Hamzehee provided a summary of the key definitions used in the NRC
inspection process and reported licensee safety significance is characterized as
either Green (very low), White (low to moderate), Yellow (substantial), or Red
(high) safety significance and described:

Finding: as a performance deficiency of more-than-minor significance affecting a
quality-related equipment or process. A finding may result in a violation.
Non-cited Violation (NCV): as a method for positioning a severity level IV violation
or a violation associated with a finding characterized as Green (very low safety
significance with no impact to public health and safety but which does involve
performance).
Notice of Violation (NOV): as a formal, written citation in accordance with 10 CFR
2.201 that sets forth one or more violations of a legally binding regulatory
requirement. NOVs require a written response by the plant within 30 days.

Mr. Hamzehee reported there have been three NCVs and a preliminary White
finding since last DCISC public meeting. All three NCVs were determined to be
“green” with very low safety significance with no impact to public health &
safety.

Non-Cited Violation (NCV) (Green) – The Problem Identification and Resolution
Inspection identified a Green NCV based on two examples of inadequate
maintenance procedures. (Cross-Cutting (C-C) Aspect H.5 Work Management.)
NCV (Green) – NRC Resident Inspectors issued a Green NCV for a fuel assembly
placed in an incorrect location in the U-2 Spent Fuel Pool. This was inconsistent with
the plan but the grid space was analyzed by the Reactor Engineering and found to
be within the acceptable range. (C-C Aspect H.12 Avoid Complacency.)
NCV (Green) – Failure to follow a non consequential commitment within the DCPP
Security Plan during the September force-on-force drill. This is safeguarded
information and cannot be discussed in public. (C-C Aspect H.11 Challenge the
Unknown.)
Preliminary Finding (White) – For a failure to provide adequate instructions for
limiting the travel of external interlock limit switches on safety-related motor-
operated valves. (No C-C Aspect.) Low to moderate safety significance for which the
NRC has not yet finalized its determination. The DCISC will receive further
information on this issue during this public meeting.
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Mr. Hamzehee reviewed the NRC inspection reports issued during the July—
October 2016 period as follows:

Security Inspection Report (2016-405 07/15/16)
2nd Quarter Integrated Inspection Report (2016-002, 08/02/16)
Problem Identification and Resolution Inspection Report (2016-009, 08/26/16)
Mid-Cycle Assessment Letter (2016-005, 08/31/16)
NRC Inspection Report – Preliminary White Finding (2016-010, 10/03/16)

Following Mr. Hamzehee’s presentation, Ms. Sherry Lewis of MFP was
recognized. In response to Ms. Lewis questions Mr. Hamzehee reported the NCV
for inadequate maintenance procedures involved a test in 2015 of Emergency
Diesel Generator 1-1 which did not start successfully due to inadequate
guidelines in maintenance procedures on how to align the fuel injection pumps
and a second occurrence related to inadequate maintenance occurred during
2014 and involved a broken special cap screw on an inlet on an emergency
diesel generator for which procedure did not provide sufficient guidance. The
NCV for a mispositioned fuel assembly involved a fuel assembly having been
removed from the reactor vessel during refueling and being placed in an
unplanned location in the spent fuel pool. All grids in the pool are analyzed by
the Reactor Engineering organization prior to removal of the fuel to understand
the residual heat produced by the assemblies. The assemblies are then placed
in their preplanned locations. However, one assembly was placed in an incorrect
location and, although that location had previously been analyzed as
acceptable, it was not the location planned for the assembly.

Dr. Budnitz remarked that the June 2016 DCISC public meeting coincided with
the NRC’s annual meeting in the local San Luis Obispo area and he requested
that the office of the Committee’s Legal Counsel inform the NRC’s Senior
Resident Inspector of the dates of June 7-8, 2017, for the June 2017 public
meeting of the DCISC so that the NRC might consider the dates of the DCISC’s
public meeting if and when the NRC sets the date for its June 2017 public
meeting in the local community so that persons interested may be able to
attend both meetings. Mr. Rathie remarked that he has been informed that the
CPUC Independent Peer Review Panel (IPRP) may also be planning to schedule
a meeting in San Luis Obispo in June 2017 and the IPRP liaison has been
provided with the dates for the DCISC June 2017 public meeting.

Dr. Gene Nelson was recognized. Dr. Nelson observed that the CPUC will be
conducting a public outreach meeting on the Joint Proposal tomorrow at the
San Luis Obispo Botanical Garden’s Auditorium and there is some conflict
between that meeting and the DCISC’s scheduled public meeting which is an
issue of frustration for the group he represents, Californians for Green Nuclear
Power.
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XVI Adjourn Afternoon Meeting
The Chair adjourned the afternoon meeting of the Committee at 5:00P.M.

XVII Reconvene for Morning Meeting
The October 20, 2016, morning public meeting of the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety
Committee was called to order by its Chair, Dr. Lam at 9:00 A.M. Dr. Lam welcomed
those persons present in the audience and watching the proceedings on live streaming
video. Dr. Lam requested any of the members who wished to make remarks to do so at
this time. www.dcisc.org

XVIII Committee Member Comments
Dr. Budnitz reported that in response to Ms. Swanson’s inquiries on the previous day, the
correct citations to the NRC regulations regarding pressurized thermal shock are to 10
CFR Part 50.61 and to the most recent regulation at 10 CFR Part 50.61a.

XIX Public Comments and Communication
The Chair reviewed the invitation to address the Committee on matters not on the
agenda for this public meeting and invited any comments from members of the public
who wished to address the Committee to do so now. There was no response to his
invitation.

XX Information Items Before the Committee (Cont’d.)
Dr. Lam requested Mr. Harbor to introduce the first presentation and presenter to the
Committee.

Mr. Harbor introduced Director of Strategic Initiatives Mr. Tom Jones to provide
an overview of the Joint Proposal.

Joint Proposal for the Retirement of DCPP at the Expiration of the Current
Operating Licenses: Summary of Proposal, Approval Process/Status, Plans for
Retaining Adequate and Qualified Staffing, Plans for Ensuring Plant Equipment
Continues to be Adequately Maintained to Ensure Safe and Reliable Operation,
Plans for Review of Major Capital Projects, and DCPP Plans for Participating in
the Nuclear Energy Institute Program “Delivering the Nuclear Promise.”

Mr. Jones stated he would provide the DCISC with background on how PG&E
arrived at its decision concerning the Joint Proposal, how the Joint Proposal
would affect the overall energy supply mix, how PG&E intends to make up for
the loss of DCPP generation, and would discuss components to the Joint
Proposal that affect employees including retention and plans on continuing to
safely operate DCPP for nine more years. Dr. Budnitz observed the DCISC’s
remit is to review operational safety of the plant and the principal interest of
the Committee lies in the area of maintaining and assuring the priority of
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sufficient investment to continue to maintain the safe operation of DCPP rather
than in PG&E’s plans for its future energy supply mix. Dr. Budnitz also stated
that in context of its communications regarding the Joint Proposal it was
important that PG&E avoid in its statements and informational materials any
confusion about the nature of DCPP as a greenhouse gas-free (GHG-free)
energy resource.

Mr. Jones reviewed PG&E’s generation resources which currently make up its
power portfolio with DCPP producing 2,240 megawatts on an annual basis
which represents 23% of the power PG&E delivered to its customers in 2015.
Between the hours of six p.m. and nine p.m. DCPP produced power represented
25% of power PG&E delivered to its customers. He reported PG&E’s carbon-free
power portfolio is well above 50% although the current drought conditions in
California have significantly reduced its hydroelectric generation. Mr. Jones
used animation to show the changes in the power delivery system and
technologies that have taken place over the last 30 years and stated that PG&E
is moving toward price-point signals and different types of transactions along
the grid to make up for the reduced role of distributor generation. He reported
that with the California Legislature’s passage of Senate Bill 350 investor owned
utilities must be 50% renewable by 2030 accompanied by a doubling of energy
efficiency. In response to Dr. Budnitz’ question, Mr. Jones clarified doubling
energy efficiency in this context refers to electrical energy efficiency. Dr.
Budnitz advised PG&E to make every effort to clearly communicate with the
public in delivering its message on energy efficiency, integration of renewables,
and energy sources. Mr. Jones confirmed Dr. Lam’s observation that, based on
the data provided by Mr. Jones, the Joint Proposal would result in PG&E
exceeding California’s ambitious goal. In response to Dr. Peterson’s inquiry Mr.
Jones confirmed that community choice aggregation (CCA) power providers will
have their own goals but there will be some overlap between the utility, energy
efficiency programs and the procurement programs. Mr. Jones reported that
there is interest in participating in the CPUC’s proceedings to consider the Joint
Proposal from energy efficiency groups and CCAs across California.

Mr. Jones reported private solar systems are fundamentally changing PG&E’s
load and load profile and DCPP power will be replaced initially through three
different tranches, or groupings of differing renewable portfolios and through
procuring energy efficiency throughout PG&E’s service territory, with
renewables brought in when overall demand is reduced including through the
participation by CCAs. Mr. Jones observed there is a declining need for DCPP in
the period which would be afforded by license renewal but not so much
declining need in the period of operation under its current licenses from the
NRC. Dr. Budnitz requested and Mr. Jones agreed to have the power point slides
used by Mr. Jones in his presentation placed on the DCISC’s website for public
informational purposes.

Dr. Peterson remarked that, as DCPP relies on offsite power for safety of
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operations, it will be important to assess whether the Joint Proposal might have
an impact or result in a change to reliability of electric supply. Mr. Jones
responded that while he did not expect there would be any such effects he
would need time to provide an answer to the Committee. Mr. Jones stated that
at this time there are no CCAs in the Central Coast area although the Counties of
Ventura, Santa Barbara, and San Luis Obispo have authorized funds to explore
the feasibility of a regional CCA. In response to Consultant Wardell’s question
on how much the success of the Joint Proposal will be dependent on purchasing
out of state power and whether that power must also be GHG-free, Mr. Jones
responded PG&E was obligated to deliver on the renewable portfolio standard
per regulation but, in response to Consultant Wardell’s inquiry, he stated he
was not certain whether this could include purchasing power produced by the
Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station in Arizona although he stated the intent
of the Joint Proposal is not to offset DCPP with other nuclear facilities. Mr.
Jones responded to Consultant Wardell’s second question by stating PG&E and
the CPUC are moving toward bold energy storage goals, including battery
storage, use of vendors, and energy efficiencies which will reduce demand. He
remarked that PG&E anticipates changes over time in technologies and is
waiting to see what the marketplace may offer.

Mr. Jones discussed the efforts to address the impact of the Joint Proposal and
the possible closure of DCPP on the local communities in terms of property tax,
PG&E’s role in those communities, the continuing need for emergency planning,
and PG&E’s efforts to retain employees. He reported the Joint Proposal contains
$50 million proposed for local government to offset the effects of the loss of
revenue from the closure of DCPP. He stated PG&E is the largest private
employer and largest taxpayer in the region, having paid approximately $27
million in tax in 2014—2015. Mr. Jones observed portions of that tax revenue go
to very small local agencies which rely on it for a significant portion of their
budgets and PG&E recognizes the need to provide a strong transition period for
the different agencies. Mr. Jones reported the Joint Proposal extends PG&E’s
emergency plan through the duration of the plant’s Part 50 License from the
NRC and this includes continued financial support for and coordination with the
San Luis Obispo County Office of Emergency Services (OES). He remarked that
some of the assets which are in place to respond to an emergency at the plant
will remain useful in other contexts such as to warn of a tsunami or a wild land
fire. These proposals will be included as part of the site-specific
decommissioning plan which is scheduled to be submitted to the CPUC in 2019
with community and local government input. Mr. Jones confirmed in response to
Dr. Lam’s inquiry that DCPP will not change its emergency planning efforts
during the operational period for DCPP but once the plant is no longer
producing power the risk tends to scale down rather quickly and the proposal
will keep the community emergency response plan and level of service in place
for the duration of the Part 50 license which will be much longer than the time
spent fuel remains in the spent fuel pools.
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Mr. Jones reported PG&E is beginning to assemble its decommissioning
organization to keep its employees engaged in the process so as to be able to
go into active decommissioning in 2025 with a trained workforce. PG&E
currently has a decommissioning trust fund of approximately $2.4 billion and
will be seeking an increase in its next CPUC rate case to address the need for
out of state shipments, removal of the breakwater, and security costs and has
committed to submitting a site-specific decommissioning study by the first
quarter of 2018. Dr. Peterson observed there have been multiple approaches
taken to decommissioning in terms of rate and timing and the DCISC will need
to review and discuss with its appointing entities whether and to what extent
the DCISC will engage in a review of PG&E’s decommissioning plans for DCPP.

Mr. Jones reported PG&E has offered a retention program to employees which
proposes to pay approximately $350 million under the Joint Proposal over nine
years. The employees accepting the retention package will receive a 25%
increase per year over base pay for a four-year and then a three-year tranche
and he reported 86% of DCPP employees have accepted the first tranche of the
retention program. PG&E benchmarked this retention effort against those
employed by other utilities and structured the offer to avoid large unintended
tax consequences and to allow employees to do financial planning. The
retention package is prorated for new employees and a full company severance
package is provided at the end of the license period as well as employee
retraining and the potential for placement of the employees elsewhere within
PG&E. For the first four-year offering most (11% of the 14% of those not
accepting the offer) are within one year of retirement. Since announcing the
Joint Proposal PG&E has made a number of job offers and 100% of those have
been accepted. In response to Consultant McWhorter’s question, Mr. Jones
reported the proration is prorated based on time remaining within the tranche
and the increase remains 25% over base pay for that prorated period. Dr.
Budnitz observed that he could see no reason why any new employee would
turn down participating in PG&E’s retention program. Mr. Jones reported that
the 3% of employees who are not within one year of retirement but who did not
accept the retention plan are employees who are retirement eligible within two
years. Dr. Peterson stated it was encouraging to see the high participation rate
but it will be over the second tranche for the three-year period that PG&E
should expect to see more questions about retention. Mr. Jones agreed and
stated that the results of the retention program offering exceeded the expected
results based on PG&E’s benchmarking efforts and he emphasized that after
operation ceases at DCPP there will be opportunities for employees who are
early in their careers to take advantage of opportunities elsewhere within PG&E
as it is an integrated utility. In response to Dr. Budnitz’ question, Mr. Jones
confirmed that within the 14% who have not accepted the retention plan the
distribution of those persons across differing disciplines is uniform. Mr. Jones
then displayed a graph showing the distribution of retention enrollment by age
and by tenure and he observed that as the age reaches 55, the retirement
eligibility age, and above the graph identifies those persons who have chosen
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not to accept the retention offer. Mr. Jones reported PG&E like other industries
had a lower than anticipated attrition rate during the economic slowdown which
began in 2008.

Mr. Jones closed his presentation with a review of the Joint Proposal, docket
number A1608006, which was submitted to the CPUC for consideration on June
21, 2016, and he reported that public participating hearings are scheduled in
San Luis Obispo today, October 20, 2016, and that the CPUC is expected to issue
a scoping memo and schedule for the proceeding following the public
participation hearing.

Mr. Harbor then provided an overview of the Excellence Plan which he described
as a document developed with input from staff and consultants to assist DCPP
in benchmarking and focusing on safe, reliable, operation of DCPP. He described
the three major elements of the Excellence Plan as focused on DCPP employees
and the organization, on business planning and plant operations, and on
decommissioning strategies. Mr. Harbor reported the focus on DCPP employees
and organizations includes workforce planning and a recognition that at the end
of the first tranche of the retention program some employees may choose or, as
Dr. Budnitz observed, be forced by life circumstances to leave employment at
DCPP. Mr. Harbor stated there is an element of alignment in this stage to
identify what choices the employee may make within DCPP or within or outside
of PG&E. Mr. Harbor stated PG&E is focused on maintaining strong plant
operations and currently has a portfolio of DCPP projects which goes out to
2020 and there is a review process to assess those projects that may not be
chosen to move forward given the Joint Proposal and an executive oversight
board and multi-disciplined teams are being formed to oversee that process.
PG&E expects to evaluate those projects by the fourth quarter of 2016 for work
in 2016 and 2017 and will have appropriate bridging strategies for any projects
which are cancelled. Supply train strategies and vendor contracts are also being
reviewed to ensure support is provided for the duration of the plant’s
operational life.

Mr. Harbor reported the decommissioning phase is broken into preplanning,
decommissioning planning, and execution and plant shut down phases and he
described the planning process as akin, although much more monumental, to
that of planning for a refueling outage. He described the Excellence Plan as a
living document which will be adjusted as time and circumstances require. Dr.
Peterson observed there are two major decommissioning strategies, the first
being where there is rapid disassembly and removal of the plant and the second
where the plant is moth balled and left in safe storage for many years before
actual decommissioning is completed. He stated that PG&E’s strategy for DCPP
will be of great interest to the DCISC. Mr. Harbor remarked that by the end of
2017 the decommissioning strategy to be employed at DCPP should be well laid
out. Dr. Budnitz stated he was troubled by the fact that many highly skilled
experts employed at DCPP can find jobs within PG&E but there are some vital
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specialists whose skills are necessary only at DCPP, such as those nuclear
engineers with reactor physics skills who work in the area of reactivity of the
nuclear cores. Dr. Budnitz observed it is likely going to be very difficult to retain
those persons, whose skills are in great demand elsewhere, although some will
be needed during and after decommissioning. Mr. Harbor agreed but he
observed that at the conclusion of the second tranche there is a significant
incentive package to encourage employees to stay through the end of
operations. Dr. Budnitz further observed that there is also a “two body” issue,
that is, for highly skilled persons in a relationship it is necessary to find two
jobs in a relocation situation and this can compound the problem of retaining
such persons. Dr. Peterson remarked that there are also issues related to the
timing of spent fuel transfer from wet to dry storage and when the spent fuel
pools are decommissioned the plant will lose the capability to open
multipurpose canisters for inspection and this led Dr. Peterson to the conclusion
that the DCISC should actively review the decommissioning plans for DCPP
because of the potential impact on staffing and future options with respect to
managing spent fuel and an item should be added to the Open Items List for the
purpose of reviewing decommissioning activities.

Dr. Budnitz remarked that as plant closure draws near it is unlikely that PG&E
will decide to make significant major investment in DCPP and these decisions
would be different if the plant was intending to continue operations. He stated
that the public deserves to be assured that such decisions will not result in a
safety compromise and that this situation is very likely to come up and PG&E
needs to be thinking and planning for the fact that inevitably a compromise
might escape attention despite close scrutiny and that safety will not be as
robust during the final years of operation as it otherwise would have been. Mr.
Harbor replied that PG&E has a solid record of making decisions related to DCPP
with the safety element paramount in ensuring DCPP’s ability to run reliably
and he gave the example of the main generator project as an item currently
under review as a safety issue. Dr. Budnitz replied that while he accepts Mr.
Harbor’s assurances he remains concerned whether decisions that will make
sense as the plant prepares to cease operations can produce as much safety
during that period as would otherwise be the case if the plant were to run for a
longer period.

The Chair called for public comment and recognized Dr. Abraham Weitzberg.

Dr. Weitzberg remarked that PG&E has not been known as a benevolent
organization and the voluntary closure of DCPP has to do with financial reasons
and there is an inherent conflict present as PG&E is asking its ratepayers to pay
for costs PG&E has identified in the Joint Proposal including items referred to in
Dr. Budnitz’ comments about necessary work being accomplished despite the
plant’s closure date and despite the cost. Dr. Weitzberg observed that there
may be alternate modes of operation available to DCPP which would not
compromise safety of operations such as degraded power, or flexible power
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operations, which should be considered in the last years of the plant’s
operation. He remarked that PG&E’s ratepayers are also being asked to pay for
salary incentives to PG&E’s employees and the impact on the ratepayers should
be fully considered.

Mr. Michael Graves was recognized. Mr. Graves stated he has been involved
with local government for 40 years, including as a planning commissioner, and
he remarked the comments about the difference between electrical energy and
other types of energy is important to remember. Mr. Graves stated the negative
impacts associated with energy production tend to dissipate as the distance
from the production facility increases. He stated he would remain interested in
the overall safety issues associated with DCPP and he appreciated that PG&E
has proposed a program for closing DCPP over a nine-year period. He remarked
he was involved with DCPP in the 1970s in reviewing safety between the plant
and the County Sheriff’s office and he intends to remain involved and will be
looking for safe operations in the near term but his focus will be on the long
term positive impact of DCPP.

Mr. William Gloege of Santa Maria, CA, was recognized. Mr. Gloege stated his
interest was in maintaining the clean air and reduction of global warming
effects that DCPP produces. Mr. Gloege observed a final decision to close DCPP
has not been made and the plant is a benefit to the environment. He
encouraged the DCISC to expand its inquiry into the threat posed to human
safety by closure of DCPP as there will be more carbon produced and in the air
as a result. He observed the warnings about nuclear power have not proven
accurate and he remarked that PG&E is looking to make a huge amount of
money through the closure and purchase of renewable equipment from which
they will benefit and PG&E is responsible to its investors and not to the
environment. He asked that the DCISC not roll over for the corporation as was
done with the banking industry as the issue involves the destruction of the
environment and the resulting threat to human safety and in the Committee’s
review of safety it should recognize that closing a nuclear plant also represents
a threat to human beings and to the planet. In response to Mr. Gloege’s inquiry,
Dr. Budnitz confirmed that start up and shut down of the plant is within the
Committee’s remit, principally to protect the workers and the public from a
radiological release but that this responsibility does not extend to the issues Mr.
Gloege raised in his comments. Mr. Gloege closed his remarks by asking that
the DCISC not interpret its mandate in a narrow fashion as he stated people
were depending on the DCISC.

Dr. Alexander Cannara of Menlo Park, California, was recognized. Dr. Cannara
asked that the DCISC not use any of the materials used by Mr. Jones during his
presentation on its website. Dr. Cannara stated that closing DCPP was akin to
replacing a limb with a prosthetic device which would not be as good as the
original but he observed that PG&E can go to the CPUC and attempt to get a rate
increase for its prosthetic devices to replace DCPP. He remarked the Joint
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Proposal does not provide any guarantee that the clean energy produced by
DCPP will be replaced by energy equally as clean but it does guarantee that a
rate increase will be requested. Dr. Cannara observed that some of the Joint
Proposal’s signors do not appear to really understand energy and
environmental issues but PG&E surely does understand the implications of
shutting down what represents 20% of its electrical sales. Dr. Cannara stated
that the Joint Proposal violates the ethical rules adopted by the CPUC and
makes unscientific, counterfactual, statements about what can be done to
replace DCPP which has represented a safe, reliable, clean, electrical generation
source that can run for decades more and therefore the Joint Proposal is
flawed. He reported Citizens for Green Nuclear Power has filed a Protest to the
Joint Proposal with the CPUC. He observed that the laws governing community
choice aggregators and community choice energy providers do not provide for
their regulation by the CPUC and those entities are afraid of CPUC regulation.
He stated the environment under which the Joint Proposal is to be considered is
politicized regarding the fees that community power providers are being asked
to pay for opting out of PG&E service and community choice aggregators and
community choice energy providers are reluctant to participate in CPUC
proceedings due to the fear of triggering CPUC interest in their regulation. He
further observed that there is no way those entities can audit their energy
supply sources to ensure they are emission free as there is an issue of what is
termed “green washing” in which emissions claimed to be GHG-free are not
actually GHG-free and it is naive to believe that the green energy that is being
supplied by community choice aggregators and community choice energy
providers is actually GHG-free whereas with DCPP there is no question that its
energy is GHG-free. He closed his remarks by stating there is no reason for
PG&E to shut down DCPP other than to make money.

Ms. Sherry Lewis of Mothers for Peace was recognized. Ms. Lewis stated that
DCPP is engaged in “green-washing” because the GHG emissions which are
produced in making fuel for the reactors by refining uranium are not taken into
account. Ms. Lewis observed that the amount of money PG&E has spent in
correcting problems at DCPP from its inception and the amount of money that
will be required to store the waste produced must be paid and if one speaks
about cheap electricity those amounts need to be taken into account. Ms. Lewis
stated that PG&E as a corporation did not think of safety first when it made the
decision to not properly inspect the gas pipes that led to the explosion in San
Bruno, California, in which several people were killed. She remarked in that
instance PG&E was thinking only about money.

Dr. Budnitz stated the Charter of the DCISC is to review operational safety at
DCPP and to advise, comment, and make recommendations and therefore the
Committee is not empowered to review or opine about the composition of the
electric grid or generation in the rest of California nor is the issue of whether
the CPUC will take certain actions affecting PG&E’s profit. Dr. Peterson stated
he appreciated public input and remarked that operating the plant during its
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final years of operation in different modes, such as reduced power, is something
that merits investigation. He observed the general practice as a nuclear plant
approaches shut down is to allow power to decline because you can extract
more energy out of the final fuel load by so doing. He stated it would be
appropriate for the DCISC to review the question of alternative operating loads
and, in particular, the plans for the final two years of operation. He also
commented that the issue of whether the CPUC will fully fund all proposed work
on DCPP is an issue on which the DCISC should maintain some cognizance. Dr.
Peterson remarked that the issue of the impact of the decisions to be made on
the environment and on public health, security, and the issue of the production
of waste although they represent extraordinarily important issues do not fall
within the scope of the Committee’s Restated Charter from the CPUC. He
commented those issues need to be addressed in the proper forums, whether
with the CPUC, the Legislature, or elsewhere and Dr. Peterson encouraged
those concerned to do so. He stated that as to the storage of spent fuel there
are a number of approaches which would need to be reviewed but there is $40
billion dollars in the nuclear waste fund available to cover storage.

Mr. John Geesman of the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility was recognized. Mr.
Geesman stated that a decision by the federal District of Columbia District Court
suspended collection of nuclear decommissioning funds for interim storage of
spent fuel and he reported those funds could only be spent for long term
storage such as that proposed at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. Dr. Peterson
confirmed Mr. Geesman’s observation and stated that nuclear utilities have
contracts with the federal Department of Energy which has been found to be in
partial breach of those contracts and, therefore, since 2008 it is the federal
taxpayers who are paying for the cost of interim storage at various nuclear
facilities.

A short break followed.

XXI Informational Discussion by the Committee

DCISC Comments on the Joint Proposal

The DCISC’s comments on the Joint Proposal were made during and following
Mr. Jones’ presentation.

XXII Information Items Before the Committee (Cont’d.)
Mr. Harbor introduced the Director of the Quality Verification (QV) organization at DCPP,
Mr. Pat Nugent, to make the next presentation and reported Mr. Nugent has more than
25 years’ experience in the nuclear industry including in Quality and Engineering
organizations.

Quality Verification’s Perspective on Plant Performance, Top Issues, and the
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Quality Performance Assessment Report.

Mr. Nugent reported overall DCPP has experienced good and stable
performance, with improvement in the quality and timeliness of cause analysis,
excellent performance in radiation protection, improvement in the rating for
performance improvement, and satisfactory and stable performance in
Operations. He reported QV has found indications of performance gaps in
Chemistry and Learning Services. Mr. Nugent reported the role of QV is to be
very critical of station performance and the gaps in performance identified have
been low-level issues which QV tries to identify before they can have a
significant impact on plant performance. He stated the QV organization is very
sensitive to any impact on any issues adverse to quality or safety culture from
the decision to not seek to relicense the plant.

Mr. Nugent reviewed ongoing monitoring area for QV:

Confined Spaces – During 2R19 administrative non-compliance with confined space
regulations and enhancements to confined space entry was identified. Follow up in
preparation for October 2016 tunnel cleaning identified minimal action taken and, as
a result of the major tunnel cleaning activity coming up, the issue was elevated to
the Station Director. Actions were taken prior to start of tunnel cleaning to address
the recommendations.
Operations Verification Practices – During 2R19 multiple examples of poor use of
human performance tools were identified when clearing or restoring plant
equipment. Complacency in implementation of standards was found when risk and
consequence are judged to be low. Although risk consequences were low, this
behavior was found to possibly challenge higher risk activities. An action plan was
developed to address this issue and actions are in progress. The next operating
training cycle will have a dynamic learning activity incorporated in order to reinforce
the importance of following human performance standards and ensure consistent
implementation of procedural requirements.
Security Audit Findings – two findings were identified including failure to properly
check radio functions and inconsistent use of security event logging software.
Security immediately confirmed the radios were functional.
Emergency Preparedness – change management issues were identified to have led
to unclear roles and responsibilities, potentially impacting the future effectiveness of
the emergency planning team. Actions were taken to define roles and
responsibilities and to assure that emergency exercise training and preparedness
are adequate. An emergency planning audit concluded that program is effectively
implemented.
Material Handling – material handling practices during 2R19 resulted in RCP rotor
slipping from a pallet jack. Rigging practices for lifting material, which are included
in material handling, were found to be sound. Dr. Budnitz remarked riggers are
generally assigned within the crane group and have a certain set of practices and
codes which must be followed. Mr. Nugent observed the oversight of rigging
activities was generally better than for materials handling where different persons
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were more likely to be involved. He reported some aspects of the rigging program
will be adopted by the materials handling program.

In response to Consultant Wardell’s questions Mr. Nugent stated that QV has
found the design modifications released to the field to be of high quality but is
pursuing efforts to ensure that designs that were done some time ago continue
to meet current standards and expectations and the QV organization is
performing assessments and reviewing those designs prior to their release to
the field. He confirmed, in response to Consultant Wardell’s inquiry, that QV in
addition to its auditing assessment function is also responsible for Quality
Control and Supplier Auditing as independent functions. Mr. Nugent reported
both Quality Control and Supplier Auditing are operating well, with Quality
Control responsible for rejecting items in the field that are not completely
consistent with standards. In response to Consultant McWhorter’s questions Mr.
Nugent stated the changes to the tagging program did not have a great impact
on operator verification practices but the impact was greater on other parts of
the organization. Mr. Nugent stated some broad concerns were identified in the
Maintenance organization as a result of the changes to the tagging program and
QV met with the Station Director to explain the issue and the Station Director
instituted changes to address concerns expressed by Maintenance and Mr.
Nugent stated that in his opinion these concerns were adequately addressed. In
response to Dr. Lam’s inquiry Mr. Nugent reported that this was the only issue
which QV elevated to the Station Director level and it is unusual to do so. The
issue he described was elevated because of reporting responsibilities
associated with DCPP’s safety organization compared to PG&E’s corporate
organization. He stated, in response to Dr. Lam’s question, if necessary as QV
Director he can and would, consistent with his responsibilities, elevate an issue
above the Station Director level to the Site Vice President, the Chief Nuclear
Officer or to the Corporate President levels. In response to Dr. Budnitz’ inquiry
Mr. Nugent stated the QV organization now consists of 28 persons.

In response to Dr. Budnitz observation on the rotation tenure of persons
assigned to QV, including the Director position, Mr. Nugent stated while there is
a learning curve to the director’s position there is a benefit to the rotation of
directors in bringing new perspectives to the QV organization and overall DCPP
has been effective in striking a balance, based on benchmarking other quality
organizations, and within the industry there does not appear to be a belief that
a long-tenured QV organization performs better than the model adopted by
DCPP. Mr. Nugent reported QV is benchmarked by persons from other nuclear
facilities and provides its audit and technical personnel to those facilities to
acquire a perspective from the industry as a whole. In response to Consultant
Wardell’s question Mr. Nugent reported the last independent evaluation of the
QV organization was conducted in April 2016 as part of the Nuclear Industry
Evaluation Program (NIEP) under auspices of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B and
the results were positive and the best achieved to date by DCPP. For the second
time the NIEP evaluation found no significant deficiencies in the Quality
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organization and a total of six deficiencies overall. Mr. Wardell remarked the
DCISC would like to review the latest NIEP evaluation of the Quality
Organization during a future fact-finding.

Ms. Linda Seeley, representing Mothers for Peace, was recognized. Ms. Seeley
stated that Mothers for Peace remains concerned with the performance gaps
described by Mr. Nugent in the Chemistry, Learning Services, Security and
Emergency Preparedness organizations as she stated these represent a pattern
which may be a result of the Joint Proposal, as DCPP employees now
understand that the plant is not likely to run for too much longer and become
complacent as a result. She stated that DCPP recently received a White finding
from the NRC and Dr. Peterson assured Ms. Seeley that the DCISC was aware of
that issue and would be receiving a report from PG&E at this public meeting. In
response to Ms. Seeley’s question on confined space entry and Chemistry
organization problems Mr. Wardell and Dr. Budnitz reported that Mr. Nugent’s
report described errors and programmatic issues which occurred and were
identified at a low level and that level of identification is crucial to ensure the
issues are addressed before they can get worse. The DCISC holds detailed
discussions with DCPP staff during its fact-finding visits to the plant to
understand these issues and to assess DCPP’s efforts in addressing them.

XXIII Adjourn Morning Meeting

The Chair thanked all the PG&E presenters and then adjourned the morning
session at 11:45 A.M.

XXIV Reconvene for Afternoon Meeting
The afternoon meeting of the DCISC was called to order by Committee Chair, Dr. Lam, at
12:30 P.M. Dr. Lam welcomed members of the public to the afternoon session of this, the
eighty-fifth public meeting of the DCISC.

XXV Committee Member Comments
Dr. Budnitz remarked he had received and reviewed Dr. Sewell’s comments on the
Minutes of Dr. Sewell’s presentation during the DCISC’s June 2016 public meeting and as
Dr. Sewell’s clarifying edits do not represent substantive changes to the Minutes and Dr.
Budnitz proposed approval of the June 2016 Minutes on that basis (see above re Consent
Agenda).

XXVI Public Comments and Communications
Ms. Sherry Lewis of Mothers for Peace was recognized. Ms. Lewis observed that not all
the power point slides provided in the binder from Mr. Nugent’s presentation were
discussed during his presentation. Dr. Lam stated Mr. Nugent structured his presentation
at the Committee’s request to accommodate its schedule. Dr. Budnitz observed that the
information presented by PG&E at the DCISC’s public meetings is the information the
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Committee has requested be presented. Ms. Lewis stated the power points in the
material for Mr. Nugent’s presentation were of interest to her and she recommended
them to any interested persons for review.

XXVII Information Items Before the Committee (Cont'd.)
Mr. Harbor introduced DCPP Station Director Paula Gerfen to make the next informational
presentation requested by the Committee. He reported Ms. Gerfen has more than 25
years of nuclear experience including in Maintenance, Engineering and Operations
organizations.

State of the Plant Update Including Key Events, Highlights and Station Activities
since the DCISC’s June 2016 Public Meeting, Summary of Station Highlights and
Performance.

Station Director Gerfen reviewed and provided an update on plant operations.
She reported both units are safely operating with U-2 currently at 100% power
and U-1 at 50% power due to a scheduled curtailment for circulating water
tunnel cleaning and to address a saltwater leak. Ms. Gerfen stated two leaking
tubes were found and plugged. All NRC performance indicators are Green at this
time. Ms. Gerfen reported the year-to-date Generation Capacity Factor for 2016
was outstanding for U-1 at 100.2% and 88% for U-2. U-2 underwent a power
reduction to 75% power when one control rod was found to have slipped
approximately 18 steps during a routine surveillance test. The rod was
successfully realigned following procedure but it was this event which caused
the capacity factor to be 88% for the year and 95.1% for the plant. U-2 was
also offline during 2016 for 32 days during refueling outage 2R19 which Ms.
Gerfen described as a successful refueling outage which was on schedule but a
bit over budget. In response to Dr. Peterson’s question Ms. Gerfen reported that
an unidentified deposit caused the rod to slip.

Ms. Gerfen reviewed with the DCISC the plant capacity factor for the last four
months and for the past twelve months and noted the only dip in generation
was for U-2, including completion of the 2R19 refueling outage. Ms. Gerfen
reported that during refueling outage 1R20, beginning in April 2017, based on
baffle bolt damage found at other nuclear power plants, which topic was
previously reviewed with the Committee, U-1 having been visually inspected
during 1R18 with no indications or problems, full ultrasonic testing will be
performed during 1R20 and plans are in place for the replacement of
approximately 120 bolts during 1R20 which has an estimated outage duration
of 65 days. She reported U-2 is not susceptible to baffle bolt failure due to its
different bolt material and a previous up flow modification.

In response to Dr. Budnitz’ question Ms. Gerfen confirmed there may be an
opportunity during 1R20, due to its extended duration, to perform some
additional work which otherwise might not be planned for an outage of shorter
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duration. In response to Dr. Lam’s inquiry concerning what issues, if any, would
keep Ms. Gerfen awake at night she stated the pending decision not to seek a
license extension for DCPP and the resulting need to maintain employee
engagement and to operate the plant as excellently as possible is an issue
which concerns her. Dr. Budnitz remarked that he cannot accept that DCPP will
be able to be operated as safely in the last months of its operational life as it is
today. Ms. Gerfen agreed and observed that during its operational life the risks
of not replacing any equipment which would have been replaced were the plant
going to operate in the future would be well understood and mitigated. Dr.
Budnitz stated he accepted this assurance and he remarked that the NRC and
the DCISC would continue to review operations and to ensure any compromises
would be minor. Dr. Budnitz further stated that the DCPP organization will be
challenged to retain important and valuable employees who would have
otherwise stayed at DCPP were the plant not planned to close and there are
likely other unmeasurable issues that are inevitably going to compromise
safety. Dr. Lam observed that the Committee as a whole has yet to develop a
consensus on the effects of the Joint Proposal. Dr. Peterson observed that the
DCISC will be involved in assessing issues of retention of staff, employee
morale, and investments in maintenance and equipment replacement in context
of the Joint Proposal.

Following Ms. Gerfen’s presentation the Chair called for public comment.

Dr. Abraham Weitzberg was recognized. Dr. Weitzberg stated that during a
conversation with PG&E SVP/CNO Ed Halpin he was informed by Mr. Halpin that
due to seismic considerations DCPP could not be operated in other than a base
load generation manner and that DCPP could not be run similar to plants in
France which operate in a flexible power operational mode. Dr. Weitzberg
stated he understood there were reports by the Areva firm and by PG&E which
may support this contention, however, those reports are considered to be
confidential. He remarked that as DCPP moves toward closure there is the
possibility that the need to adjust power up or down may become more
frequent and he questioned whether this could become a safety concern and he
further inquired whether the DCISC has reviewed those reports and can opine
on the safety of DCPP operating in other than in a base load mode. In response
to Dr. Peterson’s reply that the Committee has not reviewed those reports, Dr.
Weitzberg suggested that the DCISC should make a request of PG&E that it
provide the reports to the Committee for review in context of evaluating
operational contingencies as the plant moves toward license termination. Dr.
Weitzberg also stated he would like to review the operational history of DCPP
and that he firmly believes that there are remedies to any limitation on DCPP
operating in a flexible power operational mode and that assertions to the
contrary do not provide a justifiable rationale for shutting the plant down, that
is, that DCPP cannot operate in a mix with renewables to accommodate
anticipated or forecast demands in the evolving energy mix in California.
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Dr. Lam requested Assistant Legal Counsel Rathie to comment on any legal
ramifications of obtaining the documents Dr. Weitzberg referred to in his
comments. Mr. Rathie responded the Committee’s Restated Charter provides for
the DCISC to be able to receive and keep confidential proprietary information.
However, there are also provisions in the California Public Records Act which
govern the Committee’s ability to keep such documents confidential and it
would be important, prior to the Committee receiving any document, to
understand the nature of the document and any legal implications concerning
its subsequent disclosure. Dr. Peterson observed there are also implications
under the U.S. Export Control Regulations for proprietary information that
relates to reactor technologies which should be carefully considered.
Documents received by the DCISC from PG&E are provided on encrypted thumb
drives and proprietary or otherwise confidential information is not included in
DCISC fact finding reports. If information received by the Committee in the
course of its inquiries were restricted by federal law its dissemination would be
prohibited. Dr. Peterson remarked the DCISC has not had a need to seek
additional information on flexible power operations because of a lack of any
plans on PG&E’s part to implement that mode of operation but as there is an
agreement between PG&E and the California Independent System Operator
whereby power output by DCPP could be curtailed perhaps that should be taken
into consideration regarding a decision to request that PG&E provide the
documents cited by Dr. Weitzberg to the Committee. Dr. Budnitz recommended
the Committee should determine, by working with PG&E through the office of
DCISC’s Legal Counsel, the nature of the documents referred to by Dr.
Weitzberg and any restriction on their dissemination and, to that end, the
DCISC should request the reports from PG&E in order to both be in a position to
provide a response to the CPUC or to any one of the DCISC Members’ appointing
entities as to the safety implications of flexible power operation by DCPP or, in
the event that PG&E decided to implement flexible power operations by DCPP,
to be in a position to assess operational safety implications. Dr. Peterson
remarked he accorded high deference to the wish of any member of the
Committee to investigate any topic related to potential safety of operation of
the plant and in that context he supports Dr. Budnitz’ recommendation. On a
motion made by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr. Peterson, the office of the DCISC’s
Legal Counsel was directed to make a request of PG&E for the documents
referenced by Dr. Weitzberg and to inform the Committee of the conditions, if
any, attached to their receipt.

Mr. Harbor stated the DCPP is operated as a base load nuclear power plant like
many in the U.S. and has always been operated in that manner. He reported
PG&E plans to continue to operate DCPP as a base load generator. However,
there is proprietary information involved concerning the market forces and the
technology regarding the manner in which the plant can be operated. Mr.
Harbor observed that a description of what the plant can do or when it might do
it has dramatic market implications for PG&E. Mr. Harbor stated PG&E has
reviewed the agreements it has with the California Independent System
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Operator (CAISO) and would present items that do not have an effect on the
market in its next informational presentation. Mr. Harbor then introduced
Director of Operations Services Mr. Ken Johnston and asked Mr. Johnston to
make that presentation to the DCISC.

Plans for Managing Potential Future Power Reductions and/or Load Following.

Mr. Johnston presented a graph of what he described as California’s diverse
energy market and noted the nuclear component represented 4.1% of the
approximately 60,000 megawatts managed on the electrical grid by the CAISO
to serve 30 million Californians and this includes 760 power plants connected to
26,000 miles of transmission grid. He reported the CAISO’s mission includes a
component to address a transition to renewable power sources while
maintaining reliability. Mr. Johnston stated that emergency curtailment orders
may be issued to DCPP due to grid stability concerns. DCPP can be required to
curtail operation by the CAISO. Specific criteria for requesting emergency
curtailments and for DCPP’s response to such a request are included in
confidential section of DCPP Operation policy. Confidentiality is due to market
sensitive nature of information. Emergency curtailment could be requested in
the event of an unplanned risk to transmission system existing wherein over
generation could increase those transmission resources. Dr. Budnitz
commented that emergency curtailment could also occur if something were to
occur at DCPP that prevented the plant from transmitting its power. Dr.
Peterson observed that DCPP’s safety is increased if reliable offsite power
remains available and not curtailing the plant could increase the probability of
transmission failure which would then likely cause a plant trip and loss of
offsite power and therefore compliance with a request for curtailment based on
an emergency curtailment order could have an impact on operational safety.

Mr. Johnston reported PG&E’s Short Term Electric Supply’s (STES) mission is to
procure and schedule electricity to meet PG&E’s retail load in a least cost
fashion. STES is located in San Francisco and forecasts PG&E’s retail load and
schedules generation and load to CAISO in the day ahead and hour ahead
markets. STES monitors system load and generation continuously and acts as
PG&E’s single point contact for generation related coordination. STES bids DCPP
as base load (i.e. both units operating at full capacity) unless there is a
scheduled outage or curtailment. Projections show that there may be high
availability of renewable resources thereby creating a disincentive for base load
generation although this scenario is hypothetical at this point and, to date,
DCPP has not had to curtail the units to meet those conditions and although
DCPP has an over generation curtailment agreement with STES, neither the
CAISO or STES has ever requested that it be exercised.

Dr. Peterson commented that in over generation situations the CAISO would
create disincentives including negative electricity pricing and, from the
perspective of reducing the probability of reducing transmission failure there is
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a question whether you place the transmission system at greater risk of failure
and an uncontrolled trip from full power is a very negative thing to occur for a
nuclear power plant and that risk would exist due to the temporary conditions
described by Mr. Johnston. Dr. Peterson observed that during periods of over
generation it may actually be prudent to scale back power output from DCPP as
it would make it easier to stabilize the grid and an event where the plant could
lose transmission is very negative from a safety perspective and it might be
prudent to look at curtailing DCPP output. Mr. Harbor stated that Dr. Peterson
was correct and he observed that PG&E does not want to be the cause of an
over generation situation that could threaten the grid and thereby create issues
for DCPP to have access to an appropriate off site power source. Dr. Peterson
stated it would be interesting to understand the overall balance of the risk
during periods of over generation, recognizing that temporary curtailment also
involves thermal issues and the question of whether it would be more prudent
from the perspective of plant safety to reduce power output than to keep
running is an interesting one for the Committee to consider. Dr. Budnitz
observed that certain direction under the emergency curtailment scenario might
include planned activities or maintenance on the transmission grid’s facilities.

Mr. Johnston stated the CAISO does an excellent job of maintaining a reliable
power source for California and he stated he was unsure whether there would
be a significant safety impact in projecting and identifying the loads that will
curtail on the system. Dr. Peterson observed this involves a balance of risk due
to the risk associated with cycling the power output of DCPP together with the
risk of transmission failure and, although both risks are small, how these risks
balance against each other and might be mitigated by curtailing DCPP power
output versus managing over generation in other ways should be compared.

Dr. Budnitz stated he assumes the agreement contains various technical limits
as there are certain limits below which the presence of xenon in the reactor will
not allow operation. Mr. Harbor replied that because of market considerations
PG&E cannot confirm or deny that DCPP can do that. Dr. Budnitz stated he
understood but there are certain technical issues which would prevent the plant
from honoring any generalized request as the request would need to fit within
the plant’s safety envelope. Mr. Johnston reported limitations under the
curtailment agreement provide that curtailment would be for a limited amount
of megawatts and curtailment duration would be limited to small fraction of the
year. Sufficient notice would be provided to allow for safe execution of a normal
power ramp. Mr. Johnston confirmed that DCPP Operations and Reactor
Engineering staff worked with the STES to develop the agreement.

Dr. Peterson stated it would be timely and appropriate for the DCISC to review
material while protecting the confidentiality of the information to have a better
understanding of the potential scenarios where they might be requested to
curtail generation and to potentially review issues of grid reliability and how
the different risks affect one another given the over generation is going to occur
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on an increasingly frequent basis during the plant’s projected operational life.
In response to Dr. Lam’s inquiry Mr. Harbor replied that the market sensitive
nature of the information is the main reason for PG&E’s claim of confidentiality
and it would be necessary to confer with legal counsel before the information
could be made available to the DCISC. In response to Dr. Lam’s request Mr.
Johnston stated his presentation should be remembered for the information
that there are both emergency and market conditions under which DCPP could
curtail its output and the plant is ready to do so and the operators are trained
and have practice for this eventuality and have successfully curtailed power
output in the past and, at the present time, U-1 is safely operating a 50% power
for tunnel cleaning. He stated that irrespective of the Joint Proposal, changes in
the California energy market over the next nine years will have an impact on
how DCPP plans and operates. In response to Dr. Budnitz’ observation on the
confidential nature of sections of the Operations policy, Mr. Johnston stated
DCPP plant Operations crews, as well as the CAISO, are fully aware of the
provisions but due to market implications PG&E has chosen to redact the
information from public disclosure.

Dr. Abraham Weitzberg was recognized. Dr. Weitzberg offered to supply the
DCISC with the title of the second document to which he referred in his earlier
remarks. He remarked that we do not know what the future may hold and there
is a question as to at what point it would be appropriate for the DCISC not just
to request the documents but review and evaluate at what point and at what
frequency it becomes a nonissue if power curtailment does occur or at what
levels might it become excessive and have an impact on safety. He observed
that Mr. Johnston indicated that DCPP can safely operate at 50% power and this
was counter to information he received personally from Mr. Halpin and to the
Joint Proposal which states that DCPP is a base load plant and that is the only
way it can run. He noted that flexible power operation can have several
meanings along a continuum from the French experience to occasional events
and it is the DCISC’s job to assess the safety implications of flexible operation
by DCPP. Dr. Budnitz responded on his own behalf that the Committee routinely
reviews the safety implications of reduced power operations to ensure the
procedure used is adequate but he stated the power reductions by DCPP have
not been in response to load following considerations and qualitatively present
a different safety question. Dr. Budnitz stated that if PG&E were to propose to
operate DCPP in load following mode or if a request was received from a
California state agency for the DCISC to opine on load following those would be
the situations which would make load following operations by DCPP subject to
the DCISC’s review. Dr. Peterson stated he believed conditions around which
curtailment might be requested on a discretionary basis would also provide a
basis for review, including the risk tradeoff associated with reliability of the
transmission system versus the reliability of the power plant and Dr. Peterson
stated he believes that threshold has been triggered and he recommended the
DCISC further pursue the matter.
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Ms. Sherry Lewis of Mothers for Peace was recognized. In response to Ms.
Lewis’ question, Dr. Peterson stated that the risks inherent in over generation
of power on the grid include difficulties in balancing loads when power is
generated through resources that fluctuate, such as those linked to weather
conditions and this can lead to a greater risk of transmission failure and black
out conditions such as recently occurred in South Australia. He observed
California has a remarkably reliable transmission system but loss of
transmission or failure of the transmission system is a bad thing for a nuclear
power plant as it can result in the loss of ability to transmit electricity offsite
which requires the plant to abruptly terminate the flow of steam into its
turbines and to dump steam and may result in a reactor trip which places stress
on the plant, while failure of the transmission system can also result in loss of
offsite power leaving the plant with only emergency diesel generators or FLEX
equipment as remaining power sources with a corresponding increase in risk.
Dr. Peterson commented the CAISO is faced with the need to manage conditions
when there is excess generation from a variety of sources and understanding
whether the balance of risks requires curtailment of power operations is worthy
of an assessment. Dr. Budnitz commented that there have been studies done of
the risk and tradeoff both by those concerned with the grid and those
concerned with plant operations and the plant staff know what to do in an over
generation scenario. Dr. Budnitz commented the crucial aspect is to find a way
to minimize disruption consistent with other demands on the grid and the plant.
He observed steady operation is always the best configuration for a power plant
and grid engineers, to their credit, spend a good deal of time on grid reliability.

Mr. Harbor introduced Mr. Jan Nimick, Senior Director of Nuclear Services at
DCPP and stated Mr. Nimick would make a presentation and provide an
overview of the preliminary White finding recently assessed to DCPP by the
NRC. Assistant Legal Counsel Rathie noted that Mr. Nimick’s presentation was
being made as part of agenda item XV.B.3. on the public agenda for this
meeting.

Mr. Nimick reported the NRC has yet to reach a final decision on the severity of
the issue which occasioned the preliminary determination of a White finding
and a regulatory enforcement conference is to be held on November 15, 2016,
for a discussion between the respective staffs of DCPP and the NRC.

Mr. Nimick reported the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) has a number
of interlocks installed to preclude certain valve alignments. One of the functions
of one of the valve interlocks is to preclude an alignment of the residual heat
removal pumps (RHR pumps), the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST), and
the Containment recirculation sump at the same time. Mr. Nimick reported that
were this to occur the inventory of the RWST would be drained into
Containment. The interlock at issue to prevent this occurrence is installed on
Valve 8700B, the valve between the RWST and the suction of No. 2 RHR pump.
He reported that this interlock is with Valve 8982B and provides suction to the
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RHR pump from the Containment structure recirculation sump. The interlock on
Valve 8700B is a position switch with a device that rides on the stem of the
valve and when it reaches its full closed position the device actuates a position
switch that then informs interlock logic that Valve 8700B is closed and it is
permissive to allow Valve 8982B to be opened. Mr. Nimick stated the interlocks
are tested at each refueling outage before the fuel is reloaded to the core and
during a recent test it was found that Valve 8982B could not be opened even
with Valve 8700B closed. Investigation determined the position switch on Valve
8700B was broken due to its having over traveled due to its having been
incorrectly set up. The finger that rides on the stem of Valve 8700B had broken
the rotating arm of the switch and therefore it did not change state when Valve
8700B was shut and therefore Valve 8982B was unable to be opened from the
control room.

The NRC assigned a performance deficiency finding for this issue due to the
work instructions on how to set up the interlock switch not having been of
sufficient quality for the work to be reliably accomplished and Mr. Nimick
reported the work instructions have been corrected to insure sufficient detail is
now included. All accessible valves have been inspected in an extent of
condition inspection to verify that there are no other broken position switches
and the problem was not identified anywhere else in the power plant. Mr.
Nimick reported a root cause analysis is being done and the issue is being
analyzed under the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) process. DCPP has
determined the issue was of very low safety significance, however, using its
process the NRC has assessed the issue to be of moderate safety significance
and accordingly assigned the finding a White characterization. Mr. Nimick
stated the NRC uses the SPAR PRA model while DCPP has a plant-specific PRA
model. He remarked that DCPP has access to the NRC’s SPAR model and is now
also using it to assess the safety significance with inputs modified based on
certain probabilities identified by PG&E. In response to Dr. Lam’s inquiry, Mr.
Nimick reported that due to the failure of the interlock the plant would have
been prevented from going on cold leg recirculation from the control room on
ECCS Train B which is one of two redundant ECCS trains. The capability to
access the RWST as a source of water was not affected by the problem with the
interlock. In response to Dr. Peterson’s inquiry Mr. Nimick replied that the
assessment of the extent of condition included checking the procedures as well
as inspecting the other limit switches to make sure they were intact. Dr.
Budnitz observed that since DCPP and the NRC are now using the same PRA
software with the same fault tree either different data is being used for the
other pieces of the sequence or different models are being used for the
dependencies and once these issues are resolved, the plant specific PRA model
initially chosen by DCPP for use may be proven to be the more realistic model.
Mr. Nimick stated DCPP intends to present its results to the NRC using both its
plant specific and the NRC’s SPAR PRA models. Mr. Harbor stated that the
situation with the broken interlock was an issue which the industry projected
might occur and there are procedures in place that allow the operators to
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manually operate the valve either at the valve or at by electronic controls at the
control center and the operators are trained on those procedures. Mr. Harbor
stated this is one of the issues, the probability of success with being able to
perform that function, that the DCPP will discuss with the NRC at the regulatory
enforcement conference to be held in Arlington, Texas, on November 15, 2016,
which is open to the public and will include an opportunity for public input both
during and after the conference.

Dr. Budnitz remarked that the PRA models have as their basis the identification
of all of the accident sequences that can occur and this represents a great
benefit of the use of PRA in that the accident sequences are already
incorporated into the PRA models.

Ms. Simone Malboeuf inquired as to how the public might receive information on
the regulatory enforcement conference and Dr. Budnitz responded that this
information and the ability to sign up for notification are available through the
NRC’s website, http://www.nrc.gov,www.nrc.gov , and if power point slides
and audio are part of the conference they will also be accessible through the
web. This concluded the informational presentations requested by the
Committee from PG&E for this public meeting.

The Committee then returned to item VII D, review of fact finding reports, and
Consultant Wardell was requested to report on the August 31—September 1,
2016, fact-finding visit to DCPP with Dr. Lam. Mr. Wardell reviewed the topics
discussed with PG&E during the visit including:

Meeting with NRC Senior Resident Inspector – the DCISC representatives met with
the new NRC Senior Resident Inspector Christopher Newport to discuss the White
finding discussed previously at this meeting by Mr. Nimick, the Joint Proposal, the
invitation extended to the inspector to attend a meeting of the DCISC, the NRC’s
final report and evaluation of PG&E flooding and tsunami analysis, and issues
concerning fire doors reviewed previously during this meeting.
Self-Assessment Program – Mr. Wardell reviewed the different formats for self-
assessment at DCPP including formal self-assessments, independent assessments,
ongoing self-assessments, quick-hit self-assessments, recurring assessments and
outside assessment. He reported formal self-assessments are generally followed by
an effectiveness review six months after their completion. The self-assessment
benchmarking program found the program to be in Yellow system health because
some of the more recent formal self-assessments required correction as they were
determined not to be sufficiently thorough. Several actions to improve the program
have been implemented and these issues have been corrected. Mr. Wardell reported
the NRC performed a Problem Identification and Resolution inspection of DCPP
programs and found self-assessment at DCPP to be self-critical and thorough.
Annual Radiation Release and Radiation Environmental Operating Reports – each
nuclear station submits an Annual Radiation Release Report to the NRC in April
concerning routine releases radiation in liquid, gas or solid form. DCPP’s releases
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were all routine and represented a very low fraction of the allowable amounts under
the plant’s technical specifications. Mr. Wardell reported there were no accidental
releases and all releases were controlled and measured. The Radiation
Environmental Monitoring Report records the results of environmental sampling
around the plant compared to data observed before the plant was operational. Mr.
Wardell reported that during DCPP’s operational life there has been no measurable
increase in any radioisotope or other radiation-related factors around the station.
Containment Structure – the containment structures consist of the two large
concrete domes and Mr. Wardell reported these are very substantial structures
designed to contain any radioactivity that might otherwise escape. The containment
structures are subject to inspection for cracks in the concrete every five years, for
the inside steel liner every ten years, and subject to an integrated leak rate test
every ten years. Mr. Wardell reported the containment structures are in Green
health status.
Dr. Lam’s Meeting with DCPP Site Vice President Jim Welch – Dr. Lam reported the
Joint Proposal formed a part of the topics for this discussion.
DCISC Public Tours of DCPP – Mr. Wardell reported that PG&E has recently stopped
taking members of the public through the security train to visit the turbine deck and
the last visit by the DCISC with members of the public was significantly delayed due
to security processing requirements. PG&E has requested the DCISC consider
limiting its public tour format to areas outside of the protected area. Mr. Wardell
observed that for the little time spent there and based upon what is available to see
on the turbine deck the fact-finding team agreed with PG&E’s request.
DCPP Joint Proposal – as this was discussed previously at this public meeting there
was no discussion by Mr. Wardell of the Joint Proposal as part of his fact-finding
report.
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Update – every two years INPO visits
DCPP with a large team to do a very thorough two-week inspection. The results of
these inspections are confidential between PG&E and INPO. The DCISC team
reviewed information from the inspection but did not receive copies of the materials
provided for review. DCPP is in mid-cycle on the INPO inspection schedule and in
August 2016 performed a mid-cycle evaluation which Mr. Wardell described as
almost as broad as the INPO inspection itself. The purpose of the mid-cycle
assessment is to identify and correct any areas for improvement.
Electronic Work Orders – electronic work orders use portable electronic tablets to
provide documentation and drawings for jobs in the plant. Mr. Wardell reported that
the DCISC team reviewed a sample electronic work order and it has been
determined that electronic work orders are appropriate for use with simpler jobs
which do not require extensive drawings or procedures for reference. Mr. Wardell
reported the DCISC representatives were well satisfied with DCPP’s use of electronic
work orders.
Lunch Meeting with Quality Verification Department – Mr. Wardell described this as
a good meeting with discussion of the respective roles of both the DCISC and the
QV Department which he stated is made up of very professional and knowledgeable
people.
Observe Licensed Operator Training on Storm Procedure – the training was focused
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on addressing procedures to address issues wherein during winter storms kelp can
become dislodged or large waves can result in reducing the ability of the Intake
Structure to draw in cooling water and as a preventive measure the plant’s
operating units are temporarily curtailed to 75% or 50% power. Mr. Wardell stated
the training was thorough, the instructor knowledgeable, and there was an excellent
discussion by the students. Mr. Wardell reported operations crews periodically spend
one week out of every five weeks in training.
Closed Loop Cooling Status – Mr. Wardell reported this issue represents a situation
where the federal government acting through state regulators has considered
requiring DCPP to eliminate its use of once-through cooling and the possible
replacement of that technology with the installation of cooling towers. He reported
the status of this proposal has not changed since it was last reviewed by the DCISC
and if the Joint Proposal receives approval from the CPUC due to timing issues this
matter will essentially be moot.

Following Mr. Wardell’s report the Committee Members discussed and
determined to alter the itinerary for the public tours the Committee conducts of
DCPP to eliminate the group entering into the protected area and thereby
eliminate the need to go through the security train. Dr. Peterson and Consultant
McWhorter observed that visiting the Control Room Simulator facility, a full
scale mock-up of the U-1 Control Room, remains a very important part of any
tour with members of the public and expressed their hopes that PG&E will
continue to make every effort, consistent with operational requirements, to see
the Simulator is available to the DCISC for its public tours.

Ms. Simone Malboeuf was recognized. Ms. Malboeuf stated that it was her
understanding that there was no negligible level of radioactive release to the
ocean and the release models being used by the industry to claim that releases
are negligible were based on models developed in the 1950's before the
discovery of DNA and therefore severely misrepresent the type and degree of
radio toxicity associated with the internalization of radioisotopes and their
subsequent adverse effect on the human body. She stated that this old model
on the relative safety of nuclear energy conditions the world’s perspective and
the legacy of nuclear power will be pain, suffering, birth defects, miscarriages
and premature death for countless generations to come. Mr. Malboeuf also
provided material to the DCISC on the nuclear industry’s compliance with fire
safety regulations.

Ms. Sherry Lewis of Mothers for Peace was recognized. Ms. Lewis expressed her
thanks to the Committee and particularly to Dr. Budnitz for taking into account
the very serious safety situation which will attend the end of the plant’s
operational life and she thanked the Committee for its continuing review of
DCPP’s safety.

Dr. Peterson stated that with reference to radioactive releases and release
limits for nuclear power plants the NRC’s qualitative and quantitative safety
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goals require that persons living near a plant should be limited to levels where
the qualitative requirement is that the risk posed by their exposure are small
compared to other sources of risk to which they are routinely exposed. Release
limits are established and intended to assure that there is a very small
probability that those exposures might cause cancer and the actual releases
compared to those limits are very small fractions. Dr. Peterson stated from his
perspective he is much more concerned about accidents involving the reactors
or spent fuel but the DCISC continues to confirm that routine releases are being
monitored and that they remain well below regulatory limits.

Dr. Budnitz stated that the material provided by Ms. Malboeuf was from the
Union of Concerned Scientists and dated from 2012 and has previously been
provided to and reviewed by the DCISC. The material includes a list of U.S.
nuclear plants claimed to be out of compliance with fire regulations and Dr.
Budnitz stated that the inclusion of DCPP on that list represented a false and
misleading statement. He reported DCPP is and has remained in full compliance
with the NRC’s fire regulations and review by the DCISC has confirmed this. Dr.
Budnitz explained that DCPP, like some other nuclear power plants, made a
voluntary decision to transition to new fire regulations approved by the NRC as
an alternate and different regulatory scheme and the plant is in the process of
completing the process of coming into compliance with these new regulations
and should be in full compliance by April 2017 but in the meantime DCPP has
been in compliance with the older, existing regulations. The DCISC will continue
to review DCPP’s compliance with the new fire regulations and will in the future
report to the public on this topic. Dr. Budnitz further observed concerning the
material provided by Ms. Malboeuf on issues raised by former San Luis Obispo
County Fire Chief Robert Lewin that the DCISC has reviewed DCPP’s response to
all of Chief Lewin’s issues and a report on that review was provided previously.

Upon a motion made by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr. Peterson, the August 31-
September 1, 2016, Fact Finding Report was approved by the Committee and its
transmittal to PG&E was authorized.

XXV Concluding Remarks & Discussion By Committee
Members Of Future DCISC Activities
Dr. Lam expressed the Committee’s sincere appreciation to the members of the public
who attended and participated in this public meeting and also to the senior management
of PG&E including Director Cary Harbor and Manager Brian McQuade and their associates.
The Chair also expressed appreciation to the technicians of AGP Video who provided
audio and visual recording and programming services for this public meeting.

XXV Adjournment Of Eighty-fifth Public Meeting
There being no further business, the eighty-fifth public meeting of the Diablo Canyon
Independent Safety Committee was then adjourned by its Chair, Dr. Peter Lam, at 2:30
P.M.
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Key to abbreviations used: PG&E Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee (NSOC),
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA), Public Meeting (PM), Quarter (Q), Fact-
finding (FF), To Be Determined (TBD), Dr. Robert J. Budnitz (RJB), Dr. Per F.
Peterson (PFP), and Mr. R. Ferman Wardell (RFW), Mr. Richard D. McWhorter
(RDM).

On a scale of Green indicating a healthy system and White indicating that
achievable action plans are in place to return the system to healthy status. A
Yellow rating would indicate that system health is deficient and needs
improvement and Red would indicate unsatisfactory system health.
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report,Volume II, Exhibit B6, Minutes of
the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee’s
February 8–9, 2017 Public Meeting (Approved at the
June 7, 2017 Public Meeting)

Wednesday & Thursday
February 8–9, 2017,
Avila Beach, California

Notice of Meeting

A legal notice of the plant tour and public meeting and several display advertisements
were published in local newspapers and mailed to the media and those persons on the
Committee’s service list. Information on the public tour and a copy of the legal notice
and the meeting agenda were also posted on the Committee’s website at www.dcisc.org.

Public Tour of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
On the morning of Wednesday, February 8, 2017, the DCISC Members and Technical
Consultants accompanied by 8 members of the public participated in a tour of Diablo
Canyon Power Plant (DCPP). The members of the public responded to the advertisement
concerning the public tour placed in a local area newspaper and on the DCISC’s website.
The group received security badges at the PG&E Energy Education Center and assembled
in the auditorium for a brief introduction of the DCISC and its Members and Technical
Consultants and a discussion of the role and responsibility of the Committee. Afterward
DCPP Lead Manager, External Affairs & Public Policy, Ms. Suzanne Parker gave an
informational presentation about the plant and PG&E’s current energy generation
portfolio and plans for the future. An opportunity was provided for questions. The group
then boarded a bus for the plant. During the drive information was presented on the
history of the plant. The bus entered the plant site through the Avila Gate and the group
received a briefing from PG&E on the various external features and buildings and was
taken on a narrated drive-by of the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI),
also known as the dry cask spent fuel storage facility.

The bus then arrived at the parking area. The members of the public and the
DCISC Members and Technical Consultants visited in turn the Control Room
Simulator Facility, a full scale mockup of the Unit-1 (U-1) control room and a
viewing area for the Intake and Outfall Facilities where the plant pulls in and
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discharges cooling water from and to the Pacific Ocean.

The group then departed DCPP for return to the Energy Education Center and
had the opportunity to discuss the plant with individual DCISC members and
consultants.

Conclude Public Tour

Agenda

I Call to Order – Roll Call
The February 8, 2017, public meeting of the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety
Committee (DCISC), the eighty-third public meeting of the Committee, was called to
order by Committee Chair Dr. Peter Lam at 1:30 P.M. in the Point San Luis conference
facility at the Avila Lighthouse Suites in Avila Beach, California. Dr. Peterson welcomed
the members of the public in attendance. Public meetings of the Committee are viewed in
real-time over streaming video at www.dcisc.org and www.slospan.org and are
videotaped for later broadcast on the local public access television station. Dr. Peterson
introduced himself and briefly reviewed the professional backgrounds and appointment of
each member of the Committee.

Present:

Committee Member Robert J. Budnitz
Committee Member Peter Lam
Committee Member Per F. Peterson

Absent:

None:

II Introductions
Dr. Lam briefly reviewed the professional backgrounds of the Committee’s Technical
Consultants Mr. R. Ferman Wardell and Mr. Richard D. McWhorter, Jr. and DCISC
Assistant Legal Counsel Robert W. Rathie. Dr. Lam recognized Mr. Brian McQuade,
Compliance and Risk Manager, who serves as the DCISC’s principal liaison with the plant,
and Director of Generation Compliance, Risk and Business Planning Mr. Cary Harbor,
both of whom were present for this public meeting. Dr. Lam reported that earlier this
morning information was received concerning the election of Dr. Budnitz to the National
Academy of Engineering, which is the highest honor bestowed on persons working within
his discipline and he congratulated Dr. Budnitz on this achievement. Dr. Lam
acknowledged and welcomed the members of the public in attendance. Public meetings
of the Committee are viewed in real-time over streaming video at www.dcisc.org and
www.slospan.org and are videotaped for later broadcast on the local public access
television station. Dr. Lam recognized the presence in the audience of Dr. Justin Cochran,
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Senior Nuclear Policy Advisor to the California Energy Commission (CEC). Dr. Cochran
expressed his thanks on behalf of the CEC to the Committee and its staff and to PG&E
and the public for their continuing efforts toward the safe operation of DCPP.

III Public Comments and Communications
The Chair inquired whether there were any members of the public present who wished to
address remarks to the Committee on items not appearing on the agenda for the public
meeting and he reviewed the advice from the agenda concerning items or issues which
are brought to the attention of the members by the public during public meetings.

Dr. Gene Nelson, a volunteer for Californians for Green Nuclear Power, a
citizens’ group advocating for continued safe operation of DCPP beyond 2025,
was recognized. Dr. Nelson expressed his appreciation to the DCISC and stated
the Committee had helped inform some of the testimony offered by his group
including with reference to flexible power operation of DCPP and the economic
and other impacts of replacing DCPP-produced power. On behalf of the group,
Dr. Nelson expressed his appreciation for the DCISC’s efforts to keep the plant
as one of the best run plants in the United States.

Ms. Sherry Lewis, a representative of the group San Luis Obispo Mothers for
Peace, was recognized. Ms. Lewis commented that during the October 2016
public meeting of the Committee Dr. Budnitz stated in order to assess which
items might be cancelled due to the expectation that the plant might only
operate for 8–9 more years he would be requesting a list of all the projects,
repairs and replacements that the plant would likely require were it to run for
another 20 years. Dr. Budnitz replied that the matter is of concern not only to
the DCISC but also to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and to plant
management and has been reviewed during fact-finding and the plant is still in
the process of developing information and technical details concerning these
matters.

IV Consent Agenda

A. Approval of Minutes.

A draft of the minutes of the October 19–20, 2016 Public Meeting of the DCISC,
held in Avila Beach, California, was included in the public agenda packet. Dr.
Peterson observed that many of the items on the DCISC Open Items List were
identified through bold text in the Committee’s public meeting Minutes which he
described as a very important source of information for the Committee. The
members and consultants discussed and reviewed the Minutes including
clarification and revision of substantive items to be included in the final version
and follow up actions to be taken, provided clarification to legal counsel
concerning typographical errors and the accuracy of certain references in the
Minutes with the agenda packet for this meeting, and editorial comments and
substantive changes were received concerning the draft of the October 2016
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Minutes.

Minutes of the Committee’s public meetings, in their final approved form,
become part of its Annual Reports on Safety of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant Operations (Annual Report). On a motion by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr.
Peterson, the Minutes of the Committee’s October 2016 public meeting were
approved subject to inclusion of the changes provided to the Committee’s
Assistant Legal Counsel. The October 2016 Minutes will be part of the
Committee’s 27th Annual Report.

Following approval of the October 2016 Minutes, DCISC Technical Consultant
Ferman Wardell recognized Mr. Rathie’s completion of Minutes for
approximately 50 public meetings of the Committee and presented a certificate
bestowing upon Mr. Rathie the honorary degree of “Nuclear Minutes Engineer”
by virtue of the understanding he has gleaned through attention to the detail of
the Committee’s discussions during its public meetings. Mr. Rathie thanked Mr.
Wardell and expressed his appreciation to the Committee for this singular
honor.

V. Action Items
1. Receive PG&E’s Response to the DCISC’s 26th Annual Report on Safety of

Diablo Canyon Operations July 1, 2015—June 30, 2016. Assistant Legal
Counsel Rathie observed that the response of PG&E’s Senior Vice President –
Generation and Chief Nuclear Officer has been included in the 26th Annual Report
and that the Committee made no recommendation to PG&E in that report. PG&E’s
response to the DCISC’s 26th Annual Report was included in the public agenda
packet for this meeting.

2. Update on Financial Matters and Committee Activities. Assistant Legal Counsel
Rathie reported that the Committee financial year is the calendar year and it
appears the DCISC will finish 2016 with a surplus remaining from the grant funds
which are provided for the Committee’s operation by PG&E’s ratepayers under the
California Public Utilities Commission decisions which created and continued the
DCISC’s operations. Funds remaining unspent from 2016 will be returned to the
ratepayers through PG&E. The final total will be determined once all invoices have
been received and paid for 2016. Mr. Rathie stated the discussion of consultant
compensation listed on the agenda would be deferred until after the closed session
provided on the agenda at the conclusion of this session. In response to the Chair’s
request, Mr. Rathie stated the matter listed on the agenda for closed session
involved a personnel matter under the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act. He closed
his remarks by calling the attention of the Members and Technical Consultants to
the green-colored pages in the agenda packet which include the topics and dates for
past and future fact-finding and public meetings.

3. Discussion of Issues on Open Items List.

Dr. Lam requested Consultant Wardell lead a review of items on the Open Items
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List, which he described as a very important tool used by the Committee to
track and also follow up on issues, concerns, and information identified for
subsequent action during fact-finding or public meetings. Items discussed or
concerning which action was taken included the following:

Item Re: Action Taken
CO-10 Mispositioning Errors Strike ref. to 2R19 RO results
CO-13 CAISO Load Follow Policy Last action 3/16 FF

EP-5 Use of Social Media/Emerg.
Response

Next action: 2017 Emerg.
Exercise

RA-6 Seismic Fragility Analysis Next action: 2Q17FF – RJB
ER-5 Equipment Reliability Process Next action: 1Q18
SE-49 Emergency Diesel Generators Next action: 4Q17 FF

OM-3 Refueling Outage Monitoring
Activities

Rev. video record of closure
test of

OM-5 Foreign Material Exclusion
Containment equip. hatch
(BEM)
Schedule for 5/17 FF

SC-3 Long Term Seismic
Program/Seismic PRA

Next action: 4Q17/when
submitted

LD-6 Observe Operator License Requal. Class Next action: 4Q17 FF

BDB-6 FLEX Status Retain & schedule FLEX
training observation (BEM)

DEC-1 Review Decommissioning Plans Last action: 1/17 FF
O-1 Observe Work Processes Next action: PL FF

2/16PM-3 Portable Electronic Device Use RFW to Move to CO or CM
Sections

10/16PM-
11 Visit Hot Shutdown Panel Close

10/16PM-
2

Dr. Robt. Sewell June 2016
Assignment Close

10/16PM-
13 Seismic PRA Follow up Close

10/16PM-
18 Decommissioning Review Move to DEC-1

After their review of individual items on the Open Items List Members and
Technical Consultants reviewed the comprehensive summary on Page 14 of the
List and directed as follows: Fire Protection review to be bifurcated to non-NFPA
review and NFPA 805 review; Seismic PRA review to be retained and an item
added for all other PRA Program reviews. Mr. Wardell reported that following
the DCISC public meetings a revised version of the Open Items List based on
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the discussion at the meeting will be provided to members and consultants.

A short break followed the discussion of the Open Items List

VI Committee Member Reports and Discussion

A. Public Outreach, Site Visits and Other Committee Activities;
Agenda Items, Scheduling, and Confirmation of Future Fact-
findings and Public Meetings:

The Members turned to the matter of confirming and scheduling public meetings of the
DCISC. Future public meetings are scheduled for the Committee for June 7–8 and
October 18–19, 2017 and for February 7–8, 2018. The Members then scheduled a public
meeting of the DCISC for June 13–14, 2018, with all meetings scheduled to date to be
held in Avila Beach, California.

Fact-finding visits were confirmed and scheduled as follows1:

[2017] March 8–9 PL/RDM, Week of March (2-days) PL/RFW, May 10–11 PFP/RFW;
July 19–20 PFP/RFW, August 9–10 PL/RDM, September 6–7 RJB/RDM, November
14–15 RJB/RFW, and December 13–14 PFP/RDM.
[2018] January 17–18 PL/RFW, March 21–22 RJB/RDM, April 18-19 PL/RFW, May 2–
3 PFP/RDM.

Assistant Legal Counsel Rathie reported that there has been considerable
activity on the DCISC’s website at www.dcisc.org. He remarked that the website
has recently been revised and updated to make it more appealing to visitors and
now includes the 26th Annual Report in its entirety in html format and will soon
include the report in pdf format. Dr. Budnitz remarked that the Russian
Federation has initiated the most visits to the website, with visitors from the
United States, Germany, the European Community and Israel following in terms
of numbers of site visits. During 2016 the website averaged 947 unique visitors
each month.

Dr. Lam reported that at the end of calendar year 2016, with Mr. Rathie, he met
in Sacramento, California with the Chair of the California Energy Commission,
Dr. Robert B. Weisenmiller, and with Dr. Cochran and senior members of Dr.
Weisenmiller’s staff.

B. Documents Provided to the Committee:

Dr. Lam directed the Committee’s attention to the list of documents received
from PG&E on a monthly basis since its last public meeting in October 2016. A
copy of the list was included with the public agenda packet for this meeting.

VII Staff Consultant Reports & Receive, Approve and
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Authorize Transmittal of Fact-Finding Reports to PG&E

The Chair requested Consultant Wardell to report on the November 2–3, 2016,
fact-finding visit with Dr. Budnitz to DCPP.

Observe November 2, 2016 Ingestion Pathway Evaluated Emergency Exercise – Mr.
Wardell reported this item will be the topic of a presentation by PG&E later at this
public meeting. The exercise scenario involved both units operating at 100% power
when one unit experiences a fuel failure. The Emergency Response Organization
(ERO) is activated and some electric power is lost with a turbine trip and a failure of
the reactor to trip. A small loss of coolant (LOCA) occurs and coolant and
radioactivity get into the Containment. A leak develops in Containment and radiation
is released from the plant. The DCISC team observed the exercise first from the
Control Room Simulator and noted effective use of human performance and
communication skills and proper decision-making based on good knowledge of the
plant. The DCISC team visited the Emergency Operating Facility (EOF) where
personnel performed their duties effectively and the Joint Information Center (JIC)
where they observed a mock media briefing led by the Manager of the San Luis
Obispo County Office of Emergency Services. PG&E personnel were effective in
describing technical and administrative aspects of their activities. Mr. Wardell
reported the critique was thorough and found that all goals were met but areas for
improvement were identified and entered into the Corrective Action Program. This
was a drill conducted over several days and Mr. Wardell observed that government
agencies take over later in the drill to practice tracking radioactivity and prevent its
ingestion into humans via the food chain.
Meet with Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Senior Resident Inspector – the
DCISC fact-finding team met with NRC Senior Resident Inspector Christopher
Newport to discuss the White finding on the residual heat removal valve, the Joint
Proposal now before the California Public Utilities Commission which if approved
would result in the retirement of DCPP at the end of its current operating licenses in
2024 and 2025 (Joint Proposal), the open phase electric power issue, and the status
of the NRC review of the local intense precipitation and tsunami reviews. With
reference to the Joint Proposal Mr. Wardell remarked that both the NRC and the
DCISC review would concentrate on the adequacy of staffing and of spending on
modifications and equipment replacement in context of the Joint Proposal.
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Regulation 805 Progress – the NFPA-805
regulation is an alternate, probabilistic, regulatory regime that plants can opt to
adopt to replace the current deterministic Appendix R Fire Protection Program. The
NRC approved DCPP’s Fire Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) in April 2016 and the
plant has until April 2017 to implement NFPA-805 Regulations. Modifications to the
plant were completed in November 2016 and procedures and training will need to be
complete by April 2017 and Mr. Wardell stated the DCISC should follow up in May
2017 on the final implementation.He stated the plant performed satisfactorily on the
NRC triennial fire protection inspection in October 2016 and the team found the
plant’s performance with reference to NFPA-805 to be satisfactory.
DCPP Audit Program Update and Results of 2016 Audits – Mr. Wardell reported the
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fact-finding team examined the results of 9 major audits performed in 2016 and
found the Audit Program to be satisfactory. No deficiencies were identified in any of
the 9 audits and gaps to performance were identified and placed within the
Corrective Action Program.
Reactor Coolant System Process Control System (PCS) Health/Update – Mr. Wardell
described the PCS as the brain of the plant as it monitors and changes the
parameters or controls of both the Reactor Coolant System and the Secondary
System. The Plant Process Protection System monitors many of the same
parameters as the PCS and has the ability to modify plant power or to shut down
the plant if necessary. The PCS was installed in 2012 and 2013 and has operated
much better than expected. The system2was rated as White due to some spurious
alarms in the Control Room and unusable information in the diagnostic logs which
do not affect the operation of the PCS and which have been entered into the
Corrective Action Program.
Emergency Auxiliary Saltwater (ASW) Pump Flow Test Results – the ASW System
takes water from the Pacific Ocean to serve as the ultimate heat sink to cool certain
plant components. The ASW is electrically operated and following the accident at the
Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant in Japan (Fukushima) additional
components for the ASW were purchased including portable devices, piping and
diesel driven pumps. In May 2014 piping was run from the Intake Cove to the plant
connection point but the pumps were not tested due to lacking a state permit. A
pump test was performed in September 2016 which found the Emergency ASW
System to be functioning as intended with the cage around the pump intake and the
suction level operating to keep kelp and debris from clogging the system which
supplied sufficient quantities of water. Dr. Peterson added that the state regulatory
scheme which required permits prevented on more than one occasion safety-related
testing from taking place and he opined that this was a silly situation as when the
previous pumps were finally tested it was found that some of them did not run. He
remarked that PG&E developed an innovative solution around the problem of testing
the Emergency ASW pumps which involved pumping water into the intake for the
main circulating water system. Dr. Peterson stated that he believes that with this
successful test in the Intake Cove, the DCISC can conclude that the normal protocol
of testing the pumps using the raw water upper water storage pond is appropriate.
Meet with DCPP Station Director – the DCISC team discussed with the Station
Director issues and items reviewed during the fact-finding.
Review Westinghouse Reanalysis of Reactor Coolant System Supports – Mr. Wardell
reported that when the reactor heads and the steam generators were replaced for
both units, a generic specification was used to analyze the seismic supports and loss
of coolant accident (LOCA) load reports whereas a more DCPP-specific specification
should have been used. This was identified by the Licensing Basis Verification
Program (LBVP). A prompt operability assessment was performed and the plant
continued operation. The Areva firm completed the analysis for the reactor heads
while Westinghouse did the analysis for the entire Reactor Coolant System support
system and both analyses found the seismic support to be satisfactory. Mr. Wardell
stated that he believes this issue should be closed by the DCISC.
Nuclear Fuel Program Health/Update/Plans – Mr. Wardell reported that both units
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continue to run defect free and Unit-1 has done so for more than 25 years with
Unit-2 having experienced its last fuel leak in 2011. Mr. Wardell stated that DCPP’s
fuel is performing well under the Nuclear Fuel Program.

Following Mr. Wardell’s report, Mr. John Geesman, on behalf of the Alliance for
Nuclear Responsibility, was recognized. Mr. Geesman observed that with
reference to problems with regulations, PG&E has one of the largest regulatory
compliance and largest in-house law staffs in the state, all paid for by its
ratepayers. He remarked that most regulations if not placed in their proper
context are subject to criticism but given the PG&E regulatory compliance
department, he stated criticism of state regulations might best be aired on
Twitter.

Ms. Sherry Lewis of Mothers for Peace was recognized. In response to Ms.
Lewis’s question Dr. Budnitz and Mr. Wardell stated that nuclear fuel has
uranium as a component and in the fission process undergoes and generates
heat to heat water and to power the plant. The Nuclear Fuel Program is a
procurement program to ensure the fuel which is purchased and shipped to
DCPP, and which subsequently is placed and removed from the core and
inspected, behaves as expected and as designed. Dr. Budnitz observed that it is
widely known that in the 1960s and 1970s nuclear power plants often
experienced leaking fuel during almost every operating cycle but at the present
time plants are able to run for years without experiencing a leak and he stated
this was a major triumph of materials engineering and quality control efforts.
Dr. Budnitz remarked that a single leak is of minor concern radiologically and is
therefore not a big concern but all plants work hard to achieve no fuel leaks.

Upon a motion by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr. Lam, the November 2–3, 2016
Fact Finding Report was accepted and its transmittal to PG&E authorized.

The Chair requested Consultant Wardell continue with a report on the January
18–19, 2017 Fact-finding Report on a visit to DCPP with Dr. Budnitz. Mr.
Wardell reviewed the topics discussed with PG&E during that visit including:

Attend Plant Health Committee – Mr. Wardell reported the Plant Health Committee
meets weekly to assesses the rating of systems, components and programs against
a health index. He reported a system or component can be rated in Yellow or Red
status and still be operable. The Committee membership is made up of director level
persons and generally reviews one or two systems as presented by the system
engineer. The meeting attended by the DISC representatives examined the Buried
Piping and Tanks Program and focused principally on the inspection activities and
the system engineer took an action item to change the inspection program based
upon the Plant Health Committee’s recommendations. Mr. Wardell reported the
Plant Health Committee also reviews what are termed “walk-in items” which are not
scheduled but which need the Committee’s attention. Mr. Wardell stated the DCISC
team found the Plant Health Committee to be well organized and its meetings well
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planned, with intrusive questioning, with very crisp actions and participants willing
to accept action items to carry out Plant Health Committee directives.
Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Health and Status – the DCISC reviews the EDG
health status twice each year. The EDGs furnish emergency electric power in the
event of the loss of normal power or loss of standby power from the offsite 230kV
System. Each unit is served by 3 EDGs which are independent, with each capable of
carrying the loads, and there is inter- connectivity of the EDGs between Unit-1 and
Unit-2. Unit-1 EDG system health was rated Green while system health for Unit-2
EDGs is White. Issues for Unit-2 include the need to replace a fuel oil booster pump
and to repair machine start-timers. Mr. Wardell reported in April 2016 DCPP adopted
the EDG Reliability Improvement Program in its effort to achieve 100% reliability
which Mr. Wardell described as a very aggressive program. The DCISC team toured
the Unit-2 Number 3 EDG room and found it to be in good order with no leaks and
excellent cleanliness. Mr. Wardell recommended the DCISC review the EDG
Reliability Improvement Program during the next scheduled EDG review by DCPP.
Buried Piping and Tanks Program – the DCISC team met with the system engineer
and Mr. Wardell stated the program is responsible for inspection and review of the
condition of underground piping and to some degree underground tanks for 8-10
systems to ensure they remain structurally sound and leak and corrosion free. Mr.
Wardell reported the program is in White health status due to having a new
program manager as the rating system requires that the manager have a certain
number of months or years of experience to satisfy the requirements for Green
health status.
Large Transformer Health – Mr. Wardell reported the plant experienced some
transformer failures due to flashover events during cleaning caused by
contamination of some insulators and lightning arresters. DCPP has taken an
extensive amount of corrective actions including replacing bushings and insulators
and more work is scheduled for the next refueling outage. At present there are no
oil leaks and no indications of performance problems and Mr. Wardell recommended
that the DCISC again review large transformer health following the twentieth
refueling outage for Unit-2 (2R20).
Meet with NRC Senior Resident Inspector – to discuss issues relating to the Joint
Proposal and the White finding on the valves and to invite the Senior Resident to
speak at this public meeting.
Margin Management Program – Mr. Wardell described this as a fairly complex
program designed to assess, quantify and preserve conservatism as a safety factor
in design of almost every system, structure or component. This conservatism
accommodates normal wear and tear and aging instrument drift, as well as
variations in material properties, deficiencies in maintenance and other
uncertainties. Mr. Wardell stated the DCISC team found the Margin Management
Program procedures to be very extensive and well written and implementation of
the procedures was judged very impressive.
Meet with DCPP Vice-President, Nuclear Generation – to discuss items developed
and reviewed during the fact-finding.
Results of November 2, 2016 Emergency Exercise – the team met with Mr. Mike
Ginn who will be presenting later during this public meeting.
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Local Intense Precipitation and Tsunami Status – Mr. Wardell stated this was a post
Fukushima requirement by the NRC for plants to analyze their risk of flooding from
very intense rainfall and tsunamis. PG&E submitted both analyses in March 2015
and DCPP is now undertaking a more detailed analysis of precipitation flooding of
the Auxiliary Building and has procedures in place to address flooding issues. As
part of a focused evaluation to follow, DCPP will incorporate the use of FLEX
equipment in its focused evaluation which is scheduled for completion by the end of
June 2017 and Mr. Wardell suggested July or August 2017 for additional DCISC
review. PG&E has not received a final response from the NRC on its tsunami analysis
submitted in March 2015 but has received information that the plant’s submission
looks to be satisfactory. Mr. Wardell recommended follow up regarding the tsunami
submittal in three or four months and also to determine DCPP’s actions in response
to the Committee’s request to have further study done regarding the tsunami
hazard and risk.
Joint Proposal and DCPP Decommissioning Status – Mr. Wardell reported the
California Public Utilities Commission has commenced proceedings to consider the
Joint Proposal and DCPP is in the process of forming a decommissioning team to
determine type and scope of decommissioning DCPP.

Dr. Budnitz reported concerning the local intense precipitation rainfall analysis
that the plant was originally designed and remains designed for very heavy
rainfall events and has developed strategies including pre-deployment of
sandbags and dykes to protect the Auxiliary Building. Dr. Budnitz commented
that such events would have to have an ongoing duration of many hours in
order to create conditions which would precipitate internal flooding conditions.

In response to a question from Ms. Lewis of Mothers for Peace, Mr. Wardell and
Dr. Budnitz reported that robots, video cameras and ultrasonic testing are used
to inspect buried piping and in some cases the pipe may be uncovered and
physically and visually inspected and tested for damage. Ms. Lewis stated she
wanted to establish that PG&E ignored and avoided inspections in connection
with the gas transmission pipeline which failed catastrophically in San Bruno,
California. Dr. Budnitz observed that the technology used for piping inspection
today did not exist 30 years ago when the plant was built and Dr. Peterson
commented that the fabrication techniques used in the 1940s when the San
Bruno pipeline was constructed are absolutely different from those in use today
and different from those used in nuclear construction and the inspection
requirements for nuclear plants are much more rigorous and are complied with.

Ms. Rochelle Becker, representing the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility, was
recognized. Ms. Becker requested that the Committee closely follow the
proceedings to consider the Joint Proposal, and she reported that some of the
testimony on file to date in the CPUC proceedings mention the conflict that
could arise between safety and continued operation. Ms. Becker stated it would
be helpful to the Committee to follow the proceedings and would result in the
members and consultants being better informed.
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On a motion by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr. Peterson, the January 18-19, 2017
Fact Finding Report was accepted and its transmittal to PG&E was authorized.

The Chair requested Consultant McWhorter report on the December 7-8, 2016,
fact-finding visit with Dr. Peterson. Mr. McWhorter reviewed the topics
discussed with PG&E during the December 7-8, 2016 visit including:

Update on Spent Fuel Multi-Purpose Canister (MPC) Inspections and Corrosion
Issues – Mr. McWhorter reported this issue concerns the potential for chloride stress
corrosion cracking of the MPC which is a large, stainless steel cylinder loaded with
spent nuclear fuel which is then pressurized with helium and inserted into a high
integrity storage module or overpack (Hi-Storm Overpack) made of reinforced
concrete and steel which is then bolted to the Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation (ISFSI) pad. The Hi Storm Overpack has vent holes at the top and
bottom to allow air circulation around the annular area around the MPC. The concern
regarding corrosion is based on the development of salt accreted deposits on the
surface of the MPC which may contain chloride which could induce stress corrosion
cracking. In order for this to occur the material must be susceptible, there needs to
be tensile stress present, and moisture and a low temperature and chemical
environment must be present to facilitate cracking. The Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) has conducted studies and inspections at several plants
commencing in 2014, including using robotic inspection devices to inspect the tops
of the MPCs and the annular areas from the top air vent. Wet and dry swipes were
used to collect samples which were analyzed and results were released in August
2016 which found significantly more deposits at the top of the MPC than on the
sides, with the deposits on the top primarily silica-based with minor amounts of
chlorides present. Temperatures above 140̊F. do not make the MPCs susceptible
to stress corrosion cracking and the EPRI findings determined there were two data
points, both about 2 ½ feet above the bottom of the MPC where temperatures were
below 140̊F. Mr. McWhorter reported that with that key finding stress corrosion
cracking for the MPCs at DCPP cannot be ruled out on the basis of temperature
alone and PG&E is working with EPRI to develop better inspection techniques and
much is being done within the nuclear industry with this issue. Mr. McWhorter
reported that from what has been found there is no immediate concern with
cracking but there is the possibility of concern for the long term.

Mr. McWhorter reported the DCISC team reviewed the potential effects of a
crack in an MPC and believes that if a crack were to develop it would start as a
very small crack and some helium, used to pressurize the MPC, could be
released and could include some gaseous fission products, but the crack would
have to expand significantly before any particulate fission products could be
released. He stated that it is very unlikely that any radiation exposure limits
would be exceeded in such a situation. However, any such release would exceed
the licensing basis for DCPP as the plant is licensed for leak-tight canisters and
the analysis in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) assumes their leak-tight
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configuration. The DCISC team also reviewed three questions posed by Ms.
Donna Gilmore. The first question was whether there are temperatures on the
canisters below 140̊F. and Mr. McWhorter stated the answer is yes. Ms.
Gilmore also pointed out that the plant would be out of compliance with its
licensing basis were a crack to occur and again Mr. McWhorter reported that
was true. Ms. Gilmore’s third inquiry was whether a microscopic crack could
release large amounts of radiation and Mr. McWhorter stated in general that
this is not believed to be accurate and the nuclear industry is continuing to do
research to assess the impact of cracks in the MPCs. In summary, Mr.
McWhorter stated DCPP is continuing to work with the industry and there is no
immediate concern with the MPCs for stress corrosion cracking but there is a
need for continued research and possible future action.

Review Extent of Condition for EDG Trip Pushbutton Covers – this was a specific
follow-up to a March 2016 fact-finding and attendance at a meeting of the Plant
Health Committee when funding was discussed to provide covers over the EDG trip
buttons for Unit-2. Covers were installed for Unit-1 EDGs in April 2003 and a
question was raised as to why Unit-2 did not receive the covers at the same time
they were installed on Unit-1. The reason given was that an equipment failure was
not involved and a full extent of condition assessment was not performed and
accordingly the corrective action did extend to Unit-2. PG&E has acknowledged that
the need for the covers on Unit-2 was logical and this was brought to the plant’s
attention in January 2014 when a walk-down was performed to identify anything
within a 2-foot radius that could be inadvertently bumped. The modification to Unit-
2 was approved and the DCISC conclusion was that this should have been done in
2003.
230kV Electrical System Health – Mr. McWhorter reported the 230kV System is the
plant’s primary offsite power supply when the main turbine is off line. PG&E’s
transmission group has identified issues with the 230kV System specifically with
voltage drops and actions have been completed in the plant to ensure the 4kV buses
always have adequate voltage under all situations. Action was taken to eliminate a
single-point vulnerability at the Morro Bay switchyard and plans are to install static
bar compensators in the DCPP switchyards during 2018 and 2019. The plant is
considering installing 500kV switches and breakers to allow the 500kV System to be
an alternate supply as well. A full renovation of the 230kV switchyard was planned
but may be subject to review in context of the Joint Proposal.

System health for the Unit-1 230kV System was White, due primarily with a
problem with the load tap changer on the start-up transformer which failed in
September 2016 and a failed circuit switch in November 2016 for which
temporary repair was made with replacement planned in 2017. The 230kV
system health for Unit-2 system health is Green. Both systems have improved
from their previous Red rating. Mr. McWhorter reported the NRC Component
Design Basis Inspection in 2016 identified a difference in timing between a
reactor trip, the safety injection system, and the effect on the offsite power.
DCPP has completed the analysis required to show the system has adequate
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margin and can function properly and expects to close this issue in 2017. The
DCISC team concluded the 230kV System health is significantly improved.

DCPP Excellence Plan Review – this is a governing document for all actions that
have to be taken to safely cease operations and to continue to operate safely until
operations cease at the end of the current operating licenses. Issues, actions and
responsibilities are addressed as required to implement the Joint Proposal including
decommissioning and the plans for major modifications and equipment replacement.
The Excellence Plan is overseen by an executive oversight board. Mr. McWhorter
reported there was also a Collaboration Plan presented that addresses strategies
specific to outside organizations, one of which is the DCISC. Mr. McWhorter
recommended the DCISC continue to review the Excellence Plan on a regular basis.
Update on NFPA Regulation 805 Program Implementation Status and Remote Hot
Shutdown Panels – Mr. McWhorter reported that all modifications required for
implementing NFPA-805 regulations have been completed with a few exceptions
which include installation of the incipient fire detection system and modifications to
the hot shut down panel on Unit-1 which will be completed during the refueling
outage this spring. The incipient fire detection system for Unit-2 has yet to be
installed and will not be completed until 2R20 which is after the April 2017 deadline
for implementing NFPA-805 established by the NRC. The DCISC inspected the
modification on the Unit-2 hot shut down panel and the new subpanels which have
been recently installed. The DCISC team concluded the hot shut down panel and the
NFPA-805 Program appear to be adequately implemented and equipment was ready
for use.
Attend Operations Focus Daily Briefing and Accompany Operator on Rounds – the
DCISC team attended the Operations focus daily briefing conducted for each shift
turn-over and then accompanied the Turbine Building operator on rounds.
Throughout the walkdowns Mr. McWhorter reported the operator was very focused
on safety and attentive to fire doors and fire requirements, demonstrated the use of
handheld eSOMS device to enter data and good human performance technique. The
material condition of the Turbine Building was good.
PRA Analysis for NRC White Finding – this issue concerned a limit switch on Residual
Heat Removal (RHR) suction valve 8700B on Unit-2 which was found to be
misaligned so as to preclude the interlock function with Safety Injection (SI) valve
282B and thereby preventing its opening under accident conditions with the result
that Train B of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) would not be able to
shift from an injection to a recirculation mode. ECCS Train A was unaffected and
there were no similar switches in the plant found to be affected, but the issue with
the limit switch on RHR suction valve 2-8700B could have existed for up to 572
days. The NRC reviewed and evaluated the safety significance as constituting an
increase in core damage frequency of 7.6 x 10-6 per year which resulted in a White
finding. PG&E was offered an opportunity to review the issue with the NRC in
November 2016 and a DCISC member and technical consultant participated in the
phone conference. PG&E presented evidence at that time on their analysis which
found the increase in core damage frequency to have been 5.3 x 10-7 which would
if accepted by the NRC have resulted in the designation of the finding being changed
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from White to Green. PG&E differed with the NRC on the initiating event frequency,
the time required to recover from the event, and the probability that the recovery
would be successful. While the DCISC team found PG&E’s analysis and methods to
be technically sound and the NRC did reduce its calculated core damage frequency
to 1.3 x 10-6 as a result of information supplied by PG&E, this did not change the
designation of the finding as a White finding.
Long Term Capital Project Planning under the Joint Proposal – this matter involves
long term capital project planning in response to the Joint Proposal and under the
Excellence Plan DCPP has formed a project review working group to review the
entire portfolio of plant projects and to place each within three categories. The first
category is projects required by regulatory commitments (“must do” projects), the
second is a recommended and prioritized list of projects (“should do” projects), and
the third category is projects that are not recommended to proceed. Mr. McWhorter
reported that the 2017 budget has been set and no projects will be deleted as he
noted that the Joint Proposal is pending approval by the CPUC. “Must do” projects
include those related to spent fuel storage, NRC Generic Safety Issue 191 related to
Containment recirculation sump clogging issue, and the Licensing Basis Verification
Project (LBVP). Projects currently identified as not being completed include
Containment cooling coil replacements which would provide longevity beyond ten
years without addressing an immediate safety concern. Replacement of the Eagle 21
System which is a reliability project and not a safety-related project is another
project that is not recommended for implementation at this time. The Unit-2 main
generator stator replacement project is prioritized as number 4 as a “should do”
project and funding for this is included in the budget for 2R21 in 2019. Mr.
McWhorter stated the DCISC team found the long term capital project planning
process to be a good effort which the Committee should review on a regular basis.
DCISC Member Discussion with DCPP Senior Director – to discuss matters related to
the fact-finding visit and other items of mutual interest.
Observation of Operations Continuing Training Session – Mr. McWhorter described
this training session as a dynamic learning activity to address recent human
performance concerns in the Operations department and it involved a classroom
session followed by a laboratory session in a mock-up of areas within the plant with
plastic pipes and valves with procedures for the operators to execute. The training
exercise included interrupting and distracting the operator during the work so as to
judge his or her ability to divert attention and to subsequently return to the task
assigned. Mr. McWhorter reported the training session was challenging and useful
and appeared to be well conducted by the training staff.

Following Mr. McWhorter’s report Mr. John Geesman, representing the Alliance
for Nuclear Responsibility, was recognized. Mr. Geesman stated that in PG&E’s
responses to the CEC’s Integrated Energy Policy Reports (IEPR) the company
confirmed identified that it has certain damaged fuel assemblies and that the
suggested practice would be to simply insert those damaged assemblies into a
MPC. Mr. Geesman questioned whether there is an established protocol or
preferred philosophy for the dry storage of damaged fuel assemblies, that is,
should they be stored together in a single MPC or spread across the population
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of the MPCs and whether there should be any special inspection protocol
associated for MPCs that contain damaged assemblies. Mr. Geesman also
inquired regarding the DCISC’s team’s investigation of Ms. Gilmore’s concerns
whether there was some quantified limit to the meaning of “large” in context of
a release from an MPC due to cracking.

Dr. Budnitz replied that the NRC has established regulations on how much
radiation can be released from a MPC and the DCISC team judged that it would
take a much larger crack than Ms. Gilmore identified to produce a release that
would violate the NRC regulation. Dr. Peterson remarked that the Committee
will want to follow up on Mr. Geesman’s concerns as the question of the storage
of damaged fuel was not addressed during the fact-finding he conducted with
Mr. McWhorter. Dr. Peterson stated that damaged fuel is generally placed within
a canister before being placed within a spent fuel pool and it was his
expectation that the canister would be subsequently placed within an MPC and
therefore there would be isolation of the damaged fuel which would be
functionally equivalent to that for undamaged fuel. Mr. McWhorter stated that
fundamentally damaged fuel is likely to be one pin that has a crack and has
leaked fission product gases and, as that assembly would have been in the
spent fuel pool long enough, it would not melt and all the gas would likely have
been released and it would take a great number of such assemblies to produce
a significant release but that number would be worth knowing. Dr. Budnitz
confirmed that even many years after the damaged assembly was placed in the
spent fuel pool, and the radioactive gases produced by the fission process have
been released, certain radioactive decay can occur and produce additional gases
and the amount of additional gases which could be produced can be calculated.
Dr. Peterson remarked that stress corrosion cracking produces cracks with very
small apertures and physically it would be difficult for anything solid to transfer
through such cracks as there is very little pressure differential between the
inside and outside of the MPC. What might leak, however, would be noble gas
fission products which in a practical sense have a very low level of hazard as
they do not bio-accumulate and the small amounts produced dilute rapidly. Dr.
Peterson stated that by the time spent fuel has cooled enough to be placed
within dry cask storage the hazards are actually remarkably small compared
with the risk during operation of reactors and from fuel that has been recently
discharged where very large inventories of short life fission products are
present. Dr. Budnitz remarked that at present there is no real data on how long
the mechanical integrity of the engineered systems for dry storage of spent fuel
will remain intact and that is why the NRC has only issued 20-year licenses
before requiring further review. Dr. Budnitz stated he is somewhat skeptical
about claims that the MPCs can perform their function for up to 100 years or
more. Dr. Lam stated that when he sat on the Atomic Safety Licensing Board
which approved the ISFSI for DCPP the issue of MPC cracking was not
identified. He stated that had it been identified at that time he would not have
voted to approve the license without a full examination of the issue.
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In response to Mr. Geesman’s observation that if the spent fuel had to be
repackaged in the future a dry transfer technology would need to be used, Dr.
Peterson responded that issue needs to be reviewed in context of the timing of
decommissioning of the spent fuel pools because once the pools are no longer
available you lose much of the ability to inspect and repackage and need to be
prepared to undertake much more ambitious efforts in the event the fuel must
be repackaged. Dr. Budnitz observed that the chances that the fuel would need
to be repackaged prior to transport offsite are, in his opinion, small but
represent an issue the Committee will need to carefully review.

On a motion by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr. Peterson, the December 7–8, 2016
Fact Finding Report was approved and its transmittal to PG&E was authorized.

Assistant Legal Counsel Rathie reported on administrative, regulatory and legal
matters by stating that the Committee administrative office continues to follow
the CPUC proceeding on the Joint Proposal for information only as the DCISC is
not a party to those proceedings. He stated he appreciated Ms. Becker’s
remarks earlier during the meeting and would welcome any citations she might
provide. He reported that the demand for the Committee’s public tour was very
low for this public meeting and while continuing the tours for the next
scheduled public meeting in June 2017 is advisable if demand remains low the
Committee may want to revisit the issue of conducting a plant tour with
members of the public during each of its public meetings.

VIII Closed Session – Personnel Matter (Govt. Code
§11126)
Following the closed session, Assistant Legal Counsel Rathie reported that the Committee
had met in closed session on the matter listed on the agenda, a personnel matter, and
received information and provided direction and no reportable action was taken.

The open session of the public meeting was then resumed and, on a motion
made by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr. Lam and Dr. Peterson, the Committee
voted unanimously to increase the compensation provided to Technical
Consultant McWhorter from $185.00 per hour to $210.00 per hour with the
increase to be effective on and after March 1, 2017.

IX Adjourn Afternoon Meeting
The Chair adjourned the afternoon meeting of the DCISC at 5:45 P.M.

X Reconvene for Evening Meeting
Dr. Lam convened the evening meeting of the DCISC at 5:50 P.M.

XI Committee Member Comments
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There were no comments by the Members.

XII Public Comments and Communications
There were no comments by any member of the public at this time.

XIII Information Items Before the Committee
Dr. Lam requested Mr. Cary Harbor, DCPP Director of Generation Compliance, Risk and
Business Planning to introduce the first presentation and presenter to the Committee. Mr.
Harbor introduced DCPP Director of Engineering Adam Peck and asked Mr. Peck to make
that presentation concerning the DCPP Excellence Plan which Mr. Harbor described as a
plan to continue to operate both units at a level of excellence through the remainder of
the license life. He stated Mr. Peck has a Bachelors of Science Degree in Nuclear
Engineering and has held leadership roles in Operations and Engineering. Mr. Harbor
reported that after Mr. Peck’s presentation Senior Director of Nuclear Support Jan Nimick
would make a presentation and Mr. Nimick holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Mechanical
Engineering and has more than 25 years of nuclear industry experience and has held
leadership roles in Maintenance, Engineering and Operations at DCPP. Both Mr. Peck and
Mr. Nimick have held Senior Reactor Operator Licenses.

Update on the DCPP Excellence Plan and Plant Investment Review Process

Mr. Peck stated that with the decision announced on June 21, 2016, concerning
the Joint Proposal and the provision under that document not to pursue
relicensing for either DCPP unit, as the plant would have eight and nine years of
operational life remaining, the Excellence Plan was developed with a mission to
safely, reliably, and affordably operate DCPP with excellence to the end of the
current NRC operating licenses and conduct an orderly transition into the plant
decommissioning phase. The Excellence Plan also seeks to cultivate
relationships with DCPP’s employees and the local community concurrent with
bolstering confidence with the regulatory authorities.

Leadership objectives under the Excellence Plan include sustaining high levels
of safety and performance, engaging each employee and maintaining strong
intrinsic motivation, and enabling employees to perform with excellence.

Workforce management activities under the Excellence Plan are being
developed as a risk-informed study looking at demographics and critical skill
sets to ensure DCPP will maintain appropriate level of skilled and qualified
people. This includes development of employee training and redeployment
programs. Mr. Peck stated it will be important to maintain current industry
partnerships and to be subjected to continued oversight through continued
interaction and involvement with the Strategic Teaming and Resource Sharing
(STARS) initiative, the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and the
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI). He stated the Joint Proposal would help
implement all of these objectives.
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Mr. Peck reported DCPP will develop employee focus groups to enhance
communication, receive key stakeholder feedback, and improve the Excellence
Plan which he described as a living document. Important aspects of employee
engagement include continued strong focus on nuclear safety culture, employee
morale, and a high level of executive involvement at the corporate and plant
levels in communications. Additional opportunities to enhance employee
engagement will be implemented as part of the Excellence Plan.

Mr. Peck reported that with reference to decommissioning preparation, DCPP
will have nearly a decade to plan and prepare for safe and efficient
decommissioning, utilizing expertise from PG&E’s Humboldt Bay Power Plant.
The Decommissioning Project should improve safety, planning, and efficiency.
DCPP employees will have the opportunity to perform select scopes of work and
capitalize on their experience and skills.

Mr. Nimick stated that in his presentation he would discuss the DCPP
Investment Review Process being developed to ensure that financial resources
are invested in a way to ensure the high level of performance discussed by Mr.
Peck. Mr. Nimick stated that as PG&E intends to operate DCPP until the end of
the current licenses he intends to be in the plant in the Control Room in August
2025 to proudly observe the shut down of Unit-2. He stated PG&E and DCPP are
committed to safely and reliably operating the plant with excellence and to that
end will continue to make appropriate investments to ensure high levels of
performance, reactor safety and industrial safety.

Mr. Nimick described leadership’s objectives as including sustaining high levels
of safety and performance; engaging each employee and maintaining strong
intrinsic motivation, and enabling them to perform with excellence. A multi-
disciplined team, called the Project Review Working Group (PRWG), has been
formed to define the process by which DCPP will prioritize projects for funding.
Members of the PRWG include subject matter experts from Engineering,
Finance, Nuclear Work Management; Regulatory Projects; Strategic Projects
and Operations organizations. The membership of the PRWG will remain fixed
and the PRWG has completed review of projects from the 2016-2017 period and
is continuing with projects for future years. Through this ongoing process the
Excellence Plan Executive Oversight Board (EOB) and PRWG are charged with
ensuring the continued safety and reliability of DCPP while optimizing the use
of capital and expense budgets through 2025.

Mr. Nimick described what he termed other tools and levels of review to be used
in the effort to continue to keep safety and reliability at the forefront including
integrated planning, Business Plan review, the Plant Health Prioritization
Committee (PHPC), and the use of probabilistic risk assessment. Mr. Nimick
stated that a key element is that DCPP is not inventing a large number of new
processes in this effort and is still using processes which have been in place,
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but now with the PRWG each project is being reviewed and evaluated with
reference not only to nuclear safety and reliability, but also with reference to a
ten-year operating horizon.

Considerations and questions in the review process described by Mr. Nimick
include:

Does the project improve reactor safety or the physical security plan?
Industrial safety and is the project important to protecting workers?
Generation reliability and does the project address a potential vulnerability to
production?
Decommissioning utility and does the project produce something useful to the
decommissioning effort?
Regulations and is the project driven by a regulatory requirement or commitment?

Mr. Nimick reported that with reference to the review of projects for 2016 and
2017 a set of recommendations has been developed. No final decisions have
been made at this time and recommendations will be reviewed and finalized by
the Excellence Plan Executive Oversight Board (EOB) utilizing a layered review
process involving technical, legal and regulatory assessments.

In response to Consultant McWhorter’s inquiry Mr. Nimick stated the EOB is
expected to complete its review of projects scheduled in the 2018 budget cycle
by the third quarter of this year. In response to Dr. Lam’s inquiry Mr. Nimick
reported that no projects have been cancelled from the 2016-2017 project
reviews and new projects in that time frame continued to be evaluated,
including to upgrade the reliability of the instrument air system. Dr. Lam
observed the Committee has received various expressions of concern from
proponents and opponents of the Joint Proposal concerning budgetary
considerations and investment in projects, and he inquired as to the schedule
for a timetable. Mr. Nimick responded by observing that the Excellence Plan is a
living document and the due dates in that plan are under continuous review, but
by the third quarter of this year, eight years from the proposed end of
operations, a review of projects planned should be available to provide input to
the decision makers. Dr. Lam encouraged PG&E to expedite this decision
process as much as possible in order to provide clarity.

Dr. Budnitz provided an analogy to repairs to a tire on a car that you do not
intend to keep driving to the situation DCPP finds itself in with reference to the
Joint Proposal He remarked that he did not believe it to be possible that DCPP
would be operated as safely during the last planned months of its operational
life as it would otherwise operate if its closure was not scheduled but the
question to be determined is whether its operation would be safe enough and
with sufficient margin such that any compromises are minimal. He stated this
would be an area for review and assessment by DCPP, by the NRC, by the DCISC
and by the public. He further observed that it was inevitable that certain issues
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are going to arise during the plant’s final years of operation. As an example Dr.
Budnitz cited retention of those key employees whose skills are only necessary
at a nuclear plant and who must be retained throughout DCPP’s operational life,
but who may have excellent employment opportunities elsewhere prior to the
plant closing and he remarked that this will be a significant challenge for PG&E
and some flexibility will likely be required. Mr. Nimick responded that as a
licensed operator at DCPP, even though he no longer holds an active license,
the responsibility remains to ensure the plant is operated safely and precisely.
He stated that DCPP has agreements in place with its STARS partners in the
event that personnel are needed with specific areas of expertise to provide for
temporary assignments to DCPP in the effort to replace knowledgeable
employees. Mr. Peck remarked that Dr. Budnitz’ observation addressed a
fundamental challenge to the Workforce Management Plan which the plant is
reviewing from a PRA perspective and he acknowledged that financial
incentives will be a useful and necessary tool in retaining personnel. Dr. Budnitz
remarked that DCPP has been very successful recently in recruiting and
retaining excellent new engineers and he observed there will be challenges in
continuing that success in the future. Mr. Peck remarked that eight new
engineers were hired in the week which followed the June 21, 2016,
announcement regarding the Joint Proposal but he acknowledged that the
challenge will not get any easier but there are different reasons why potential
employees may want to come to DCPP during the final years of its operation.
Mr. Peck also reported that the concept of continuous improvement is part of a
healthy nuclear safety culture and a strong nuclear safety culture will
contribute significantly to the level of safety for DCPP through 2025.

Consultant McWhorter observed that an eight to nine-year period before plant
closure as provided by the Joint Proposal gives time for planning but will also
require a major commitment from management. Mr. Peck replied by observing
that the decommissioning effort will be a separate effort and will not reduce the
number of plant personnel required by the Joint Proposal. The decommissioning
unit will initially consist of 24 individuals and may expand to 50-60 persons
over time, as opposed to 1,400 persons assigned to the station, and much of the
planning and studies will be undertaken by contractors at least for the next
three to five years. Mr. Harbor remarked that it was still premature to predict
what the total size of the decommissioning unit may be.

Mr. John Geesman, representing the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility, was
recognized. Mr. Geesman inquired whether the Excellence Plan Executive
Oversight Board is the same body as the corporate Committee which must sign
off on all projects above a certain threshold. Mr. Nimick replied that the
Executive Oversight Board for the Excellence Plan includes DCPP representation
as well as corporate and is not the same Committee as PG&E’s Enterprise
Projects Committee which approves any project over $20,000,000. Mr. Geesman
stated his client has conceptual problems with what he characterized as a seven
or eight year goodbye and remarked that the principal threat to DCPP’s efforts
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is much more likely to originate from San Francisco than from the plant. He
suggested PG&E and DCPP may want to establish methodologies to detect any
slippage in performance and he suggested PG&E may want to review the efforts
of the Exelon and Entergy fleet plants that are making decisions about whether
to terminate the operation of certain units. Mr. Geesman observed that he
believed one of the strongest points made in Mr. Peck and Mr. Nimick’s
presentations was the commitment to retain all benchmarking activities and the
connection to INPO, NEI and the NRC in those efforts. Dr. Lam stated he takes
some hope from the fact that PG&E and DCPP management are well aware of
the extremely severe financial consequences sure to result from a potential
accident. Mr. Geesman stated he agreed with Dr. Lam, but from a financial
standpoint that fact creates arguably a certain threshold of capital
improvements that may prove impossible and thereby precipitate closure before
2024-2025. Mr. Harbor expressed appreciation for Mr. Geesman’s remarks and
stated that senior leadership is definite in its commitment to maintain its focus
on safety throughout the organization and these efforts are supported from the
highest levels within PG&E.

Mr. David Weisman of the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility was recognized.
Mr. Weisman remarked that PG&E has not been averse to looking for models or
examples of what to do in various programs employed by other organizations.
He reported the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station in New Jersey
operated by Exelon, which also has a nine year phase-out period, provided
information to PG&E on employee retention and severance packages. Mr.
Weisman observed that NASA also went through an extended phase-out of the
space shuttle program which conducted successful shuttle launches until the
final conclusion of the manned shuttle program even as future funding
commitments from the federal government were not forthcoming. He remarked
that MIT has done a series of studies on the phase-out of the shuttle program
and the matter of creating the right culture.

Ms. Sherry Lewis of Mothers for Peace was recognized. Ms. Lewis stated the
statements by Mr. Peck and Mr. Nimick seemed meaningless to her because
they do not necessarily mean that those goals will be accomplished. In
response to Ms. Lewis questions, Mr. Peck responded that staff at PG&E’s
Humboldt Bay Power Plant have been engaged in decommissioning activities for
almost ten years and the head of decommissioning at Humboldt Bay will be
running the DCPP decommissioning efforts and that as DCPP has committed to a
site-specific decommissioning study PG&E will seek funding in 2018-2019 from
the nuclear decommissioning trust fund for those efforts.

Dr. Lam then introduced and welcomed the next speaker, NRC Senior Resident
Inspector for DCPP, Mr. Christopher Newport and asked Mr. Newport to address
remarks to the Committee.

NRC Senior Resident Inspector Remarks
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Mr. Newport began his presentation with a review of the NRC’s Resident
Inspector Program, the inspection process and described how the NRC
regulates nuclear power plants in the U.S. The NRC is headquartered in
Washington D.C. and consists of five commissioners, one of whom serves as the
Chair. A maximum of three commissioners can be affiliated with any one
political party. There are currently two vacancies on the NRC. The NRC
commissioners are not necessarily nuclear safety professionals but are
appointed with various backgrounds. The NRC divides the country into four
regions and DCPP is located in Region IV with its headquarters in Arlington,
Texas. Mr. Newport reported the NRC now consists of between 3,300 and 3,600
persons with 200-300 assigned to each region. He remarked the NRC expanded
to be prepared to address the “nuclear renaissance” but applications for new
nuclear power plants have declined from what was expected ten years ago and
the NRC is presently decreasing in size. However, he reported there has been no
impact on the Resident Inspector Program from the decrease. Mr. Newport
stated the NRC charges the licensees for its activities and recovers
approximately 90% of its budget of about one billion dollars from its regulated
licensees.

Mr. Newport stated the performance goal and role of the NRC is to ensure
adequate protection of public health and safety and the environment and to
ensure adequate protection in the use and management of radioactive
materials. The NRC is not charged with regulation of nuclear weapons which
responsibility falls to the Department of Energy.

The Resident Inspector Program was commenced in 1977 and it is authorized
under the Atomic Energy Act and the Energy Reorganization Act. There are at
least two full time inspectors at each site and an inspector cannot remain at any
one site for more than seven years. Mr. Newport stated this promotes
objectivity and the NRC imposes very strict ethics rules on its inspectors to
advance and protect their ability to remain objective. Mr. Newport stated that
he or his fellow inspector, Mr. John Reynoso, are on duty seven days a week at
DCPP and are often on site to observe activities in the evening, early morning
and late night hours. The NRC’s inspectors have unfettered access to any and all
areas of the plant and he stated the inspectors have frequent and complete
access to all levels of plant personnel from the Chief Nuclear Officer of the
corporation to the persons performing work in the power plant.

To qualify as a resident inspector one must have a bachelor’s degree and Mr.
Newport stated many inspectors have master’s degrees or PhDs. There is a two
year formal training program and an extensive qualifications program before an
inspector is selected as a resident inspector. Inspectors continue to undergo
training and objectivity reviews during which inspectors visit other power
plants to observe inspection activities. Mr. Newport stated he holds a Bachelor’s
Degree in Control System Engineering from the U.S. Naval Academy and a
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Master’s Degree from Catholic University. He served seven years in the U.S.
Navy as a nuclear submarine officer. Mr. Newport previously served as a
regional inspector in NRC Region I, a licensing examiner and administrator, and
as the resident inspector at the Seabrook Nuclear Station in New Hampshire.
Mr. John Reynoso, Mr. Newport’s fellow inspector at DCPP, holds Bachelor’s and
Master’s Degrees from the University of Arizona, is a licensed Professional
Engineer in California and has extensive experience as acting senior resident at
several plants including San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS). Mr.
Reynoso has more than 20 years nuclear experience, including being licensed as
a senior reactor operator and was a submarine officer in the U.S. Navy.

Mr. Newport described one of the most important roles of the resident
inspectors as being in the area of emergency response when the inspectors
serve as the eyes and ears of the NRC at the Emergency Operations Facility and
in the Control Room to assess DCPP’s actions during any kind of emergency.
The NRC inspectors have authority to order a plant to take specific actions
although Mr. Newport stated this authority has never been exercised over a
licensee. The NRC also has experts who interact with the plant staff during an
emergency. The NRC resident inspectors also conduct the baseline inspection
program which Mr. Newport described as a broad series of inspections
developed to provide a cross-section of the licensee’s activities. The inspectors
are generalists and review maintenance and the Maintenance Rule, surveillance
and Prompt Operability Assessments and have the freedom to select which
baseline inspections to perform based upon risk significance and emergent
activities. During 2016 the NRC inspectors, including but not limited to the
resident inspectors, performed 6,500 hours of inspection activity at DCPP.
About one half of this total was attributed to baseline inspection activities with
regional inspection teams performing the other half. Inspection activities at
DCPP during 2016 included: comprehensive fire protection inspection, a force-
on-force security inspection, comprehensive emergency preparedness drill, a
heat sink inspection, and problem identification and resolution, radiation safety,
and design basis inspections. Mr. Newport stated the NRC operates in a
transparent and open manner and all inspection reports, with the exception of
those containing protected security information, are available for public review.

Mr. Newport described the NRC’s Reactor Oversight Program which is used in
the inspection process and which employs and develops an assessment process
and an action matrix from the quantitative results of the baseline inspections,
the specialty inspections and from any risk significant events which occur at a
plant. Depending on the results, different levels of inspections are assigned to
various plants dependent upon their performance and ranking on the action
matrix, with plants with more significant issues receiving more scrutiny from
the NRC inspections and more frequent communication from the NRC to the
public. There are a series of levels of inspection rankings based on risk
significant events. The NRC rates events as Green (nominal risk), White
(minimal risk with some reduction in safety margin), Yellow and Red
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(significant reduction in safety margin) in ascending order of risk significance.
Mr. Newport reported the NRC uses probabilistic risk assessment as an
important input to any issue. Mr. Newport stated the NRC works for the public
and places a high priority on keeping the public informed about a licensee’s
performance and maintains a website with a great deal of information. Mr.
Newport stated there are a number of ways that a member of the public or an
employee at the nuclear power plant can contact the NRC. He reported the
annual end of cycle process for DCPP is now in the process of being concluded
and no formal decision on DCPP performance for 2016 has been reached.
Because of a recent White finding related to an inoperable valve discovered
during the third quarter of 2016 in the Emergency Core Cooling System, the
plant is now within the second column of NRC response.

In response to Dr. Budnitz’ inquiry, Mr. Newport confirmed that the NRC has
decommissioning experts on staff with an entire branch devoted to monitoring
and reviewing decommissioning activities by nuclear power plants. In response
to Dr. Lam’s query, Mr. Newport confirmed that the NRC has a formal allegation
process which allows a member of the public or a plant employee to raise
concerns with functions in addition to and separately from the allegation
process maintained by a licensee such as DCPP and it is possible to raise
concerns within the NRC’s process anonymously and to the extent possible the
NRC will protect the identity of any reporting party. The NRC also has internal
programs to address non-concurrence and differing professional opinions within
its staff and Mr. Newport observed that within the NRC maintaining a healthy
nuclear safety culture is a priority. Consultant McWhorter remarked that as a
former NRC resident inspector he is a product of the NRC’s training programs
which he described as doing an excellent job and he observed that the NRC, like
DCPP, also uses a simulator facility specifically oriented to emergency and
unusual conditions to train its inspectors.

Mr. John Geesman, representing the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility, was
recognized. Mr. Geesman displayed a graph which he stated was from the NRC’s
report approving the PG&E Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee (SSHAC)
submittal of December 2016 and was part of the various responses provided by
DCPP to NRC requests for information. Mr. Geesman observed that the track
shown on the graph of the safe shutdown earthquake ground motion range,
with the exception of the 10Hz range, is substantially exceeded by the
parameters for the ground motion spectra identified in PG&E’s studies for the
site of DCPP as approved by the NRC. Mr. Geesman reported the former Senior
Resident Inspector for DCPP, Dr. Michael Peck, has stated more than six years
ago that the Shoreline Fault may actually result in ground motions that could be
70% above safe shutdown earthquake. Mr. Geesman observed that Dr. Peck
followed the NRC non concurrence and differing professional opinion avenues in
addressing his concerns but ultimately the NRC resolved against Dr. Peck’s
concerns. Mr. Geesman remarked that in response to Dr. Peck, PG&E sought to
amend its license for DCPP but that the NRC denied this request as no plant has
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ever had its safe shutdown earthquake requirement amended. Mr. Geesman
stated the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility has on a number of occasions
brought the issue of how DCPP performed its seismic analyses to the attention
of the DCISC and the NRC. He observed that even were one to accept PG&E’s
determination of the ground motion spectra for DCPP as approved by the NRC
the fact is that it exceeds the safe shutdown earthquake specification which is
also part of the NRC’s approval for DCPP’s operation and he inquired what Mr.
Newport as the Senior Resident Inspector was prepared to do about this
situation.

Dr. Budnitz responded to Mr. Geesman’s comments and stated that following
the accident at Fukushima, the NRC required every site in the United States to
reevaluate its ground motion spectrum. In the east, there were about 20 plants
where the ground motion spectra has been determined to exceed the safe
shutdown earthquake and each of those plants is required to do a full seismic
PRA. For three plants located in the west, DCPP, SONGS and Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station in Arizona, the NRC in 2012 ordered those plants to do a
seismic PRA and a SSHAC process. DCPP had already begun that process and
the NRC did a preliminary review of the seismic hazard at the site which
concluded that a risk assessment was also required under the NRC post-
Fukushima direction which is due to the NRC in the fall of 2017. Dr. Budnitz
reported that DCPP is on schedule to make that submittal to the NRC and the
DCISC has been reviewing progress on the assessment during fact-finding. He
stated PG&E is doing an overall seismic risk assessment based on the ground
motion response spectra and the DCISC will publicly review that report when it
is final. Dr. Budnitz stated that the NRC is not only aware of the issues
described by Mr. Geesman, NRC staff have been following developments very
closely. Dr. Budnitz stated that he acts as the principal outside reviewer for the
NRC staff on the seismic analyses performed by other plants but due to his role
with the DCISC he has recused himself from any review of the DCPP analysis on
behalf of the NRC.

Dr. Budnitz explained, in response to Dr. Lam’s observation, that the NRC has
used the DCPP Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP) and although it is now many
years old the LTSP was considered to be the “gold standard” for seismic risk
assessment when it was developed. Dr. Budnitz stated that based on the LTSP
the NRC determined that the plant has enough seismic margin to operate while
the new analyses are being completed. In response to Mr. Geesman’s inquiry,
Dr. Budnitz confirmed that the Hosgri analysis was part of the LTSP, but it is in
the most recent analysis that all the plant’s systems, structures and
components will be reviewed for the adequacy of their seismic margins and Dr.
Budnitz observed that the techniques which will be used in this effort are the
most modern and advanced, and the analysis will use better data. Mr. Geesman
observed the Hosgri earthquake analysis did not use the same ground motion
damping assumptions or the soil structure interaction as used for the safe
shutdown earthquake and, while Mr. Geesman stated he did not doubt Dr.
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Budnitz’ faith in the plant’s seismic margin, he described this as representing an
“apples to oranges” comparison. Mr. Geesman described the operation of the
plant in this condition as akin to someone driving a car with a blood alcohol
level in excess of 0.08% but insisting that there should be confidence in that
person’s ability to drive safely. Dr. Budnitz stated his opinion that this was an
unfair analogy as the differences in the ground motion damping and soil
structure interaction have been accounted for by the NRC in its review and in
reaching its conclusion that the plant could continue to operate safely and that
an adequate margin against earthquakes continues to exist. Dr. Budnitz
remarked that he agreed with Dr. Lam’s observation that these differing factors
do not lead to public confidence in the process. Mr. Geesman remarked that it
will still have been seven years after Dr. Peck raised his concerns before the
public hears from PG&E. Dr. Budnitz responded that while this was true, the
NRC had done additional analysis in response to Dr. Peck’s concern. Dr. Budnitz
further observed that the safe shutdown earthquake was essentially
superseded by the Hosgri analysis and the NRC has not used the safe shutdown
earthquake parameters as governing its decisions on whether the plant remains
seismically safe for many years, but rather has used a spectrum that reflects
the Hosgri fault analysis. Dr. Budnitz remarked that DCPP has a mixed and
complicated seismic design basis that is essentially impossible to fully entangle
and in response the NRC has continued to look at how strong are the DCPP
structures. Mr. Geesman stated that no single factor exceeds the NRC’s failure
to act on information in its possession in degrading the public’s confidence in
the NRC.

Mr. Newport stated he appreciated Mr. Geesman’s comments but that there may
be a mixing of issues in the discussion. Mr. Newport stated he knows Dr. Peck
and has discussed the concerns raised by Dr. Peck with him. He stated Dr.
Peck’s concerns were with the plant’s licensing basis and how it was
administratively licensed and that Dr. Peck has stated that he did not have
safety concerns with the plant’s structures. Mr. Newport stated Dr. Peck raised
his concerns at the highest level of the NRC, that is with the Executive Director
of Operations, and it was determined that there was not a safety concern
associated with the issues raised by Dr. Peck. Mr. Newport observed that
seismology is a very complicated subject and while he is not an expert, the
graph displayed by Mr. Geesman is misleading as it does not include the limits
established in the Hosgri analysis which he described as being much higher that
the double design earthquake and he stated the ground motion response
spectrum shown on Mr. Geesman’s graph is that which was ordered by the NRC
post Fukushima and it will take some time for the NRC to fully resolve the issue
as to the seismic margins established by the new data. Mr. Newport confirmed
that there is no immediate safety concern at present which would lead the NRC
to order DCPP to shut down. Mr. Geesman commented that the graph he
displayed was produced by the NRC and if the safe shutdown earthquake is not
relevant why had the NRC ordered PG&E to evaluate the ground motion spectra
against the safe shutdown earthquake? Mr. Geesman stated that the Alliance
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for Nuclear Responsibility has a problem in that the explanation that the safe
shutdown earthquake standard, which Dr. Budnitz has stated have been
dismissed as an evaluative device, has never been dismissed as such in writing
by the NRC.

Mr. Newport stated that the NRC continues to reassess the hazards at DCPP
against the Hosgri and the LTSP and the analysis goes beyond seismic issues to
include tsunamis and locally intense precipitation events. He remarked that the
NRC does not simply license a plant and then not reassess its analysis but
rather continuously reevaluates and reassesses in response to new information.
He described PG&E as also engaging in committed efforts in this regard.

Ms. Jane Swanson, a member of Mothers for Peace, was recognized. Ms.
Swanson stated she found the logic that a need exists to continually reassess a
major project, as science and knowledge change, as to its margin of safety to be
faulty as in that situation how can one make a judgment at any point in time
that it is safe to keep operating? She stated that the idea that the margin of
safety is unknown because it is continually being reassessed is twisted
rationalization and an insult to the public which has resulted in a low level of
confidence by the members of Mothers for Peace and for many people in the
local community. Dr. Budnitz observed that there is a level of confidence
engendered when a structure, such as the Containment domes, have so much
more capacity to withstand any event which could threaten them and that it
was on that basis the NRC accepted in the 1980s that the plant could continue
to operate but that this has resulted over the years in the complicated design
basis, and now instead of performing another design analysis PG&E has
undertaken a capacity analysis to determine whether the plant continues to
have adequate seismic capacity. Ms. Swanson remarked that it was important
for the DCISC to maintain and demonstrate its independence of PG&E in
reviewing this matter in the future which she stated she did not find
demonstrated in the long discussion between Dr. Budnitz and Mr. Geesman.

Ms. Swanson stated that she found information from an NRC inspection report
from November 2016 which identified a violation with respect to fire protection
in context of a failure to measure water flow to be troubling and Ms. Swanson
observed she has noted other DCPP violations in the area of fire protection. She
remarked that these violations, all of which are described as being of low safety
significance, to her constitute a recurring theme regarding an important area.
Mr. Newport responded and stated that the designation of a violation as being
of low safety significance is made in accordance with an objective, repeatable
process which reviews the risk significance of the violation. He stated that in
the NRC’s review of plant performance careful attention is paid to multiple
violations, however, with reference to DCPP’s performance, Mr. Newport stated
he did not see an increasing trend in fire protection issues although he
acknowledged this may have occurred in the past. Ms. Swanson observed that
whenever Mothers for Peace raised the issue of fire protection at DCPP with the
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San Luis Obispo County Board of Supervisors, a PG&E representative always
follows her group’s comments with the assurance that the plant remains in
compliance with NFPA-805, but when she reads the NRC’s reports she finds the
plant is out of compliance with certain aspects of fire protection regulations. Mr.
Newport stated that the NRC and PG&E assess performance at very low levels
and mistakes affecting performance and violations are inevitable given the
complex systems integral in the operation of a nuclear power plant. He reported
there are issues which arise that do not require a formal report, however, PG&E
does respond and correct these items. Issues which have greater risk
significance are assigned a color-coded designation as appropriate and
accordingly additional regulatory review by the NRC.

Ms. Rochelle Becker, Executive Director of the Alliance for Nuclear
Responsibility, was recognized. Ms. Becker stated that, while she has never
found the NRC to be overly transparent, she has a real and increased concern
that the new administration in Washington D.C. may restrict the NRC, as it has
the Environmental Protection Agency and National Park Service, from
communicating with the public. Dr. Peterson responded that as an independent
agency of the federal government the Executive Branch has less capability to
influence the NRC than the two agencies named by Ms. Becker and the
President does not have the ability to dismiss NRC commissioners and at least
one of the two currently vacant commissioner positions must be filled by a
Democrat.

XIV Adjourn Evening Meeting
The Chair adjourned the evening meeting of the Committee at 7:55 P.M.

XV Reconvene for Morning Meeting
The February 9, 2017, morning public meeting of the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety
Committee was called to order by its Chair, Dr. Lam at 8:30 A.M. Dr. Lam welcomed
those persons present in the audience. Dr. Lam invited any of the members who wished
to make remarks to do so at this time.

XVI Committee Member Comments
There were no comments from Members at this time.

XVII Public Comments and Communication
The Chair reviewed the invitation to address the Committee on matters not on the
agenda for this public meeting and invited any comments from members of the public
who wished to address the Committee to do so now. There was no response to his
invitation.

XVIII Information Items Before the Committee
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Dr. Lam requested Mr. Harbor to introduce the next presentation and presenter to the
Committee. Mr. Harbor introduced DCPP Station Director Paula Gerfen. Mr. Harbor
reported Ms. Gerfen holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Computer Science and more
than 25 years experience in the nuclear industry including holding leadership roles in
Digital Systems, Maintenance and Operations organizations.

Presentation on the State of the Plant Including Key Events, Highlights and
Station Activities since the DCISC’s October 2016 Public Meeting; Summary of
Station Highlights and Performance and an Update on the NRC’s Evaluation of
PG&E’s Seismic Hazard Analysis for the DCPP Sites.

Ms. Gerfen reported both Unit-1 and Unit-2 are currently operating at 100%
power with no challenges to generation or to core damage frequency. All NRC
Performance Indicators are green. For 2016, Unit-1 generation capacity was
101.2%, exceeding 100% due to plant efficiencies and ocean conditions, and
for Unit-2 during 2016 the capacity factor was 91.2% for a total plant capacity
factor for 2016 of 96.3%. During 2016 Unit-2 was curtailed due to the need to
clean (i.e., “pick and dredge”) biofouling from the main condensers due to
storm debris and ocean conditions. Unit-2 conducted pick and dredge twice in
the recent past with both events done successfully with Unit-2 returning to
100% power each time. Ms. Gerfen reviewed graphics showing the plant
capacity factor for both units for the previous four months and for the last
twelve months.

Ms. Gerfen reported the next refueling outage is scheduled for Unit-1, its
twentieth refueling outage (1R20), which is scheduled to start on April 23 and
is scheduled to last 75 days. She reported the main issue which is driving the
outage duration to be longer than previous is dealing with the challenges
associated with inspection and replacement of baffle-former bolts with planned
replacement of a maximum of 200 such bolts. Ms. Gerfen stated Unit-1 has
experienced a challenge with cobalt 60 after a problem experienced during
1R18 with Reactor Coolant Pump 1-3 due to a shift alignment issue with the
reactor at 93% power. When the issue was identified, power was reduced and
the leaking seal on the Reactor Coolant Pump was replaced and the shaft
alignment issue was identified with satellite found on some of the affected
components. Ms. Gerfen stated that when satellite goes through the Reactor
Coolant System it becomes activated on the fuel and becomes cobalt 60 which
is highly radioactive and resulted in increased source term on Unit-1. A root
cause analysis was performed and identified issues with maintenance
procedures which were not as prescriptive as required in making measurements
with very small tolerances and maintenance procedures have been improved.
The misaligned shaft caused wear on the bearings which generated the satellite
and the cobalt 60 issue. Dr. Budnitz observed and Ms. Gerfen confirmed that
DCPP will generate an Operating Experience report on this issue which will be
reviewed by the entire nuclear industry. She reported there were no other
issues identified with this extent of condition in the power plant.
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Ms. Gerfen stated that during the last quarter of 2016, the station conducted
another alignment workshop in its efforts to align the entire DCPP organization
on the path forward and the key issues being addressed. This workshop
included all DCPP and contractor personnel and was the third such workshop
conducted. Ms. Gerfen then asked Mr. Jearl Strickland, PG&E Interim Vice
President of Generation Technical Services, to present the next topic.

Mr. Strickland reported DCPP received the response letter from the NRC to the
plant’s submittal of seismic ground motion response spectra which will now
permit DCPP to move forward with the next step in the hazard evaluation
process. Mr. Strickland reported that new models of all DCPP’s structures,
systems, and components that are important to safety have been developed and
an updated seismic probabilistic risk assessment tool has been built into the
models. The plant is now proceeding to complete the initial runs of the new
seismic probabilistic risk assessment using updated fragilities and is making
what Mr. Strickland termed good progress toward a further submittal in the fall
of 2017 to the NRC. He confirmed Dr. Budnitz’ observation that within one or
two months that work will be available for outside peer review by experts
which will evaluate against American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME)/American Nuclear Society (ANS) standards. In response to Dr. Lam’s
observation Mr. Strickland confirmed the new model is both more realistic and
improved over past models and the new model includes very detailed, finite
element models of all structures to provide significant additional insights from
what was available using prior models. Mr. Strickland confirmed Dr. Lam’s
observation that PG&E will accept the results of the new modeling and he
stated in some cases fragilities may have increased and in some cases
decreased and with this data it will be possible to reassess the overall margins
of all important components of the plant, be it structures, systems, or specific
components.

As part of the NRC evaluation process DCPP will assess whether data generated
using the new modeling requires the modification of the plant to improve safety
margins in specific areas. Mr. Strickland observed that DCPP is in a better
position than some other nuclear plants in responding to the NRC’s 10 CFR
50.54(f) evaluation as DCPP has a very detailed Long Term Seismic Program
from which to compare and the seismic hazard at the plant site which has been
continually evaluated since the plant began operation. Mr. Strickland confirmed
Dr. Lam’s observation that it is not certain that improved modeling will lead to
more favorable safety margins for DCPP’s continued operation but the new
modeling will provide more definitive results and whatever the results are they
will be appropriately addressed. Mr. Strickland confirmed Dr. Budnitz’
observation that the analysis of a structure or component does not include or
start with the design basis but rather with the structure or component as it is
configured, which represents a separate issue from how it might have been
designed. Dr. Peterson commented the work that has been undertaken at DCPP
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is much better than what the State of California is undertaking for its facilities
including those on the campus of U.C. Berkeley which sits on a major, active
fault. Mr. Strickland reported that PG&E has made good progress in its plan to
install accelerometers in its smart meters and on equipment within PG&E’s
system and thereby to significantly expand the seismic informational database.
Dr. Peterson observed that the result of this work by PG&E may result in the
saving of many lives in a future seismic event.

Mr. John Geesman, representing the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility, was
recognized. Mr. Geesman stated that a study conducted in 1982 by the Sandia
firm determined that an accident at DCPP attributed to the breach of either
reactor could result in ten thousand deaths within the first year and offsite
property damage in the range of $313 billion which for 2016 would now be in
the range of $775 billion and he remarked that based on this analysis there is
good reason why the seismic analysis of DCPP, which he stated the NRC regards
as the most seismically challenged plant in the U.S., should be much more
intensive than in other areas of California including in the seismically active San
Francisco Bay Area. Mr. Geesman stated that the NRC has downplayed the
significance of its safe shutdown earthquake standard and considered the
Hosgri evaluation as an acceptable substitute.

In response to Mr. Geesman’s inquiry Dr. Budnitz reported that the seismic
analyses performed by PG&E for DCPP will be included in the NRC’s public
informational docket and will be available to members of the public as will the
review by the independent peer reviewers. Mr. Strickland stated the PG&E is
required to and would analyze the design earthquake input, the double design
earthquake input, and the Hosgri input and compare these against the Long
Term Seismic Program to evaluate systems, structures, and components and
identify opportunities to be able to add additional margin in specific areas and
evaluate these against the new seismic input. Dr. Peterson observed that
societal investment in earthquake safety does not appear to meet reasonable
standards for what the State ought to be doing and that the way this issue was
viewed in the 1980's has changed significantly and looking broadly across the
application of new methods to civil infrastructure is very much the right thing to
do.

Mr. William Gloege, a representative of Californians for Green Nuclear Power,
was recognized. Mr. Gloege stated that the experience of the Fukushima plant
served as a test of the effects of one of the worst earthquakes yet experienced
and there was not a single person killed in the earthquake although there were
design flaws in the Fukushima nuclear power plant. Mr. Gloege further observed
that no persons were killed by the accident to the reactors following the
tsunami at Fukushima. He remarked that there was loss of life and loss of
business in the area but this was due to government overreaction which was
not justified by the radiation levels experienced after the accident. Mr. Gloege
stated it was important to keep these issues in context and he stated that
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global warming represents the real threat to society and it would be good to
place fossil fuels under the same levels of scrutiny as nuclear power. Mr. Gloege
thanked the DCISC for its work on behalf of all citizens.

Mr. Joseph Ivora, a retired PG&E employee, was recognized. Mr. Ivora reported
that U.S. nuclear power plants have achieved the highest capacity factor of
approximately at 92% of any in the world over the last 15 years. Mr. Ivora
stated he supports nuclear power and does not understand the resistance to its
use as nuclear power is the most powerful, kindest to the environment and to
animal life of any of the other power production technologies in use. Mr. Ivora
acknowledged that power produced by wind and solar means is necessary but
he stated nuclear power is also necessary and he encouraged the DCISC to
educate the public on this issue.

Mr. Harbor introduced Mr. Tom Baldwin, Director of Site Services at DCPP, and
stated Mr. Baldwin holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Mechanical
Engineering and has more than 30 years’ experience in nuclear power and has
held leadership roles in Engineering, Operations and various support
organizations.

Identification on May 16, 2016 of Inoperability of Valve RHR-2-8700B
Investigation into Causes and Significance, Corrective Actions and Related NRC
Enforcement Actions.

Mr. Baldwin reported that testing conducted during the last refueling outage
identified a condition which resulted in a violation. He reported extensive
testing of plant equipment is performed during refueling outages to ensure the
equipment is capable of performing its intended function and in this case the
test of the ability to open a motor-operated valve could only be performed
during refueling. The test was conducted and the valve which is part of the
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) failed to open. Mr. Baldwin stated the
ECCS is a system that is normally on standby and ready for use in the event that
a pipe inside Containment or a small or large Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
pipe were to break. If the plant were to shut down in response, the ECCS is
activated and it pumps borated water into the RCS to maintain the reactor in
safe shut down. In the later phases of such an event with depletion of the large
inventory of water available to be pumped into Containment the ECCS would be
realigned to take suction from the accumulated water inventory in Containment,
cool that water and re-inject it into the RCS. Mr. Baldwin reported there are two
separate paths (i.e. trains) for the water to be pumped out of Containment
isolated by valves identified as Valves 8982. Each valve and pathway is more
than adequate to mitigate the event described by Mr. Baldwin. During testing in
the last refueling outage Valve 8982B, the second train, failed to open on
demand. Valve 8982A did open when tested and had the ECCS been called upon
to perform its function Train A would have been working.
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Mr. Baldwin reported DCPP promptly investigated the failure of Valve 8982B to
open and found a related valve that is normally open to provide the water flow
path from the borated water inventory had a broken external position switch.
The function of that position switch is to tell the control system that the normal
flow path from the borated water inventory is closed and to then allow Valve
8982B to open. As the position switch was broken, Valve 8982B was unable to
sense that the valve from the normal borated water inventory was closed. In
response to Dr. Peterson’s inquiry, Mr. Baldwin reported that the position
switch functions as an interlock to prevent flooding of Containment and he
reported the valves were capable of being electrically or manually opened (i.e.
stroked). The Namco manufactured position switch has a travel arm, with a
sensing arm with a trip finger, which pushes on the switch as the valve strokes
to make up an electrical circuit that allows the other valve to open. In this case
the trip finger had pushed too far and repeated actuations had broken a small
roll pin that connects the lever arm to the circuitry.

Mr. Baldwin stated the position switch was promptly replaced and tested and all
other valves which have this type of switch were inspected with none of the
switches found to be broken or to be in a condition where they could be pushed
too far. Two refueling outages prior to the failure maintenance was performed
on the failed switch and the Valve 8982B was successfully tested. Mr. Baldwin
stated Valve 8982B is stroked every quarter and each time the switch is
actuated. Although there is no remote indicator for that switch, testing during
refueling outages is conducted to ensure the switch successfully completes the
electrical circuit.

Mr. Baldwin reported the NRC inspectors identified there was guidance provided
from the manufacturer of the position switch stating that in all circumstances to
ensure the travel finger is not traveling too far and DCPP found that it did not
have that guidance identified in the maintenance procedures and had failed to
set up the travel to limit travel to the acceptable range. Mr. Baldwin confirmed,
in response to Dr. Lam’s observation, that the position switch was included in
the original plant design and has likely been installed for some time and
successfully completed every previous test. He remarked that the switches are
installed on a number of motor-operated valves and there have been no similar
failures. NRC inspectors identified a deficiency in the maintenance procedures
in that the procedure did not include verification that travel of the switch did
not exceed the manufacturer’s operating limit. These external switches were
only being verified by an audible click to indicate that they had opened but the
switches were not checked to determine whether they had traveled too far. Mr.
Baldwin stated plant maintenance procedures have been changed and will be
implemented during the next refueling outage to ensure the switches do not
over-travel. The trip point of the switch is coordinated with an internal limit
switch on the valve and provides a level of assurance that they are normally in
acceptable configuration.
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Mr. Baldwin reported the NRC final determination on the significance of this
performance deficiency was it constituted a low to moderate risk significance
based on the potential of the valve to cause a problem with respect to a
significant accident. This White finding will result in additional NRC inspection
activity. The NRC will provide a supplemental inspection, termed a “95001
Inspection,” following DCPP’s completion of a root cause evaluation to fully
understand the depth and breadth of the problem and to preclude its
recurrence. Mr. Baldwin stated PG&E appealed the NRC determination of low to
moderate risk significance. He stated the operator training and procedures
provide additional avenues for operating the valves as the control logic is by-
passable by opening the valve manually or by closing contacts on the motor-
operated valve breaker which would activate the motor and close the valve.
There was also the issue of Train A being available and fully capable of
mitigating an event at all times.

In response to Dr. Lam’s inquiry, Mr. Baldwin stated that the defect did not lie
with the switch but with its inappropriate configuration due to deficient
maintenance procedure and Dr. Lam observed and Mr. Baldwin agreed that for
Train A the same switch was subject to the same deficient maintenance
procedure. In response to Dr. Peterson’s query, Mr. Baldwin stated the
significance of this issue, resulting in a White finding, is not expected to have a
chilling effect on employees’ willingness to report other deficiencies and DCPP
encourages its employees to write notifications to the Corrective Action
Program to identify problems. Mr. Baldwin confirmed in response to Dr.
Peterson’s query that this issue has been prioritized in the Corrective Action
Program and DCPP has identified that in the 1980s, prior to the plant setting up
a motor-operated valve program, there were two occurrences of broken limit
switches due to improper setup and a procedure was instituted to coordinate
the external and internal limit switches which resulted in consistent
performance until this recent failure at which point DCPP recognized that
vendor instructions had not been incorporated into the maintenance procedure.
DCPP has now evaluated its Motor-Operated Valve Program for the adequacy of
incorporating vendor instructions including for torque switches and internal
rotor limit switches. Mr. Harbor remarked, and Dr. Peterson agreed, that along
with procedure reevaluation it was important to note the redundant
mechanisms which could have been employed to actuate the system. Dr.
Peterson observed that as the failure occurred only after repeated actuation, it
was unlikely to happen simultaneously in multiple systems thereby making
identification difficult and he observed that the occurrence of the failure in this
case allowed it to be discovered with only minor consequences.

Dr. Budnitz observed that due to the broken switch Train B of the ECCS would
not have allowed switch over to recirculation had it been called upon, and it is
not known at what point in time the switch failed. Dr. Budnitz stated the NRC
analyzes deficiencies of this type by assessing the probability that Train A
would, for some reason, be unavailable when needed for recirculation during an
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event, as well as the probability and likelihood that plant staff could recover
Train B during the same event. The NRC initially determined that the probability
that a core damage accident could result as 7 x 10 -6 per year and PG&E’s
analysis determined that with what PG&E believed to be more accurate
assumptions the probability was 7 x 10 -7 per year. Dr. Budnitz observed that
both these numbers represent very low probabilities, but the probability was
not zero, and as a result of PG&E’s appeal the NRC agreed with some but not all
of PG&E’s assumptions and the NRC revised its analysis. Dr. Budnitz observed
there was a considerable amount of uncertainty in both the PG&E and NRC
analyses but that the statement that Train A was likely available is not the same
as saying the plant was perfectly safe during the time Train B was not available.
The analysis of the availability of Train A is termed “common cause failure” and
the probability that Train A would have been available is not 100% but neither
is it zero and the role of a probabilistic analysis is to assign a numerical
probability to the likelihood of a common cause failure. Dr. Budnitz observed
that in performing this type of analysis the numbers are not the most important
thing but rather that by doing the analysis something can be identified that
perhaps no one had yet considered or considered in a different context and
from this analysis and the calibration of the probabilities involved it can be
determined that a certain maintenance interval is sufficient. Mr. Baldwin agreed
with Dr. Budnitz’ observation and confirmed that DCPP has learned from this
event and changes to maintenance procedures have been implemented to
include observing the switches to verify travel and checking the interlock
circuitry on a quarterly basis.

Ms. Sherry Lewis of Mothers for Peace was recognized. Ms. Lewis inquired
whether the event described by Mr. Baldwin and Dr. Budnitz had ever occurred
in other plants such that both ECCS trains were unavailable. Dr. Budnitz
responded that it was his belief that this had not occurred at any plant. In
response to Ms. Lewis question as to what level of probability would worry Dr.
Budnitz, Dr. Budnitz replied that the NRC has set the range of probability of 10
-4 as the level which would likely result in a Red finding but that this was not
his personal view. Ms. Lewis closed her remarks by stating her belief that
nuclear power is a brand new science which has the possibility of being so
devastating that it should not be used. Dr. Peterson remarked that the NRC has
established the goal for persons living in the vicinity of a nuclear power plant
that provides the incremental risk from an accident involving radioactivity in
such location, compared to all other risks faced by such persons from other
types of accidents, should be approximately one in one thousand or less.

A short break followed Mr. Baldwin’s presentation.

Mr. Harbor introduced the next PG&E speaker, Mr. Hossein Hamzehee, Manager
of Regulatory Services and asked Mr. Hamzehee to make the next informational
presentation requested by the DCISC. Mr. Harbor reported Mr. Hamzehee spent
significant time in his career in leadership positions within the NRC and holds a
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Master’s Degree in Nuclear Engineering and a Bachelor’s Degree in Mechanical
Engineering.

Update on the Status of NRC Performance Indicators, Licensee Event Reports,
NRC Notices of Violation and Issues Raised by NRC Resident Inspector.

Mr. Hamzehee reported DCPP is rigorously inspected by the NRC and PG&E is
committed to the highest safety standards and constantly re-evaluates DCPP
operations and emergency plans. He stated his presentation would cover
approximately three months of NRC inspections, from November 2016 to
January 2017, involving ~3000 hours of inspection time. DCPP met “green”
performance expectations for all NRC performance indicators. Three very low-
safety significant Green violations and one White violation of low to moderate
safety significance were identified since the last DCISC meeting in October
2016. The NRC issued its final significance determination of a White Finding
(low to moderate safety significance) for the preliminary white finding
identified in October 2016. In response to Dr. Lam’s query, Mr. Hamzehee
confirmed that the White violation has placed DCPP in the second column
“Regulatory Response” of the NRC Action Matrix within the Reactor Oversight
Process which uses a total of five columns, with Column 1 being the least risk
significant, to assess licensee performance. As a result there will be additional,
supplemental, NRC inspections of DCPP to ensure the White violation is
appropriately addressed and corrective actions are identified such that it will
not recur. Mr. Hamzehee reported that provided no other non Green violation is
received and the NRC supplemental inspection goes well, DCPP should expect to
move from Column 2 to Column 1 in the NRC action matrix on July 1, 2017. Mr.
Hamzehee reported DCPP has completed all evaluations of the White violation.

Mr. Hamzehee provided a summary of the NRC Performance Indicators, which
are also available to members of the public on the NRC’s website, including:

Unplanned Scrams per 7000 Critical Hrs
Unplanned Power Changes per 7000 Critical Hrs
Unplanned Scrams with Complications
Safety System Functional Failures
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, Emergency AC Power System
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, High Pressure Injection System
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, Heat Removal System
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, Residual Heat Removal System
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, Cooling Water Systems
Reactor Coolant System Activity
Reactor Coolant System Leakage
Drill/Exercise Performance
ERO Drill Participation
Alert & Notification System
Occupational Exposure Control Effectiveness
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Radiological Effluent Occurrence

All performance indicators are currently rated as Green, i.e., in acceptable
status, and no new Licensee Event Reports (LER) were issued during November
2016 through January 2017.

Licensee safety significance of violations is characterized as Green (very low),
White (low to moderate), Yellow (substantial), or Red (high) safety significance
with respect to core damage frequency. Mr. Hamzehee reviewed the violations
received during the period November 2016—January 2017 as follows:

Non-Cited SL IV Violation – Licensee-identified Severity Level IV violation regarding
completeness and accuracy of licensed operator exam information (No Cross-Cutting
(C-C) Aspect). Very low safety significance with no impact to public health and
safety. Mr. Hamzehee reported this violation involved an exam question which was
identified as having two alternative correct answers which was supposed to be
removed from the exam and replaced with a question with only one correct answer.
However, the question with two correct responses was not replaced and remained
on the exam.
NCV (Green) – Licensee-identified failure to properly test all portions of the Fire
Suppression Water System. (No C-C Aspect). Very low safety significance with no
impact to public health and safety. Mr. Hamzehee reported this involved failure to
do both a flow test and a pressure test on a sub-system. Only the flow test was
done which indicated more than 50% of the required flow was available, but failure
to also complete a pressure test was a violation of NFPA 805 fire standards. The
matter was entered into the Corrective Action Program and a pressure test was
completed.
NRC-identified – NCV (Green) – Resident Inspectors identified a failure to provide
adequate instructions in procedures to ensure a main steam rupture restraint was
properly engaged. (C-C Aspect H.7 Documentation.) Very low safety significance
with no impact to public health and safety. The NRC Resident Inspector found a
rupture restraint was not tight. Rupture restraints are used by DCPP on piping to
ensure that if there is movement the piping does not impact adjacent safety-related
components. When the rupture restraint was tightened procedures were not
followed regarding documentation. In response to Consultant McWhorter’s inquiry,
Mr. Hamzehee stated that visual inspection of the rupture restraint did not identify
the issue to plant staff and the Corrective Action Program now requires a more
detailed inspection of rupture restraints.
NRC – White Violation – Failure to provide adequate instructions to check the travel
of external interlock limit switches installed on motor-operated valves. (No C-C
Aspect.) Low to moderate safety significance with no impact to public health &
safety. This violation was discussed previously with the DCISC during this pubic
meeting by Mr. Baldwin. In response to Mr. McWhorter’s question on the
supplemental NRC 95001 inspection, Mr. Hamzehee stated in order to return to
Column 1 on the NRC action matrix there must be no non-Green violations received
for at least twelve months and the plant is required to respond in writing to the NRC
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concerning the 95001 supplemental inspection including providing a detailed root
cause evaluation and extent of condition analysis and provide information on the
corrective actions taken. Mr. Hamzehee stated DCPP expects to provide a complete
response in preparation for the 95001 supplemental inspection within the next
month after which the 95001 inspection will be scheduled.

In summary, Mr. Hamzehee reported that during the period November 2016 –
January 2017, DCPP performance was Green based on NRC performance
indicators. The following Inspection Reports were issued since the last DCISC
public meeting in October 2016:

Security Inspection Report (2016-201, 10/26/16)
3rd Quarter Integrated Inspection Report (2016-003, 10/27/16)
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Inspection (2016-011, 11/23/16)
NRC Examination Report (2016-302, 12/01/16)
NRC Inspection Report – White Finding (2016-010, 12/28/16)
NRC Security Inspection Report (2016-403, 12/28/16)

Dr. Budnitz inquired whether any important NRC inspections were scheduled
prior to the DCISC’s next public meeting in June 2017 and Mr. Hamzehee
reported an inspection was conducted, with no findings identified, two weeks
ago of the open phase condition to ensure compensatory measures are in place,
there is a fitness for duty inspection scheduled in two weeks, and the 95001
supplemental inspection at a date to be determined. The balance of NRC
inspection activities principally involve annual inspections, as many of the tri-
annual inspections were completed during 2016. Mr. Hamzehee offered to
provide a list of scheduled inspections during 2017 and Dr. Budnitz stated the
DCISC should consider making that information available on the DCISC’s
website. Mr. Hamzehee reported DCPP is presently in the transition phase from
Appendix R to NFPA 805 fire regulations and it has not yet been determined
whether the NRC will conduct a NFPA 805 Fire Program inspection on or after
April 2017 when the transition period ends. In response to Dr. Lam’s question
Mr. Hamzehee stated that transition from Appendix R to the risk-informed NFPA
805 fire regulations will require a learning curve for the industry and the NRC
and he stated his opinion that in the next four or five years there may well be
some resulting findings from inspections as the NFPA 805 regulations are
complex. However, he stated he believed that the risk informed regulatory basis
will result in efforts being concentrated on those areas that are most significant
to fire risk unlike under Appendix R when the plant was required to follow a list
of prescriptive requirements and accordingly the overall fire risk will be reduced
under NFPA 805 and the plant will be working with the NRC toward a better
understanding concerning implementation aspects of NFPA 805.

Mr. Harbor then introduced DCPP Outage Manager Matt Coward and Mr. Harbor
reported Mr. Coward has more than 25 years’ experience in the nuclear industry
and holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering and has held
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leadership roles in Operations, Engineering and Outage and Work Control
organizations.

Plans and Preparations for the Twentieth Refueling Outage for Unit-1 (1R20).

Mr. Coward reported 1R20 is scheduled to commence on April 23, 2017, and will
be a significantly longer outage than the normal 33-day outage for refueling
one of DCPP’s reactors due to the greater scope of work. He described the
major scope work scheduled for 1R20 as follows:

Permanent Cavity Seal – the reactor cavity seal seals the annular space between the
reactor vessel flange and the refueling cavity floor. A stainless steel plate with gaps
will be welded into place and covers with O-rings seals will be installed to close the
gaps during refueling periods when water floods the cavity. After refueling the
covers will be removed to allow ventilation around the reactor. In response to Dr.
Peterson’s question, Mr. Coward reported the present reactor cavity seal is a
temporary cavity seal made of rubber and held in place by j-bolts. In response to
Dr. Lam’s question, Mr. Coward reported that there were instances during previous
outages of leakage from the temporary reactor seal and boric acid could potentially
damage components located beneath the temporary cavity seal.
Baffle-former bolt inspection and replacement – Mr. Coward described this as the
most significant item in the major scope of work for 1R20. There are 832 baffle-
former bolts installed on the reactor’s lower internals and each bolt will be
ultrasonically examined and any bolts with indications will be replaced. In response
to Dr. Lam’s inquiry, Mr. Coward stated this work is in response to operating
experience at other nuclear power plants which found defects in some bolts of a
specific Westinghouse design which was used for DCPP Unit-1. Mr. Coward reported
Unit-2 is of a different design in terms of how the flow goes through the core and is
not subject to baffle-former bolt failure.
Containment Fan Cooler 1-5 coil replacement – each unit has five Containment Fan
Cooler Units (CFCU) designed to reduce pressure in the event of a steam line or RCS
break. The old CFCU coils will be replaced with stainless steel coils. Mr. Coward
confirmed that CFCU 1-5 will definitely have the coil replaced but Mr. Harbor
confirmed that replacement of the other CFCU coils is currently under review with
respect to the Joint Proposal which, if approved, would close DCPP by the end of
2025.
Rod Control Cluster Guide Card inspection – this work was also performed for Unit-2
during 2R19. Reactor Vessel cold leg nozzle inspections – an ultrasonic inspection
required every four years.
“B” Low Pressure turbine inspection – a non destructive inspection scheduled based
on number of run-hours.
High Pressure turbine inspection.
Reactor Coolant Pump 1-4 motor overhaul – part of the ten-year preventive
maintenance schedule and represents the fourth refueling outage during which a
reactor coolant pump motor has been overhauled.
230 kV switch 211-1 overhaul – Mr. Coward reported this is the switch which
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connects Unit-1 to the 230kV System and the work is part of the Electrical Reliability
Improvement Program.
480 V vital bus F breaker replacements – another part of the Electrical Reliability
Improvement Program which involves replacing breakers depending on which bus is
to be cleared during the outage.

Mr. Coward next reviewed the activities and the schedule for 1R20 and the
order of the items on the outage critical path as follows:

Permanent cavity seal installation – as there is insufficient floor space in
Containment to disassemble the reactor and to install the permanent cavity seal at
the same time and the reactor will not be drained to the flange until ready for
disassembly, the reactor will be in Mode 5 until the permanent cavity seal is
installed. Once the cavity seal is in place the RCS level will be lowered to the flange.
Mr. Coward observed this work will add about seven days to the normal outage
schedule.
Reactor disassembly.
Core offload.
Baffle-former bolts inspection – Mr. Coward reported Westinghouse will be
conducting the inspection of 832 baffle-former bolts using two submarines to
perform the ultrasonic inspection of the baffle-former bolts. Based on the results
Westinghouse will provide analysis and recommendations regarding bolt
replacement.
Bolt replacement machine mobilization – after the inspection and results of the
inspection, the next step in replacement of any bolts is installation of an indexing
plate which fits tightly against the baffle plates and is designed to sit on the core
plate. A 70-foot I-beam is used for the tooling head.
Baffle-former bolt replacement – bolt replacement requires a minimum of four
machining activities to remove the old bolt and then to install and tighten and
cramp a new bolt. In the event the old bolt is difficult to remove it will need to be
machined out and replaced with another, larger diameter, bolt and Mr. Coward
reported DCPP will be prepared for this contingency. In response to Dr. Peterson’s
question Mr. Coward reported the D.C. Cook Nuclear Generating Station in Michigan
underwent a similar inspection and 174 baffle-former bolts were replaced. For
planning purposes DCPP expects to replace approximately 200 baffle-former bolts.
In response to Consultant McWhorter’s inquiry, Mr. Coward reported DCPP expects
to be able to replace about eight baffle-former bolts per day.
Bolt replacement machine de-mobilization – Mr. Coward reported that de-mobilizing
the replacement machine takes longer than to mobilize and a thorough foreign
materials exclusion regime must be followed to ensure no material is left on the
baseplate after machining activities. A detailed foreign objects search and retrieval
effort will be undertaken before the indexing plate is removed and another foreign
object search and retrieval will be conducted on the core plate to look for shavings
or anything that may have fallen as a result of the work. Mr. Coward reported that
weighted drapes will be used to cover the reactor hot legs.
Core reload – in response to Consultant Wardell’s query Mr. Coward reported a rapid
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response team has been formed and a detailed work package for pre-outage work
on the spent fuel pool has been prepared. A work package has also been prepared
for contingency planning on the manipulator crane in Containment.
Reactor re-assembly.
Plant start up.

Mr. Coward described the items which represent first time evolutions to be
performed during 1R20 as follows.

Permanent cavity seal installation – Mr. Coward reported that the vendor,
Westinghouse, has performed this work at other facilities.
Baffle-former bolts inspection – DCPP has extensively benchmarked this work with
the D.C. Cook, Indian Point and Salem Nuclear Generating Stations and has sent
teams to those facilities, and Mr. Coward reported he has conducted bi-weekly
telephone conferences with outage managers who have had baffle-former bolt
replacement in the scope of outages at those plants. In response to Dr. Budnitz’
inquiry, Mr. Coward reported representatives from the Indian Point and D.C. Cook
plants have been invited to observe the work at DCPP during 1R20. DCPP will be the
fourth plant that has inspected and replaced baffle-former bolts during a refueling
outage. In response to Dr. Peterson’s question Mr. Coward reported the Design
Engineering organization at DCPP is responsible for the baffle-former bolt
replacement and will be issuing the design and modification documents for the
work. He reported the RCS Engineer has represented DCPP at the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) conferences concerning baffle-former bolt rules. Dr.
Peterson remarked that the DCISC has a fact-finding visit scheduled for May 2017
and it might be possible for the Committee representatives to observe the work.
Bolt replacement machine mobilization.
Baffle-former bolt replacement.
Bolt replacement machine de-mobilization.
Containment Fan Cooler cooling coil replacement – a welding contractor has been
secured for this work which involves performing 26 welds with an estimate of 0.2
millirem per hour exposure for this work. Mr. Coward, in response to Dr. Budnitz’
observation, reported the major As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)
challenge for radiation exposure is associated with the baffle-former bolt
replacement work.

Mr. Coward identified and discussed the major partners who will be assisting
DCPP during 1R20. These include:

Westinghouse for baffle-former bolts

WesDyne (a Westinghouse subdivision) for cold leg nozzle ultrasonic inspections
Westinghouse for guide card inspection
Westinghouse for fuel handling

AREVA for Reactor Coolant Pump 1-4 motor overhaul
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Siemens for turbine generator work

In concluding his presentation Mr. Coward stated 1R20 is a unique refueling
outage but he has high confidence that it will be successful primarily because of
the operating experience received from other nuclear power plants and the
experienced industry partners who have been engaged to assist with the work.
Mr. Wardell requested that an opportunity be provided to the DCISC fact-finding
team scheduled to visit the plant in March 2017 to review the outage safety
plan. Mr. Coward reported an industry peer review group will review the outage
safety plan and the plan should be finalized during the first week of March
2017. He reported the outage safety plan will have some new revisions based
on implementation of NFPA 805 fire protection regulations. Mr. Coward
confirmed, in response to Mr. Wardell’s request, that the containment
equipment hatch closure drill can be videotaped for subsequent viewing by the
DCISC at its May 10–11, 2017 fact-finding. Mr. Coward reported that these drills
are conducted for both the day shift and the night shift personnel and must be
conducted before the RCS is breached for refueling. Dr. Peterson also expressed
interest in entering Containment during the May 10–11, 2017 fact-finding visit.
In response to Dr. Budnitz’ inquiry on work other than baffle-former bolt
replacement that could cause issues or delay the outage, Mr. Coward replied
that the baffle-former bolt replacement represented the major challenge for
1R20 and were it not for this work the outage would be scheduled for the
normal 32 days. Mr. Coward commented in response to Dr. Peterson’s
observation that in his opinion 1R20 will not be significantly shorter depending
on the number of baffle-former bolts which are replaced because of the time to
mobilize and demobilize the required equipment.

Mr. David Weisman of the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility was recognized. In
response to Mr. Weisman’s inquiry, Dr. Peterson reported that the next
refueling outage for Unit-2 is scheduled to commence on February 4, 2018 and
that 2019 will be a two outage year.

XIX Adjourn Morning Meeting
The Chair thanked all the PG&E presenters and then adjourned the morning session at
11:25 A.M.

XX Reconvene For Afternoon Meeting
The afternoon meeting of the DCISC was called to order by Committee Chair, Dr. Lam, at
1:00 P.M. Dr. Lam welcomed members of the public to the afternoon session of this, the
eighty-sixth public meeting of the DCISC.

XXI Committee Member Comments
There were no comments by the Members at this time.
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XXII Public Comments and Communications
There were no comments by the public at this time.

XXII Information Items Before the Committee (Cont'd.)
Mr. Harbor introduced Mr. Hector Garcia, Support Manager to the Chief Nuclear Officer,
and asked Mr. Garcia to make the next informational presentation to the DCISC. Mr.
Harbor observed Mr. Garcia holds a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering and has
more than fifteen years of nuclear experience including holding leadership roles in the
Engineering organization.

Results of the 2016 Operating Plan and Key Elements of the 2017 Operating
Plan.

Mr. Garcia reported the Operating Plan is a five-year plan which is updated each
year. The DCPP operating plan motto is represented by the abbreviation “OUR
TEAM”. The motto comprises references to three nuclear tactical focus areas
and four nuclear strategic focus areas which Mr. Garcia described for the
Committee. Nuclear tactical focus areas for the Operating Plan include “O” for
outage and online reliability improvements; “U” standing for use of human
performance tools and performance improvement processes; and “R”
representing reinvigorating employee engagement. The four nuclear strategic
focus areas for the Operating Plan include “T” for transfer and retention of
critical knowledge; “E” for enhancing facilities; “A” for achieving a better work-
life balance; and “M” focused on maintaining safe, reliable and affordable
generation operations.

Mr. Garcia discussed each of these focus areas as follows:

Outage and online reliability improvements. Continued focus on overall personnel
and nuclear safety and reliability. Improved outage planning in 2016 resulted in a
successful refueling outage through improved schedule ownership and adherence.
Achieved strong 2016 refueling outage results in safety, with no disabling or
recordable injuries, and scheduled performance to support reliable unit
performance.
Use of human performance tools and performance improvement processes.
Leveraged leadership in the field to engage DCISC workforce and eliminate barriers
to performing work. Emphasized use of error reduction tools to support safe and
error-free execution of work activities. Reinforced accountability and ownership of
Performance Improvement and Corrective Action Programs. This resulted in zero
site level human performance errors and lost time injuries in 2016.
Reinvigorating employee engagement. This includes reinforcing facilitative
leadership behaviors that focus on using the power of participation in two site
alignment workshops. DCPP continued the Crucial Conversations training effort and
reinforcement of behaviors to improve safety culture. Site alignment workshops had
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strong employee involvement to improve site engagement and alignment. This
resulted in good overall results in plant safety, human performance, outage
performance, and plant reliability in 2016. In response to Dr. Budnitz’ inquiry
concerning a quantitative way to assess employee engagement, Mr. Garcia stated
DCPP has implemented Committees comprised of individuals from diverse
organizations including Engineering, Maintenance and Operations, and these
Committees are tasked with assessing employee engagement and the plant also
conducts surveys of its employees on their perception of their level of engagement
as well as that of plant leadership. Mr. Garcia remarked that this effort includes
having leadership build relationships with employees in the field. Mr. Harbor
remarked that one quantitative measure of employee engagement lies in the
numbers of notification documents initiated within the Corrective Action Program
which Mr. Harbor stated reflect willingness of employees to be part of a solution and
engage in the process developed to address challenges at the plant. Dr. Budnitz
agreed and stated engagement has an associated relationship with the concept of
responsibility not only for your assignment but also for the success of the plant and
he cautioned against any perception that the more introverted employee may not,
by this personality trait alone, be as engaged as another employee with a more
extroverted personality.
Transfer and retain critical knowledge which involves continuing to engage the DCPP
workforce to capture key knowledge and skills utilizing routine plant processes. Mr.
Garcia reported that plant procedures are continuously being updated and DCPP has
used technological concepts including “wiki” applications and video recording to
record and update knowledge and to facilitate its transfer amongst its employees.
Enhancement of facilities through continued implementation of an Infrastructure
Plan to systematically address improvements and ensure work spaces remain
efficient. Mr. Garcia described the remodeling of the Canyon Room and the
Maintenance Building shop as examples.
Achieve a better work-life balance which Mr. Garcia stated involves improvements to
reduce overtime and thereby allow the workforce to spend more time with their
families.
Maintain safe, reliable and affordable operations through use of the Corrective
Action Program to prevent recurrence of events.

Mr. Garcia reviewed the results achieved in 2016 against the goals set by the
plant:

2016 Goal 2016 Actual
Total Industrial Safety Accident Rate ≤0.02 0.00
Human Performance Station Clock Reset
Rate ≤0.002 0.000

Equipment Reliability Index ≥93 97.5
Forced Loss Rate (%) ≤0.5 0.02
Refueling Outage Duration – Days ≤33 32
DCPP Reliability and Safety Indicator
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Index ≥98.7 95

NRC Performance Indicators and Findings
Column 1 with no
cross-cutting
issues

Columns 1 & 2 no
cross-cutting
issues

In response to Dr. Peterson’s question, Mr. Garcia stated that as to industrial
safety accident rates, the results for DCPP are approximately a factor of ten
lower than for other industries such as manufacturing or mining.

Mr. Garcia reported 2016 represented a record setting year for DCPP with the
Net Generation and Capacity Factors achieved being the highest ever for Unit 1
and the highest ever for DCPP’s annual record. He reported these results were
achieved safely and affordably which Mr. Garcia stated was judged by assessing
DCPP’s competitiveness with other nuclear facilities in terms of pricing per
kilowatt hour. The failure of the plant to meet the NRC metrics was due to the
White finding discussed earlier in this meeting by Mr. Baldwin. He reported in
2016 the plant continued its performance of injury free outages with a zero
total industrial safety accident rate. Mr. Garcia described DCPP’s overall good
performance in 2016 and reported it exceeded all the goals set in terms of
equipment reliability, forced loss rate, station events, and refueling outage
duration and included a strong focus on employee engagement to continuously
improve teamwork and safety culture and strong emphasis on personnel safety,
plant reliability and outage performance.

Mr. Harbor introduced the final presentation for this public meeting to be made
by Mr. Mike Ginn. Mr. Harbor reported Mr. Ginn has more than 25 years of
nuclear experience with a significant amount of that time spent in emergency
planning.

Results of the November 2–4, 2016 Evaluated Ingestion Pathway Emergency
Exercise.

Mr. Ginn reported the purpose of this very extensive exercise was to evaluate
the emergency response organizations’ and agencies’ capabilities to implement
plans and procedures to protect the health and safety of the public. The purpose
also included determining the adequacy of facilities, equipment and supplies
needed in support of a potential emergency at DCPP. During November 2 – 4,
2016, PG&E employees worked in partnership with Federal, State, and local
counties including during Day 2 and Day 3 demonstrations. Mr. Ginn stated
almost 1,000 persons participated in this exercise which was the result of a
two-year planning process with the State and San Luis Obispo County. He
described the activities during the exercise as follows.

Day 1
Emergency event scenario onsite and offsite exercise demonstrations.
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PG&E emergency response facilities were fully activated.
Over 500 Federal, State, County and utility responders participated.

Day 2 and Day 3
Recovery and field monitoring demonstrations by the State of California.
Multiple Counties and public safety agencies also participated.
Ingestion Pathway Zone protective action decision-making exercise.

Summarizing the exercise, Mr. Ginn reported PG&E Emergency Response
Organization (ERO) personnel adequately demonstrated reasonable assurance
to protect the health and safety of plant employees and the public as verified
and documented by the NRC and the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) evaluations. Mr. Ginn used photos of personnel involved in the
integration of PG&E’s ERO personnel in the Technical Support Center (TSC) and
the Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) coordinating and communicating with
State and County agencies to support offsite response efforts. The Joint
Information Center (JIC) was activated and staffed and federal, state, county
and utility spokespersons demonstrated the ability to provide information to the
public on the events and response. The Control Room Simulator and the Unified
Dose Assessment Center (UDAC) were also staffed and participated in the
exercise.

Mr. Ginn reviewed the roles of the various facilities in testing the major
elements of the DCPP Emergency Plan and demonstrating key knowledge and
skills:

Facility Role
Control Room Simulator Activation of the Emergency Plan
Technical Support Center Command & Control
Operational Support Center (OSC) Team Dispatch & Control
Emergency Operations Facility Offsite Coordination
Joint Information Center Media Briefings
Unified Dose Assessment Center Teamwork & Offsite Coordination

Mr. Ginn reviewed the insights from the exercise provided by the NRC
inspectors including:

Potassium Iodide (KI) – Consider procedure guidance for actions to take if a PG&E
employee refuses to take KI. In response to Dr. Budnitz’ observation Mr. Ginn
confirmed that the procedural guidance needed was to address the contingencies as
to what actions to take regarding finding alternate personnel in the event a PG&E
employee refused or was unable to ingest KI.
Event Priorities – Consider using event priorities in EOF with appropriate owner and
assigned due date.
NRC Notifications – Ensure procedural direction is adequate for all required
10CFR50.72 & 50.73 Notifications.
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OSC Repair Teams – OSC rapid team dispatch worked very well – timely and fully
briefed in< 10-minutes.
TSC Command & Control – Site Emergency Coordinator command & control was
excellent. Need to reinforce ERO expectations for briefs and announcements.
Nuclear Operators – Use of human performance tools and radiation protection
practices was outstanding.

The exercise resulted in no violations, no findings and no areas of significant
issue by the NRC. Mr. Ginn reported DCPP also conducted very self-critical
critiques of performance during the exercise and identified several corrective
actions to improve response.

Mr. Ginn summarized DCPP performance relative to Classifications, Notifications
and Protective Action Recommendations as follows:

Classifications 3 out of 3 Timely & Accurate
Notifications 3 out of 3 Timely & Accurate
Protective Action Recommendations (PARs) 2 out of 2 Timely & Accurate
PARs Notifications 2 out of 2 Timely & Accurate
Overall Results 10 out of 10 Timely & Accurate

Mr. Ginn reported the exercise scenario involved declaration of an alert based
on postulated discovery of failed fuel, which escalated to a site area emergency
due to a postulated Containment leak, followed by a general emergency based
upon postulated loss of coolant accident and resulting loss of two fission
product barriers within a few hour period which he described as a necessary
evolution in order to challenge the ERO and to provide for Day 2 and Day 3
demonstrations. He remarked the key is timely classification of the event
followed by timely notification. In response to Dr. Peterson’s request, Mr. Ginn
described the emergency action level that triggers, based upon initiation
conditions, plant annunciators, equipment and field reports from Radiation
Protection, Security or Fire Protection organizations which prompt Operations’
shift managers and shift foremen to review the event and determine whether to
enter the stations’ emergency plan which he described as a formal process.
Operations has no more than 15 minutes to assess and make its conclusion and
accordingly to notify the State and County of the declared event and Mr. Ginn
observed that even a correct conclusion after 15 minutes constitutes a failed
exercise objective as would a single error on a form associated with the
declaration. In response to Dr. Lam’s query, Mr. Ginn reported the shift
manager took action to communicate to the Operations crew in the Simulator
that he was evaluating a potential event and what he needed the operating
crew to look for with regard to the potential for entering the emergency plan
before the declaration of the alert which was identified as a strength. In
response to Consultant McWhorter’s inquiry, Mr. Ginn reported that the shift
manager is required to obtain independent verification of his or her assessment
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from another qualified senior reactor operator and no one individual makes a
determination to enter the emergency plan without that independent
recommendation. This process is also followed at the offsite EOF by the site
emergency coordinator who is required to have his or her assessment reviewed
by the emergency director.

Mr. Ginn stated FEMA reviews and approves offsite plans, procedures, and
evaluates State, County and local public safety exercise demonstrations. During
the November 2016 exercise 22 FEMA evaluators reviewed over 175 exercise
criteria with each criterion having between 10 to 25 points of review with a
written narrative prepared for each area. In summary, the FEMA exercise
evaluation after action report summary found the offsite response organizations
successfully demonstrated the ability to implement plans and procedures. No
areas of concern were identified. The exercise demonstrated public health and
safety would be protected in the event of an emergency at DCPP. In response to
Dr. Lam’s question, Mr. Ginn replied that the FEMA evaluation team is larger
than that employed by the NRC. The NRC focuses more on risk significant
planning areas and integrates the Senior Resident Inspector or the Resident
Inspector into the NRC’s team. The FEMA evaluators are spread throughout the
County to assess consistency with the National Incident Management System
response to the event, to determine effectiveness of command and control, and
whether the County implements and has the ability to implement decisions from
the recommendations made by the plant by making notifications to the public
and issuing evacuation orders if needed, including taking action to reduce
outdoor recreational activity. Mr. Ginn remarked that as FEMA evaluates
exercises around the U.S. they provide very good insights with regard to
benchmarking. He reported FEMA is also focused during Day 2 and Day 3 on
whether the UDAC, which is staffed by PG&E and federal, state and local
representatives, and the state emergency agencies integrate into the local
response for the protection of food, water and agriculture and also with
reference to reentry and recovery for a previously simulated evacuated area. In
response to Dr. Budnitz’ question, Mr. Ginn stated that actions with reference to
agricultural activities begin with advance public education within multiple
counties. He reported the capabilities afforded by the Federal Monitoring and
Assessment Center with the U.S. Department of Energy are integrated on Day 3
by way of a decision-maker table top drill. Mr. Ginn reviewed the various
agencies which participated during the November 2–4, 2016, evaluated
emergency exercise including:

Participating Agencies – San Luis Obispo County

City of Pismo Beach
American Red Cross
Air Pollution Control District
Regional Transit Authority
Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Services (RACES)
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Port San Luis Harbor District

Participating Agencies – State of California

Governor’s Office of Emergency Services
Department of Public Health
Department of Agriculture
California Men’s Colony
Department of Transportation
Highway Patrol
Fire Department
Department of Parks and Recreation

Other Participants:

Santa Barbara County
Monterey County

Participating Agencies – Federal

NRC
FEMA
Environmental Protection Agency
Department of Energy

This concluded the informational presentations requested by the Committee
from PG&E for this public meeting. Following Mr. Ginn’s presentation Mr. David
Weisman of the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility was recognized. Mr.
Weisman inquired and was assured that a version of the power point
presentations used by Mr. Ginn could be made available to him. Mr. Weisman
remarked that an important provision of the Joint Proposal requires the
commitment by PG&E to maintain the level of emergency response and to fund
emergency response by the County of San Luis Obispo as described by Mr. Ginn
through the termination of DCPP’s Part 50 license, that is, for so long as
radioactive materials remain on the site.

XXIII Concluding Remarks & Discussion By Committee
Members Of Future DCISC Activities
The Chair expressed the thanks of the Committee to the members of the public who
participated in this public meeting and to PG&E senior management including particularly
Mr. Cary Harbor and Mr. Brian McQuade and to the technicians of AGP Video who
provided audio and visual recording services for the meeting. Dr. Budnitz stated the
Committee members and consultants already discussed and scheduled future fact-finding
with PG&E and public meetings in the local area and would await confirmation of some of
the selected activities and dates.
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XXIV Adjournment of Eighty-sixth Public Meeting
There being no further business, the eighty-sixth public meeting of the Diablo Canyon
Independent Safety Committee was then adjourned by its Chair, Dr. Peter Lam, at 2:00
P.M.
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit B9, Minutes of
the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee
June 7–8, 2017 Public Meeting (Approved at the
October 19, 2017 Public Meeting)

Wednesday & Thursday
June 7–8, 2017
Avila Beach, California

Notice of Meeting

A legal notice of the plant tour and public meeting and several display advertisements
were published in local newspapers and mailed to the media and those persons on the
Committee’s service list. Information on the public tour and a copy of the meeting
agenda were also posted on the Committee’s website at www.dcisc.org

Public Tour of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant
On the morning of Thursday, June 7, 2017, DCISC Members Drs. Budnitz and Lam,
together with Technical Consultants Mr. McWhorter and Mr. Wardell, accompanied by 36
members of the public, participated in a tour of Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP). The
members of the public responded to the advertisements concerning the public tour
placed in a local area newspaper and on the DCISC’s website. The group received
security badges at the PG&E Energy Education Center and assembled in the auditorium
for a brief introduction of the DCISC and its Members and Technical Consultants and a
discussion of the role and responsibility of the Committee. Afterward DCPP Lead
Manager, External Affairs & Public Policy, Ms. Suzanne Parker, gave an informational
presentation about the plant and PG&E’s current energy generation portfolio and plans
for the future. An opportunity was provided for questions. The group then boarded a bus
for the ride to the plant. During the drive information was presented on the history of the
plant. The bus entered the plant site through the Avila Gate and the group received a
briefing from PG&E on the various external features and buildings and was taken on a
narrated drive-by of the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI), also known
as the dry cask spent fuel storage facility.

The bus then arrived at the parking area. The members of the public and the
DCISC Members and Technical Consultants visited in turn the Control Room
Simulator Facility, a full scale mockup of the Unit-1 (U-1) control room, and a
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viewing area for the Intake and Outfall Facilities where the plant pulls in and
discharges cooling water from and to the Pacific Ocean.

The group then departed DCPP for return to the Energy Education Center and
had the opportunity to discuss the plant with individual DCISC members and
consultants.

Conclude Public Tour

Agenda

I Call to Order – Roll Call
The June 7, 2017, public meeting of the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee
(DCISC), the eighty-seventh meeting of the DCISC, was called to order by Committee
Chair, Dr. Peter Lam, at 1:30 P.M. at the Point San Luis Conference Room at the Avila
Lighthouse Suites in Avila Beach, California.

Present:

Committee Member Robert J. Budnitz
Committee Member Peter Lam
Committee Member Per F. Peterson

Absent:

None:

II Introductions
Dr. Lam welcomed those present and introduced himself and briefly reviewed the
appointments to the DCISC by officials of the State of California and the professional
backgrounds of each of his fellow Members, Dr. Robert J. Budnitz and Dr. Per F.
Peterson. Dr. Lam then described the professional background of each of the
Committee’s Technical Consultants, Mr. R. Ferman Wardell, P.E., and Mr. Richard D.
McWhorter Jr. and introduced Assistant Legal Counsel Robert W. Rathie. Dr. Lam then
introduced and recognized Mr. Hector Garcia, Support Manager for Pacific Gas &Electric
Company’s (PG&E) Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer Mr. Ed Halpin, and Dr.
Lam reported Mr. Garcia also serves as the principal liaison and point of contact for the
Committee with Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E) and Diablo Canyon Power Plant
(DCPP).

Dr. Lam recognized and introduced Mr. Kevin Barker who serves as Chief of
Staff to California Energy Commission (CEC) Chair Dr. Robert B. Weisenmiller.
Mr. Barker addressed the Committee and he thanked the DCISC for its dedicated
service and remarked that the need for the Committee’s review of DCPP
operations is perhaps more critical now than at any time in the past and he
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remarked it was a privilege for the citizens of California to have persons of the
stature of the Members to review the workings of DCPP.

III Public Comments and Communications
The Chair reviewed the procedures and advice from the agenda for the meeting
concerning receipt of comments from members of the public wishing to address remarks
to the Committee. The Chair advised time would be set aside for members of the public
to comment on those matters listed on the agenda at the time the matter was considered
by the Committee and inquired whether there were any members of the public present
who wished to address remarks to the Committee on items not appearing on the agenda
for the public meeting.

Dr. Gene Nelson, the government liaison for the group Californians for Green
Nuclear Power, was recognized. Dr. Nelson expressed his appreciation for the
work done by the Committee to keep DCPP running safely. He remarked that his
group has recently achieved what he described as a ground-breaking
achievement by becoming the first citizen group eligible for compensation as an
intervenor in proceedings before the California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC).

Ms. Sherry Lewis, a member of the group San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace,
was recognized. Ms. Lewis described the highly radioactive used fuel located at
the site of DCPP as a latent emergency and remarked that the used nuclear fuel
stored at the site is more dangerous now than it was when it was inside the
reactors and in the future it is likely to be on the site for years, decades, or even
millennia. She described this event as evidence of the folly of civilization to
create such a lethal substance in return for a few years of energy production.
Ms. Lewis stated her understanding that the DCISC would cease operations and
its oversight functions would cease once the plant stops producing electricity
and she wondered who would keep track of the deteriorating spent fuel storage
casks. Ms. Lewis closed her remarks by stating nuclear power has been a
colossal mistake and it is good that it has proven to be short-lived as an energy
source.

Dr. Lam thanked the members of the public for their comments.

IV Consent Agenda
The only item on the Consent Agenda was approval of the Minutes of the Committee’s
February 8-9, 2017, public meeting held in Avila Beach, California. The Members and
Consultants reviewed the draft of the February 2017 Minutes provided with the agenda
packet for this meeting. Items were discussed and reviewed for follow up or action and
clarification was provided to the Committee’s Assistant Legal Counsel concerning certain
references in the draft Minutes and regarding typographic or editorial corrections, as well
as concerning substantive changes to be made to the final version of the February 2017
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Minutes. The Minutes as revised and corrected will be part of the final version of the
Committee’s 27th Annual Report on the Safety of Diablo Canyon Power Plant Operations
(Annual Report) for the period July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017.

On a motion by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr. Peterson, the Minutes of the
Committee’s February 2017 public meeting were accepted as amended, subject
to inclusion of the revisions discussed and changes provided to its Assistant
Legal Counsel.

V Action Items

A. Update on Financial Matters and Committee Activities.

The Chair requested Assistant Legal Counsel Rathie to provide this report. Mr.
Rathie reported that for the sixth year in succession DCISC spending in 2016
remained less than the amount provided by PG&E ratepayers under a CPUC
Decision for the Committee’s operation. Accordingly, a small surplus of funds in
the amount of $7,153.25 remains from 2016 and, upon a motion made by Dr.
Budnitz seconded by Dr. Peterson the DCISC unanimously approved returning
those funds to PG&E for credit to its ratepayers.

Mr. Rathie reported that the amount of funding provided for DCISC operations
increases annually at what he described as the modest rate of 1.5%. He
reported that the Committee’s accountant has been directed to pay the
retainers provided by the CPUC decision to those members currently serving in
appointed terms. Dr. Budnitz remarked that during his service on the
Committee, the DCISC has never made a decision or curtailed an investigation
based upon a lack of financial resources.

Assistant Legal Counsel Rathie directed the attention of Members and
Consultants to the green sheets in the public agenda packet prepared by
Consultant Wardell which describes the scheduled activities for the 2016—2018
period.

B. Discussion of Issues on Open Items List:

Dr. Lam requested Consultant Wardell lead a review of items on the Open Items
List, used by the Committee to establish priorities and to track and follow
issues, concerns, and information identified as requested or to be provided, on
a periodic basis and for subsequent action during future fact-finding or public
meetings. Dr. Budnitz remarked that a significant number of the items
appearing on the Open Items List were generated due to comments received
from members of the public during public meetings. Items captured on the
Open Items List representing changes from the prior version of the list were
shown in italicized red text on the version of the Open Items List provided with
the agenda packet for this meeting. Items concerning which action was taken
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included the following:

Item Re: Action Taken/Next Action

CO-9 Reactivity
Management For 2Q18 FF

CO-14 Operator Retention
Program

Note action @ 6/17 PM & next action 2/18
PM

CM-7 Containment
Structures Inspection Confirm 3Q17FF if any action taken

CM-13
Use of
Portable/Wireless
Devices

For 12/17FF w/PFP

EN-20 Plant Health
Committee Meetings Rev re other regular meetings

HP-1 Human
Performance/Behavior For 9/17FF w/RJB after outage

HP-25 Management
Observation Program For 8/17FF

RA-5 Non Seismic PRA
Program For 9/17FF w/RJB

RA-6 Seismic Fragility
Analysis

Pending results of outside peer review for
9/17 FF w/RJB

NS-9 INPO AFIs For 9/17FF w/RJB

PR-13 Radiation Monitoring
System Strike sentence re PHC review by mid 2014

QP-3 Quality Verification
Audits For 1/18FF

NF-9
Nuclear Fuel
Performance/damaged
fuel

For 7/17FF w/PFP

SE-39 Intake Structure
Concrete Inspection For 9/17FF if work done

SE-42 Safety System
Functional Failures For FF in mid 2018

SE-47 Secondary Water
Chemistry For FF in mid 2018

SE-50 New Generator Stator For 4Q17FF

SE-51 Plant Protection
System Upgrade For 4Q17FF

OM-4
Plan, Safety Margin
Trends, Outage
Results

For 10/17 PM and combine w/HP-1 for
9/17FF w/RJB
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SF-2 Risks of Cask & Pool
Fuel Storage For 10/17 PM & tentatively for 11/17FF

SC-3 Long Term Seismic
Program For 10/17PM & for 11/17FF w/RJB

SC-4 Tsunami Hazard
Analysis

For 9/17FF w/RJB & for 10/17PM Merge SC-
3 and SC-4 and shorten text description

SC-12 Workplace Seismic
Safety For Mid 2018FF

SC-13 Tsunami PRA
Recommendation Combine w/SC-3 & SC-4 merger (above)

FP-5 Non NFPA 805 Fire
Protection For 1Q18FF

FP-7 Fire Doors Merge w/FP-5

CL-4 Salt Deposition on
External Equipment For 4/18FF w/PFP

BDB-6 FLEX Status For 7/17FF w/PFP or for 3Q17 FF
DEC-1 Decommissioning Plan For 12/17FF w/RJB

DEC-2 Spent Fuel
Repackaging For 1Q18FF w/PFP

OE-3 Revised Open Items
List after PMs Delete

2/17PM-
17

Assessment of
Tsunami Risk Combine w/SC-3 & SC-4 merger (above)

10/16PM-
14

Submarine Landslide
Induced Tsunamis Combine w/SC-3 & SC-4 merger (above)

2/17PM-
13 Scheduled Inspections Completed/Close

During discussion on the Open Items List certain items identified by Mr. Wardell
as suitable for closure and deletion from future open items lists were
confirmed.

Following the discussion on the Open Items List the Chair called for public
comments. There were no comments by members of the public at this time.

C. Nomination and Election of Chair and Vice Chair for the July 1,
2017—June 30, 2018 Term.

On a motion made by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr. Peterson, the Committee
reelected Dr. Lam to the position of DCISC Chair and on a motion by Dr.
Peterson seconded by Dr. Lam, Dr. Budnitz was elected to the position of DCISC
Vice-Chair for respective terms of office from July 1, 2017 through June 30,
2018.
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A short break followed.

VI Committee Member Reports and Discussion

A. Public Outreach, Site Visits and Other Committee Activities:

The Members turned to the matter of confirming and scheduling public
meetings of the DCISC. Public meetings are now scheduled for October 18–19,
2017, February 7–8 and June 13–14, 2018 and the Members then scheduled a
future public meeting of the Committee for October 17–18, 2018 [subsequently
rescheduled to October 24–25, 2018.

Fact-finding visits were confirmed and scheduled as follows:

[2017] July 25–26 PFP/RFW (subject to confirmation by DCPP); August 9–10
PL/RFW; September 6–7 RJB/RDM; September 20–21 PL/RFW (subject to
confirmation by DCPP); November 14–15 RJB/RFW; December 12–13 PFP/RDM
(subject to confirmation by DCPP); and

[2018] January 17–18 PL/RDM; March 6–7 RJB/RDM (subject to confirmation
by DCPP as these dates are during refueling outage 2R20); April 18–19
PL/RFW; May 2–3 PFP/RDM; July 10–11 PFP/RFW; August 21–22 PL/RDM;
September 5–6 RJB/RFW.

The Members and Consultants observed that the fact-finding schedule is subject
to change based on emergent activities at DCPP.

B. Documents provided to the Committee:

Dr. Lam remarked that the DCISC conducts its business in a transparent manner
and most documents received by the Committee are matters of public record.
Mr. Rathie directed the Committee’s attention to the list of documents received
since its last public meeting in February 2017. A copy of the list was included
with the public agenda packet for this meeting. Mr. Rathie reported that a letter
from Dr. Robert T. Sewell, in response to questions received from Dr. Garry
Maurath the CEC geologist representative to the CPUC Independent Peer Review
Panel (IPRP), was included in the documents provided to the Committee
because the response was prepared by Dr. Sewell at the request of the DCISC
although the statements in the letter represent Dr. Sewell’s analysis.

The Chair then recognized Dr. Douglas Hamilton to address remarks to the
Committee.

Dr. Hamilton stated he appreciated the opportunity to present data to the DCISC
with relevance to the assessment of the seismic hazard at the DCPP. He stated
the material he would provide to the Committee consisted of a compendium of
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data on strong earthquake motion records and the computation of the
earthquake generation capacity of faults in the immediate vicinity of DCPP as
well as actual records from strong earthquakes which recently occurred in the
Christchurch and Kaikoura regions of New Zealand. Dr. Hamilton observed the
New Zealand earthquakes produced what he described as extraordinary ground
motion and were very damaging. Dr. Hamilton remarked that the handouts he
provided to the DCISC contain an extract from a talk he presented in 2012 to
the Association of Engineering Geologists entitled “Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant in South Central Coast of California Incremental Recognition of
Seismic Hazard 1965-2012.” He observed this information provides a historical
sequence of the improvement in understanding of the tectonics and earthquake
issues affecting Diablo Canyon and that he prepared and would distribute an
addendum to the handout he provided to the Committee with information
through 2017.

Dr. Hamilton stated strong ground motion at DCPP could be generated on the
three closest seismogenic faults to the site, as compared to PG&E’s response
spectra shown in the NRC’s recently released Figure 3.5-1 plot. He observed the
Christchurch and Kaikoura response spectra recorded during the 2011
Christchurch and 2016 Kaikoura earthquakes yielded maximum peak ground
acceleration values of 4.2G and 3.2G respectively which he compared to the
NRC Figure 3.5-1 plot. He remarked on the similarity and pattern of coseismic
rupture on at least ten faults in the Kaikoura region to the late quaternary
faulting in the area around the site of DCPP and he stated he calculated the
response spectra from the three local faults and those from the Christchurch
and Kaikoura events and superimposed the data on NRC Figure 3.5-1 and he
noted that these data points significantly exceed the Figure 3.5-1 spectra in the
approximate frequency range of two to eleven hertz. Dr. Hamilton closed his
remarks by stating he would be interested in the Committee’s assessment of
the implications from the Christchurch and Kaikoura events which he believes
to have occurred in settings having considerable similarity to DCPP.

Dr. Budnitz reported he attended a meeting of the USGS some time ago
concerning the New Zealand earthquakes and stated it was his impression that
there was an ongoing and extremely complex post-earthquake investigation to
determine from whence these events were initiated, which faults caused what
motions, and which faults were connected to others. Dr. Budnitz reported the
entire seismic community is awaiting the release of results by the New
Zealand’s analog to the USGS on these events as he stated the events were
revealing in how many different features may have intersected and/or
interacted with each other to cause the motion. Dr. Hamilton stated he agreed
with Dr. Budnitz’ description and assessment and Dr. Hamilton remarked that if
this event happened in one place it is impossible to say that it could not happen
in another area. Dr. Hamilton, in response to Dr. Budnitz’ request, stated that it
was his belief a pattern of faulting exists in the Irish Hills located above and
behind DCPP that is very complex, very young, and quite active and he observed
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there is also a scarp in the sea floor of Estero Bay that is five to ten meters high
and was created in the post glacial period and Dr. Hamilton observed it would
be unconservative not to consider that the features of the local area around
DCPP might not be comparable to those in New Zealand. Dr. Hamilton stated
what appeared to have occurred as far as linkage of features in the Kaikoura
event was similar to what occurred in the Denali event. Dr. Budnitz observed
that there were huge displacements and extreme motion at the site in the New
Zealand, with a single house having moved seven meters in one direction and
eleven meters in another. Dr. Hamilton, in response to Dr. Budnitz’ observation
on the motion at the site of DCPP being, for the most part, lateral, stated the
uplift of the Irish Hills and of the Santa Lucia range was not caused by lateral
displacement. Dr. Hamilton observed the ten meter scarp in the Estero Bay sea
floor occurred around 10,000-12,000 years ago and he noted that he did not
find in Dr. Sewell’s analysis of landslide-generated tsunamis in the vicinity of
DCPP anything about an uplift in the sea floor being a factor and yet the sea
floor and the Irish Hills are clearly uplifted by a substantial amount. Dr.
Hamilton stated that a proper evaluation would need to account for both
excitation from a distant landslide as well as local excitation by a substantial
uplift in the sea floor.

Dr. Gene Nelson was recognized. Dr. Nelson commented that the areas around
DCPP are some of the most heavily studied areas in the world and records show
that, unlike the events in New Zealand described by Dr. Hamilton, the dominant
motion in the area of DCPP is strike-slip. He observed that Dr. Hamilton’s
comments appear to be trying to fit data to a hypothesis that the area around
DCPP is going to be subject to large ground motion and this is contrary to the
studies he referred to and the consensus is that the power plant is designed to
handle any predicted ground motion with the Hosgri Fault as the bounding
factor for those ground motions. Dr. Nelson stated that he knows of no active
volcanos in the vicinity of DCPP and volcanism is definitely associated with
subduction zones and very complicated geology such as exists in the area of the
Denali event. He stated his opinion that the DCISC would be ill advised to try to
fit data which do not correspond to the features around DCPP into any analysis.

VII Staff Consultant Reports & Receive, Approve and
Authorize Transmittal of Fact-Finding Reports to PG&E
The Chair requested Consultant Wardell to report on a fact-finding visit to DCPP. Mr.
Wardell reported on the March 22-23, 2017, fact-finding visit to DCPP with Dr. Budnitz.
Mr. Wardell stated topics reviewed with PG&E during that visit included the following:

Attend Plant Health Committee Meeting – Mr. Wardell reported the DCISC fact-
finding team attended a meeting of the Plant Health Committee (PHC). The PHC
continually reviews system and program health and any outstanding system issues.
The PHC is made up of director level personnel. The meeting attended by Mr.
Wardell and Dr. Budnitz reviewed the Fire Protection Program and the Boric Acid
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Control Program. The Fire Protection Program system engineer reviewed the health
of that system as in White status due to a calculation requiring an update and a
design change to support a test of another similar system. There were also issues
with attention needed to the fire dampers which are in the NRC Maintenance Rule A-
1 category. The Fire Protection System is expected to return to Green health by the
end of June 2017 and Mr. Wardell reported the new Fire Protection Program health
card now includes the fire doors. Mr. Wardell reported the Boric Acid Corrosion
Control Program addresses and assesses the use of boric acid in nuclear plant
cooling systems to control reactivity. Boric acid is corrosive to carbon steel and
when it leaks it can dry and crystallize or remain as a wet boric acid leak, indicating
a continued leak on a valve bonnet or valve stem. In any event, Mr. Wardell stated
boric acid leaks are very undesirable. Following 1R19 the DCPP Boric Acid Corrosion
Control Program was rated as among the worst in the industry due to too many wet
leaks. An industry review team made recommendations and the plant began an
aggressive program with a low tolerance for boric acid leaks. After its last outage
Unit-2 was determined to be in the best quartile for the industry with respect to
boric acid leakage and DCPP is committed to continue this effort for Unit-1 during
the 1R20 refueling outage. Mr. Wardell reported the PHC was well run and
information was crisply presented with intrusive questioning of and by the
participants.
Refueling Equipment Readiness – Mr. Wardell reported refueling equipment consists
of moveable bridges, cranes, and gripper components used to pick up and move fuel
in and out of the core and around various locations in the spent fuel pools and Fuel
Handling Building. This equipment was installed when the plant was constructed and
while most equipment remains reliable there are issues now with obsolescence and
parts availability. Mr. Wardell reported DCPP was planning to upgrade or replace
almost the entire inventory of fuel handling equipment but with the Joint Proposal
pending, which, if approved by the CPUC would close DCPP in 2024 and 2025 (Joint
Proposal) those plans have been scaled back. The fuel transfer system and
manipulator crane will not be modified. The spent fuel bridge crane for Unit-1 will
have its analog controls replaced with digital controls during 1R21 in the spring of
2018. This was done previously for Unit-2. Mr. Wardell reported the fuel
handling equipment is being brought to a healthy status but the DCISC
should continue to monitor these efforts with reference to any issues of
obsolescence or problems obtaining replacement equipment.
1R20 Safety Plan – The DCISC team reviewed the 1R20 refueling outage Safety Plan
including the safety-related equipment planned to be taken out of service during the
outage for service, maintenance, or repair. An analytical program known as Safety
Monitor which uses probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) methods but is not a full
PRA, assesses the consequences of equipment unavailability to assist in preventing
or mitigating accidents and in controlling radioactive materials. DCPP employs a
defense-in-depth policy which requires at least one additional piece of equipment be
available in all situations to mitigate a potential accident. The DCISC team found the
1R20 refueling outage Safety Plan to be similar to those used in the past and to be
adequate to keep the safety level from dropping below acceptable standards during
the outage.
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Safety System Functional Failures – As there is to be a presentation on this topic
later during this public meeting Mr. Wardell deferred discussion of this item to that
time.
Status of Major Regulatory Issues – Mr. Wardell reported major regulatory issues
which are being addressed by the plant include NRC Generic Safety Issue 191
concerning the need to address debris in the containment sump. He reported
Westinghouse is preparing a generic topical report for Westinghouse-designed
nuclear power plants such as DCPP which will document final testing and that this
report will be sent to the NRC and should result in the closure of this issue for DCPP.
Mr. Wardell recommended that the DCISC review the Westinghouse report
when it is available. The DCISC team reviewed emergency diesel generator (EDG)
health and performance and found Unit-1 to be in Green status and Unit-2 to be in
White status, tending toward Green. Mr. Wardell reported this represents good
progress concerning EDG health. The EDG reliability improvement plan was
reviewed and a date has been entered into the Open Items List for further review.
The 230kV Emergency Power System has been modified with the replacement of
some circuit switches and installation of static VAR compensators. The industry
issue on open phase vulnerabilities was addressed at DCPP by installation of
compensatory measures and by design modifications which are to be installed
during outages 1R20 and 2R20 and the trip function enabled by those modifications
is planned to become effective by the end of 2018. The Control Room habitability
issue to protect operators from radiation and gas has been addressed by an
application to the NRC for an alternate source term radiation analysis which has now
been approved and it is now a matter of the station doing the required analysis and
possibly implementing a technical specification change. Mr. Wardell stated the
station received a White Finding from the NRC for the inoperability of a valve control
switch in one train of the plant’s Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) and the
NRC is preparing to conduct a 95001 inspection for this event which will
take place later in June 2017 and Mr. Wardell confirmed the DCISC would
follow up with the NRC Senior Resident Inspector on this issue. The station
continues to await the NRC evaluation of the plant’s analysis of locally intense
precipitation events.
Classification of Structures, Systems and Components (SSC) – Mr. Wardell reported
this issue involves assurance that SSCs important to safety are designed,
fabricated, erected and tested to quality standards commensurate with their
importance to the safety function they perform. The standards are classified with
higher or lower requirements and the plant has a system to rank SSCs depending on
importance to safety and seismic capability. This system is described in the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and in plant procedures and includes Quality
Assurance (QA) organization classifications and quality code classes for fluid
systems and fluid components. Mr. Wardell described this as a comprehensive
system with each SSC in the plant assigned to a particular quality standard. The
DCISC team found the SSC classification system to be satisfactory.
Compressed Air System Health – the compressed air system is common to both
units and provides safety as well as non safety functions. The system uses five
compressors which are old and which will be replaced in the next one or two years.
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The system health is currently Yellow due to component aging and obsolescence
issues. Mr. Wardell reported that replacing the main compressor will raise the
system health to White with a return to Green expected in 2018 with replacement of
the five main compressors.
Observe Operator Rounds – the DCISC representatives observed a morning shift
turn over meeting in the Control Room and found the process went very well with
no problems or issues identified. The DCISC team then accompanied one of the
operators on rounds in the Turbine Building during the operator’s check of
instruments and inspections for leaks or vibration and to observe various
components. Mr. Wardell reported the operator entered data on a portable hand
held electronic device and the data was then downloaded to the plant process
computer for documentation purposes.
Quality Verification Top Issues and Pre-NIEP Self-Assessment – Mr. Wardell reported
that Quality Verification (QV) organization’s top issues included activities in
connection with an upcoming inspection by the Nuclear Industry Evaluation Program
(NIEP) for which a self-assessment was conducted by DCPP to address findings and
recommendations being corrected and addressed from the last NIEP inspection. No
significant deficiencies were identified by the self-assessment and the deficiencies
identified in the 2016 NIEP inspection were closed with no repeats. Mr. Wardell
reported QV also considered the White Finding related to the ECCS switch to be a
top issue and there was some rework required to respond to the root cause analysis
of that event. Unit-1 has experienced a high source term due to cobalt 60
activation in the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) as a result of satellite from
rubbing due to misalignment of a shaft on a reactor coolant pump having
gotten into the RCS and going through the reactor core which increased the
radiation levels for Unit-1. This issue will be reviewed during a future
DCISC fact-finding. Security issues and issues with human performance
fundamentals were also addressed by QV during its audit of human performance of
the Maintenance organization. None of the issues was significant enough to require
escalation. Mr. Wardell observed that the DCISC representatives concluded QV is
doing its job and represents a valuable component of the DCPP organization in
performing an independent verification function.
Use of Lower-Bounding Cutoffs in the Analysis of Probabilistic Seismic Fragilities for
Components and Structures – Dr. Budnitz reported that during the fact-finding visit
the issue of the seismic PRA analysis being performed of the fragility of every
structure and component in the plant was addressed relative to the level at which a
structure or component would fail, that is, the structure or component would be
unable to perform its safety function. Dr. Budnitz reported those data are
compressed into an analytical function which describes their fragility as a function of
seismic ground motion. He stated the data fit within a log-normal distribution very
well but the trouble with a log-normal distribution, or even with a regular normal
distribution, is that there is no cutoff at either the high end tail or the low end tail
and the distribution never goes to zero. He stated this was contrary to common
sense and engineering logic as very tiny ground motions would never be expected
to cause a building to fail although a log-normal function would give some tiny
probability for such an event. Dr. Budnitz reported the general practice is to cut off
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the distribution at about four or five standard deviations. Dr. Budnitz stated the
DCPP staff discussed with him a paper written in 1985 for which Dr. Budnitz served
as the principal author which recommended that a cut off not be used. Dr. Budnitz
reported he advised the DCPP staff that engineering knowledge has moved on since
1985 and that the conclusion he reached in 1985 has now been superseded. Dr.
Budnitz stated he recommended that DCPP follow current standard practice and not
worry about something he wrote in 1985.
Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee (NSOC) Summary Meeting – Mr. Wardell
reported on the fact-finding team’s observation of the NSOC meeting. The NSOC is
made up of very high level, very experienced, industry peers outside of PG&E and
most nuclear power plants have similar Committees. The NSOC is on site at DCPP
three times every year for a four-day visit to review safety culture, quality
verification, operations, chemistry, training, outages, projects, security, engineering
and other issues. On the third day the NSOC assembles to discuss its comments and
on the fourth day the NSOC reports to DCPP senior management. The DCISC
representatives were invited to attend this report to senior management. Mr.
Wardell reported the NSOC provided very astute observations and good comments
but, in common with the information received from the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operators (INPO), the DCISC is bound by an agreement with DCPP not to report in
public on specific NSOC findings in order to protect an open dialogue and the free
exchange of ideas and opinions.
Nuclear Safety Culture – Mr. Wardell reported DCPP has conducted a nuclear safety
culture survey but the results are not yet available. He reported safety culture
performance measures show that the overall safety culture at DCPP is in Green
status and the DCISC will follow up on the results of the safety culture
survey during a future fact finding visit.

Upon a motion by Dr. Peterson, seconded by Dr. Lam, the March 22–23, 2017
Fact Finding Report was approved and its transmittal to PG&E authorized.

Once the Committee’s fact finding reports are approved at a public meeting they
are no longer considered to be in draft form and are made available in a binder
for inspection by members of the public, together with information concerning
the professional backgrounds of the Committee’s technical consultants involved
with preparation of its fact finding reports. Fact finding reports become part of
DCISC’s Annual Reports.

The Chair requested that Consultant Wardell continue his report with a briefing
on the May 10–11, 2017 fact-finding visit to DCPP by Dr. Peterson and Mr.
Wardell.

Meet with Senior Resident Inspector – Mr. Wardell reported the DCISC fact-finding
team met with Senior Resident Inspector Mr. Christopher Newport to discuss issues
including workplace seismic safety, the use of FLEX equipment to reduce day-to-day
and outage risk, the final NRC inspection of FLEX implementation, the schedule for
the tsunami and flooding reevaluation, the use of an alternate source term for
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Control Room analysis, and the upcoming 95001 inspection for the White Finding
related to the ECCS.
Seismically-Induced System Interactions Housekeeping (SISI) Program – Mr.
Wardell described the purpose of the SISI Program is to ensure that any safe
shutdown systems that are seismically designed are not affected by other systems
that might require components or equipment to be brought into proximity with the
seismically designed system and which could thereby interact with the seismically
designed system and affect its functionality during a seismic event. Mr. Wardell
stated DCPP has detailed procedures and employs SISI safe areas to store
temporary equipment. During the commencement of refueling outage 1R20 there
was some degradation of SISI performance detected principally related to the
installation of scaffolding. Investigation into this matter determined that an
administrative evaluation before components used for scaffolding were
installed was not done and while a reevaluation determined there was no
adverse effect on safety-related systems the issue was entered into the
Corrective Action Program and the Quality Verification (QV) organization
will perform an assessment. Mr. Wardell recommended that the DCISC
follow-up on the QV assessment during a future fact finding.
Winter Storm Events – Mr. Wardell reported that winter storms in the Pacific Ocean
can sometimes dislodge and bring large amounts of loose kelp from within Diablo
Cove, where the plant draws in its cooling water, and the kelp can impede or block
the flow of water into the Intake Structure. When this occurs power is reduced and
procedures have been established. These procedures include cleaning the racks or
the screens in the Intake Structure, and returning to 100% power operation. There
were three such events in the recent past: one event affected Unit-2 and resulted in
a 50% power reduction; a second event did not require any power reduction; and a
third event did not initially result in power reduction but subsequently during this
third event small pieces of kelp were discovered in the condenser and found to have
blocked a sensor and accordingly power was reduced to 50% and the condenser
tubes were cleaned of the kelp. The DCISC representatives found the plant was very
successful and adroit in responding to winter storm events.
Component Cooling Water (CCW) System – this important system attaches to the
Auxiliary Saltwater (ASW) System used to cool various safety-related and non
safety-related components. The CCW System uses three pumps, two heat
exchangers, and a surge tank and has two operational trains as only two pumps are
needed for functionality. The CCW System is in Green health status with no leaks.
Non-Containment Outage Work Tour – Dr. Peterson and Mr. Wardell toured the
work being performed during the outage which consisted mainly of observing work
in the Turbine Building on the turbines and work at the Intake Structure on the
traveling screens. Mr. Wardell displayed photos taken during the DCISC’s inspection
tour and reviewed some of the equipment worn by personnel to detect any exposure
to radiation.
Containment Outage Work Tour – the DCISC fact-finding team toured within Unit-1
Containment with the Outage Containment Coordinator, Mr. Brian McQuade, and
reviewed maintenance, inspections, and other work on replacement of components
being done in Containment. Mr. Wardell reported cobalt 60 in the Reactor Coolant
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System (RCS) has been a cause of Unit-1 having higher radiation levels than Unit-2.
He reported during the outage protective shielding was used as well as having low
dose waiting zones available for personnel. Mr. Wardell reported he and Dr.
Peterson received very little dose during their tour, less than one millirem each.
View Containment Closure Video – a video was shown at the meeting of the closure
drill performed to review the Containment equipment hatch which is approximately
20 feet in diameter and is used for moving equipment in and out of Containment.
Mr. Wardell reported the plant is required to test that the hatch can be closed within
the required time. The hatch is open during refueling except when the RCS is not
physically intact and fuel remains in the reactor vessel. Mr. Wardell reported that
the test was successful.
Outage Schedule Update – Mr. Wardell reported this review determined the outage
was proceeding well.
Meet with DCPP Officer – Dr. Peterson met with Vice President Mr. Jim Welsch to
discuss items from the fact-finding.

Upon a motion by Dr. Budnitz, seconded by Dr. Peterson, the May 10–11, 2017
Fact Finding Report was approved and its transmittal to PG&E authorized.

The Chair requested Consultant McWhorter to make a report on another fact-
finding visit to DCPP. Mr. McWhorter reported on the March 8–9, 2017, fact-
finding visit to DCPP with Dr. Lam. Mr. McWhorter reviewed the topics reviewed
with PG&E during that visit included the following:

Meeting with NRC Senior Resident Inspector Christopher Newport. (Audio and
transcript did not pick up any comments here.)
Fire Protection Program and System Health – Mr. McWhorter reported that in the
past the Fire Protection Program has focused on requirements contained in 10 CFR
Part 50 Appendix R but will now transition to a new format based upon the National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 805 Program requirements. The DCISC fact-
finding team reviewed the results of the triennial fire protection inspection
completed in October 2016. Mr. McWhorter reported the inspection results were
generally good but implementation of NFPA 805 requirements has not been
approved as quickly as the plant anticipated and another fire protection inspection
will likely be performed in 2018 to capture and assess the plant’s implementation of
NFPA 805 requirements. The DCISC representatives met with the Fire Protection
Services manager for a discussion of improvements made in the control of transient
combustibles and in overall plant cleanliness. Transient material control includes the
use of metal instead of wooden containers to hold parts and the use of metal
instead of wooden pallets. The Fire Protection Services organization includes the
DCPP Fire Department as well as other aspects of the Fire Protection Program. The
DCISC team reviewed the reductions achieved in Fire Protection System
impairments which have reduced those issues from 45 two years ago to 8 at the
time of the fact-finding.
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) Operations – Mr. McWhorter
reported the fact-finding visit included review of the ISFSI cask loading campaign
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conducted during 2016 when 12 casks were successfully loaded, with each cask
containing 32 spent fuel assemblies. He reported the total number of casks now
stored on site at the ISFSI is 49 and there are plans to load another 9 casks during
2018 and 8 casks each in years 2020 and 2022. These years were selected for
loading campaigns as they are years when the plant is expected to have only a
single refueling outage. DCPP’s 10 CFR Part 72 license for the ISFSI is due to expire
in 2024 and DCPP plans to submit an application for renewal of the site-specific Part
72 license for the ISFSI in 2022. Mr. McWhorter reported DCPP will require certain
general information on the storage casks from their manufacturer, the Holtec firm,
and HolteC’s general cask certification from the NRC is due to renew in 2020 so that
information should be available. He remarked that the issue of stress corrosion
cracking may be reviewed as part of HolteC’s application and that this could result in
new license requirements for DCPP’s ISFSI license. Mr. McWhorter stated the results
of the NRC inspection of the ISFSI during 2016 were discussed with plant staff
including the results of the non destructive examination of the welds for the lifting
yokes for the ISFSI transporter which did not find any issues with the welds. He
reported an issue was identified based on a licensing analysis during the recent
loading campaign regarding insufficient thread stud engagement and procedures
and, based on this analysis, the 3" thread stud engagement required by the
licensing basis was not always being obtained. Upon review it was determined that
only 1-1/4" was required to meet the design strength requirements and all the stud
engagement links were greater than 1-1/4". PG&E has changed to longer studs and
continued the loading campaign and later went back and changed all the studs on
the existing casks to make sure the full 3" of thread engagement was achieved per
the licensing basis. The DCISC team reviewed fuel management issues in light of
the requirements of the Joint Proposal which, if approved, would require PG&E to
consider accelerating the movement of spent fuel from wet to dry storage. Mr.
McWhorter stated there are considerable constraints involved in this issue based on
licensing, such as minimal duration for the fuel to be in the pool before moving and
based upon the NRC’s B.5.b. requirements (addressing station blackout and
advanced accident mitigation measures) for the spacing of old and new assemblies
as well requiring the mixing of old and new assemblies within the casks. Mr.
McWhorter reported as part of its review, PG&E will assess whether or not to
support a request to change the associated license conditions but that such changes
might require several years to effect.
Auxiliary Building Ventilation System Health – The DCISC fact-finding team met with
the system engineer for the Auxiliary Building Ventilation System that supplies air
and cooling to the Auxiliary Building which contains safety-related equipment which
depends upon air flow for cooling. The system also serves a mitigation function
during an accident as it assists in filtering air as it leaves the Auxiliary Building. The
Auxiliary Building Ventilation System is presently in Green health status.
Centrifugal Charging Pump System Health – The DCISC representatives met with
the system engineer for the Centrifugal Charging System pumps which serve both
emergency and non emergency functions. Two of these pumps are safety-related
and are part of the ECCS and the third pump serves during normal operations as a
non safety-related pump to supply charging to the Chemical Volume and Control
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System. The Centrifugal Charging Pump System for both units was in Green health
status with no significant problems. Mr. McWhorter reported the Chemical Volume
and Control System has experienced some trouble with getting replacement for its
boric acid transfer pumps but that issue has been worked through and the boric acid
transfer pumps are planned for replacement by the end of 2017.
DCISC Member Dr. Lam’s Discussion with DCPP Senior Director of Nuclear Services
Jan Nimick.
Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program – The DCISC team met with the
program engineer for the Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program which takes
irradiated samples from both reactor vessels and tests the samples for strength in
order to validate the pressure and temperature limits for the vessels and prevent
over pressurization and brittle fracture due to thermal shock and pressure. Mr.
McWhorter reported that typically four coupons are required for sampling and four
such samples were removed from Unit-2 and found to be satisfactory with minimal
scatter. For Unit-1 three of the four samples did not produce low enough scatter and
an alternate methodology was required under NRC Branch Technical Position 5.3 to
utilize other industry data and those results were satisfactory.
Operability Determination Program – Mr. McWhorter reported a meeting with the
acting Operations manager was held to discuss operability determinations which are
performed whenever a degraded condition is identified. These operability
determinations are an important aspect of decision making and are governed by
procedure as to how degraded conditions are required to be reviewed to determine
if equipment involved should be declared inoperable. Mr. McWhorter observed the
Operability Determination Program is very specific in requiring the shift manager to
use a conservative decision making process in making operability evaluations.
Complex operability determinations require involvement of the Engineering
organization and the DCISC’s review of operability assessments found those
assessments to have been properly performed in accordance with procedure. Mr.
McWhorter reported degraded, unanalyzed and non conforming conditions are
tracked by what is termed the ‘DUNC List’ which is made part of the monthly Plant
Performance Improvement Report and that this gives those conditions visibility to
managers at the station and the Plant Performance Improvement Report is regularly
reviewed by the DCISC.
Status of Joint Proposal – As there is to be a presentation on this topic at this public
meeting Mr. McWhorter deferred discussion on this item.
Employee Concerns Program – The DCISC representatives reviewed the Employee
Concerns Program (ECP) with program staff. The ECP is used to allow employees to
voice their concerns outside the station’s line management organization and
provides a non intimidating, protected, venue for such concerns. Mr. McWhorter
reported the ECP appears to be well and properly run and it provides mechanisms
for employees to report concerns directly as well as to do so anonymously. During
2016 the ECP investigated 42 concerns, 4 of which resulted in detailed, formal
investigations. Many of those concerns involved leadership or communication issues
but several were technical in nature. The ECP also conducts interviews with DCPP
employees who are separating from the station if the employee has been at DCPP
for more than six months. Mr. McWhorter reported the ECP also receives and
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conducts investigations into concerns referred to the ECP by the NRC of allegations
which were raised independently and separately with the NRC by employees. During
2016 there was one such allegation referred to the ECP by the NRC. Overall, the
DCISC fact-finding team found the ECP to be properly managed in an appropriate
manner for the industry and the station.

Dr. Lam reported that for the March 8–9, 2017, fact-finding visit DCPP plant
staff were well prepared and they provided relevant material that was
responsive to the topics requested by the DCISC on the fact-finding agenda.

Ms. Sherry Lewis of Mothers for Peace was recognized. In response to Ms. Lewis
inquiry Mr. McWhorter stated the terms of the Joint Proposal which require
PG&E to consider acceleration of the transfer of spent fuel from wet to dry
storage is subject to the NRC licensing basis for the plant and accordingly PG&E
is not totally in control of the pace of transferring fuel from wet to dry storage.
Any change to the present requirements would only be allowed by the NRC in
accordance with revised technical specifications or to other commitments such
as the B.5.b. security-related requirements. Accordingly, PG&E would be
required to seek additional approvals in this matter and PG&E has not yet
undertaken a review process in connection with any potential changes to spent
fuel transfer. In response to Ms. Lewis questions, Mr. McWhorter reported that
PG&E is required to maintain the fuel in its current configuration or to propose
an alternate configuration and other plants have built alternate systems for fuel
storage in order to commence the decommissioning process for permanent
systems but the same requirements such as for seismic and equipment
qualification continue to apply.

Upon a motion by Dr. Peterson, seconded by Dr. Budnitz, the March 8–9, 2017
Fact Finding Report was approved and its transmittal to PG&E authorized.

The Chair requested Assistant Legal Counsel Rathie to report on administrative,
regulatory and legal matters.

Mr. Rathie reported that PG&E completed a required CPUC filing concerning the
compensation provided to DCISC members which compares their compensation
to that provided to the members of the NSOC and of the Nuclear
Decommissioning Trust. In this filing PG&E recommended no change to the
compensation provided to the Members of the DCISC. He reported that Dr.
Peterson is one of three candidates under consideration by the Governor for
reappointment to the DCISC for a term commencing on July 1 2017, and
expiring on June 30, 2020. Mr. Rathie reported that the NRC has scheduled a
public meeting to review DCPP performance for July 12, 2017, at the Courtyard
by Marriott Hotel in San Luis Obispo. He concluded his remarks by reporting
that the DCISC website www.dcisc.org has averaged 1,415 unique visitors
every month this year with the top five countries for visitors, in order, being
Poland, Russia, Canada, the U.S. and Japan.
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VIII Adjourn Afternoon Meeting

The Chair adjourned the morning meeting of the DCISC at 5:05 P.M.

IX Reconvene for Evening Meeting

Dr. Lam reconvened the afternoon meeting of the DCISC at 5:31 P.M. and
welcomed those present.

X Committee Member Comments

There were no comments by Members at this time.

XI Public Comments and Communications

There were no comments by members of the public at this time.

XII Information Items Before the Committee
The Chair requested Mr. Cary Harbor, Director of Compliance, Risk and Business Planning
for PG&E’s generation line of business to introduce the first of the informational
presentations requested by the Committee for this public meeting. Mr. Harbor has more
than 30 years’ experience in the nuclear industry and holds a Bachelor of Science Degree
in Nuclear Engineering from the University of California at Santa Barbara and has
completed executive level courses at Stanford University. Mr. Harbor previously held
leadership positions in the Engineering, Regulatory Services, Operations and Maintenance
organizations at DCPP.

Mr. Harbor introduced Ms. Paula Gerfen, DCPP Station Director. Mr. Harbor
reported Ms. Gerfen has more than 25 years’ experience in the nuclear industry,
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Science and previously held
leadership roles in Engineering, Maintenance and Operations organizations at
DCPP.

Presentation on the State of the Plant including Key Events, Highlights and
Station Activities since the DCISC’s February 2017 Public Meeting; Summary of
Station Highlights and Performance, Including the Status of the Twentieth
Refueling Outage for Unit-1 (1R20).

Ms. Gerfen began her presentation by displaying a photo taken inside Unit-1
Containment during the time when the reactor vessel’s cavity seal was being
replaced. Unit-1 is currently in a refueling outage which was initially scheduled
for 75 days but for which the schedule has now been reduced to 60 days. Ms.
Gerfen reported Unit-2 is operating in Mode 1 at 100% power with no
equipment issues and all NRC performance indicators in Green status. In
January 2017 ocean conditions caused curtailment of both units to 55% power
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to conduct “pick and dredge” condenser cleaning activities which were
completed with no challenges. Unit-2 was curtailed for a cooling water tunnel
cleaning in March 2017.

Ms. Gerfen displayed and briefly reviewed the power generation history for both
units over the last four months and over the last twelve months including the
events she described above. She reported a retired U.S. astronaut was engaged
as a speaker in connection with the Unit-1 refueling outage and a principal
focus of his message was the need for and benefit to safety from having every
individual employee feeling encouraged to raise issues that others might not be
addressing.

The baffle-former bolt replacement project conducted during 1R20 found after
inspection of 832 bolts that only one baffle-former bolt displayed signs of
degradation. However, based upon analysis by Westinghouse a total of 61
baffle-former bolts were replaced to ensure that Unit-1 should be able to
operate to the end of its current licensed life without this issue needing to be
again addressed. Outage 1R20 was originally scheduled for a 75-day duration
based on a “worst case” estimate of having to replace 200 bolts. As only 61
bolts were replaced the outage schedule was reduced to 60 days. In response
to Dr. Lam’s inquiry Ms. Gerfen stated the decision to replace 61 bolts when
only a single bolt was found to have symptoms of degradation was based upon
the number of bolts required in a proper bolt pattern and upon the failure rate
of the bolts as determined by the ultrasonic inspection conducted during 1R20.
In response to Consultant McWhorter’s question Ms. Gerfen replied that the
plant had anticipated that only a very small amount of bolts might need to be
replaced and the outage was accordingly structured with smaller maintenance
outage windows to be able to be concluded earlier. In response to Dr. Budnitz
request Ms. Gerfen confirmed that condition of baffle-former bolts is not an
issue for Unit-2 due to differing flow patterns within the Unit-2 reactor core,
with Unit-1 having a down-flow pattern while Unit-2 has been modified to have
an up-flow pattern which prevents the condition.

Ms. Gerfen reported Unit-1 experienced elevated dose rates due to cobalt 60 but
with changes made including raising the pH, increasing zinc injection, and
increasing letdown as well as through the use of smaller micron filters, the dose
for Unit-1 was proactively lowered. She remarked that the station has worked
diligently on As Low as Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) worker practices and
expects to conclude refueling outage 1R20 with a collective dose of
approximately 46 rem which is less than the 55 rem projected for 1R20 which
would place the plant within the industry’s second quartile of performance for
collective dose during outages. Dr. Budnitz observed that when neutrons strike
iron material during operation of the reactor the iron is activated and produces
cobalt 60 which Dr. Budnitz stated has a five-year half-life and a very energetic
gamma ray. He remarked that while most cobalt 60 remains within the reactor
vessel, on occasion it will get into the cooling water and be transported in the
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primary system in such a manner as to produce external dose to plant
personnel. Ms. Gerfen reported that the increased dose rate for Unit-1 due to
cobalt 60 was because of misalignment of a reactor coolant pump during 1R18
which released satellite containing cobalt from a bearing in the pump.

Ms. Gerfen concluded her presentation with a review the upcoming activities for
DCPP including the evaluation by the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
(INPO) scheduled during September 2017 and preparations for the Operations
crew performance evaluations with training activities scheduled to take place in
the control room Simulator facility and the actual evaluations taking place in
August and September 2017.

Mr. Harbor introduced Mr. Tom Baldwin, Director of Site Services at DCPP, and
reported that Mr. Baldwin has more than 25 years’ experience in the nuclear
industry and holds a Senior Reactor Operator License and a Bachelor of Science
Degree in Mechanical Engineering and a Professional Engineer’s License. Mr.
Baldwin has held leadership roles at DCPP in the Engineering, Operations and
Regulatory Services organizations.

Update on Safety System Functional Failures.

Mr. Baldwin observed DCPP is committed to the highest standards for its
equipment design and to design and procedural redundancy and diversity. DCPP
employs a large, professionally trained, and routinely tested staff to operate the
plant. He remarked this ensures defense-in-depth is established and maintained
so that safety functions can be performed. Processes and procedures such as
the Corrective Action Program and root cause evaluations facilitate a clear
understanding of the causes of events to prevent recurrence. Through
promotion of awareness and recognition of risk in day to day activities and the
establishment of mitigation measures for those risks DCPP has been able to
reduce safety system functional failures to zero over a period of the last three
years.

Mr. Baldwin stated a safety system function failure (SSFF) is any event or
condition that at the time of discovery could have prevented the fulfillment of
the safety function of a structure or a system that is needed to shut down the
reactor and maintain it in safe shut down; to remove residual heat; to control
the release of radioactive material; or to mitigate the consequences of an
accident. He reported that there is no credit, allowance or leeway given the
licensee in SSFF analysis for manual action or other means of performing the
function. SSFF only applies to those safety-related systems, structures or
components that are within the plant’s technical specifications and are required
to be operable. In response to Dr. Peterson’s observation Mr. Baldwin confirmed
that SSFF analysis does not employ a risk-informed definition of failure and
accordingly may not provide an accurate depiction of total plant safety or risk.
However, Mr. Baldwin observed DCPP expects to maintain its safety function
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capability through defense-in-depth and redundancy and he stated that SSFF
analysis uses a rule-based prescribed methodology that does not include
assessing probabilistic risk. The plant is managed and controlled in accordance
with its technical specifications which require one train of a safety-related
system, at a minimum, be available at all times and to be capable of performing
its function without consideration of risk. In the event that the technical
specifications are not met a report to the NRC is made which does include a
probabilistic risk assessment of the event. Dr. Budnitz remarked that in some
cases SSFF has a more important risk significance than in others and there are
methods to assess that risk but the objective of the SSFF Program is to reduce
the number of SSFF to zero because having a SSFF may be a sign that actions in
response to a root cause evaluation may not have been as effective as
necessary and therefore might not prevent recurrence. Dr. Budnitz remarked
and Mr. Baldwin agreed that there may be a hierarchy of response to take into
consideration with violation of a technical specification being of the highest
priority.

Mr. Baldwin reported in 2012 DCPP recognized that there was an improvement
opportunity to reduce the number of SSFFs and a root cause evaluation was
conducted which identified a need for improvement in recognition of risk
through the use of human performance tools and efforts were undertaken to
educate and assist plant staff who are involved in daily work planning activities,
including assessment and prioritization of risk, to better identify and categorize
risk in context of SSFF considerations. Systems of concern for loss of system
function were identified and controls were established to mitigate the risk of an
adverse event when work was performed on the system. Mr. Baldwin used the
example of the redundant trains employed by the Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
System and reported that when work is being performed on one of the two fully
redundant trains available to the RHR System the train on which work is not
being performed is protected by a barrier and access is restricted to the
operational train and to its power supplies. Mr. Baldwin stated that oversight
including review by senior plant leadership has been increased before high-risk
work is commenced in the plant, including assessing the work involved, the
prevention measures to be employed, the associated risk, and the methods to
be employed to detect if something is not going as expected, as well as the
corrective measures in place.

Mr. Baldwin reported there have been no SSFF events since 2014. In 2012 there
were three such events, in 2013 there were five, and in 2014 there were four
SSFF events. He reported the Licensing Basis Verification Project (LBVP)
identified some original design vulnerabilities and accordingly some license and
design changes were identified in context of the potential for loss of a safety
system function. In response to Dr. Peterson’s inquiry concerning a SSFF
related to emergency diesel generators (EDGs) Mr. Baldwin explained that
technical specifications require the EDGs to be operable and to start
automatically on demand and in the course of restoring the EDGs from an
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automatic start due to loss of offsite power, operators placed all three EDGs for
one unit in manual and then restored them to automatic. The very short period
during which all three EDGs were in manual represented a SSFF as they were
not capable of operating per the technical specifications which required that
they be available for automatic start. In response to Consultant McWhorter’s
query Mr. Baldwin stated inoperability in 2016 of an RHR valve did not
represent a SSFF because the second RHR train remained operable and capable
of performing its function. In response to Mr. McWhorter’s further inquiry, Mr.
Baldwin and Mr. Harbor stated that the event involving the RHR valve does not
have a clear time of inoperability and it is possible that function on RHR Train B
might have been lost at some time during time that maintenance was
performed on RHR Train A, but without knowledge and with an indeterminate
period of time by the NRC’s reporting rules for SSFF the event was not declared
to be a loss of system function.

Mr. Baldwin stated that work control processes will be key in continuing to
identify risk and challenges and to putting mitigation measures in place well in
advance of performance of work and to thereby eliminate SSFFs. Protection of
redundant trains will remain important as will the need to consider
preemptively declaring a system to be unavailable and to implement technical
specification requirements for diversity and for compensatory measures when
performing work on systems. Additional oversight and barriers will be used to
prevent actions that could lead to adverse conditions including using additional
checks and stops in procedures to ensure critical steps in procedures are not
missed. Mr. Baldwin concluded his presentation with the observation that DCPP
has a robust process in place to prevent or reduce SSFF that has been
demonstrating good results. Dr. Lam observed and Mr. Baldwin agreed that
DCPP having achieved zero SSFF events for the last three years was not a
random occurrence.

Dr. Lam thanked Mr. Baldwin for his informative presentation.

A short break followed.

Mr. Harbor introduced Mr. Adam Peck, Engineering Director at DCPP, to make
the next informational presentation to the DCISC. Mr. Harbor reported Mr. Peck
holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering and has more than
15 years’ of experience in the nuclear industry and holds a Senior Reactor
Operator License. Mr. Peck is a graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy and has
held leadership posts in Operations and Engineering organizations at DCPP.

Update on the Joint Proposal to Retire DCPP at the Expiration of its Current
Operating Licenses Joint Proposal), the DCPP Excellence Plan, and Plans for
Retention of Employees After Year Four.

Mr. Peck reported that testimony in the CPUC hearings on the Joint Proposal
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concluded at the end of April 2017 and topics discussed in those hearings
included replacing DCPP power, the employee retention program, and the
recovery of the cost for DCPP license renewal activities. Mr. Peck stated legal
briefs were due to the Administrative Law Judge on May 26 and rebuttal briefs
are due on June 9, 2017. He stated challenges in the proceedings from
intervening parties have principally focused upon the replacement power
component while the employee retention and community assistance
components have been largely without opposition. In response to Dr. Lam’s
inquiry Mr. Peck stated the hearing schedule, including hearings to be held in
the San Luis Obispo area, has not yet been established.

Dr. Peterson observed there is potential that an increase in the risk of
transmission problems or outages might affect the availability of alternate off
site power sources for DCPP due to increasing incentives to curtail power
output because of production or grid-related reasons. If this were to occur it
could affect overall operational risk as any resulting curtailment of DCPP
operations would place stress on the plant. However, improvements in grid
reliability reduce the probability of having an effect on DCPP safety of
operations and there is a question as to the balance of these factors. Dr.
Peterson inquired whether PG&E has assessed issues of grid reliability in going
forward during the remaining period of operation under the Joint Proposal in
context of the matter of obtaining replacement power. Mr. Peck replied that the
replacement power issue is tied to the three tranches of energy replacement
originally proposed as part of the Joint Proposal, with the first tranche being in
reference to energy efficiency and the other two tranches based upon
replacement of demand. Mr. Peck stated PG&E has an agreement with the
California Independent System Operator (CAISO) with reference to DCPP power
production and there have been no changes to that agreement as a result of the
Joint Proposal. Mr. Peck and Dr. Peterson agreed this might be a suitable topic
for a future DCISC fact-finding which should include representatives from the
PG&E transmission organization.

Mr. Peck stated the DCPP Excellence Plan is developed in furtherance of PG&E’s
mission to safely, reliably, and affordably operate DCPP with excellence to the
end of its current licensed life and to conduct an orderly transition to
decommissioning. The Excellence Plan is intended to cultivate relationships
with DCPP employees and with the local community and to engender confidence
with regulatory authorities. Objectives include maintaining and sustaining high
levels of safety and performance, engaging each employee and maintaining his
or her motivation, and enabling DCPP to perform with excellence. Workforce
management issues which the Joint Proposal is intended to implement include
ensuring appropriate levels of skilled and qualified personnel are available,
developing retraining and redeployment programs for DCPP employees, and
maintaining relationships with and oversight by the Strategic Teaming and
Resource Sharing (STARS) joint utility initiative and with the INPO.
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Mr. Peck reported employee focus groups are engaged in assessing the
concerns of differing personnel groups within the plant and with maintaining a
strong nuclear safety culture and employee morale. He stated the plant is
receiving strong support from PG&E’s corporate organizations in these efforts.
He acknowledged that there may be strong motivation for some employees to
leave DCPP upon conclusion of the Tier 1 Retention Program which ends on
August 31, 2020. The Tier 1 Retention Program has achieved participation by
87% of DCPP employees and provides financial incentives for employees to stay
at DCPP through the end of Tier 1 and financial penalties to depart before the
end of Tier 1. Mr. Peck stated each department has different initiatives and
these have been incorporated into the DCPP Five-Year Business Plan. The Tier 2
Retention Program will become available to employees by the first quarter of
2019 and this should give time to assess attrition levels. PG&E will also make
available the Retraining and Redeployment Plan to provide information and
opportunities within PG&E. Mr. Peck observed the goal is to maintain the
appropriate level of staff to operate the plant safely and with excellence. In
response to Mr. McWhorter’s inquiry, Mr. Peck stated that the Retraining and
Redeployment Plan’s first milestone occurs at the end of 2017 and involves
assessment and development of a strategy to address hiring needs but funding
for the Retraining and Redeployment Plan will intentionally not be made
available until 2021, so as not to provide redeployment opportunities too early.
In response to Consultant Wardell’s inquiry, Mr. Peck stated that there are at
present no specific efforts directed at NRC-licensed as opposed to unlicensed
employees and Mr. Peck reported that the plant presently has a number of
licenses in reserve in different areas of the plant.

Dr. Budnitz stated that he does not in any way doubt PG&E’s and Mr. Peck’s
commitment or good will in these efforts but Dr. Budnitz does not believe the
plant will have the same quality staff and operational capability during its last
three months of operation that it would otherwise have were it not closing. Dr.
Budnitz stated his comment was in respect to the “best of the best” and not
necessarily directed to the entire DCPP workforce. He remarked those highly
qualified persons in the middle of their careers will receive and be receptive to
attractive job opportunities elsewhere in the nuclear or other industries and he
observed that PG&E and DCPP need to recognize and acknowledge that fact and
that human nature, even with significant financial incentives, may affect their
plans to retain a highly qualified workforce. Mr. Peck stated he appreciated the
concern expressed by Dr. Budnitz and that those concerns are the reason for
the Excellence Plan. Mr. Peck observed participants in the PG&E defined-benefit
pension plan and those close to retirement as well as those who would benefit
from the severance package to be offered will have a greater incentive to
remain at DCPP. Mr. Peck stated he was a bit more optimistic than Dr. Budnitz
but cautiously so.

Dr. Gene Nelson of Californians for Green Nuclear Power was recognized. Dr.
Nelson stated his group was working very hard on an alternative to the Joint
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Proposal which would continue DCPP’s operation beyond 2025. Dr. Nelson
stated the local job market is very limited and has been so for some time. He
stated he shares Dr. Budnitz’ views on retention issues. Californians for Green
Nuclear Power is an intervenor in the CPUC proceedings to consider the Joint
Proposal and has strongly defended the continued, safe operation of DCPP for
the benefit it provides not only to the local economy but also to the state in
terms of important voltage, phase, and frequency stability to the grid
particularly as more and more inherently unreliable wind and solar power is
added. He cautioned that sudden voltage surges or huge blackout events could
result from the closure of DCPP if the Joint Proposal is approved. Dr. Nelson
reported that the deadline for rebuttal testimony in the CPUC proceedings to
consider the Joint Proposal has now been extended to June 16, 2017.

Ms. Sherry Lewis of Mothers for Peace was recognized. Mr. Lewis stated that
while she understood the Tier 2 Retention Program would commence after 2020
she requested confirmation that commitments from DCPP employees could be
made upon the Program’s roll out in 2019. Mr. Harbor replied that agreements
for an additional five-year commitment under the Tier 2 Retention Program
would be offered to plant staff upon program roll out during the first quarter of
2019.

Dr. Nelson was again recognized. He stated he provided an email to the DCISC’s
Assistant Legal Counsel wherein he rebutted what he termed alarmist
assertions made earlier in the meeting by Dr. Douglas Hamilton, a geologist
who Dr. Nelson believed to be representing Mothers for Peace. Dr. Nelson read
from his email which he stated included content to show that subsurface
liquefaction and rare near-subsurface strata were responsible for the high
vertical peak ground motion acceleration that occurred in 2011 in Christchurch,
New Zealand. He observed the 2003 San Simeon earthquake caused the
greatest damage 50 miles away from Diablo Canyon in Paso Robles, California
where, similar to Christchurch, the near subsurface strata were weak. Dr.
Nelson observed the subsurface strata near DCPP are well-characterized, solid,
and not prone to liquefaction and there is therefore no equivalence to the peak
ground motion acceleration measured at Christchurch at the DCPP site.

Ms. Rochelle Becker, Executive Director of the Alliance for Nuclear
Responsibility, was recognized. Ms. Becker stated she wished to clarify the
record concerning Dr. Nelson’s comments and to confirm that Dr. Hamilton was
an expert witness for the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility in the CPUC
proceedings to consider the Joint Proposal and Dr. Hamilton has also acted in
that capacity on behalf of the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility in proceedings
before the California Energy Commission.

XIII Adjourn Evening Meeting
The Chair adjourned the afternoon meeting of the Committee at 7:05 P.M.
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XIV Reconvene for Morning Meeting
The June 8, 2017, morning session of this public meeting of the Diablo Canyon
Independent Safety Committee was called to order by its Chair, Dr. Peter Lam, at 9:00
A.M. Dr. Lam welcomed those present and attending remotely by live-streaming video to
the meeting.

XV Committee Member Comments
There were no comments by any Member at this time.

XVI Public Comments and Communications
Dr. Lam inquired whether any member of the public wished to comment or to address
the Committee on matters not appearing on its agenda for this meeting.

Dr. Gene Nelson of Californians for Green Nuclear Power was recognized. Dr.
Nelson reported that the Connecticut State Senate passed a bill allowing
nuclear power which would be of importance to the Millstone Nuclear Plant in
Waterford in that state.

XVII Information Items Before the Committee (Cont’d.)
Dr. Lam requested Mr. Harbor to continue with the informational presentations requested
of PG&E by the Committee for the public meeting.

Mr. Harbor introduced DCPP Manager of Regulatory Mr. Hossein Hamzehee and
reported Mr. Hamzehee has more than 30 years of experience in the nuclear
industry and holds Master of Science Degrees in Nuclear and Mechanical
Engineering and brings extensive experience with the NRC including at the level
of an NRC Branch Chief.

Update on the Status of NRC Performance Indicators, Licensee Event Reports,
NRC Notices of Violation, the NRC “95001" Inspection for “White” Input into a
Strategic Performance Area, and Issues Raised by NRC Resident Inspectors.

Mr. Hamzehee reported he would provide an overview of DCPP’s performance
based on NRC’s performance indicators for a four-month period since the last
DCISC public meeting. He stated the plant is rigorously inspected by the NRC
and PG&E is committed to the highest safety standards and accordingly
continually reevaluates its operations and emergency plans. He remarked his
presentation would cover approximately five months of NRC inspections
involving ~2,000 hours of inspection time.

During the period February–May 2017 DCPP met all Green performance
expectations for all NRC performance indicators. One violation of very low
safety significance was issued by the NRC since the last DCISC meeting in
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February 2017. Mr. Hamzehee reviewed and briefly discussed some of the 16
performance indicators reviewed by the NRC as currently being within Green
status as follows.

Unplanned Scrams per 7000 Critical Hrs
Unplanned Power Changes per 7000 Critical Hrs
Unplanned Scrams with Complications
Safety System Functional Failures
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, Emergency AC Power System
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, High Pressure Injection System
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, Heat Removal System
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, Residual Heat Removal System
Mitigating Systems Performance Index, Cooling Water Systems
Reactor Coolant System Activity
Reactor Coolant System Leakage
Drill/Exercise Performance
ERO Drill Participation
Alert & Notification System
Occupational Exposure Control Effectiveness
Radiological Effluent Occurrence

Mr. Hamzehee described the safety significance characterizations used for the
performance indicators as either Green (very low), White (low to moderate)
Yellow (substantial) or Red (high). Green non cited violations indicate very low
safety significance, with no impact to public health and safety. In response to
Consultant Wardell’s inquiry, Mr. Hamzehee reported none of the performance
indicators were close to White based on NRC criteria but DCPP monitors these
indicators internally at a lower threshold and on that basis a few indicators are
approaching White status.

Dr. Peterson stated that there are challenges involved with detecting incipient
conditions through observation and measurement as sometimes the aspects
being measured are only indirectly related to degradation or failure and
accordingly one is always seeking after better metrics. He observed that
monitoring something which is unrelated to a potential failure mechanism also
represents a missed opportunity to better employ resources. Dr. Peterson
inquired concerning how often the NRC updates or changes the performance
indicators it uses. Mr. Hamzehee replied that the performance indicators are
infrequently changed in order to provide licensees with stability and he
observed that the NRC oversight examination process was significantly revised
and changed in the late 1990's to be more risk-informed and this represented a
major overhaul of the NRC’s monitoring program. Mr. Hamzehee also remarked
that licensees rely on other programmatic processes in addition to the NRC
performance indicators to assess performance including the Corrective Action
Program. He observed PG&E in its assessment of performance of DCPP uses
many additional performance indicators to those monitored by the NRC.
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Dr. Budnitz observed any suggestion to the NRC that it change its performance
indicators needs to be counter balanced with the value in having a long
longitudinal record of measuring the same thing. Mr. Hamzehee agreed and
stated the indicators may change but not significantly because the NRC and its
licensees want them to be stable and mature but also the manner in which data
is collected has improved and while the NRC refrains from advising how to
collect data it does inspect to ensure the totality and accuracy of the data
collected by its licensees. Dr. Peterson agreed and remarked that random
methods would produce differing results but he also observed that an
unwillingness to drop certain indicators when new indicators are added comes
with the risk of the indicators becoming overwhelming for decision making
purposes and it is likely that indicators monitored for very long periods of time
are not telling the organization very much. Dr. Budnitz gave as an example of
the numbers of fuel failures which are monitored by a performance indicator
but because of the advances in nuclear fuel technology there are far fewer fuel
failures today than compared to what previously was the industry norm. Mr.
Hamzehee agreed and provided another example, that of the number of reactor
trips which in the 1980's averaged 10-11 trips per year for the average plant
and has now been reduced to about 24 trips per year for the entire U.S. fleet of
nuclear power plants. Dr. Peterson stated this was a result of the stability
achieved in working with a mature technology where most of the flaws in the
system that can exist have been discovered but he observed that one reason for
continuing to gather data is that even with mature technology surprises will
happen.

Dr. Peterson observed that Space X, while employing a technology much less
mature than nuclear power, has developed a high level of skill in its corrective
action and root cause processes so as to enable it to recover rapidly from
significant failures. He remarked that in the root cause analysis process it is
most important to have information as to the as-built condition which is
achieved through good, detailed records and this is a reason Dr. Peterson
remains very interested in modern electronic information gathering techniques
with their ability to collect and manage large data sets in order to achieve high
levels of reliability in very complex, technical, systems. Dr. Lam observed that
the low level of plant trips has had an unintended consequence of not allowing
operators much opportunity to experience the system’s response to a real
emergency situation and consequently a greater emphasis and burden is placed
upon operator training. Dr. Lam stated he agreed with Dr. Peterson that a
broader scope to collect and analyze data collectively is most valuable.

Mr. Hamzehee reported there were no Licensee Event Reports (LER) issued
during February through May 2017.

Mr. Hamzehee reported on NRC Violations January 2017—June 2017 and stated
one non cited violation (NCV) was received since last DCISC public meeting.
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This NCV was Green indicating very low safety significance with no impact to
public health and safety. He stated this NCV involved an occurrence in 2010
when a certain number of instrumentation devices used for post-accident, wide-
range, performance monitoring were found to have been operating outside of
the requirements of technical specification 3.3.3. These devices monitor
temperature in the Reactor Coolant System’s hot and cold legs and a number of
devices were determined to have been operating outside their environmental
temperature range due to incorrect installation of insulation which trapped heat
inside the thermatic tension pipe. As a result temperatures exceeded normal
allowed temperature. This issue was self-identified by DCPP, placed in the
plant’s Corrective Action Program, and reported to the NRC which, after review
in the last NRC’s Integrated Inspection Report, issued an NCV for violation of
technical specifications. In response to Mr. Wardell’s question, Mr. Hamzehee
stated that DCPP could not tell whether the instrumentation would have worked
correctly if called upon but the root cause evaluation established the
maintenance package had insufficient guidance and in the future when the
instrumentation is maintained procedures will be improved to ensure the
insulation is installed properly. Mr. Wardell stated the DCISC would receive the
root cause evaluation for this NCV from PG&E and likely review the NCV at a
future fact finding.

Dr. Lam observed and Mr. Hamzehee agreed the characterization that the NCV
had no impact on public safety was somewhat inaccurate and what was meant
was that while it did not have any impact on public health or safety there was a
potential for such an impact.

Mr. Hamzehee stated DCPP’s overall performance is Green with respect to NRC
Performance Indicators and the NCV he discussed is documented in the 1st
Quarter 2017 NRC Integrated Inspection Report which will be provided to the
DCISC.

Mr. Hamzehee concluded his presentation by responding to Mr. Wardell’s
inquiry on the 95001 Inspection which is a follow-up inspection to the White
Finding received related to the ECCS. Mr. Hamzehee reported all root cause
evaluations have been completed, the situation has been corrected and the NRC
is due to visit the plant during the week of June 12, 2017, to conduct an
entrance meeting, review documentation, and perform an exit inspection. If the
NRC agrees that the situation and the inspection finding have been adequately
addressed and all the root causes and extent of condition have been identified
the NRC will change DCPP Unit-2 from Column 2 to Column 1 on the NRC’s
Reactor Oversight Process Action Matrix which change would represent better
performance with respect to risk. Mr. Wardell confirmed that the Committee will
follow up on the 95001 inspection during a future fact finding visit.

Dr. Gene Nelson of Californians for Green Nuclear Power was recognized. Dr.
Nelson stated he found in PG&E’s materials for this public meeting some
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excellent illustrations of the application of discipline such as was discussed by
Mr. Hamzehee during his presentation and Dr. Nelson stated he appreciated the
discussion on why it is important to look at the whole picture.

Mr. Harbor introduced DCPP Manager of Performance Improvement Mr. Mark
Frauenheim and reported Mr. Frauenheim holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in
Electrical Engineering and has more than 25 years’ experience in the nuclear
industry including leadership roles at DCPP in the Engineering, Maintenance and
Performance Improvement organizations.

Description and Status of the Performance Improvement Program.

Mr. Frauenheim began his presentation with an overview of the performance
improvement process which he described as a method to find, analyze and fix
issues that surface within the station and he stated this model was typical in
the nuclear industry. Information is gathered from all sources and used in a
monitoring model and analyzed for risk significance and then a solution to the
issue is determined and implemented in a timely manner. Follow-up
mechanisms are in place to ensure that the solution successfully addresses the
problem. He described and briefly reviewed each of the elements of the DCPP
Performance Improvement Program:

Corrective Action Program – available to all station personnel to raise issues.
Self-Assessment – objective method available to individual departments.
Benchmarking – assessing performance against other entities.
Use of Operating Experience – incoming & outgoing, unique to the nuclear industry.
Performance Monitoring & Trending – to review the data that flows through the
station.
Use of Human Performance Tools – to reinforce training.
Field Engagement and Coaching (Observations) – by leadership and peers.

The Corrective Action Program (CAP) provides the opportunity for any employee
to raise a concern or an issue without regard to its severity. Mr. Frauenheim
stated once entered into the CAP system the employee who raised the concern
or any employee can track progress and see the propagation of the concern
within the station. The CAP analyzes each concern for risk significance and this
review is initially performed by the Operations Department as to any potential
for an effect on the plant. The concern once entered into the CAP creates a
Notification document and when the Notification is closed an email is sent to
the person who initially raised the concern and feedback is sought as to
whether the concern and the issue were addressed to that person’s satisfaction.
Mr. Frauenheim stated there is a broad effort underway in the nuclear industry
to simplify and make the CAP process more effective by focusing less on the
administrative aspects and more on transparency. In response [to an
unidentified comment] Mr. Frauenheim stated DCPP has in the manner in which
it classifies CAP concerns adopted a revised definition of ‘issues adverse to
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nuclear quality’ from the definition proposed by the Nuclear Energy Institute
(NEI). He remarked DCPP is confident in its CAP based upon the results of self-
assessment. He reviewed the CAP process as including:

Issue screened by expert panel made up of all major departments.
Significance, level, and analysis type is assigned.
Issue owner is assigned and determination made as to level of analysis needed.
Senior Leadership Board reviews issues independently twice each week.
Owner investigates and corrects.

Mr. Frauenheim reported issues of high significance, such as those involving the
failure of safety-related equipment, result in a root cause evaluation which he
described as the highest level of analysis to understand what occurred, why it
occurred, and what actions are necessary to prevent recurrence. A second
category for less significant events involves a cause evaluation which is
conducted by a team of seven or eight individuals engaged full time in
performing an in-depth, detailed, analysis which takes on average
approximately 30 days to conclude. Mr. Frauenheim described cause evaluation
as very rigorous and very invasive. He reported that DCPP does not necessarily
wait for the evaluation process to conclude before taking corrective action and
the initial step in any analysis process is to determine what immediate action
needs to be taken to arrest an issue adverse to quality. In response to Dr. Lam’s
inquiry Mr. Frauenheim reported that evaluation team members are usually
made up of senior plant personnel. A sponsor is assigned for a root cause
analysis at the director level or higher and the team manager is typically
manager level or higher with considerable experience in the subject matter
area. He reported it is not unusual for DCPP to bring in personnel from other
stations or consultants to assist in its evaluations.

Mr. Frauenheim reported that cause evaluation and work group evaluation
represent lower levels of evaluation and cause evaluation is a new process
which DCPP, in common with the nuclear industry, has adopted. He described
the cause evaluation process as a menu-based approach which offers significant
flexibility. The work group evaluation is performed with supervisor oversight
and includes involvement of the person who initially raised the issue. Mr.
Frauenheim reported that the PG&E Corporation has adopted the CAP structure
used at DCPP for implementation corporate-wide throughout the entire PG&E
organization in all its lines of business and DCPP has been assisting in these
efforts.

Mr. Frauenheim reviewed the self-assessment process which he described as a
structured method for reviewing performance within a group. He reported that
self-assessment is never based upon subjective standards but relies on DCPP or
external procedures and industry documents provided, for example, by the
INPO, the NEI, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) or the
Institute of Electric and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). Self-assessment is
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generally performed by the department that owns the program and 47 self-
assessments, both formal and informal, were performed during 2016.

Mr. Frauenheim stated that benchmarking is another performance improvement
tool used in the nuclear industry which he described as, unlike many industries,
a very sharing environment. All departments are encouraged to benchmark with
other power plants performing the same functions by visiting those stations and
perhaps by visiting other facilities outside the nuclear industry. He reported
DCPP has recently benchmarked with the Phillips 66 Company’s oil refinery
organization on the issue of confined space entry. He reported that 66
benchmarking activities were performed during 2016.

DCPP’s use of operating experience was discussed by Mr. Frauenheim and he
reported the INPO provides a very robust process and software application that
allows every nuclear station in the U.S. to provide information concerning
events into INPO’s system and every day those events are screened by INPO
and information is sent out to the industry. During 2016 there were 1,038
external operating events reviewed by DCPP. Each is reviewed for its
applicability to DCPP by the appropriate expert at the station. In response to a
question from Dr. Peterson Mr. Frauenheim stated he would provide the DCISC
with information concerning how many of the 1,038 events reviewed during
2016 were found to have applicability to DCPP.

Dr. Peterson inquired as to how information on operating experience was
obtained from other industries for use by DCPP and Mr. Frauenheim replied the
staff of the Performance Improvement Program reviews industrial news
websites each day for events which have occurred in other industries which
might have application or utility for DCPP. In response to Dr. Peterson’s inquiry
concerning how many of the 1,038 events might have been generated by events
outside the nuclear industry, Mr. Frauenheim replied that the INPO process
does not encourage reporting of events outside the nuclear industry. Dr.
Peterson remarked and Mr. Frauenheim agreed that it is admirable that the
nuclear industry is looking outside the nuclear field for operating experience
and this should be encouraged to discover areas where perhaps there might be
opportunities for improvement and innovation. Dr. Peterson observed the use of
hand-held devices and wireless technology in obtaining and recording
information in the petroleum and petrochemical industry is very advanced and
has contributed to increased reliability in those industries and the search for
best practices need not and likely should not be restricted to within the nuclear
industry. In response to Dr. Peterson’s inquiry about experience and attitude
from other industries to the nuclear industry’s benchmarking efforts Mr.
Frauenheim and Mr. Harbor replied that not all industries are open to such
efforts. Generally when there is no issue of competition, such as with
benchmarking efforts in the aviation and space industries, greater opportunities
for sharing information are available.
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Mr. Frauenheim stated that benchmarking outside the nuclear industry is not
unique to DCPP but the nuclear industry is more receptive in general than other
industries to seeking information from varied sources in order to achieve
improved performance. In response to Dr. Peterson’s observations he stated he
would take a recommendation to the INPO concerning the possible
establishment of a process to share information generated from outside the
nuclear industry. Dr. Peterson remarked that it might be useful for the nuclear
industry to review the phased approach used by the biotech industry in terms of
licensing issues. Dr. Budnitz observed that the NRC also analyzes operational
data and this effort commenced following the accident at the Three Mile Island
Nuclear Generating Station in Pennsylvania through the NRC’s Office for
Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data which has now been merged into
the NRC main licensing office. Mr. Frauenheim stated he was aware of the NRC’s
efforts which are now largely redundant to those of the INPO as to operational
events but the NRC does perform independent analysis on initiating events that
is typically not done by the INPO. Dr. Lam stated that earlier in his career he
managed a group of experts on behalf of the NRC involved with the review of a
large volume of LERs.

Mr. Frauenheim reviewed with the Committee issues of performance monitoring
and trending which provide a procedure to process data monitored by various
plant programs including the CAP, field observations, safety events, human
performance events, self-assessments, benchmarking, and internal and outside
organizations such as DCPP Quality Verification, the INPO, and the DCISC and
the Performance Improvement Program provides that input on a daily basis to
teams of analysts in the effort to detect early trends in equipment deficiencies
and human performance issues and to prepare to take corrective action if
necessary.

Mr. Frauenheim discussed the plant’s use of human performance tools to
reinforce training and to reduce error. These tools are intended to manage
situations based on risk significance and to reinforce the use of procedures and
tools to enable every employee to perform at her or his best and to avoid
events. Human performance tools include pre job briefings which are now
focused on risk to the station and the role of probabilistic risk assessment in
this analysis and use of procedural checklists and the Site Standards Handbook
provided to every DCPP employee. Mr. Frauenheim provided and briefly
discussed the activities by an employee shown in a photograph working in the
plant and employing various human performance tools in context of the job.

Mr. Frauenheim reported that field engagement and coaching are also important
attributes to the Performance Improvement Program and efforts in field
engagement and coaching involve observations by leadership and peers of
workers in the plant using work processes to allow leadership to see first-hand
the conditions and challenges faced by those doing work in the plant. These
observations are sometimes targeted observations for specific activities or
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specific times and feedback is provided by the observers either in written form,
possibly with photographs, or through the use of software either in the field in
real time or after the observation. This feedback is then used to develop an
analysis and a set of actions, if required, to address a problem.

In response to Consultant McWhorter’s observation on the use of electronic
procedural documents Mr. Frauenheim stated DCPP is now looking into that
application and is assessing the ways electronic procedures would and should
be used in the plant including the worker’s preference to see the entire
procedure rather than just proceeding from one step to the next. He noted that
one benefit of using electronic procedures would be that only the most current
version of the relevant documents would be made available. Dr. Peterson stated
he encouraged the plant to continue to explore the potential provided by
expanding the use of electronic media as the amount of information that one
can obtain is thereby greatly increased. Dr. Peterson remarked and Mr.
Frauenheim agreed that a review of the amount of data and information
managed by DCPP would be a worthwhile topic for a future fact-finding. Mr.
Frauenheim stated that the Performance Improvement Program is reviewing
how data volumes at the plant are managed and how it can be leveraged into
creating better learning opportunities and in furtherance of more effective
corrective actions.

Mr. Frauenheim summarized the results of the Performance Improvement
Program during 2016 as including 47 self-assessments, 66 benchmarking
activities, 5,874 documented field engagements, 1,038 reviews of operating
experience, and 85 issues identified at DCPP which were shared with the
industry. He reviewed with the DCISC a graph of the managed inventory of CAP
issues which showed a steady decrease in the amount of open, unresolved,
issues adverse to quality from approximately 1,100 in 2016 to what he
described as a new, normal level of 325 to 350 issues at the present time. He
remarked that there is typically an increase in CAP items during a planned
refueling outage.

In response to Mr. McWhorter’s question, he estimated 100 Notification
documents were generated each day at DCPP during normal operation but this
increases to approximately 150-200 Notifications per day during a refueling
outage. He stated that the majority of Notifications are closed within 30 days
and the inventory of 325-350 Notifications represents the balance between
inflow and the closure rate for Notifications. In response to Dr. Peterson’s
inquiry as to whether there were standardized, automated procedures used for
reporting of minor issues Mr. Frauenheim responded that although each
Notification is unique they do not all require the same amount of effort to close.
Issues defined as adverse to quality require a review by an analyst to ensure
appropriate action will be taken and depending on the level of the issue, may
require review by two or three oversight bodies before they can be considered
for closure. For issues not identified as adverse to quality there are procedures
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used by the initial screening team, including what he termed closing the issue
to trend or taking no action at all.

Mr. Frauenheim displayed a graph showing the total numbers of human
performance events, both station level and department level, since 2012 which
showed continued improvement and he stated the record for the station is
1,026 days without a station level event. However, Mr. Frauenheim remarked
there was an event some weeks ago which is under review to see if it fits the
criteria for a station level event. This event involved the Maintenance
organization during switchgear maintenance performing a resistance check on
one of the 12kV volt start up buses. During reconfiguration of the bus for
normal operation a ground buggy was placed into the wrong cubicle. [This
erroneous configuration posed a threat of severe injury to the worker if it had
not been detected in a timely way.] This event was detected by a Maintenance
manager and the work was thereupon stopped and the ground buggy removed.
Although this event resulted in no consequences Mr. Frauenheim described it as
a close call and the plant is performing a thorough investigation of the
sequence which led up to the incorrect placement of the ground buggy.

In concluding his presentation Mr. Frauenheim stated the Performance
Improvement Program at DCPP is effective and is continuing to identify issues
while providing greater independent opportunities for personnel to identify
issues. The backlog of inventory of open issues is decreasing which allows focus
to remain on the most important issues. Process simplification is aligned with
the industry and the self-assessment and benchmarking processes are enabling
the plant to continue to learn and make improvement based upon internal
events and from those within the industry. Human performance is improving
and resulting in fewer errors and the operating experience review continues to
provide benefit to the station. Field engagement by the leadership provides a
valuable tie-in to the Process Improvement Program.

Dr. Budnitz inquired and Mr. Frauenheim confirmed that the CAP results
achieved by DCPP in reducing the numbers of items adverse to quality were
typical of other stations and he attributed this to decreasing trends in human
performance error rates and he commented the interaction between stations
has played a role in the reduction. Dr. Budnitz observed that a reasonable
fraction of all important accidents that emerge in probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) have human error associated with them and the nuclear industry benefits
from an industry-wide database on different human errors in differing
situations. Dr. Budnitz stated he would inquire of the PRA group whether the
CAP trend in reducing items adverse to quality and in the reduction of human
error has propagated through to the way human error is analyzed in PRAs. Dr.
Budnitz observed that many human errors are very minor and these may not
have decreased in numbers but he stated he would be surprised if these minor
errors propagated through to the PRAs and he remarked that a significant
number of human reliability analysis events that appear in PRAs are of a lesser
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significance than would be shown on Mr. Frauenheim’s graph of station level
events.

Dr. Peterson stated that the new electronic tools being used are now working
with much greater amounts of information and it would be worthwhile for the
Committee to review what is changing in terms of how information is being
managed. He observed there can be problems with acquiring large amounts of
information in that it is difficult to sift out the most important information so
that it can be prioritized by management. He remarked the use of new
electronic tools has the potential to substantively improve safety and reliability
of power plants but this comes with its own set of challenges.

Dr. Budnitz remarked that during his last fact-finding on human performance
the errors reviewed were mostly errors of commission as opposed to errors of
omission. He inquired of Mr. Frauenheim whether the plant has attempted to
determine the numbers of each in the data set Mr. Frauenheim presented to the
DCISC. Dr. Budnitz stated he would follow up on this issue during a future fact-
finding. Dr. Budnitz observed that having more than one person involved in
performing a job, such as is done in an airliner cockpit, or using techniques
such as independent verification and three-way communication used in the
plant can significantly decrease the number and frequency of errors of
omission. Mr. Harbor stated that the types of programs that address the
techniques described by Dr. Budnitz were among the most important programs
for DCPP. The CAP has also led to the identification of single point
vulnerabilities which in turn assisted with increasing equipment reliability and,
in the past, trips caused by inadvertent actuation by an operator have led to
improved human performance tools and all the efforts to address these issues
have greatly assisted in increasing overall plant performance, safety, and in
achieving continuous improvements and with a CAP modeled on that employed
at DCPP being implemented corporate-wide PG&E as an organization should
benefit.

In response to Consultant Wardell’s question on the effectiveness review of
corrective actions taken, Mr. Frauenheim stated the effectiveness evaluations
performed in connection with each root cause evaluation have found the
corrective actions to be effective although there were some which found
additional improvements necessary to drive better behavior or equipment
performance. Mr. Frauenheim stated that when additional corrective actions are
identified as a result of an effectiveness review those additional actions are
entered into the CAP.

Dr. Gene Nelson of the group Californians for Green Nuclear Power was
recognized. Dr. Nelson inquired concerning the meaning of the abbreviation
“DA” used on Mr. Frauenheim’s graph for the reduction in CAP inventory. Mr.
Frauenheim replied that “DA” was an abbreviation for “Diablo Action” which is
a type of software code which applies to corrective action Notifications specific
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to actions adverse to quality. Dr. Nelson observed that one of the issues he
most values related to technology involves data typing, that is ensuring the
correct data is gathered, which enables those analyzing the data to identify
issues. Dr. Nelson stated there is an organization in San Luis Obispo named
Focused Learning which conducts training for high consequence industries
including aviation and nuclear power and he encouraged PG&E to look to
Focused Learning as another source for operating experience. Dr. Lam thanked
Dr. Nelson for his comments.

A short break followed.

Following the break Mr. Harbor reported he recently received good news from
the INPO that DCPP Unit-1 has set the record for U.S. nuclear power plants for
continuous operation without an automatic reactor trip, Unit-1 having operated
without experiencing such an event since June 3, 2002, which he described as a
very significant accomplishment for the DCPP entire team.

Mr. Harbor introduced Mr. Eric Nelson, the Director of Projects in the Nuclear
Technical Services organization and Mr. Harbor reported Mr. Nelson has more
25 years’ experience in the nuclear industry and has held leadership roles in the
Engineering, Maintenance and Projects organizations at DCPP.

Overview and Update on the Licensing Basis Verification Project.

Mr. Nelson stated this would likely be the final update on the Licensing Basis
Verification Project (LBVP) he would present to the DCISC as the project is now
in its concluding phase. Mr. Nelson described the purpose of the LBVP as a
voluntary effort by PG&E in furtherance of reliable and continued operations by
providing an objective evaluation to ensure the DCPP licensing basis has been
maintained and to resolve any discrepancies and to assist in the production of
an enhanced and updated Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). The LBVP has as
another goal clearly defining and enhancing knowledge transfer among plant
personnel regarding the plant’s current licensing basis. DCPP partnered with
the Chicago Bridge and Iron and Westinghouse firms in these efforts and during
the project more than 30 engineers, many of whom were early in their careers
at DCPP, were rotated through assignments to the LBVP along with three senior
reactor operators in the effort to aid knowledge transfer and retention and to
send information from the project back into the organization.

Mr. Nelson reported an Independent Review Board was formed along with an
Executive Oversight Board to evaluate facility and analysis changes made since
completion of the original FSAR in 1980 through the current Updated Final
Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) and to resolve any discovered deficiencies and
perform corrective actions for identified issues. The UFSAR was enhanced over
the FSAR by the inclusion of hyperlinks to source documents to improve detail
and clarity and to provide full-text search capabilities of current licensing basis
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(CLB) documents. In response to Dr. Peterson’s inquiry Mr. Nelson stated he
estimated there were more than 600 documents which are now accessible by
hyperlink and these included documents referenced in the original FSAR as well
as those referenced in 33 Supplemental Safety Evaluations Reports (SSERs).
Hyperlinks were also included to implementing documents and to Westinghouse
technical reports.

Mr. Nelson reported LBVP included review of the component design bases of
five risk-significant systems for the following plant systems:

Component Cooling Water
230 kV
500 kV
Emergency Diesel Generator
Auxiliary Feedwater

Dr. Budnitz speculated and Mr. Nelson concurred that certain systems were not
selected for component design basis review due to the fact those systems have
likely not experienced much change in technology or in licensing basis or
regulatory guidance. Mr. Nelson stated that personnel assigned to the LBVP
were able to take the lessons learned from the Component Cooling Water
component design basis review, the first conducted, and apply them to
subsequent evaluations and as the process continued fewer items were
identified as they had already been discovered in other contexts. He reported
knowledge transfer was generally enhanced by plant system or topical areas
(e.g., station blackout). Licensing Basis Review (LBR) included establishing the
licensing basis requirements along with the source documents. Licensing basis
requirements were drafted and formatted for clarity and LBR reports were
reviewed internally and by the Independent Review Board. Mr. Nelson stated
DCPP’s licensing basis is complicated and extends over a number of years.
Subsequent to DCPP design basis having been established, the NRC put
together more and detailed specificity on how FSARs should be compiled to
assist the NRC in its review and also to ensure clarity. As DCPP was licensed
under an older version some of the NRC’s subsequent revisions were not part of
its licensing basis and this has made it more challenging for DCPP to
communicate with the NRC and in the LBVP the opportunity was taken to use
the best possible format.

System reviews to verify licensing basis requirements and FSAR implementation
into plant documents were conducted. Every line of the FSAR was examined and
UFSAR and Design Criteria Memorandum (DCM) revisions were finalized and
UFSAR revisions were made including identification of the source documents
and of some implementing documents. Mr. Nelson described this as a massive
effort. System Review Reports were reviewed internally and by the
Independent Review Board. The engineering staff, which Mr. Nelson previously
described as having been rotated into LBVP assignment, were brought into the
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project at this point to facilitate knowledge transfer and training opportunities
and to take advantage of the engineer’s expertise on the various systems.

Mr. Nelson reported that a licensing basis search tool has been created. Prompt
Operability Assessments (POAs) were also developed for technical issues and
preparation of UFSAR and DCM revisions and enhancements was conducted
including identification of source and implementing documents. Screening and
evaluation of 10 CFR 50.59 issues were accomplished as were revisions to DCPP
Operations and Surveillance Test Procedures. Mr. Nelson reported there were
some “Document Change Only” design change packages issued along with
design calculations. Mr. Nelson reported there were five License Amendment
Requests (LAR) initiated and submitted to the NRC as a result of the LBVP and
he briefly reviewed these for the Committee, including the LARs for:

Main Feedline Break Analysis – due to an incorrect assumption regarding pressurizer
overfilling.
Hosgri + LOCA Seismic Loading Combination – due to an error in a modification to
the FSAR an operability evaluation was performed including redoing the seismic
analysis for the entire Nuclear Safety Steam Supply System.
Non-Class 1E Inputs into Reactor Trip System – due to the inputs associated with a
12kV under voltage, under frequency, input into the reactor trip system not being
Class1E safety-related.
Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Regulatory Guide (RG) Compliance – due to
testing issues which required reanalysis of EDG loading and changing the set-points
on some of the limit switches on the day tanks in the system.
Unapproved methodology change for X/Q Dispersion Factors -due to factors related
to atmospheric dispersion calculations done in the 1980s having been done under a
different methodology which was subsequently not allowed for use at other nuclear
power plants.

Mr. Nelson, in concluding his presentation, stated the enhanced UFSAR was
completed in December 2015. The LBVP thoroughly reviewed and updated every
chapter in the UFSAR. The UFSAR now contains much clearer CLB with
hyperlinks and references to the source documents. Engineers, operators, and
other plant staff now have a much greater understanding of the CLB and this
promotes knowledge transfer. The LBVP submitted five LARs to the NRC and
97% of the corrective actions taken to address LBVP-identified issues were
completed by December 2016 and the remaining items will be closed this year.

In response to Dr. Lam’s question Mr. Nelson stated the cost for the LBVP was
approximately $148 million including $35 million in project analysis costs. The
LBVP saw more than 30 engineers rotated into the project and the project
required a staff of between 12 and 60 persons at various periods and took six
years to complete. In response to Dr. Budnitz’ inquiries Mr. Nelson stated that,
although benchmarking was part of the LBVP effort, in most cases the LBVP
effort was not prompted by experiences at other plants. Mr. Nelson confirmed
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that much of the work accomplished by the LBVP would be of value to other
nuclear power plants and DCPP has received a number of inquiries in this
regard although, Mr. Nelson observed, many of these other plants went through
their licensing proceedings during the period when there was much more
standardization by the NRC on matters concerning the licensing basis and
general design criteria. In response to Dr. Budnitz’ question Mr. Nelson replied
the LBVP did not result in DCPP having to immediately comply with a large
volume of revised general design criteria put into place for other plants licensed
after DCPP.

XVIII Adjourn Morning Meeting
The Chair adjourned the afternoon meeting of the Committee at 11:23 A.M.

XIX Reconvene for Afternoon Meeting
Dr. Lam convened the afternoon meeting of the DCISC at 1:00 P.M. He introduced the
other Members and welcomed members of the public present in the audience and those
following the meeting by the streaming video available through a link on the Committee’s
website at www.dcisc.org or at http://www.slospan.org.

XXI Committee Member Comments
There were no comments by Members at this time.

XXII Public Comments and Communication
The Chair invited any comments from members of the public. There was no response to
his invitation.

XVIII Informational Discussion By Committee Members
and Consultants

Committee Discussion of Future Plans and Committee Effectiveness: Including
Conduct of Fact Findings and Public Meetings and Public Tours; Development
and Utility of the Annual Report; Outreach to Government Officials Appointing
Members; Engagement of Consultants for Specific Projects; and the Committee’s
Interaction with PG&E.

Dr. Budnitz stated he requested that these topics be placed on the Committee’s
agenda for this public meeting and he briefly reviewed his concerns and
questions concerning each topic. He remarked that due to California’s open
meeting laws it is impossible for him to discuss matters within the Committee’s
subject matter jurisdiction with one of the other members except during a
public meeting of the Committee as such a discussion by two members of a
three-member Committee constitutes a quorum of the body and can only take
place at a properly noticed public meeting. Dr. Budnitz stated he is often
frustrated by this restriction which, in his opinion, impedes the workings of the
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Committee.

Conduct of Fact Finding, Public Meetings & Public Tours – Dr. Budnitz observed the
Committee’s public meetings now consist principally of receiving reports on recent
Committee fact-finding, when generally one member of the Committee together
with one technical consultant meets informally with DCPP staff, and of informational
presentations made by PG&E on subjects requested by the Committee. He stated
the public meetings provide important opportunities for the public to learn about the
activities of the Committee. Dr. Budnitz suggested that the time allocated for the
reports by Committee technical consultants on their fact-finding visits be increased
from the present 20 minutes to approximately one hour for each report. Dr.
Peterson observed the reason the Committee was able to set aside time during this
public meeting for a discussion of these topics was because this public meeting had
fewer informational presentations by PG&E scheduled than most other DCISC public
meetings due to the plant currently being in a refueling outage with the associated
greater demands on DCPP personnel. Dr. Peterson stated he finds that the normal
schedule for the DCISC’s public meetings generally provides an adequate balance of
time devoted to informational presentations and fact-finding. Dr. Peterson observed
that each fact finding is documented by a detailed written report that is provided for
public review once approved at a public meeting and the most important function of
the reports during the public meetings by the technical consultants on fact-finding is
to provide a summary to the public. In response to Dr. Lam’s observation that one
member is always present during the fact finding Dr. Budnitz stated that allocating
more time during the public meetings would allow the other members to interact
with one another concerning the fact finding topics. Dr. Peterson mentioned that in
his observation of past discussions of fact-finding reports the discussion has never
been constrained due to the estimated time allocated on an agenda and the
Committee has always taken the time it needed to adequately cover the material
presented on the fact-finding visits. Dr. Lam stated his preference was to reserve
time for the informational presentations.

Dr. Budnitz stated that PG&E now conducts tours of DCPP and accordingly the
tours conducted by the DCISC with members of the public are no longer unique
and the Committee tours have in the past inspired varied levels of interest from
members of the public. Dr. Budnitz stated he could support eliminating the
DCISC’s tours of DCPP with members of the public. He observed that
approximately one-quarter of the time the Committee Members spend together
is devoted to accompanying varying numbers of the public on a tour of the
power plant. In response to Dr. Lam’s request, Mr. Rathie reported that the
DCISC, by the terms of its Restated Charter from the CPUC, has an obligation to
conduct public outreach in the local area and the Committee has always viewed
its public tours as an important aspect of fulfilling that mandate. Mr. Rathie
confirmed, however, that there is no requirement in the Restated Charter that
the Committee conduct a public tour, only that the Committee will have the
opportunity and ability to inspect DCPP. Mr. Rathie reported that prior to the
attacks on September 11, 2001, the Committee conducted one plant tour with
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members of the public each year usually in conjunction with its February public
meeting. He reported that requests for tour reservations have varied and that
sometimes the tour fills immediately while at other times demand is less
intense. Mr. Rathie confirmed, in response to Dr. Lam’s request, that in his
opinion the public tours are consistent with the letter and the spirit of the
Restated Charter. Dr. Peterson also inquired and Mr. Rathie promised to provide
information on any seasonal correlation of demand for the DCISC’s plant tours
in order that, if the Committee were to decide to reduce the frequency of its
tours, the tour program might still be conducted in conjunction with the most
opportune public meeting. Dr. Peterson suggested that, with the concurrence of
the membership, no tour be scheduled for the October 18-19, 2017 public
meeting to permit more discussion of this issue.

The Members discussed the practice of holding three public meetings each year
in the San Luis Obispo area and a suggestion by DCPP staff, conveyed to Dr.
Lam, that perhaps the number of public meetings might be reduced from three
to two each year. Dr. Lam observed the NRC conducts one public meeting on
DCPP’s performance every year. He also observed that during the months when
a public meeting is not conducted by the DCISC a fact-finding visit is generally
conducted which results in a Committee presence at DCPP or in the local area
every month and he questioned whether this may impose an unnecessary
burden on PG&E. Dr. Lam also remarked that as nuclear power technology is
complex this frequency may be justified but he observed that some issues
reviewed by the DCISC may not be ripe for consideration for some considerable
period of time and this may not always coincide with the DCISC’s fact-finding
and public meeting schedules. Dr. Lam reported the NSOC, PG&E’s internal
safety Committee for DCPP, meets at the plant three times each year. Dr.
Budnitz stated that he would not be supportive of a proposal to reduce the
frequency of the DCISC’s public meetings from three to two each year and he
reminded the other members that the public meetings provide the only
opportunity for them to interact as a body and receive information and to
interact on a different level with PG&E and DCPP staff. Dr. Budnitz stated he
would support a proposal to use the entirety of the two days of the Committee’s
public meetings to receive more information by eliminating the public tours.
Consultant Wardell expressed his support for having three public meetings,
with a public tour in conjunction with each, every year as he stated it was his
opinion that this schedule provides a valuable opportunity for engaging in a
two-way dialogue between the Committee Members and Committee staff;
between the Committee and DCPP, between the Committee and the public, and
between the Committee, the public and PG&E. Mr. Wardell observed that
several years ago the DCISC conducted a number of open house events in the
San Luis Obispo area but even though these were well advertised the open
houses were not well attended and he observed the tours with members of the
public provide an opportunity for the Committee to connect with persons who
may not attend its public meetings. Mr. Wardell remarked PG&E has kept its
presentations in conjunction with the tours both current and informative. Mr.
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Garcia stated PG&E’s proposal that the public meetings might be reduced from
three to two each year was based upon DCPP’s current availability and the time
required to resolve certain technical matters and to provide more meaningful
updates to the Committee on those matters.

Dr. Peterson inquired whether there was any intention or plan by PG&E to
discontinue providing the public with an opportunity to tour DCPP on PG&E-
sponsored tours. Mr. Garcia and Mr. Harbor replied that at this time PG&E is not
considering making any changes to its tour program. Mr. Harbor expressed his
personal opinion that the public receives benefit from both the tours conducted
by PG&E and from those conducted by the DCISC. Dr. Budnitz remarked that the
Committee may want to consider making a change to the manner in which the
DCISC participates in the opening presentation given at the PG&E Energy
Education Center where the public assembles and receives information before
each tour. Dr. Budnitz stated that while PG&E’s representatives do an excellent
job there is a difference between PG&E and the DCISC presenting information to
the public. Dr. Lam stated he would not be comfortable with a presentation
wherein a DCISC representative described how PG&E operates DCPP. Dr.
Budnitz replied that his proposal was simply that a DCISC representative might
provide a description of what the members of the public will see and what it
would not be possible for them to see once the tour reaches the plant site. Dr.
Peterson stated he agreed with Dr. Lam but he suggested that the Committee
might consider reformatting or changing the amount of time devoted to the
presentations made by both PG&E and the DCISC at the Energy Center before
the tours. Dr. Peterson remarked he sees value in the DCISC’s public tours but it
might not be necessary to continue holding a tour with each public meeting. Dr.
Peterson suggested that a tour not be held with the October 2017 public
meeting and instead more time be set aside at that meeting to continue the
discussion concerning the tours and other matters with reference to DCISC’s
operations.

Mr. Rathie suggested that the Committee might consider the use of an
informational video presentation during its public tours to present information
regarding the formation, role, operations and activities of the Committee which
could be used not only in conjunction with its tour program but might also be
made available on the Committee’s website and to any interested persons. Mr.
Bob Lloyd of AGP Video Services, the company which provides the video and
audio recording of the DCISC public meetings, was recognized. Mr. Lloyd stated
AGP has produced video presentations similar to that suggested by Mr. Rathie,
including videotaping of field trips conducted by the California Coastal
Commission, and would be willing to work with the DCISC on producing a video
of the DCISC activities. Dr. Peterson remarked that by working with PG&E and
other parties the Committee should be able to assemble sufficient footage
which would include its public meetings and fact-finding activities. Mr. Lloyd
commented that while a few persons watch the Committee’s public meetings on
live-streaming video at the time they are taking place most people access the
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DCISC meetings on the internet using the archive function which allows them to
go to specific presentations on a Committee agenda.

Dr. Budnitz suggested that the Committee not conduct a public tour at its
October 2017 meeting and implement the new procedures discussed above
including reserving additional time for interaction by the Committee during
fact-finding presentations. Drs. Peterson and Lam agreed with Dr. Budnitz’
suggestion with the caveat that the revised format, without the public tour and
with the increased time for fact finding reports, would only be implemented on
a trial basis for the October 2017 public meeting. Dr. Lam stated he would likely
in the future not support devoting more time to the fact-finding reports and less
time to PG&E informational presentations and Dr. Peterson remarked that he
did not believe the Committee should seek a significant increase in the number
of informational presentations the Committee requests for PG&E for its public
meetings. Mr. Rathie suggested that perhaps the Committee might also consider
moving some of the more mundane items on the agenda, such as approval of
the minutes or the scheduling of public meetings, to a later point in the meeting
so as to begin each session with a substantive discussion which is most likely to
be of interest to the public.

Dr. Gene Nelson of Californians for Green Nuclear Power was recognized. Dr.
Nelson stated his group recently conducted a public outreach effort that
resulted in a number of persons signing up for the DCISC public tour held in
conjunction with this public meeting of the DCISC. Dr. Nelson stated he has in
the past encouraged PG&E to increase the amount of community education and
outreach it provides concerning DCPP to assist in dealing with a sense of fear of
the unknown concerning DCPP among some members of the public. Dr. Nelson
suggested that an invitation might be extended by the Committee to the San
Luis Obispo County Board of Supervisors to attend one of the Committee public
meetings. Dr. Nelson stated that in his attendance at the DCISC’s public
meetings he has formed a number of positive relationships and he has been
impressed by the high quality of the informational presentations made by PG&E.
Dr. Nelson stated a video on the activities of the DCISC might prove to be useful
but he encouraged the Members to make sure that the opportunity remains for
one on one interaction with the public.

Ms. Rochelle Becker of the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility was recognized.
Ms. Becker inquired concerning the frequency and level of interaction between
the Committee and the CPUC. The Members responded and reported that aside
from the activities in connection with appointments of members to the
Committee, for which the candidates are vetted by the CPUC, the Committee in
recent years has had very little substantive interaction with the CPUC
concerning issues related to DCPP operations. Ms. Becker observed that the
Committee was originally created by the CPUC to ensure there would be no
competition between profit and safety. She remarked that given the matters
under consideration in context of the Joint Proposal those issues will again
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arise in context of winding down operations at DCPP, in context of retaining
employees who are necessary to its continued safe operation, in the
competition within PG&E on whether and how much to invest in large capital
projects, and in maintaining an adequate safety margin. She further observed
that the CPUC is now engaged in the process of making decisions concerning all
these matters, including how much financial support the PG&E ratepayers will
be required to provide. She encouraged the DCISC to reach out to the CPUC
concerning all these matters and with regard to questions the DCISC may have
for the CPUC.

Dr. Budnitz remarked that he has reviewed the filings made in the CPUC’s
consideration of the Joint Proposal but his review was done in his individual
capacity and not as a representative of the Committee. Ms. Becker encouraged
the Committee to engage and interact with other state bodies including not only
the CPUC but also with the California State Lands Commission and the California
Coastal Commission as well with local legislative representatives. Ms. Becker
commented that the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility attends the meetings of
these various organizations and often finds itself in the position of carrying the
message of what one particular body is doing to another body. She remarked
the informational video proposal might prove useful but that persons taking the
Committee’s public tours may be uninformed about certain issues and
challenges to DCPP’s operations. Dr. Budnitz responded that his observation
from his participation on a number of tours was that many of the persons he
has interacted with on the Committee’s tours have been knowledgeable and
have asked him and the other members and technical consultants some very
well informed questions.

Ms. Becker closed her comments with the statement that it is her belief that
transparency is very important and as the NRC is in the process of conducting
personnel layoffs the DCISC’s safety oversight role is more important now than
at almost any time in the past. Consultant Wardell stated that he supported
issuing an invitation to the CPUC to attend a future public meeting and for CPUC
representatives to participate with the DCISC on a plant tour. Dr. Lam stated
that the California Energy Commission (CEC) has been an active and interested
participant in the DCISC’s activities including its Chair, Dr. Robert B.
Weisenmiller, having attended a public meeting and plant tour and Dr.
Weisenmiller’s Chief of Staff, Mr. Barker, and CEC Senior Nuclear Policy Advisor,
Dr. Justin Cochran, having attended several Committee meetings. Dr. Lam
further observed that, together with Mr. Rathie, he has met on a regular basis
with the CEC Chair and senior staff in Sacramento, California.

The Members then directed that the agenda for the October 18-19, 2017 public
meeting should be developed in accordance with the direction provided and that
coordination be undertaken on the production of an informational video with a
target date to have the informational video ready for the February 2018 public
meeting. For the October 2017 public meeting, on a trial basis, additional time
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will be reserved for the presentation of fact finding reports and Mr. Rathie will
work with Mr. McWhorter and Mr. Wardell on arranging the agenda to
accommodate this trial format. The Committee will issue invitations to the CPUC
and to its appointing entities and other parties to attend a future public
meeting.

The Members turned to Dr. Budnitz’ issue of having two members observing an
event during a fact-finding and the restrictions of having a quorum of the
Committee together, outside a noticed public meeting when a matter within the
Committee’s jurisdiction was under consideration. The Members discussed the
probability of success in seeking an exemption from the state legislature from
the constraints of the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act. Dr. Budnitz remarked
that the Bagley-Keene Act does allow more than one member to attend a
noticed public meeting of another body provided the members do not discuss
matters within the DCISC’s jurisdiction during that meeting. The consensus of
the Committee was that obtaining such an exemption to address Dr. Budnitz’
concern was unlikely to occur. Dr. Peterson observed that he was more
frustrated by state permitting regulations which for some period of time
prevented the testing of FLEX equipment and he remarked that the ability to
observe certain activities taking place at DCPP is afforded by videotape
technology such as was used during this public meeting for the video of the
Containment hatch closure drill. Mr. Rathie observed that at the present time
the membership of the DCISC consists of three Members who are very collegial
and whose views are very often in alignment but that might not always be the
case in the future and, as two members constitute not merely a quorum but also
a majority of the Committee, it is therefore most important that the Committee
Members’ discussions and decisions only take place and be made in a
transparent and public forum to thereby safeguard against any perception
amongst members of the public that Committee decisions are made in any other
forum other than a noticed public meeting.

Development & Utility of DCISC Annual Report – Dr. Budnitz inquired whether any
of the Members or the Technical Consultants had any suggestions to improve the
efficiency of the process used to compile the Committee’s Annual Report or
concerning the effectiveness of those reports. Dr. Budnitz described the process of
compiling the Annual Report together with the Executive Summary by Consultant
Wardell and that the report is then provided individually to the Members, Technical
Consultants and Legal Counsel whose comments are provided directly to Mr. Wardell
for inclusion in the final version which is then approved by the membership at a
noticed public meeting. There were no suggestions to improve this process made at
this time. In response to Mr. Rathie’s inquiry as to how many Annual Reports should
be retained on the Committee’s website, the Members directed that, provided there
was no impairment of the functionality of the website, those reports appearing on
the website now with the addition of those to be approved in the future will be
maintained and remain available on the Committee’s website at www.dcisc.org
Outreach to Appointing Officials – the discussion of this matter is included in the
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foregoing.
Engagement of Consultants for Specific Projects – there was no discussion on this
issue.
DCISC Interaction with PG&E – the discussion of this matter is included in the
foregoing.

XXIV Concluding Remarks & Discussion By Committee
Members Of Future DCISC Activities

Dr. Lam expressed the thanks of the Committee to the DCPP senior managers
who made presentations to the DCISC during this public meeting and also to the
technicians of AGP Video who are responsible for audio and visual recording of
the DCISC’s meetings. The Chair expressed appreciation in particular to Mr.
Harbor and Mr. Garcia for their able assistance with the informational
presentations and the tour for this public meeting. The Chair also expressed the
thanks and appreciation of the DCISC to the members of the public who
attended and participated in this public meeting.

XXV Adjournment Of Eighty-seventh Public Meeting

There being no further business, the eighty-seventh public meeting of the
Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee was adjourned by its Chair, Dr.
Peter Lam, at 2:25 P.M.

Key to abbreviations used: Dr. Robert J. Budnitz (RJB), Dr. Peter Lam (PL), Dr.
Per F. Peterson (PFP), Mr. Rick D. McWhorter (RDM), and Mr. R. Ferman Wardell
(RFW), Fact-Finding Meeting (FF), Quarter (Q), Public Meeting (PM), Review
(Rev).

Abbreviations used: Robert J. Budnitz (RJB); Peter Lam (PL); Richard D.
McWhorter (RDM); Per F. Peterson (PFP); R. Ferman Wardell (RFW)

The color scale is as follows: Green indicates a healthy system and White
indicates that achievable action plans are in place to return the system to
healthy status. A Yellow rating would indicate that system health is deficient
and needs improvement and Red would indicate unsatisfactory system health.

“FLEX” is not an acronym but the title of a program by the nuclear power
industry to develop a diverse, flexible approach to implement the lessons
learned in 2011 from the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant in
Japan and to address the NRC recommendations following that accident
http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1118/ML111861807.pdf.
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.1 Conduct of
Operations

4.1.1 Overview and Previous Activities
The following are the operations-related items the DCISC reviewed in the previous
reporting period:

Control Room Simulator
Control Room Shift Turnover
Limiting Conditions of Operation
Component Mispositions
Glass Top Simulator
Flexible Power Operations
Remote Shutdown Capability
Reactivity Management Program

The DCISC concluded in the last period that DCPP’s simulator is a valuable tool
used for operator training and testing, and the two new Glass-top Simulators
were valuable additions to DCPP’s training assets. The Operations Control Room
shift turnover was comprehensive, professional and effective. The Operations
Department performance with respect to Limiting Conditions of Operation has
been generally good during the past two years. DCPP’s increased emphasis on
component mispositioning since 2008 has contributed to maintaining a small
number of significant mispositionings and to reducing the number of lower level
mispositionings. The confidential power curtailment agreement between DCPP
and the California Independent System Operator did not compromise nuclear
safety. DCPP’s procedures, process, and training for transferring control to the
Remote Shutdown Panel appeared to be sound, and Reactivity Management
Program health was acceptable.

4.1.2 Current Period Activities
During the current period, the DCISC reviewed the Conduct of Operations at six Fact-
finding Meetings and one Public Meeting. The following topics were reviewed:

Power Reduction and Load Following
Operations Human Performance and Operations Excellence Plan
Operator Aging and Retention
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Operator Daily Focus Briefings and Accompanying Operators on Rounds
Operability Determination Program
Winter Storm Events

Power Reduction and Load Following (Volume II, Exhibit D.1, Section 3.12,
Exhibit B.3)

The DCISC has had an interest in the effect on DCPP of power changes as might
be experienced in load following and requests by the California Independent
System Operator (CALISO) for grid stability. DCPP is not designed for routine
load following per se, although it has the capability for power curtailments or
downpowers as necessary. DCPP has historically curtailed power to
approximately 50% typically annually for cleaning of ocean growth from its
circulating water tunnels which transmit sea water to the Condensers.
Curtailments have also been made to reduce power below 50% to reduce the
impact of winter storm debris on the plant circulating water intake traveling
screens which, in turn, reduces the potential for total shutdown.

The DCISC reviewed data from the above power reductions to determine the
impact on the affected systems. Variations from 100% to 50% power do not
affect the system temperatures substantially. The RCS core average
temperature at 100% power is about 569°F, and it is about 557°F at 50%
power. This small change does not have an appreciable effect on the system.
RCS pressure remains about the same at 2235 psig. The Steam Generator
feedwater inlet nozzles are the limiting items; however, they do not see
significant temperature variations between 100% and 50% power.

Power changes require processing of relatively large quantities of RCS water
(less than 10,000 gallons) for a routine change from 100%–50%–100% to
remove and add borated water, which controls neutron flux, which in turn
determines power level. This results in a small additional discharge of liquid
radioactive waste into the Pacific Ocean; however, the amount is an extremely
small fraction of the level permitted by regulation and plant technical
specifications.

Power changes from 100% to 50% power do not appear to have an appreciable
effect on thermal power systems because the temperature and pressure
variations are small. Other effects, such as increased liquid radioactive waste
discharges to the Pacific Ocean, are negligible.

The following is a summary of DCPP’s presentation on this topic at DCISC’s
October 2016 Public Meeting: PG&E presented a graph of what was described as
California’s diverse energy market and noted the nuclear component
represented 4.1% of the approximately 60,000 megawatts managed on the
electrical grid by the CAISO to serve 30 million Californians, including 760
power plants connected to 26,000 miles of transmission grid. PG&E reported
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the CAISO’s mission includes a component to address a transition to renewable
power sources while maintaining reliability. Accordingly, emergency
curtailment orders may be issued to DCPP by the CAISO due to grid stability
concerns. Specific criteria for requesting emergency curtailments and for
DCPP’s response to such a request are included in a confidential section of a
DCPP Operations policy. Such confidentiality is due to the market sensitive
nature of information. Emergency curtailment could be requested in the event
of an unplanned risk to transmission system if overgeneration should threaten
the stability of those transmission resources.

PG&E’s Short Term Electric Supply’s (STES) mission is to procure and schedule
electricity to meet PG&E’s retail load in a least cost fashion. STES is located in
San Francisco, forecasts PG&E’s retail loads, and schedules generation and load
to CAISO in the day-ahead and hour-ahead markets. STES monitors system load
and generation continuously and acts as PG&E’s single point contact for
generation-related coordination. STES bids DCPP as base load (i.e. both units
operating at full capacity) unless there is a scheduled outage or curtailment.
Projections show that there could be days of high availability of renewable
resources thereby creating a disincentive for base load generation in the future.
This scenario is hypothetical at this point and, to date, DCPP has not had to
curtail the units to meet those conditions. PG&E reported that limitations under
the curtailment agreement provide that curtailment would be for a limited
amount of megawatts and the curtailment duration would be limited to small
fraction of the year. Sufficient notice would be provided to allow for safe
execution of a normal power ramp. DCPP Operations and Reactor Engineering
staff worked with the STES to develop the agreement.

Operations Human Performance and Operations Excellence Plan (Volume II,
Exhibit D.2, Section 3.3)

The DCISC Fact-finding Team inquired as to the causes and corrective actions
being taken in response to concerns with status control and tagging issues as
noted recently by several internal organizations. Prior to the refueling outage in
early 2016, an increased number of low level human error events was noted by
Quality Assurance, Performance Improvement, and the Nuclear Safety
Oversight Committee (NSOC). For individuals involved in events, qualifications
were typically suspended until remediation and personal interviews were
completed. Additionally, performance verifications were performed by focused
observations of all crews. It appeared that this strategy was effective for a
time, but may have recently become less effective.

DCPP was currently looking at how to make corrective actions for human
performance events more effective. One recommendation from the NSOC was
that investigations needed to dig more deeply into the reasons for the specific
types of behaviors that were contributing to the errors. Efforts to date in this
area had found possible issues with time pressure, misunderstanding of
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standards, and possibly some procedural shortcuts being taken when the risk of
problems was perceived to be low. It was also noted that even simple tasks
have often become complicated given the details of self-checking expectations
and procedural guidance currently present in the industry.

Regarding recent issues in equipment clearances and tagging, PG&E stated that
in addition to human errors, significant programmatic changes were recently
implemented. The changes were prompted to address identified gaps between
DCPP’s programs and current best practices in the industry. One change
involved adding new requirements for each individual working on a piece of
equipment to sign on and off the clearance at the start and end of each shift.
Additionally, a change had been made to discontinue the use of individual red
tags which provided a redundant layer of protection. Finally, the station had
recently implemented a ‘tags plus’ program which added requirements for
physical barriers (locks, covers, etc.) to be placed on every tagged component
to prevent inadvertent repositioning.

The Fact-finding Team was provided with and reviewed a copy of the June 2016
Operations Department Excellence Plan. Departmental Excellence Plans are
regularly prepared by most DCPP departments to detail initiatives that each
department undertakes to achieve DCPP’s larger goals for overall plant process
improvement. The plan was organized into four areas designated for increasing
the level of employee engagement, and two of the four areas of the plan
appeared to be appropriately focused on listing and tracking corrective actions
being taken to address the issues with status control and tagging discussed
above.

External organizations have noted a recent increase in the occurrence of low
level human errors in Operations Department status control and tagging. The
Department has also recognized this trend and is moving to implement
appropriate corrective actions, including those contained in the Department
Excellence Plan. The DCISC should reexamine performance in these areas no
later than the second quarter of 2017.

Operator Aging and Retention (Volume II, Exhibit D.2, Section 3.4)

The industry has minimum physical condition requirements for operators.
Operators at DCPP are tested and certified as meeting the industry standard by
the plant Medical Officer and reviewed by NRC physicians. Operator “no solos”
are operations personnel whose health conditions (e.g., high blood pressure,
heart condition, obesity, diabetes, etc.), as determined by the plant Medical
Officer, prevents them from being allowed to work alone in the plant. The
number of “no solos” has been reduced from past years and remains steady at
less than 10% of the total operations staff as follows:

Year Number of ‘No Solos’
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2002 14
2005 10
2007 7
2010 8
2012 5
2014 4
2016 5

The Fact-finding Team inquired regarding the effect upon operations staffing of
the recent announcement by PG&E that it will not pursue license renewal for
DCPP. PG&E stated that the plant must remain fully staffed with licensed
control room operators until the day it ceases operation in nine years. To
achieve that goal, PG&E has developed a Retention Plan which offers 25%
annual salary bonuses for each employee who commits to continue working at
the station for at least four more years. For licensed operators, license premium
pay will be included in the base for calculating the bonus. Additionally, the
Operations Department has obtained approval to overstaff positions in 2017 to
help ensure that adequate numbers of fully trained operators remain on staff
through the end of the current plant license.

DCPP’s “no solo” (i.e., limited solo activity) licenses are being appropriately
managed. Because of PG&E’s recent decision to not pursue license renewal for
DCPP, a Retention Plan has been put in place and overstaffing has been
authorized to help ensure that adequate numbers of licensed operators remain
on board through the end of the current plant license. The DCISC should follow
closely the success of the Retention Plan in retaining adequate numbers of
licensed operators specifically along with adequate numbers of qualified facility
staff in general.

Operations Daily Focus Briefings and Accompanying Operators on Rounds
(Volume II, Exhibit D.5, Section 3.6, and Exhibit D.8, Section 3.8)

On two occasions, Fact-finding Teams attended the Operations Daily Focus
Briefing in the Operations Briefing Room adjacent to the Control Room for
where approximately 15 personnel from the Operations shift were in
attendance with other groups, such as Work Control, participating via
conference phone. The Shift Manager, introduced the Fact-finding Team to the
group, led the safety moment at the start of the meeting, and summarized the
key focus items at the end of the meeting. Plant conditions and various planned
activities were discussed. The meeting was conducted using a standard format
from the Shift Manager’s Operations Shift Brief Checklist. The meeting was
observed to be orderly with relevant information shared in a concise and
professional manner.

After the briefing, the Fact-finding Team Members were introduced to the Non-
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Licensed Operator who would be performing the Turbine Building Rounds while
the Fact-finding Team observed. The total observation conducted by the Fact-
finding Team lasted about one hour and covered areas of including the Unit 2
Auxiliary Building Roof, the Turbine Building Operating Deck, and various
Turbine Building areas on elevations 119 and 104. Both units were operating at
100% power during the observation. The Turbine Building Operator was careful
to provide safety guidance to the team before and throughout the observation
paying particular attention to the risks and hazards associated with areas of
high ambient temperature and containing hot surfaces in the Turbine Building.
Throughout the observation, the Turbine Building was found to be clean,
orderly, and well maintained.

The Turbine Building Operator conducted the Turbine Building Rounds with the
use of a hand held electronic device, which uses the electronic Shift Operations
Management System (eSOMS) software to guide the Operator sequentially
through the process of recording various data readings from systems,
equipment, and components. The electronic round guidance consists of an
electronic template run on a handheld computer, which is carried in the field by
the Operator. The electronic round template contains a space for each data
point required and selected basis information associated with that point. When
the round is complete, the data is uploaded to the network via desktop personal
computer where it is reviewed, approved, and subsequently archived on a
network drive. When taking his readings, the Turbine Building Operator used
the human error reduction technique of physically pointing at the component
being monitored and verbalizing the name of the component before entering
the reading in order to ensure that the data was being recorded for the proper
component. All data readings were found to be within specifications during the
time in which the Fact-finding Team was observing the round.

The team visited approximately 30 different components (e.g., Heater Drain
Pumps, Main Feedwater Pumps, Main Turbine Oil Separators, Condenser,
Yellowbird Tower, etc.) to assess status. During the rounds, the Turbine
Building Operator was asked to remove a clearance tag on an air conditioning
chiller unit pump which had undergone maintenance, so the team observed that
operation as well. The plant appeared clean and orderly with no observed leaks
or drips. There were few equipment problem tags. All equipment readings were
within specifications.

The Operations Focus Daily Briefing regarding plant status and planned
activities was well structured and informative. DCISC-observed Turbine Building
Operator round observations were conducted smoothly and professionally.
Proper attention was paid to personal safety, security, accurate data collection,
and assuring that doors locked securely when closed. The Turbine Building
Operator who escorted the Fact-finding Team displayed effective Human
Performance behaviors pertaining to data collection, nuclear and industrial
safety, and security. The plant appeared clean and well maintained.
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Operability Determination Program (Volume II, Exhibit D.7, Section 3.8)

Evaluations for degraded or non-conforming conditions were governed by
procedure OM7.ID12, Operability Determination. The process begins when a
problem is identified and a notification is made under the Problem Identification
and Resolution Program. The identifier of a problem is responsible for
immediately reporting the problem to an Operations Shift Manager (SM). The
SM is then responsible for assessing the problem’s impact on operability
without delay using guidance contained in the above procedure.

Procedure OM7.ID12 was provided and reviewed. It was found to have detailed
guidance for the SM to use to determine if reported problems were indicative of
degraded or non-conforming conditions affecting the operability of Systems,
Structures or Components (SSCs) required to be operable by Technical
Specifications (TSs), performed support functions for SSCs required to be
operable by TSs, or were required to support the DCPP Emergency Plan. If a
reported problem was found to be potentially a degraded or non-confirming
condition, then the procedure required the SM to use conservative decision
making in working through a set of detailed questions and criteria to determine
if the affected equipment remained operable or should be declared inoperable.
If at any time during the evaluation of operability there was not a reasonable
expectation that the equipment was operable, then the procedure required the
SM to declare the equipment inoperable and take the appropriate actions
required for the inoperable equipment. Additionally, the procedure required the
performance of an extent of condition analysis for any equipment declared
inoperable to ensure that other similar equipment was not similarly affected.

In cases where the basis for determining operability is not clear, overly
complex, or requires compensatory measures to maintain operability, the
procedure required the SM to request a more detailed evaluation by the
applicable engineering organization in the form of a Prompt Operability
Assessment (POA). The procedure contained detailed guidance for the
preparation of POAs, timeframes in which POAs should be completed, and
guidance for tracking POAs and reporting the same to senior management.
Additionally, it was noted that the list of open Degraded, Unanalyzed, and Non-
confirming (DUNC) conditions was tracked on a consolidated ‘DUNC List’. A copy
of the DUNC List was provided and reviewed by the Fact-finding Team. The
DUNC List was also contained in the monthly DCPP Plant Performance
Improvement Report to provide high visibility to station leadership and other
organizations. Although not all items on the DUNC List had associated POAs, all
open POAs were included as items on the DUNC List.

Copies of eight notification packages containing POAs for degraded or non-
conforming conditions were provided for review by the Fact-finding Team.
Reviews of selected portions of the above POAs found that the degraded or non-
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conforming conditions were documented in extensive detail and in accordance
with the requirements of the governing procedure. Compensatory actions,
where needed, appeared appropriate. Although several of the open POAs had
been pending final resolution for several years, the timeframes for action were
appropriate given the physical design changes or regulatory approvals required
to completely resolve the issues.

The DCPP Operability Determination Program and related programs for
determining the operability of equipment found to be degraded or in non-
conformance with regulatory bases were properly established and managed by
DCPP. Open Operability Assessments for degraded or non-conforming
conditions appeared appropriate, and open Operability Assessments were being
tracked to closure using a list with high visibility to station management. The
DCISC should regularly review the Operability Determination Program and open
Operability Assessments.

Winter Storm Events (Volume II, Exhibit D.9, Section 3.3)

Because of its location on the Pacific Ocean, DCPP has an excellent source of
cooling water; however, it is also subject to winter storms. Severe winter storm
swells can loosen kelp and force it into the DCPP water intake bay and
structure, which is the cooling water supply for both normal operation and
emergency operation. If cooling water flow is significantly reduced or blocked
by kelp, power must be reduced. The intake structure pumps draw water
through bar racks designed to keep out large objects and through fine (3/8
inch) mesh traveling screens (similar to large vertical conveyer belts) to keep
out kelp fragments. The traveling screens collect kelp and transport it away
from the pumps’ suctions to another area of the ocean.

Station Procedure OP O-28, “Intake Management,” provides direction with
respect to mitigating the effects of short-term debris loading on the intake
traveling screens and condensers. The procedure defines and addresses high
swell forecasting, high swell warning, and Operations response to high swell
warnings. Pre-job briefs would be conducted for the Control Room operators as
well as for the intake operators who would be expected to monitor intake
conditions frequently. Maintenance and Security personnel would be directed to
the intake along with Operations personnel to help ensure that systems and
equipment (e.g. intake screens and wash pumps) are able to be operated at
maximum capacity. Engineering could become involved, as appropriate, in
developing a plant ramp plan for reducing power level, and Learning Services
could prepare training in which operators could practice ramping the units on
the plant simulator. The response, when appropriate, would include operating
the intake screens manually, controlling the screen speed appropriately, and
manning the intake with two operators.

During the 2016—2017 winter, DCPP experienced three significant “swell
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events,” or storms, with high kelp debris loading potential. In the first event,
DCPP Unit 2 successfully ramped down to 50% power and returned to 100%
power with no problems. The second event, of lesser magnitude, did not force a
power reduction. The third event also did not initially force a power reduction,
although there was significant kelp “carryover,” i.e., small pieces of kelp that
made it through the traveling screens and impinged on the Condenser inlet
tubes, threatening flow. In some cases, the carryover kelp decays, loses
structural strength, and then flushes away before causing a problem; however,
in this case a Unit 1 “pick and dredge” operation at 50% power, successfully
implemented, was required to remove the carryover kelp from the Condenser
tubes.

During the 2016—2017 winter, there were three significant storms, which, in
two cases, broke loose kelp and had the potential to temporarily reduce cooling
water to the plant. The plant successfully operated through these storms by
temporarily reducing power in two cases to 50% by properly using their storm
procedures and equipment.

4.1.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
Operations continued to perform well at DCPP by successfully
changing power levels through several Pacific winter storms,
effectively performing regular plant rounds, developing
appropriate operability determinations, correcting low level
human errors, managing a continued low level of “no solo”
licenses, implementing its Department Excellence Plan, and
properly planning for assuring adequate numbers of
operators will be available in the future.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.2 Conduct of
Maintenance

4.2.1 Overview and Previous Activities

The following are maintenance-related items the DCISC reviewed in the
previous reporting period:

Maintenance Department Performance Measures
Trouble-Shooting
On-line Maintenance Risk Management
Electronic Work Orders

The DCISC concluded the following during the previous reporting period:

DCPP’s Maintenance Program appears to be implemented effectively and is
generally healthy.

4.2.2 Current Period Activities
During the current period, the DCISC had presentations on conduct of maintenance at
one Fact-finding meeting. The following topic was reviewed:

Electronic Work Orders (Volume II, Exhibit D.3, Section 3.9)

DCPP began a major project in 2014 to achieve the following as described by
DCPP:

Convert manual, paper-based work processes into system-level integrated electronic
applications in an agnostic mobile environment and implement into production at
DCPP in 2014. The first application to develop in 2014 is the electronic work
package (eWP). The project will adopt a phased approach, targeting to deploy the
eWP application to the Maintenance workcenter MSD-SECR in 2014, then gradually
expanding its rollout to other DCPP work centers, and enhancing the application
overtime to improve usability.
The DCPP (Diablo Canyon Power Plant) Mobility Applications project is an IT funded
project that started in 2014, supporting DCPP Management efforts to embrace
mobile Work Management. The first mobile application that was targeted for an
initial release is eWM. eWM was deployed in production at DCPP on June 29th, 2015
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(Phase 1) as a pilot program for Electrical Maintenance. Now in the final
implementation phase, Phase 2, the project team is working to add features to eWM
to provide full support to Preventive Maintenance (PM) work in Electrical
Maintenance, Mechanical Maintenance, Instrumentation and Calibration, and TCOM
[communications], to increase the number of work packages done electronically.
The project will conduct 2 pilots at the end of 2015, one with Instrumentation and
Calibration, the other with TCOM, targeting to have both groups start using eWM in
early 2016 in production.
The goal is to make the application configurable and expandable as much as
possible by the end of 2016 so that additional DCPP business units can use eWM in
the future without having to modify the code.
The project team is breaking the business requirements in 2 separate batches,
allowing the critical functionality to be released in early 2016 (Release 2A), and the
remaining at the end of 2016 (Release 2B).

The first eWPs have been issued and implemented in the field in the initial
phase of this project.

The DCPP EWO Team presented the following example EWO:

Replace existing undersized contactor for Gas Stripper Feed Pump 1-1
Contactor, 42-12M-25(NEMA SZ 1 Contactor) with NEMA SC 2 3P Contactor, and
overload relay 49-12M-25.

The DCPP EWO Team displayed the electronic tablet, which was used for the
EWO. It included the checklists, procedures, drawings, clearances, safety
considerations, etc. actually used for the electro-mechanical device replacement
shown above. The EWO was created by Planning, as are traditional paper work
orders. Typically Planning uses EWOs for preventive maintenance and simpler
work orders, which do not include many drawings. All of Maintenance will
receive training on EWO use by the end of 2016.

4.2.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
DCPP’s use of electronic work orders was just beginning in
2016. These work orders are primarily used for preventive
maintenance and simpler work not involving many drawings.
Although not used extensively, the electronic work orders
appear to be a step in the direction of a more effective and
efficient process of work direction.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.3,
Engineering Programs

4.3.1 Overview and Previous Activities

The following are engineering-related items the DCISC reviewed in the previous
reporting period:

Air Operated Valve Program
Integrated Equipment Reliability Program
Configuration Management Program
Vibration Monitoring Program
Seismic Loads on the New Reactor Head and Steam Generators
Design Quality
Engineering Excellence Plan
Margin Management Program
Plant Health Committee
Large Motors Program
Boric Acid Corrosion Control
Licensing Basis Verification Project
Flow Accelerated Corrosion Program
Alternate In-Service Inspection Approach

The DCISC concluded the following during the previous reporting period:

Overall, DCPP’s Engineering Programs appear to be healthy and effective.
Design Quality, an issue for the past several years, has improved due to
corrective actions to tighten the design process. Design Quality measures
showed satisfactory performance based on scores of final designs released for
installation.

4.3.2 Current Period Activities
During the current period, the DCISC had presentations on engineering programs at
eight Fact-finding meetings. The following topics were reviewed:

Design Quality
Plant Health Committee
Buried Piping & Tanks Program
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Margin Management Program
Classification of SSCs

Design Quality (Volume II, Exhibit D.1, Section 3.8)

The Design Quality issue is about erroneous designs released for construction.
During Refueling Outage 1R17 (Spring 2012), there were three major
modification designs with errors released for implementation. The reason for
the error determination was the large number of Field Changes FCs) required
after design package release for the modifications to be implemented. Three
design packages were issued incomplete (“managed exceptions”) due to vendor
issues and late scope additions, relying on the Field Change Process (FCP) to
add information to complete the packages; however, the FCP did not include the
same discipline and rigor as the full Design Change Process (DCP).
Approximately one-third of the FCs were due to design errors. Adding to the
problem was the fact that each of these designs was begun late and performed
on a compressed time schedule.

Corrective actions were implemented and an additional evaluation of 64 major
and minor projects and modifications over the course of the last three refueling
outages and determined that approximately 92% were well-devised designs.
When problems do occur, DCPP uses Root Cause Evaluations, Apparent Cause
Evaluations, and Lessons Learned reviews to determine the causes for
corrective actions and improvements.

Design Quality improved enough in Refueling Outage 2R18 that it was removed
from QV’s Site Status Report Top Issues List and Issues and Trends List;
however, it remained a QV Concern, and QV was monitoring it. All scheduled
modifications were successfully installed in Outage 1R19; however, several
older digital control modifications (in particular the digital control system for
the intake traveling screens), which had been completed before the design
change corrective actions described above, resulted in more field changes than
desired, and this is being assessed by DCPP. Similar older modifications for
Outage 2R19 are getting special pre-installation reviews to minimize field
changes.

Quality Verification performed a Short Form Assessment of designs
implemented in Outage 1R19 in an effort to ascertain their quality. QV reviewed
data and FCs from ten designs that were implemented in 1R19. They
determined that the majority of the avoidable FCs (those needing correction
that should have been caught before implementation), specifically engineering
error, was seen on those that had been delayed at least once.

QV Insight:

Weaknesses exist in the design process with respect to
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implementation of older designs. Changes to the design process should
be effective in reducing the number of FCs generated on older designs.

QV Recommendations:

1. Instituting a formal design review of those designs that have been delayed prior to
implementation. This was implemented in the latest revision of CF3.ID9, “Design
Change Development,” Section 5.3.9, “Project Rescoping.”

2. Developing an analysis tool/process to trend FCs. This should include bolstering and
standardizing the information in FCs such that there is enough information in them
to allow for stand-alone trending. This action has been at least partially
implemented in Revision 25 of CF4, ID4, “Field Change Process.”

3. Evaluating the methodology in which the Design Quality Performance Index PPIR
window is calculated to ensure it is not inappropriately masking areas that need
improvement.

The DCISC believes this is effective but will follow up on DCPP’s actions in
response to these QV recommendations in a future fact-finding meeting and
should also discuss design quality status with QV.

The DCPP design quality issues appear to have been at least partially resolved;
however, further DCISC review is warranted of actions in response to
recommendations made by Quality Verification.

Plant Health Committee (Volume II, Exhibit D.2, Section 3.1, Exhibit D.6,
Section 3.1, and Exhibit D.8, Section 3.1)

The PHC is governed by DCPP Procedure OM4.ID16, “Plant Health Committee”
and is a management team responsible for:

Continual review of system and program health issues
Routinely monitoring the status of plant health issues on the plant health issues list
for action status and completion
Routinely monitoring the status of the system health tactical list
Review and approval of action plans to address plant health issues that originated
from system health reports, maintenance rule, operator workarounds, program
health reports, emergent issues, and others deemed important to monitor
Reviewing and approving action plans to resolve degraded, unanalyzed and non-
conforming conditions
Review and monitoring of plant health issue plans that are presented to the PHC
Performing Preventative Maintenance Oversight Committee functions
Annual approval of system, component, and program long range plans
Quarterly review and monitoring of the Top Margin Issues list
Approving and authorizing the PHC budget for the solution to plant health issues

The membership of the PHC Core Team, which is the Decision Making (i.e.
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voting) group of the PHC, is as follows:

Plant Health Committee Chairman (currently the Station Director)
Engineering Director
Operations Director
Nuclear Work Management Director
Maintenance Director
Strategic Projects Director

The agendas for these meetings included the following:

Review of System 69 (230 kV) Health
Review of Action Plans for Degraded, Unavailable, or Non-conforming Equipment
Conditions
Buried Piping and Tanks Program
MAS Spare Part Bridging Strategy
High Critical Walk-in Items (Unit 2 4kV Bus F Relay Trouble Alarm)
Fire Protection Program
Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program

The meetings were conducted with efficiency, and the agenda was covered as
scheduled. A strong emphasis was placed on plant safety and reliability
throughout the discussion. One representative was present from the Operations
shift, and his participation was strong.

A portion of the meeting was designated for the approval of expenditures from
the PHC budget “checkbook”. The purpose of the separate PHC budget
checkbook was to encourage faster action to resolve plant health and reliability
issues for which the resolution was small in scope and which were operating
expense items rather than capital improvement items.

Throughout the meeting, attendees were actively engaged in providing their
input and in asking questions of others. The meeting leader encouraged this
interaction. This included providing differing opinions, having questioning
attitudes, and yet reaching agreement on issues being discussed. Participants
appeared to be well prepared for the meeting and knowledgeable of the topics
being discussed.

The three Plant Health Committee (PHC) meetings observed by the DCISC were
well planned, organized, and implemented with crisp presentations and
intrusive questioning. Participants willingly accepted action items to carry out
PHC decisions.

Buried Piping and Tanks Program (Volume II, Exhibit D.6, Section 3.3)

The core purpose of the Buried Piping and Tanks Program is to provide
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increased assurance of structural and leakage integrity of buried piping and
tanks. Special emphasis is placed on safety-related systems and those tanks
and piping containing licensed material or environmentally hazardous material.
DCPP has a relatively limited amount of buried piping on site compared to
others in the industry, and this provides DCPP with the ability to place special
emphasis on opportunities to inspect its piping and tanks. Opportunistic
inspections are utilized in addition to the required inspections to enhance
reliability.

Buried piping and tanks are below grade and in direct contact with the soil or
concrete while underground piping, while it may be encompassed by buried
piping, consists of piping and tanks that are below grade but are contained
within a tunnel or vault such that they are in contact with air and are located
where access for inspection is restricted.

DCPP has a map indicating locations of its 21 miles of buried piping and one
mile of underground piping and two buried tanks (there are no underground
tanks) including support for the Auxiliary Saltwater System (ASW), emergency
diesel fuel oil, and firewater. Other nuclear plants may have three to four times
the amount of buried piping as is installed at DCPP.

DCPP’s “Buried Piping and Tanks Program” is governed by Interdepartmental
Administrative Procedure (IDAP) TS5.ID3. The scope of this program is “to
provide a reasonable assurance of structural and leakage integrity of all piping
and tanks located outside of buildings and below grade elevation (whether or
not they are in direct contact with the soil)”. Piping and tanks in the following
systems listed in IDAP TS5.ID3 are included in this program: (* indicates
highest priority systems)

Auxiliary Saltwater*
Makeup Water*
Diesel Fuel Oil*
Firewater*
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup
Service Cooling Water
Compressed Air
Nitrogen/Hydrogen
Wastewater Holding and Treatment
Condensate Polishing
Oily Water and Turbine Sump

The program’s long-term goal is the prevention of pressure boundary failure.
Elements of achieving this goal include:

Periodically inspecting applicable piping and tanks
Preventing Outside Diameter (OD) corrosion via coatings, catholic protection, and
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special trench fill
Preventing Inside Diameter (ID) corrosion via linings, water treatment, and cleaning
Proactive repair, or replacement with materials of superior corrosion resistance
Installation and maintenance of effective leak detection mechanisms

The DCPP Auxiliary Salt Water (ASW) system is an important “buried” system.
The piping buried in soil from the intake structure to the turbine building wall
has cathodic protection (CP) designed and installed for the whole length. CP is
an impressed small, electric current that helps prevent corrosion. The ASW
discharge piping is carbon steel and mostly encased in concrete, except near
the turbine building. The piping exiting the turbine building is epoxy coated and
buried in soil for less than 40 feet.

Scheduled inspections are made of the ASW piping system, the diesel fuel oil
piping system, hydrogen and nitrogen piping systems, as well as the laundry
drain, and these are in addition to opportunistic inspections of the firewater,
domestic water, and sewer piping. The Buried Piping and Tanks Program is a
priority-based program. The combination of the likelihood and consequences is
used to form the priority ranking of the piping and allow focused efforts on the
most significant piping.

The BPATP Health Report showed program health to be White (satisfactory) and
projected to become Green in the third quarter of 2017, following the Unit 1
ASW piping inspection. The primary reason for less-than-Green health is the
new, partially qualified program owner.

Inspection results have shown that, with two exceptions, all buried piping and
tanks have mostly no or minor corrosion problems affecting the pressure
boundary. The two exceptions are (1) the Unit 2 to Unit 1 Turbine Building
Sump cross-tie, which has significant general and local corrosion and (2) Unit 1
ASW Vacuum Breaker Vaults, which has some corrosion on and around
couplings, which requires re-coating. The Turbine Sump cross-tie lines,
although structurally sound, will be replaced due to the potential environmental
hazard of leaks.

The DCPP Buried Piping and Tanks Program appeared effectively designed and
implemented. Inspections to date have shown no or little corrosion-caused
pressure boundary problems. Indications on Auxiliary Saltwater and Turbine
Sump Cross-tie piping are being monitored and corrected. The program owner
appeared knowledgeable and proactive.

Margin Management Program (Volume II, Exhibit D.6, Section 3.6)

Margin Management is a complex concept. Margin is defined as the
conservatism (i.e. safety factor, design factor, buffer, or cushion) included in
the design and analysis of every plant system, structure, and component (SSC)
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in order to accommodate normal wear and aging, instrument drift, variations in
material properties, differences in maintenance practices, uncertainties in
analytic methods, etc. The purpose of DCPP’s Margin Management Program
(MMP) is to ensure that each SSC is managed with knowledge of margin
concepts, such that design and operational margin is not inadvertently
diminished over time. The goals of the MMP are the identification and
evaluation of Margins that Matter (MTM), i.e. those margin issues having the
highest potential for causing negative consequences for plant safety or
reliability.

DCPP states that effective margin management relies mainly on the following
programs:

Configuration Management
Design Control
Modification Control
Materials Control
Setpoint Control
Nuclear Oversight Program
Corrective Action Program
Operations Management

The DCPP Structure, System, and Component (SSC) Engineers are responsible
for consulting with design engineers, operations, and maintenance personnel so
as to understand the identified margin issues. When margin issues are
identified the SSC Engineers are responsible for consulting with design
engineers and with operations and maintenance personnel to understand the
margin issues and to formulate remediation plans.

The SSC Engineers are responsible for documenting the current margin for their
assigned SSCs on the “Operating and Design Margin Issue Score Sheet” in
accordance with a prescribed process and documented in the plant margin
reference database.

The Plant Health Committee provides oversight of the program. At the working
level, the Margin Management SubCommittee (MMSC) meets regularly (at least
quarterly) and is responsible for reviewing the low margin SSCs, those ranked
Red or Yellow, prioritizing issues based on significance for placement on the
Top Margin Issues List. The MMSC is composed of a broad representation of
engineering and operations personnel in order to bring appropriate
perspectives to the issues that are reviewed and discussed by the
SubCommittee. Each member of the DCPP engineering staff receives training in
margin management and system and component engineers receive additional
training. The SubCommittee meets quarterly with system engineers of affected
systems.
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The DCISC received and reviewed minutes of the last four SubCommittee
meetings. It appeared that the SubCommittee was effective in identifying,
defining, coordinating, and resolving all margin issues.

The DCISC received and reviewed the October 2016 Formal Self-Assessment
Effectiveness Review for the August 2015 Margin Management Self-Assessment
Report. The evaluation concluded that the August 2015 self-assessment report
was highly effective. Both the original self-assessment and the effectiveness
evaluation were thorough and well implemented with clear and precise
explanations, descriptions, and documentation.

The DCPP Margin Management Program was determined by the DCISC Fact-
finding Team to be impressive in both its design and its implementation. The
Program was well-documented and tightly controlled. The program owner was
knowledgeable, proactive, and thorough.

Classification of Structures, Systems, and Components (SSCs) (Volume II,
Exhibit D.8, Section 3.6)

NRC 10CFR50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 1 (GDC 1), “Quality
Standards,” requires that SSCs important to safety be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of
the safety functions to be performed. GDC 2, “Performance Standards,” requires
that SSCs that are essential to the prevention and/or mitigation of accidents
which could affect the public health and safety be designed, fabricated, and
erected to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes,
tornadoes, flooding, winds, and other local site effects. NRC 10CFR50.55a,
“Codes and Standards,” requires that certain components of the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary be designed, fabricated, erected, and
tested in accordance with Section III of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Finally, 10CFR50 Appendix
B, “Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing
Plants,” requires that SSCs important to safety be designed, and constructed in
accordance with the quality assurance requirements described in Appendix B.

GDC 1 implementation is described in the DCPP Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report (UFSAR) Section 3.2, “Classification of Structures, Systems, and
Components,” which describes the DCPP classification system for SSCs. DCPP
SSCs are classified using the three following primary categories:

PG&E Design Classes I, II, and III

Design Class I is applicable to SSCs required for the following:

Integrity of the RCS pressure boundary
Capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition
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Capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in
potential offsite exposures comparable to the guideline exposures of 10CFR Part
100.
Class I SSCs are designed to remain functional when subjected to the additional
forces associated with the design basis earthquakes.

Design Class II is applicable to SSCs that are important to reactor operation but not
essential to safe shutdown and isolation of the reactor, and failure of which would
not result in the release of substantial amounts (0.5 Rem at the site boundary) of
radioactivity. Class II is used for power and auxiliary service piping systems.
Seismic qualification of selected Class II SSCs is required by certain licensing basis
commitments.
Design Class III is applicable to SSCs that are not related to reactor operation or
safety. Seismic qualification of selected Class III SSCs is required by certain
licensing basis commitments.

PG&E Quality Assurance Classification – consists of six graded quality programs
depending on the safety function of the SSC, such as RCS and Emergency Core
Cooling System, radioactive waste management SSCs, fire protection SSCs, certain
instrumentation, and others as required by licensing basis commitments. QA
requirements for individual SSCs are specified in the DCPP Q-List.

PG&E Quality/Code Class for Fluid Systems and Fluid Components – this specifies
applicable industry codes and standards for fluid systems (e.g., ASME Code,
American National Standards Institute Piping Standards, etc.).

Additional classifications include the following:

Seismic Classifications
Instrumentation System Classifications
Electrical System Classifications

DCPP Procedure, “Classification of Structures, Systems, and Components,”
establishes how SSCs for the plant are classified in accordance with the UFSAR
requirements and how changes to the classification document (Q-List) are
requested, reviewed, and approved. The Q-List is a formal controlled document
which specifies the various classes and classifications for each plant SSC or type
of SSC.

DCPP’s system of classifications for Structures, Systems, and Components
(SSCs) is a comprehensive, systematic method of ascertaining which various
industry codes and standards, quality assurance requirements, seismic levels,
etc., apply to each SSC or type of SSC. The licensing basis requirements (NRC
requirements and commitments) are specified in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report. The DCPP Q-List is then used as an internal controlled
document to specify requirements for each SSC or type of SSC. The DCPP
classification system appears satisfactory for its purpose.
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4.3.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
Overall, DCPP’s Engineering Programs appear to be healthy
and effective. Design Quality, an issue for the past several
years, has improved due to corrective actions to tighten the
design process. Design Quality measures showed satisfactory
performance based on scores of final designs released for
installation. The DCISC will continue to monitor Design
Quality.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.4, Human
Performance: Human Errors and Improving Safety
and Efficiency of Plant Performance

4.4.1 Overview and Previous Activities

Human Performance is usually used to refer to as “human error” and the term is
used herein in that manner. The issues around plant safety and plant efficiency
having to do with human error reduction are also included in this section. The
goal of the human performance program is to reduce the number of human
errors to improve plant safety and plant efficiency by improving human
performance.

During the previous period the DCISC reviewed the following human
performance-related items:

Personnel (Industrial) Safety
Enhanced Management Observations and Assessment of Human Performance

The DCISC concluded during the last period that DCPP takes personnel safety
(industrial safety) seriously and has a good personnel safety track record.

4.4.2 Current Period Activities

During the current period, the DCISC reviewed one human performance-related
topic at one Fact-finding Meeting. The following topic was reviewed:

Safety and Wellness Exposition

Safety and Wellness Exposition (Volume II, Exhibit D.1, Section 3.11)

The DCISC Fact-finding Team attended the DCPP Safety and Wellness Expo and
Barbeque Throwdown. The Expo consisted of about two dozen booths for
demonstrating good practices in health- and safety-related activities. These
included fire safety, personnel protective equipment, environmental health,
radiation safety, chemical safety, earthquake safety, etc. The earthquake safety
demonstration was particularly interesting and effective. It consisted of a
trailer outfitted as a room in a typical home with furniture and fixtures.
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Personnel were seated on chairs and a sofa when earthquake-like shaking
began, which lasted for about ten seconds. This demonstration showed how
important it is for items to be secured to the walls to prevent their falling on
occupants.

The DCPP Safety and Wellness Expo and Barbeque Throwdown was well
implemented. The earthquake-simulating shake trailer was particularly helpful
in showing why it is important to brace furniture, something in which the DCISC
has had longstanding interest.

4.4.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusion:
The DCPP Safety and Wellness Expo was well implemented.
The earthquake-simulating shake trailer was particularly
helpful in showing why it is important to brace furniture.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.5, Health,
Nuclear Safety Culture, and Safety Conscious Work
Environment

4.5.1 Overview and Previous Activities
The purpose of Nuclear Safety Culture, and Safety Conscious Work Environment (SCWE)
is twofold: 1) the health of the individual employee, and 2) nuclear and personnel safety
as the context and requirement for all DCPP employees. Included in the area are all
health related issues. This section also focuses on Safety as a contextual, cultural
requirement.

In the previous reviewing period (2015-2016) the DCISC did not review topics
that focused specifically on Health, Nuclear Safety Culture, or Safety Conscious
Work Environment; however, the DCISC concluded the following:

The DCISC did not review topics that focused specifically on Health, Nuclear
Safety Culture, or Safety Conscious Work Environment, in this reporting period;
however, its observations made during other topic reviews indicate that the
safety culture at DCPP is strong.

4.5.2 Current Period Activities
During the current period (2016-2017) the DCISC reviewed the following topics that
focused specifically on Health, Nuclear Safety Culture, or Safety Conscious Work
Environment:

Employee Concerns Program
Nuclear Safety Culture Health & Survey

Employee Concerns Program (Volume II, Exhibit D.7, Section 3.10)

The Employee Concerns Program (ECP) group’s purpose is to be an independent
and impartial investigator of concerns raised by employees. The group forms an
alternative avenue for employees who for any reason does not wish to report
concerns directly to supervisors or managers. The group reports directly to the
Chief Nuclear Officer (CNO), and meets periodically with the CNO as also on
special occasions when warranted by the results of a formal investigation.
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DCPP’s ECP procedures contain extensive guidance on implementing the
program with the purpose of providing all employees an ability to raise quality
or safety concerns without fear of retaliation. The program provides for
confidentiality of any reporting individual’s identity unless precluded by lawful
requests for information from the NRC or a court. The program also provides
means for reporting concerns anonymously via hotline or drop box, although
there were not many anonymous concerns submitted. During 2016, the ECP was
reviewed both during an NRC inspection and by the Nuclear Safety Oversight
Committee. Neither organization noted any deficiencies in administration of the
ECP.

In order to properly evaluate the technical validity and safety significance of
concerns, the current ECP Manager is an individual who had previously
completed the certification process as a Senior Reactor Operator. Additionally,
the Training Department Director serves as a backup resource for providing
technical reviews of concerns. DCPP also has a separate program for resolving
Differing Professional Opinions (DPOs), which provides a formal process for
resolving differences in technical opinions between employees over issues that
could affect nuclear safety or licensing. The DPO process was not frequently
used, with only one DPO case having been processed in the last three years.

During 2016, the ECP group investigated 42 concerns, and performed 4 formal
investigations. These numbers were less than most previous years, during
which the group typically investigated 50 – 80 concerns. In general, some of
the concerns were technical in nature, but the majority involved leadership or
communications issues. The ECP group also participated in the exit interview
process for any employees leaving DCPP who had been employed for at least six
months. This was to ensure that all departing employees were afforded the
opportunity to express any safety concerns before leaving. Additionally, the ECP
group was tasked to investigate any concerns referred to PG&E from the NRC as
a part of its program for processing allegations of wrongdoing or safety issues
and concerns received by the NRC. During 2016, there was one such allegation
of a concern referred to PG&E from the NRC. DCPP stated that the numbers of
allegations received for DCPP were typical for the industry and had declined in
recent years.

DCPP’s Employee Concerns Program is effectively organized and managed to
provide all employees the ability to report safety concerns without fear of
retaliation. The numbers of concerns reviewed internally was relatively low, and
the number of allegations received by the NRC appeared to be typical for the
industry.

Nuclear Safety Culture Health and Survey (Volume II, Exhibit D.8, Section 3.12)

In early 2017 DCPP performed a plant-wide Nuclear Safety Culture Survey,
which although not complete and approved at the time of the DCISC review,
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concluded at a high level that, “The DCPP nuclear safety culture supports all of
the INPO [Institute of Nuclear Power Operations] Traits and is not
compromised by production priorities.” The report was expected to be
completed by mid-April 2017, and the DCISC will review it during its next
operating period.

DCPP’s February 2017 Nuclear Safety Culture Dashboard, which is its
performance measurement system for safety culture, showed Safety Culture to
be Green overall, or in good health. Several areas as follows were classified at
White, healthy but needing improvement:

Personal Accountability
Leadership Safety Values and Actions
Respectful Work Environment
Work Processes

Action plans had been developed to bring these areas back to Green. The DCISC
will follow up on these measures at its next review.

DCPP’s Safety Culture Dashboard showed that its overall safety culture
performance was Green, or in good health. Several individual areas were rated
White (healthy but needing improvement). DCPP’s action plans for these areas
appeared satisfactory. DCPP’s plant-wide safety culture survey concluded that
the safety culture was positive, although it had not been finalized. The DCISC
will follow up on these items during its next operating period.

4.5.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
DCPP’s nuclear safety culture appears strong according to its
Nuclear Safety Dashboard and from early results of its latest
Nuclear Safety Culture Survey. The DCISC will follow up on
the latter during its next operating period.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.6,
Performance Improvement Programs

4.6.1 Overview and Previous Activities
Performance Improvement Programs include multiple programs included in DCPP’s
Performance Improvement Initiatives, such as Corrective Action, Industry Operating
Experience, Benchmarking, Self-Assessments, etc. Many consider these to be “learning”
programs whereby the organization learns to improve from its and others’ experiences.

As have all nuclear plants, DCPP has implemented a Corrective Action Program
(CAP). The CAP is a formal, controlled process used to identify and correct
problems which occur. A key part of the CAP is root cause analyses, which are
utilized to ascertain the real causes of problems or events such that corrective
actions can be taken to prevent their recurrence. During the previous reporting
periods, the DCISC has reviewed the DCPP CAP and numerous events, which
were identified and resolved using the CAP. The NRC refers to these type of
programs as Problem Identification and Resolution (PI&R).

Programs reviewed during the previous reporting period included the following:

Corrective Action Program
Performance Improvement Program

The DCISC concluded in the last period that DCPP has been continuing to
increase its emphasis on the Corrective Action Program, and improved
performance in recent months appears to be a product of this increased
emphasis. The Performance Improvement Programs appeared to be effectively
managed to identify, track and correct plant issues.

4.6.2 Current Period Activities

During the current period, the DCISC reviewed Performance Improvement
Programs at one Fact-finding Meeting and one Public Meeting. The following
topics were reviewed:

Self-Assessment Program
Performance Improvement Program
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DCPP Self-Assessment Program (Volume II, Exhibit D.3, Section 3.2)

The DCPP Self-Assessment Program is controlled by Procedure OM15. ID4,
Revision 12A, dated June 11, 2015, “Self-Assessment and Benchmarking.” This
procedure describes the various station responsibilities for performing,
reviewing, reporting and approving the various types of Self-Assessments (S-
As). It outlines the process and requirements for all types of S-As, especially
formal S-As. The objective of the Self-Assessment Program is to promote
continuous improvement by performing self-assessments of the plant’s
programs and processes. Current performance is compared to management
expectations, industry standards of excellence, and regulatory requirements to
identify areas needing improvement. Self-assessments also identify strengths
applicable to other station groups. DCPP has six types of self-assessments: 1)
Formal Self-Assessment, 2) Independent Assessment, 3) Ongoing Self-
Assessment, 4) Quick Hit Assessment, 5) Recurring Assessment, and 6) Outside
Assessment. Formal S-As are generally followed by effectiveness reviews
approximately six months after the final S-A recommendation is complete.

The Self-Assessment Review Board (SARB) reviews each effectiveness review
to determine if results have been achieved as expected. The DCPP SARB,
consisting of the Site Senior Management personnel, sets the number of formal
S-As for the upcoming calendar year. DCPP typically performs 10 to 15 formal
self-assessments per year as well as typically 10 benchmarking trips to other
nuclear facilities. The self-assessments are planned in advance for the year
ahead and are carried out in accordance with the S-A procedure milestone
schedule.

DCPP Self-Assessments are monitored and reported in the monthly Plant
Performance Improvement Report (PPIR). The report lists all ongoing and
planned formal S-As along with the lead organization/manager, milestones
progress compared to pre-defined time-tables, and effectiveness review status.
As of the date of this Fact-finding meeting, the overall S-A Program health was
reported as “Green,” i.e. Healthy. There were a number of White ratings, each
of which served to indicate that the particular milestone for the S-A had not yet
become due, rather than having become delinquent.

The Self-Assessment and Benchmarking Program Health Report sub areas
showed program health to be Yellow, needs improvement, for the following
reasons:

All formal self-assessment products reviewed by the Performance Improvement
Review Board (PIRB) during July 2016 received a “Pass with Comments” vote which
required changes to be incorporated and verified before PIRB issued final approval.
One S-A reviewed by PIRB needed more than minor changes by vote.

DCPP performed an e-mail benchmark evaluation of five other nuclear power
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plants to evaluate what indices (metrics) are used to measure the health of the
S-A and Benchmarking Program across the industry as well as what specific
thresholds are utilized to determine program health. The intent of the new
metric is to go beyond tracking milestones and provide a more insightful and
objective analysis of the overall health of both the program management and
use at DCPP. To date in 2016, DCPP has performed 35 Quick Hit S-As and 13
Formal S-As. Additionally, the NRC performed an inspection of the DCPP
Problem Identification and Resolution Program (PI&R) in July 2016. This
included the DCPP S-A Program. The inspection report concluded that S-As were
self-critical and thorough enough to identify deficiencies.

DCPP’s Self-Assessment (S-A) Program appears to be implemented
satisfactorily in that many self-assessments are performed; however, their
quality is somewhat questionable as some are determined to need changes by
the Performance Improvement Review Board before becoming final. This has
caused Program health to be judged Yellow - improvements needed. The DCISC
should continue to monitor the S-A Program to see whether program health will
improve.

DCPP Performance Improvement Program (Volume II, Exhibit B.9

The following is a summary of DCPP’s presentation on this topic at DCISC’s June
2017 Public Meeting:

DCPP Performance Improvement Program (Volume II, Exhibit B.9

The following is a summary of DCPP’s presentation on this topic at DCISC’s June
2017 Public Meeting:

The DCPP Performance Improvement Process is a method to find, analyze and
fix issues that surface within the station and is typical for the nuclear industry.
Information is gathered from all sources, put into a monitoring model, analyzed
for risk significance, and then a solution to the issue is determined and
implemented in a timely manner. Follow-up mechanisms are in place to ensure
that the solution successfully addresses the problem. The elements of the DCPP
Performance Improvement Program are as follows:

Corrective Action Program - available to all station personnel to raise issues.
Self-Assessment - objective assessment available to individual departments.
Benchmarking - assessing performance against other entities.
Use of Operating Experience - events at other plants in the nuclear industry.
Performance Monitoring and Trending - to review the data from the station.
Use of Human Performance Tools - to reinforce training.
Field Engagement and Coaching (Observations) - by leadership and peers.

The Corrective Action Program (CAP) provides the opportunity for any employee
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to raise a concern or an issue without regard to its severity. Once entered into
the CAP system, the employee who raised the concern or any employee can
track progress and see the propagation of the concern within the station. The
CAP analyzes each concern for risk significance and this review is initially
performed by the Operations Department as to any potential for an effect on the
plant. The concern once entered into the CAP creates a Notification document
and when the Notification is closed an email is sent to the person who initially
raised the concern and feedback is sought as to whether the concern and the
issue were addressed to that person’s satisfaction. The basic steps of the CAP
process include the following:

Issue screened by expert panel made up of all major departments.
Significance, level, and analysis type is assigned.
Issue owner is assigned and determination made as to level of analysis needed.
Senior Leadership Board reviews issues independently twice each week.
Owner investigates and corrects.

DCPP’s cause evaluation process is very rigorous and very invasive. DCPP does
not necessarily wait for the evaluation process to conclude before taking
corrective action and the initial step in any analysis process is to determine
whether immediate action needs to be taken to arrest an issue adverse to
quality.

The DCPP self-assessment process is a structured method for reviewing
performance within a group. Self-assessment is never based upon subjective
standards but relies on DCPP or external procedures and industry documents
provided, for example, by INPO, the NEI, the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) or the Institute of Electric and Electronic Engineers (IEEE).
Self-assessment is generally performed by the department that owns the
program and 47 self-assessments, both formal and informal, were performed
during 2016.

DCPP benchmarking is another performance improvement tool used in the
nuclear industry which is characterized by a sharing environment. All
departments are encouraged to benchmark with other power plants performing
the same functions by visiting those stations and includes visiting other
facilities outside the nuclear industry. DCPP reported that 66 benchmarking
activities were performed during 2016.

DCPP’s use of operating experience, based on the INPO process, provides a very
robust process and software application that allows every nuclear station in the
U.S. to provide information concerning events into INPO’s system. Every day
those events are screened by INPO and information is sent out to the industry.
During 2016 there were 1,038 external operating events reviewed by DCPP.
Each is reviewed for its applicability to DCPP by the appropriate expert at the
station.
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Performance monitoring and trending provide a procedure to process data
monitored by various plant programs including the CAP, field observations,
safety events, human performance events, self-assessments, benchmarking,
and internal and outside organizations such as DCPP Quality Verification, INPO,
and the DCISC. The Performance Improvement Program provides that input on
a daily basis to teams of analysts in the effort to detect early trends in
equipment deficiencies and human performance issues and to prepare to take
corrective action if necessary.

The plant uses of human performance tools to reinforce training and to reduce
error. These tools are intended to manage situations based on risk and
significance and to reinforce the use of procedures and tools to enable every
employee to perform at her or his best and to avoid adverse events. Human
performance tools include pre-job briefings which are now focused on risk to
the station and the role of Probabilistic Risk Assessment in this analysis and use
of procedural checklists and the Site Standards Handbook which are provided to
every DCPP employee.

Field engagement and coaching are also important attributes to the
Performance Improvement Program, and efforts in field engagement and
coaching involve observations by leadership and peers of workers in the plant
using work processes to allow leadership to see first-hand the conditions and
challenges faced by those doing work in the plant. These observations are
sometimes targeted observations for specific activities or specific times and
feedback is provided by the observers either in written form, possibly with
photographs, or through the use of software either in the field in real time or
after the observation. This feedback is then used to develop an analysis and a
set of actions, if required, to address a problem.

DCPP is looking into the ways electronic procedures would and should be used
in the plant including considering the workers’ preference to see the entire
procedure rather than just proceeding from one step to the next. One benefit of
using electronic procedures would be that only the most current version of the
relevant documents would be made available.

During 2016, DCPP’s Performance Improvement Program included 47 self-
assessments, 66 benchmarking activities, 5,874 documented field
engagements, 1,038 reviews of operating experience, and 85 issues identified
at DCPP, which were shared with the industry. There has been a steady
decrease in the amount of open, unresolved, issues adverse to quality from
approximately 1,100 in 2016 to a new, normal level of 325 to 350 issues at the
present time. There is typically an increase in CAP items during a planned
refueling outage. Approximately 100 Notification documents were generated
each day at DCPP during normal operation but this increases to approximately
150-200 Notifications per day during a refueling outage. The majority of
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Notifications are closed within 30 days and the inventory of 325-350
Notifications represents the balance between inflow and the closure rate for
Notifications. Issues defined as adverse to quality require a review by an
analyst to ensure appropriate action will be taken and depending on the level of
the issue, may require review by two or three oversight bodies before they can
be considered for closure. For issues not identified as adverse to quality there
are procedures used by the initial screening team, including what is termed
closing the issue to trend or taking no action at all.

DCPP performs effectiveness evaluations in connection with each root cause
evaluation and has found the corrective actions to be effective although there
were some which found additional improvements necessary to drive better
behavior or equipment performance. When additional corrective actions are
identified as a result of an effectiveness review those additional actions are
entered into the CAP.

4.6.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
DCPP’s Self-Assessment Program appears to be implemented
satisfactorily in that many self-assessments are performed;
however, the quality of some of them is somewhat
questionable as some are determined to need changes by the
Performance Improvement Review Board before becoming
final.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.7,
Emergency Preparedness

4.7.1 Overview and Previous Activities
An Emergency Preparedness Program has been in-place since the beginning of the
nuclear power industry; however, the accident at Three Mile Island brought substantial
changes. Prior to Three Mile Island, Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) were
primarily event-based, requiring the operator to know which event was taking place.
Afterward, the EOPs became symptom-based, making it easier for the operator to decide
what actions to take. The five major facilities used in an actual emergency situation (and
used for practice in an emergency drill) include (1) the Control Room (simulator in
practice) where operators respond to the accident, (2) the station Technical Support
Center (TSC) where engineering, computer, radiological assessment, NRC, and
operations, as well as documents and procedures, are located, (3) the offsite Emergency
Operations Facility (EOF) where the Recovery Manager and administrative and technical
staff are located, (4) a station Operations Support Center (OSC) that provides a location
to stage and dispatch operations, maintenance, firefighting, and radiation protection
personnel, and (5) the Joint Information Center (JIC) where DCPP and San Luis Obispo
County interface with the media.

The DCISC reviews Emergency Preparedness at DCPP on a regular basis. Past
Committee activities have included observations and reviews of drills and full,
graded emergency exercises each year and related issues from the
observations.

During the previous reporting period, the DCISC reviewed the following specific
item

Observe September 9, 2015, Emergency Exercise
San Luis Obispo (SLO) County Operational Guidelines and Information for Use of
Social Media When Responding go Events at DCPP
DCPP Use of Social Media for Responding to Plant Events
Voice Activated Notification System (VANS) Inadvertent Initiation

The DCISC concluded the following during the previous reporting period:

The September 9, 2015, emergency preparedness drill was successfully
performed by DCPP and San Luis Obispo County. The post-drill critique was
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effective with the most significant “gap” to good performance being less-than-
satisfactory communication in keeping all participants current on plant status.
The County of San Luis Obispo Emergency Services Group appears to be well
prepared for using social media as a helpful tool to aid in responding to nuclear
plant events requiring evacuation and/or sheltering of the public. PG&E utilizes
a number of social media to expand and enhance communications within PG&E,
with outside organizations including response organizations, and with the
general public. DCPP’s selection of which social media networks to employ
appears to be well conceived, dovetails well with San Luis Obispo County
networks, and appears to be manageable. Likewise, PG&E’s network of staffed,
social media trained employees appears to be reasonable. The April 18, 2016
inadvertent activation of the Voice Activated Notification System was
determined to have been caused due to human error, when a security officer
had pressed the wrong button due to not having been trained for the evolution,
not having had a pre-job brief, and not having the proper procedure. The
investigation and corrective actions, personnel awareness and training, and
appropriate procedure changes appeared satisfactory.

4.7.2 Current Period Activities

The DCISC reviewed the following in DCPP’s Emergency Preparedness (EP)
Program during the current period (2016-2017):

Update on DCPP EP Programs
Observe November 2, 2016 Ingestion Pathway Emergency Exercise

EP Programs (Volume II, Exhibit B.3

Update on Emergency Preparedness Programs

Each year DCPP focus areas related to public and employee safety are identified
within the Five-Year DCPP Business Plan for the four DCPP emergency response
teams and reserve personnel. This includes the development of challenging
drills and exercises. For 2016 the Emergency Response Organization (ERO) is
focused on benchmarking, self-assessment, and independent peer review
activities as well as on preparations for the NRC-evaluated November 2016
exercise which is also to be evaluated by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA).

PG&E’s emergency response facilities in San Luis Obispo are co-located with the
County of San Luis Obispo, as well as with state and federal responders, to
provide for face-to-face interaction. Preparation and training for drills includes
numerous activities which take hundreds of hours to prepare, implement,
conduct, and critique and these activities are given a high priority by the
station. Hundreds of DCPP employees have emergency response roles, and
DCPP has achieved performance within the top quartile within the nuclear
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power industry relative to the rolling average for participation by its personnel.
ERO vacancies are closely monitored to ensure available candidates are trained
and qualified through participation on a reserve ERO team and ERO vacancies
are entered into the Corrective Action Program.

ERO metrics are in White and Green programmatic health status and he
reported the plant has discussed the possibility of reducing to three, rather than
the current four, ERO teams in order to continue to build up a reserve of
qualified personnel. A significant number of employees have now signed up for
the PG&E (Joint Proposal) retention incentive program, and DCPP believes the
plant should have a relatively stable staff for some period of time, but PG&E is
continuing to assess personnel issues and to evaluate staffing needs,
particularly at the conclusion of the first retention agreement and this
evaluation could result in hiring ahead of attrition for key positions within the
ERO and Operations departments.

Observation of November 2, 2016 Ingestion Pathway Emergency Preparedness
Exercise

The DCISC Fact-finding Team (FFT) observed the November 2, 2016 Ingestion
Pathway Evaluated Exercise. The basic exercise scenario was as follows:

Unit 1 & 2 operating at 100% power
A Unit 1 Containment Fan Cooler Unit (CFCU) develops a large Component Cooling
Water (CCW) leak
Unit 1 experiences fuel clad damage – an ALERT is declared
The Emergency Response Organization is activated (Technical Support Center
[TSC], Operations Support Center [OSC], Emergency Operations Facility [EOF],
Unified Dose Assessment Center [UDAC], Joint Information Center [JIC], and
government emergency agencies)
4kV Bus is de-energized and is locked out
Unit 1 Turbine trips but reactor fails to trip (Anticipated Trip without Scram – ATWS)
– a SITE AREA EMERGENCY is declared.
A Unit 1 Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) occurs producing high
Containment radiation – a GENERAL EMERGENCY is declared.
Containment leak occurs resulting in an unmonitored radioactive release.
Field Monitoring Teams are dispatched.
The EOF makes Protective Action Recommendations to San Luis Obispo County.
Containment leak is secured
Exercise ends for DCPP and the DCISC but continues for government agencies for
several days to monitor the surrounding countryside for contamination of soil, food
and water to prevent ingestion of radioactive materials by animals and cattle.

The DCISC FFT began its observation in the Control Room Simulator, which
served as the Unit 1 Control Room for the exercise. As events occurred, Control
Room operators reacted properly to alarms and inputs from exercise controllers
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by selecting and using the appropriate Emergency Operating Procedures, taking
proper corrective actions, making correct decisions on declaring emergency
action levels, and correctly notifying government agencies. Control Room
demeanor was professional, calm, and effective. Operators utilized good human
performance skills, e.g., three-way communication, phonetic alphabet, and crisp
updates. Operators showed good knowledge of the plant and procedures.

The DCISC FFT traveled to the EOF, which had already been activated within the
prescribed time, as had the other emergency organizations. EOF personnel
performed their duties professionally and capably. Intra- and inter-organization
communications and updates were well executed. Communication with
government agencies was performed well. Decisions and communication on
emergency action levels were good. Protective Action Recommendations to the
County were timely and proper.

After observing activities in the EOF for more than an hour, the FFT went to the
nearby JIC, which had been activated along with the EOF, to observe activity
there. An extended media briefing was observed. The media briefing was led by
a facilitator from San Luis Obispo (SLO) County, and briefings were made by
representatives from SLO County, DCPP, and several other local agencies. All
were sitting together at a table in the front facing the media representatives
and the TV cameras. The “media” were represented by PG&E employees acting
as reporters; they asked probing questions about various aspects of the
(simulated) events that were reported as occurring at the plant and also about
the potential for radiological releases to the environment.

A positive aspect of the media briefing was the presence on the same podium of
representatives of several local agencies including the local school district, the
county sheriff, the local parks agency, and the state emergency office. The fact
that the media could observe these agencies interacting directly on the podium
as questions were fielded from the press was a very positive aspect of the
briefing. Also, the two PG&E representatives handled their part of the press
briefing with informed, calm, and very useful information for the press.

Following the first day of the exercise, EOF and JIC critiques began. Dr. Budnitz
observed the JIC critique, and Mr. Wardell observed the EOF critique. Both were
observed to be thorough and effective. The two FFT members were invited to
and did share their assessments at the two critiques. During the post-drill
critique at the JIC, there was very useful discussion about what went well and
why, and what issues and problems arose, and why. The critique was effectively
managed, and the observations were captured and documented, with the
statement that all but the most minor of them would be put into the DCPP
Corrective Action Program (CAP) for resolution. In a similar fashion to the JIC
critique the participants at the EOF entered into a structured, detailed critique
of EOF activities. Overall, the group believed that the EOF met all of its exercise
objectives. The EOF critique was comprehensive, detailed, and effective.
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It appeared that each DCPP Emergency Response Organization (ERO) met its
exercise objectives and captured lessons-learned for improvement in future
exercises. The next morning, DCPP performed its inter-ERO critique, the report
of which will be shared with the DCISC. The NRC had also observed this
exercise and will provide its conclusions in a future report. DCPP shared a
report on this exercise and the overall critique at the DCISC February 2017
Public Meeting, which is included immediately below.

Results of the November 2-4, 2016 Evaluated Ingestion Pathway Emergency
Exercise. (Volume II, Exhibit B.6

The purpose of this very extensive exercise was to evaluate the emergency
response organizations’ and agencies’ capabilities to implement plans and
procedures to protect the health and safety of the public. The purpose also
included determining the adequacy of facilities, equipment and supplies needed
in support of a potential emergency at DCPP. During November 2 – 4, 2016,
PG&E employees worked in partnership with Federal, State, and local counties
including during Day 2 and Day 3 demonstrations. Almost 1,000 persons
participated in this exercise, which was the result of a two-year planning
process with the State and San Luis Obispo County. He described the activities
during the exercise as follows.

Day 1

Emergency event scenario onsite and offsite exercise demonstrations.
PG&E emergency response facilities were fully activated.
Over 500 Federal, State, County and utility responders participated.

Day 2 and Day 3

Recovery and field monitoring demonstrations by the State of California.
Multiple Counties and public safety agencies also participated.
Ingestion Pathway Zone protective action decision-making exercise.
PG&E Emergency Response Organization (ERO) personnel adequately demonstrated
reasonable assurance to protect the health and safety of plant employees and the
public as verified and documented by the NRC and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) evaluations. The exercise resulted in no violations, no
findings and no areas of significant issue by the NRC.
FEMA reviews and approves offsite plans, procedures, and evaluates State, County
and local public safety exercise demonstrations. During the November 2016 exercise
22 FEMA evaluators reviewed over 175 exercise criteria with each criterion having
between 10 to 25 points of review with a written narrative prepared for each area.
In summary, the FEMA exercise evaluation after action report summary found the
offsite response organizations successfully demonstrated the ability to implement
plans and procedures. No areas of concern were identified. The exercise
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demonstrated public health and safety would be protected in the event of an
emergency at DCPP.

The various agencies which participated in the November 2-4, 2016, evaluated
emergency exercise included the following:

Participating Agencies – San Luis Obispo County

City of Pismo Beach
American Red Cross
Air Pollution Control District
Regional Transit Authority
Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Services (RACES)
Port San Luis Harbor District

Participating Agencies – State of California

Governor’s Office of Emergency Services
Department of Public Health
Department of Agriculture
California Men’s Colony
Department of Transportation
Highway Patrol
Fire Department
Department of Parks and Recreation

Other Participants:

Santa Barbara County
Monterey County

Participating Agencies -Federal

NRC
FEMA
Environmental Protection Agency
Department of Energy

Because of its nature as an “ingestion pathway” exercise, DCPP and the
governmental agencies continued the exercise for several more days. The
purpose of the continuation was to assure that any simulated radioactive
releases to the environment and possibly present in the food chain were
tracked and accounted for to assure that food products were either restricted
from ingestion or were analyzed to be safe for consumption.

The DCISC Fact-finding Team concluded that the DCPP Ingestion Pathway
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Evaluated Emergency Exercise was performed well by DCPP’s Emergency
Response Organization.

4.7.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
The three-day DCPP November 2, 2016 Ingestion Pathway
Emergency Preparedness Exercise successfully achieved its
objectives. The exercise involved multiple local, state and
Federal agencies and organizations. Drill critiques and
evaluations were positive. The DCPP Emergency Response
Organization was proficient in its implementation of the
exercise.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.8, Risk
Assessment and Management

4.8.1 Overview and Previous Activities
PG&E has developed in-house capability to perform risk assessments and periodically
updates its Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) to incorporate changes in plant
configuration and, if appropriate, operations. PG&E controls its risk from on-line
maintenance procedurally. For On-Line Maintenance the PRA Group prepares a Risk
Profile on a weekly, monthly and fuel cycle basis. The PRA Group works very closely with
personnel performing the On-Line Maintenance risk assessment, and the program has
been working well. The On-Line Maintenance (OLM) model has been used by Operations
and Maintenance as an on-line planning tool for various operations and maintenance
activities.

The DCISC reviewed the following item in DCPP’s Probabilistic Risk Assessment
Program during the prior reporting period:

Integrated Risk Assessment Program
Contribution of Probabilistic Risk Assessment to Understanding Nuclear Safety

In its previous reporting period the DCISC concluded that Probabilistic Risk
Assessment is an effective tool in understanding and determining nuclear
reactor safety. PG&E has established an effective PRA Program staffed by
experienced personnel and utilizes PRA to the full extent in analyzing and
operating DCPP safely.

4.8.2 Current Period Activities

The DCISC reviewed the following topics during the current reporting period:

PRA Program
PRA for NRC White Finding

PRA Program (Volume II, Exhibit D.2, Section 3.9)

The DCISC reviewed several different PRA topics, as follows:

Internal-flooding PRA: The PRA team’s internal-flooding PRA model is now
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complete and in use, after several years of development. An external peer
review was conducted in 2012, which was positive, and which provided helpful
findings and observations that have all been resolved, resulting in the issuance
of an updated model in 2015. One major plant improvement is the incorporation
of low-leakage Reactor Coolant Pump seals, which resulted in a decrease in the
Core-damage Frequency (CDF) from flooding of about 30% in both units. The
Electric Power Research Institute has also produced a new database for pipe-
break frequencies that has been incorporated, again supporting more up-to-
date realistic results. In the Auxiliary Feedwater pump room, changes to the
piping also resulted in a decrease in CDF. Internal flooding now contributes
about 5% to the total plant CDF at power. The team expects to perform a major
reevaluation of this model every two refueling cycles (approximately three
years).

Seismic PRA: The PRA team has been working for the last few years on a major
updating of the existing Seismic PRA (SPRA), which was performed in the late
1980s and which at the time was considered one of the very best SPRAs ever
performed. Indeed, even today that prior SPRA is often considered a “gold
standard” SPRA in terms of the scope and depth of its analysis and the methods
it used.

Major work has been done on the new SPRA systems model, based in large part
on the plant’s new internal-events PRA. The team has decided to build a new
model in which the seismic top events are incorporated into their own fault
trees, rather than incorporating them into the existing internal-event fault
trees. This is being done to improve ease in using the model. The issue of which
human-error probabilities to incorporate in the SPRA model after a large
earthquake is being addressed with an approach different from that in the old
SPRA, and it will receive a peer review soon.

Seismic-caused internal flooding is being addressed quantitatively in the model,
and it was reported that two scenarios have been identified whose importance
merits their being quantified. Seismic-caused internal fire scenarios are being
addressed qualitatively, because walkdowns identified nothing significant
concerning materials that could be vulnerable to fires in large earthquakes.

The SPRA seismic-fragility work has been under way for more than two years,
but completing it needs to wait until the NRC provides an endorsement of the
Ground Motion Response Spectrum (GMRS) inputs to the structures, based on
PG&E’s new seismic-hazard study. The GMRS was submitted to the NRC in
March 2015 and is under NRC staff review.

PRA for other external events: The team reported that accidents arising from
aircraft impacts have been screened out based on data from the Department of
Transportation. They are working on modeling some external-flooding scenarios
arising from severe flooding in Diablo Creek, but do not expect that these
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scenarios will contribute significantly to the risk profile.

Fire PRA: The DCPP team has been working on a new Fire PRA for a few years,
and early-on they had a very positive peer review of their model. The model and
analyses using it served as a major part of the plant’s submittal to the NRC for
switchover of its NRC fire-protection regulations from the existing Appendix R-
based approach to the new approach based on National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) Standard 805. The NRC recently (May 2016) approved the
plant’s NFPA 805 switchover plan, and the plant now has a year from that date
to complete the switchover. The DCPP Fire PRA model will soon incorporate new
fire-initiation data and new heat-release-rate information from the NRC, which
will improve the model’s realism. To meet its commitment under the NFPA 805
program, modifications to the configuration of several fire-detection and fire-
suppression equipment items are being made and the Fire PRA model will
incorporate them soon so that the model will reflect the as-built plant
accurately.

Low Power and Shutdown PRA: The DCPP team reported that their plans to
initiate a new PRA to evaluate low power and shutdown conditions is on hold
awaiting the completion of two pilot applications of the new ANS-ASME LPSD
standard [American Nuclear Society and American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, “Standard for Low Power and Shutdown Probabilistic Risk
Assessment Methodology,” Standard ANS-58-22 (2015)] at other US plants, in
order to benefit from the insights gained during those pilot studies.

PRA Application - GI-191: The PRA team has been active with an industry
consortium of 14 other nuclear power plants that is fostering the use of PRA
risk insights in the resolution of NRC Generic Issue 191, “Assessment of Debris
Accumulation on PWR Sump Pump Performance.” The analysis has proceeded
well. PG&E is now supporting some testing at a contractor’s laboratory that
within the next few months will provide a basis for a more realistic model of
this phenomenon.

PRA Application - Revision to Technical Specifications based on risk insights: In
late 2014, the plant submitted a License Amendment Request to the NRC to
revise the plant’s Technical Specifications based on insights from the plant PRA.
The DCPP team received NRC review comments (requests for additional
information) to which they have responded. The NRC’s review of the responses
is proceeding.

PRA Application - Surveillance frequency reduction program: DCPP is using their
PRA model to support proposals that certain surveillance frequencies can be
modified while maintaining the plant’s risk profile.

The DCPP Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) group’s development work today
is emphasizing the completion of a new PRA model in the seismic area, and
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upgrading their models in several other technical areas. The use of the PRA for
various applications continues effectively. The DCISC concludes that the PRA
group is doing excellent work. The DCISC will continue to follow developments
in the Seismic PRA area closely.

PRA for NRC White Finding (Volume II, Exhibit D.5, Section 3.7)

On May 17, 2016, a limit switch failure was discovered on Residual Heat
Removal System Valve RHR-2-8700B on Unit 2. This is a normally open valve,
which allows water from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) to flow to
the suction of Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump B. If a Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) were to occur, a safety injection actuation signal would
actuate to start the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) pumps. The ECCS
pumps include both RHR pumps, both Safety Injection (SI) pumps, and both
Charging pumps. These pumps take suction from the RWST, pump water into
the Reactor Coolant System, which in turn leaks out of the break and into the
Containment where it collects in the Containment Recirculation Sump. When the
RWST level reaches 33 percent level, operators secure the RHR pumps and
perform valve manipulations to swap the suction of the ECCS pumps from the
RWST to the Containment Recirculation Sump. The limit switch failure on valve
RHR-2-8700B would have prevented valve SI-2-8982B from opening as the two
valves are interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening. Valve SI-2-8982B is
the first valve in the ECCS flowpath leading from the Containment Recirculation
Sump to the RHR pumps. The inability to open valve SI28982B would therefore
render the B train of ECCS pumps inoperable during the recirculation phase of a
LOCA.

The failure was discovered during an outage, and the limit switch was repaired
shortly after discovery, on May 20. An Apparent Cause Evaluation was
performed which identified the underlying cause as inadequate maintenance
instructions. This inadequacy was also promptly remedied and, because Unit 2
was in an outage, there was no safety compromise between the discovery of the
problem and its remedy. An extent-of-condition study was done that found no
other similar failures at the plant. In particular, there was no corresponding
problem with the identical valve in Train A (SI-2-8982A), nor with identical
valves in Unit 1. The last maintenance surveillance on that valve was on
October 22, 2014, during which the valve worked correctly. This 572-day
interval exceeded the allowable outage time under the plant’s Technical
Specifications. The NRC reviewed the event and identified a preliminary White
finding associated with an apparent violation of Technical Specification 5.4.1.a,
Procedures, for the licensee’s failure to develop adequate instructions for the
installation, adjustment, and testing of limit switches. Specifically, PG&E failed
to provide site-specific instructions for limiting the travel of these external limit
switches when installed on safety-related motor operated valves.

As a part of its enforcement activities, the NRC uses a Significance
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Determination Process (SDP) to provide a structured template for the NRC’s
evaluation of events that represent safety compromises, allowing the NRC to
assign a significance to each event. The SDP guidance has specific criteria for
assigning significance (red, yellow, white, green). It uses PRA methods, along
with other engineering analyses, to support the staff SDP determination, on a
case-by-case basis. On October 3, 2016, the NRC notified PG&E of the apparent
violation and of the results of its SDP analysis. The NRC’s conclusion, using its
model and also its own thermal/hydraulic calculations about the timing of the
depletion of the vessel inventory and of the ECCS water source, was that the
increase in Core-damage Frequency (CDF) was 7.6x10-6 per year. This increase
in CDF was in the range that supported a “White” finding (between 1x10-6 and
1x10-5), as opposed to a “green” finding if the increase in CDF were lower
(below 1x10-6). The NRC’s results were considered draft as the enforcement
process allows for both the licensee and the public to review the analysis and
provide comments before the SDP determination is finalized. PG&E accepted an
opportunity to review and comment on the SDP determination at a public
meeting, which was held at the NRC regional office on November 15, 2016. Both
a DCISC member and consultant observed the November 15 public meeting via
teleconference. During the meeting, PG&E presented the results of their PRA
analysis regarding the significance of the event, which concluded that the
increase in CDF was 5.3x10-7 , which would support a green finding.

The DCISC met with PG&E to gather additional detailed information regarding
the basis for PG&E’s PRA analysis and its conclusions. As a starting point, the
NRC concluded that the dominant scenario which would result in core damage
was the scenario where there was a failure on the other ECCS train (Train A)
which resulted in an inability to achieve recirculation mode on either ECCS train.
PG&E accepted that conclusion by the NRC and focused its detailed analysis on
evaluating the probability that neither ECCS train could achieve recirculation
mode with the failed interlock. The DCISC reviewed PG&E’s detailed calculation
(SDP15-05 Revision 0) and the points wherein their analysis differed from the
NRC SDP analysis.

There were three areas where the PG&E analysis differed from the NRC
analysis: 1) the initiating event frequency for a small break LOCA, 2) the time
frame required to recover from the failures, and 3) the confidence that the
recovery would be successful. For the first point, PG&E’s analysis used NUREG-
1829 data to show that the relationship between frequency and break size was
logarithmic rather than linear as used by the NRC. That change resulted in a
small-break (3.5” to 6”) LOCA frequency of ~8E10-6 per year, lower than the
NRC estimate of ~1E10-4 per year. Regarding the second point, PG&E performed
timed walkdowns using available emergency procedures and demonstrated that
the amount of time required for personnel to perform actions to recover from
failures preventing both trains from achieving recirculation mode were lower
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than those assumed by the NRC. Additionally, PG&E pointed out that the NRC
has not considered that Emergency Contingency Action Procedure ECA-1.1,
“Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation,” provided alternative methods for
adding inventory to the RWST which would extend the time available for
personnel to perform recovery actions. Finally, PG&E provided the NRC with
information on additional methods (such as the installation of jumpers by
maintenance personnel) and other information not considered by the NRC
analysis, which increased the probability of a successful recovery. The DCISC
concluded that the PG&E analysis appeared to be methodical and technically
sound. However, it was also clear that there were numerous fine points that
might or might not be acceptable for consideration by the NRC for its purpose of
enforcement.

Following the Fact-finding Meeting, on December 28, 2016, the NRC issued a
letter informing PG&E of its final significance determination of a white finding
for the event. In short, the NRC accepted some but not all of PG&E’s points in
its analysis. As a result, the NRC concluded that the lower range of the increase
in core damage frequency associated with the performance deficiency was
1.3x10-6 per year (reduced from 7.6x10-6 per year). But because the NRC’s
calculated lower and upper estimations of the increase in core damage
frequency of the performance deficiency were both greater than 1x10-6 per year
but less than 1x10-5 per year, the NRC determined the finding continued to be
one of low-to-moderate safety significance (white).

PG&E later appealed the NRC decision, but after further review and a public
meeting to discuss the analysis, the NRC maintained the White finding.

The PG&E PRA analysis to determine the increase in CDF associated with the
inoperability of valve RHR-2-8700B appeared to be methodical and technically
sound. However, it was also clear that there were numerous fine points that
might or might not be acceptable for consideration by the NRC for its purpose of
enforcement. Regardless, the event was serious in that if an accident had
occurred along with a second failure on the opposite train, significant manual
actions would have had to be performed within several hours of the accident in
order to prevent core damage.

4.8.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
Probabilistic Risk Assessment is an effective tool in
understanding and improving nuclear reactor safety. PG&E
has established an effective PRA Program staffed by
experienced personnel and utilizes PRA to the full extent in
analyzing and operating DCPP safely.

Recommendations:
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None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.9, Nuclear
Safety Oversight and Review

4.9.1 Overview and Previous Activities
Note: because of the confidentiality agreement between the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO) and its member nuclear plants, and a similar policy governing DCPP’s
internal Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee (NSOC), only limited information can be
presented in this public document.

Nuclear Safety Oversight and Review is an important function in the safe
operation of nuclear power plants. This oversight represents an independent,
higher and/or broader level of review of operations, events, occurrences, etc.
than can be obtained from the organizations performing the day-to-day plant,
technical and quality functions. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is
charged by law to regulate the nuclear industry. In carrying out this
responsibility the NRC issues regulations and guides for nuclear safety and
performs inspections at facilities to assure regulations are met. NRC's role at
DCPP is discussed in Chapter 3.0 NRC Assessments and Issues. NRC regulations
require, and DCPP Technical Specifications (TS) provide for, a high level of
oversight in the form of the Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee (NSOC).

Additionally, the nuclear industry monitors and enhances operational safety and
excellence with the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) which
performs periodic performance evaluations of each operating nuclear plant;
coordinates the collection, review and dissemination of operating event
information; issues good practice guidelines; provides specific event, technical
and functional reviews; and issues and monitors performance goals for the
industry. PG&E is a member of INPO and participates in their programs.

The Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee (DCISC) provides an
additional level of nuclear safety review and oversight. As stated in Chapter 1.0,
DCISC is charged to ". . . review Diablo Canyon operations for the purpose of
assessing the safety of operations and suggesting any recommendations for
safe operations". In carrying out its responsibilities DCISC receives and reviews
DCPP operating and technical and NRC documents; performs fact-findings at
DCPP and holds several public meetings and public plant tours each year to hear
PG&E reports on plant operational safety and receive public input.
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The DCISC observed the following oversight meetings/items during the
previous reporting period (2015-2016):

INPO Update
August 2015 INPO/WANO Evaluation
NSOC Closeout Meeting

In the previous reporting period the DCISC concluded that attending Nuclear
Safety Operating Committee (NSOC) meetings is an excellent way for the DCISC
to learn about various plant issues, and therefore the DCISC will continue to
attend them regularly. The DCISC believes that the DCPP NSOC is effective in
advising plant management on items of nuclear safety and operational
improvement. DCPP is satisfied that DCPP is taking its Institute of Nuclear
Power Operation/World Association of Nuclear Operators evaluation seriously
and satisfactorily working to resolve the evaluation areas for improvement.

4.9.2 Current Period Activities

The DCISC reviewed the following oversight item during the period 2016 –
2017:

INPO Update
NSOC Summary Meeting

INPO Update (Volume II, Exhibit D.3, Section 3.8)

The DCISC has an agreement with DCPP to maintain NSOC information
confidential, thus only limited information is presented here.

DCPP shared the results of its Mid-Cycle Report with the DCISC Fact-finding
Team. This report documents an in-depth self-evaluation performed to assess
how well DCPP is progressing in resolving areas for improvement identified by
WANO/INPO in their August 2015 evaluation. The results of the evaluation
indicated that all items were on track for resolution and/or closure.

DCPP is on track for resolution/closure of its August 2015 Institute of Nuclear
Power Operations evaluation areas for improvement.

Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee (NSOC) Summary Meeting (Volume II,
Exhibit D.8, Section 3.11)

The DCISC has an agreement with DCPP to maintain NSOC information
confidential, and thus only limited information is presented here.

The DCPP NSOC is a Committee of six high-level outside-of-DCPP industry
peers. The Committee visits DCPP three times per year for four days each. The
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first three days are spent out in the plant interviewing personnel, observing
activities, and reviewing records in the following NSOC-SubCommittee areas:

Safety Culture, Safety Conscious Work Environment, Organizational Effectiveness,
Quality Verification
Operations, Chemistry, Training
Outages, Projects, Security
Engineering, Risk Assessment, Equipment Reliability, Regulatory Services
Radiation Protection, Emergency Planning, Performance Improvement
Maintenance, Work Management, Industrial Safety

This Summary Meeting is held on NSOC’s fourth day to report and discuss its
conclusions with the DCPP Chief Nuclear Officer and the leadership team. The
NSOC evaluators were thorough in their investigations and candid in their
reports. They identified several areas needing improvement, but no nuclear or
personnel safety issues. Most issues in the previous meeting were closed;
however, several were kept open for evaluation at the next meeting. Many of
NSOC’s conclusions were similar to those of DCPP QV and the DCISC.

The DCPP Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee (NSOC) appeared to be thorough
and comprehensive in their investigations and candid in their reports.
Attendance at NSOC meetings is beneficial for DCISC to learn about plant
issues. The DCISC will continue to attend NSOC meetings regularly.

4.9.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
Attending Nuclear Safety Operating Committee (NSOC)
meetings is an excellent way for the DCISC to learn about
various plant issues, and therefore the DCISC will continue to
attend them regularly. The DCISC believes that the DCPP
NSOC is effective in advising plant management on items of
nuclear safety and operational improvement. DCPP is
satisfied that DCPP is taking its Institute of Nuclear Power
Operation/World Association of Nuclear Operators evaluation
seriously and satisfactorily working to resolve the evaluation
areas for improvement.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.10,
Radiation Protection

4.10.1 Overview and Previous Activities
DCPP Technical Specifications contain requirements on Radiation Protection, and DCPP
has corresponding programs and procedures to specify the details of their radiation
protection programs. Although numerical limits are specified, plant personnel are also
required to use the philosophy of As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) to minimize
radiation exposures and releases. DCPP has a formal ALARA program; the program
applies to personnel exposure in the plant as well as releases to the environment. PG&E
files reports semi-annually regarding personnel exposures, releases outside DCPP and
regular soil, vegetation, water and air samples taken around the plant.

The DCISC regularly monitors DCPP personnel exposure. Collective radiation
exposure is one of DCPP’s routine performance indicators. DCPP also reviews
any radiation protection events or incidents in the industry that are reported in
Licensee Event Reports (LERs) or NRC violations. The majority of personnel
exposure occurs during refueling outages when most of the work in the
Radiation Control Area is performed. DCPP sets outage and annual goals for
exposure, and reports these at DCISC public meetings. DCPP also submits a
semi-annual report to NRC on any planned, normal radioactive releases from
the plant; DCISC reviews this report. Any abnormal releases are reported in
special reports, typically LERs, although there have been none related to
releases since the DCISC began in 1990.

The Radiation Protection items reviewed during the previous reporting period
included the following items:

2014 Annual Radiological Effluent Release Report
2014 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report
Radiation Monitoring System Long-Term Plan

The DCISC concluded in the previous period that DCPP’s 2014 total liquid and
gaseous radiological releases were very small fractions of amounts permitted
by regulations and Technical Specifications. The Radiological Environmental
Monitoring Program confirmed that the operation of DCPP had no significant
radiological impact on the environment in 2014. There were no uncontrolled or
accidental releases. The Radiation Monitoring System Long Range Plan for the
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current licensing period appears to be well thought out and practical.

4.10.2 Current Period Activities

During the current period, the DCISC reviewed the following Radiation
Protection item during one Fact-finding Meeting:

2015 Radiation Release and Radiation Environmental Operating Reports

2015 Radiation Release and Radiation Environmental Operating Reports
(Volume II, Exhibit D.3, Section 3.3)

DCPP submitted its 2015 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report
to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on April 27, 2016 and its 2015
Annual Radioactive Effluent Release Report on April 27, 2016. The former report
provided the results of the radiological monitoring and sampling performed on
and around the plant site in 2015. The latter report described the measured
quantities of radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents released from the plant.
In all cases the releases were well below Technical Specifications limits for the
year. Based on records of 2015 radioactive liquid and gaseous releases, the
following radiation doses to the total body of a theoretical “maximum exposed
individual” at the site boundary (approximately 800 yards from the plant) and
the corresponding percent of Technical Specifications limits for the year 2015
were reported in the ARERR as:

Effluent Type Calculated Radiation Dose Percent of Tech. Spec. Limit
Liquid 0.0002 millirem 0.0079
Gaseous 0.0018 millirad 0.0153

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report (AREOR) describes the
results of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program (REMP), which
reports and assesses the levels of radiation or radioactivity in the environment
related to operation of DCPP. The 2015 REMP includes more than 2,400 samples
with approximately 1,700 radionuclide or exposure rate analyses being
performed. Samples included surface water, drinking water, marine samples,
vegetation, food crops, milk, and meat. The report concluded that Diablo
Canyon site operations had no significant environmental radiological impact on
airborne, surface water, drinking water, marine life aquatic vegetation,
terrestrial vegetation, sediment, milk, or meat radioactivity.

Direct ambient radiation was continuously measured at 32 locations
surrounding DCPP using Thermo-Luminescent Dosimeters (TLDs). These 32
locations are made up of 29 indicator stations and 3 control stations. Three TLD
badges are placed at each location, and each badge has three detectors to
provide an average dose at each location. The dosimeters are collected and read
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every calendar quarter. The results are trended and compared with
preoperational and historical operating values to look for adverse trends.
Beginning in July 2015, DCPP began outsourcing environmental TLD processing.
The ambient direct radiation levels in the DCPP offsite environs did not change
and were within preoperational ranges throughout 2015.

Tritium levels in three monitoring wells beneath the power block were all
detectable at small quantities below the Environmental Protection Agency
drinking water standard of 0.02 microcuries per liter. This tritium was
attributed to rain-washout of gaseous tritium exiting the plant through an
approved discharge path. All ground water at the site flows into the Pacific
Ocean and is not a source of drinking water.

Beginning in June 2009, DCPP began loading of the onsite dry cask Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI). At the end of 2015, a total of 37 casks
had been shipped to the ISFSI. In addition to the 32 TLD locations mentioned
above, direct radiation is also continuously measured at eight TLD locations
surrounding the ISFSI. Specifically, two TLDs are located on each of the four
sides of the ISFSI pad. From the time these casks began to be stored until the
present, the radiation levels at these locations have increased from about 0.3
mrem per day to about 0.5 mrem per day. An evaluation of direct radiation
measurements and member-of-public occupancy times surrounding the ISFSI
has indicated that all federal criteria for member-of-public dose limits are being
conservatively met. Also, because all of these TLDs are located well within the
site boundary and are not within the unrestricted area, the ISFSI loading has
not affected the TLD trending results with respect to the 32 locations
surrounding DCPP, and the public is not affected significantly by the ISFSI.

DCPP radioactive releases have been measured to be a very small fraction of
allowable releases. This has been confirmed by environmental sampling around
the plant.

4.10.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
DCPP radioactive releases have been measured to be a very
small fraction of allowable releases. This has been confirmed
by environmental sampling around the plant.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.11, Quality
Programs

4.11.1 Overview and Previous Activities
The DCISC has followed PG&E’s quality programs continuously since 1990. The DCISC
looked at the following aspects of the quality programs in Fact-finding meetings and
public meetings in the previous period:

Quality Verification (QV) Organization and Quality Assurance

The DCISC concluded in the last period that DCPP’s Quality Verification
organization appeared to be performing a satisfactory job in assessing quality
performance across all departments. In its Quality Performance Assessment
Report, QV identified Equipment Reliability as its top issue, and the plant was
addressing this with action plans.

4.11.2 Current Period Activities
During the current period, the DCISC reviewed quality programs at three Fact-finding
Meetings and one Public Meeting. The following topics were reviewed:

Lunch Meeting with the QV Department
Audit Program and 2016 Audits
QV’s Perspective on Plant Performance and the Quality Performance Assessment
Report
QV Top Issues and Pre-NIEP Self-Assessment

Lunch Meeting with the Quality Verification Department (Volume II, Exhibit D.3,
Section 3.10)

The DCISC Fact-finding Team hosted a lunch meeting with 20 representatives of
the Quality Verification (QV) Department. The QV personnel were primarily
auditors and quality control employees. The auditors performed audits to assure
compliance with NRC quality regulations, to perform audits of DCPP vendors
and suppliers to assure their compliance with their quality assurance programs,
and to verify through quality control inspections and tests that work in the
plant meets quality standards specified in drawings, specifications, and industry
standards. All personnel appeared satisfied with their work and the outcomes of
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the DCPP quality assurance and quality control programs. Any problems or
issues were promptly entered into the DCPP Corrective Action Program for
follow-up and tracking to resolution. Some QV issues which had been identified
and subsequently closed were the following:

Emergency Preparedness drill and exercise preparation weaknesses
Operator fundamentals
Cause evaluations
Tolerance for late parts

One issue that was brought up in an assessment was the elimination of
clearance red tags. There were employee concerns about the red tag
elimination. QV personnel knew about the Joint Proposal and generally found it
fair to employees, though there was disappointment that the plant was to shut
down in 2025.

The luncheon meeting with the DCISC Fact-finding Team and personnel of the
Quality Verification Department appeared beneficial for both organizations in
learning what each other does and issues being followed. There were employee
concerns about the red tag elimination. This is an item the DCISC should review
in a future fact-finding meeting.

Audit Program Update and Results of 2016 Audits (Volume II, Exhibit D.4,
Section 3.4)

The DCISC receives copies of all DCPP completed audits in its monthly
document packages. DCPP audits are major investigations into how programs
meet regulatory quality assurance requirements and technical commitments,
whereas assessments are performed to assess performance compared to
excellence, e.g., industry best. The DCISC reviewed each of the audits and
associated findings, deficiencies and recommendations. Although corrective
actions were necessary, none was determined significant enough by the audit
team to cause implementation of any audited program to be determined to be
ineffective or unsatisfactory.

The DCISC reviewed the following the audit procedures and found them
satisfactory:

Departmental Administrative Procedure OM4.NQ11, “Elevation and Escalation,”
Revision 0, July 18, 2016
Interdepartmental Administrative Procedure OM4. ID13, “Nuclear Power Generation
Internal Auditing,” Revision 26, July 18, 2016

The first procedure describes and controls the process for issue elevation
and/or escalation by the quality organization when attention by line
organization leadership or a higher level of management is warranted for the
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resolution of an issue. The second procedure describes and controls the DCPP
audit process. There was one formal elevated issue on Confined Space
requirements. The issue was being resolved satisfactorily. There had been no
escalated issues.

The DCPP Audit Program procedures appeared satisfactory as did program
implementation. The DCISC reviewed nine 2016 audits with associated findings,
deficiencies and recommendations and found that the audits appeared effective
with no issues of significance.

Quality Verification’s Perspective on Plant Performance and the Quality
Performance Assessment Report. (Volume II, Exhibit B.3

The following is a summary of DCPP’s presentation on this topic at DCISC’s
October 2016 Public Meeting: Overall DCPP has experienced good and stable
performance, with improving performance in the quality and timeliness of cause
analysis, excellent performance in radiation protection, improving performance
in Performance Improvement programs, and satisfactory and stable
performance in Operations. QV has found indications of performance gaps in
Chemistry and Learning Services. The role of QV is to be very critical of station
performance and the gaps in performance identified have been low-level issues
which QV tries to identify before they can have a significant impact on plant
performance. The QV organization is very sensitive to any impact on any issues
adverse to quality or safety culture from the decision to not seek to relicense
the plant. Ongoing monitoring focus areas for QV included confined spaces,
Operations verification practices, Security audit findings, Emergency
Preparedness, and Material Handling.

Quality Verification Top Issues and Pre-NIEP Self-Assessment (Volume II,
Exhibit D.1, Section 3.8)

QV Top Issues at the time of the meeting were:

1. Failure of SI-1-8982B Valve Interlock – QV’s review of the root cause evaluation
(RCE) identified gaps in the cause and corrective actions:

2. High Unit 1 Source Term Due to Cobalt-60
3. Security Performance issues (QV classified this as a Finding)
4. Maintenance Human Performance/Fundamentals (QV classified this as a Finding)
5. Other Issues

1. NFPA-805 procedures lagging behind schedule; QV to evaluate
2. Elevation of widespread untimely Record Management System records entries; QV

has seen improvement
3. Concerns about problems with personnel qualification versus proficiency near end-

of-license; QV was performing an assessment
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QV communicated these issues to the applicable line organization management
and was following their status through resolution. There were no QV items
significant enough to have been escalated to top management.

QV led a pre-Nuclear Industry Evaluation Program (NIEP) self-assessment to
determine readiness for the next NIEP evaluation to occur in April 2018. The
team consisted of individuals from each QV group plus three peers from other
plants (including the Palo Verde Nuclear Oversight Director). The team
reviewed all required attributes and used the Nuclear Quality Management
Leadership NIEP guideline as a basis for the self-assessment. The general
results of the self-assessment were as follows: All seven deficiencies from the
2016 NIEP evaluation were closed with no repeats. No strengths or significant
deficiencies were identified, and nine minor deficiencies were identified with 21
recommendations.

It appears that DCPP Quality Verification is actively identifying quality problems
and following them to resolution. DCPP’s pre-Nuclear Industry Evaluation
Program self-assessment was a good practice.

Conclusions:
DCPP Quality Verification Audit Program procedures appeared
satisfactory as did program implementation. Quality
Verification was actively identifying quality problems and
following them to resolution. DCPP’s pre-Nuclear Industry
Evaluation Program self-assessment was a good practice.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.12, Nuclear
Fuel Performance

4.12.1 Overview and Previous Activities
The DCISC has been following performance of nuclear fuel and fuel-related matters at
DCPP since its beginning in 1990. The Committee receives regular reports on nuclear fuel
performance and any problems from PG&E both in fact-finding and public meetings and
as input to the annual report. DCISC follows-up on problems and activities in its fact-
finding meetings at DCPP and PG&E Headquarters.

DCPP fuel reliability is the most important fuel attribute monitored during
operation. It is important to assure that the fuel integrity is preserved to avoid
fission product leakage into the reactor coolant system (RCS) and ultimately
into RCS cleanup and support systems resulting in increased personnel dose,
radioactive waste and potential off-site releases.

Since the DCISC was formed in 1990, fuel reliability had been excellent until
November 1994 when Unit 2 fuel began to show signs of leakage and
experienced localized fuel damage. Unit 2 has had several additional fuel leaks
since then. Leakage is measured by the amount of radioactivity in RCS samples,
with a current goal of less than 5.0 x 10-4 microuries (Ci) of Iodine-131 per
gram of coolant. The following depicts the RCS radioactivity trend for a five-
year period:

Reactor Coolant System Radioactivity (microuries/gram of coolant Iodine-131)

Reactor Coolant System Radioactivity (microCuries/gram of coolant Iodine-
131)
Period Goal (Ci/gm) Unit 1 Actual (Ci/gm) Unit 2 Actual (Ci/gm)
12–13 5.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-6 4.2 x 10-4

13–14 5.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-6 4.2 x 10-4

14–15 5.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-6 4.2 x 10-6

15–16 5.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-6 4.2 x 10-4

16–17 5.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-6 4.2 x 10-4

∗ Through June 2017
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The DCISC did not review specific nuclear fuel performance during this
reporting period; however, it noted that there were no fuel problems in its
reviews of DCPP refueling outage results.

The DCISC concluded the following in the previous reporting period:

DCPP’s nuclear fuel has continued to function without any fuel failures since
DCISC’s prior review of this topic in November 2011. Implementation of the
Electric Power Research Institute’s (EPRI) guidelines for nuclear fuel
management appears to have contributed positively to nuclear fuel
performance and is aiding the continued preparation for transfer of used fuel to
the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation.

4.12.2 Current Period Activities
The DCISC reviewed the following aspects of DCPP nuclear fuel during this 2016–2017
period:

Nuclear Fuel Program Health (Volume II, Exhibit D.4, Section 3.9)

DCPP Unit 1 has continued to run with no fuel defects since Cycle 4, i.e. for 25+
years. Unit 2 has had no defects identified since DCISC’s previous review of this
topic in November 2011, when the Unit 2 fuel was in Cycle 17.

Vacuum can sipping has been performed on all first core fuel assemblies in
preparation for placing them in the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
(ISFSI). Also, forty different assemblies were examined (twenty from each
Unit), and there was no evidence of grid to rod fretting. The outer periphery of
the cores was also examined for the same purpose, and no evidence of this
condition was found there as well. He noted, however, that fuel assembly
distortion (FAD) measurements can’t be performed until the vendor develops
the required tooling.

These early assemblies experienced some fuel failures, which originally made
them undesirable for movement from the Spent Fuel Pools to the IFSFI.
However, these assemblies have also provided an accompanying benefit by
having decayed to levels where they can be used to generate the
“checkerboard” pattern of low-decay-heat assemblies needed to surround
freshly off-loaded fuel bundles that are removed from the reactors during
refueling outages.

As of November 2016, there have been no recent indications of fuel leaks or
failures. The DCISC reviewed DCPP procedures on Fuel Integrity Monitoring,
Failed Fuel Mitigation Program, and Failed Fuel Prevention and Healthy Fuel
Inspection Program. These procedures appeared effective in assuring healthy
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nuclear fuel. Fuel performance data support this conclusion.

4.12.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
DCPP nuclear fuel has performed well for many years with no
leaks or failures. DCPP’s programs for assuring nuclear fuel
integrity appear effective.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.13,
Equipment Reliability

4.13.1 Overview and Previous Activities
Aging-related degradation is the gradual degradation in the physical characteristics of a
system, structure, or component (SSC) which occurs over time and use, and which could
impair the ability to perform its design functions. The purpose of the Equipment
Reliability Program is to ensure that the plant continues to operate safely and within its
design and licensing bases throughout its life through the process of involving
engineering, operation, and maintenance in activities to control age-related degradations
or failures of SSCs to within acceptable limits. The scope of the SSCs to be covered by
the program continues to evolve and expand, and DCPP has established an Equipment
Reliability Program with a dedicated Program Director.

During the previous reporting period, DCISC reviewed the following topics
related to equipment reliability:

Equipment Reliability Program
Critical Equipment Clock Resets
Single Point Vulnerability Program

The DCISC concluded the following during the previous reporting period:

DCPP appears to have a strong and deep organizational commitment to
achieving and maintaining high levels of equipment reliability. Previous recent
issues affecting equipment reliability have been actively pursued, and results to
date have been positive. DCPP has continued to make substantial progress in
reducing the number of Critical Equipment Event Clock resets, and DCPP’s
efforts to address Single Point Vulnerabilities for plant equipment appears to be
achieving the desired results of minimizing the occurrence of plant trips.

4.13.2 Current Period Activities
During the current period, the DCISC did not review equipment reliability.

4.13.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
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Although the DCISC did not review Equipment Reliability per
se during this period, it concluded that DCPP equipment
performed reliably based on plant operating data, monthly
equipment reliability performance measures, and the
absence of equipment problem reports.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.14,
Organizational Effectiveness and Development

4.14.1 Overview and Previous Activities
The focus of Organizational Effectiveness and Development is centered upon process
transformation, process structure, and organizational effectiveness initiatives. DCPP’s
cultural change efforts, leadership initiatives and activities, strategic change efforts, etc.,
are intended to function as interrelated efforts. This focus also supports an industry
initiative to review cultural change, leadership issues, and even human performance,
under the area of “organizational effectiveness.”

PG&E developed a DCPP Five-year Business Plan to be sure all departments’
goals and plant goals have total alignment. Prior to the business plan, the plant
and department goals and objectives did not have total alignment.

PG&E began discussions in July 1999 with four other similar, well-run nuclear
stations (Callaway, Wolf Creek, South Texas and Comanche Peak) to explore
shared cost savings and increased industry influence through alliances and to
ultimately decide whether to form a joint nuclear operating organization called
the Strategic Teaming and Resource Sharing (STARS) initiative. A STARS
management structure was established and implementation teams created to
begin on approved initiatives.

In previous reporting periods the DCISC reviewed the following Organizational
Effectiveness topics:

Lunch with North American Young Generation in Nuclear
Meeting with Women in Nuclear
Knowledge Transfer
Portable Electronic Devices and Wireless Plans

The DCISC concluded in the last period that Organizational Effectiveness at
DCPP continued satisfactorily, especially in the area of knowledge transfer,
which will be critical in the future as employees retire.

4.14.2 Current Period Activities

During the current period, the DCISC reviewed Organizational Effectiveness at
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one Public Meeting. The following topic was reviewed:

Results of 2016 Operating Plan and Key Elements of 2017 Plan

Results of 2016 Operating Plan and Key Elements of 2017 Plan (Volume II,
Exhibit B.6)

The following is a summary of DCPP’s presentation on this topic at DCISC’s
February 2017 Public Meeting: The Operating Plan is a five-year plan which is
updated each year. The DCPP operating plan motto is represented by the
abbreviation “OUR TEAM.” The motto comprises references to three nuclear
tactical focus areas and four nuclear strategic focus areas. The three nuclear
tactical focus areas are “O”, for outage and online reliability improvements;
“U”, for the use of human performance tools and performance improvement
processes; and “R”, representing reinvigorating employee engagement. The
four nuclear strategic focus areas are “T”, for transferring and retaining critical
knowledge; “E”, for enhancing facilities; “A”, for achieving a better work-life
balance; and “M”, for focusing on maintaining safe, reliable and affordable
generation operations.

The results achieved in 2016 against the goals set by the plant were:

2016 Goal 2016 Actual
Total Industrial Safety Accident Rate ≤0.02 0.00
Human Performance Station Clock
Reset Rate ≤0.002 0.000

Equipment Reliability Index ≥93 97.5
Forced Loss Rate (%) ≤0.5 0.02
Refueling Outage Duration - Days ≤33 32
DCPP Reliability and Safety Indicator
Index ≥98.7 95

NRC Performance Indicators and
Findings

Column 1 with
no cross-cutting
issues

Columns 1 & 2;
no cross-cutting
issues

2016 represented a record setting year for DCPP with the Net Generation and
Capacity Factors achieved being the highest ever for Unit 1 and the highest ever
for DCPP’s annual record. These results were achieved safely and affordably as
judged by assessing DCPP’s competitiveness with other nuclear facilities in
terms of pricing per kilowatt hour. The failure of the plant to meet the NRC
metrics was due to a ‘White’ inspection finding. In 2016, the plant continued its
performance of injury free outages with a total industrial safety accident rate of
zero. DCPP’s overall performance in 2016 exceeded all the goals set in terms of
equipment reliability, forced loss rate, station events, and refueling outage
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duration. DCPP made a strong focus on employee engagement to continuously
improve teamwork and safety culture, as well as a strong emphasis on
personnel safety, plant reliability, and outage performance.

4.14.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
The DCISC concluded that Organizational Effectiveness at
DCPP continues to be satisfactory.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.15, System
and Equipment Performance/Problems

4.15.1 Overview and Previous Activities
During past periods, the DCISC had reviewed the performance and problems of DCPP
equipment and systems as well as the actions taken by PG&E to resolve them.

During the previous period (July 1, 2013 – June 30, 2014), the DCISC reviewed
the following items:

Emergency Diesel Generator Health
Top Ten Equipment Performance Issues
Outage 2R17 Bus Event
4kV System Health
Refueling Equipment Health/Performance
Safety System Functional Failures
Containment Fan Cooler Unit Status
Reactor Vessel Material Compliance
Open Phase Electric Power Issue

The DCISC performed the following system/component reviews and/or walk
downs with DCPP System/Component Engineers in the previous period:

Process Protection System Digital Upgrade
Auxiliary Feedwater System
Residual Heat Removal System
230kV System & Voltage Stability
Condensate System & Water Chemistry
Auxiliary Saltwater System
Control Room Ventilation System

In the previous period (2015–2016), the DCISC concluded that DCPP had dealt
effectively with most equipment and system problems and was focused on
improving system health. Systems that are the sources of emergency electrical
power to the station’s vital electrical equipment, the station’s Emergency Diesel
Generators and the 230 kV system that is supplied from the offsite electrical
grid, were found to be operational but have been a focus of station and NRC
attention. DCPP’s Plant Health Committee has changed its approach to focus
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more on system/component health and meets more frequently, and overall
system health has improved. DCPP has improved its performance with Safety
System Functional Failures.

4.15.2 Current Period Activities

The DCISC reviewed the following system and equipment issues during the
current reporting period:

Salt Deposition Rates
RCP Thermal Shutdown Seals
Plant Protection System Upgrades
RCS Process Control System
Westinghouse Reanalysis of RCS Supports
EDG Push Button Covers
RV Material Surveillance Program
Safety System Functional Failures

The DCISC performed the following system/component reviews and walk
downs with DCPP System Engineers:

Emergency Diesel Generator Health (D.1, 3.6)
Crane Program (D.2, 3.6)
Containment Spray System (D.2, 3.7)
Containment Structure (D.3, 3.4)
230kV System (D.5, 3.3)
EDG Health (D.6, 3.2)
Large Transformer (D.6, 3.4)
Aux Building Ventilation (D.7, 3.4)
Centrifugal Charging Pump (D.7, 3.5)
Refueling Equipment (D.8, 3.2)
Compressed Air System (D.8, 3.7)
Component Cooling Water (D.9, 3.4)

I. DCISC Reviews Of System And Equipment Performance And Problems

Salt Deposition Rates (Volume II, Exhibit D.1, Section 3.5)

The DCISC was interested in both the ongoing salt deposition rates and the
potential for increased rates from proposed salt-water cooling towers.

DCPP shared data for the following areas of the plant:

Plant Area Salt Contamination Level (ESDD)*
230kV Switchyard Buses Light
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230kV Switchyard Insulators Light
230kV Transformer Yard Insulators Light
500kV Transformer Yard H0 Bushing (Unit 1) Medium to Heavy
500kV Transformer Yard H1 Bushing (Unit 1) Extra Heavy
500kV Transformer Yard H0 Bushing (Unit 2) Medium to Extra Heavy
500kV Transformer Yard H1 Bushing (Unit 2) Medium to Extra Heavy

*Where
Light = 0.03 – 0.08 mg/cm2 (Equivalent Salt Deposit Density [ESDD])
Medium = 0.08 – 0.25
Heavy = 0.25 – 0.6
Extra Heavy ≥ 0.6

The DCPP three-year salt sampling program has been completed as part of its
corrective action following the 2008 failures of insulators and bushings [July
2009 Fact-finding Report, Section 3.7 “Follow-up to Unit 2 Transformer Bushing
Explosion in August 2008”] in the high voltage switchyards. All corrective
actions have been completed and there have been no additional failures to date.

The DCISC notes that PG&E has agreed with governmental officials and other
parties in the state to close DCPP in 2025, which is the original end-of-life date
for the plant and to not pursue a 20-year life extension with NRC. Although not
official, the DCISC believes this will obviate then need for saltwater cooling
towers and thus remove the risk of the corresponding higher salt deposition
rates on plant safety.

DCPP has completed its three-year program of measuring salt deposition on
outside plant equipment, most notably high voltage switchyard insulators and
bushings. DCPP appears to be satisfactorily managing the effects of salt
deposition on this equipment. The DCISC will close its open item on salt
deposition.

Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Thermal Shutdown Seals (Volume II, Exhibit D.1,
Section 3.5)

The primary purpose of the RCPs is to provide flow through the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) to support the design heat transfer rate from the Reactor fuel
core to the Steam Generators (SGs). The RCPs are located at the 117-foot level
in the Containment next to their respective SG. Each unit has four RCPs with
identical characteristics. Each RCP takes suction from its respective SG cold leg
and discharges to the Reactor with sufficient energy to flow through the
Reactor and SG before returning to the suction of the RCP.

The RCPs consist of the pump or hydraulic section, the seal assembly, the
flywheel and the motor all located on a common shaft as shown in the following
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diagram. The RCP shaft seal assembly is located near the upper or coupling
(driven) end of the pump shaft as also shown in the diagram.

The seals are contained in three primary pressure seal housings that are bolted
to the topside of the pump main flange. The assembly consists of three water-
lubricated seals connected to an external monitoring and control system. The
system monitors and controls the upward flow of the high-pressure coolant
during a loss of normal seal injection flow. If normal seal injection flow and
Component Cooling Water (CCW) are lost, the RCP must be shut down
immediately.

Seal water injection is provided by the Chemical and Volume Control System
(CVCS) at 8-12 gallons per minute (gpm). Approximately six gpm will pass the
radial bearings and labyrinth seal into the RCS with the remaining 3 gpm
providing lubrication and cooling for the seal package (to prevent damage) and
then discharging back to the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT).

DCPP has replaced all RCP seals with improved third generation Westinghouse
SHIELD Passive Thermal Shut Down Seals. These new seals are more rugged
than the earlier ones, and Seal #1 has a special thermal actuator which allows a
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piston ring and polymer seal to constrict around the RCP shaft to limit seal
leakage to under one gallon/minute upon loss of seal cooling and temperatures
of approximately 260-320°F. To be effective the RCP shaft must be stopped or
slowly rotating. This is important for DCPP’s transition to NFPA-805
probabilistic fire protection regulations and for FLEX considerations for a loss of
all plant electric power which would otherwise cause loss of seal injection and
unacceptable RCP seal leakage. The new seals have been extensively tested in
an operating nuclear plant similar to DCPP. They are functioning normally at
DCPP since the ends of the applicable outages.

DCPP has replaced all of its Reactor Coolant Pump seals with the new
Westinghouse SHIELD Passive Thermal Shut Down Seals, which provide
substantially reduced seal leakage in loss of seal water injection events,
including loss of electric power.

Plant Protection System Upgrades (Volume II, Exhibit D.2, Section 3.2)

The existing Eagle 21 Plant Protection System (PPS) is part of the original
Westinghouse-supplied nuclear steam supply system. Eagle 21 was updated in
the mid-1990s and is now to be replaced with a digital version. The current PPS
consists of four separate protection sets, which provide trip and actuation
signals to the Solid State Protection System. Additionally, output signals of the
PPS parameters are provided to the Main Control Room for indication and
recording, to the Plant Process Computer for monitoring, and to the Main
Annunciator System, for alarming. The PPS also provides input sensor signals to
various plant control systems. Each protection set is physically and electrically
separated from the other sets.

For the past few years, DCPP has been planning for the replacement of each of
the four digital PPS protection sets with electronics and software from
software-based Triconix Tricon Processors, which DCPP has used successfully in
other digital control applications. For off-normal events where existing analyses
credit manual mitigative action, additional automatic protective functions will
be performed in a diverse safety-related Westinghouse CS Innovations
Advanced Logic System. Amendments to the plant license to allow use of the
new systems have been submitted and subsequent information submittals have
been sent to the NRC. DCPP is finishing the last submittal and expects the NRC
to approve the license amendment soon.

Receipt of NRC approval would complete ‘Gate 1’ for the project. ‘Gate 2’ for the
project would include the detailed design and implementation planning for both
units, with implementation planned for Unit 1 in 2020 and Unit 2 in 2019. DCPP
is a pilot plant for the other owners of Westinghouse nuclear power plants, and
the cooperative review provides reductions in overall NRC review costs.

Regarding how the project’s implementation plans might be impacted by the
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PG&E’s recent decision to not pursue license renewal for DCPP, all major
projects would soon be subject to an executive oversight review board
comprised of the station senior leadership team. The board would provide a
plan and process for assembling a working group to review the current project
portfolio and classify projects into different tiers of schedule and spending. The
results of the working group’s review would then be reviewed by the Plant
Health Committee. Some projects would also require a higher, enterprise-level
review with regards to costs and benefits. The DCISC will follow closely the
course of this review for the project portfolio.

DCPP is continuing with planning for the replacement of its Eagle 21, Plant
Process Protection System (PPS), and awaiting NRC license amendment
approval. Because of PG&E’s recent decision to not pursue license renewal for
DCPP, the Eagle 21 replacement project, along with other current major
projects, will soon be subject to a review by a working group to determine the
scope of future activities. The DCISC will follow closely the DCPP working
group’s review of the current major project portfolio that has been prompted by
PG&E’s recent decision to not pursue license renewal.

RCS Process Control System (Volume II, Exhibit D.4, Section 3.5)

The PCS is considered part of the “brains” of the plant because it measures and
controls most of the key process parameters (e.g., pressure, temperature, level,
etc.) of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and Secondary Systems. The PCS also
provides input signals to the Main Annunciator System, Plant Process Computer,
and Hot Shutdown Panel. It consists of hundreds of instrument loops.

The PCS originally consisted of analog controls. Because of system aging,
component obsolescence, and calibration difficulties, DCPP replaced the PCS in
Unit 1 in Refueling Outage 1R17 (May 2012) and in Unit 2 in Refueling Outage
2R17 (March 2013).

The replacement enhanced the interface with other DCPP digital upgrades,
namely:

Main Turbine Control System
Digital Feedwater Control System
Instrument Rack
Auxiliary and Fuel Building HVAC systems

DCPP reported that the PCS has operated better than expected since
replacement. The primary PCS equipment made by Triconix has been installed
and operated in many nuclear and non-nuclear facilities worldwide for many
years without any failures.

To address cyber security, the PCS data output goes through a port aggregator,
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which allows only one-way communication, i.e., no incoming malicious signals
are permitted entry. The NRC has approved this arrangement. The PCS
equipment is located in a Vital Area with locked doors and tamper alarms. The
SSPS, which performs basic plant protection and safety functions, is likewise
independent of the PCS, providing an additional layer of cyber security.

The Component Health Report listed the component as having White health for
several reasons. The Health Plan contained an action plan to address these
issues.

The DCPP Process Control System (PCS), which controls key Reactor Coolant
System and related systems is functioning satisfactorily, albeit with several
issues which cause the component to be in White health. None of the issues
adversely affects the PCS design function. The Component Engineer has an
action plan to resolve the issues.

Westinghouse Reanalysis of RCS Supports (Volume II, Exhibit D.4, Section 3.8)

The DCPP-specific requirements for procurement of the new reactor vessel
heads had been overlooked (in favor of generic specifications) when they were
ordered as replacements, and this equipment had been designed to generic
industry seismic load requirements and (similarly) those pertaining to Loss of
Coolant Accident (LOCA) loads. This particular issue was being addressed
through a re-analysis being performed as part of the Licensing Basis
Verification Project (LBVP).

AREVA had completed their analysis of the new Reactor Vessel Head with the
proper seismic and LOCA loads and found that its stress levels met
requirements. Westinghouse, the original supplier of the Reactor Coolant
System, was hired to analyze these loads on the remainder of the Reactor
Coolant System, including Steam Generators. Westinghouse has completed the
analysis, reconstituting the full analysis of the RCS and its supports, which was
being reviewed by DCPP. The analysis results were determined to be
satisfactory.

The reanalysis by Westinghouse of the seismic and loss of coolant accident
loads on the DCPP Reactor Coolant System and its support system produced
satisfactory results.

Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Push Button Covers (Volume II, Exhibit D.5,
Section 3.2)

An inadvertent bumping of a Unit 1 EDG trip pushbutton occurred in April of
2003. As a part of corrective actions to that event, protective covers were
installed in April of 2005. At that time, there was no formal extent of condition
performed, as this was not specifically required since the issue did not actually
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involve a piece of degraded equipment or a non-conforming condition. However,
the need for protective covers for Unit 2 was a logical conclusion, and the
failure to provide covers also for Unit 2 at the time involves a human factors
issue, which PG&E agrees should have been addressed at the time.

It was not until January of 2014 when the need for installing covers was first
documented formally in notifications for each Unit 2 EDG and entered into the
Corrective Action Program. These notifications were originated during plant
walk downs associated with revisions to the “Two Foot Zone” program, which is
a program that provides protections for sensitive equipment against
inadvertent contact from personnel. Those notifications ultimately resulted in
the change being presented at the March 2016 PHC, which approved funding for
engineering in 2016 with implementation planned to follow thereafter.

When PG&E identified the need to install protective covers over the Unit 1 EDG
trip push buttons in 2003, it failed to identify the similar need to install
protective covers over the Unit 2 EDG trip push buttons. While not required by
any specific requirements of the corrective action programs, the need to
perform the modification also on Unit 2 should have been recognized but was
not until many years later in 2014. Funding has been approved for 2016
installation.

RV Material Surveillance Program (Volume II, Exhibit D.7, Section 3.7)

The DCPP Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program manages loss of
fracture toughness of reactor vessels due to neutron embrittlement in reactor
vessel materials exposed to neutron fluence. Coupons (samples) of reactor
vessel material are periodically removed from the vessels during the course of
plant operating life. Neutron embrittlement is evaluated through coupon testing
and evaluation, ex-vessel neutron fluence calculations, and actual measurement
of reactor vessel neutron fluence. Data resulting from the program are used to
determine RCS pressure-temperature limits, minimum temperature
requirements, and end-of-life fracture toughness requirements. Fracture
toughness relates to the ability of a material to withstand Pressurized Thermal
Shock (PTS). The test coupons have been placed in locations in the reactor that
receive significantly higher neutron dose rates than the actual vessel, and thus
provide information on the longer-term conditions of the reactor vessel. The
DCPP plant possesses enough metallic coupons, either in the reactor itself or
already removed and in the Spent Fuel Pool, to support the plant’s need to
determine the capability of the reactor vessel to withstand the effects of PTS
out to the full 40-year lifetime of the plant. DCPP is also able to rely on
additional backup information from tests conducted on specimens from another
nuclear plant because the reactor vessel at that plant, and the accompanying
metallic specimens, were fabricated from the same batch of metal as was the
reactor vessel at DCPP. For more assurance of having valid samples for Unit 1,
re-evaluations were performed under the NRC Standard Review Plan, Branch
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Technical Position 5.3. The re-evaluations demonstrated the vessel’s
compliance with NRC regulations for a duration consistent with that currently
submitted and approved by the NRC in the most recent DCPP Reactor Coolant
System Pressure and Temperature Limits Report.

The DCPP Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program appears satisfactory for
assuring compliance with NRC regulations to prevent Pressurized Thermal
Shock.

Safety System Functional Failures (Volume II, Exhibit D.8, Section 3.4) Exhibit
D.8, Section 3.4)

A Safety System Functional Failure (SSFF) is defined as “the failure of or the
loss of the ability of a system safety function to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, remove residual heat, control the
release of radioactive materials, or mitigate the consequences of an accident.”
Therefore, a safety system may meet a Technical Specification Limiting
Condition for Operation, but exhibit an SSFF at the same time.

Between Ju1y 1, 2010, and August 31, 2011, DCPP Units 1 and 2 experienced a
combined total of 12 SSFFs. Examples of recent SSFFs included the discovery of
a reactor coolant leak on a Residual Heat Removal System relief valve (August
2013), the identification of a design vulnerability from high winds for all Unit 1
Emergency Diesel Generators (February 2014), and the failure of an Emergency
Diesel Generator to start (September 2015). DCPP’s examination of this last
issue in its Root Cause Evaluation (RCE) was extensive and detailed, and
included reviews of operating experience within the industry.

To address the root and contributory causes of this adverse trend in SSFFs,
DCPP developed 30 planned actions, which collectively comprised one of the
eight areas for improvement in a broader “Regulatory Excellence Action Plan.”
The first major component of the Action Plan to address Safety System
Functional Failures involved completing the RCE which resulted in its March 7,
2012, Action Plan, which contained 30 major and supporting actions that were
reviewed during the November 2014 DCISC Fact-finding meeting.

The trend of the DCPP Performance Indicator for SSFFs for the last three years
had significantly improved as follows:

Quarter Unit 1 SSFFS Unit 2 SSFFs
1Q13 3 3
2Q13 3 4
3Q13 3 4
4Q13 3 3
1Q14 4 2
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2Q14 5 2
3Q14 3 1
4Q14 3 2
1Q15 1 2
2Q15 0 1
3Q15 0 1
4Q15 0 0
1Q16 0 0
2Q16 0 0
3Q16 0 0
4Q16 0 0

DCPP’s Safety System Functional Failure (SSFF) performance has improved
markedly since 2014 due to increased attention and focused corrective actions.
Beginning in late 2015 and continuing through 2016 DCPP has had zero SSFFs.
Because of this, the DCISC will reduce monitoring of SSFF performance to use of
the monthly Plant Performance Improvement Report and regular updates at
each of its Public Meetings.

II. DCISC Reviews of DCPP Systems/Components

Emergency Diesel Generator Health (Volume II, Exhibit D.1, Section 3.6, and
Exhibit D.6, Section 3.2)

The EDGs are safety-related pieces of equipment whose functions are as
follows:

To furnish sufficient electric power to mitigate a design basis accident in one unit
and safely bring the other unit to cold shutdown when both the 230kV and 500kV
offsite power sources are unavailable.
To act as a backup source of power to enable the reactor to continue to produce
power for 72 hours whenever there is no accident condition, but one of the two
offsite power sources is inoperable.
To furnish power sufficient for an emergency shutdown of the plant whenever the
offsite power sources are not available.

Each nuclear operating unit is supported by three EDG dedicated to the
respective unit; however, the EDGs can be cross-connected to the other unit.
Each diesel-generator set is provided with two 100% capacity starting air
trains, with each train having two starting air motors.

Each EDG is designed to start automatically on any of the following signals:

A Safety Injection signal from either Train A or Train B of the plant protection
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system.
Undervoltage on the preferred offsite sources to each of the 4160V vital buses; this
starts its respective diesel.
Undervoltage on any of the vital 4160V buses; this starts its respective diesel.

These automatic starts are to ensure that the EDGs are available with minimal
delay to mitigate any operational or accident condition that may exist at the
time of the signal. The Safety Injection signal, by itself, is not an indication of
an accident condition. The undervoltage signal from any vital bus is an
indication of a loss of both onsite and offsite power sources.

Unit 1 EDGs are in Green health with the following issues challenging system
health:

Sustained high winds could impact the ability of the EGD radiators to adequately
cool the jacket water and engine compartment components. This affects only Unit 1,
and is being evaluated. A Prompt Operability Assessment (POA) has been written to
permit continued operation with compensatory actions until this issue is resolved.
The EDG dynamic loading profile determined that engines were overloaded and
margin is deficient. The long-term corrective action was thought to be uprating the
engines; however, the system engineers reported that this was an issue that would
not require uprating; it is being resolved analytically. A POA is in force permitting
continued operation until the issue is resolved.
The EDG control system components are over 40 years old and obsolete. The
affected components are the speed control devices (Woodward motor-operated
potentiometer governors), which are no longer available, and which will be modified.
Oil leakage at the cylinder head pushrod grommets will be resolved with
replacement grommets.

Unit 2 EDGs are in White (almost Green) health with the following issues
challenging system health:

The EDG dynamic loading profile determined that engines were overloaded and
margin is deficient. The long-term corrective action was thought to be uprating the
engines; however, the system engineers reported that this was an issue that would
not require uprating; it is being resolved analytically. A POA is in force permitting
continued operation until the issue is resolved.
The EDG control system components are over 40 years old and obsolete. The
affected components are the speed control devices (Woodward motor-operated
potentiometer governors), which are no longer available, and which will be modified.
Oil leakage at the cylinder head pushrod grommets will be resolved with
replacement grommets.
The Fuel Oil Booster Pump needs replacement with a newer model because no
existing pump replacements are available; however, the existing pumps are
operating satisfactorily. This issue is the first reason (of two) for declaring Unit 2
EDG health White.
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The EDG Start Timers have been unreliable for 18 months, and a repair is necessary
to fix the design deficiency. This issue is the second reason (of two) for the White
health declaration.

Reasonable action plans are in place for all of the above issues. EDG
performance has been satisfactory. The system engineers appeared to be
knowledgeable of their systems and proactive in resolving EDG issues. An EDG
support system, the Diesel Generator Fuel Transfer System, was in Green
Health.

The DCPP EDG Reliability Improvement Plan was initially issued in April 2016.
The goals of this plan are to achieve “zero equipment failures,” which will
improve reliability. The following goals have been set:

Reduce EDG unavailability time by greater than 20% within three refueling outage
maintenance cycles.
Reduce the number of EDG component failures and associated corrective
maintenance by greater than 25% within three refueling outages. This will be
measured by the number of corrective work orders generated.
Reduce the number of EDG condition evaluations in the Corrective Action Plan by
greater than 25% within one refueling outage.

DCPP plans to achieve these goals by more targeted maintenance,
implementing overdue design changes for known deficiencies, increasing
critical spare parts stocking levels, improving EDG maintenance, and enhancing
EDG operating and maintenance procedures. The Plan includes 15 specific
actionable items, which appear to the DCISC FFT to be appropriate. This plan
appeared impressive to the DCISC FFT and will be reviewed about every six
months by the DCISC.

Accompanied by the two EDG System Engineers, the DCISC entered the plant
Protected Area and went to the 2-3 EDG Room to observe the 2-3 EDG. The
machine appeared to be in good condition with no observed leaks or other
problems. The only problem tag was that for the start timers.

DCPP has resolved most significant issues with its Emergency Diesel Generators
(EDGs) and reports the health of Unit 1 as Green and Unit 2 as White (and
almost Green.) This is good progress. Additionally, DCPP has implemented an
impressive EDG Reliability Improvement Plan, which the DCISC should follow
closely.

Crane Program (Volume II, Exhibit D.2, Section 3.6)

To review the DCPP Crane Program, the DCISC reviewed three System Health
Reports. Two pertained to “Fuel Handling Equipment” for each unit and one
pertained to “Cranes and Load Handling” in general for Unit 1 and common
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cranes. The reports rate the overall condition/performance of equipment as
well as on each of the following individual characteristics: Reliability,
Maintenance Rule, Material/Equipment Condition and Corrective Action,
Operations Concerns, Performance Monitoring, and Design.

Unit 1 Fuel Handling Equipment was rated “Yellow (deficient),” and Unit 2 was
“Green (healthy)”. The primary driver for the “Yellow” rating for Unit 1 was the
number of critical component failures that occurred during refueling outage
1R19 in the fall of 2015. The fuel handling equipment gripper assembly failed
during reactor core offload, which led to an outage delay of about a day and a
half. A Root Cause Evaluation (DA 50818638) was completed, and corrective
actions are being tracked through the station’s Corrective Action Program. One
of the corrective actions was replacement of the gripper assembly on Unit 2
during 2R19. A new gripper assembly was received with damage, and as a
result, replacement was not completed until late in the outage. Replacement of
the gripper assembly on Unit 1 is planned for 1R20 in the spring of 2017.

Fuel Handling Equipment on both units is also being tracked due to aging issues
overall. Currently, plans are being made to implement upgrades to the Spent
Fuel Pool Bridge Cranes to replace most of the upper section and the controls.
Implementation is planned for late 2016 on Unit 1 and spring 2017 for Unit 2.
Additional upgrades for the Fuel Transfer Systems and Manipulator Cranes are
also being considered.

The “Cranes and Load Handling” Report for Unit 1 and common cranes showed
the overall health ratings of the associated cranes as White (Acceptable with
plans to return to Green) due mostly to design issues and the unavailability of
spare parts. Mr. Hardesty noted that the Radwaste Building Crane had been
inadvertently overloaded, and as a result, was decertified by the state
inspector. Another crane issue was hidden corrosion found by the state
inspector on the Intake Building Crane, which required it to be taken out of
service until repairs can be made. There were no system health issues
associated with either units’ Containment Building Polar Cranes.

Issues pertaining to DCPP fuel handling crane equipment appear to be well
documented, and corrective actions are ongoing to address them. The health of
other station cranes and load handling equipment appears to be good. The
DCISC will consider reviewing the status of fuel handling equipment following
refueling outage 2R20 in the fourth quarter of 2017.

Containment Spray System (Volume II, Exhibit D.2, Section 3.7)

The CS system is a safety-related system consisting of the following
components for each unit:

Two full capacity Containment Spray Pumps
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One Spray Additive Tank
Spray Ring Headers and Nozzles high inside Containment
Piping and valves interconnecting the above equipment

The CS pumps take suction from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST). The
pumps start and associated closed valves actuate on a containment high-
pressure signal, and spray water mixed with additives into the containment
atmosphere following an accident to remove heat and prevent containment
overpressure and to remove chemically selected fission products such as iodine.
When the RWST is empty, the CS system shuts down and the plant uses the
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) pumps to recirculate water from the containment
sump into the spray headers.

The Fact-finding Team received and discussed with the System Engineer the
system health reports. The system health was Green (healthy) for both units,
and there were no major issues for the systems.

The DCPP Containment Spray System health is Green (good).

Containment Structure (Volume II, Exhibit D.3, Section 3.4)

The DCISC reviewed the Design Criteria Memoranda for the Containment
Structure Exterior (CSE) (Concrete) and the Containment Structure – Steel Liner
(CSL). The functions of the CSE and CSL are to protect the public, environment,
and plant personnel from the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the
environment under normal and postulated accident conditions and to protect
the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) from external missiles.

The CSE consists of

A 14 ft-6 in thick, 153 ft diameter reinforced base mat
A 3 ft-8 in thick, 140 ft inside diameter and 142 ft high reinforced concrete
cylindrical wall
A 2 ft-6 in thick, 140 ft inside diameter reinforced concrete hemispherical dome roof

The CSL consists of

A 1/4 in thick mild carbon steel plate placed on top of the CSE base mat
A 3/8 in thick mild carbon steel plate covering the inside surface of the Containment
shell
Penetration sleeves and local reinforcement of the liner around penetration openings
Anchorage system of the liner to concrete

The above Containment System has a design pressure of 47 psig at 271 degrees
F. It is designed for the 7.5 magnitude Hosgri Earthquake acceleration spectrum
peak of 0.75g. Other design loads arise from wind, pipe rupture, jet
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impingement , and missile impacts.

The Containment System is subject to the following tests/inspections:

Visual inspection of Containment concrete surfaces
Visual inspection of the steel liner plate inside the Containment
Containment Integrated Leak Rate Tests (ILRTs)

DCPP has procedures for each of the above tests/inspections. All inspections
and testing have been performed with satisfactory results.

There are currently no significant issues with the Containments. Both
Containments are in Maintenance Rule (A)(2) (satisfactory) status. DCPP is
monitoring some small bulges in the internal steel liner; however, these are not
a problem regarding the Containment operability.

The DCPP Containment structures are sound and appear to have no issues or
concerns. The buildings have satisfactorily passed all visual concrete and steel
inspections and the integrated leak rate tests.

230kV System (Volume II, Exhibit D.5, Section 3.3)

The 230kV system is DCPP’s primary source of Vital AC electrical offsite power,
in the event of a loss of normal power from a station main turbine generator.
DCPP’s 230kV system is served by PG&E’s offsite 230kV system through two
incoming lines to the DCPP switchyard. In turn, DCPP is then served by one
230kV line from the switchyard to the plant. The 230kV system serves DCPP’s
vital buses through the station’s Startup Transformers. The station is also
served by a 500kV offsite power line, which is available for emergencies. The
station’s Emergency Diesel Generators serve as backup if the 230kV and 500kV
systems are unable to perform their functions.

The System Engineers provided copies of the system health reports and
reviewed them with the Fact-finding Team. Unit 1 system health was rated as
White, and Unit 2 system health was rated as Green. This was noted to be an
improvement from the Red system health that was reported for the system
during a Plant Health Committee (PHC) meeting attended by a DCISC Fact-
finding Team in August 2016.

The primary reason for the Unit 1 White system health was recent issues with
the Startup Transformer Load Tap Changer (LTC). The LTC serves to adjust tap
settings on the Startup Transformer to ensure that the proper voltage is fed to
the 4kV busses from the 230kV system. The device was replaced in September
2016. Additionally, system health was being impacted by a second problem that
occurred in November of 2016. At that time, a Circuit Switcher failed in such a
way that resulted in an unplanned loss of 230kV offsite power to Unit 1. Switch
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replacement had been initiated and added to the scope of the 1R20 outage in
the spring of 2017.

The System Engineers also discussed the status of issues with flashovers
caused by salt deposition on high voltage insulators. To correct this problem,
the polymer insulators in the 230kV system were being replaced with coated
glass insulators, which were performing well in the 500kV system.

There was an NRC concern about auto transfer and loading of the station’s vital
4kV equipment occurring in overlap with transfer to the station’s non-vital 12kV
and 4kV equipment to the 230kV System without a subsequent transfer of the
buses to the Emergency Diesel Generators. DCPP evaluations had concluded
that adequate design margin was available in the system to accommodate the
bus transfer events of concern.

The DCPP 230kV System health has improved, and several corrective actions
made to date to address system problems have been successfully completed.

Large Transformer (Volume II, Exhibit D.6, Section 3.4)

Since April 2013, the station has experienced several upsets (i.e. flashovers to
ground) in the insulators and lightning arresters of its high voltage systems
that are external to, but near to the plant. Examination of these events has
determined that the cause of the flashovers is buildup of contamination,
including sea-salt aerosols, on the affected components from the atmosphere
around the plant. Recent prolonged dry spells, during which build-up occurs,
interspersed with periods of light rain, which is insufficient to wash
contamination away but increases the electrical conductivity of the deposits,
have further aggravated the situation. The problem has been determined to be
more severe for Unit 2 equipment that is located near the southeast corner of
the Turbine Building due to the effect of onshore wind entraining the mist from
the station’s outfall, which is carried between the Turbine and Administration
Buildings and deposits preferentially in this area.

The current status of DCPP large transformers is as follows:

Oil Leaks – none
Insulator Status

No adverse insulator performance trend (except the polymer 230kV turbine building
dead end insulators, which are being replaced in 1R20).
Startup Transformer 2-1 insulator replacement will complete all insulator upgrade
projects.

Online Transformer Dissolved Gas Analyzers

All Serveron DGAs will be repaired during 2Q17.
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Transformer Oil Trending – All transformer DGAs report rate transformers as
Condition 1 with normal gas generation trends.

The DCPP Large Transformer Program appears to be well designed and
implemented to effectively assure the transformers operate reliably and
problem-free.

Auxiliary Building Ventilation (Volume II, Exhibit D.7, Section 3.4)

The Auxiliary Building Ventilation System (ABVS) consists of fans, dampers,
ducting, and filters whose function is to supply, heat and/or cool, filter and
discharge air for the Auxiliary Building. The ABVS provides cooling and/or
heating for both personnel and equipment. The ABVS consists of two supply fan
units with roughing filters and two discharge fan/filter units with roughing,
high efficiency particulate absolute (HEPA) and charcoal filters, along with
extensive ducting throughout the building. Instrumentation and controls
include flow instruments (elements, indicators, and switches), pressure
instruments (indicators and switches), temperature instruments (controllers
and switches), position switches, solenoid valves, vibration transmitters, and
pressure regulating valves.

Because there is potential for radioactive particulates and gases to enter the
ABVS, the system is equipped with radiation monitors to preclude inadvertent
release via the Plant Vent. These monitors are designed and calibrated to detect
radioactive Noble Gases, Iodine, and Particulates. ABVS flow direction is from
low potential radioactive contamination areas to high ones. It provides control
of airborne radioactive materials in conjunction with the Radiation Monitoring
System (RMS) and discharges to atmosphere via the Plant Vent.

Both units’ ABVS health was rated as Green (Good). Under the subcategory of
Material/Equipment Condition and Corrective Actions, both units were rated as
Yellow (Unhealthy). The Yellow rating was primarily driven by two issues. The
first issue was the degraded condition of the ABVS external air supply backdraft
dampers. The dampers were experiencing heavy corrosion due to the moist,
salty air often present at the system inlet. The dampers are currently planned
for replacement during the next R20 refueling outages. The second issue
concerned the identification of a potential problem with the supply and exhaust
ducts for the Vital 480V Switchgear Rooms where they pass between the
Auxiliary Building and the Turbine Building. The ducts appear to have
inadequate provisions to accommodate the predicted seismic differential
displacements between the adjacent buildings. An Operability Assessment for
the potential problem was completed and the system was concluded able to
remain operable based on the redundancy of equipment, the availability of
temperature monitoring, and the availability of alternative cooling methods for
the Vital 480V Switchgear Rooms should the ducts fail during a seismic event. A
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design change had been authorized and was being prepared for long-term
correction of the problem.

DCPP’s Auxiliary Building Ventilation System is in good health and performs as
expected.

Centrifugal Charging Pump (Volume II, Exhibit D.7, Section 3.5)

The DCPP Centrifugal Charging Pumps (CCPs) serve both emergency and non-
emergency functions. During emergencies, two CCPs serve as High Pressure
Safety Injection Pumps as a part of the larger Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS). The CCPs as a part of the ECCS are designed to inject high pressure
water from the Refueling Water Storage Tank to cool the reactor core and
provide negative reactivity in the event of a loss of coolant accident, a spurious
lifting of a Reactor Coolant System (RCS) relief valve, a Rod Cluster Control
Assembly ejection, or a Steam Generator tube rupture. The ECCS also includes
two additional subsystems, the Safety Injection System (for intermediate
pressure injection) and the Residual Heat Removal System (for low pressure
injection and recirculation).

During non-emergency (normal) operations, the CCPs supply high pressure
water to the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS). The CVCS system
provides a means of continuous letdown and makeup to the RCS to replenish
water removed via letdown for cleanup or via Reactor Coolant Pump seal leak
off. The CVCS system also includes systems which provide for the addition of
boric acid to RCS water to control core reactivity. The CCP system was originally
provided with two safety-related CCPs for either ECCS or normal use along with
a non-safety related positive-displacement pump for normal use. As the
positive-displacement pump proved highly unreliable, it was replaced with a
non-safety related CCP on both units in 2008. This non-safety related CCP is
currently the primary pump used to supply the CVCS system during normal
operations. The other two safety-related CCPs are normally left in standby.

The health of both units was rated as Green (Good). There were no
subcategories rated other than Green on either unit. The system engineer noted
that in the CVCS system, the Boric Acid Transfer Pumps were wearing out and
required frequent maintenance. Replacement of the pumps had been planned
for several years, but vendor issues resulted in significant delays. Ultimately,
four replacement pumps were obtained from an alternative vendor and three
had been received at DCPP. Replacement of the pumps was planned to be
completed in 2017.

DCPP’s Centrifugal Charging Pump System is in good health and performs as
expected. The System Engineer appeared knowledgeable and proactive.

Refueling Equipment (Volume II, Exhibit D.8, Section 3.2)
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The health of both units’ Fuel Handling Systems was upgraded to Green with
the completion of the following:

Completion of a minor modification involving the replacement of the contactor
control panels on the Spent Fuel Bridge Crane
Successful testing of the equipment and the operation of the equipment during fuel
receipt and inspections
Successful movement of fuel for transfer to the Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation (ISFSI)

Unit 2 was later rated Yellow due to the gripper assembly getting stuck in the
top nozzle springs causing core offload to be 33 hours behind schedule. A new
gripper assembly was purchased for installation in 1R20. This returned the
health of Unit 2 to Green.

Although the Fuel Handling Systems in both units were rated as healthy, they
both are experiencing the effects of aging that have impacted and could
continue to impact system reliability. The main issues that have been affecting
system health in both units are obsolescence, unavailability of spare parts, and
unreliability of equipment and components. Actions to address these issues are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Because DCPP is not pursuing license renewal, these changes to the refueling
system are being scaled back to the following actions:

The Fuel Transfer System has not been troublesome and will not be modified.
The Manipulator Crane has not been troublesome and will not be modified.
The Unit 2 Spent Fuel Pool Bridge Crane received a digital controls upgrade from
Areva for programmable automatic, semi-automatic, or manual operation. Unit 2
was in the site acceptance-testing phase during the fact-finding meeting. Unit 1 SFP
Bridge Crane will receive its controls upgrade in Outage 1R21 (spring 2018).

DCPP has begun to implement upgrades to its Spent Fuel Pool Bridge Crane
controls which should improve their performance and reliability. Other less
important upgrades have been deferred or canceled because of the proposed
Joint Proposal not to pursue license extension. This appeared satisfactory to the
DCISC.

Compressed Air System (Volume II, Exhibit D.8, Section 3.7)

The Compressed Air System is common to and serves both units and is divided
into two Subsystems: Instrument Air System (IAS) and Service Air System
(SAS). The IAS is Safety Class 2, having redundancy and high-quality
components typical of Class 1, but it is not designed for seismic loads nor
supplied by emergency electrical power. IAS consists of three primary full-
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capacity air compressors, Plant Air Compressors (PACs) 0-5, 0-6, and 0-7,
which supply clean, dry, pressurized air primarily to air-operated valves (AOVs)
and instruments needed to operate the plant and to safely shut the plant down.
Normally one compressor is required for plant operation. These three
compressors are rotated in succession to serve the plant with each compressor
operating for a week at a time.

Four additional full-capacity reciprocating air compressors (PACs 0-1 through 0-
4) are maintained on site and could serve the IAS if needed and could also
serve in a secondary role during refueling outages. Although PACs 0-1 through
0-4 have been considered to be usable, they have not operated in 15 years and
are considered to be in “Auto Standby” mode. The System Health Report noted
that this issue affects total Instrument Air System Margin that would be needed
during events where one or more of the normal rotary air compressors is
unavailable or during a large instrument air system leak.

Because the IAS is not fully safety-related, the valves required for safe
shutdown are supplied with an additional source of assured air from the Backup
Air/Nitrogen System (BANS), a Class 1 design. The BANS is a passive pressure
system with air or nitrogen accumulators located with and dedicated to each
safe-shutdown valve. They are seismically designed, fabricated, and installed to
resist earthquakes and require no electrical power. Each is designed with
capacity adequate for valve operation to assure safe shutdown. There appear to
be no design or operational problems with the BANS.

Overall System Health is rated “Yellow,” due to component aging and parts
obsolescence, specifically as follows:

One air compressor will not shut down automatically on high discharge pressure due
to wrong type and size of blowdown/drain valves. A modification is scheduled for
2017.
The four standby compressors, which have not run in 15 years, need to be
operational for margin management purposes. Maintenance and some parts
replacements will be performed to achieve operable status. Design modification
issuance is scheduled for October 2017 with completion of implementation in 2018.
A permanent modification is needed to replace the temporary modification made in
2010 to repair a Service Air leak on the air line to the Intake Structure. This will be
accomplished in June 2017 and will allow health to return to White.
Plant Instrument Air blowdown valves do not operate properly and need
replacement. Completion scheduled for August 2017.
Replacement of the five main air compressors is needed due to aging and
obsolescence and will return system health to Green. Cost estimates and designs
are being worked for Plant Health Committee consideration.

The Compressed Air System is currently in Yellow (needs improvement) health
status due mainly to aging and obsolescence. Plans are in place to improve
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health to White in June 2017 with a leaking air line replacement and to Green in
2018 with replacement of the five main compressors. The DCISC will follow up
in the second quarter of 2018.

Component Cooling Water (Volume II, Exhibit D.9, Section 3.4)

The CCW System is a closed-cycle, safety-related cooling system that provides
the following functions, as delineated in the system’s Design Criteria
Memorandum:

Removes heat from safety-related and non-safety related system components
during normal operation and transfers it to the Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS), i.e. the
Pacific Ocean, via the Auxiliary Salt Water (ASW) System.
Provides for safe shutdown and cooldown of the reactor by removing heat from
safety-related and non-safety related system components after any accident leading
to an emergency shutdown, and transfers it to the UHS via the ASW System.
Provides a monitored, intermediate barrier between components handling
radioactive reactor coolant and the UHS or the atmosphere.

Many of the components and equipment served by CCW are either Engineered
Safety Features (ESF) or have the potential for leakage of radioactive fluid into
the CCW System.

The CCW system is comprised of three CCW Pumps, two CCW Heat Exchangers,
a CCW surge tank, two chemical addition tanks, and connected valves and
piping. Of the three parallel piping trains, two are separable redundant loops
(each with one redundant pump) serving the Engineered Safety Features
equipment and post-accident heat loads (i.e. vital loads). The third train serves
non-vital equipment. CCW Pump motors are powered by the 4160V vital buses,
which have Emergency Diesel Generator backup. The CCW System serves the
following major safety-related heat loads:

Residual Heat Removal System
Containment Fan Cooler Units
Safety Injection Pump Coolers

Among the many non-safety-related systems and components that are served
by the CCW System are the following important loads:

Reactor Coolant Pumps
Reactor Vessel Supports
Spent Fuel Pool Heat Exchanger
Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger
Seal Water System Heat Exchanger

The DCPP CCW System health is rated Green (Excellent) in the system health
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report. The system is operating satisfactorily with no leaks and the critical
operating parameters (CCW pump discharge pressure, CCW pump motor amps
drawn, and header flows) have been and are currently within design limits.

The System Engineer led the DCISC on a tour of the Unit 1 CCW System. The
tour included CCW pumps, heat exchangers, instrumentation, and piping and
valves. With the exception of some temporary outage work areas, the system
and plant appeared clean and proper.

The safety-related DCPP Component Cooling Water (CCW) System health is
rated as Green (excellent), and the system is operating satisfactorily. There are
no major issues or problems with the system.

4.15.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
DCPP has dealt effectively with most equipment and system
problems and is focused on improving system health. DCPP’s
Plant Health Committee has been improved to focus more on
system/component health and meets more frequently, and
overall system health has improved. DCPP has improved its
performance with Safety System Functional Failures.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, 4.16 Steam Generator
Performance

4.16.1 Overview and Previous Activities
Steam Generator (SG) tube reliability is important to operational safety because the SG
tubes are part of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) boundary. The nuclear industry has
experienced substantial problems with a variety of mechanisms that can cause the SG
tubes to deteriorate. The most notable of these is stress corrosion cracking. To address
these issues DCPP engaged in a major capital project of replacing all 8 DCPP steam
generators: four in Unit 2 were replaced during refueling outage 2R14 (February - April
2008), and four in Unit 1 were replaced during refueling outage 1R15, (January – April
2009).

Steam Generator performance was not reviewed specifically during the current
period (2015-2016). However, the status of water chemistry in the Condensate
System that returns water to the Steam Generators via the Feedwater System
and is a key aspect of preserving Steam Generator Health was reviewed and
found satisfactory during DCISC’s September 2015 and April 2016 Fact-finding
Visits, both of which are discussed in Section 4.15 of this Report. Additionally,
the DCISC reviewed the results of two refueling outages in which there were no
problems found with the Steam Generators.

The DCISC concluded the following during the previous reporting period:

Although the DCISC did not specifically review Steam Generator performance, it
concluded that the performance was satisfactory in its reviews of secondary
water chemistry and refueling outage results.

14.6.2 Current Period Activities
Steam Generator performance was not reviewed specifically during the current period
(2016-2017); however, the DCISC reviewed the results of a refueling outage in which
there were no problems found with the Steam Generators.

4.16.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
Although the DCISC did not specifically review Steam
Generator performance, it concluded that the performance
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was satisfactory in its reviews of secondary water chemistry
and refueling outage results.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.17, Outage
Management

4.17.1 Overview and Previous Activities:
The DCISC monitors DCPP’s outage plans, actions, and results in the following ways:

Reviews of outage safety evaluations and plans
Regular fact-finding meetings to discuss planned major modifications, inspections,
maintenance and activities
Regular reports from PG&E at DCISC Public Meetings on outage plans and outage
performance, noting any special situations or problems affecting safety
Visits to DCPP during outages to monitor the Outage Coordination Center, Control
Room and activities of interest
Reviews of documentation and reports of outage activities such as steam generator
tube inspections, major equipment problems, and events affecting safety

Since the DCISC began review of this subject in 1990, outage management
performance has steadily improved. DCPP continues to actively manage and
track Outage Duration, Collective Radiation Exposure, and Personnel Safety
incurred during the conduct of Unit outages, as shown below:

Outage indicators table

 Outage Duration
(days)

Collective Radiation Exposure
(person-Rem)

Personnel Safety
(recordable injuries)

Outage Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2
R13 41 39 116   74   5 3
R14 30 69∗ 103   226∗  6  3∗
R15 58∗ 38   247∗  87   3∗ 0
R16 42 36 123  30  1 0
R17 55∗∗ 48∗∗  41  25  1 0
R18 32 32  30  30  0 0
R19 35 32  56 29  0 0
R20 61# N/A  48 N/A  0 N/A

∗ Steam Generator Replacement Outage
∗∗ Process Control System Replacement
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During the previous reporting period, the DCISC reviewed the following topics
related to outage management:

Refueling Outage 1R19 Planning
Refueling Outage 1R19 Results
Refueling Outage 2R19 Planning and Results

The DCISC concluded in the previous period that DCPP performed two generally
successful refueling outages, and there have been five consecutive outages
with no recordable injuries. In 1R19, collective radiation exposure to personnel
was higher than planned due to addition of unplanned work and to elevated
levels of cobalt 60. In 2R19, two in-service inspection ultrasonic tests revealed
questionable indications; however, no American Society of Mechanical
Engineers Code defect criteria were exceeded.

4.17.2 Current Period Activities
During the current period, the DCISC reviewed Outage Management at five Fact-finding
Meetings and one Public Meeting. The following topics were reviewed:

Plans for Outage 1R20
Non-Containment Outage Work Tour
Containment Outage Work Tour
Containment Equipment Hatch Closure
Outage Schedule Update

Plans for Outage 1R20 (Volume II, Exhibit B.6, and Exhibit D.8, Section 3.3)

The following is a summary of DCPP’s presentation on this topic at DCISC’s June
2017 Public Meeting: 1R20 was scheduled to commence on April 23, 2017, and
would be a significantly longer outage than the normal 33-day outage for
refueling one of DCPP’s reactors due to the greater scope of work. The major
scope work scheduled for 1R20 included installation of a permanent Reactor
Cavity seal, reactor lower internal baffle-former bolt inspection and
replacements, Containment Fan Cooler 1-5 coil replacement, Rod Control
Cluster Guide Card inspections, Reactor Vessel cold leg nozzle inspections, “B”
Low Pressure and High Pressure turbine inspections, and 480 V vital bus F
breaker replacements. First time evolutions to be performed during 1R20 were
the permanent cavity seal installation and the baffle-former bolts inspection.
DCPP had extensively benchmarked the baffle-former bolts inspection work
with the D.C. Cook, Indian Point, and Salem Nuclear Generating Stations and
sent teams to those facilities. The scope of work made 1R20 a unique refueling
outage, but DCPP had high confidence that it will be successful primarily
because of the operating experience received from other nuclear power plants
and the experienced industry partners who had been engaged to assist with the
work.
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During a separate Fact-finding Meeting, the DCISC FFR received and reviewed
the 1R20 Outage Safety Plan. The purpose of the Outage Safety Plan is to
provide information on outage safety requirements and highlight risk areas to
plant staff. The intent of the Outage Safety Plan is to provide a concise
document for use in evaluating plant conditions during Modes 5 (Cold
Shutdown) and 6 (Refueling) to ensure the key safety functions are satisfied,
while maintaining consistency with the Technical Specifications and Equipment
Control Guidelines.

DCPP’s outage safety program is designed around three major concepts:

1. Prevention of any accident-initiating event
2. Mitigation of an accident before it potentially progresses to core damage
3. Control of radioactive material if a core damage accident should occur

The outage safety plan provides background information for the logic contained
in the outage safety checklists. The checklists provide the logic used to develop
the outage safety schedule. The schedule and checklists ensure that the
equipment and plant conditions assumed in the abnormal procedures shutdown
are met. These procedures contain guidance for providing passive core cooling
used during parts of the outage and guidance on key safety system restoration.
Outage safety planning is based upon the assumption of a very severe event,
the most significant of which is a loss of all AC power.

DCPP uses “Safety Monitor,” a probabilistic risk analysis computer-based tool to
analyze the risk of reactor coolant boiling and core damage risk while fuel is in
the reactor vessel based upon the outage equipment out-of-service schedule
information. Procedure AD8.DC55, “Outage Safety Scheduling”, controls the
analysis. The resultant Outage Safety Schedule shows the Defense-in-Depth
(DID) Status for various states of the following safety functions:

Decay Heat Removal Capability
Reactor Coolant System Inventory Control
Reactivity Control
Support Systems (Heat Sink)
Containment Closure
AC Power Availability
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
DC Power
120VAC Instrument Power
Emergency Diesel Generator/Fuel Handling Building/Charging Power Supply

An “N+1” defense in depth philosophy, where N generally represents the
minimum equipment needed to maintain a key safety function, is utilized to
evaluate the status of the key safety functions. Defense-in-Depth status is
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represented by the following four color definitions:

Green – represents >N+1 DID, where N is the minimum equipment needed to
maintain a key safety function with more than one backup means of support.
Yellow – represents N+1 DID, which is considered the normal DID. Key safety
functions are fully supported with at least one backup means of support.
Orange – represents an N condition, where key safety functions are supported, but
minimum DID is not met, and compensatory measures must be in place.
Red – represents a <N condition in which key safety functions are not supported.

DCPP considers a status of Green or Yellow acceptable for planned outage
activities because key safety functions are fully supported with DID. No planned
activities should result in an Orange condition; however, in the rare case where
an Orange condition is necessary, a contingency plan with compensatory
actions must be developed and implemented. The contingency plan provides an
additional layer of DID, because it provides a backup safety function if the
minimum safety function becomes unavailable. Planned Red conditions are
prohibited. The 1R20 Outage Safety Plan contained no Orange or Red conditions
and five individual Yellow ones.

An outage safety schedule review by an independent industry peer from outside
PG&E and a licensed Senior Reactor Operator was performed with satisfactory
results, and the safety schedule was approved by DCPP management. The
Outage Safety Plan also included operating experience, i.e., prior outage events
at DCPP and other nuclear plants. These were in the form of “lessons-learned”
to prevent these events from reoccurring at DCPP.

The DCPP 1R20 Outage Safety Plan and Safety Schedule appeared
comprehensive and effective to prevent the plant safety level from dropping
below acceptable safety standards. Use of the safety plan and schedule in prior
outages has been successful.

Non-Containment Outage Work Tour (Volume II, Exhibit D.9, Section 3.5)

This tour included the following Unit 1 plant areas and components:

1. Turbine deck and lower floors with work on the High Pressure Turbine Rotor, Low
Pressure Turbine Rotor, and selected turbine stop and control valves. The FFT
received a full explanation of the turbine work from the Turbine Maintenance Project
Manager. A photo of the DCISC team on the Turbine Deck is included below.

2. Intake Structure with work on Traveling Screens and Circulating Water Pumps – the
FFT received a tour and explanation of the 1R20 outage intake work.
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DCPP 1R20 Outage work was proceeding in a controlled, professional manner
with careful pre-planning and management.

Containment Outage Work Tour (Volume II, Exhibit D.9, Section 3.6)

The group dressed out in proper protective clothing and received the
appropriate Radiation Protection briefing and radiation dosimetry prior to
entering Containment through the Personnel Air Lock. The group viewed the
following work in progress on four levels:

1. Reactor Vessel Baffle Bolt Inspection
2. Reactor Control Rod Drive Guide Inspections
3. Reactor Vessel Interior Nozzle Weld Ultrasonic Inspections
4. Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor and Motor Replacement
5. Movement of Equipment and Material into and out of the Equipment Hatch
6. Foreign Material Exclusion Monitoring and Inspections
7. Radiation Protection Monitoring and Management
8. Containment Fan Cooler Unit Coil Replacement

Because of the baffle bolt inspections, not only was the Reactor Vessel Head off
and located on the main level, but the upper and lower internals were also
nearby. This created a crowded situation and a radiation shielding challenge,
which DCPP addressed satisfactorily. There were many “low dose waiting
zones” in Containment as well as large screen monitors showing the local
radiation levels. A photo of the DCISC team on the Containment tour is provided
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below.

The DCISC tour of DCPP Containment was well planned and executed,
permitting the DCISC Fact-finding Team to observe practically all outage work
in progress while achieving very low radiation dose (< 1.0 mRem each). This
was a good opportunity for the DCISC to observe firsthand the magnitude and
complexity of Containment outage activities and how effectively DCPP carried it
out.

Containment Equipment Hatch Closure (Volume II, Exhibit D.9, Section 3.7)

Except for when the Reactor Cooling System is not intact and containing fuel,
DCPP’s Containment Equipment Hatch is kept open during refueling outages for
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Containment atmosphere cooling and movement of large equipment into and
out of the containment. In this case, the potential exists for a fuel accident
which could release radioactivity, and the Containment could need to be closed
in a short time. Emergency closure of the Containment Equipment Hatch and
other penetrations is controlled by DCPP Procedure AD8,DC54, “Containment
Closure,” which is used for establishing closure in the event of a loss of
Residual Heat Removal, a spent fuel accident, or a severe weather warning for
the site. Containment closure capability within 30 minutes must be maintained
any time fuel is in the reactor and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is not
intact.

The required time for achieving closure is determined by Operations based on
the existing plant status and the time-to-boil for Reactor Vessel coolant.
Containment hatch closure drills are performed early in each refueling outage. A
Containment Closure Team, as directed by the Containment Coordinator, is
established and available when closure-requiring conditions exist or are
imminent. When the RCS is open, DCPP requires a Closure Team to be available
on short notice to close the hatch within the required time. The team performs
drills each outage, and they and their tools are staged nearby.

DCPP recorded a video of its Outage 1R20 Containment hatch closure drill for
the Fact-finding Meeting at DCISC’s request. The DCISC FFT watched the seven-
minute video and observed the hatch closure team closing and securing the
hatch within the required closure time, moving swiftly but methodically and
safely to perform the work.

The DCPP Containment Equipment Hatch Closure Team performed their work
within the required time, moving swiftly but methodically and safely. The DCISC
appreciates DCPP’s recording of the activity for review at this Fact-finding
Meeting.

Outage Schedule Update (Volume II, Exhibit D.9, Section 3.8)

The DCISC FFT met to review the Outage 1R20 schedule and progress including
performing a tour of the Outage Coordination Center. The outage was on-
schedule, and results to date were good. Radiation dose and industrial safety
performance were positive.

The 1R20 Outage was on schedule and progressing well. Radiation doses were
well within desired limits, and industrial safety experience was positive.

4.17.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
The DCPP 1R20 Outage Safety Plan and Safety Schedule
appeared comprehensive and effective to prevent the plant
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safety level from dropping below acceptable safety
standards. DCPP 1R20 Outage work proceeded in a
controlled, professional manner with careful pre-planning and
management. The DCISC tour of DCPP Containment was well
planned and executed, permitting the DCISC Fact-finding
Team to observe practically all outage work in progress while
achieving very low radiation dose. The DCPP Containment
Equipment Hatch Closure Team performed their work within
the required time, moving swiftly but methodically and
safely.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.18, Plant
Security Interface

(Note: because of the sensitive nature of nuclear plant security, only limited
information can be presented in this public report.)

4.18.1 Overview and Previous Activities
The DCISC has previously reviewed plant security in fact-finding meetings by reviewing
security performance measures and by reviewing plant audits and NRC inspections of the
Security Program. Additionally, there have been overviews of the Security Program in
DCISC public meetings.

The DCISC reviews and NRC inspects these measures. The DCISC monitors and
assesses current security measures and expected modifications to determine
whether there may be negative effects on plant safety during normal operation
and maintenance and emergency response during off-normal conditions.

The DCISC’s interest and scope of review was limited to the effects of Security-
related barriers and procedures on nuclear and operational safety rather than
Security itself. The DCISC reviewed the following DCPP safety-security interface
during the current period:

Cyber Security

The DCISC concluded in the previous reporting period that the Cyber Security
Program appears to be satisfactorily implemented at DCPP.

4.18.2 Current Period Activities

The DCISC reviewed the following the DCPP security-related item during the
current period:

Safety/Security Interface (Volume II, Exhibit D.1, Section 3.4)

The purpose of the Safety-Security Interface Process is to assess and manage
changes to safety and security activities so as to prevent or mitigate potential
adverse effects that could negatively impact either plant safety or security. The
DCISC received and reviewed the following DCPP documents:
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1. DCPP Procedure OM11.ID7, “Safety/Security Interface Program,” dated December
16, 2014, which identifies management controls and processes used to establish
and maintain an effective interface between nuclear safety and site security,
addressing the following:

1. a. Plant Modifications
2. b. Procedure Changes and Emergency Plan Changes
3. c. Emergent Operational Conditions and Maintenance Activities
4. d. Changes to Security Plans
5. e. Safety/Security Programmatic Reviews

2. Procedure OM11.DC7, “Conduct of Security,” dated April 7, 2016. This procedure
instructs Design Engineering, Projects, and Security to involve all others in any
modifications or changes to the plant physical configuration and procedures. The
procedure includes a detailed and comprehensive checklist for each proposed
modification or procedure that has potential security or safety impacts.

3. Notification 50253815, “RG 5.74 Manage Safety-Security Interface.” This notification
describes how DCPP implements NRC Regulatory Guide 5.74, “Managing the
Safety/Security Interface,” dated June 2009.

These documents appeared satisfactory for their intended purposes. Discussion
of actual safety/security interface activities indicated that the process was
effectively implemented.

Accidental Discharge of Weapons

Based on a newspaper article of an accidental weapon discharge at the San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, the DCISC inquired about the possibility and
effects of such an event at DCPP. The DCPP representatives reported that here
have been no such problems at DCPP because of effective training, procedures,
and the specific design of guns and holsters. All DCPP safety related systems
are designed with sufficient redundancy and physical separation to function
even with a single failure of any component. Although it is possible for an
accidental discharge to occur, no single accidental or negligent discharge could
affect plant safety systems in a way that would prevent safety functions from
occurring. The DCISC Fact-finding Team was satisfied that accidental discharge
of weapons is not an operational safety issue for DCPP.

4.18.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
The DCPP Safety/Security Interface Program appears to be
implemented effectively. The accidental or negligent
discharge of weapons in a way that could affect nuclear
safety at DCPP does not appear to be a concern.
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Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.19,
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)

4.19.1 Overview and Previous Activities
This section of the report describes DCISC reviews of the DCPP Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (ISFSI). The history of spent fuel storage at DCPP has dictated a
number of changes to its approach to this matter over the years. During plant
construction, the expectation for the management of used nuclear fuel was that it would
be stored for a short period on site, then sent off-site to be reprocessed and reused.
Accordingly, the DCPP’s expectation was that there would only be the need for storing a
modest amount of used fuel on site at any time, and the Spent Fuel Pools were each
arranged to accommodate 270 fuel assemblies.

As time passed, the reprocessing option did not materialize because of a change
in national policy, and the impact of the accompanying uncertainty regarding
the increasing used fuel inventory on site, in turn, led to the need to expand the
used fuel storage capacities to 1,324 assemblies in each pool. However,
national policy on this topic later became directed at the development of a
national used fuel storage facility at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, which was
mandated to begin receiving spent fuel in 1998. Recognizing that DCPP would
indeed be able to have its used fuel shipped offsite, PG&E returned the Spent
Fuel Pools again to their original capacities of 270 assemblies in each pool.

In the ensuing years, the recognition that the future of Yucca Mountain as a
repository for used nuclear fuel was in jeopardy and that the future of off-site
storage of used nuclear fuel was uncertain, DCPP again expanded its used
nuclear fuel storage capacity to 1,324 assemblies for each pool, which are their
current capacities. Also, a separate Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
(ISFSI) was constructed on site for the dry storage of used fuel, and the ISFSI
began receiving used fuel in 2009.

The DCISC reviewed the following ISFSI-related topics during the previous
period.

Corrosion of Spent Fuel MPCs
ISFSI Inspections

The DCISC concluded in the last period that DCPP is prudent in its planned
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campaigns to expand its Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)
and move its spent fuel from the Spent Fuel Pools to the ISFSI in a timely
manner. The potential chloride stress corrosion cracking issue in stainless steel
spent fuel casks, which is not an urgent issue, is being addressed by PG&E, the
NRC, and the nuclear industry. The DCISC plans to monitor this issue.

4.19.2 Current Period Activities

During the current period, the DCISC reviewed the ISFSI at three Fact-finding
Meetings. The following topics were reviewed:

ISFSI Fuel Loading
Multi-purpose Canister Inspections and Corrosion Issues
ISFSI Operations

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) Fuel Loading (Volume II,
Exhibit D.1, Section 3.10)

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met for an update on spent fuel loading
requirements in the ISFSI spent fuel dry casks. DCPP changed its Technical
Specifications to no longer have specific spent fuel loading requirements for its
ISFSI casks because it was determined to not be necessary. The only
requirement now is for the total heat load to be less than 28.7 kW per cask. The
original specific loading requirements was for purposes of minimizing the
radiation fields external to the casks, and DCPP is controlling that by other
means.

The specific DCPP spent fuel loading requirements for casks in the Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) have been changed to a single loading
requirement based on a maximum of 28.7kW of heat. This should simplify
loading of the casks and preserve cask limits.

Spent Fuel Multipurpose Canister Inspections and Corrosion Issues (Volume II,
Exhibit D.5, Section 3.1)

DCPP is participating in an industry initiative to determine the impact of
atmospheric chlorides on the corrosion rate of ISFSI Multipurpose Canisters
(MPCs). It is expected that these corrosion rates will be individually dependent
upon the material properties of the individual MPCs and the atmospheric
conditions at each ISFSI. DCPP’s initial 16 MPCs that were used for transfer of
used nuclear fuel to the ISFSI are made of 304 austenitic stainless steel, which
tends to be somewhat more susceptible to Chloride-induced Stress Corrosion
Cracking (CSCC) than other types of stainless steel that are used for later MPCs.
Deliquescence that can cause CSCC can be made impossible if the canister
surface temperatures are maintained sufficiently above outside ambient
temperatures, so periodic monitoring of canister temperatures is valuable.
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Through a carefully prescribed process, MPCs are transported to the ISFSI and
transferred into a thick concrete and steel High Integrity Storage Module (HI-
STORM), which is then bolted to a reinforced concrete pad at the ISFSI. The HI-
STORM, which contains the sealed MPC, has vents in its bottom and top to allow
natural convection air flow upward around the outside of the stainless steel
MPC to carry away decay heat being produced by the nuclear fuel. Stainless
steel can undergo corrosion influenced by chlorides, which are in the aerosol
particles formed from sea-spray and carried inland by winds at the DCPP site.
Some types of stainless steel are more susceptible to CSCC than others. DCPP
has a program to monitor salt deposition rates in various locations around the
plant. The issue is whether the MPCs could undergo CSCC to an extent that
could expose the nuclear fuel to the outside atmosphere and permit the release
of radionuclides to the outside atmosphere. In general, at least several factors
have to be present for CSCC to occur: tensile stresses, a susceptible material,
the presence of chlorides, the presence of moisture, and an appropriate surface
temperature for the reaction to occur. Laboratory data suggests that CSCC may
be of particular concern at low temperature and high relative humidity
combinations that may allow chloride compounds to deliquesce (i.e. to become
soft or liquid with age).

The DCISC Fact-finding Team learned that DCPP is continuing its participation in
an Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) pilot program that involves two
other commercial nuclear plants which have been operating longer than DCPP.
This participation has included inspections performed in 2014 in partnership
with EPRI at DCPP and another site which used remote inspection tools to take
sample swipes of the sides and upward facing surfaces inside the annular area
of the MPCs. The swipes were then analyzed for the presence of chlorides.
Additionally, temperature measurements were made at various points on the
surface of the MPCs. Measurement of the surface temperature of the canisters
in the DCPP ISFSI, along with the outside ambient temperature, provides a way
to verify that the canister surface temperatures are sufficiently high to make
deliquescence impossible, even if chlorides are present and the air relative
humidity were 100%. The EPRI report for the 2014 inspection was received by
PG&E in August of 2016.

In January 2014, inspections were performed on MPCs 123 and 170, which had
a decay heat loading of 17.2kW and 13.9kW at the time of the inspection,
respectively. In general, the vertical surfaces and welds were found to be clean
with some material deposits (dust and sand) present on the upward facing
surfaces (tops) of the MPCs. No visible signs of degradation or corrosion were
observed. Chemical analyses of the solids showed that silicate materials made
up the largest fraction of the dust. Soluble salts, including chlorides, while
present on the canister tops were only a fraction of the total solids. While no
minimum threshold chloride concentration has been identified below which
CSCC is not expected to occur, the chloride concentration measured for the
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lower areas of the canisters was approximately an order of magnitude less than
the lowest concentration where CSCC has been observed in laboratory tests.

Measured temperatures on the side of the canisters showed an increasing trend
from bottom to top, consistent with what would be expected given the bottom
to top flow of cooling air across the surface. Most but not all temperature
measurements taken on the surface of the canister were greater than 140F,
which has been generally accepted as the temperature above which CSCC is not
of concern. However, two temperatures of approximately 120F were measured
at about 2.5 feet above the bottom of the vertical surface of MPC 123 near to
the openings where ambient air enters the annulus area. The lowest
temperature recorded on the other canister, MPC 170, was approximately 170F
at about 5 feet above the bottom. No temperatures were recorded below those
points possibly due to the difficulty in reaching lower portions of the 2.0 to 2.5
inch wide annular area with the remote inspection tools. While most of the
canister surface was above the temperature where CSCC is expected to occur,
some of the coolest areas near the bottom of the canisters may already be
below the 140F threshold, and it is expected that more areas are likely to drop
below that threshold as time goes on because of the natural reduction in heat
source due to radioactive decay.

PG&E plans to continue its work to inspect and evaluate the susceptibility of the
MPCs to CSCC. Inspection techniques and tools are being developed primarily by
EPRI and the cask vendors to allow for better and more complete surface
inspections to be performed. Additionally, PG&E is planning to pursue an
amendment to allow for the partial blocking of the ventilation openings in the
MPCs. An amendment allowing partial blocking the openings would allow for
more complete inspections using larger and more intrusive inspection tools.
Additionally, an amendment allowing partial blocking of the openings could be
used to reduce natural air flow and subsequently raise average canister
temperatures to increase the margin for CSCC. Several industry reports on this
topic are expected to be issued in 2017 and 2018.

The Fact-finding Team also reviewed with PG&E the possible consequences of a
through-wall crack in an MPC. First, it was noted that substantial time is
required for the conditions to be established and maintained that would allow a
through-wall crack to develop. Should a small, tight crack then develop, any
release of radioactivity would initially be limited to gaseous fission products
that might be present if the MPC contained any fuel rods with cladding
breeches. In the much less likely event of the development of a larger crack
where fuel and cladding degradation were also present, some amounts of
radioactive particles could also potentially escape the canister. Recent analyses
show that there is a range of canister leak rates for which the canister still
fulfills its function of maintaining external dose rates below the regulatory
thresholds. However, the DCPP ISFSI licensing basis currently presumes fully
leak-tight canisters. Meaning, the current non-accident radiation dose
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assessments contained in the ISFSI Final Safety Analysis Report do not include
any contributions from effluent releases from the MPCs.

DCPP is continuing to participate in an industry initiative to determine the
impact of atmospheric chlorides on the corrosion rate of ISFSI MPCs. Recent
inspections revealed that there are no immediate concerns with canister
corrosion; however, low temperatures and other conditions that could cause
such corrosion have been found to be present on the lower surfaces of the
MPCs. DCPP is addressing this issue. The DCISC should continue to follow
DCPP’s efforts in analyzing and responding to this potential problem,
particularly potential efforts to modify the ISFSI license to allow partial
blockage of case vent holes as well as to analyze and allow limited leakage from
through-wall canister cracks.

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) Operations (Volume II,
Exhibit D.7, Section 3.3)

The DCISC Fact-finding Team reviewed the results of the 2016 ISFSI cask
loading campaign. During the campaign, a total of 12 casks were successfully
loaded with 32 spent fuel assemblies each and moved to the ISFSI. The
campaign brought the total of loaded casks at the ISFSI to 49. Plans for the
near term cask loading campaigns called for loading and moving nine casks in
2018, and eight casks each in 2020 and 2022. Procurement of casks for the
2018 campaign has begun. Future campaigns were scheduled such as to fall
into years where the station planned only one refueling outage during the year.

The current license for the DCPP ISFSI was obtained as a site-specific license
under 10 CFR Part 72 and issued by the NRC in 2004. The 20-year license
expires in 2024 and licensees are required to submit any desired renewals
within 24 months prior to expiration. DCPP plans to submit a request for license
renewal for the ISFSI in 2022. Prior to that submission, PG&E would be
submitting a similar renewal request for its Humboldt Bay ISFSI facility.
Although DCPP has a site-specific license, supporting information from the cask
manufacturer, Holtec, would be needed. Most of this information would come
from Holtec as a part of its cask certification renewal in 2020. One factor that
may affect license renewal could be the need for additional inspection
requirements to address stress corrosion cracking concerns.

The Fact-finding Team reviewed a problem identified on August 14, 2016,
regarding the adequacy of tread engagement for studs that attach the HI-
STORM cask storage overpack to the concrete storage pad (SAPN 50867370).
While attempting to tension studs to anchor the overpack, it was identified that
the stud tensioner head did not have at least three inches of tread engagement
as required by the governing procedure. Once the problem was discovered, all
work was stopped and the cask was secured in a safe condition (remained
attached to the transporter) while engineering evaluated the issue. It was
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found that the governing procedure, PEP DF-4, Multi-purpose Canister
Transport, had been revised to incorporate previous lessons learned and
enhancements. One enhancement was to add a specification (where none
previously existed) for a minimum of three inches of engagement for the stud
into the anchor block. The three-inch minimum value added to the procedure
was taken from the minimum thread engagement used as an assumption in the
majority of calculations for seismic analyses. The vendor, Holtec determined
that the actual minimum value required to meet standards was 1.25 inches. The
measurements and ultrasonic examinations found that the engagement lengths
for all studs previously installed at the ISFSI met the minimum requirement of
1.25 inches. PG&E then obtained longer (18 inch versus 15 inch) studs, and
used the longer studs to resume the 2016 cask loading campaign. The use of
longer studs ensured that both the minimum 1.25 inch value needed for
adequate strength and the minimum 3.00 inch value used in the seismic
analyses could be met at all times. Following completion of the cask loading
campaign in December 2016, PG&E replaced all remaining studs on all
previously loaded casks at the ISFSI with the longer studs.

The Fact-finding Team then inquired about plans for future spent fuel
management in light of the Joint Proposal for DCPP to cease operations at the
end of its current operating licenses. The Joint Proposal included a requirement
that PG&E prepare a plan for expedited post-shutdown transfer of spent fuel to
dry cask storage as promptly as is technically feasible using the plans of San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station as a benchmark for comparison. This activity
would be a part of overall decommissioning planning process, for which PG&E
was just beginning to assemble the staff to begin work. DCPP’s current ISFSI
pad contained enough space for storage of all the spent fuel that would be
present at the end of the license both in terms of physical space and total fuel
burnup concentration as allowed by the ISFSI license.

The current facility licensing requirements for the Spent Fuel Pool contain
significant constraints for maintaining assemblies in the Spent Fuel Pool. When
all of the current requirements are considered, it could take approximately 12
years after the cessation of operations for all spent fuel assemblies to be
offloaded from the pool to dry cask storage. As a part of the evaluation required
under the Joint Proposal, PG&E will review what actions and associated
licensing changes could be made to accelerate the spent fuel offload from the
pool to dry storage casks. It was noted that any necessary changes to the
licenses could require several years to obtain approval and that the needed
licensing changes could be subject to external interventions that could further
slow the process.

The 2016 ISFSI cask loading campaign was successfully completed. An issue
with cask overpack thread stud engagement was appropriately resolved. DCPP
will be submitting a request for license renewal for the ISFSI in 2022, two years
before its scheduled expiration in 2024. Acceleration of the movement of spent
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fuel to dry storage at the ISFSI will be considered as required by the Joint
Proposal and as a part of the decommissioning planning process. Such
acceleration could require changes to the current DCPP or ISFSI licenses.

4.19.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
The 2016 Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
(ISFSI) cask loading campaign was successfully completed.
Spent fuel loading requirements for casks have been
changed to a single thermal loading requirement to simplify
loading and preserve cask limits. Although there are no
immediate corrosion concerns, DCPP is continuing to
participate in an industry initiative to determine the impact of
atmospheric chlorides on cask corrosion. The DCISC will
continue to follow DCPP’s efforts in analyzing and responding
to this potential problem. DCPP will be submitting a request
for license renewal for the ISFSI in 2022, two years before
its scheduled expiration in 2024 and will be analyzing
acceleration of the movement of spent fuel to the ISFSI as
required by the Joint Proposal as a part of its
decommissioning planning process.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.20,
Earthquakes and Tsunamis

4.20.1 Overview and Previous Activities
This section of the report provides updates on recent seismic events, tsunamis or related
matters that could affect DCPP.

In previous reports the DCISC has reviewed with PG&E earthquakes occurring
in California in the vicinity of DCPP as well as seismic designs, analyses, and
activities related to DCPP. This has included updates to PG&E’s Long Term
Seismic Program which is an NRC license condition requiring PG&E to monitor
and evaluate seismic events world-wide which could potentially affect DCPP
design.

In the previous period the DCISC reviewed the following activities:

Seismic Bracing of Tall Furniture
Seismic Monitoring Capability
Status of Seismic Fragility Analysis
DCPP Tsunami Hazard Analysis
Meet with Rob Sewell
Flood Causing Letter from NRC

In the previous reporting period the DCISC concluded that DCPP’s progress on
resolving its workplace personnel seismic safety issues has been satisfactory
and responsive to the DCISC’s concerns. PG&E’s technical work on tsunami
hazards at the DCPP site is well planned, proceeding very well so far, and
working on the correct set of problems. The DCISC finds that the current project
to develop probabilistic seismic hazard information about the Diablo Canyon
site is going well. The DCISC will continue to follow the progress of this
important work.

4.20.2 Current Period Activities

The DCISC reviewed the following items during the current reporting period:

Seismic PRA
Tsunami Hazard
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Local Intense Precipitation & Tsunamis
Probabilistic Seismic Fragilities
Seismically Induced Seismic Interactions

Seismic Probabilistic Risk Analysis (SPRA) (Volume II, Exhibit D.2, Section 3.10,
and Exhibit D.8, Section 3.10

In 1987—1988, the plant completed a SPRA, which broke new ground in a
number of methodological areas, and was also the first SPRA ever performed at
a nuclear power plant site with very high seismicity. It is now out-of-date, and
about four years ago the plant began an effort to update it. This means (a)
updating the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, which is now complete; (b)
updating the probabilistic analysis of the seismic fragilities of the structures
and components (the topic here); and (c) updating the plant probabilistic
systems-analysis model, an effort that is also underway and that is discussed
elsewhere in this report (Section 4.8).

The NRC, in a March 2012 generic letter to all power-reactor licensees under 10
CFR 50.54(f) regarding lessons learned from the Fukushima accident in Japan,
has required each nuclear power plant to reassess its seismic hazard, and for
plants in certain enhanced-seismicity locations, including Diablo Canyon, to
update the plant’s SPRA as well. Today the DCPP seismic-fragility PRA work is
formally being done in response to the NRC’s 2012 letter, but it had begun
earlier and would have been undertaken in any event.

A major finding at the time of the 1988 SPRA was that the seismic capacity (or
“fragility”) of each item of equipment and each structure was strong enough
that failures due to seismic causes would only occur for earthquake motions
significantly in excess of the plant’s design basis earthquake. The objective of
the current seismic-fragility effort is to repeat that analysis, but using the
current plant configuration (which differs in a few ways from the configuration
in 1988), and also using the most recent seismic input information. Specifically,
the fragility analysis will use not only the best current information about the
seismic hazard at the site, but also a modern analysis of how the seismic energy
from a large earthquake would enter the site from below, propagate into the
structures, and produce seismic motions at the base of each equipment item or
structure being studied.

PG&E has developed up-to-date Ground Motion Response Spectra (GMRS) that
the NRC is currently reviewing. There are separate GMRS for each of the three
major structures at DCPP, and each GMRS characterizes the input motion to
that structure for use as the input the rest of the SPRA fragility analysis.
However, the fragility work cannot proceed until PG&E’s proposed GMRS
spectra have been endorsed by the NRC.

The next step in the analysis is to use each GMRS to develop a Foundation Input
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Response Spectrum (FIRS) for each building, which again needs to await the
NRC staff endorsement of the GMRS. The FIRS inputs, in turn, are used to
generate In-Structure Response Spectra (ISRS) at the actual locations in each
building at which critical components and structures are located. The ISRS are
the inputs for the seismic-fragility analyses themselves.

The current status of the fragility analysis is that a team of experts, which
includes a mix of in-house PG&E staff and outside contractors, has been
working for over two years to develop the technical basis for the analysis. DCPP
has also put together an outside group of SPRA experts to provide advice
concerning the analysis. DCISC is familiar with the outside contractors and the
several outside reviewers and believes that both the contractor analysis team
members and the group of outside reviewers are among the top experts
internationally in this field.

The current schedule is expected to produce final SPRA results by about
November 2016, and an outside peer review will follow a few months later,
perhaps in the April 2017 time frame. DCPP expects to submit its updated SPRA
to the NRC later in 2017.

It is important to note that significant uncertainties remain. We would all very
much like to have more site-specific data from actual large local earthquakes.
However, it is not likely that these data will be available any time soon – we
haven’t the luxury of waiting a few centuries to get a sufficiently large data set
locally about the very major earthquakes that might threaten plant safety to
support the analysis directly solely from the local data.

Given these significant uncertainties, the DCISC believes that the appropriate
approach is to perform the best analysis one can, and then to assign large
enough uncertainties to the numerical results of the analysis to encompass the
underlying uncertainties arising from insufficient data.

The DCISC’s conclusion is that on the subject of magnitude saturation at short
periods (high frequencies) at the DCPP site, the analyses and judgments
embedded in PG&E’s final submittal to the NRC reasonably represent the center,
the body, and the range of the technically defensible interpretations of the
expert community. Therefore, the DCISC is satisfied that, accounting
appropriately for the uncertainties that PG&E included in its analysis, that
analysis has captured the current state-of-knowledge in a reasonably robust
way, and PG&E’s use of magnitude saturation to describe one important aspect
of the behavior of seismic ground motions in the vicinity of the DCPP site is
appropriate.

The DCPP Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) group’s development work on
the fragilities aspects of the Seismic PRA is proceeding well, with a strong
analysis team supplemented by an outstanding group of outside consultants.
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Various models are being upgraded and important new data are being
incorporated. The DCISC Fact-finding Team concludes that the Seismic PRA
fragilities team is doing competent work.

Tsunami Hazard (Volume II, Exhibit D.2, Section 3.11)

The PG&E tsunami submittal to the NRC in March 2015 did not include a
probabilistic analysis of the tsunami hazard, whereas the DCISC believes that a
probabilistic analysis would provide the annual frequency of various tsunami
“sizes” at the DCPP site, including estimates of the various uncertainties. Here
the word “size” might have one of several meanings, including tsunami
maximum height, tsunami run-up, tsunami volume (related to its force on
structures), or other possible endpoints. The DCISC endorses developing an
estimate (or a useful upper bound) on the annual frequency of a tsunami-
caused core-damage accident at DCPP. Such a Core-damage Frequency (CDF)
estimate could be used by decision-makers and the public to understand
whether the overall CDF risk from tsunamis is (or is not) an important
contributor to the total CDF from all accidents at DCPP. Developing a
probabilistic “understanding” does not, in his view, necessarily mean
performing a full-blown quantitative probabilistic analysis of the tsunami
hazard. Instead, it might involve something less, such as a demonstrably
conservative bounding analysis of the annual probabilities of various tsunami
“sizes,” or an analysis that aims for a realistic probabilistic description but
might have very large uncertainties, if that is the best that can be
accomplished. Perhaps the desired upper-bound CDF estimate would be easier
to develop in a defensible way than a quantified realistic CDF.

PG&E acknowledged that an analysis like that suggested by the DCISC could be
very useful, but also stating that they are not yet confident that it can be
accomplished usefully based only on the information now in-hand. PG&E would
be giving consideration to how to implement the suggestion to develop a CDF
estimate (or a useful bound on it) using the approach outlined during the
meeting.

The DCISC offered possible approaches to performing additional tsunami-
hazard and tsunami-PRA analyses to supplement those already performed.
PG&E agreed to give consideration to how to accomplish more analysis, using
the information already in-hand. The DCISC Fact-finding Team concludes that
the PG&E tsunami analysis group is doing excellent work. The DCISC will
continue to follow developments in this area closely.

Recommendation:
PG&E should perform additional study of submarine
landslide-induced tsunami hazards at DCPP and its environs.

Basis for Recommendation:
The DCISC believes that a probabilistic analysis would
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provide the annual frequency of various tsunami “sizes” at
the DCPP site, including estimates of the various
uncertainties. Here the word “size” might have one of several
meanings, including tsunami maximum height, tsunami run-
up, tsunami volume (related to its force on structures), or
other possible endpoints. The DCISC endorses developing an
estimate (or a useful upper bound) on the annual frequency
of a tsunami-caused core-damage accident at DCPP. Such a
Core-damage Frequency (CDF) estimate could be used by
decision-makers and the public to understand whether the
overall CDF risk from tsunamis is (or is not) an important
contributor to the total CDF from all accidents at DCPP.
Developing a probabilistic “understanding” does not, in the
DCISC’s view, necessarily mean performing a full-blown
quantitative probabilistic analysis of the tsunami hazard.
Instead, it might involve something less, such as a
demonstrably conservative bounding analysis of the annual
probabilities of various tsunami “sizes,” or an analysis that
aims for a realistic probabilistic description but might have
very large uncertainties, if that is the best that can be
accomplished. Perhaps the desired upper-bound CDF
estimate would be easier to develop in a defensible way than
a quantified realistic CDF.

Local Intense Precipitation & Tsunamis (Volume II, Exhibit D.6, Section 3.9)

DCPP submitted its Local Intense Precipitation (LIP) analysis to NRC in March
2015. The NRC, after submitting its Requests for Additional Information (RAIs),
issued in March 2016 a letter stating that the DCPP analysis appeared
satisfactory; however, it has not yet released its Safety Evaluation Report at the
time of this fact-finding meeting. DCPP is performing it final calculations to
determine water levels throughout the Auxiliary Building, assuming a
predetermined amount of water leaks into the building. DCPP will compare the
LIP Auxiliary Building water level to that calculated long ago for the High
Energy Pipe Break (HELB) event documented in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report, and if the LIP level is equal to or lower than the HELB level,
then no safety-related equipment is in danger. If otherwise, then DCPP will be
required to determine what mitigating actions it would take to protect safety-
related equipment. DCPP has in place Procedure CP M-16, “Casualty Procedure
for Severe Weather,” Revision 12A, October 18, 2016. This procedure includes,
among others, procedures for heavy rainfall, and for rainfall above 2.25 inches
per hour, a section “Prepare for Heavy Rainfall” and actions to be taken, which
relies primarily on pre-filled and staged sandbags.

The results are to be submitted to NRC by March 30, 2017. Next, a Focused
Evaluation, taking credit for FLEX equipment, is to be performed and submitted
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to NRC by the end of June 2017.

DCPP’s Local Intense Precipitation analyses appear satisfactory to assure
protection for safety-related equipment in the Auxiliary Building either
analytically or by pre-planned mitigation using sandbags.

Seismically Induced Seismic Interactions (Volume II, Exhibit D.9, Section 3.2)

Station performance with respect to Seismically Induced Systems Interaction is
governed by procedure AD4.ID3, “SISI Housekeeping Activities.” The procedure
specifically notes that SISI applies to any of the following:

Transient equipment being brought into the plant
Component parts of systems, structures, or components being brought into the
plant
Non-design change alterations of systems, structures, or components

The procedure also specifies that it does not apply to SISI Program evaluations
associated with design modifications. These evaluations are specifically
governed by other station procedures.

The objective of the SISI Housekeeping Program is to ensure that safe-
shutdown systems, structures, and components, as well as certain accident-
mitigating systems, will function properly during and following an earthquake.
The procedure’s intent is to ensure that needed components and equipment will
not be impacted during an earthquake by improperly positioned or restrained
transient equipment or alterations made to systems, structures, or components.

One method to help prevent an undesirable seismic impact on plant systems
has involved the designation of “SISI Safe Areas,” which have been evaluated
by Engineering and are pre-designated throughout the plant. As such, these
areas are intended for repeated use and do not require an SISI evaluation by
Engineering when the need occurs to store items temporarily in those areas.
Such areas are identified by NOTICE signs located throughout the Turbine
Building, Auxiliary Building, and Fuel Handling Building.

Station performance with respect to the SISI Housekeeping Program is
reported in DCPP’s monthly Plant Performance Improvement Report. Each
monthly report tracks SISI performance for each month during the prior twelve.
SISI performance and health had degraded significantly (from Green to Red
performance) during Outage 1R20 to date with the three following events
occurring in March 2017:

A scaffold was found erected in the CCW Heat Exchanger Room by a contractor
without the procedurally-required SISI review. An engineering review determined
that the violation would not result in a SISI problem. This event was identified as a
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minor violation by NRC.
An uninspected scaffold was identified; however, engineering review determined
there was no SISI problem.
A required SISI walkdown was missed.

DCPP was dealing with degraded performance in its Seismically Induced
Systems Interaction Program (SISI) Program during the early stages of Outage
1R20. Causes were procedural in nature rather than physical interactions.
Assessments and inspections have been performed with initial corrective
actions taken. The DCISC will follow up on this issue to assess the actions taken
to correct SISI Program events.

4.20.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
DCPP is proceeding satisfactorily with its analyses on seismic,
intense precipitation, tsunami and seismic interaction issues.
The DCISC will continue to follow the progress of this
important work.

Recommendations:
PG&E should perform additional study of submarine
landslide-induced tsunami hazards at DCPP and its environs.

Basis for Recommendation:
The DCISC believes that a probabilistic analysis would
provide the annual frequency of various tsunami “sizes” at
the DCPP site, including estimates of the various
uncertainties. Here the word “size” might have one of several
meanings, including tsunami maximum height, tsunami run-
up, tsunami volume (related to its force on structures), or
other possible endpoints. The DCISC endorses developing an
estimate (or a useful upper bound) on the annual frequency
of a tsunami-caused core-damage accident at DCPP. Such a
Core-damage Frequency (CDF) estimate could be used by
decision-makers and the public to understand whether the
overall CDF risk from tsunamis is (or is not) an important
contributor to the total CDF from all accidents at DCPP.
Developing a probabilistic “understanding” does not, in the
DCISC’s view, necessarily mean performing a full-blown
quantitative probabilistic analysis of the tsunami hazard.
Instead, it might involve something less, such as a
demonstrably conservative bounding analysis of the annual
probabilities of various tsunami “sizes,” or an analysis that
aims for a realistic probabilistic description but might have
very large uncertainties, if that is the best that can be
accomplished. Perhaps the desired upper-bound CDF
estimate would be easier to develop in a defensible way than
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a quantified realistic CDF.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.21, Fire
Protection

4.21.1 Overview and Previous Activities
Fire protection requirements are contained in NRC’s regulations in 10CFR50.48 and
10CFR50 Appendix R. These regulations specify the minimum requirements for safe
shutdown systems and equipment, fire hazards analysis, prevention, detection and
mitigation, fire brigades and training, emergency lighting, fire barrier and penetration
qualifications, and fire doors. PG&E has committed to implementing these requirements,
utilizing interpretations and deviations approved by NRC. Recently, NRC regulations have
been modified to allow licensees to substitute a probabilistic-risk based program under
industry standard NFPA-805 for the requirements of Appendix R. The NRC periodically
performs inspections of the DCPP fire protection program implementation.

The DCISC looked into the following aspects of DCPP fire protection in the
previous reporting period:

Risk Posed by Offsite Fires Accompanied by Severe High Winds
Conversion to NFPA-805
Fire Protection Systems and Program
Appendix R Fire Safety Adequacy

The DCISC concluded in the previous period that DCPP’s transition from NRC’s
Appendix R Fire Protection regulations to National Fire Protection Association
Standard NFPA-805 is nearing completion. In April 2016, the NRC accepted
DCPP’s NFPA-805 Fire Protection Program as the licensing basis and provided
365 days for DCPP’s training and procedure changes to be completed.
Applicable plant modifications have been completed with the final one, incipient
fire detection, to be completed in 2017. The level of attention to DCPP’s Fire
Protection Program and System has been increasing, although much still needs
to be accomplished. The Health of the Fire Protection System in each Unit is
rated as Green, or Healthy, but a number of aging issues are in the process of
being addressed. Action plans have been developed to return Fire Protection
Program Health from a Yellow to Green rating by June 2017. The Union of
Concerned Scientists’ statement that the plant “does not comply with either the
1980 or the 2004 regulations” is not an accurate or complete description of the
current situation.
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4.21.2 Current Period Activities

During the current period, the DCISC reviewed Fire Protection at four Fact-
finding Meetings. The following topics were reviewed:

Fire Doors
NFPA 805 Program Implementation Status and Remote Hot Shutdown Panels
Fire Protection Program and System Health

Fire Doors (Volume II, Exhibit D.1, Section 3.7)

Out of a total of approximately 1000 doors in the power block, about 450 are
Equipment Control Guidelines (ECG) doors (e.g., doors requiring closure
following high energy water and steam line breaks) and about 260 are fire
doors (doors requiring closure to prevent the spread of fire). At the time of the
November 2014 fact-finding meeting, there were a total of 94 doors needing
replacement/repair. Of these, nine were Appendix R fire doors with
compensatory measures in place consisting of roving fire watches. An
additional 31 doors were in the DCPP Equipment Control Guidelines (ECGs) as
doors which cannot be repaired and require replacement. The funding for these
doors in the original Door Replacement Program had been deferred from 2012
until 2017, which appeared unacceptable to the DCISC. Six of these 16 doors
have now been repaired or replaced, leaving 10 doors needing resolution. These
ten remaining doors have been included as highest priority in the Plant Door
Life Cycle Management Plan.

A new “Power Block Door Project” was presented in July 15, 2014 to the Project
Review Committee for funding. This Project included replacement of all 94
doors in the Power Block because they had outlived their useful life, i.e., they
had degraded to the point where they can no longer be repaired to meet the
design safety function. The Project Review Committee, in its July 15, 2014
meeting, approved including the 2015 Power Block Project scope in the DCPP
Five Year Plan and funding for an additional four years in the future. There were
18 fire doors and another 30 ECG doors needing repair/replacement in 2015.
After a slow start in early 2015, DCPP is making good progress in fire door
repair/replacement. The DCPP Fix It Now Team is taking the lead in door
repair/replacement.

DCPP continues to make good progress in the repair or replacement of its
impaired fire and Equipment Control Guideline doors.

NFPA 805 Program Implementation Status and Remote Hot Shutdown Panels
(Volume II, Exhibit D.4, Section 3.3 and Exhibit D.5, Section 3.5)

DCPP’s transition from NRC’s Appendix R Fire Protection regulation to the
optional National Fire Protection Association Standard NFPA-805 was nearing
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completion. Applicable plant modifications have been completed with the final
one, incipient fire detection, to be completed in 2017.

Implementation of NFPA-805 will affect every work group because of new
training, new and revised procedures, many program documents and processes,
and physical modifications. DCPP is committed to the following modifications
being completed by the 1R20 and 2R20 outages that will both occur in 2017:

1. Unit 1/Unit 2 Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier System (completed)
2. Unit 1/Unit 2 Enhanced ability to shut down from the Hot Shutdown Panel (HSDP)

(completed)
3. Unit 1/Unit 2 Incipient Fire Detection capability for the Cable Spreading Room (CSR)

Cabinets and Solid State Protection System Room Cabinets
4. Unit 1/Unit 2 Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Cooling: involves replacing RCP seals with

new, improved seals to reduce the risk of a loss of coolant accident due to the loss
of pump seal cooling (completed)

The DCISC FFT observed the Unit 2 modifications on a plant walkdown. The
modifications included primarily electrical and Instrumentation and Control
changes, such as electric power transfer switches and additional Remote Hot
Shutdown Panel instrumentation and switchgear. DCPP had already replaced its
Reactor Coolant Pump Seals to comply with NFPA-805. There are two
modifications to be completed in Refueling Outage 1R20 in April-June 2017:
completion of installation of Unit 1 incipient fire detection and upgrades to the
hot shutdown panel. These modifications for Unit 2 have been completed. The
FFT concluded that the modifications were satisfactory.

DCPP has begun modifying 263 fire protection related procedures and expects
to complete them in December 2016. Changes are being vetted by the line
organization. Of these, 117 are Operations Abnormal Operating Procedures. A
design basis document is also to be completed by the end of 2016. This will be a
comprehensive document including or listing all pertinent fire protection
documents.

NRC performed its Triennial Fire Inspection of DCPP, which included NFPA-805,
in October 2016 with positive results. DCPP plans to conduct a Quick Hit Self-
Assessment of its NFPA-805 program in January 2017. NRC’s next fire
protection inspection will be in 2018. The DCISC should follow and review the
results of these activities.

The Fact-finding Team reviewed modifications made to the Unit 2 Remote Hot
Shutdown Panel and the use of the same by operators should it be required to
evacuate the Control Room due to fire. The Fact-finding Team was escorted into
the Control Room and used a copy of the procedure for Control Room
evacuation was used to explain the steps an operator would take to evacuate
the Control Room in the event of a fire. The Fact-finding Team was then led
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along the route that operators would use to travel from the Control Room to the
Unit 2 Remote Hot Shutdown Panel located in the 5B4/5A4 480v Non-vital
Switchgear Room. At the panel, the steps necessary to access the panel and the
general process an operator would use to operate the panel and maintain the
unit in a hot shutdown condition following a fire were demonstrated. The
modifications made to the Remote Hot Shutdown Panel under the NFPA-805
Program were also observed and operators demonstrated how the new
components could be accessed and used.

DCPP is proceeding satisfactorily on its implementation of National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) Standard 805 with all but two modifications to be
completed by the end of 2016. The DCISC should continue to monitor DCPP fire
protection, especially the planed Quick Hit Self-Assessment and the results of
NRC’s October 2016 Triennial Fire Protection Inspection. DCPP’s procedures and
process for transferring control to the Remote Hot Shutdown Panel and
maintaining control of the unit from the panel in the event of a need to evacuate
the Control Room appear to be sound.

Fire Protection Program and System Health (Volume II, Exhibit D.7, Section
3.2)

The level of attention to DCPP’s Fire Protection Program and System has been
increasing, although much still needs to be accomplished. The Health of the Fire
Protection System in each Unit is rated as Green, or Healthy, and had been
Green for the last four quarters. However, a number of aging issues are in the
process of being addressed. Action plans have been developed to return
Program Health to Green from its current Yellow rating by June 2017. The
Appendix R Program Health Report would soon be replaced by a National Fire
Protection Association Standard 805 (NFPA-805) Program Health Report when
DCPP completes its transition to that program in April of 2017.

Both of the Units’ Fire Protection System Health Reports noted that the return
to healthy status had been due to eight years of extensive work to improve the
fire water, carbon dioxide, and fire detection systems. Major improvements
have included the replacement of the four-inch auxiliary fire water header in
each unit, fire water tank repairs, and fire pump pipe replacements.
Improvements in the carbon dioxide system in each unit were noted to have
resolved aging and performance issues that plagued the systems for many
years. In addition, improved system testing, maintenance practices, and
operating procedure changes have improved the reliability of these systems.

The Appendix R Program Health was rated as White (Needs Improvement) and
had been White for the last three quarters. The Appendix R Program Health
Report contains performance ratings for each of the following performance
cornerstones: Personnel, Infrastructure, Implementation, and Equipment. The
Equipment Cornerstone was rated as Yellow (Unhealthy) due primarily to two
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areas of frequent equipment failures for which resolution was in progress. The
first area was the fire damper system which had been placed in Maintenance
Rule (a)(1) status due to frequent failures. Improvements had been completed
to improve damper testing, inspection and maintenance. The fire damper
system was expected to return to Maintenance Rule (a)(2) status in early 2017.
It was noted that maintenance of the fire dampers located over the Solid State
Protection System racks had been deferred due to personnel safety and plant
trip risk concerns, and compensatory actions were in place. A design change
was in process to improve access to the dampers so that maintenance could be
completed. The second area of frequent equipment failures was fire door
automatic closure issues. A lifecycle management plan was being implemented
for door replacement and maintenance, and the plan was expected to be
completed in late 2017.

The Fact-finding Team discussed the October 2016 NRC Triennial Fire Protection
Inspection, the results of which were generally positive. As DCPP was still in
transition to the NFPA-805 program at the time of the inspection, the NRC
currently plans to perform another Fire Protection Triennial inspection in 2018.

DCPP personnel reviewed with the Fact-finding Team recent changes to the
controls for transient combustibles that were being implemented in response to
findings and observations by external organizations. Changes to the programs
were focused on imposing stricter controls on what combustible material could
be used in the plant as well as improving overall cleanliness of the plant.
Examples of changes included the use of metal containers and bins instead of
wood, using metal pallets instead of wood, and improving the visibility and use
of fire-retardant wood when wood was still necessary to be used in the plant.
The team also discussed how transient combustible material evaluations and
permitting would change under the NFPA-805 program. Under that program,
risk evaluations could be used to determine allowable combustible material
loadings in selected areas, which could allow more flexibility in lower-risk areas
than that allowed by the current deterministic program.

The Fact-finding Team reviewed the current list of Fire Protection impairments.
The number of current impairments was eight, which was a significant
reduction from a typical number of 45 which was normal at the station as little
as two years ago. DCPP was working to achieve a goal of zero impairments.
This reduction was made possible by focusing on taking actions to make
systems fully functional as opposed to routinely living with impairments.

The level of attention to DCPP’s Fire Protection Program and Systems has
increased significantly, and numerous improvements have been accomplished.
The Health of the Fire Protection System in each Unit is rated as Green, or
Healthy. DCPP has aggressively moved to improve the control of transient
combustible materials at the station. The DCISC should review the status of
remaining fire protection systems improvements as well as the implementation
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of the NFPA-805 Program in late 2017.

4.21.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
DCPP continues to make good progress in the repair or
replacement of its impaired fire and Equipment Control
Guideline doors. DCPP is proceeding satisfactorily on its
implementation of National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
Standard 805. DCPP’s procedures and process for
transferring control to the Remote Hot Shutdown Panel and
maintaining control of unit from the panel in the event of a
need to evacuate the Control Room appear to be sound. The
level of attention to DCPP’s Fire Protection Program and
Systems has increased significantly, and numerous
improvements have been accomplished. DCPP has
aggressively moved to improve the control of transient
combustible materials at the station.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.22, Training
and Development Programs

4.22.1 Overview and Previous Activities
The focus of this Section is on formal environments created to transfer specific
knowledge and skills to individuals within the organization for their individual
development. Organizational Development is included in Section 4.14 “Organizational
Effectiveness and Development.”

The DCISC reviewed the following learning and development topics during the
previous reporting period:

Discussion with Current Class of Non-licensed Operators in Training

The DCISC concluded in the previous reporting period that the backgrounds of
the students in DCPP’s Initial Non-licensed Operator Training Course N161 were
strong, their participation in their meeting with the DCISC Fact-finding Team
members was active and positive, and their understanding of the importance of
nuclear safety was apparent.

4.22.2 Current Period Activities

During the current period, the DCISC reviewed Learning and Development
Programs at three Fact-finding Meetings. The following topics were reviewed:

FLEX Training
Observe Operator Training on Storm Procedures
Observation of Operations Continuing Training Session

FLEX Training (Volume II, Exhibit D.1, Section 3.9)

The DCISC received and reviewed a FLEX Training Overview, which is a
catalogue of FLEX training provided to DCPP operators and Maintenance
technicians. The overview included the following training modules:

1. Introduction to FLEX Systems
2. FLEX Implementation Update: Introduction to FLEX system Guidelines
3. FLEX Implementation Process
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4. Diesel Generators
5. Equipment Walkdowns in the Plant and Storage Locations
6. Documentation of the Availability of FLEX Equipment
7. FLEX Oasis Training for Nuclear Operators
8. Vital Bus Restoration
9. Testing of Various Forms of FLEX Equipment at the Raw Water Reservoir

10. Reactor Coolant Pump Thermal Shut Down Seals on the Simulator
11. Videos of FLEX Equipment Tested as It Arrives On Site

The DCISC was informed that the NRC will soon release a rulemaking regarding
combining procedures and guidelines for FLEX procedures, Severe Accident
Management Guidelines (SAMGs), Extensive Damage Management Guidelines
(EDMGs), and Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) into one set of
procedures. This is expected to be a two-year project. The DCISC will follow this
development.

DCPP FLEX training for operators has begun and is ongoing. The DCISC intends
to observe this training at its future fact-finding meetings.

Observe Licensed Operator Training on Storm Procedures (Volume II, Exhibit
D.3, Section 3.11)

The DCISC Fact-finding Team joined Operations Shift D in the classroom for its
lesson in Storm Season Procedures. The storm season typically runs from
October 1 through April 30 and deals with winter ocean storms and swells
which can adversely affect the performance of the plant cooling water intake
due to potential kelp loading on the intake screens, which in turn can block the
path of cooling water to the condensers. This can cause power reductions and
plant trips if preventive actions are not taken.

The lesson included descriptions and capabilities of plant equipment at the
intake as well as operating experience events at DCPP and at other nuclear
plants. The two most relevant were kelp blockage of intake screens following
winter ocean storms and salp (jellyfish) intrusion blocking the intake screens.
The materials used in the course appeared appropriate with clear statements
and good diagrams and graphics. The qualified instructor was knowledgeable of
the subject and brought about good participation from the students. The
students asked good questions and responded well to the instructor.

DCPP’s licensed operator continuing training on Storm Season and Intake
Management appeared satisfactory. The materials and instructor were good.
The students participated well.

Observation of Operations Continuing Training Session (Volume II, Exhibit D.5,
Section 3.10)
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The Continuing Training session begin with a classroom discussion led by the
Station Human Performance Lead. The classroom session presented the purpose
and need for the Dynamic Learning Activity, which was to be conducted in a
laboratory immediately following the classroom session. The instructor
reviewed the objective of the activity, which was to practice the precise
application of human performance tools such as using self-checking, applying
the two-minute rule, using place keeping, and displaying a questioning attitude.
The instructor stressed that the session would place Operators into situations
where they could practice performing tasks using all of the available human
performance tools, the use of which was required by station standards. He also
reviewed recent events and reviews of trends at the station, including those
performed by the Quality Verification Department, which had concluded that
there was a small increase in the rate of human performance events. One of the
conclusions of the reviews was that there was a general weakness among
Operators in the use of self-checking. The instructor was very personal and
knowledgeable in his approach to teaching the classroom session, and he
actively encouraged discussion and the sharing of personal experiences
concerning the need for and use of self-checking tools among the Operators in
attendance.

Following the classroom session, the Fact-finding Team proceeded with
instructors to observe the Dynamic Learning Activity portion of the session in a
laboratory constructed specifically for that purpose. The laboratory was set up
in the Steam Generator Mockup training area and used the Turbine-driven
Auxiliary Feedwater (TDAFW) Pump controls mockup along with a room in
which a simulated plant system had been constructed specifically for the
purpose of training on Human Performance tools. The specially-built area used
plastic piping, valves, and instruments with plant-style labeling to provide
Operators with a simulated plant system that was challenging to operate in
terms of labeling and manipulation.

The Fact-finding Team observed one member of the Operations staff as they
worked to complete the exercise. An instructor provided the Operator with oral
direction and a copy of a procedure to complete on the simulated plant system.
As the Operator worked through accomplishing the procedure, the use of
verbalization of tasks was encouraged in order to reinforce the use of Human
Performance tools. As the Operator worked through the task on the simulated
plant system, the task was interrupted by a simulated abnormal event, which
required the Operator to move to another location and simulate resetting the
TDAFW Pump. Following the resetting of the pump, the Operator was directed
to return to the simulated plant system and complete the task. The interruption
provided a realistic distraction to the Operator and also used changes in lighting
and sound, which made the exercise more challenging and useful in evaluating
the effectiveness of the use of Human Performance tools. The Operator
successfully completed the simulated task and was provided with feedback
specific to improving the use of the “circle/slash” technique to aid in procedure
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place keeping.

The Continuing Training session referred to as a Human Performance Dynamic
Learning Activity was useful for improving the use of Human Performance tools
by Operators. The activity was well conducted by the station Human
Performance Lead and other members of the Training staff.

4.22.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
DCPP FLEX training for operators has begun and is ongoing.
DCPP’s licensed operator continuing training on Storm
Season and Intake Management appeared satisfactory. The
Continuing Training session referred to as a Human
Performance Dynamic Learning Activity was useful for
improving the use of Human Performance tools by Operators.
The activity was well conducted by the station Human
Performance Lead and other members of the Training staff.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.23, License
Renewal

4.23.1 Overview and Previous Activities
The purpose of the section is to describe the DCISC’s review of DCPP License Renewal.
The DCISC concluded the following in its 2015-2016 annual report:

In 2011 DCPP had requested that NRC pause its review of license extension
pending completion and submittal of its seismic evaluations. These evaluations
were completed and submitted in March and April 2015. In June 2016 PG&E had
participated in a Joint Proposal to shut the plant down at the end of its original
licensed life in 2024 for Unit 1 and 2025 for Unit 2. This apparently obviates the
need for License Renewal.

4.23.2 Current Period Activities

On June 21, 2016 PG&E sent a request to the NRC to suspend review of its
License Renewal application. On July 18, 2016 the NRC suspended its review.

4.23.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
In 2011 DCPP had requested that NRC pause its review of
license extension pending completion and submittal of its
seismic evaluations. These evaluations were completed and
submitted in March and April 2015. In June 2016 PG&E had
participated in a Joint Proposal to shut the plant down at the
end of its original licensed life in 2024 for Unit 1 and 2025 for
Unit 2. PG&E on June 21, 2016 requested that the NRC
suspend its review of the PG&E License Renewal application.
The NRC initiated its suspension on July 18, 2016.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.24, Closed
Loop Cooling

4.24.1 Overview and Previous Activities
The purpose of the section is to describe the DCISC’s review of the Environmental
Protection Agency’s (implemented by the California State Water Resources Control
Board) proposed new rules on requiring closed loop cooling, i.e., cooling towers, on
power plants with once-through cooling.

During the previous period, the DCISC did not review any closed loop cooling
items.

In the previous reporting period the DCISC concluded the following:

In June 2016, PG&E had participated in a Joint Proposal to shut the plant down
at the end of its original licensed life in 2024 for Unit 1 and 2025 for Unit 2. This
apparently obviates the need for consideration of elimination of closed loop
cooling; however, the DCISC will follow developments in this area.

4.24.2 Current Period Activities

Because of the Joint proposal, the issue of closed look cooling is moot because
the plant would cease operations in mid-2025, and any required closed loop
cooling would have had to be installed by that time for license and plant
operation continuation. Because of this, the DCISC will not pursue this issue
further.

4.24.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
Because of the Joint Proposal, the issue of closed look cooling
is moot because the plant would cease operations in mid-
2025, and any required closed loop cooling would have had
to be installed by that time for license and plant operation
continuation. Because of this, the DCISC will not pursue this
issue further.

Recommendations:
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None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.25, Beyond
Design Basis Events

4.25.1 Overview and Previous Activities
The purpose of the section is to describe the DCISC’s review of “Beyond design basis
events,” such as occurred at the Japanese Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant in March
2011. The DCISC reviewed the following topics during the previous reporting period:

Status of Sources of Portable Electrical Equipment
EASW Pump Testing
FLEX Procedures and Training
FLEX Status and Walkdown of Modifications

The DCISC concluded during the previous reporting period that the DCPP
responses on Fukushima to NRC and the FLEX Initiative (post-Fukushima
analysis and modifications) appeared well resourced, comprehensive, and on
schedule to meet NRC and industry requirements. The DCISC will follow up
periodically to assess DCPP’s progress.

4.25.2 Current Period Activities

During the current period, the DCISC reviewed the following:

Emergency Auxiliary Salt Water Pump Flow Test (Volume II, Exhibit D.4,
Section 3.6)

The originally-installed Auxiliary Saltwater (ASW) System provides ocean water
to the plant for cooling of components required to both operate the plant
normally and to bring and maintain the plant to a safe shutdown state for
design basis accident events. Along with the Pacific Ocean, ASW is the key link
in the DCPP Ultimate Heat Sink. ASW utilizes four electrically-powered pumps,
forming two trains of permanently installed piping and valves for each unit with
cross-ties between units.

As part of the Fukushima accident response DCPP purchased four trains of
Emergency ASW components as part of DCPP’s FLEX equipment. EASW is
designed to be used in place of normal ASW if needed for beyond design basis
events involving loss of all AC power and/or loss of normal ASW. Each train of
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EASW utilizes one portable Diesel-driven pump train and associated temporary
piping per unit. DCPP maintains EASW components for one additional train for
each unit. The EASW is designed to be set up prior to the time it is known to be
required, which has been calculated to be a minimum of 131 hours following
loss of normal ASW. Two trains on special trailers are stored in the new FLEX
storage facility adjacent to the plant, and the other two trains are stored on
trailers up near the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI).

One train of EASW was assembled and connected in May 2014 from the Intake
Bay up to the plant (Diagram 1); however, the EASW pump was not run due to
not having the required state air and water quality permits. DCPP has the air
quality permits now. The full system flow test could not be run because of not
having permits or approvals for taking water from or returning water to their
intake bay. DCPP does not plan to obtain water permits because they can take
water from the Intake Bay and return it back into the inside of the intake
structure under their existing water permit for both testing and actual use.

Diagram 1 – EASW System layout diagram.

DCPP performed the flow test on September 28, 2016. One EASW Pump and
associated piping were assembled at the Intake Bay on the Pacific Ocean (see
Photo 1). The pump suction line with its cage-in-cage strainer (see Photo 2)
was lowered by crane into the Intake Bay near the Intake Structure. The
strainer consisted of an 8x8x8-foot cyclone fence cube enclosing an inner
6x6x6-foot mesh cube with 3/8” holes. The pump suction inlet was inside the
inner strainer cube. The pump discharged to a location in front of the normal
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intake, which was sucked into the plant intake along with the plant normal
cooling water. This required no permit as it was within the scope of the existing
permit which allows water to be drawn from the Intake Bay and taken into the
plant intake and ultimately discharged back into the Pacific Ocean in the
Discharge Cove.

Contract SCUBA divers were available to clean kelp and other debris from the
baskets, if needed. The testing consisted of an initial 30-minute test with flow
meter measuring 3000 gallons per minute. There was no kelp accumulation on
the basket strainer. The second test ran for four hours with similar results.
Divers placed kelp leaves on the strainer, but they slid off because of the low
flow into the strainer.

The DCISC FFT considers this testing to be a positive step to assure EASW
problem-free operation. In the future for each EASW Pump, DCPP will perform
pump starts quarterly, 30% full flow tests annually up at the upper pond, and
100% full flow pump tests every three years in the upper raw water ponds. This
test scope and schedule appeared satisfactory to the DCISC FFT.

4.25.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
The DCPP Emergency Auxiliary Saltwater (EASW) Pump test
was successfully performed with no debris buildup blocking
flow. The DCISC believes this test was important in showing
that the EASW system can operate without blockage from
kelp and other potential debris.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 4.26, Joint
Proposal and Decommissioning

4.26.1 Overview and Previous Activities
On June 21, 2016, PG&E announced a Joint Proposal with Friends of the Earth, the
Natural Resources Defense Council, Environment California, the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Works Local 1245, Coalition of California Utility Employees, and
the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility to retire DCPP at the expiration of the current
operating licenses. On August 11, 2016, PG&E filed an Application with the California
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) for approval of the retirement of DCPP,
implementation of the Joint Proposal, and for recovery of associated costs through
proposed ratemaking. Under the Joint Proposal, PG&E would continue to operate DCPP at
current levels through the current license periods. If the Application is approved by the
CPUC, PG&E would retire Unit 1 in 2024 and Unit 2 in 2025.

As the Joint Proposal was announced near the end of the previous reporting
period, there were no DCISC reviews of this topic during the previous period.
However, the DCISC included the following concern in its report for the previous
period:

PG&E entered into an agreement, the Joint Proposal, to close DCPP at the end of
its original operating license (2024 for Unit 1 and 2025 for Unit 2). As a result,
the DCISC has specific interest/concerns in two areas and will follow them
closely:

Retention of qualified, experienced personnel necessary to operate DCPP at an
appropriate level of safety
Adequate spending on programs and equipment to sustain an appropriate level of
nuclear safety

4.26.2 Current Period Activities
During the current period, the DCISC reviewed the Joint Proposal and Decommissioning
Program at five Fact-finding Meetings and three Public Meetings. The following topics
were reviewed:

Joint Proposal
DCPP Excellence Plan
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Long-term Capital Project Planning Under the Joint Proposal
Joint Proposal and Decommissioning Status

Joint Proposal (Volume II, Exhibit D.3, Section 3.7, Exhibit B.3,, and Exhibit D.7,
Section 3.9)

On June 21, 2016, PG&E announced a Joint Proposal with other stakeholders to
retire DCPP at the expiration of the current operating licenses. On August 11,
2016, PG&E filed an Application with the California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC) for approval of the retirement of DCPP, for implementation of the Joint
Proposal, and for recovery of associated costs through proposed ratemaking.
Under the Joint Proposal, PG&E will continue to operate DCPP at current levels
through the current license periods. If the Application is approved by the CPUC,
PG&E would retire Unit-1 in 2024 and Unit-2 in 2025.

Over the period of the next two years, PG&E will prepare a site-specific
decommissioning plan including a schedule for post-shutdown treatment of
spent fuel. In the Joint Proposal, PG&E commits to pursuing dry cask storage as
promptly as feasible and to continuing seismic studies. PG&E has suspended its
license renewal efforts with the NRC and following CPUC approval of the Joint
Proposal, PG&E will formally withdraw its license renewal application with the
NRC.

Under the Joint Proposal, PG&E has committed to continuing the safe operation
of DCPP and to provide resources and assistance to transitioning workers. To
continue safe operations under the Joint Proposal, it will be critical to retain
existing employees who are highly qualified and PG&E has committed to
provide a retention program and severance payments upon completion of
employment.

If the Joint Proposal is approved by the CPUC, DCPP operations will end in mid-
2025, and plant decommissioning will begin. PG&E plans for full
decommissioning, which would eliminate any trace of the plant from the site.
The ISFSI, however, would remain on site until the Federal Government
establishes a permanent spent fuel disposal facility. The ISFSI was initially
licensed for 20 years, and a 40-year extension is expected to be requested from
NRC.

The DCPP Joint Proposal to end DCPP operation in 2025 is beginning to work its
way through the California Public Utilities Commission hearing process. PG&E
expects to have the final CPUC decision in June 2017. The DCISC plans to
monitor DCPP Joint Proposal actions to assure an appropriate level of safety is
maintained.

The following is a summary of DCPP’s presentation on this topic at DCISC’s
October 2016 Public Meeting: The PG&E representative reviewed PG&E’s

http://www.dcisc.org/annual-report-27-2016-2017/27th-exhibit-b03-tables.php
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generation resources which currently make up its power portfolio with DCPP
producing 2,240 megawatts on an annual basis which represents 23% of the
power PG&E delivered to its customers in 2015. Between the hours of six p.m.
and nine p.m., DCPP-produced power represented 25% of the power PG&E
delivered to its customers. Private solar systems are fundamentally changing
PG&E’s load and load profile, and DCPP power will be replaced initially through
three different tranches, or groupings of differing renewable portfolios and
through procuring energy efficiency throughout PG&E’s service territory. There
is a declining need for DCPP in the period which would be afforded by license
renewal but not so much declining need in the period of operation under its
current licenses from the NRC.

The PG&E representative discussed the efforts to address the impact of the
Joint Proposal and the possible closure of DCPP on the local communities in
terms of property tax, PG&E’s role in those communities, the continuing need
for emergency planning, and PG&E’s efforts to retain employees. PG&E reported
the Joint Proposal contains $50 million proposed for local government to offset
the effects of the loss of revenue from the closure of DCPP. PG&E is the largest
private employer and largest taxpayer in the region, having paid approximately
$27 million in taxes in 2014—2015. The Joint Proposal extends PG&E’s
emergency plan through the duration of the plant’s Part 50 License from the
NRC and this includes continued financial support for and coordination with the
San Luis Obispo County Office of Emergency Services (OES). Some of the assets
which are in place to respond to an emergency at the plant will remain useful in
other contexts such as to warn of a tsunami or a wild land fire. These proposals
will be included as part of the site-specific decommissioning plan which is
scheduled to be submitted to the CPUC in 2019 following community and local
government input.

PG&E is beginning to assemble its decommissioning organization to keep its
employees engaged in the process so as to be able to go into active
decommissioning in 2025 with a trained workforce. PG&E currently has a
decommissioning trust fund of approximately $2.4 billion and will be seeking an
increase in its next CPUC rate case to address the need for out of state
shipments, removal of the breakwater, and security costs. PG&E has committed
to submitting a site-specific decommissioning study by the first quarter of 2018.

PG&E has offered a retention program to employees which proposes to pay
approximately $350 million under the Joint Proposal over nine years. The
employees accepting the retention package will receive a 25% increase over
base pay for a four-year period and then be offered a second, three-year
tranche. 86% of DCPP employees have accepted the first tranche of the
retention program. PG&E benchmarked this retention effort against those
employed by other utilities and structured the offer to avoid large unintended
tax consequences and to allow employees to do financial planning. The
retention package is prorated for new employees and a full company severance
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package is provided at the end of the license period, as well as employee
retraining and the potential for placement of the employees elsewhere within
PG&E. For the first four-year offering, 11% of those not accepting the offer are
within one year of retirement. Since announcing the Joint Proposal, PG&E has
made a number of job offers, and 100% of those have been accepted.

PG&E then provided an overview of the Excellence Plan which was described as
document developed with input from staff and consultants to assist DCPP in
benchmarking and focusing on safe, reliable, operation of DCPP. PG&E
described the three major elements of the Excellence Plan as focused on DCPP
employees and the organization, on business planning and plant operations,
and on decommissioning strategies. The focus on DCPP employees and
organizations includes workforce planning and a recognition that at the end of
the first tranche of the retention program, some employees may choose or be
forced by life circumstances to leave employment at DCPP. PG&E is focused on
maintaining strong plant operations and currently has a portfolio of DCPP
projects which goes out to 2020. There is a review process to assess those
projects that may not be chosen to move forward given the Joint Proposal, and
an executive oversight board and multi-disciplined teams are being formed to
oversee that process. PG&E expects to evaluate those projects by the fourth
quarter of 2016 and will have appropriate bridging strategies for any projects
which are cancelled. Supply train strategies and vendor contracts are also being
reviewed to ensure support is provided for the duration of the plant’s
operational life.

PG&E reported that the decommissioning phase is broken into preplanning,
decommissioning planning, and execution and plant shut down phases. PG&E
described the planning process as akin, although much more monumental, to
that of planning for a refueling outage. The Excellence Plan was described as a
living document which will be adjusted as time and circumstances require. By
the end of 2017, the decommissioning strategy to be employed at DCPP should
be well laid out.

During a separate Fact-finding Meeting, the Fact-finding Team was briefed on
PG&E’s recent filing with the CPUC to modify the Joint Proposal to remove some
of PG&E’s long-term commitments to renewable energy, deferring those
commitments to be reviewed separately by the CPUC as a part of future
integrated resource planning. It also reviewed the schedule and process for
testimony filings, rebuttal filings, and hearings. Additionally, it discussed the
role that other state agencies played in the Joint Proposal and its approval
process as well as the disposition of land around the site after
decommissioning. No decisions had been reached regarding future land use,
and PG&E noted that a community panel will be convened to provide
recommendations regarding land usage to PG&E.

The California Public Utilities Commission is continuing its formal proceeding to
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consider approval of the Joint Proposal, and the DCISC should continue its
ongoing monitoring of this matter.

DCPP Excellence Plan (Volume II, Exhibit D.5, Section 3.4, Exhibit B.9)

The DCPP Excellence Plan was recently initiated by PG&E as a governing
document outlining issues, actions and responsibilities required within all parts
of the PG&E organization in light of PG&E’s participation in the Joint Proposal
under which terms PG&E will retire Diablo Canyon at the expiration of its
current NRC operating licenses. The plan contained 70 milestones for high-level
actions needed to be taken in areas such as decommissioning planning,
workforce management, plant capital investments, etc. The plan was an internal
document and not available to the general public. However, it was posted
internally on the “Our Path Forward” website for PG&E employees. The plan’s
contents and execution were governed by an Executive Oversight Board
consisting of eight senior managers from throughout the PG&E organization.

The current decommissioning plan for the site will be for PG&E to self-perform
the work, and the first phase of planning for that process would soon begin.
Regarding plant capital investments, no projects would be cut from budgets
prior to the end of 2017, at the earliest. Additionally, it was planned soon to
revise the Operating Plan to incorporate elements of the Excellence Plan.

The Fact-finding Team was provided with a copy of the Collaboration Strategy
for the Excellence Plan. The Collaboration Strategy formulated a structure by
which key stakeholders would have the opportunity to provide perspective and
insight on the Excellence Plan to PG&E in a continuous, comprehensive and
systematic manner. It was noted that the DCISC was included and considered
as one of the collaborators in the strategy. Accordingly, the DCISC should
expect to be briefed and provided information on the Excellence Plan on a
regular basis.

PG&E is using the Excellence Plan to track and implement the high-level actions
necessary to support the retirement of Diablo Canyon at the expiration of its
current NRC operating licenses under the Joint Proposal. The DCISC should
follow closely the progress of the Excellence Plan through regular updates
during both Fact-finding Meetings and Public Meetings.

The following is a summary of DCPP’s presentation on this topic at DCISC’s June
2017 Public Meeting:

The DCPP Excellence Plan was developed in furtherance of PG&E’s mission to
safely, reliably, and affordably operate DCPP with excellence to the end of its
current licensed life and to conduct an orderly transition to decommissioning.
The Excellence Plan is intended to cultivate relationships with DCPP employees
and with the local community and to engender confidence with regulatory
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authorities. Objectives include maintaining and sustaining high levels of safety
and performance, engaging each employee and maintaining his or her
motivation, and enabling DCPP to perform with excellence. Workforce
management issues which the Joint Proposal is intended to implement include
ensuring appropriate levels of skilled and qualified personnel are available,
developing retraining and redeployment programs for DCPP employees, and
maintaining relationships with and oversight by the Strategic Teaming and
Resource Sharing (STARS) joint utility initiative and with the INPO.

Employee focus groups are engaged in assessing the concerns of differing
personnel groups within the plant and with maintaining a strong nuclear safety
culture and employee morale. The plant is receiving strong support from PG&E’s
corporate organizations in these efforts. There may be strong motivation for
some employees to leave DCPP upon conclusion of the Tier 1 Retention Program
which ends of August 31, 2020. The Tier 1 Retention Program has achieved
participation by 87% of DCPP employees and provides financial incentives for
employees to stay at DCPP through the end of Tier 1 and financial penalties if
an employee signs on for Tier 1 and then were to depart before the end of Tier
1. Each department has different initiatives and these have been incorporated
into the DCPP Five-Year Business Plan. The Tier 2 Retention Program will
become available to employees by the first quarter of 2019 and this should give
time to assess attrition levels. PG&E will also make available the Retraining and
Redeployment Plan to provide information and opportunities within PG&E. The
goal is to maintain the appropriate level of staff to operate the plant safety and
with excellence. The Retraining and Redeployment Plan’s first milestone occurs
at the end of 2017 and involves assessment and development of a strategy to
address hiring needs but funding for the Retraining and Redeployment Plan will
intentionally not be made available until 2021, so as not to provide
redeployment opportunities too early. There are at present no specific efforts
directed at NRC-licensed as opposed to unlicensed employees, and the plant
presently has a number of individuals with NRC licenses in reserve in different
areas of the plant.

Dr. Budnitz does not believe the plant will have the same quality staff and
operational capability during its last three months of operation than it would
otherwise have were it not closing. With respect to the “best of the best,” he
remarked those highly qualified persons in the middle of their careers will
receive and be receptive to attractive job opportunities elsewhere in the nuclear
or other industries and believed that DCPP needs to recognize and acknowledge
that fact and that human nature, even with significant financial incentives, may
affect their plans to retain a highly qualified workforce. DCPP believed that
these concerns are the reason for the Excellence Plan and observed that
participants in the PG&E defined-benefit pension plan and those close to
retirement as well as those who would benefit from the severance package to
be offered will have a greater incentive to remain at DCPP.
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Long Term Capital Project Planning Under the Joint Proposal (Volume II, Exhibit
D.5, Section 3.8, Exhibit B.6,)

The DCISC Fact-finding Team for an update on PG&E’s approach to long term
capital project planning in light of PG&E’s participation in the Joint Proposal
under which terms PG&E will retire Diablo Canyon at the expiration of its
current NRC operating licenses. As a task under the Excellence Plan, a Project
Review Working Group was formed using experienced staff from Operations,
Engineering, and Work Control. The working group completed an initial review
of the entire portfolio for future capital projects. The working group’s review
was subject to further review by the Executive Oversight Board of the
Excellence Plan. The working group had divided the portfolio into three
categories of projects:

1. Required by Regulatory Commitments (must-do projects)
2. Recommended and Prioritized (should-do projects according to priority)
3. Not Recommended (projects that should not be completed)

The portfolio review was only a starting point and that no final decisions would
be made on the future of any projects until late 2017 primarily for two reasons.
First, the capital budget for 2017 was already set and there were no current
plans for cuts. And second, it was not appropriate for PG&E to make any final
decisions until the review and approval process for Joint Proposal at the Public
Utilities Commission was complete.

The Fact-finding Team inquired regarding examples of projects for each
category. Category 1 (Required) included a total of 14 projects such as those
related to spent fuel storage, Generic Safety Issue 191 (recirculation sump
debris clogging), and the License Basis Verification Project. Category 3 (Not
Recommended) included projects such as Containment Cooling Coil
replacements and a new road for the 500kV switchyard. Regarding Category 2
(Recommended and Prioritized) projects, all projects currently are funded and
the list was envisioned to be used as a tool in decision-making should funding
become limited in the future. Examples of projects in Category 2 and with low
priorities included upgrades to the Radioactive Effluent Management System,
230kV bushing replacements, and Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer Pump replacements.

The Fact-finding Team inquired about the current status of two major projects
of interest, the Unit 2 Main Generator Stator replacement and the Eagle 21 Plant
Protection System upgrade. The Generator Stator was currently fourth on the
Recommended and Prioritized list and was currently still funded and planned for
replacement in 2R21 in 2019. Regarding the Eagle 21 upgrade, that project was
in a unique situation. As DCPP was a pilot plant for the other owners of
Westinghouse nuclear power plants and the cooperative review provides
reductions in overall NRC review costs, the allocation of those costs would have
to be addressed should the project be cancelled. On the other hand, it was a
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very expensive project and one that could not be completed for several years.
At this point, no decision had been made regarding the future of the project, but
the working group had recommended not proceeding any further with the Eagle
21 upgrade once the associated license amendment was approved by the NRC.

DCPP has formed a Project Review Working Group using experienced staff from
Operations, Engineering, and Work Control to perform an initial review of the
entire portfolio for future capital projects in light of the Joint Proposal. The
working group had divided the current portfolio into three categories of
projects: Required, Recommended and Prioritized, and Not Recommended. No
final decisions would be made on the future of any projects until late 2017. The
DCISC should continue to follow this area closely in future Fact-finding and
Public Meetings.

The following is a summary of DCPP’s presentation on this topic at DCISC’s
February 2017 Public Meeting: The DCPP Investment Review Process was being
developed to ensure that financial resources are invested in a way to ensure the
high level of performance. As PG&E intends to operate DCPP until the end of the
current licenses, PG&E and DCPP are committed to safely and reliably operating
the plant with excellence and to that end will continue to make appropriate
investments to ensure high levels of performance, reactor safety and industrial
safety.

A multi-disciplined team, called the Project Review Working Group (PRWG), has
been formed to define the process by which DCPP will prioritize projects for
funding. Members of the PRWG include subject matter experts from
Engineering, Finance, Nuclear Work Management; Regulatory Projects;
Strategic Projects and Operations organizations. The membership of the PRWG
will remain fixed and the PRWG has completed review of projects from the
2016-2017 period and is continuing with projects for future years. Through this
ongoing process the Excellence Plan Executive Oversight Board (EOB) and
PRWG are charged with ensuring the continued safety and reliability of DCPP
while optimizing the use of capital and expense budgets through 2025. A key
element is that DCPP is not inventing a large number of new processes in this
effort and is still using processes which have been in place. However, now with
the PRWG each project is being reviewed and evaluated with reference not only
to nuclear safety and reliability, but also with reference to a ten-year operating
horizon.

Joint Proposal and DCPP Decommissioning Status (Volume II, Exhibit D.6,
Section 3.10)

DCPP is currently performing its regular annual decommissioning update for the
NRC. For the Joint Proposal closing in 2025, PG&E is in the process of
establishing its Decommissioning Group targeting March 1, 2017, to have the
organization in place. The Group’s initial work will be to determine the type of
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decommissioning to perform, i.e., SAFSTOR or Greenfield, and then perform a
detailed “room-by-room” cost estimate. Decommissioning testimony is due in
the first quarter of 2019. The Group will be benchmarking eight or nine plants
for ideas.

The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has begun its formal
proceeding to consider approval of the Joint Proposal. DCPP’s plan for
decommissioning has begun with the process of developing its
decommissioning organization which will determine what type of
decommissioning to use and a detailed cost estimate.

4.26.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:
The DCPP Joint Proposal to end DCPP operation in 2025 is
beginning to work its way through the California Public
Utilities Commission hearing process. PG&E expects to have
the final CPUC decision in late 2017. PG&E is using the DCPP
Excellence Plan to track and implement the high-level actions
necessary to support the retirement of Diablo Canyon at the
expiration of its current NRC operating licenses under the
Joint Proposal. DCPP has formed a Project Review Working
Group using experienced staff from Operations, Engineering,
and Work Control to perform an initial review of the entire
portfolio for future capital projects in light of the Joint
Proposal. DCPP’s plan for decommissioning has begun with
the process of developing its decommissioning organization
which will determine what type of decommissioning to use
and a detailed cost estimate. The DCISC should follow closely
the progress of the Joint Proposal, the DCPP Excellence Plan,
and DCPP’s decommissioning planning through regular
updates during both Fact-finding Meetings and Public
Meetings.

Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 1.1, Formation
of the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee
The Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee (DCISC) was established as one of
the terms of a settlement agreement entered into by the Division of Ratepayer Advocates
(DRA) of the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), the Attorney General (AG) for
the State of California, and Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E). The settlement
agreement, dated June 24, 1988, was intended to cover the operation and revenue
requirements associated with the two units of PG&E’s Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
(Diablo Canyon) for the 30-year period following the commercial operation date of each
unit. The agreement arose out of rate proceedings that had been pending before the
CPUC for four years, and which included numerous hearings and pre-trial depositions.
Just prior to the commencement of trial, the DRA, the AG and PG&E prepared and
entered into the settlement agreement and submitted it to the CPUC for approval.

The agreement provided that:

“An Independent Safety Committee shall be established consisting of
three members, one each appointed by the Governor of the State of
California, the Attorney General and the Chairperson of the California
Energy Commission (CEC), respectively, serving staggered three-year
terms. The Committee shall review Diablo Canyon operations for the
purpose of assessing the safety of operations and suggesting any
recommendations for safe operations. Neither the Committee nor its
members shall have any responsibility or authority for plant
operations, and they shall have no authority to direct PG&E personnel.
The Committee shall conform in all respects to applicable federal laws,
regulations and Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) policies.”

The agreement further provided that the DCISC shall have the right to receive
certain operating reports and records of Diablo Canyon, and that the DCISC
shall have the right to conduct an annual examination of the Diablo Canyon site
and such other supplementary visits to the plant site as it may deem
appropriate. The DCISC is to prepare an annual report and such interim reports
as may be appropriate, which shall include any recommendations of the
Committee.

The settlement agreement and its supplemental implementing agreement were
referred to the CPUC for review and approval. Following hearings before a CPUC
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Administrative Law Judge and the Commission itself, the CPUC, in December
1988, approved the settlement agreement, finding that it was reasonable and
“in the public interest” and that the “Safety Committee will be a useful monitor
of safe operation at Diablo Canyon”.

As required by the provisions of CPUC decisions and of Assembly Bill 1890
enacted by the California Legislature, which mandated electric utility rate
restructuring and deregulation, PG&E filed an application which proposed a
rate-making treatment for Diablo Canyon which would have priced the plant’s
output at market rates by the end of 2001. On May 21, 1997, the CPUC issued
Decision 97-05-088, which found that the DCISC remains a key element of
monitoring the safe operation of Diablo Canyon. The Decision ordered that the
DCISC remain in existence under the terms and conditions of the settlement
agreement (Decision 88-12-083, Appendix C, Attachment A) until further order
of the Commission.

On May 27, 2004, the CPUC issued Decision 04-05-055, the Test Year 2003
General Rate Case, setting the Utility’s revenue requirements for its electric
generation operations. In Decision 04-05-055 the CPUC also: 1) adopted a
Stipulation between the DCISC, PG&E, the Office of Ratepayer Advocates
(formerly the “DRA”), The Utility Reform Network, the CEC and the San Luis
Obispo Mothers for Peace which provided for the DCISC’s continued existence
and funding through PG&E’s cost-of-service rates, at the funding levels
established by Decision 97-05-088; 2) changed the nomination procedures for
DCISC membership to eliminate from the process the participation of PG&E and
the Dean of Engineering at the University of California at Berkeley; 3) modified
qualification requirements for DCISC membership; and 4) added a new
requirement for public outreach in the San Luis Obispo community to the
DCISC’s mandate.

On January 25, 2007, the CPUC issued Decision 07-01-028. The CPUC had
previously adopted new practices and expectations for the DCISC without
concurrently restating the Committee’s charter to reflect the changes. In its
Decision, the CPUC granted the DCISC application for authority to restate its
charter including the incorporation into the Restated Charter of several terms,
conditions, changes, and clarifications necessitated by, and previously
authorized by, the CPUC which govern the composition, responsibilities and
operations of the Committee. In its Decision, the CPUC found the Restated
Charter to be in the public’s interest as it reflects the latest authority and
obligations of the DCISC. The Committee’s application was unopposed.

PG&E Joint Proposal to Retire Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) at Expiration
of the Current Operating Licenses

On June 21, 2016, PG&E announced a Joint Proposal with Friends of the Earth,
the Natural Resources Defense Council, Environment California, the
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International Brotherhood of Electrical Works Local 1245, Coalition of California
Utility Employees and the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility to retire DCPP at
the expiration of the current operating licenses. On August 11, 2016, PG&E filed
an Application with the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) for
approval of the retirement of DCPP, implementation of the Joint Proposal, and
for recovery of associated costs through proposed ratemaking.

Under the Joint Proposal, PG&E will continue to operate DCPP at current levels
through the current license periods. If the Application is approved by the CPUC,
in 2024 PG&E would retire Unit-1, and in 2025 would retire Unit-2. To replace
DCPP power, the Joint Proposal provides specific greenhouse gas-free
procurement requirements beginning in 2018 and continuing through 2031.

Over the period of the next two years, PG&E will prepare a site-specific
decommissioning plan including a schedule for post-shutdown treatment of
spent fuel. In the Joint Proposal PG&E commits to pursuing dry cask storage as
promptly as feasible and to continuing seismic studies. PG&E has suspended its
license renewal efforts with the NRC and following CPUC approval of the Joint
Proposal, PG&E will formally withdraw its license renewal application with the
NRC.

Under the Joint Proposal, PG&E has committed to continuing the safe operation
of DCPP and to provide resources and assistance to transitioning workers. To
continue safe operations under the Joint Proposal it will be critical to retain
existing employees, who are highly qualified and PG&E has committed to
provide a retention program and severance payments upon completion of
employment. Under the Joint Proposal PG&E proposes to continue to provide
funding to the San Luis Obispo area through 2025.

The Joint Proposal remains contingent upon a number of regulatory actions,
including approval by the CPUC of the proposed plan for replacement of DCPP
with 2,000 gigawatt-hours hours of energy efficient power by the end of 2024;
a CPUC directive for replacement of DCPP power in the CPUC’s Integrated
Resource Plan; CPUC approval of cost recovery for PG&E’s investment in DCPP,
appropriate employee retention, retraining and severance programs, the
community program, and for costs associated with PG&E’s prior relicensing
activities.

The DCISC will continue to monitor and provide information to the public and to
the Governor, the California Energy Commission, the California Attorney
General, and to the CPUC on developments which may have an impact on safety
of operations at DCPP as a result of activities in furtherance of approval or
implementation of the Joint Proposal.

The first “Interim Report on Safety of Diablo Canyon Operations,” covering the
period of January 1 through June 30, 1990, was adopted by the DCISC on June
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6, 1991, and there have been twenty-six annual reports since then. This
twenty-seventh annual report covers the period July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017,
and was adopted by the DCISC at a public meeting in Avila Beach, CA on
October 18, 2017.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 1.2,
Appointment of Committee Members
A request for applications is publicly noticed by the CPUC. After receipt of the
applications, a list of candidates is selected by the CPUC and provided to the appointing
agencies. In accordance with the Restated Charter:

“The President of the CPCU shall review each application to assess the
applicant’s qualifications, experience and background, including any conflict of
interest and comment received from the public, and shall propose as candidates
only persons with knowledge, background and experience in the field of nuclear
power facilities and nuclear safety issues who demonstrate they have no
conflict of interest.”

In July 1989, when CPUC President G. Mitchell Wilk announced the initial list of
nine candidates nominated for appointment to the DCISC, he noted that

“ … an independent safety Committee clearly requires members who could
demonstrate objectivity and independence. For this reason, none of the
nominees has testified for PG&E or any other party before the CPUC or the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in any proceeding regarding Diablo Canyon.”

The Restated Charter provides:

“No person shall serve as a member of the Committee if he or she has a prior
history of supporting or opposing PG&E as a witness or intervener in nuclear
licensing or CPUC proceedings associated with Diablo Canyon.”

1.2.1 Robert J. Budnitz
1.2.2 Peter Lam
1.2.3 Per F. Peterson
1.2.4 Technical Consultants & Legal Counsel
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 1.2.4,
Appointment of Technical Consultants & Legal
Counsel
The Restated Charter provides the Committee may contract for services including the
services of consultants and experts to assist the Committee in its safety review. The
DCISC Members are assisted in their important work by technical consultants and legal
counsel. For this report period those persons were:

Technical Consultant:
Mr. R. Ferman Wardell, a Registered Professional Engineer, holds both Bachelor and
Master of Science degrees in Nuclear Engineering from North Carolina State
University. He is a 50-year veteran of the nuclear power industry, having been
directly involved in design, quality assurance, operation and nuclear safety oversight
activities for Duke Energy Corporation’s seven nuclear units. He was formerly
Executive Assistant to the Chairman and CEO at Duke Energy. Mr. Wardell has been
a Consultant to the DCISC since 1992. In this capacity he participates in technical
and programmatic reviews of the safety of Diablo Canyon nuclear operations, DCISC
Public Meetings, and development of the DCISC Fact-finding reports and Annual
Report. Mr. Wardell also serves as nuclear consultant to the minority owner of the
North Anna Power Station, a nuclear plant in Virginia.

Technical Consultant:
Mr. Richard D. McWhorter, Jr., holds a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering from the United States Naval Academy. He is a 30-year veteran of the
nuclear power industry. He served for ten years as a division officer and department
head in the navy’s nuclear submarine program in which he was responsible for the
operation of his submarine’s nuclear power plant. Mr. McWhorter then served the U.
S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for ten years first as an Operator Licensing
Examiner and then as Senior Resident Inspector at North Anna Power Station. He
then was employed for two years as a Systems Engineering Manager for Dominion
Virginia Power at North Anna Power Station. For the last eight years, Mr. McWhorter
has been employed at Old Dominion Electric Cooperative where he currently serves
as Vice President of Operations and Asset Management.

Special Consultant
Dr. Robert T. Sewell: Special Consultant Dr. Robert T. Sewell: Dr. Sewell specializes
in probabilistic hazard, risk, reliability and decision studies for complex engineered
facilities and systems in the face of diverse natural and man-caused threats.  He has
been involved in numerous studies and reviews for risk, safety and reliability
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evaluations of nuclear power plants and nuclear waste storage facilities, oil
exploration and production facilities, dams, bridges and conventional structures.  His
practical consulting experience encompasses over 29 years of professional
involvement in a variety of high-technology engineering and related engineering-
education projects worldwide. His graduate work and Ph.D. studies were at Stanford
University, with graduate theses focusing on reliability of dams against earthquakes
and flooding, and earthquake risk-performance-based design of nuclear structures
and equipment. Dr. Sewell has worked with the tsunami science community for the
past 18 years, and in 2013 he received the International Tsunami Society’s Award
for Outstanding and Original Contributions to Tsunami Science.  He is also a Project
Management Institute-certified Project Management Professional.

Legal Counsel:
Robert R. Wellington, Esq. has been Legal Counsel for the DCISC since its
organization in 1989. He is a graduate of Stanford University and the University of
California (Hastings) Law School. For over 20 years his practice has been limited to
representing several cities, regional wastewater and solid waste districts and other
public agencies, including the DCISC. He advises the DCISC with regard to its legal
and administrative matters.

Assistant Legal Counsel:
Robert Rathie, Esq. has been associated with the Committee through his work with
the Wellington Law Offices since 1993. He obtained a bachelor’s degree in Social
Science and History from Chico State University in 1972 and served for 15 years in
the U.S. Merchant Marine as chief purser on board passenger and freight vessels in
foreign trade. He received his Juris Doctor degree from Monterey College of Law in
1993. He is a member of the State Bar of California and the Monterey County Bar
Association. He assists Mr. Wellington in advising the DCISC with regard to its legal,
regulatory and administrative matters.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 1.3, DCISC
Public Meetings and Plant Tours
The DCISC held three public meetings in the vicinity of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant on the following dates:

October 19–20, 2016, Public Meeting
February 8–9, 2017, Public Meeting and Public Plant Tour
June 27–28, 2017, Public Meeting and Public Plant Tour

These are described in Section 2.0.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 1.4,
Committee Member Site Inspection Tours and Fact-
finding Meetings
The DCISC Members and Consultants visit DCPP regularly to conduct fact-finding
meetings and tour areas of the plant to review operational activities and inspect systems,
equipment or structures which the Committee has under review or has interest. A record
of these Fact-finding meetings is contained in Volume II, Exhibits D.1–D.11, and plant
tours and inspections are listed in Exhibit E.

1.4.1 Inspections and Fact-finding meetings by Robert J. Budnitz

To DCPP on August 10–11, 2016, with Consultant McWhorter to review, observe, attend
and receive updates on: the Plant Health Committee; Plant Protection System upgrades;
the Operations Human Performance and Operations Excellence Plans; operator aging and
retention issues; Crane Program Health; the updated Seismic Probabilistic Risk
Assessment; to meet with the NRC Acting Senior Resident Inspector; and to hold a
discussion with DCPP senior management.

To DCPP on November 2–3, 2016, with Consultant Wardell to observe the
November 2, 2016 Ingestion Pathway Evaluated Emergency Exercise; to review
progress regarding National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA)-805implementation; to review the DCPP Audit Program Update and
Results of 2016 Audits; to receive an update on the health of the Reactor
Coolant System Process Control System; to review the results of the Emergency
Auxiliary Saltwater Pump Flow Test; to review Westinghouse’s reanalysis of
Reactor Coolant System Supports; to receive an update on the health of the
Nuclear Fuel Program and future plans; and to meet with the NRC Senior
Resident Inspector and the DCPP Station Director.

To DCPP on January 18–19, 2017, with Consultant Wardell to attend the Plant
Health Committee meeting; to review emergency diesel generator health and
status; to review the Buried Piping and Tanks Program; to receive information
on large transformer health; to review the Margin Management Program; to
receive a report on the results of November 2, 2016 Emergency Exercise; to
review the status of the plant’s review of the hazards from locally intense
precipitation and tsunamis; to receive an update on the Joint Proposal and
DCPP decommissioning status; and to meet with the NRC Senior Resident
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Inspector; and to meet with Mr. Ed Halpin, DCPP Vice-President, Nuclear
Generation.

To DCPP on March 22–23, 2017, with Consultant Wardell to attend a meeting of
the Plant Health Committee; to review refueling equipment readiness, to
receive a report on the 1R20 Outage Safety Plan; to review Safety System
Functional Failures; to review the status of major regulatory issues, to receive
an update on classification of structures, systems, and components, to review
the health of the Compressed Air System; to observe operator rounds; to review
a report on Quality Verification’s Top Issues and the Pre-NIEP Self-Assessment;
to review the use of lower-bound cutoffs in the analysis of probabilistic seismic
fragilities for components and structures; to attend the Nuclear Safety
Oversight Committee’s summary meeting; and to review the survey of Nuclear
Safety Culture Health.

1.4.2 Inspections and Fact-finding meetings by Peter Lam

To DCPP on August 31—September 1, 2016, with Consultant Wardell to meet with the
NRC Senior Resident Inspector; to review the Self-Assessment Program; to review the
Annual Radiation Release and Radiation Environmental Operating Reports; to review the
Containment structures health; to meet with the DCPP Site Vice-President; to discuss
future DCISC public tours of DCPP with plant staff; to review the Joint Proposal; to
receive an update on the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) assessment; to
review electronic work orders; to conduct a lunch meeting with members of the Quality
Verification Department; to observe licensed operator training on storm procedures; and
to review the status of closed loop cooling.

To DCPP on March 8–9, 2017, with Consultant McWhorter to meet with NRC
Senior Resident Inspector; to review the Fire Protection Program and system
health; to review the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)
Operations; to receive a report on the Auxiliary Building Ventilation System
health; to review the Centrifugal Charging Pump System health; to review the
Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program; to review the Operability
Determination Program; to receive information on the status of the Joint
Proposal; to review the Employee Concerns Program; and to meet with DCPP
Senior Director of Nuclear Services.

1.4.3 Inspections and Fact-finding meetings by Per F. Peterson

To DCPP on July 20–21, 2016, with Consultant Wardell to attend a meeting with DCPP
Chief Nuclear Officer Ed Halpin; to meet with the NRC Resident Inspector; to review salt
deposition rates; to assess safety/security interface and the accidental discharge of
weapons; to review the performance of Reactor Coolant Pump thermal shutdown seals;
to receive a report on the emergency diesel generator health; to review issues related to
the fire doors; to review the performance of the Design Quality organization; to review
FLEX training; to receive a report on Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)
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fuel loading; to attend the DCPP Safety and Wellness Expo and Barbeque Throwdown;
and to receive and review power reduction data.

To DCPP on December 7–8, 2016, with Consultant Wardell to receive an update
on spent fuel Multipurpose Canister inspections and corrosion issues; to review
extent of condition evaluation for emergency diesel generator trip pushbutton
covers; to review the health of the 230kV electrical system; to review of the
DCPP Excellence Plan; to receive an update on National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) 805 Program implementation status and the remote hot
shutdown panels; to attend Operations Focus daily briefing and accompany an
operator on rounds; to receive a report on the Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(PRA) Analysis for the NRC issuance of a “White Finding”; to receive reports on
long-term capital project planning under the Joint Proposal; to meet with a
DCPP Senior Manager; and to observe Operations Continuing Training session.

To DCPP on May 10–11, 2017, with Consultants Wardell to meet with NRC
Senior Resident Inspector; to review and receive an update on the Seismically
Induced Seismic Interactions Program; to review winter storm events; to
receive report on Component Cooling Water System health and tour the system;
to tour non-Containment outage work; to tour within Containment and view the
Containment closure video; to review the status and updates to the outage
schedule; and to meet with Mr. Jim Welsch, PG&E Vice President – Nuclear
Generation.

1.4.4 Tours of DCPP by DCISC Members and Members of the Public
During the Period July 1, 2016—June 30, 2017

The DCISC had historically performed a public tour of Diablo Canyon Power Plant each
year with members of the public in conjunction with its January/February public meetings
(except for two years following the terrorist activities of September 11, 2001 because of
tightened security at nuclear power plants, including DCPP). With its June 2004 public
meeting, the Committee resumed conducting tours of DCPP with members of the public,
offering a tour in conjunction with each of its public meetings since that time, unless
precluded by security concerns. The tours are noticed in advance in the local newspaper
and on the DCISC’s website, and members of the public sign up in advance. During these
tours members of the public and the Committee Members and Consultants hold individual
discussions concerning the DCISC, Diablo Canyon, and nuclear power. The tours have
proven to be very popular with the local residents and are considered by the DCISC as an
important aspect of its public outreach activities.

Public tours were conducted at the February 8, 2017, and June 7, 2017, Public
Meetings, with the DCISC Members, and DCISC Consultants. The tours were
attended by 7 and 36 members of the public attending each of the tours,
respectively. The tours did not enter controlled/protected areas of the plant.
The DCISC appreciates PG&E’s cooperation in facilitating these tours with
members of the public and considers them to have been a valuable part of the
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DCISC’s public outreach to the local community and the public at large. These
tours are described in Volume II, Exhibit E. The DCISC is presently reviewing
the effectiveness and efficacy of the public tours as part of its public outreach
efforts. While public interest remains, the DCISC will continue to host public
tours.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 1.5, Visits by
DCISC Members to California State Agencies
On July 1, 2016, DCISC Member Per Peterson and Assistant Legal Counsel Robert Rathie
met in Oakland, CA with Senior Policy Advisor and Director of the Governor’s Office of
Planning and Research Mr. Ken Alex to discuss matters including the continuing role and
importance of the DCISC in context of the Joint Proposal to close and decommission
DCPP at the end of its current operating license from the NRC and the responsibilities of
the Committee to review and assess issues concerning equipment and personnel.
Storage of spent and inert nuclear fuel and whether spent fuel represents waste or a
potential resource was discussed as wee issues concerning the spent fuel pools and the
transport of nuclear fuel. The location of DCPP on California’s electric grid infrastructure
was reviewed and the usefulness of the data collected on submarine geologic formations
during the curse of the R/V Bartlett was discussed in context of future study of the risk at
the plant site and its environs from seismic and tsunami-related events. Dr. Peterson
also discussed with Mr. Alex the history of the development of water-cooled nuclear
reactors, the potential for salt-cooled reactors, and efforts to develop fusion energy. On
November 10, 2016, DCISC Member Peter Lam and Assistant Legal Counsel Robert
Rathie met in Sacramento, CA, with California Energy Commission Chair Robert B.
Weisenmiller, Ph.D., his advisor Mr. Kevin Barker, CEC Executive Director Rob Oglesby
and Senior Nuclear Policy Advisor Dr. Justin Cochran to discuss matters including: the
Joint Proposal which, if approved, would result in closing operations and
decommissioning DCPP at the end of its current NRC operating licenses. Issues involved
with maintaining a qualified workforce, capital spending, equipment replacement,
preventive maintenance, and efforts to address safety concerns during the pre-closure
and decommissioning periods were also reviewed. The potential and implications for
flexible, load-following, operation of DCPP was reviewed as were PG&E’s plans for dry
cask storage of spent fuel and the relicensing of the Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation, the present spent fuel inventory, and the management of spent fuel
including the potential for cracking of the multipurpose canisters. The recent “White
Finding” received by DCPP for the Emergency Core Cooling System limit switches was
reviewed as were issues regarding the recent evaluation of DCPP by the Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations, the continuing seismic evaluation of the plant site including
the risk from tsunamis, and the issues identified concerning the possibility of vessel
rupture from the use of certain steel in nuclear reactors. The participants also discussed
the recommendation under consideration in the draft 2016 CEC’s Integrated Energy
Policy Report as was the threat posed by cesium 137 in radiological sources and a recent
violation by the Tetra Tech firm.
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The DCISC’s preference is to schedule annual meetings between its Members
and the appointing entities and with the Commissioners or representatives of
the California Public Utilities Commission to provide background on and
information regarding current activities of the Committee.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 1.6,
Documents Provided to the DCISC
The Restated Charter provides that the DCISC shall have the right to receive on a regular
basis specified operating reports and records of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, as
well as such other reports pertinent to safety as may be produced in the course of
operations and may be requested by the Committee. Thousands of PG&E and Nuclear
Regulatory Commission documents (relating to both historical and current operations)
have been provided to the DCISC. Document lists are shown in Volume II, Exhibit A.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Section 1.7,
Documentation of DCISC Activities
DCISC Activities and meetings are documented for public information in several ways as
described below. Documents are available at the Reference Department at the California
Polytechnic University (Cal Poly) R.F. Kennedy Library in San Luis Obispo, CA.

The DCISC’s Annual Report, covering the period July 1 through June 30, is a
comprehensive description of Committee activities throughout the period. The
report is published in two volumes and in a compact disk format and is made
available on the Committee website and is provided to local San Luis Obispo
City and County public libraries and interested persons.

Minutes of each public meeting are contained in the Annual Report in Exhibits
B.3, B.6, and B.9.

Reports of DCISC visits to the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant (DCPP) are
contained in the Annual Report in Exhibits D.1 through D.9.

DCISC public meetings are webcast in real time and cablecast over the San Luis
Obispo local government access television channel, Channel 21, and are
available at all times through indexed, archived streaming video at the link
provided on the Committee’s website to www.slo-span.org.

The DCISC issues press releases before and, on occasion, after its public
meetings concerning topics it believes to be of particular interest.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Exhibit 8.1, Telephone
Calls and E-mails Received by the DCISC
Telephone calls and emails have been received by the DCISC Legal Counsel’s office with
questions, concerns and requests for information. During this reporting period, 58 calls
and 76 emails were received from individuals. The breakdown of these calls and emails is
as follows:

Number of Calls Number of E-mails Reason for Contact

3 31 DCPP issues or nuclear information
requests

40  15 Other (administrative, document requests,
media, tour requests and miscellaneous)

When requested, answers, responses or documents were provided either during
the call, a return call, or by a letter, email or documents from the Committee.
The DCISC Telephone/ Correspondence Log which provides a memorandum of
contacts initiated by members of the public, citizen or public interest groups,
the media or similar organizations is included as Exhibit G.1 and
correspondence with the public is included with Exhibit G.2.

The Committee maintains a California toll-free telephone number (800-439-
4688), an E-mail address (dcsafety@dcisc.org) and a site on the worldwide web
at www.dcisc.org for receiving questions, concerns or information to and from
the public. The DCISC has developed an information pamphlet describing the
Committee and its function (see Volume II, Exhibit I). The Pamphlet is provided
to attendees at DCISC public meetings and plant tours.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Exhibit 8.2, DCISC
Internet–Worldwide Web Page Activity

The DCISC maintains a frequently updated web page on the worldwide web.
Since the DCISC established its web page and presence on the internet in 1999
the Committee’s goal has been to provide a convenient and accessible forum for
interested members of the public to learn about the Committee, its history,
background and role in safety oversight at DCPP; its current members and
consultants; Volumes I and II of the Committee’s latest Annual Report;
previous annual reports; the current schedule of future DCISC public meetings
and public tours, along with an interactive map to the PG&E Energy Education
Center; and the legal notice and agenda for the Committee’s next public
meeting, which is posted on the website prior to the meeting. Changing the file
names from “html” to “php” has made it possible to quickly make changes to
both the site navigation and standard features such as the wording for the
public tours and the interactive maps.

The web page also provides visitors with an opportunity to download or print
pages from the DCISC web site and offers a convenient email link to permit
interested persons to communicate directly with the Committee and to receive
an expedited response to questions and concerns. When the Annual Report is
finalized, the entire report is published on the website and is also published and
distributed to local public libraries and interested persons on compact disk. The
website also includes a link to the Committee’s Recommendations made in its
Annual Reports to PG&E from the 2000/2001 to the 2013/2014 annual report
periods.

The DCISC’s site on the worldwide web has been further developed with the
addition of links to the State Water Resources Control Board’s Special Studies
Final Report of the Independent Third Party (Bechtel Power Corporation) Final
Technologies Assessment for the Alternative Cooling Technologies or
Modifications to the Existing Once-Through Cooling System for the Diablo
Canyon Power Plant (Bechtel Final Assessment) including the Addendum
(Bechtel Addendum), the DCISC’’s September 5, 2013 Evaluation of the Bechtel
Final Assessment and the DCISC’s October 17, 2014 Preliminary Evaluation of
the Bechtel Addendum. The website continues to provide access to videos
concerning the replacement of Diablo Canyon’s steam generators and spent fuel
storage project in a convenient and accessible forum for interested members of
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the public.

The Committee continues to post the agendas for all its public meetings on the
website, as well as general information about the Committee, its members and
consultants. A list of useful links is included to topics of interest to the general
public, to PG&E’s website for information concerning Diablo Canyon Power
Plant, to the NRC and to the International Atomic Energy Agency for agency and
industry-related information and to an indexed webcast of streaming video of
its past public meetings through electronic archives and to the public meetings
in real time when they are in session.

The website also provides access to a convenient glossary of nuclear power
terms and a list of acronyms in common use in the industry. Both Volumes of
this Annual Report are available on the website in fully-linked php-text format,
as is an animated depiction of the operation of a pressurized water nuclear
reactor such as those in operation at Diablo Canyon.

During the DCISC’s October 19–20, 2016 public meeting, the live-streaming
video of the meetings was accessed by visitors 36 times. The live streaming
video feed of the DCISC’s February 8–9, 2017 public meeting was similarly
accessed 26 times. During the DCISC’s public meeting on June 7–8, 2017,
visitors accessed the live stream video 26 times. These data represent the total
number of times “live visitors” entered the site including those visitors who
may have come and gone from the site more than once (i.e. “total page views”).

The most meaningful statistics provided for July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017
were the actual “visits,” the actual, unique visitor numbers, regardless of how
many pages that visitor actually viewed on the DCISC’s website during the
period of this report included the following:

Month Visits
July 2016 866
August 2016 874
September 2016 919
October 2016 918
November 2016 1,104
December 2016 1,056
January 2017 1,239
February 2017 1,236
March 2017 1,589
April 2017 1,5439
May 2017 1,469
June 2017 2,399
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Top ten countries from which visitors accessed the site were: Russian
Federation, United States, Great Britain, Germany, Poland, European Union,
Ukraine, Romania, France and Japan.

Among the most common “key phrases" typed into internet search engines,
such as LG, MS Internet Explorer, Konqueror, Firefox, Mozilla, and Google
Chrome and others were: “content”, “foreign material exclusion procedure”,
“California fire prevention institute 24th annual workshop-fire safety exhibit
2014”, “tour report notice”, “diablo canyon vessel internals”, “annual report
preface”.

The top ten downloads were:

22nd-pdf.pdf
25th-pdf.pdf
21st-pdf.pdf
24th-pdf.pdf
23rd-pdf.pdf
2014-10-17-final-assessment.pdf
annual-report-21-2010-2011/21st-g01-telephone-log.pdf
2014-10-17-final-assessment.pdf
sewell-presentation.pdf
annual-report-22-2011-2012/22nd-a01-documents-received-pdf.pdf

The most visited pages were:

index.php
annual-report-22-2011-2012/22nd-b09-minutes-2012-06.php
contact.php
public-tour.php
annual-report-23-2012-2013/23rd–exhibit-d08-2013-04-9-10.php2012/index.php
notice.php
agenda.php
about/history.php
about/general-information.php
glossary.phpp
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Exhibit 8.3, Comments
Received at DCISC public meetings
During this period (July 1, 2016—June 30, 2017), the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety
Committee (DCISC) held three public meetings in the vicinity of Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant (DCPP). The two-day public meetings included numerous informational,
programmatic and plant status presentations by PG&E and by Committee Consultants
and questions and comments from the public. The Committee always holds an evening
session on the first of the two days of a public meeting in the San Luis Obispo area for
the convenience of the public. The two-day public meetings are webcast in real time and
cable cast afterwards on the local public access television station and by indexed webcast
and all meetings are videotaped.

The DCISC encourages members of the public to attend and speak at its public
meetings. Times are set aside throughout the meetings for public questions and
comments. During the reporting period July 1, 2016—June 30, 2017, thirteen
different individuals spoke a total of seventy-three times. Eleven individuals
appeared and spoke at the October 19–20, 2016 meeting; eight individuals
appeared and spoke at the February 8–9, 2017 meeting; and five individuals
appeared and spoke at the June 7–8, 2017 meeting. Six persons addressed the
Committee during more than one of its public meetings.

The comments and questions, together with the Committee’s and PG&E’s
responses, are contained in the public meeting minutes included in Volume II,
Exhibits B.3, B.6, and B.9.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Exhibit 8.4, DCISC
Public Tours of DCPP
The DCISC usually holds public tours in conjunction with its three public meetings each
year in the San Luis Obispo local area. As part of the DCISC outreach program, each tour
now provides an opportunity for interested persons to see the plant as interact with
DCISC Members and Consultants. The tours conducted in February and June 2017 are
described below. No tour was conducted in conjunction with the October 2016 public
meeting

8.4.1 February 8, 2017 Public Tour

On the morning of Wednesday, February 8, 2017, the DCISC Members and Technical
Consultants accompanied by 8 members of the public participated in a tour of Diablo
Canyon Power Plant (DCPP). The group received security badges at the PG&E Energy
Education Center and assembled in the auditorium for a brief introduction of the DCISC
and its Members and Technical Consultants and a discussion of the role and responsibility
of the Committee. Afterward DCPP Lead Manager, External Affairs & Public Policy, Ms.
Suzanne Parker gave an informational presentation about the plant and PG&E’s current
energy generation portfolio and plans for the future. An opportunity was provided for
questions. The group then boarded a bus for the plant. During the drive information was
presented on the history of the plant. The bus entered the plant site through the Avila
Gate and the group received a briefing from PG&E on the various external features and
buildings and was taken on a narrated drive-by of the Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation (ISFSI), also known as the dry cask spent fuel storage facility.

The bus then arrived at the parking area. The members of the public and the
DCISC Members and Technical Consultants visited in turn the Control Room
Simulator Facility, a full scale mockup of the Unit-1 (U-1) control room and a
viewing area for the Intake and Outfall Facilities where the plant pulls in and
discharges cooling water from and to the Pacific Ocean. The group then
departed DCPP for return to the Energy Education Center and had the
opportunity to discuss the plant with individual DCISC members and
consultants.

8.4.2 June 7, 2017 Public Tour

On the morning of Thursday, June 7, 2017, DCISC Members Drs. Budnitz and Lam,
Budnitz together with Technical Consultants Mr. McWhorter and Mr. Wardell,
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accompanied by 36 members of the public participated in a tour of Diablo Canyon Power
Plant (DCPP). The group received security badges at the PG&E Energy Education Center
and assembled in the auditorium for a brief introduction of the DCISC and its Members,
Technical Consultants and Assistant Legal Counsel and a brief discussion of the role,
responsibilities and operation of the Committee. Afterward DCPP Lead Manager, External
Affairs & Public Policy, Ms. Suzanne Parker gave an informational presentation about
PG&E’s current energy generation portfolio and PG&E’s challenges and plans for the
future with reference to the mix and future of solar, wind and nuclear generation. The
group received information on the operation of the plant and an opportunity was
provided for questions. The group then boarded a bus for the plant. During the drive
information was presented on the history of the plant. The bus entered the plant site
through the Avila Gate and the group received a briefing from PG&E on the various
external features and buildings and was taken on a narrated drive-by of the Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI), also known as the dry cask spent fuel storage
facility.

The bus then arrived at the parking area. The members of the public and the
DCISC Members and Technical Consultants visited in turn the Control Room
Simulator Facility, a full scale mockup of the Unit-1 (U-1) control room and a
viewing area for the Intake and Outfall Facilities where the plant pulls in and
discharges cooling water from and to the Pacific Ocean. The group then
departed DCPP for return to the Energy Education Center and had the
opportunity to discuss the plant with individual DCISC members and
consultants.
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27th Annual Report, Volume I, Exhibit 8.5, DCISC
Evaluation
The DCISC has been relatively successful to date in implementing its Public Outreach
Program as demonstrated by the descriptions above. The public tours of DCPP have
varied in popularity during this report period. The website and e-mail channels of
communication are used frequently as indicated above. The public meetings during this
period were attended by between five to eleven people attending and also addressing
remarks or questions to the Committee. Representatives of Congressman Salud
Carbajal’s office, State Senator William Monning’s office and of the California Energy
Commission, the CPUC, and several representatives of Californians for Green Nuclear
Power, a group promoting the use of nuclear power in California, as well as
representatives of the San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace and the Alliance for Nuclear
Responsibility, non-profit organizations concerned with the local and nationwide dangers
involving DCPP and with the dangers of nuclear power, weapons and radioactive waste
on national and global levels also attended various meetings and sessions of the DCISC
public meetings during this report period. During this report period the Committee has
publicly reviewed its effectiveness including the conduct of fact findings and public
meetings; the development and utility of the Annual Report; Committee outreach to
government agencies and the officials appointing its members; the engagement of
consultants for specific projects; and the Committee’s continuing interaction with PG&E.
The Committee intends to continue this review during the next annual report period.
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Notice of Public Meeting

The Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee Notice
of Plant Tour and Public Meeting
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on October 19–20, 2016, at the Avila Lighthouse
Suites, located at First & San Francisco Streets, Avila Beach, California, a public meeting
will be held by the DCISC in the Point San Luis conference facility in four separate
sessions, at the times indicated, to consider the following matters:

1. Morning Session - (10/19/2016) – 9:00 A.M. Opening comments and remarks;
receive public comments and communications to the Committee; approve minutes
of June 21-22, 2016 public meeting; discussion of administrative matters, including
review and approval of the DCISC 26th Annual Report on the Safety of Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant (DCPP) Operations for the period July 1, 2015 - June
30, 2016, an update on financial matters and activities during 2016-2017, review of
the Open Items List, reports by Committee Members and scheduling of future public
meetings and fact-finding visits, discussion of public tours and outreach, reports by
technical consultants and legal counsel, receive, approve and authorize transmittal
of fact-finding reports to PG&E, and review of documents received.

2. Afternoon Session - (10/19/2016) - 1:30 P.M. Committee member comments;
receive public comments and communications to the Committee; report by technical
consultant, approve and authorize transmittal of fact-finding report to PG&E; receive
informational presentation requested by the Committee from PG&E on the current
status of PG&E’s review of the tsunami hazard and risk at DCPP and its environs,
plans for future study of landslide induced tsunami risk and feasibility of performing
additional probabilistic-based analysis of tsunami risk; discussion of the tsunami
hazard assessment by the Committee, review and approval of response to question
from the California Energy Commission; further informational presentations by PG&E
on topics relating to plant safety and operations including an update on the
Emergency Preparedness Program and preparations for the November 2016
Evaluated Exercise, and a report on recent Licensee Event Reports, NRC Notices of
Violation and NRC Performance Indicators and issues raised by NRC Resident
Inspectors.

3. Morning Session - (10/20/2016) - 9:00 A.M. Comments by Committee
members; receive public comments and communications to the Committee; receive
informational presentation requested by the Committee from PG&E on its Joint
Proposal for retirement of DCPP at the expiration of its current operating licenses,
summary of the proposal, the approval process and status, and plans for retention
of qualified staff, ensuring plant equipment continues to be adequately maintained
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and for review of major capital projects, and DCPP plans for participation in the
Nuclear Energy Institute’s program entitled “Delivering the Nuclear Promise;”
Committee comments on the Joint Proposal; and further informational presentation
by PG&E on the Quality Verification organization’s perspective on plant performance,
top issues and the Quality Performance Assessment Report.

4. Afternoon Session - (10/20/2016) - 12:30 P.M. Comments by Committee
members; receive public comments and communications to the Committee;
consider further informational presentations from PG&E on topics relating to plant
safety and operations, including a presentation entitled “State of the Plant”
concerning key events, station activities and a summary of station highlights and
performance since the last meeting of the DCISC in June 2016, and a report on
plans for managing potential future power reductions and/or load following; wrap-up
discussion by Committee members, and confirmation of future site visits, study
sessions and public meetings.

The DCISC’s policy is to schedule its public meetings in locations that are
accessible to people with disabilities. The Avila Lighthouse Suites Point San Luis
Conference Facility and 40 Acacia Avenue are wheelchair accessible facilities. A
person who needs a disability-related accommodation or modification in order
to participate in the meeting may make a request by contacting the DCISC office
at (800) 439-4688 or by sending a written request to the DCISC office at 857
Cass Street, Ste. D., Monterey, CA 93940. Providing your request at least five
business days before the meeting will help ensure availability of the requested
accommodation.

The specific meeting agenda and the staff reports and materials regarding the
above meeting agenda items will be available for public review at the Reference
Department of the Cal Poly Library in San Luis Obispo. For further information,
or if you plan to attend and need specialized accommodations, please contact
Robert Wellington, Committee Legal Counsel, 857 Cass Street, Suite D,
Monterey, California, 93940; telephone: 1-800-439-4688 or read the agenda on
line by visiting the Committee’s website at www.dcisc.org.

http://www.slo-span.org/local_webcast/DCISC/stream_index.htm and
through www.dcisc.org.

Dated: October 9, 2016.
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DCISC Agenda for the October 19–20, 2016 Public
Meeting

Committee Members:

Robert J. Budnitz
Peter Lam
Per F. Peterson

Wednesday & Thursday, October 19–20, 2016
Point San Luis Conference Room
Avila Lighthouse Suites, First & San Francisco Streets, Avila Beach, California
(Click for an interactive map.)

Morning Session: 10/19/2016–9:00 A.M.

I Call To Order–Roll Call

II Introductions

Advisement

The Committee may consider at any time requests to change the order
of a listed agenda item. Information distributed to the Committee at a
public meeting becomes part of the public record of the DCISC. A copy
of written material, pictures, etc. must be provided to the Committee’s
Legal Counsel for this purpose. Correspondence received and sent by
the Committee is on file with the Office of the DCISC Legal Counsel and
copies are available upon request. Devices for attendees who may be
hearing impaired are available upon request.

III Public Comments and Communications

Anyone wishing to address the Committee on matters not appearing on
the Agenda may do so only at this time. The public may comment on
any matter listed on the Agenda immediately following the time the
matter is considered by the Committee. There will be a time limit for
each speaker as designated by the presiding officer. No action will be
taken by the Committee on matters brought up under this item but
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they may be referred to staff for further study, response or action.

IV Consent Agenda

Routine items which the Committee can approve with a single motion and vote.
A member may request that any item be placed on the regular agenda for
separate consideration.

1. Minutes of June 21–22, 2016, Meeting: Approve

V Action Items
1. DCISC 26th Annual Report on Safety of Diablo Canyon Operations: July 1, 2015 –

June 30, 2016: Discussion/Action
2. Update on Financial Matters & Committee Activities During 2016–2017:

Discussion/Action
3. Discussion of Open Items List: Discussion/Action

VI Committee Member Reports and Discussion
1. Public Outreach, Site Visits and Other Committee Activities; Agenda Items,

Scheduling and Confirmation of Future Fact-finding Visits and Public Meetings
2. Documents Provided to the Committee

VII Staff –Consultant Reports & Receive, Approve and
Authorize Transmittal of Fact-finding Reports to PG&E

1. Consultant Ferman Wardell: Fact-finding Topics; Report on and Approval of June
20–21, 2016 Fact Finding Report

2. Consultant Richard D. McWhorter, Jr.: Fact-finding Topics; Report on and Approval
of August 10–11, 2016 Fact Finding Report

3. Legal Counsel Robert Wellington: Regulatory and Legal Matters

VIII Adjourn Morning Meeting

Afternoon Session: 10/19/2016–1:30 P.M.

IX Reconvene for Afternoon Meeting

X Committee Member Comments

XI Public Comments and Communications

Anyone wishing to address the Committee on matters not appearing on
the Agenda may do so only at this time. The public may comment on
any matter listed on the Agenda immediately following the time the
matter is considered by the Committee. There will be a time limit for
each speaker as designated by the presiding officer. No action will be
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taken by the Committee on matters brought up under this item but
they may be referred to staff for further study, response or action.

XII Staff-Consultant Reports & Receive, Approve and
Authorize Transmittal of Fact-Finding Reports to PG&E
(Cont’d)

4. Consultant Ferman Wardell: Fact-finding Topics; Report on and Approval of
September 20–21, 2016 Fact Finding Report

XIII Information Items Before the Committee
1. Informational Presentations Requested by the Committee of PG&E Representatives

1. Current Status of PG&E’s Review of the Tsunami Hazard and Risk at DCPP and its
Environs Including: a) plans for future study of landslide induced tsunami risk, and
b) feasibility of performing additional probabilistic-based analysis of tsunami risk

XIV Informational Discussion by the Committee
1. DCISC Comments on Tsunami Hazard and Risk at DCPP and its Environs
2. Response to Question Posed by the California Energy Commission Technical

Representative to the CPUC Independent Peer Review Panel

XV Information Items Before the Committee (Cont’d)
2. Update on Emergency Preparedness Programs and Preparations for November 2016

Evaluated Exercise
3. Update on the Status of NRC Performance Indicators, Licensee Event Reports, NRC

Notices of Violation, and Issues Raised by NRC Resident Inspectors

XVI Adjourn Afternoon Meeting

Morning Session: 10/20/2016–9:00 A.M.

XVII Reconvene for Morning Meeting

XVIII Committee Member Comments

XIX Public Comments and Communications

Anyone wishing to address the Committee on matters not appearing on
the Agenda may do so only at this time. The public may comment on
any matter listed on the Agenda immediately following the time the
matter is considered by the Committee. There will be a time limit for
each speaker as designated by the presiding officer. No action will be
taken by the Committee on matters brought up under this item but
they may be referred to staff for further study, response or action.
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XX Information Items Before the Committee
3. Informational Presentations Requested by the Committee of PG&E Representatives

(Cont’d)

4. Joint Proposal for the Retirement of DCPP at Expiration of the Current Operating
License: Summary of Proposal, Approval Process/Status, Plans for Retaining
Adequate and Qualified Staffing, Plans for Ensuring Plant Equipment Continues to be
Adequately Maintained to Ensure Safe and Reliable Operation, Plans for Review of
Major Capital Projects, and DCPP Plans for Participation in the Nuclear Energy
Institute Program “Delivering the Nuclear Promise”

XXI Informational Discussion by the Committee Members
4. DCISC Comments on Joint Proposal

XXII Information Items Before the Committee
4. Informational Presentations Requested by the Committee of PG&E Representatives

(Cont’d)

5. Quality Verification’s Perspective on Plant Performance, Top Issues, Quality
Performance Assessment Report

XXIII Adjourn Morning Meeting

Afternoon Session – 10/20/2016 – 12:30 P.M.

XXIV Reconvene for Afternoon Meeting

XXV Committee Member Comments

XXVI Public Comments and Communications

Anyone wishing to address the Committee on matters not appearing on
the Agenda may do so only at this time. The public may comment on
any matter listed on the Agenda immediately following the time the
matter is considered by the Committee. There will be a time limit for
each speaker as designated by the presiding officer. No action will be
taken by the Committee on matters brought up under this item but
they may be referred to staff for further study, response or action.

XXVII Information Items Before the Committee (Cont’d)
5. Informational Presentations Requested by the Committee of PG&E Representatives

(Cont’d)

6. State of the Plant Update Including Key Events, Highlights, And Station Activities
since the DCISC’s June 2016 Public Meeting, Summary of Station Highlights and
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Performance.
7. Plans for Managing Potential Future Power Reductions and/or Load Following

XXVIII Concluding Remarks & Discussion by Committee
Members of Future DCISC Activities

1. Future Actions by the Committee
2. Further Information to Obtain/Review
3. Confirmation of Future Site Visits, and Public Meetings

XXIX Adjournment of Eighty–fifth Public Meeting
The DCISC’s policy is to schedule its public meetings in locations that are accessible to
people with disabilities. The Avila Lighthouse Suites Point San Luis Conference Facility is
a wheelchair accessible facility. A person who needs a disability-related accommodation
or modification in order to participate in the meeting may make a request by contacting
the DCISC office at (800) 439-4688 or by sending a written request to the DCISC office
at 857 Cass Street, Ste. D., Monterey, CA 93940. Providing your request at least five
business days before the meeting will help ensure availability of the accommodation.
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Notice of Public Meeting
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on February 8, 2017, at 8:00 A.M., the members of
the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee ("DCISC") will conduct an inspection
tour of certain areas of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant (“DCPP”). This tour, which will
take approximately four hours, was previously advertised to the public. Because the
plant is an operating nuclear power plant the number of participants is limited and space
will be assigned on the basis of prior reservations. Prior clearance of all public attendees
is required in compliance with rules of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC").

In the alternative if security considerations preclude the public tour on
February 8th, the DCISC may convene an informal presentation and question
and answer session at the Pacific Gas & Electric Company ("PG&E") Energy
Education Center, 6588 Ontario Road, San Luis Obispo, California.

NOTICE IS HEREBY FURTHER GIVEN that on February 8–9, 2017, at the Avila
Lighthouse Suites Point San Luis Conference Facility, located at First and San
Francisco Streets, Avila Beach, California, a public meeting will be held by the
DCISC in four separate sessions, at the times indicated, to consider the
following matters:

1. Afternoon Session: (02/08/2017)–1:30 P.M. Opening comments and remarks;
receive public comments and communications to the Committee; approve the
Minutes of the DCISC’s October 19-20, 2016 public meeting; discussion of
administrative matters, including receipt of PG&E’s response to the DCISC 26th
Annual Report on the Safety of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant Operations for
the period July 1, 2015 - June 30, 2016; an update on financial matters, consultant
compensation, and activities during 2017; review of the Open Items List; reports by
Committee members, technical consultants and legal counsel; scheduling of future
fact-finding visits and public meetings; review documents received; approve fact-
finding reports and authorize their transmittal to PG&E; and convene in closed
session to consider a personnel matter.

2. Evening Session: (02/08/2017) –5:45 P.M. Committee member comments;
receive public comments and communications to the Committee; receive an
informational presentation related to plant safety and operations requested by the
Committee from PG&E updating the DCISC on the DCPP Excellence Plan and the
Plant Investment Review Process; and receive remarks by the NRC Senior Resident
Inspector for DCPP.

3. Morning Session: (02/09/2017)–8:30 A.M. Comments by Committee
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members; receive public comments and communications to the Committee; receive
further informational presentations requested by the Committee from PG&E relating
to plant safety and operations, including a presentation entitled “State of the Plant”
concerning key events, station activities, and a summary of station highlights and
performance since October 2016 when the DCISC last held a public meeting, an
update on the NRC’s evaluation of PG&E’s Seismic Hazard Submittal, a report on the
identification on May 16, 2016 of the inoperability of Valve RHR-2-8700B and the
investigation into the causes and significance, corrective actions and related NRC
enforcement actions, an update on recent Licensee Event Reports, NRC Notices of
Violation and NRC Performance Indicators and issues raised by NRC Resident
Inspectors, and a presentation on the plans and preparations for the twentieth
refueling outage for Unit-1 (1R20).

4. Afternoon Session: (02/09/2017)–1:00 P.M. Comments by Committee
members; receive public comments and communications to the Committee;
consider further informational presentations from PG&E on topics relating to plant
safety and operations, including the results of the 2016 Operating Plan and key
elements of the 2017 Operating Plan, the results of the November 2-4, 2016
Evaluated Ingestion Pathway Emergency Exercise; wrap-up discussion by
Committee members, and confirmation of future site visits, study sessions and
public meetings.

The DCISC’s policy is to schedule its public meetings in locations that are
accessible to people with disabilities. The Avila Lighthouse Suites Point San Luis
Conference Facility and 40 Acacia Avenue are wheelchair accessible facilities. A
person who needs a disability-related accommodation or modification in order
to participate in the meeting may make a request by contacting the DCISC office
at (800) 439-4688 or by sending a written request to the DCISC office at 857
Cass Street, Ste. D., Monterey, CA 93940. Providing your request at least five
business days before the meeting will help ensure availability of the requested
accommodation.

The specific meeting agenda and the staff reports and materials regarding the
above meeting agenda items will be available for public review at the Reference
Department of the Cal Poly Library in San Luis Obispo. For further information,
or if you plan to attend and need specialized accommodations, please contact
Robert Wellington, Committee Legal Counsel, 857 Cass Street, Suite D,
Monterey, California, 93940; telephone: 1-800-439-4688 or read the agenda on
line by visiting the Committee’s website at www.dcisc.org.

Dated: January 29, 2017.
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DCISC Agenda for the February 8–9, 2017 Public
Meeting

Committee Members:

Robert J. Budnitz
Peter Lam
Per F. Peterson

Wednesday & Thursday, February 8-9, 2017
Point San Luis Conference Center
Avila Lighthouse Suites, First & San Francisco Streets, Avila Beach, California

Public Tour–02/08/2017–8:00 A.M.

Public Tour of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant to assemble at the PG&E
Community Center
(Prior registration and security clearance required of all public participants.)

The Members of the Independent Safety Committee, accompanied by
members of the public, will conduct a tour of the Plant.

Following the tour, or in the alternative if the tour must be cancelled for any
reason, the Committee may convene an informal question and answer session
at the PG&E Energy Education Center (formerly the PG&E Community Center),
6588 Ontario Road, San Luis Obispo.

Public Meeting Agenda

Afternoon Session–02/08/2017–1:30 P.M.

I Call To Order – Roll Call

II Introductions

Advisement

The Committee may consider at any time requests to change the order
of a listed agenda item. Information distributed to the Committee at a
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public meeting becomes part of the public record of the DCISC. A copy
of written material, pictures, etc. must be provided to the Committee’s
Legal Counsel for this purpose. Correspondence received and sent by
the Committee is on file with the Office of the DCISC Legal Counsel and
copies are available upon request. Devices for attendees who may be
hearing impaired are available upon request.

III Public Comments and Communications

Anyone wishing to address the Committee on matters not appearing on
the Agenda may do so only at this time. The public may comment on
any matter listed on the Agenda immediately following the time the
matter is considered by the Committee. There will be a time limit for
each speaker as designated by the presiding officer. No action will be
taken by the Committee on matters brought up under this item but
they may be referred to staff for further study, response or action.

IV Approval Of Minutes
1. Minutes of October 19–20, 2016, Meeting: Approve

V Action Items
1. Receive PG&E’s Response to DCISC’s 26th Annual Report on Safety of Diablo

Canyon Operations; July 1, 2015—June 30, 2016 Information
2. Update on Financial Matters, Consultant Compensation & Committee Activities:

Discussion/Action
3. Discussion of Open Items List: Discussion/Action

VI Committee Member Reports and Discussion
1. Public Outreach, Site Visits and Other Committee Activities; Agenda Items,

Scheduling and Confirmation off Future Fact-findings and Public Meetings
2. Documents Provided to the Committee

VII Staff-Consultant Reports & Receive, Approve and
Authorize Transmittal Of Fact-finding Reports To PG&E

1. Ferman Wardell: Fact-finding Topics; Report on and Approval of the November 2–3,
2016 and January 18–19, 2017 Fact Finding Reports

2. Richard D. McWhorter Jr.: Fact-finding Topics; Report on and Approval of December
7–8, 2016 Fact Finding Report

3. Robert Wellington: Administrative, Regulatory and Legal Matters

VIII Closed Session - Personnel Matter – (Govt. Code
§11126)

IX Adjourn Afternoon Meeting
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Evening Session - 02/08/2017 - 5:45 P.M.

X Reconvene for Evening Meeting

XI Committee Member Comments

XII Public Comments and Communications

Anyone wishing to address the Committee on matters not appearing on
the Agenda may do so only at this time. The public may comment on
any matter listed on the Agenda immediately following the time the
matter is considered by the Committee. There will be a time limit for
each speaker as designated by the presiding officer. No action will be
taken by the Committee on matters brought up under this item but
they may be referred to staff for further study, response or action.

XIII Information Items Before the Committee
1. Informational Presentations Requested by the Committee of PG&E Representatives

1. Update on the DCPP Excellence Plan and Plant Investment Review Process
2. NRC Senior Resident Inspector Remarks

XIV Adjourn Evening Meeting

Morning Session - 02/09/2017 – 8:30 A.M.

XV Reconvene for Morning Meeting

XVI Committee Member Comments

XVII Public Comments and Communications

Anyone wishing to address the Committee on matters not appearing on
the Agenda may do so only at this time. The public may comment on
any matter listed on the Agenda immediately following the time the
matter is considered by the Committee. There will be a time limit for
each speaker as designated by the presiding officer. No action will be
taken by the Committee on matters brought up under this item but
they may be referred to staff for further study, response or action.

XVIII Information Items Before the Committee (Cont’d.)
3. State of the Plant Update including Key Events, Highlights, and Station Activities

since DCISC’s October 2016 Public Meeting: Summary of Station Highlights and
Performance, and an update on the NRC’s Evaluation of PG&E’s Seismic Hazard
Analysis for the DCPP Site
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4. Identification on May 16, 2016, of Inoperability of Valve RHR-2-8700B, Investigation
into Causes and Significance, Corrective Actions And Related NRC Enforcement
Actions

5. Update on the Status of NRC Performance Indicators, Licensee Event Reports, NRC
Notices of Violation, and Issues Raised by NRC Resident Inspectors

6. Plans and Preparations for the Twentieth Refueling Outage for Unit-1 (1R20)

XIX Adjourn Morning Meeting

Afternoon Session - 02/09/2017 - 1:00 P.M.

XX Reconvene for Afternoon Meeting

XXI Committee Member Comments

XXII Public Comments and Communications

Anyone wishing to address the Committee on matters not appearing on
the Agenda may do so only at this time. The public may comment on
any matter listed on the Agenda immediately following the time the
matter is considered by the Committee. There will be a time limit for
each speaker as designated by the presiding officer. No action will be
taken by the Committee on matters brought up under this item but
they may be referred to staff for further study, response or action.

XXIII Information Items Before the Committee (Cont’d.)
7. Results of the 2016 Operating Plan and Key Elements of the 2017 Operating Plan
8. Results of the November 2–4 2016, Evaluated Ingestion Pathway Emergency

Exercise

XXIV Concluding Remarks & Discussion By Committee
Members Of Future DCISC Activities

1. Future Actions by the Committee
2. Further Information to Obtain/Review
3. Review of Scheduling of Future Site Visits, Study Sessions and Meetings

XXV Adjournment Of Eighty-sixth Public Meeting
The DCISC’s policy is to schedule its public meetings in locations that are accessible to
people with disabilities. The Avila Lighthouse Suites Point San Luis Conference Facility is
a wheelchair accessible facility. A person who needs a disability-related accommodation
or modification in order to participate in the meeting may make a request by contacting
the DCISC office at (800) 439-4688 or by sending a written request to the DCISC office
at 857 Cass Street, Ste. D., Monterey, CA 93940. Providing your request at least five
business days before the meeting will help ensure availability of the requested
accommodation.
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Notice of Public Meeting

The Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee Notice
of Plant Tour and Public Meeting
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on June 7, 2017, at 8:00 A.M., the members of the
Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee ("DCISC") will conduct an inspection tour
of certain areas of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant (“DCPP”). This tour, which will take
approximately four hours, was previously advertised to the public. Because the plant is
an operating nuclear power plant the number of participants is limited and space will be
assigned on the basis of prior reservations. Prior clearance of all public attendees is
required in compliance with rules of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC").

In the alternative if security considerations preclude the public tour on June
7th, the DCISC may convene an informal presentation and question and answer
session at the Pacific Gas & Electric Company ("PG&E") Energy Education
Center, 6588 Ontario Road, San Luis Obispo, California.

NOTICE IS HEREBY FURTHER GIVEN that on June 7–8, 2017, at the Avila
Lighthouse Suites Point San Luis Conference Facility, located at First and San
Francisco Streets, Avila Beach, California, a public meeting will be held by the
DCISC in four separate sessions, at the times indicated, to consider the
following matters:

1. Afternoon Session: (06/07/2017)–1:30 P.M. Opening comments and remarks;
receive public comments and communications to the Committee; approve the
Minutes of the DCISC’s February 8–9, 2017 public meeting; discussion of
administrative matters, including an update on financial matters and activities
during 2017; review of the Open Items List; nomination and election of Chair and
Vice Chair to serve for the July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018 term; reports by
Committee members, technical consultants and legal counsel; scheduling of future
public meetings and site visits; receive, approve and authorize transmittal of fact-
finding reports to PG&E; and review of documents received.

2. Evening Session: (06/07/2017) –5:30 P.M. Comments by Committee
members; receive public comments and communications to the Committee;
consider informational presentations from PG&E on topics relating to plant safety
and operations, including an update on the Joint Proposal to retire DCPP at the
expiration of its current operating licenses and the DCPP Excellence Plan and plans
for employee retention; update on Safety System Functional Failures; and a report
on the State of the Plant including key events, operational highlights and
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performance, and station activities since the DCISC February 2017 public meeting
including the status of the twentieth refueling outage for Unit-1 (1R20).

3. Morning Session: (06/08/2017)–9:00 A.M. Comments by Committee
members; receive public comments and communications to the Committee; receive
informational presentations requested by the Committee from PG&E on topics
relating to plant safety and operations, including, an update on the status of NRC
Performance Indicators, Licensee Event Reports, NRC Notices of Violation, the NRC’s
“95001” Inspection for “White” input into a Strategic Performance Area, and issues
raised by NRC inspectors; a description and update on the status of the Performance
Improvement Program; and an overview and update on the Licensing Basis
Verification Project.

4. Afternoon Session: (06/08/2017)–1:00 P.M. Committee member comments;
receive public comments and communications to the Committee; discussion by the
Committee of future plans and Committee effectiveness including the conduct of fact
findings and public meetings, development and utility of the Annual Report,
outreach to governmental officials appointing members, engagement of consultants
for specific projects, and Committee interaction with PG&E; and wrap-up discussion
by Committee members.

The DCISC’s policy is to schedule its public meetings in locations that are accessible to
people with disabilities. The Avila Lighthouse Suites Point San Luis Conference Facility is
a wheelchair accessible facility. A person who needs a disability-related accommodation
or modification in order to participate in the meeting may make a request by contacting
the DCISC office at (800) 439-4688 or by sending a written request to the DCISC office
at 857 Cass Street, Ste. D., Monterey, CA 93940. Providing your request at least five
business days before the meeting will help ensure availability of the requested
accommodation

The specific meeting agenda and the staff reports and materials regarding the
above meeting agenda items will be available for public review commencing
Monday, June 5, 2017, at the Reference Department of the Cal Poly Library in
San Luis Obispo

Dated: May 28, 2017.
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DCISC Agenda for the June 7–8, 2017 Public Meeting

Committee Members:

Robert J. Budnitz
Peter Lam
Per F. Peterson

Wednesday & Thursday, June 7–8, 2017
Point San Luis Conference Room
Avila Lighthouse Suites, First & San Francisco Streets, Avila Beach, California
(Click for an interactive map.)

Public Tour - 06/07/2017 - 8:00 A.M.

Public Tour of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant to assemble at the PG&E
Community Center
(Prior registration and security clearance required of all public participants.)

The Members of the Independent Safety Committee, accompanied by
members of the public, will conduct a tour of the Plant.

Following the tour, or in the alternative if the tour must be cancelled for any
reason, the Committee may convene an informal question and answer session
at the PG&E Energy Education Center (formerly the PG&E Community Center),
6588 Ontario Road, San Luis Obispo.

Public Meeting Agenda

This public meeting will be webcast in real time at: http://www.slo-
span.org/local_webcast/DCISC/stream_index.htm and through www.dcisc.org. Note. This link
will only be live during the meeting.

Afternoon Session: 06/07/2017–1:30 P.M.

I Call To Order–Roll Call

II Introductions
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Advisement

The Committee may consider at any time requests to change the order
of a listed agenda item. Information distributed to the Committee at a
public meeting becomes part of the public record of the DCISC. A copy
of written material, pictures, etc. must be provided to the Committee’s
Legal Counsel for this purpose. Correspondence received and sent by
the Committee is on file with the Office of the DCISC Legal Counsel and
copies are available upon request. Devices for attendees who may be
hearing impaired are available upon request.

III Public Comments and Communications

Anyone wishing to address the Committee on matters not appearing on
the Agenda may do so only at this time. The public may comment on
any matter listed on the Agenda immediately following the time the
matter is considered by the Committee. There will be a time limit for
each speaker as designated by the presiding officer. No action will be
taken by the Committee on matters brought up under this item but
they may be referred to staff for further study, response or action.

IV Consent Agenda

Routine items which the Committee can approve with a single motion and vote.
A member may request that any item be placed on the regular agenda for
separate consideration.

1. Minutes of February 8–9, 2017, Meeting: Approve

V Action Items
1. Update on Financial Matters and Committee Activities during 2017—

Discussion/Action
2. Discussion of Open Items List—Discussion/Action
3. Nomination and Election of Chair and Vice-Chair for the July 1, 2017–June 30, 2018

Term—Discussion/Action

VI Committee Member Reports and Discussion
1. Public Outreach, Site Visits and Other Committee Activities; Agenda Items,

Scheduling and Confirmation of Future Fact-finding Visits and Public Meetings
2. Documents Provided to the Committee

VII Staff –Consultant Reports & Receive, Approve and
Authorize Transmittal of Fact-finding Reports to PG&E

1. Consultant R. Ferman Wardell: Fact-finding Topics; Report on and Approval of March
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22–23, 2017 and May 10–11, 2017 Fact Finding Reports
2. Consultant Richard D. McWhorter, Jr.: Fact-finding Topics; Report on and Approval

of March 8–9, 2017 Fact Finding Report
3. Legal Counsel Robert Wellington: Regulatory and Legal Matters

VIII Adjourn Afternoon Meeting

Evening Session: 06/07/2017–5:30 P.M.

IX Reconvene for Evening Meeting

X Committee Member Comments

XI Public Comments and Communications

Anyone wishing to address the Committee on matters not appearing on
the Agenda may do so only at this time. The public may comment on
any matter listed on the Agenda immediately following the time the
matter is considered by the Committee. There will be a time limit for
each speaker as designated by the presiding officer. No action will be
taken by the Committee on matters brought up under this item but
they may be referred to staff for further study, response or action.

XII Information Items Before the Committee
1. Informational Presentations Requested by the Committee of PG&E Representatives

1. Update on the Joint Proposal to Retire DCPP at the Expiration of its Current
Operating Licenses, the DCPP Excellence Plan, and Plans for Retention of Employees
After Year Four

2. Update on Safety System Functional Failures
3. Presentation on the State of the Plant including Key Events, Highlights and Station

Activities since the DCISC’s February 2017 Public Meeting: Summary of Station
Highlights and Performance, Including the Status of the Twentieth Refueling Outage
for Unit-1 (1R20)

XIII Adjourn Evening Meeting

Morning Session: 06/08/2017–9:00 A.M.

XIV Reconvene for Morning Meeting

XV Committee Member Comments

XVI Public Comments and Communications

Anyone wishing to address the Committee on matters not appearing on
the Agenda may do so only at this time. The public may comment on
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any matter listed on the Agenda immediately following the time the
matter is considered by the Committee. There will be a time limit for
each speaker as designated by the presiding officer. No action will be
taken by the Committee on matters brought up under this item but
they may be referred to staff for further study, response or action.

XVII Information Items Before the Committee (Cont’d)
4. Update on the Status of NRC Performance Indicators, Licensee Event Reports, NRC

Notices of Violation, the NRC “95001” Inspection for “White” Input into a Strategic
Performance Area, and Issues Raised by NRC Resident Inspectors

5. Description and Status of the Performance Improvement Program, the Corrective
Action Program, and the Results Being Achieved

6. Overview and Update on the Licensing Basis Verification Project

XXIII Adjourn Morning Meeting

Afternoon Session – 06/08/2017 – 1:00 P.M.

XIX Reconvene for Afternoon Meeting

XX Committee Member Comments

XXI Public Comments and Communications

Anyone wishing to address the Committee on matters not appearing on
the Agenda may do so only at this time. The public may comment on
any matter listed on the Agenda immediately following the time the
matter is considered by the Committee. There will be a time limit for
each speaker as designated by the presiding officer. No action will be
taken by the Committee on matters brought up under this item but
they may be referred to staff for further study, response or action.

XXII Informational Discussion by Committee Members &
Consultants

1. Committee Discussion of Future Plans and Committee Effectiveness: Including
Conduct of Fact Findings and Public Meetings; Development and Utility of the Annual
Report; Outreach to Government Officials Appointing Members; Engagement of
Consultants for Specific Projects; and the Committee’s Interaction with PG&E

XXIII Concluding Remarks & Discussion by Committee
Members of Future DCISC Activities

1. Future Actions by the Committee
2. Further Information to Obtain/Review
3. Confirmation of Future Site Visits, and Public Meetings
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XXIV Adjournment of Eighty–seventh Public Meeting
The DCISC’s policy is to schedule its public meetings in locations that are accessible to
people with disabilities. The Avila Lighthouse Suites Point San Luis Conference Facility is
a wheelchair accessible facility. A person who needs a disability-related accommodation
or modification in order to participate in the meeting may make a request by contacting
the DCISC office at (800) 439-4688 or by sending a written request to the DCISC office
at 857 Cass Street, Ste. D., Monterey, CA 93940. Providing your request at least five
business days before the meeting will help ensure availability of the accommodation.
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27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit B10, Mailing
List
The DCISC sends legal notices of meetings and press releases with the Information Items
for discussion at its public meetings to those persons who have requested same and to
governmental entities, interested groups and to the news media. This exhibit includes a
list of the governmental and public entities, interested groups and the news media
outlets who regularly receive information regarding the DCISC‘s public meetings. Address
information for private citizens has been redacted and a copy of the notice sent those
persons and the entities on the mailing list offering them an aooporunity to receive notice
of DCISC public meeting by email is included.

Mayor and City Council
City of Morro Bay
595 Harbor
Morro Bay CA 93442

Mayor and City Council
City of Paso Robles
1000 Spring Street
Paso Robles, CA 93446

Mayor and City Council
City of Pismo Beach
760 Mattie Road
Pismo Beach CA 93449-2056

Mayor and City Council
City of San Luis Obispo
990 Palm St
San Luis Obispo CA
93406-0321

Office of the Governor
State of California
State Capitol Bldg.
First Floor
Sacramento CA 95814

Larry Martin
—
San Luis Obisop, CA 93403

Mr. Otto Schmidt
—
Santa Margarita, CA
93453

David Linnen
—
Atlanta, GA 30319-
5307

Robert J. Budnitz
—
Berkeley, CA 94707

Dr. A. David Rossin
—
University Park, FL
34201

Chairman–Board of
Supervisors
San Luis Obispo
County
Rm 270, Cnty Govt Ctr
San Luis Obispo,CA
93408

Congressman Sam Farr
17th District CAlifornia
100 West AlisaI Street
Salinas CA 93901

William Ziegler
—
Avila Beach, VA 93424

Mr. Vince Morici
Office of Erner. Ser.
County Govt Ctr, Rm
370
San Luis Obispo,CA

Mayor and City Council
City of Arroyo Grande
300 East Branch
Arroyo Grande CA 93420
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93408

Elizabeth Rhea
—
Oceanside, CA 92057

Mayor and City Council
City of Atascadero
6500 Palma
Atascadero CA 93442

Ms. Tauria Linala
—
San Luis Obispo, CA 93403

Mayor and City Council
City of Grover Beach
154 South Eighth
Street
Grover Beach CA
93433

NRC Sr. Resident
Inspector
Diablo Canyon
Resident Office
Diablo Canyon Power
Plant
Mail Stop 104/5/538
P.O. Box 56
Avila Beach, CA
93424-0056

Dr. Wm. E. Kastenberg
—
UC-Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720-1730

Mrs. June von Ruden
—
Pismo Beach, CA
93449

Mr. Philip R. Clark
—
Bootton Township, N.
J. 07005

Reference Dept.
R.E. Kennedy Library
Cal Poly State Univ.
San Luis Obispo,CA 93407

R. Ferman Wardell,
P.E.
—
Charlotte, N. C. 28207

Abalone Alliance
2940-16th St Rm 310
San Francisco CA
94103

Marie Cattoir
—
Arroyo Grande, CA 93421

Sherry Lewis
—
San Luis Obispo, CA
93405

Dr. Justin Cochran
Senior Nuclear Policy
Advisor
California Energy
Commission
1516 9th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Betsy R. Umhofer
—
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406

T. Patrick Hannon, Esq.
—
San Jose, CA 95120-
3306

Redwood Alliance
P. 0. Box 293
Arcata CA 95521

Joyce Palaia
—
Avila Beach, CA 93424

Reg Cousineau and
Catie Garcia
—
Paso Robles, CA 93446

Belinda Wilder
—
Shell Beach, CA 93448

Diablo Canyon Independent
Safety Committee
857 Cass St., Ste. D.
Monterey, CA 93940

Mr. John Gagliardini
—
Arroyo Grande, CA
93420

Philip Lewis
—
Grover Beach, CA
93433

Peter Lam
—
Potomac, MD 30854

Jane Swanson
—

C.J. Warner, Esq.
Pacific Gas & Electric L..Siegel, Science Writer

The Associated Press
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San Luis Obispo, CA
93401

Post Office Box 7442
San Francisco CA
94177

221 So. Figueroa, #300
Los Angeles CA 90012-2501

Dale Yarian
—
Bakersfield, CA 93312

News Dept – DCPP
P.O. Box 56
Avila Beach CA 93424

Mr. Larry Bross
—
Oceano, CA 93445

Editor
Atascadero News
P. 0. Box 6068
Atascadero CA 93423

Editor
The Daily Press
P. 0. Box 427
Paso Robles CA 93466

Editor
Santa Barbara News Press
Drawer NN
Santa Barbara CA 93102

News Editor
Bay City News Service
1390 Market St Ste
324
San Francisco CA
94102

Editor
Five Cities Times-
Press
P. 0. Box 460
Arroyo Grande CA
93420

Editor
Santa Maria Times
P. 0. Box 400
Santa Maria CA 93456

Rochelle Becker
Alliance for Nuclear
Responsibility
P. 0. Box 1328
San Luis Obispo CA
93406-1328

John L. Geesman, Esq.
Dickson Geesman LLP
—
Oakland, CA 94612

Editor
Santa Ynez Valley News
P. 0. Box 647
Solvang CA 93463

Editor
The Cambrian
783 Main St
Cambria CA 93428

Editor
Los Angeles Times
Time Mirror Square
Los Angeles CA 90053

Ron and Lynn Ayers
—
Atascadero, CA 93422

Martin A. Mattes, Esq.
Nossaman, Guthner et
al.
—
San Francisco, CA
94111

Editor
The Tribune
3825 S. Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo CA
93406

News Director
KSLY Radio
P. 0. Box 1400
San Luis Obispo,CA 93405

Editor
City News Service
11400 W. Olympic Blvd
Suite 780
Los Angeles CA 90064

Editor
Mustang Daily
Cal Poly Graphic Arts
226 San Luis Obispo
CA 93407

News Editor
Copley News Service
350 Camino de la Reina
San Diego CA 92108-3003

AGP Video
Attn: Ms. Nancy Castle
1600 Preston Lane
Morro Bay CA 93442

Editor
Country News
P. 0. Box 427
Paso Robles CA
93447- 0427

Kevin Barker
Executive Office CEC
1516 Ninth Street – MS39
Sacramento, CA 95814

Debbie Allen
— Mr. Jim E. Booker

PG&E
P/ O. Box 56
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San Luis Obispo, CA
93401

—
Beaumont, TX 77706

Attn" Maureen Zawalick– DCPP
104/6
Avila Beach, CA 93424

News Director
KTMS Radio 414 E.
Cota St
Santa Barbara CA
93101-1624

News Director
KCBX Radio
4100 Vachel! Lane
San Luis Obispo CA
93401

News Director
KPRL Radio
P. 0. Box 7
Paso Robles CA 93446

News Director
KCPR Radio
Cal Poly Journalism
Dept.
San Luis Obispo,CA
93407

Johnn Clantan
—
Bakersfield, CA 93323

News Director
KIQO Radio
P. 0. Box 6028
Atascadero CA 93423

News Director
15 Television
615 Tank Farm Rd.
San Luis Obispo, CA
94301- 7002

Nick Welsh
Santa Barbara
Independent
122 W. Figueroa
Santa Barbara, CA
93101

Per F. Peterson
UCB Dept of Nuclear
Engineering
—
Berkeley, CA 94720-1730

News Director
KCOY Television
1211 W. McCoy Lane
Santa Maria, CA 93455

Editor
The Herald
P. 0. Box 271
Monterey CA 93942

News Director
KEYT Television
P. 0. Drawer X
Santa Barbara CA 93102

CPUC, Energy Division
ATTN: Maria Salinas
505 Van Ness Ave 4th

Floor
San Francisco CA
94102-3298

Sandi King
—
Pismo Beach, CA
93449

Bruce Buel
Los Osos Community Serv
District
P.O. Box 6064
Los Osos CA 93412

Mr. Robert Kinosian
Calif. Pub. Utilities
Comm/ORA
505 Van Ness Ave. Rm
4205
San Francisco CA
94102

Mr. Klaus Schumann
San Luis Obispo Green
Party
26 Hillcrest Drive
Paso Robles CA 93446

Kenneth Shamordola
—
Nipomo, CA 93444

George Roan
—
Avila Beach, CA 93424

Kevin Bommarito
Office of Sen. William
W. Manning
1026 Palm Street,
Suite 201
San Luis Obispo CA
93401

Gary C. Gillette, MSEE
—
nipomo, CA 93444
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Ken and Sandy Wright
—
Cayucos, CA 93430

Linda Seeley
—
San Luis Obispo, CA
93405

Adam Harding
—
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405

Damon Moglen
Senior Strategic
Advisor
Climate & Energy
Program
Friends of the Earth
1100 15th st., N.W.,
11th Floor
Washington, DC 20005

Jerry B. Brown, Ph. D.
Director, Safe Energy
Project
World Business
Academy
2020 Alameda Padre
Serra,
Suite 135
Santa Barbara, CA
93103

Annie Aguiniga
Field Representative
Office of Sen. William W.
Monning
1026 Palm Street, Suite 2-1
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Richard D. McWhorter,
Jr.
—
Glen Allen, VA 23059

Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee Office
of Legal Counsel 2016 Mailing List Form
The Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee (DCISC), Office of Legal Counsel,
maintains a mailing list pursuant to Section 14911 of the California Government Code.
This mailing list is comprised of parties that have requested to receive notices of the
public meetings held by the DCISC. You are receiving this notice because you or your
organization is currently included on the mailing list.

If you would like to be deleted from the mailing list, please so indicate below:

Name:

Title:

Organization:

Address:

City, State, Zip:

If you would like to be added to an electronic mailing list, in lieu of receiving
notice by the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) please so indicate below:

Name:
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Title:

Organization:

City, State, Zip:

E-Mail:

Only one method of delivery (USPS or e-mail) will be used. If you opt to
complete the information above to delete your address from the mailing list and
complete the request to be added to the e-mail list, you will receive notice only
by e-mail. Ifyou do not complete the information above to delete your address
from the mailing list but complete the request to be added to the e-mail list, you
will receive notice only by e-mail. Ifyou choose not to return this form you will
continue to receive notice by USPS.

Electronic delivery of public notices will include an e-mail with a hyperlink to
the DCISC's home page on the internet which includes the notice for meetings.
Please add info@dcsafety.org to your “safe senders” list to ensure that you
receive e-mail notification of the DCISC’s public meetings. Name and address
information on the DCISC mailing list may be shared with other State agencies
or the public. In accordance with the State Information Practices Act, this list
may not be used, rented, distributed, or sold or used otherwise for commercial
purposes

Please return the completed form by mail (USPS) addressed to:

Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee
Office of the Legal Counsel
857 Cass Street, Suite D
Monterey, CA, 93940

Or scan, attach, and e-mail this form to:

Office of the Legal CounselDiablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee
Robert R. Wellington 
857 Cass Street, Suite D
Monterey, California 93940

Telephone:

In California call 800-439-4688
Outside of California call 831-647-1044

Facsmile 831-373-7106
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E-mail to: dcsafety@dcisc.org

mailto:dcsafety@dcisc.org
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27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit D.1, Diablo
Canyon Independent Safety Committee Report on
Fact Finding Meeting at DCPP on June 20–21, 2016
by Robert J. Budnitz, Member, and R. Ferman
Wardell, Consultant

1.0 Summary
The results of the July 20–21, 2016 fact-finding trip to the Diablo Canyon Power Plant in
Avila Beach, CA are presented. The subjects addressed and summarized in Section 3 are
as follows:

1. Meeting of DCISC Member Peterson with DCPP CNO Ed Halpin
2. Meeting with NRC Resident Inspector
3. Salt Deposition Rates
4. Safety/Security Interface and Accidental Discharge of Weapons
5. Reactor Coolant Pump Seals
6. Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Health
7. Fire Doors
8. Design Quality
9. FLEX Training

10. Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) Fuel Loading
11. DCPP Safety and Wellness Expo and Barbeque Throwdown
12. Power Reduction Data

2.0 Introduction
This fact-finding trip to the DCPP was made to evaluate specific safety matters for the
DCISC. The objective of the evaluation was to determine if PG&E’s performance is
appropriate and whether any areas revealed observations which are important enough to
warrant further review, follow-up, or presentation at a Public Meeting. These safety
matters include follow-up and/or continuing review efforts by the Committee, as well as
those identified as a result of reviews of various safety-related documents.

Section 4—Conclusions highlights the conclusions of the Fact-finding Team
based on items reported in Section 3—Discussion. These highlights also include
the team’s suggested follow-up items for the DCISC, such as scheduling future
fact-finding meetings on the topic, presentations at future public meetings, and
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requests for future updates or information from DCPP on specific areas of
interest, etc.

Section 5—Recommendations lists specific recommendations to PG&E proposed
by the Fact-finding Team. These recommendations will be considered by the
DCISC. After review and approval by the DCISC, the Fact-finding Report,
including its recommendations, is provided to PG&E. The Fact-finding Report
will also appear in the DCISC Annual Report.

3.0 Discussion

3.1 Meeting of DCISC Member Peterson with DCPP CNO Ed Halpin

DCISC Member and Chairman Dr. Peterson met with DCPP Chief Nuclear Officer (CNO)
Ed Halpin to discuss subjects of mutual interest.

3.2 Meeting with NRC Resident Inspector

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with John Reynoso, NRC Resident Inspector, to discuss
items of mutual interest. The DCISC last met with NRC resident inspectors in May 2016
(Reference 6.1), concluding

The DCISC periodic meetings with the NRC Resident and/or Senior
Resident Inspector continue to be beneficial for sharing of information
on important DCPP issues.

Discussion items included the following:

1. DCPP re-licensing is likely to be cancelled
2. Recent NRC Inspection of DCPP Problem Identification and Resolution Program was

positive
3. Cultural Issues at DCPP are minor
4. NRC East Coast Tsunami Report is now out
5. Mr. Reynoso will check on release date of NRC final evaluation of DCPP flooding and

tsunami analyses.
6. The new Senior Resident Inspector is Christopher Newport, who will report in mid-

August.

Conclusions: The regular meetings with the NRC resident
inspectors are beneficial.
Recommendations: None

3.3 Salt Deposition Rates

The DCISC Fact-finding team met with Joe Goryance, 230kV and 500kV System
Engineer, for an update on salt deposition rates on plant equipment from the Pacific
Ocean. The DCISC last reviewed salt deposition rates in April 2015 (Reference 6.2),
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concluding the following:

Being an ocean-sited power plant, DCPP is susceptible to salt
contamination from ocean spray. DCPP measurements of
contamination levels on outdoor components showed what one would
expect: contamination levels were directly proportional to the
closeness and exposure to the ocean. Contamination levels ranged
from Light to Extra Heavy.

The DCISC was interested in both the ongoing salt deposition rates and the
potential for increased rates from proposed salt-water cooling towers.

DCPP shared data for the following areas of the plant:

Plant Area Salt Contamination Level (ESDD)*
230kV Switchyard Buses Light
230kV Switchyard Insulators Light
230kV Transformer Yard Insulators Light
500kV Transformer Yard H0 Bushing (Unit 1) Medium to Heavy
500kV Transformer Yard H1 Bushing (Unit 1) Extra Heavy
500kV Transformer Yard H0 Bushing (Unit 2) Medium to Extra Heavy
500kV Transformer Yard H1 Bushing (Unit 2) Medium to Extra Heavy

*Where

Light = 0.03 – 0.08 mg/cm2 (Equivalent Salt Deposit Density [ESDD])
Medium = 0.08 – 0.25
Heavy = 0.25 – 0.6
Extra Heavy ≥0.6

The DCPP three-year salt sampling program has been completed as part of its
corrective action following the 2008 failures of insulators and bushings [July
2009 Fact-finding Report, Section 3.7 “Follow-up to Unit 2 Transformer Bushing
Explosion in August 2008,” (Reference 6.3)] in the high voltage switchyards. All
corrective actions have been completed and there have been no additional
failures to date.

The DCISC notes that PG&E has agreed with governmental officials and other
parties in the state to close DCPP in 2025, which is the original end-of-life date
for the plant and to not pursue a 20-year life extension with NRC. Although not
official, the DCISC believes this will obviate then need for saltwater cooling
towers and thus remove the risk of the corresponding higher salt deposition
rates on plant safety.

It is suggested that the DCISC close the issue on salt deposition rate.
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Conclusions:
DCPP has completed its three-year program of measuring
salt deposition on outside plant equipment, most notably
high voltage switchyard insulators and bushings. DCPP
appears to be satisfactorily managing the effects of salt
deposition on this equipment. It is recommended that the
DCISC close its open item on salt deposition.

Recommendations:
None

3.4 Safety/Security Interface and Accidental Discharge of Weapons

The DCISC Fact-finding team met with Bob Zimkowski, Strategy Manager in
Security Training Compliance; Jim Miller, Security Training Supervisor; and Pete
Nelson, Work Control Interface, for an update on DCPP’s Safety/Security
Interface and Accidental Weapon Discharge. The DCISC last reviewed the
Safety/Security Interface in August 2014 (Reference 6.4), concluding:

The Safety-Security Interface appears to be satisfactorily implemented
at DCPP.

Safety/Security Interface

The purpose of the Safety-Security Interface Process is to assess and manage
changes to safety and security activities so as to prevent or mitigate potential
adverse effects that could negatively impact either plant safety or security. The
DCISC Fact-finding Team received and reviewed the following DCPP documents:

1. DCPP Procedure OM11.ID7, “Safety/Security Interface Program,” dated December
16, 2014, which identifies management controls and processes used to establish
and maintain an effective interface between nuclear safety and site security,
addressing the following:

1. Plant Modifications
2. Procedure Changes and Emergency Plan Changes
3. Emergent Operational Conditions and Maintenance Activities
4. Changes to Security Plans
5. Safety/Security Programmatic Reviews

2. Procedure OM11.DC7, “Conduct of Security,” dated April 7, 2016. This procedure
instructs Design Engineering, Projects, and Security to involve all others in any
modifications or changes to the plant physical configuration and procedures. The
procedure includes a detailed and comprehensive checklist for each proposed
modification or procedure that has potential security or safety impacts.

3. Notification 50253815, “RG 5.74 Manage Safety-Security Interface.” This notification
describes how DCPP implements NRC Regulatory Guide 5.74, “Managing the
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Safety/Security Interface,” dated June 2009.

These documents appeared satisfactory for their intended purposes. Discussion
of actual safety/security interface activities indicated that the process was
effectively implemented.

Accidental Discharge of Weapons

Based on a newspaper article of an accidental weapon discharge at the San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, the DCISC inquired about the possibility and
effects of such an event at DCPP. The DCPP representatives reported that here
have been no such problems at DCPP because of effective training, procedures,
and the specific design of guns and holsters. All DCPP safety related systems
are designed with sufficient redundancy and physical separation to function
even with a single failure of any component. Although it is possible for an
accidental discharge to occur, no single accidental or negligent discharge could
affect plant safety systems in a way that would prevent safety functions from
occurring. The DCISC Fact-finding Team was satisfied that accidental discharge
of weapons is not an operational safety issue for DCPP.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Safety/Security Interface Program appears to be
implemented effectively. The accidental or negligent
discharge of weapons in a way that could affect nuclear
safety at DCPP does not appear to be a concern.

Recommendations:
None

3.5 Reactor Coolant Pump Seals

The DCISC met with Chris Asquith, Rotating Equipment Engineer, for an update
on the new DCPP Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Seals. The DCISC last reviewed
this topic in January 2015 (Reference 6.5), concluding the following:

DCPP Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) have performed well without
significant problems, except for occasional seal leakage problems. The
RCP seals, which are sensitive to debris and thermal transients, are
receiving proper attention in the form of periodic inspections, flushing
of upstream seal water injection lines, and regular replacements. DCPP
is replacing the current seals with improved models.

The purpose of the RCPs is to provide flow through the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) to support the design heat transfer rate from the Reactor fuel core to the
Steam Generators (SGs). A secondary purpose is to provide energy to initially
heat the RCS from cold plant conditions. The RCPs are located at the 117-foot
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level in the Containment next to their respective SG. Each unit has four RCPs
with identical characteristics. Each RCP takes suction from its respective SG
cold leg and discharges to the Reactor with sufficient energy to flow through
the Reactor and SG before returning to the suction of the RCP.

The RCPs consist of the pump or hydraulic section, the seal assembly, the
flywheel and the motor all located on a common shaft as shown in the following
diagram. The RCP shaft seal assembly is located near the upper or coupling
(driven) end of the pump shaft as also shown in the diagram.

The seals are contained in three primary pressure seal housings that are bolted
to the top side of the pump main flange. The assembly consists of three water-
lubricated seals connected to an external monitoring and control system. The
system monitors and controls the upward flow of the high pressure coolant
during a loss of normal seal injection flow. If normal seal injection flow and
Component Cooling Water (CCW) are lost, the RCP must be shut down
immediately.

Seal injection is provided by the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) at
8-12 gallons per minute (gpm). Approximately six gpm will pass the radial
bearings and labyrinth seal into the RCS with the remaining 3 gpm providing
lubrication and cooling for the seal package (to prevent damage) and then
discharging back to the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT).

The #1 seal is the primary seal which is designed to operate with a minimum of
200 pounds per square inch difference (psid) at 0.2 gpm leakoff. The #1 seal is
a hydrostatically balanced film-riding seal. The runner and seal ring are
stainless steel with silicon nitride faceplates. Controlled leakage provides seal
face lubrication.

The #2 seal is a face-rubbing carbon graphite seal ring in a stainless steel
retainer using cap screws and stops. Secondary sealing is via a double delta
channel seal and o-ring. Its runner is a chrome-carbide stainless steel forging.
During normal operation, the stationary ring and runner provides a rubbing seal
with approximately 35 psi of pressure drop and three gpm leakoff to the RCDT.
In the event of a #1 seal failure, the #2 seal is designed to function as an
emergency backup.

The #3 seal is a double-dam face-rubbing seal designed as a low pressure vapor
seal to ensure zero leakage of both contaminated water and dissolved
radioactive gases to Containment. The purpose of the double dam and injected
flow is to provide the seal with clean water between the two sealing surfaces,
providing both lubrication and a water barrier to gases.

Seal water is injected at a nominal nine gpm into the No. 3 Seal with six gpm
injected into the RCS and leak off of three gpm from the Number 1 and 2 seals.
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Seal water is important for cooling and leakage control to assure proper pump
operation. Pump seals are given a general, non-intrusive inspection each year
(8,760 operational hours) and a boroscope inspection of the pump rotor from
inside every 10 years (87,600 operational hours). Pump seals are inspected
with a boroscope typically every six years (52,560 operating hours), unless
there are problems. Seals are being replaced on a three-cycle frequency.

DCPP has had a number of RCP seal leakage problems requiring replacements at
either normal refueling outages or special shutdowns. Most of the leaks were
caused by debris getting into the seals. Seal replacement is a time, dose and
personnel intensive procedure.

DCPP has replaced all RCP seals with improved third generation Westinghouse
SHIELD Passive Thermal Shut Down Seals. These new seals are more rugged
than the earlier ones and Seal #1 has a special thermal actuator which allows a
piston ring and polymer seal to constrict around the RCP shaft to limit seal
leakage to under one gallon/minute upon loss of seal cooling and temperatures
of approximately 260-320°F. To be effective the RCP shaft must be stopped or
slowly rotating. This is important for DCPP’s transition to NFPA-805
probabilistic fire protection regulations and for FLEX considerations for a loss of
all plant electric power which would otherwise cause loss of seal injection and
unacceptable RCP seal leakage. The new seals have been extensively tested in
an operating nuclear plant similar to DCPP. They are functioning normally at
DCPP since the ends of the applicable outages.

If the seal were to inadvertently actuate at full pump speed, the piston ring
would engage to the shaft and the polymer ring would be destroyed. The seal’s
ability to limit leakage would be compromised. Westinghouse has conducted
testing to demonstrate that the debris created by an invalid actuation does not
pose a threat to the Number 1 and 2 seals.

Conclusions:
DCPP has replaced all of its Reactor Coolant Pump seals with
the new Westinghouse SHIELD Passive Thermal Shut Down
Seals, which provide substantially reduced seal leakage in
loss of seal water injection events, including loss of electric
power.

Recommendations:
None

3.6 Emergency Diesel Generator Health

The DCISC met with Jim Wiggin, EDG System Mechanical Engineer, and Marc
Campagnolo, EDG System Electrical Engineer, for an update on EDG Health. The
DCISC last reviewed EDGs in September 2015 (Reference 6.6), when it
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concluded the following:

DCPP Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) issues are mostly resolved,
and their health status has improved from Yellow to White (and soon
Green) for Unit 1 and Yellow to White for Unit 2. Unit 2 will be eligible
for Green status in mid-2016, when its Jacketwater Pump is replaced
and it re-enters Maintenance Rule monitoring status.

The EDGs are safety-related pieces of equipment whose functions are as
follows:

To furnish sufficient electric power to mitigate a design basis accident in one unit
and safely bring the other unit to cold shutdown when both the 230kV and 500kV
offsite power sources are unavailable.
To act as a backup source of power to enable the reactor to continue to produce
power for 72 hours whenever there is no accident condition, but one of the two
offsite power sources is inoperable.
To furnish power sufficient for an emergency shutdown of the plant whenever the
offsite power sources are not available.

The system has no direct non-safety-related function.

The EDG fuel oil supply system has enough fuel capacity to provide seven days
of onsite power generation in order to operate: (a) the minimum required
Engineering Safety Features (ESF) equipment following a design basis loss-of–
coolant accident (LOCA) for one unit, and the equipment in the second unit in
either the hot or cold shutdown condition, or (b) the equipment for both units in
either the hot or cold shutdown condition.

Each nuclear operating unit is supported by three EDG dedicated to the
respective unit; however, the EDGs can be cross-connected to the other unit.
Each diesel-generator set is provided with two 100% capacity starting air
trains, with each train having two starting air motors.

NRC Safety Guide (SG) 9 provides the basis for the design of the EDGs. Their
ratings are as follows:

2,600 kW, Continuous (8,000 hours per year)
2,750 kW, 2,000 hours per year
3,000 kW, 2 hours per 24 hours
3,100 kW, 30 minutes per year

Each EDG is designed to start automatically on any of the following signals:

A Safety Injection signal from either Train A or Train B of the plant protection
system.
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Undervoltage on the preferred offsite sources to each of the 4160V vital buses; this
starts its respective diesel.
Undervoltage on any of the vital 4160V buses; this starts its respective diesel.

These automatic starts are to ensure that the EDGs are available with minimal
delay to mitigate any operational or accident condition that may exist at the
time of the signal. The Safety Injection signal, by itself, is not an indication of
an accident condition. The undervoltage signal from any vital bus is an
indication of a loss of both onsite and offsite power sources.

Unit 1 EDG health had been Yellow until September 2015, when it returned to
healthy (White) with the implementation of the daytank setpoint changes, watt
transducer upgrades, and capscrew upgrades (during the Unit 1 Maintenance
Outage Window in July/August 2015) and a paper-only design change
implementation. The current health is Green but is kept at White pending
replacement of the start timer at the end of 2016, when health is expected to
return to Green. Issues currently challenging the Unit 1 EDG health are as
follows:

1. Failure of EDG 1-1 to start in July and September 2015 due to engine run solenoid
Foreign Material Exclusion issue and governor linkage binding, respectively.

2. Sustained winds could impact the ability of the EGD radiators to cool the jacket
water and engine compartment components.

3. EDG dynamic loading profile showed engines were overloaded and margin is
deficient. Long term corrective action is to uprate the engines by the end of 2019.

4. The EDG control system is 40 years old and obsolete.
5. Cylinder head pushrod grommet oil leaks will be repaired in short term with

grommet clamps and grommets replaced in September 2020.

Unit 2 health is Green but is being held at White pending repairs to the start
timer and identification of a replacement of the obsolete Fuel Oil Booster Pump
by the end of 2016, when the health is expected to return to Green. Issues
currently challenging Unit 2 EDG health are as follows:

1. EDG dynamic loading profile showed engines were overloaded and margin is
deficient. Long term corrective action is to uprate the engines by the end of 2019.

2. The EDG control system is 40 years old and obsolete.
3. Cylinder head pushrod grommet oil leaks will be repaired in short term with

grommet clamps and grommets replaced in March 2021.
4. EDG 2-3 fuel oil booster pump replacement was deferred because no replacement

pump is available; however, this is not a significant problem because a recent
replacement for another reason has performed well.

Conclusions:
DCPP is resolving issues with its Emergency Diesel
Generators and plans to return the current health of White to
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Green by the end of 2016.
Recommendations:

None

3.7 Fire Doors

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Dan Ensinger, DCPP Manager of Fire
Protection and Fire Chief, and with Al Clark, Onsite Architect, for an update on
DCPP fire doors. The DCISC last reviewed fire doors in November 2014
(Reference 6.7), concluding:

The DCISC concern regarding the needed, but delayed, replacement of
fire doors and other safety function doors has been somewhat
alleviated by DCPP funding for the new Power Block Project high-
priority doors for 2015 and consideration of additional funding for
future years. The DCISC notes that 6 of the 16 highest priority fire
doors have been replaced. The DCISC should continue to monitor the
replacement of DCPP fire and other safety function doors.

Out of a total of approximately 1000 doors in the power block, about 450 are
Equipment Control Guidelines (ECG) doors (e.g., doors requiring closure
following high energy water and steam line breaks) and about 260 are fire
doors (doors requiring closure to prevent the spread of fire).

At the time of the November 2014 fact-finding meeting, there were a total of 94
doors needing replacement/repair. Of these, nine were Appendix R fire doors
with compensatory measures in place consisting of roving fire watches. An
additional 31 doors were in the DCPP Equipment Control Guidelines (ECGs) as
doors which cannot be repaired and require replacement. The funding for these
doors in the original Door Replacement Program had been deferred from 2012
until 2017, which appeared unacceptable to the DCISC. Six of these 16 doors
have now been repaired or replaced, leaving 10 doors needing resolution. These
ten remaining doors have been included as highest priority in the Plant Door
Life Cycle Management Plan.

A new “Power Block Door Project” was presented in July 15, 2014 to the Project
Review Committee for funding. This Project included replacement of all 94
doors in the Power Block because they had outlived their useful life, i.e., they
had degraded to the point where they can no longer be repaired to meet the
design safety function. The Project Review Committee, in its July 15, 2014
meeting, approved including the 2015 Power Block Project scope in the DCPP
Five Year Plan and funding for an additional four years in the future.

There were 18 fire doors and another 30 ECG doors needing repair/replacement
in 2015. After a slow start in early 2015, DCPP is making good progress in fire
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door repair/replacement. The DCPP Fix It Now (FIN) Team is taking the lead in
door repair/replacement. There are three doors on the Impairment List, which
requires compensatory hourly fire watches.

Conclusions:
DCPP continues to make good progress in the repair or
replacement of its impaired fire and Equipment Control
Guideline doors.

Recommendations:
None

3.8 Design Quality

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Rob O’Sullivan, Supervisor, Engineering
Outsourcing Project Engineering, for an update on DCPP Design Quality. The
DCISC last reviewed Design Quality in December 2015 (Reference 6.8),
concluding the following:

DCPP’s Design Quality performance is rated Green (Good) since the
beginning of 2015; however, the post-outage 1R19 design quality
evaluation has not been scheduled. The DCISC should review the
evaluation and Quality Verification’s assessment of it.

The Design Quality issue is about erroneous designs released for construction.
During Refueling Outage 1R17 (Spring 2012), there were three major
modification designs with errors released for implementation. The reason for
the error determination was the large number of Field Changes FCs) required
after design package release for the modifications to be implemented. Three
design packages were issued incomplete (“managed exceptions”) due to vendor
issues and late scope additions, relying on the Field Change Process (FCP) to
add information to complete the packages; however, the FCP did not include the
same discipline and rigor as the full Design Change Process (DCP).
Approximately one-third of the FCs were due to design errors. Adding to the
problem was the fact that each of these designs was begun late and performed
on a compressed time schedule.

DCPP had investigated the design quality problems and developed a plan of
corrective action, which included, tighter controls of Field Changes, improved
project communications, augmented pre-release design reviews, and additional
training of engineers on the design change process. A Root Cause Evaluation
identified the root cause as “…the organization failing to recognize the risk and
complexity of this first-time Process Control System (PCS) project, and
therefore not assuring that an adequate organizational structure and project
oversight were in place (i.e., did not designate it as a strategic project or
Engineering major project). This ultimately created an environment that
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promulgated a human error-likely environment.”

Corrective actions were implemented and an effectiveness evaluation was
performed following Outage 1R18 in June 2014. The evaluation conclusion
stated, “A review of the performance of modification since implementation of
the Process Control System Root Cause Evaluation has determined that the
corrective actions have been effective.” This was based on the successful
installation and one cycle of performance of the Process Control System (one of
the problematic modifications on Unit 1) upgrade in Outage 2R17 as compared
to its installation in Outage 1R17.

Quality Verification (QV) disagreed with the effectiveness review based partly
on two problematic modifications out of ten completed for Outage 1R18: Unit 1
Containment Fan Cooler Unit Dampers and Single Point Vulnerability on the
Main Bank Transformers projects. Reviews of causes for these problems showed
that they were unique to these projects and different than the previous 1R17
project problems. These were among the following Green-scoring projects:

Unit 1 Polar Crane
Motor Operated Valve Control Circuit Logic
Rod Control Cluster Assembly Replacement
Auxiliary Feedwater Vent Line
And six others

Upon further analysis, Engineering agreed with QV and performed an additional
evaluation of 64 major and minor projects and modifications over the course of
the last three refueling outages and determined that approximately 92% were
well-devised designs. When problems do occur, DCPP uses Root Cause
Evaluations, Apparent Cause Evaluations, and Lessons Learned reviews to
determine the causes for corrective actions and improvements.

Design Quality improved enough in Refueling Outage 2R18 that it was removed
from QV’s Site Status Report Top Issues List and Issues and Trends List;
however, it remained a QV Concern, and QV was monitoring it. An Effectiveness
Evaluation of Design Quality was to have been performed (and reviewed by QV)
following Refueling Outage 1R19 (which ended in November 2015) and was to
have been reviewed by DCISC. The DCISC FFT requested DCPP notify it when
the evaluation is completed.

All scheduled modifications were successfully installed in Outage 1R19;
however, several older digital control modifications (in particular the digital
control system for the intake traveling screens), which had been completed
before the design change corrective actions described above, resulted in more
field changes than desired, and this is being assessed by DCPP. Similar older
modifications for Outage 2R19 are getting special pre-installation reviews to
minimize field changes.
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The plant’s Design Change Program health, a major measure of Design Quality,
has been rated Green (good) since January 2015 through the fact-finding
meeting in December 2015.

Quality Verification performed a Short Form Assess of designs implemented in
Outage 1R19 in an effort to ascertain their quality. QV reviewed data and FCs
from ten designs that were implemented in 1R19. They determined that the
majority of the avoidable FCs (those needing correction that should have been
caught before implementation), specifically engineering error, were seen on
those that had been delayed at least once.

QV’s Summary Conclusions were as follows:

Some designs implemented in 1R19 contained errors such as requiring
an FC [Field Change] to fix the design and systems not working after
they had been returned to service. When these types of errors happen,
it costs the organization money and time. It also call into question the
quality of designs DCPP is generating.

QV Insight:

Weaknesses exist in the design process with respect to
implementation of older designs. Changes to the design process should
be effective in reducing the number of FCs generated on older designs.

QV Recommendations:

1. Instituting a formal design review of those designs that have been delayed prior to
implementation. This was implemented in the latest revision of CF3.ID9, “Design
Change Development,” Section 5.3.9, “Project Rescoping.”

2. Developing an analysis tool/process to trend FCs. This should include bolstering and
standardizing the information in FCs such that there is enough information in them
to allow for stand-alone trending. This action has been at least partially
implemented in Revision 25 of CF4, ID4, “Field Change Process.”

3. Evaluating the methodology in which the Design Quality Performance Index PPIR
window is calculated to ensure it is not inappropriately masking areas that need
improvement.

The DCISC should follow up on DCPP’s actions in response to these QV
recommendations in a future fact-finding meeting and should also discuss
design quality status with QV.

Conclusions:
The DCPP design quality issues appear to have been at least
partially resolved; however, further DCISC review is
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warranted of actions in response to recommendations made
by Quality Verification.

Recommendations:
None

3.9 FLEX Training

The DCISC Fact-finding team met with Scott Maze, Nuclear Project Supervisor
for FLEX; Bobby Simpson, Operations Training Supervisor; and Wes Weems,
Operations Training Instructor, for an update on FLEX training. The DCISC last
reviewed FLEX training in December 2015, (Reference 6.9), when it concluded
the following:

DCPP has satisfactorily prepared guidelines for use of FLEX equipment.
They have also begun training for Operations and Maintenance on
these guidelines. The DCISC should observe selected FLEX guideline
training.

The DCISC had hoped to observe a FLEX training session; however, there were
none being held during this fact-finding meeting. DCPP personnel will compare
the FLEX training schedule to the DCISC fact-finding meeting schedule to find
training sessions which the DCISC can attend in the future.

The DCISC received and reviewed a FLEX Training Overview, which is a
catalogue of FLEX training provided to DCPP operators and Maintenance
technicians. The overview included the following training modules:

1. Introduction to FLEX Systems
2. FLEX Implementation Update: Introduction to FLEX system Guidelines
3. FLEX Implementation Process
4. Diesel Generators
5. Equipment Walkdowns in the Plant and Storage Locations
6. Documentation of the Availability of FLEX Equipment
7. FLEX Oasis Training for Nuclear Operators
8. Vital Bus Restoration
9. Testing of Various Forms of FLEX Equipment at the Raw Water Reservoir

10. Reactor Coolant Pump Thermal Shut Down Seals on the Simulator
11. Videos of FLEX Equipment Tested as It Arrives On Site

Testing of an Emergency Auxiliary Saltwater Pump with debris screens at the
intake is now scheduled for September 26 or 27, 2016. The DCISC is interested
in observing this test.

The DCISC was informed that the NRC will soon release a rulemaking regarding
combining procedures and guidelines for FLEX procedures, Severe Accident
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Management Guidelines (SAMGs), Extensive Damage Management Guidelines
(EDMGs), and Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) into one set of
procedures. This is expected to be a two-year project. The DCISC will follow this
development.

Conclusions:
DCPP FLEX training for operators has begun and is ongoing.
The DCISC intends to observe this training at its future fact-
finding meetings.

Recommendations:
None

3.10 Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) Fuel
Loading

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Larry Pulley, ISFSI Project Engineer, for
an update on spent fuel loading requirements in the ISFSI spent fuel dry casks.
The DCISC last reviewed this item in the DCISC February 3-4, 2016 Public
Meeting (Reference 6.10), “PG&E & Industry Activities Related to Study of
Potential Corrosion of Multi-Purpose Canisters (MPC) and Recent Issue
Regarding Improper Location of Spent Fuel Inside MPCs”.

DCPP changed its Technical Specifications to no longer have specific spent fuel
loading requirements for its ISFSI casks because it was determined to not be
necessary. The only requirement now is for the total heat load to be less than
28.7 kW per cask. The original specific loading requirements was for purposes
of minimizing the radiation fields external to the casks, and DCPP is controlling
that by other means.

Conclusions:
The specific DCPP spent fuel loading requirements for casks
in the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)
have been changed to a single loading requirement based on
a maximum of 28.7kW of heat. This should simplify loading
of the casks and preserve cask limits.

Recommendations:
None

3.11 DCPP Safety and Wellness Expo and Barbeque Throwdown

The DCISC Fact-finding Team attended the DCPP Safety and Wellness Expo and
Barbeque Throwdown. This is an annual event to emphasize personnel safety,
human performance, and wellness at the plant in a fun and meaningful manner.
The Barbeque Throwdown was a contest among DCPP departments for the best
barbeque ribs, chicken, and pork, which served as lunch for attendees. The
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DCISC last attended this event in November 2008 (Reference 6.11), concluding
the following:

The DCPP Human Performance and Safety Simulator is an effective tool
in teaching both plant and supplemental workers about the importance
and practical use of safe working practices and error–prevention tools.

The Expo consisted of about two dozen booths for demonstrating good practices
in health- and safety-related activities. These included fire safety, personnel
protective equipment, environmental health, radiation safety, chemical safety,
earthquake safety, etc. The earthquake safety demonstration was particularly
interesting and effective. It consisted of a trailer outfitted as a room in one’s
home with typical furniture and fixtures. Personnel were seated on chairs and a
sofa when earthquake-like shaking began, which lasted for about 10 seconds.
This demonstration showed how important it is for items to be secured to the
walls to prevent their falling on occupants. The DCISC appreciated this
demonstration as the Committee has had an initiative to encourage DCPP to
secure its furniture.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Safety and Wellness Expo and Barbeque
Throwdown was well implemented. The earthquake-
simulating shake trailer was particularly helpful in showing
why it is important to brace furniture, something in which the
DCISC has had longstanding interest.

Recommendations:
None

3.12 Power Reduction Data

The DCISC has had an interest in the effect on DCPP of power changes as might
be experienced in load following and requests by the California Independent
System Operator (CALISO) for grid stability. The DCISC last reviewed this
subject in March 2016 (Reference 6.12), concluding the following:

The DCISC fact-finding Team reviewed the confidential power
curtailment agreement DCPP has with the California Independent
System Operator and Grid Coordination Center and concluded that it
does not compromise nuclear safety. If future CALISO or GCC
requested curtailments do occur, the DCISC should review them in a
subsequent fact-finding meeting.

DCPP is not designed for routine load following per se, although it has the
capability for power curtailments or downpowers as necessary. DCPP has
historically curtailed power to approximately 50% typically annually for
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cleaning of ocean growth from its circulating water tunnels which transmit sea
water to the Condensers. Curtailments have also been made to reduce power
below 50% to reduce the impact of winter storm debris on the plant circulating
water intake traveling screens which, in turn, reduces the potential for total
shutdown.

Power production systems, such as DCPP’s Reactor Coolant System (RCS),
Steam Generators, and Feedwater and Steam Systems are restricted to a finite
number of thermal cycles by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code). DCPP, like all nuclear power
plants, keeps track of the number of thermal cycles to assure compliance with
the ASME Code.

The DCISC reviewed data from the above power reductions to determine the
impact on the affected systems. Variations from 100% to 50% power do not
affect the system temperatures substantially. The RCS core average
temperature at 100% power is about 569°F, and it is about 557°F at 50%
power. This small change does not have an appreciable effect on the system.
RCS pressure remains about the same at 2235 psig. The Steam Generator
feedwater inlet nozzles are the limiting items; however, they do not see
significant temperature variations between 100% and 50% power.

Power changes require processing of relatively large quantities of RCS water
(less than 10,000 gallons) for a routine change from 100%-50%-100% to
remove and add borated water, which controls neutron flux, which in turn
determines power level. This results in a small additional discharge of liquid
radioactive waste into the Pacific Ocean; however, the amount is an extremely
small fraction of the level permitted by regulation and plant technical
specifications. Plants that are normally required to load follow, as are many
plants in France, use modified “grey” control rods to adjust power, where the
rods have less neutron poison and thus move over larger distances to achieve
the same reactivity effect, which keeps power distribution uniform in the core
and reduces the need to adjust reactivity by changing boron concentrations in
the primary coolant water.

Conclusions:
Power changes from 100% to 50% power do not appear to
have an appreciable effect on thermal power systems
because the temperature and pressure variations are small.
Other effects, such as increased liquid radioactive waste
discharges to the Pacific Ocean, are negligible.

Recommendations:
None

4.0 Conclusions
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4.1
None

4.2
The regular meetings with the NRC resident inspectors are
beneficial.

4.3
DCPP has completed its three-year program of measuring
salt deposition on outside plant equipment, most notably
high voltage switchyard insulators and bushings. DCPP
appears to be satisfactorily managing the effects of salt
deposition on this equipment. It is recommended that the
DCISC close its open item on salt deposition.

4.4
The DCPP Safety/Security Interface Program appears to be
implemented effectively. The accidental or negligent
discharge of weapons in a way that could affect nuclear
safety at DCPP does not appear to be a concern.

4.5
DCPP has replaced all of its Reactor Coolant Pump seals with
the new Westinghouse SHIELD Passive Thermal Shut Down
Seals, which provide substantially reduced seal leakage in
loss of seal water injection events, including loss of electric
power.

4.6
DCPP is resolving issues with its Emergency Diesel
Generators and plans to return the current health of White to
Green by the end of 2016.

4.7
DCPP continues to make good progress in the repair or
replacement of its impaired fire and Equipment Control
Guideline doors.

4.8
The DCPP design quality issues appear to have been at least
partially resolved; however, further DCISC review is
warranted of actions in response to recommendations made
by Quality Verification.

4.9
DCPP FLEX training for operators has begun and is ongoing.
The DCISC intends to observe this training at its future fact-
finding meetings.

4.10
The specific DCPP spent fuel loading requirements for casks
in the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)
have been changed to a single loading requirement based on
a maximum of 28.7kW of heat. This should simplify loading
of the casks and preserve cask limits.
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4.11
The DCPP Safety and Wellness Expo was well implemented.

4.12
Power changes from 100% to 50% power do not appear to
have an appreciable effect on thermal power systems
because the temperature and pressure variations are small.
Other effects, such as increased liquid radioactive waste
discharges to the Pacific Ocean, are negligible.

5.0 Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
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27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit D.2, Diablo
Canyon Independent Safety Committee Report on
Fact Finding Meeting at DCPP on August 10–11, 2016
by Robert J. Budnitz, Member, with Richard D.
McWhorter, Consultant

1.0 Summary
The results of the August 10–11, 2016, fact-finding trip to the Diablo Canyon Power Plant
(DCPP) in Avila Beach, CA are presented. The subjects addressed and described in
Section 3 are as follows:

1. Observe Plant Health Committee Meeting
2. Plant Protection System Upgrades
3. Review of Operations Human Performance and Operations Excellence Plan
4. Review of Operator Aging and Retention
5. DCISC Member Discussion with DCPP Senior Manager
6. Crane Program Health
7. Containment Spray System Update
8. Meeting with NRC Acting Senior Resident Inspector
9. Probabilistic Risk Assessment Program

10. Updated Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment
11. Tsunami Hazard Analysis Update

2.0 Introduction
This fact-finding trip to the DCPP was made to evaluate specific safety matters for the
DCISC. The objective of the evaluation was to determine if PG&E’s performance is
appropriate and whether any areas revealed observations which are important enough to
warrant further review, follow-up, or presentation at a Public Meeting. These safety
matters include follow-up and/or continuing review efforts by the Committee, as well as
those identified as a result of reviews of various safety-related documents.

Section 4—Conclusions highlights the conclusions of the Fact-finding Team
based on items reported in Section 3—Discussion. These highlights also include
the team’s suggested follow-up items for the DCISC, such as scheduling future
fact-finding meetings on the topic, presentations at future public meetings, and
requests for future updates or information from DCPP on specific areas of
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interest, etc.

Section 5—Recommendations lists specific recommendations to PG&E proposed
by the Fact-finding Team. These recommendations will be considered by the
DCISC. After review and approval by the DCISC, the Fact-finding Report,
including its recommendations, is provided to PG&E. The Fact-finding Report
will also appear in the DCISC Annual Report.

3.0 Discussion

3.1 Plant Health Committee Meeting

The DCISC Fact-finding Team observed a routine weekly meeting of the Plant
Health Committee (PHC). The DCISC last reviewed such a meeting during its
March 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.1), when it concluded the
following:

The Plant Health Committee meeting was conducted efficiently and
effectively. Members and presenters appeared to be well prepared.
Discussion was active, thoughtful, and probing, with a focus on
improving safety and reliability. The DCISC should follow up to learn
more about decisions on replacement of diesel generator trip
pushbuttons, and any extent of condition assessment that occurred
when the original Unit 1 trip pushbutton covers were added.

The PHC is governed by DCPP Procedure OM4.ID16, “Plant Health Committee”
and is a management team responsible for:

Continual review of system and program health issues
Routinely monitoring the status of plant health issues on the plant health issues list
for action status and completion
Routinely monitoring the status of the system health tactical list
Review and approval of action plans to address plant health issues that originated
from system health reports, maintenance rule, operator workarounds, program
health reports, emergent issues, and others deemed important to monitor
Reviewing and approving action plans to resolve degraded, unanalyzed and non-
conforming conditions
Review and monitoring of plant health issue plans that are presented to the PHC
Performing Preventative Maintenance Oversight Committee functions
Annual approval of system, component, and program long range plans
Quarterly review and monitoring of the Top Margin Issues list
Approving and authorizing the PHC budget for the solution to plant health issues

The membership of the PHC Core Team, which is the Decision Making (i.e.
voting) group of the PHC, is as follows:
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Plant Health Committee Chairman (currently the Station Director)
Engineering Director
Operations Director
Nuclear Work Management Director
Maintenance Director
Strategic Projects Director

The PHC is also supplemented by a group of Supporting (non-voting) Members
from other various station departments.

The agenda for this meeting included the following:

Review and approve Minutes from previous meeting
Review of Action Items
Review and Approval of PHC Budget Expenditures (“Checkbook”)
Review of System 69 (230 kV) Health
Review of Action Plans for Degraded, Unavailable, or Non-conforming Equipment
Conditions
Evaluation of the Conduct of the Meeting

The meeting was chaired by the Operations Director and led by the Engineering
Director. The meeting was conducted with efficiency, and the agenda was
covered as scheduled. A strong emphasis was placed on plant safety and
reliability throughout the discussion. One representative from the Operations
shift was present, and his participation was strongly encouraged by the Chair.

A significant portion of the meeting was designated for the approval of
expenditures from the PHC budget “checkbook”. The purpose of the separate
PHC budget checkbook was to encourage faster action to resolve plant health
and reliability issues for which the resolution was small in scope and which
were operating expense items rather than capital improvement items. Items
discussed for funding included adding valves to compressed air systems to
facilitate system blowdown, security turnstile solenoid upgrades, rod control
gripper fuse upgrades, adding motor heaters to control room ventilation system
motors, and adding redundant fault protection for hydrogen recombiner
electrical cable penetrations going into the reactor containment buildings. The
items were discussed with a strong commitment to allocating the necessary
funds to correct plant issues. The Committee noted that most of the budget
checkbook for 2016 had now been allocated, and this was deemed appropriate
as it would take time to implement the modifications before the end of the year.

The System Health for System 69, the 230 kV electrical system, was presented
by the System Engineer. The PHC review was prompted by the system’s health
report overall status of a ‘Red’ system. The System Engineer reviewed the
reasons for the ‘Red’ status which was primarily driven by an open Prompt
Operability Assessment for an issue identified in March 2016 during the NRC
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Component Design Basis Inspection. Additionally, an Apparent Cause Evaluation
had not yet been completed for the failure of a circuit switcher. The PHC
members focused on what actions were necessary to move the system out of
“Red” status, and the System Engineer responded that completion of action
items related to the two above issues should move the system into ‘Yellow’
status in the next few months. The PHC approved the action plans and
confirmed that the system would come back to the PHC within six months for
another review.

Throughout the meeting, attendees actively engaged in providing their input
and in asking questions of others. The meeting leader encouraged this
interaction. This included providing differing opinions, having questioning
attitudes, and yet reaching agreement on issues being discussed. Participants
appeared to be well prepared for the meeting and knowledgeable of the topics
being discussed.

Conclusions:
The Plant Health Committee meeting was conducted
efficiently and effectively. Members and presenters appeared
to be well prepared. Discussion was active, thoughtful, and
probing, with a focus on improving safety and reliability.

Recommendations:
None

3.2 Plant Protection System Upgrade

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Bob Oldenkamp, Director of Project
Services, and Kate Williams, Project Manager, for an update on the DCPP Eagle
21 Plant Protection System Upgrade. The DCISC last reviewed the Plant
Protection System during its December 2013 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference
6.2), when it concluded the following:

DCPP is proceeding with the replacement of its Eagle 21, Plant Process
Protection System (PPS). Its design is under review by NRC, which
approval is expected by the end of 2014. Installation is planned for
Refueling Outages 1R21 and 2R21 (2019). The replacement appears
prudent for improved reliability, maintenance, and nuclear safety.

The existing Eagle 21 Plant Protection System (PPS) is part of the original
Westinghouse-supplied nuclear steam supply system. Eagle 21 was updated in
the mid-1990s and is now planned to be replaced with a digital version. The
current PPS consists of four separate protection sets, which provide trip and
actuation signals to the Solid State Protection System. Additionally, output
signals of the PPS parameters are provided to the Main Control Room for
indication and recording, to the Plant Process Computer for monitoring, and to
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the Main Annunciator System, for alarming. The PPS also provides input sensor
signals to various plant control systems. Each protection set is physically and
electrically separated from the other sets.

For the past few years, DCPP has been planning for the replacement of each of
the four digital PPS protection sets with electronics and software from
software-based Triconix Tricon Processors, which DCPP has used successfully in
other digital control applications. For off-normal events where existing analyses
credit manual mitigative action, additional automatic protective functions will
be performed in a diverse safety-related Westinghouse CS Innovations
Advanced Logic System. Amendments to the plant license to allow use of the
new systems have been submitted and subsequent information submittals have
been sent to the NRC. DCPP is finishing the last submittal and expects the NRC
to approve the license amendment soon.

Receipt of NRC approval would complete ‘Gate 1’ for the project. ‘Gate 2’ for the
project would include the detailed design and implementation planning for both
units, with implementation planned for Unit 1 in 2020 and Unit 2 in 2019. DCPP
is a pilot plant for the other owners of Westinghouse nuclear power plants, and
the cooperative review provides reductions in overall NRC review costs.

The Fact-finding Team inquired regarding how the project’s implementation
plans might be impacted by the PG&E’s recent decision to not pursue license
renewal for DCPP. Ms. Williams explained that all major projects would soon be
subject to an executive oversight review board comprised of the station senior
leadership team. The board would provide a plan and process for assembling a
working group to review the current project portfolio and classify projects into
different tiers of schedule and spending. The results of the working group’s
review should be completed in approximately three months and would then be
reviewed by the PHC. Ms. Williams also noted that some projects would also
require a higher, enterprise-level review with regards to costs and benefits. The
Fact-finding Team recommends that the DCISC follow closely the course of this
review for the project portfolio.

Conclusions:
DCPP is continuing with planning for the replacement of its
Eagle 21, Plant Process Protection System (PPS), and NRC
license amendment approval is expected by the end of 2016.
Because of PG&E’s recent decision to not pursue license
renewal for DCPP, the Eagle 21 replacement project, along
with other current major projects, will soon be subject to a
review by a working group to determine the scope of future
activities. The DCISC should follow closely the DCPP working
group’s review of the current major project portfolio that has
been prompted by PG&E’s recent decision to not pursue
license renewal.
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Recommendations:
None

3.3 Review of Operations Human Performance and Operations
Excellence Plan

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Ken Johnston, Operations Director, and
Shane Guest, Operations Manager, for an update on Operations Human
Performance and the Operations Excellence Plan. The DCISC last reviewed this
program during its March 2015 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.3), when it
concluded the following:

Recent improvements in Human Performance at DCPP reflect
noticeable resources that the station has devoted to this important
topic. The Operations group in particular has achieved commendable
improvements in Component Mispositionings. The DCISC should
reexamine these performance areas no later than the third quarter of
2016 to determine the degree to which these improvements are being
sustained.

The DCISC Fact-finding Team inquired as to the causes and corrective actions
being taken in response to concerns with status control and tagging issues as
noted recently by several organizations. Mr. Johnston reported that prior to the
refueling outage in early 2016, an increased number of low level human error
events was noted by Quality Assurance, Performance Improvement, and the
Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee (NSOC). For individuals involved in events,
qualifications were typically suspended until remediation and personal
interviews were completed. Additionally, performance verifications were
performed by focused observations of all crews. It appeared that this strategy
was effective for a time, but may have recently become less effective.

DCPP was currently looking at how to make corrective actions more effective
for human performance events. One recommendation from the NSOC was that
investigations needed to dig more deeply into the reasons for the specific types
of behaviors that were contributing to the errors. Efforts to date in this area had
found possible issues with time pressure, misunderstanding of standards, and
possibly some procedural shortcuts being taken when the risk of problems was
perceived to be low. Mr. Johnston also noted that even simple tasks have often
become complicated given the details of self-checking expectations and
procedural guidance currently present in the industry.

Regarding recent issues in equipment clearances and tagging, Mr. Johnston
stated that in addition to human errors, significant programmatic changes were
recently implemented. The changes were prompted to address identified gaps
between DCPP’s programs and current best practices in the industry. One
change involved new requirements for each individual working on a piece of
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equipment to sign on and off the clearance at the start and end of each shift.
(Previously, the plan had allowed supervisors to sign on and off for their
crews.) Additionally, a change had been made to discontinue the use of
individual red tags which provided a redundant layer of protection. That change
had not been communicated well, and some workers objected to the deletion of
those individual red tags. As a result, the program was modified to allow the
continued use of individual red tags provided they were used only for personnel
protection and not for status control. Finally, the station had recently
implemented a ‘tags plus’ program which added requirements for physical
barriers (locks, covers, etc.) to be placed on every tagged component to
prevent inadvertent repositioning.

The Fact-finding Team was provided with a copy of the June 2016 Operations
Department Excellence Plan. Departmental Excellence Plans are regularly
prepared by most DCPP departments to detail initiatives that each department
undertakes to achieve DCPP’s larger goals for overall plant process
improvement. The plan was organized into four areas designated for increasing
the level of employee engagement:

Operational Focus
Precise Plant Control
Clearance and Tagging
Operations Performance Assessment

The second and third areas of the plan appeared to be appropriately focused on
listing and tracking corrective actions being taken to address the issues with
status control and tagging discussed above.

Conclusions:
External organizations have noted a recent increase in the
occurrence of low level human errors in Operations
Department status control and tagging. The Department has
also recognized this trend and is moving to implement
appropriate corrective actions, including those contained in
the Department Excellence Plan. The DCISC should
reexamine performance in these areas no later than the
second quarter of 2017.

Recommendations:
None

3.4 Review of Operator Aging and Retention

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Ken Johnston, Operations Director, and
Shane Guest, Operations Manager, to discuss the status of the DCPP Operator
Aging and Physical Fitness issues. The DCISC last reviewed these issues during
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its March 2014 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.4), when it concluded the
following:

DCPP operator issues are minimal. There is apparently good
cooperation between represented operators and management, and
operator performance measures, such as Plant Status Control and the
Operational Focus Index, a measure of operator distractions, are
positive.

The industry has minimum physical condition requirements for operators.
Operators at DCPP are tested and certified as meeting the industry standard by
the plant Medical Officer and reviewed by NRC physicians. Operator “no solos”
are operations personnel whose health (e.g., high blood pressure, heart
condition, obesity, diabetes, etc.), as determined by the plant Medical Officer,
prevents them from being allowed to work alone in the plant. The number of
“no solos” has been reduced from past years and remains steady at less than
10% of the total operations staff as follows:

Year Number of ‘No Solos’
2002 14
2005 10
2007 7
2010 8
2012 5
2014 4
2016 5

It was also noted that for large nuclear power plants such as DCPP, operators
never stand control room duties alone. Also, the Fact-finding Team inquired
regarding the status of the union relationship and was informed that it was
satisfactory overall.

The Fact-finding Team inquired regarding the effect upon operations of the
recent announcement by PG&E that it will not pursue license renewal for DCPP.
Mr. Johnston stated that the plant must remain fully staffed with licensed
control room operators until the day it ceases operation in nine years. To
achieve that goal, PG&E has developed a Retention Plan which offers 25%
annual salary bonuses for each employee who commits to continue working at
the station for at least four more years. For licensed operators, license premium
pay will be included in the base for calculating the bonus. Additionally, the
Operations Department has obtained approval to overstaff positions in 2017 to
help ensure that adequate numbers of fully trained operators remain on staff
through the end of the current plant license. The DCISC should follow closely
the success of the Retention Plan in retaining adequate numbers of licensed
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operators specifically along with adequate numbers of qualified facility staff in
general.

Conclusions:
DCPP’s “no solo” (i.e., limited solo activity) licenses are being
appropriately managed. Because of PG&E’s recent decision to
not pursue license renewal for DCPP, a Retention Plan has
been put in place and overstaffing has been authorized to
help ensure that adequate numbers of licensed operators
remain on board through the end of the current plant license.
The DCISC should follow closely the success of the Retention
Plan in retaining adequate numbers of licensed operators
specifically along with adequate numbers of qualified facility
staff in general.

Recommendations:
None

3.5 DCISC Member Discussion with DCPP Senior Manager

Dr. Robert J. Budnitz, DCISC Member, and Richard D. McWhorter, Consultant,
met with Jim Welsch, Vice President, Nuclear Generation, to discuss items from
the fact-finding meeting and other items of mutual interest.

3.6 Crane Program Update

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Dan Hardesty, Senior Engineer; Scott
Brasfield, Maintenance Manager; and Mike Oier, Mechanical Maintenance
Supervisor, for an update on DCPP’s Crane Programs. The DCISC last reviewed
this issue during its May 2013 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.6), when it
concluded the following:

Issues pertaining to DCPP fuel handling equipment appear to be well
examined; and plans are in place to address them, although the
implementation schedules appear to be lengthy ones. The health of
other station cranes and load handling equipment appears to be good.
The DCISC should consider reviewing the status of fuel handling
equipment during the third or fourth quarter of 2014.

Mr. Hardesty provided three System Health Reports to the Fact-finding Team.
Two pertained to “Fuel Handling Equipment” for each unit and one pertained to
“Cranes and Load Handling” in general for Unit 1 and common cranes. The
reports rate the overall condition/performance of equipment as well as on each
of the following individual characteristics: Reliability, Maintenance Rule,
Material/Equipment Condition and Corrective Action, Operations Concerns,
Performance Monitoring, and Design. The ratings are on the following scale:
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Green = Healthy
White = Actions are place to return the system to Green
Yellow = Deficient
Red = Unsatisfactory

With regard to the reports on the Fuel Handling Equipment, Unit 1 was rated
“Yellow” and Unit 2 was “Green.” The primary driver for the “Yellow” rating for
Unit 1 was the number of critical component failures that occurred during
refueling outage 1R19 in the fall of 2015. The fuel handling equipment gripper
assembly failed during reactor core offload, which led to an outage delay of
about a day and a half. A Root Cause Evaluation (DA 50818638) was completed,
and corrective actions are being tracked through the station’s Corrective Action
Program. One of the corrective actions was replacement of the gripper
assembly on Unit 2 during 2R19. A new gripper assembly was received with
damage, and as a result, replacement was not completed until late in the
outage. Replacement of the gripper assembly on Unit 1 is planned for 1R20 in
the spring of 2017.

Fuel Handling Equipment on both units is also being tracked due to aging issues
overall. Currently, plans are being made to implement upgrades to the Spent
Fuel Pool Bridge Cranes to replace most of the upper section and the controls.
Implementation is planned for late 2016 on Unit 1 and spring 2017 for Unit 2.
Additional upgrades for the Fuel Transfer Systems and Manipulator Cranes are
also being considered.

The “Cranes and Load Handling” Report for Unit 1 and common cranes showed
the overall health ratings of the associated cranes as White due mostly to
design issues and the unavailability of spare parts. Mr. Hardesty noted that the
Radwaste Building Crane had been inadvertently overloaded, and as a result,
was decertified by the state inspector. Another crane issue was hidden
corrosion found by the state inspector on the Intake Building Crane which
required it to be taken out of service until repairs can be made. There were no
system health issues associated with either units’ Containment Building Polar
Cranes.

Conclusions:
Issues pertaining to DCPP fuel handling crane equipment
appear to be well documented, and corrective actions are
ongoing to address them. The health of other station cranes
and load handling equipment appears to be good. The DCISC
should consider reviewing the status of fuel handling
equipment following refueling outage 2R20 in the fourth
quarter of 2017.

Recommendations:
None
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3.7 Containment Spray System Health

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Sergio Santiago, Engineering Supervisor,
and Jaime Salazar, System Engineer, for an update on the DCPP Containment
Spray (CS) systems. The DCISC last reviewed the CS systems during its June
2013 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.7), when it concluded the following:

The DCPP Containment Spray System health is Green (good), and the
System Engineer appeared knowledgeable and pro-active about his
system.

The CS system is a system that sprays water into Containment from near the
top of the dome for the following purposes:

To remove heat from the Containment atmosphere following a Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) or Main Steam Line Break accident
To remove fission products from the Containment atmosphere following a LOCA
To deliver sufficient sodium hydroxide solution to reduce Containment sump pH and
ensure that iodine remains in water soluble form following a LOCA

The CS system is a safety-related system consisting of the following
components for each unit:

Two full capacity Containment Spray Pumps
One Spray Additive Tank
Spray Ring Headers and Nozzles high inside Containment
Piping and valves interconnecting the above equipment

The CS pumps take suction from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST). The
pumps start and associated closed valves actuate on a containment high-
pressure signal, and spray water mixed with additive into the containment
atmosphere following an accident to remove heat and prevent containment
overpressure. When the RWST is empty, the CS system shuts down and the
plant uses the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) pumps to recirculate water from
the containment sump into the spray headers.

The Fact-finding Team received and discussed with the System Engineer the
system health reports. The system health was Green (good) for both units, and
there were no major issues for the systems. However, the System Engineer
noted that a bent oiler pipe on the Unit 2 CS pump had been identified during
his walkdowns, and that the cause had not yet been identified. Additionally,
there was one open Prompt Operability Assessment (POA) that did not require
compensatory actions.

The POA documented a condition first identified at a similar facility in which
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under certain non-design basis accident scenarios, the Spray Additive Tank
could be emptied and allow gases to be drawn into the system before operators
were required to switch over CS system flow to RHR recirculation. This situation
could occur under LOCA conditions with smaller breaks than the design basis
accident in which the RWST empties slowly. In such a case, the Spray Additive
Tank could empty before the RWST and allow gases to be drawn into the CS
pump suctions. Corrective actions were in process to add accident procedure
requirements for operators to check Spray Additive Tank levels during an
accident and, if necessary, isolate the Spray Additive Tank prior to switching
over the CS system flow to RHR recirculation.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Containment Spray System health is Green (good),
and the System Engineer appeared knowledgeable and pro-
active about his system.

Recommendations:
None

3.8 Meeting with NRC Acting Senior Resident Inspector

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with John Reynoso, NRC Resident Inspector
(RI) and Acting Senior NRC Resident Inspector, for an update. The DCISC meets
regularly with the RI at its fact-finding meetings. The last meeting was during
its July 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.8), when the it concluded the
following:

The regular meetings with the NRC resident inspectors are beneficial.

The participants discussed the following items:

1. The impacts of PG&E’s June announcement that it would no longer pursue license
renewal for DCPP.

2. The NRC’s experiences at other nuclear power plants that had been closed or
planned for closure.

3. The recent NRC Problem Identification and Resolution inspection.
4. The timetable for issuance of the NRC’s review of DCPP’s evaluation on the risk due

to external flooding hazards.
5. Plans for the new Senior Resident Inspector to begin work on site in late August.

Conclusions:
The DCISC periodic meetings with the NRC Resident
Inspector and/or Senior Resident Inspector continue to be
beneficial for sharing of information on important DCPP
safety issues.

Recommendations:
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None

3.9 Probabilistic Risk Assessment Program

The Fact-finding Team met with Rasool Baradaran, Probabilistic Risk
Assessment (PRA) Supervisor; Matt Shepard, Senior PRA Engineer; John Pyo,
Senior Consulting Engineer; and David Imbaratto, PRA Engineer, to discuss the
current status of the PRA group under Baradaran’s supervision. That group is
responsible for maintaining the station’s PRA, upgrading the PRA as needed,
and applying it to address safety and reliability issues affecting the plant. The
principal topics discussed were the status of the several PRA-development and
PRA-enhancement projects now underway, as well as various applications of
the PRA and PRA methods to support plant safety. The DCISC last reviewed the
overall PRA program during its March 2015 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference
6.9), when it concluded the following:

The DCPP Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) group’s development
work today is emphasizing the completion of new PRA models in the
seismic and internal-flooding areas. Its applications work continues
with applying PRA methods in several safety-significant areas at the
plant. The DCISC Fact-finding Team concludes that the PRA group is
doing fine work, as its competence and its recent accomplishments
attest. The DCISC should continue to follow developments in the
seismic-PRA area closely. On the other PRA topics, the DCISC should
undertake a further review about a year hence, when the plant
anticipates it will have achieved additional major milestones in its PRA
development effort.

The Fact-finding Team reviewed several different PRA topics, as follows:

Internal-flooding PRA: Matthew Shepard led this part of the discussion. He
reported that the PRA team’s internal-flooding PRA model is now complete and
in use, after several years of development. An external peer review was
conducted in 2012, which was positive, and which provided helpful findings and
observations that have all been resolved, resulting in the issuance of an
updated model in 2015. One major plant improvement is the incorporation of
low-leakage Reactor Coolant Pump seals, which resulted in a decrease in the
Core-damage Frequency (CDF) from flooding of about 30% in both units. The
Electric Power Research Institute has also produced a new data base for pipe-
break frequencies that has been incorporated, again supporting more up-to-
date realistic results. In the Auxiliary Feedwater pump room, changes to the
piping also resulted in a decrease in CDF. Internal flooding now contributes
about 5% to the total plant CDF at power. The team expects to perform a major
reevaluation of this model every two refueling cycles (approximately three
years).
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Seismic PRA: David Imbaratto led this part of the discussion. Nathan Barber has
been the lead engineer on this aspect, but could not attend this meeting. The
PRA team has been working for the last few years on a major updating of the
existing Seismic PRA (SPRA), which was performed in the late 1980s and which
at the time was considered one of the very best SPRAs ever performed. Indeed,
even today that prior SPRA is often considered a “gold standard” SPRA in terms
of the scope and depth of its analysis and the methods it used. The team has
already taken advantage of peer-review insights provided by R. Kennedy, K.
Kiper, and A. Maioli, three world-renowned experts in SPRA who have assisted
the team in their modeling development.

Major work has been done on the new SPRA systems model, based in large part
on the plant’s new internal-events PRA. The team has decided to build a new
model in which the seismic top events are incorporated into their own fault
trees, rather than incorporating them into the existing internal-event fault
trees. This is being done to improve ease in using the model. The issue of which
human-error probabilities to incorporate in the SPRA model after a large
earthquake is being addressed with an approach different from that in the old
SPRA, and it will receive a peer review soon.

Seismic-caused internal flooding is being addressed quantitatively in the model,
and it was reported that two scenarios have been identified whose importance
merits their being quantified. Seismic-caused internal fire scenarios are being
addressed qualitatively, because walkdowns identified nothing significant
concerning materials that could be vulnerable to fires in large earthquakes.

The PRA group expects to host an external peer-review of the new SPRA in a
few months to support a completion date by April 2017.

Concerning the SPRA seismic-fragility work, it has been under way for more
than two years, but completing it needs to wait until the NRC provides an
endorsement of the Ground Motion Response Spectrum (GMRS) inputs to the
structures, based on PG&E’s new seismic-hazard study. The GMRS was
submitted to the NRC in March 2015 and is under NRC staff review. (A
discussion of this aspect of the SPRA was the subject of a later session with
Nozar Jahangir during this fact-finding meeting; refer to Section 3.10 below.)

PRA for other external events: The team reported that accidents arising from
aircraft impacts have been screened out based on data from the Department of
Transportation. They are working on modeling some external-flooding scenarios
arising from severe flooding in Diablo Creek, but do not expect that these
scenarios will contribute significantly to the risk profile.

Fire PRA: John Pyo led this part of the discussion. The DCPP team has been
working on a new Fire PRA for a few years, and early-on they had a very
positive peer review of their model. The model and analyses using it served as a
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major part of the plant’s submittal to the NRC for switchover of its NRC fire-
protection regulations from the existing Appendix R-based approach to the new
approach based on National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standard 805.
The NRC recently (May 2016) approved the plant’s NFPA 805 switchover plan,
and the plant now has a year from that date to complete the switchover. The
DCPP Fire PRA model will soon incorporate new fire-initiation data and new
heat-release-rate information from the NRC, which will improve the model’s
realism. To meet its commitment under the NFPA 805 program, modifications to
the configuration of several fire-detection and fire-suppression equipment
items are being made and the Fire PRA model will incorporate them soon so
that the model will reflect the as-built plant accurately.

Low Power and Shutdown PRA: The DCPP team reported that their plans to
initiate a new PRA to evaluate low power and shutdown conditions is on hold
awaiting the completion of two pilot applications of the new ANS-ASME LPSD
standard [American Nuclear Society and American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, “Standard for Low Power and Shutdown Probabilistic Risk
Assessment Methodology,” Standard ANS-58-22 (2015)] at other US plants, in
order to benefit from the insights gained during those pilot studies.

PRA Application - GI-191: The PRA team has been active with an industry
consortium of 14 other nuclear power plants that is fostering the use of PRA
risk insights in the resolution of NRC Generic Issue 191, "Assessment of Debris
Accumulation on PWR Sump Pump Performance.” Mr. Baradaran reported that
the analysis has proceeded well. PG&E is now supporting some testing at a
contractor’s laboratory that within the next few months will provide a basis for
a more realistic model of this phenomenon.

PRA Application - Revision to Technical Specifications based on risk insights: In
late 2014, the plant submitted a License Amendment Request to the NRC to
revise the plant’s Technical Specifications based on insights from the plant PRA.
Mr. Baradaran reported that the DCPP team received NRC review comments
(requests for additional information) to which they have responded. The NRC’s
review of the responses is proceeding.

PRA Application - Surveillance frequency reduction program: Mr. Baradaran
reported that they are using their PRA model to support proposals that certain
surveillance frequencies can be modified while maintaining the plant’s risk
profile.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) group’s
development work today is emphasizing the completion of a
new PRA model in the seismic area, and upgrading their
models in several other technical areas. The use of the PRA
for various applications continues effectively. The DCISC
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Fact-finding Team concludes that the PRA group is doing
excellent work. The DCISC should continue to follow
developments in the Seismic PRA area closely.

Recommendations:
None

3.10 Updated Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment

The Fact-finding Team met with Nozar Jahangir, Seismic Engineering Manager,
to discuss the current status of the updated Seismic PRA (SPRA) now under
development. Jearl Strickland, Vice President of Technical Services, also sat in
on the discussions. This review concentrated on the seismic-fragilities aspect of
the SPRA, because the systems-analysis aspect of this updated SPRA was
discussed earlier in this same fact-finding meeting during a meeting with
Rasool Baradaran and his colleagues (see Section 3.9).

The DCISC last performed a review of this aspect of the overall SPRA program
during its November 2015 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.10), when it
concluded the following:

DCPP is proceeding satisfactorily with its Seismic Fragility Probability
Risk Assessment analysis using the latest methodology and seismic
response spectra and is planning to submit it to the NRC in 2017 as
part of the updated Seismic PRA. An outside peer-review group has
also been formed to follow the work. Although the analysis is still
under way, no analysis difficulties have been identified. The DCISC
should continue to monitor this analysis.

The Fact-finding Team review covered several specific topics all related to the
broad topic of the SPRA fragilities analysis, as follows:

In 1987-1988, the plant completed a SPRA, which broke new ground in a
number of methodological areas, and was also the first SPRA ever performed at
a nuclear power plant site with very high seismicity. It is now out-of-date, and
about four years ago the plant began an effort to update it. This means (a)
updating the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, which is now complete; (b)
updating the probabilistic analysis of the seismic fragilities of the structures
and components (the topic here); and (c) updating the plant probabilistic
systems-analysis model, an effort that is also underway and that is discussed
elsewhere in this Fact-finding Report (see Section 3.9).

The NRC, in a March 2012 generic letter to all power-reactor licensees under 10
CFR 50.54(f) regarding lessons learned from the Fukushima accident in Japan,
has required each nuclear power plant to reassess its seismic hazard, and for
plants in certain enhanced-seismicity locations, including Diablo Canyon, to
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update the plant’s SPRA as well. Today the DCPP seismic-fragility PRA work is
formally being done in response to the NRC’s 2012 letter, but it had begun
earlier and would have been undertaken in any event.

A major finding at the time of the 1988 SPRA was that the seismic capacity (or
“fragility”) of each item of equipment and each structure was strong enough
that failures due to seismic causes would only occur for earthquake motions
significantly in excess of the plant’s design basis earthquake. The objective of
the current seismic-fragility effort is to repeat that analysis, but using the
current plant configuration (which differs in a few ways from the configuration
in 1988), and also using the most recent seismic input information. Specifically,
the fragility analysis will use not only the best current information about the
seismic hazard at the site, but also a modern analysis of how the seismic energy
from a large earthquake would enter the site from below, propagate into the
structures, and produce seismic motions at the base of each equipment item or
structure being studied.

The meeting began with a discussion, led by Mr. Jahangir, that explained how
the seismic-fragility PRA work fits into the overall SPRA analysis. This
discussion noted that PG&E has developed up-to-date Ground Motion Response
Spectra (GMRS) that the NRC is currently reviewing. There are separate GMRS
for each of the three major structures at DCPP, and each GMRS characterizes
the input motion to that structure for use as the input the rest of the SPRA
fragility analysis. However, the fragility work cannot proceed until PG&E’s
proposed GMRS spectra have been endorsed by the NRC.

The next step in the analysis is to use each GMRS to develop a Foundation Input
Response Spectrum (FIRS) for each building, which again needs to await the
NRC staff endorsement of the GMRS. The FIRS inputs, in turn, are used to
generate In-Structure Response Spectra (ISRS) at the actual locations in each
building at which critical components and structures are located. The ISRS are
the inputs for the seismic-fragility analyses themselves.

The current status of the fragility analysis is that a team of experts, which
includes a mix of in-house PG&E staff and outside contractors, has been
working for over two years to develop the technical basis for the analysis. DCPP
has also put together an outside group of SPRA experts to provide advice
concerning the analysis. This group has been meeting regularly throughout the
duration of the fragility project to provide feedback and review, and crucially
includes Dr. R. P. Kennedy and Dr. F. Ostadan, two internationally renowned
experts. Dr. Kennedy was also a key participant in the 1988 SPRA work. DCISC
is familiar with the outside contractors and the several outside reviewers and
believes that both the contractor analysis team members and the group of
outside reviewers are among the top experts internationally in this field.

Mr. Jahangir explained that whereas the earlier (1988) fragility analysis was
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based on an average of the input in the range of 3 to 8.5 hertz, the current
approach is to use the 5 hertz seismic input, which is considered a better
representation in terms of its effect on the failure-mode potential for the most
important components. The fragility analysis employs the standard method of
using a suite of 30 time histories to capture both the variability and the
duration of the input seismic motions. The fragility analysis is also updating the
so-called beta factors that capture the uncertainties and variabilities in the
various fragilities, based on modern data and better understanding that has
been developed over recent years around the world.

Mr. Jahangir reported that an up-to-date analysis of the seismic fragility of the
offsite-power network has been developed based on very recent work by J.
Eidinger, with special attention to the 230 kV line connected to Morro Bay.
Because loss of offsite power after large earthquakes is a major contributor to
the risk analysis, this advance will make the SPRA more realistic.

Mr. Jahangir reported that no analysis problems have arisen so far, although it
is too early to predict the outcome of the fragility analysis.

The current schedule is expected to produce final SPRA results by about
November 2016, and an outside peer review will follow a few months later,
perhaps in the April 2017 time frame. DCPP expects to submit its updated SPRA
to the NRC later in 2017.

The DCISC fact-finding team made an inquiry to PG&E on the topic of
“Magnitude saturation of short-period ground motions in the PG&E analysis of
seismic ground motion at the DCPP site,” having been motivated to do so by a
question asked at the DCISC’s Public Meeting in October 2015 by Mr. John
Geesman. The following is an excerpt from the Minutes of that public meeting:

“Mr. Geesman challenged the DCISC as it reviews the SSHAC materials
to tell the public whether the Committee believes there is sufficient
data globally on near field earthquakes for the Committee to accept
PG&E’s assumption on magnitude saturation. Mr. Geesman stated it
was his understanding the faults at DCPP are all quite near field and
the global data sets by which magnitude saturation has become a
general assumption in the seismic community are all based upon much
more distant earthquakes.”

In the intervening period since Mr. Geesman’s inquiry, the DCISC team has been
reviewing the PG&E seismic-hazard submittal to the NRC on March 11, 2015
(Reference 6.11) and has also been reviewing other relevant technical
information. In response to the fact-finding team’s inquiry, PG&E responded
that experts on this subject were not available during the fact-finding meeting
but committed to provide a response via e-mail. Shortly following the fact-
finding meeting, a response was received from Dr. Norman Abrahamson, one of
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PG&E’s leading experts on seismology, probabilistic seismic hazard analysis,
and seismic ground motions. The response from Dr. Abrahamson was as
follows:

“The saturation of short period ground motions at large magnitudes is
based on both empirical data and numerical simulations using
theoretical seismology. While most of the empirical data is at large
distances, the observed saturation is based on the available nearby
recordings.

“The seismic hazard at DCPP has contributions from the Los Osos Fault
at a distance of 9 km, the Hosgri fault at a distance of 5 km, the San
Luis Bay fault at a distance of 2 km, and the Shoreline fault at a
distance of 1 km. In the NGA-W2 ground-motion data set, which were
used for the SSHAC [Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee] study,
for Magnitudes >6, there are 308 recordings within 10 km, 63
recordings within 5 km, and 15 recordings within 1 km. The available
empirical data actually show oversaturation at short distance (smaller
[ground motion] from larger magnitudes).

“In addition to the empirical data, numerical simulations are used
based on theoretical seismological models that were tested and
validated by the Southern California Earthquake Center. Using these
numerical simulations, we can generate a large suite of ground
motions at short distances from large earthquakes. In the SSHAC
studies, we used simulations to generate 1000s of ground motions at
short distances. These models also show saturation of the short-period
ground motion at short distances. Overall, the simulated short-period
ground motions are slightly lower (about 20%) at short distances than
the ground motions from the empirical models.

“Independent evaluations of Japanese ground-motion data also show
saturation. Currently, all of the available data and theory supports
saturation of short-period ground motion at short distances.”

The DCISC Fact-finding Team has evaluated this technical response from Dr.
Abrahamson. Our evaluation is part of our continuing work to develop our own
independent understanding of the seismic hazard at the DCPP site, including
our review of PG&E’s work; our review of NRC’s evaluations of the PG&E
submittal(s); and our reviews of other information presented by various experts
as part of the PG&E probabilistic-based Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis
Committee (SSHAC) study performed in 2013-2015 that was the basis for
PG&E’s March 2015 submittal to the NRC (Reference 6.11) on the seismic
hazard at the DCPP site.

Our extensive review work over the past two years provides us with the
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background to offer the following response to Mr. Geesman’s inquiry: He begins
by asking if there is “…sufficient data globally on near field earthquakes for the
Committee to accept PG&E’s assumption on magnitude saturation.” Our DCISC
reply is that there is always a paucity of “sufficient data” in this technical area,
or at least there is not nearly as much data as the expert community would like.
This is because instrumental records, both globally and in the region around the
DCPP site, have only been available for the last few decades, during which
period there have been only a very few important (that is, sizeable)
earthquakes nearby the DCPP site. Indeed, even globally there is not nearly as
much data in the near field, close to very large earthquakes, as the community
of seismology experts would like. Given this, the expert community uses a
three-pronged approach to understand magnitude saturation at a specific site:
first, the use of whatever near-field large-earthquake data may exist near the
site of interest; second, the use of the global data set, accounting as
appropriate for the fact that some sites globally are more similar to the site
under study than others, so the data must be used judiciously; and third, the
use of analytical methods (based on theoretical physics considerations) that
have been widely benchmarked and accepted, to supplement the data. These
analytical methods allow the analyst studying a given specific site to explore
numerous technical issues by doing analyses that sample various parameter
distributions, by performing sensitivity analyses, and by exploring the
importance of the various uncertainties in the data. As Dr. Abrahamson states
in his email reply, in the current analysis all three of these approaches were
used; the global data set is supplemented with important site-specific data on
the issue of magnitude saturation for short-period ground motions. This site-
specific information is vital to the argument. Theoretical models with broad
applicability are also used to support simulations of ground motions at the site,
and as Dr. Abrahamson notes these three approaches taken together all support
a finding that magnitude saturation definitely occurs at the DCPP site for short-
period motions.

It is important to note that significant uncertainties remain. We would all very
much like to have more site-specific data from actual large local earthquakes.
However, it is not likely that these data will be available any time soon – we
haven’t the luxury of waiting a few centuries to get a sufficiently large data set
locally about the very major earthquakes that might threaten plant safety to
support the analysis directly solely from the local data.

Given these significant uncertainties, the DCISC believes that the appropriate
approach is to perform the best analysis one can, and then to assign large
enough uncertainties to the numerical results of the analysis to encompass the
underlying uncertainties arising from insufficient data.

How to perform the assignment of uncertainties is always a matter of judgment,
in that different experts will inevitably make different judgments, based on the
same technical information. Here is where the SSHAC process (References 6.12
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and 6.13) comes into play. One explicit rationale for using the SSHAC process
(which NRC requires be used for this type of probabilistic hazard study and
which PG&E used in its recent seismic evaluation, Reference 6.11) is that the
process forces the various different experts to confront, explain, defend, and
cross-examine each other’s judgments on every important technical subject.
The SSHAC process also requires a group of independent peer-reviewers with
strong credentials to critique the process and provide their expert evaluation of
it. Members of the DCISC team attended many of the SSHAC sessions and
reviewed the slides, papers, and discussions that were part of the overall
SSHAC-process deliberations. The DCISC has also studied the findings of the
independent SSHAC peer-review team, whose outstanding credentials are
known to the DCISC.

The DCISC Fact-finding Team’s conclusion is that on the subject of magnitude
saturation at short periods (high frequencies) at the DCPP site, the analyses
and judgments embedded in PG&E’s final submittal to the NRC reasonably
represent the center, the body, and the range of the technically defensible
interpretations of the expert community. Therefore, the DCISC Fact-finding
Team is satisfied that, accounting appropriately for the uncertainties that PG&E
included in its analysis, that analysis has captured the current state-of-
knowledge in a reasonably robust way, and PG&E’s use of magnitude saturation
to describe one important aspect of the behavior of seismic ground motions in
the vicinity of the DCPP site is appropriate.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) group’s
development work on the fragilities aspects of the Seismic
PRA is proceeding well, with a strong analysis team
supplemented by an outstanding group of outside
consultants. Various models are being upgraded and
important new data are being incorporated. The DCISC Fact-
finding Team concludes that the Seismic PRA fragilities team
is doing competent work. The DCISC should continue to
follow developments in this technical area closely over the
next year. PG&E’s use of magnitude saturation to describe
one important aspect of the behavior of seismic ground
motions in the vicinity of the DCPP site is appropriate.

Recommendations:
None

3.11 Tsunami Hazard Analysis Update

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with PG&E personnel to discuss the current
status of PG&E’s work on understanding the tsunami hazard at the DCPP site.
Dr. Brendan Dooher played the lead role for PG&E during this meeting with the
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following personnel in attendance:

Brendan Dooher, Senior Mechanical Engineer (and primary tsunami analyst)
Jearl Strickland, Vice President of Technical Services
Scott Maze, Fukushima Project Manager
Helene Finger, Fukushima Project Engineer (Contractor)

The DCISC last performed a review of the overall tsunami-hazard program
during its January 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.14), when it
concluded the following:

PG&E submitted its latest tsunami hazards analysis to NRC in March
2015. The conclusions of that analysis supported the current DCPP
tsunami design basis and licensing basis. Since March 2015, PG&E has
augmented its undersea landslide source inputs with additional
bathymetric data. Important data on approximately 38 major
submarine landslide events in the area over the last 2.5 million years
are available in seismic imaging collected during the Bartlett cruise.
Progress on the PG&E Tsunami Hazard Analysis appeared satisfactory
to the DCISC FFT, but further work is needed to analyze and draw risk
conclusions from the additional data collected by the Bartlett cruise.
NRC is close to completing their review of PG&E’s submittal and their
independent analysis, which the DCISC should review. The DCISC has
contracted with tsunami expert Dr. Robert Sewell to evaluate the PG&E
tsunami analysis and present his findings at the June 21-22, 2016
Public Meeting.

A month after the above (January) fact-finding meeting, Dr. Dooher gave a
detailed presentation to the DCISC at its Public Meeting on February 3, 2016
(Reference 6.15). Four months later, at the DCISC Public Meeting on June 21,
2016 (Reference 6.16), a detailed presentation was made by Dr. Robert Sewell,
a consultant to the DCISC and an expert on tsunami analysis. Dr. Sewell had
been engaged by the DCISC as a consultant to perform a review of the PG&E
tsunami analysis submitted to the NRC in March 2015, and more generally to
provide his expert advice on the tsunami hazard at the DCPP site. The results of
his review are contained in his slides (and presentation) at the June 2016
DCISC Public Meeting (Reference 6.16).

As further background concerning the topic of this fact-finding meeting, the
DCISC Minutes of the February 2016 Public Meeting (Reference 6.15) contain
the following excerpt, which records a colloquy between Dr. Dooher and Dr.
Budnitz:

In response to Dr. Budnitz’ inquiry as to the annual probability of a
29.9-foot tsunami, Dr. Dooher replied that the probability was very low
but PG&E is still working on estimating probabilities and would be
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reporting to the DCISC in the future. Dr. Budnitz observed that those
results would be important in context of assessing any threat to the
plant and until some sort of state of knowledge of the probability is
established, that is a probabilistic understanding of the epistemic
uncertainty, the DCISC’s inquiry would remain open.

This fact-finding meeting was a follow-up to the above DCISC reviews and
meetings. Its objective was to understand what additional work PG&E was now
doing on this subject; to obtain PG&E’s reaction to the Sewell presentation; to
discuss the DCISC’s tentative ideas about a path forward to explore tsunami
hazard further, and especially to explore the feasibility of a probabilistic
tsunami hazard analysis; and to have a colloquy between the Fact-finding Team
and the PG&E experts on the subject of a path forward involving potential new
analyses.

Dr. Budnitz of the DCISC began the meeting by pointing out to the PG&E team
that a principal review comment by Dr. Sewell was that the PG&E submittal to
the NRC in March 2015 did not include a probabilistic analysis of the tsunami
hazard, whereas he (Dr. Sewell) recommended that such an analysis be
performed. Dr. Budnitz also noted that he (Dr. Budnitz) is well known in the
reactor safety community as being a “probabilist” by nature, and that his own
interest in ultimately having a probabilistic understanding of the site tsunami
hazard is well represented by the quote above from the February 2016 DCISC
public meeting.

A probabilistic analysis would provide the annual frequency of various tsunami
“sizes” at the DCPP site, including estimates of the various uncertainties. Here
the word “size” might have one of several meanings, including tsunami
maximum height, tsunami run-up, tsunami volume (related to its force on
structures), or other possible endpoints. Dr. Budnitz noted that, although he
could only speak for himself and could not speak for the DCISC as a whole, he
himself endorses this recommendation, but in a different way: Dr. Budnitz said
that his own interest is in developing an estimate (or a useful upper bound) on
the annual frequency of a tsunami-caused core-damage accident at DCPP. Such
a Core-damage Frequency (CDF) estimate could be used by decision-makers
and the public to understand whether the overall CDF risk from tsunamis is (or
is not) an important contributor to the total CDF from all accidents at DCPP. Dr.
Budnitz also emphasized that developing a probabilistic “understanding” does
not, in his view, necessarily mean performing a full-blown quantitative
probabilistic analysis of the tsunami hazard. Instead, it might involve
something less, such as a demonstrably conservative bounding analysis of the
annual probabilities of various tsunami “sizes,” or an analysis that aims for a
realistic probabilistic description but might have very large uncertainties, if that
is the best that can be accomplished.

Of course, the total CDF is one of the major endpoints of the plant’s
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Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA). In effect, Dr. Budnitz stated that his
interest was in developing either a CDF estimate arising from tsunamis at DCPP,
or a useful upper bound, either of which would be incorporated into the plant’s
PRA.

Dr. Budnitz went on to state that perhaps all of the elements needed to develop
such a tsunami CDF estimate, or at least an upper bound on it, are already in-
hand (or nearly so), based on earlier analyses performed by PG&E and its
contractors. He stated that perhaps the desired upper-bound CDF estimate
would be easier to develop in a defensible way than a quantified realistic CDF,
but he sought input from the PG&E staff on this. He therefore asked that the
first part of this meeting be focused on a discussion as to whether or not the
PG&E attendees agreed with this tentative opinion – that is, whether or not
they agreed that most of the elements needed did indeed already exist, or
nearly so.

Dr. Dooher responded by noting that he would focus on a few different aspects
of Dr. Sewell’s review, which he (Dooher) would address in turn.

The first was the Sewell comment that, although PG&E’s analysis of tsunami
propagation (based in a major way on work by a PG&E contractor, Dr. S. Grilli)
was fully competent, there are other experts with different models, and if they
were asked to perform the same analysis, their results might be substantially
different. Dr. Dooher noted that he had studied the various different
propagation models and modelers, to assess the so-called “model-to-model
variability,” and he has concluded that the differences are modest, and smaller
in their range than the intrinsic uncertainties in the analyses themselves.

Dr. Dooher went on to note that another uncertainty highlighted by Dr. Sewell
was the lack of adequate knowledge of the “sizes” and the annual frequencies
as a function of “size” of the offshore earthquake-induced Submarine Mass
Failures (SMFs) that would be the sources of the tsunamis of interest. Dr.
Sewell highlighted what he believes is the need for a review by other experts of
the PG&E findings and conclusions about the “sizes” and frequencies of these
source SMFs. He also emphasized the need for understanding the underlying
geotechnical properties and slope-stability characteristics of the offshore
environment, to supplement the paleo data and sedimentation rates. Dr. Sewell
stated his belief that all of the above is needed to gain confidence that the
epistemic (model-to-model) uncertainties have been appropriately estimated.

Dr. Dooher acknowledged that the uncertainties in the data are important, even
when accounting for the best local-offshore data base, namely the data
gathered by the US Geological Survey using the Research Vessel Bartlett in
1972. He noted that although the Bartlett data show some apparently
“contemporaneous” offshore slides, they seem not to clump in the same (or
adjacent) locations offshore. Additionally, the word “contemporaneous” likely
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means that slides seemingly occurring at the same “time” could easily be
thousands of years apart, or greater, rather than being truly at the “same time”
meaning arising from the exact same event. Dr. Dooher stated his view that the
slides appearing in the Bartlett data as being at the “same time” most likely
occurred in the “same epoch” but not at the exact same time. He stated his
belief that those scientists who were responsible for the Bartlett data and were
most familiar with it would concur. Dr. Dooher then went on to note that the
assumption made in the PG&E analysis of March 2015 was to choose slide
volumes that are clearly on the “conservative” side, with very high confidence.

Finally, Mr. Strickland noted that, if one assumes that a tsunami is large enough
so that it would actually compromise important safety equipment at the plant,
either at the 85-foot level of the main plant, or at a lower level where only a
few equipment items reside, the likelihood of leading to a core-damage accident
is small. Dr. Budnitz noted that this Contingent Core-damage Probability (CCDP)
can be worked out by assuming various types of equipment damage from the
tsunami, and using the PRA model to work out the accident progression
scenarios leading to CCDP from each scenario. Mr. Strickland opined that the
CCDP has always been a small probability, and that the recent installation of the
new FLEX equipment has made the CCDP much smaller still. (The FLEX
equipment is intended to protect against either an extended loss of all power or
an extended loss of ultimate heat sink.) Dr. Budnitz noted that if the CCDP can
be developed, obtaining a CDF (or a bound on it) requires that the CCDP be
combined with a tsunami “hazard curve” representing an estimate of the annual
frequencies of tsunamis of different “sizes,” including the uncertainties.

Dr. Budnitz then suggested that perhaps PG&E can put together the three
pieces of the argument advanced in this meeting to provide an approximate
estimate for tsunami-caused CDF, or at least a useful upper bound on it. While
noting that he cannot speak for the DCISC as a whole, he urged PG&E to
attempt to put this analysis together. He suggested that perhaps there is
enough in-hand already for PG&E to conclude, based on an analysis, that
tsunami-induced CDF is significantly smaller than the total CDF from all other
sources as analyzed in the current PRA for the plant. If so, this analysis, if
robust and if reviewed and concurred in by outside experts, could provide an
important “risk perspective” concerning the role of tsunamis in the overall plant
risk profile. On the other hand, if such an analysis was unable to demonstrate
the above, or if in fact it found that its reasonable estimate for CDF was either
inconclusive or in a worrisome range, then it either would point to where more
research was needed to refine the estimate, or would lead to the need to take
measures to improve the safety of the plant against tsunamis.

PG&E responded to this suggestion by noting that they are not sure that there is
enough information in-hand to support providing a useful upper-bound estimate
of tsunami CDF, but that they would give some thought to this question. Dr.
Budnitz also urged PG&E to put together, in writing, explanations of the
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arguments made during this meeting concerning the model-to-model variability
in the propagation models, and concerning their confidence that their assumed
SMF sources are sufficiently conservative. Dr. Budnitz also urged PG&E to put
together at least a framework for the proposed analysis of CCDP, so that they
could identify which aspects of the information now available need to be
brought to bear, and how, to support an actual CCDP calculation.

The meeting concluded with the PG&E team acknowledging that an analysis like
that suggested by Dr. Budnitz could be very useful, but also stating that they
are not yet confident that it can be accomplished usefully based only on the
information now in-hand. They stated that they would be giving consideration
to how to implement the suggestion to develop a CDF estimate (or a useful
bound on it) using the approach outlined during the meeting.

Conclusions:
The discussion during the fact-finding meeting covered
possible approaches to performing additional tsunami-hazard
and tsunami-PRA analyses to supplement those already
performed. PG&E agreed to give consideration to how to
accomplish more analysis, using the information already in-
hand. The DCISC Fact-finding Team concludes that the PG&E
tsunami analysis group is doing excellent work. The DCISC
should continue to follow developments in this area closely.

Recommendations:
PG&E should perform additional study of submarine
landslide-induced tsunami hazards at DCPP and its environs.

4.0 Conclusions

4.1
The Plant Health Committee meeting was conducted
efficiently and effectively. Members and presenters appeared
to be well prepared. Discussion was active, thoughtful, and
probing, with a focus on improving safety and reliability.

4.2
DCPP is continuing with planning for the replacement of its
Eagle 21, Plant Process Protection System (PPS), and NRC
license amendment approval is expected by the end of 2016.
Because of PG&E’s recent decision to not pursue license
renewal for DCPP, the Eagle 21 replacement project, along
with other current major projects, will soon be subject to a
review by a working group to determine the scope of future
activities. The DCISC should follow closely the DCPP working
group’s review of the current major project portfolio that has
been prompted by PG&E’s recent decision to not pursue
license renewal.
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4.3
External organizations have noted a recent increase in the
occurrence of low level human errors in Operations
Department status control and tagging. The Department has
also recognized this trend and is moving to implement
appropriate corrective actions including those contained in
the Department Excellence Plan. The DCISC should
reexamine performance in these areas no later than the
second quarter of 2017.

4.4
DCPP’s “no solo” (i.e., limited solo activity) licenses are being
appropriately managed. Because of PG&E’s recent decision to
not pursue license renewal for DCPP, a Retention Plan has
been put in place and overstaffing has been authorized to
help ensure that adequate numbers of licensed operators
remain on board through the end of the current plant license.
The DCISC should follow closely the success of the Retention
Plan in retaining adequate numbers of licensed operators
specifically along with adequate numbers of qualified facility
staff in general.

4.5
None.

4.6
Issues pertaining to DCPP fuel handling crane equipment
appear to be well documented, and corrective actions are
ongoing to address them. The health of other station cranes
and load handling equipment appears to be good. The DCISC
should consider reviewing the status of fuel handling
equipment following refueling outage 2R20 in the fourth
quarter of 2017.

4.7
The DCPP Containment Spray System health is Green (good),
and the System Engineer appeared knowledgeable and pro-
active about his system.

4.8
The DCISC periodic meetings with the NRC Resident
Inspector and/or Senior Resident Inspector continue to be
beneficial for sharing of information on important DCPP
safety issues.

4.9
The DCPP Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) group’s
development work today is emphasizing the completion of a
new PRA model in the seismic area, and upgrading their
models in several other technical areas. The use of the PRA
for various applications continues effectively. The DCISC
Fact-finding Team concludes that the PRA group is doing
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excellent work. The DCISC should continue to follow
developments in the Seismic PRA area closely.

4.10
The DCPP Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) group’s
development work on the fragilities aspects of the Seismic
PRA is proceeding well, with a strong analysis team
supplemented by an outstanding group of outside
consultants. Various models are being upgraded and
important new data are being incorporated. The DCISC Fact-
finding Team concludes that the Seismic PRA fragilities team
is doing competent work. The DCISC should continue to
follow developments in this technical area closely over the
next year. PG&E’s use of magnitude saturation to describe
one important aspect of the behavior of seismic ground
motions in the vicinity of the DCPP site is appropriate.

4.11
The discussion during the fact-finding meeting covered
possible approaches to performing additional tsunami-hazard
and tsunami-PRA analyses to supplement those already
performed. PG&E agreed to give consideration to how to
accomplish more analysis, using the information already in-
hand. The DCISC Fact-finding Team concludes that the PG&E
tsunami analysis group is doing excellent work. The DCISC
should continue to follow developments in this area closely.

5.0 Recommendations
PG&E should perform additional study of submarine
landslide-induced tsunami hazards at DCPP and its environs
(Section 3.11).
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit D.3, Diablo
Canyon Independent Safety Committee Report on
Fact Finding Meeting at DCPP on August 31 –
September 1, 2016 by Peter Lam, Member, and R.
Ferman Wardell, Consultant

1.0 Summary
The results of the August 31—September 1, 2016 fact-finding trip to the Diablo Canyon
Power Plant (DCPP) in Avila Beach, CA are presented. The subjects addressed and
summarized in Section 3 are as follows:

1. Meeting with New Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Senior Resident Inspector
2. Self-Assessment Program
3. Annual Radiation Release and Radiation Environmental Operating Reports
4. Containment Structure
5. Dr. Lam Meeting with DCPP Site Vice-President Jim Welsch
6. DCISC Public Tours of DCPP
7. DCPP Joint Proposal
8. Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Update
9. Electronic Work Orders

10. Lunch Meeting with Quality Verification Department
11. Observe Licensed Operator Training on Storm Procedures
12. Closed Loop Cooling Status

2.0 Introduction
This fact-finding trip to the DCPP was made to evaluate specific safety matters for the
DCISC. The objective of the evaluation was to determine if PG&E’s performance is
appropriate and whether any areas revealed observations which are important enough to
warrant further review, follow-up, or presentation at a Public Meeting. These safety
matters include follow-up and/or continuing review efforts by the Committee, as well as
those identified as a result of reviews of various safety-related documents.

Section 4—Conclusions highlights the conclusions of the Fact-finding Team
based on items reported in Section 3—Discussion. These highlights also include
the team’s suggested follow-up items for the DCISC, such as scheduling future
fact-finding meetings on the topic, presentations at future public meetings, and
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requests for future updates or information from DCPP on specific areas of
interest, etc.

Section 5—Recommendations lists specific recommendations to PG&E proposed
by the Fact-finding Team. These recommendations will be considered by the
DCISC. After review and approval by the DCISC, the Fact-finding Report,
including its recommendations, is provided to PG&E. The Fact-finding Report
will also appear in the DCISC Annual Report.

3.0 Discussion

3.1 Meeting with NRC Resident Inspector

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Chris Newport, the new NRC Senior Resident
Inspector. The DCISC last met with NRC resident inspectors in August 2016 (Reference
6.1), concluding

The DCISC periodic meetings with the NRC Resident and/or Senior
Resident Inspector continue to be beneficial for sharing of information
on important DCPP issues.

Discussion items included the following:

1. Interlock failure on Residual Heat Removal System valve
2. Joint Proposal to close DCPP in 2025: safety culture, personnel morale, and safety

concerns
3. DCISC October Public Meeting
4. NRC flooding and tsunami final report status – likely to be released late 2016
5. Fire doors

Conclusions:
The regular meetings with the NRC resident inspectors are
beneficial.

Recommendations:
None

3.2 DCPP Self-Assessment Program

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Ann Shatara, Performance Improvement (PI)
Supervisor, and Dustin Yancey, PI Coordinator and Self-Assessment Program Owner, for
an update on DCPP’s Self-Assessment (S-A) Program. The DCISC last reviewed S-A in
September 2014 (Reference 6.2), concluding the following:

DCPP’s Self-Assessment Program appears to be in continuing good
health. The program administrators are knowledgeable, highly
organized, and efficient. The DCISC should continue to review this on a
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regular basis, which means about two years hence.

The DCPP Self-Assessment Program is controlled by Procedure OM15. ID4,
Revision 12A, dated June 11, 2015, “Self-Assessment and Benchmarking.” This
procedure describes the various station responsibilities for performing,
reviewing, reporting and approving the various types of S-As. It outlines the
process and requirements for all types of S-As, especially formal S-As. The
objective of the Self-Assessment Program is to promote continuous
improvement by performing self-assessments of the plant’s programs and
processes. Current performance is compared to management expectations,
industry standards of excellence, and regulatory requirements to identify areas
needing improvement. Self-assessments also identify strengths applicable to
other station groups. DCPP has six types of self-assessments:

1. Formal Self-Assessment – an evaluation of a particular program, process, system or
potential problem area using a structured methodology involving scheduling,
planning, one or more industry peers, a team of DCPP personnel, training,
documentation in written reports and Notifications, and report-outs to management
and follow-through.

2. Independent Assessment – an evaluation of organizations, programs, processes,
activities, potential problem areas, etc. that are routinely scheduled and performed
by independent oversight groups such as QV, Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee,
etc.

3. Ongoing Self-Assessment – an ongoing evaluation of performance and processes
performed on a regular basis to check that standards are being achieved. These
activities are performed as specified by the respective program or process
requirements. Examples of ongoing self-assessment activities include: management
observations, trend analyses, critiques, corrective action effectiveness reviews, etc.

4. Quick Hit Assessment – a narrow, snapshot look at a specific program, process, or
issue, usually of one-to-two day duration, typically performed by one or two
persons. Some examples of Quick Hit Self-Assessments the FFT reviewed and found
satisfactory are:

NRC Pre-Inspection on Radiological Hazard Assessment and Exposure Controls
2015 Annual Part 37 Quick Hit Self-Assessment (security)
2015—2016 Maintenance and Technical Accreditation Renewal activities
Apparent Cause and Root Cause Corrective Action Timeliness
On-shift Table-Top Drill rates to date for pre-indicators of challenges to maintaining
response qualifications
Preparation for the August 2016 NRC inspection of Diablo Canyon programs
supporting radiation protection both in the plant and of the public.
Ensure the revised use of force procedure is in alignment with NRC expectations
regarding the use of force.
Determine if DCPP has been successful in reporting events specified in INPO 12-009
to INPO Consolidated Event System (ICES), and if they have been done so in a
timely manner.
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Pre-inspection assessment for NRC inspection of In-Plant Airborne Radioactivity
Control and Mitigation.
Determine DCPP readiness for an NRC inspection of Performance Indicators in the
area of Occupational Exposure Control Effectiveness.
Determine DCPP readiness for a NRC inspection in the area of As Low As is
Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) planning.

5. Recurring Assessment – an assessment having a specified recurrent frequency.
6. Outside Assessment – Assessment at DCPP conducted by an outside group.

However, a DCPP team lead and/or sponsor is/are typically assigned to ensure
“DCPP ownership” of the process and the final product. This “ownership” is not
intended to influence the objectivity or the determinations of the outside group, but
rather to ensure that DCPP expectations are met.

Formal S-As are generally followed by effectiveness reviews approximately six
months after the final S-A recommendation is complete. The Self-Assessment
Review Board (SARB) reviews each effectiveness review to determine if results
have been achieved as expected.

The DCPP SARB, consisting of the Site Senior Management personnel, sets the
number of formal S-As for the upcoming calendar year. DCPP typically performs
10 to 15 formal self-assessments per year as well as typically 10 benchmarking
trips to other nuclear facilities. The self-assessments are planned in advance for
the year ahead and are carried out in accordance with the S-A procedure
milestone schedule. The S-A Coordinator keeps track of the progress of each S-
A with the milestone schedule. Effectiveness reviews are performed on each S-A
upon completion.

DCPP Self-Assessments are monitored and reported in the monthly Plant
Performance Improvement Report (PPIR). The report lists all ongoing and
planned formal S-As along with the lead organization/manager, milestones
progress compared to pre-defined time-tables, and effectiveness review status.
As of the date of this Fact-finding meeting, the overall S-A Program health was
reported as “Green,” i.e. Top Rating. There were a number of White ratings,
each of which served to indicate that the particular milestone for the S-A had
not yet become due, rather than having become delinquent.

The Self-Assessment and Benchmarking Program Health Report showed
program health to be Yellow (same as for the past three months), needs
improvement, for the following reasons:

All formal self-assessment products reviewed by the Performance Improvement
Review Board (PIRB) during July 2016 received a “Pass with Comments” vote which
required changes to be incorporated and verified before PIRB issued final approval.
One S-A reviewed by PIRB needed more than minor changes by vote.
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DCPP performed an e-mail benchmark evaluation of five other nuclear power
plants to evaluate what indices (metrics) are used to measure the health of the
S-A and Benchmarking Program across the industry as well as what specific
thresholds are utilized to determine program health. The intent of the new
metric is to go beyond tracking milestones and provide a more insightful and
objective analysis of the overall health of both the program management and
use at DCPP. This benchmarking produced the following recommendations:

Implement a performance indicator tracking formal S-A and benchmarking
timeliness and adherence to established annual SA/Benchmarking schedule similar
to that used at Tennessee Valley Authority.
Participation in the annual Self-Assessment Utility Group (SAUG) Conference should
be continued by DCPP in order to keep abreast with and contribute to the
development of future industry accepted indicators for the S-A and Benchmarking
Program.
The DCPP Corrective Program documents the 2015 SAUG Conference in specific
detail and tracks several recommendations related to the S-A and Benchmarking
Program apart from performance indicators.

To date in 2016 DCPP has performed the following self-assessments:

35 Quick Hit S-As
13 Formal S-As

in the following functional Areas:

Chemistry
Emergency Planning
Engineering
Industry Relations
Learning Services
Nuclear Security
Operations
Organizational Effectiveness
Performance Improvement
Quality Verification
Radiation Protection
Regulatory Projects
Site Services Procedure & Document Services
Station Support
Work Management – Outage Services
Work Management - Work Control
Rigging Program

The NRC perf ormed an inspection of the DCPP Problem Identification and
Resolution Program (PI&R) in July 2016. This included the DCPP S-A Program.
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The inspection report concluded the following:

The NRC team reviewed a sample of licensee S-As and audits to assure
whether the licensee was regularly identifying performance trends and
effectively addressing them. The NRC team also reviewed audits
reports to assess the effectiveness of assessments in specific areas.
Overall the team concluded that the licensee had an effective S-A and
audit process. The team determined that S-As were self-critical and
thorough enough to identify deficiencies.

Conclusions:
DCPP’s Self-Assessment (S-A) Program appears to be
implemented satisfactorily in that many self-assessments are
performed; however, their quality is somewhat questionable
as some are determined to need changes by the Performance
Improvement Review Board before becoming final. This has
caused Program health to be judged Yellow - improvements
needed. The DCISC should continue to monitor the S-A
Program to see whether program health will improve.

Recommendations:
None

3.3 Annual Radiation Release and Radiation Environmental
Operating Reports

The DCISC Fact-finding team met with Marty Wright, Radioactive Environmental
Operating Program Manager, and Clint Gans, Radioactive Effluents Program Manager,
from DCPP’s Chemistry Department, to review the 2015 Annual Radiation Release Report
and Annual Radiation Environmental Monitoring Report. The DCISC last reviewed these
reports in July 2015 (Reference 6.3) when it concluded the following:

DCPP’s 2014 total liquid and gaseous radiological releases were very
small fractions of amounts permitted by regulations and Technical
Specifications. The Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program
confirmed that the operation of DCPP had no significant radiological
impact on the environment in 2014. The results of the program were
also compared to preoperational data and showed no unusual trends.
There were no uncontrolled or accidental releases.

DCPP submitted its 2015 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report
to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on April 27, 2016 and its 2015
Annual Radioactive Effluent Release Report on April 27, 2016. The former report
provided the results of the radiological monitoring and sampling performed on
and around the plant site in 2015. The latter report described the measured
quantities of radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents released from the plant.
In all cases the releases were well below Technical Specifications limits for the
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year. Based on records of 2015 radioactive liquid and gaseous releases, the
following radiation doses to the total body of a theoretical “maximum exposed
individual” at the site boundary (approximately 800 yards from the plant) and
the corresponding percent of Technical Specifications limits for the year 2015
were reported in the ARERR as:

Effluent Type Calculated Radiation Dose Percent of Tech. Spec. Limit
Liquid 0.0002 millirem 0.0079
Gaseous 0.0018 millirad 0.0153

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report (AREOR) describes the
results of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program (REMP), which
reports and assesses the levels of radiation or radioactivity in the environment
related to operation of DCPP. The 2015 REMP includes more than 2,400 samples
(including Thermo-luminescent Dosimeters [TLD]) with approximately 1,700
radionuclide or exposure rate analyses being performed. Samples included
surface water, drinking water, marine samples, vegetation, food crops, milk,
and meat. The report concluded the following:

The results of the 2015 REMP showed no unusual environmental
isotopic findings from DCPP site operations. These results were
compared to preoperational data and showed no unusual trends.
Diablo Canyon site operations had no significant environmental
radiological impact on airborne, surface water, drinking water, marine
life aquatic vegetation, terrestrial vegetation, sediment, milk, or meat
radioactivity.

Direct ambient radiation was continuously measured at 32 locations
surrounding DCPP using TLDs. These 32 locations are made up of 29 indicator
stations and 3 control stations. Three TLD badges are placed at each location,
and each badge has three detectors to provide an average dose at each
location. The dosimeters are collected and read every calendar quarter. The
results are trended and compared with preoperational and historical operating
values to look for adverse trends. Beginning in July 2015 (3Q15), DCPP began
outsourcing environmental TLD processing. The ambient direct radiation levels
in the DCPP offsite environs did not change and were within preoperational
ranges throughout 2015.

The Old Steam Generator Storage Facility (OSGSF) contains four old steam
generators and two old reactor vessel heads. The OSGSF did not cause any
changes to the ambient direct radiation levels in the DCPP environment during
2015. Also the sumps to the OSGSF were inspected quarterly and remained
empty and dry during 2015.

Tritium levels in three monitoring wells beneath the power block were all
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detectable at small quantities below the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) drinking water standard of 0.02 microcuries per liter. This tritium was
attributed to rain-washout of gaseous tritium exiting the plant through an
approved discharge path. All ground water at the site flows into the Pacific
Ocean and is not a source of drinking water.

Beginning in June 2009, DCPP began loading of the onsite dry cask Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI). At the end of 2015, a total of 37 casks
had been shipped to the ISFSI. In addition to the 32 TLD locations mentioned
above, direct radiation is also continuously measured at eight TLD locations
surrounding the ISFSI. Specifically, two TLDs are located on each of the four
sides of the ISFSI pad. From the time these casks began to be stored until the
present, the radiation levels at these locations have increased from about 0.3
mrem per day to about 0.5 mrem per day. An evaluation of direct radiation
measurements and member-of-public occupancy times surrounding the ISFSI
has indicated that all federal criteria for member-of-public dose limits are being
conservatively met. Also, because all of these TLDs are located well within the
site boundary and are not within the unrestricted area, the ISFSI loading has
not affected the TLD trending results with respect to the 32 locations
surrounding DCPP, and the public is not affected significantly by the ISFSI.

In addition, annual cumulative radiation dose is evaluated at the closest site
boundary for the combined effects of the OSGSF, the ISFSI, radioactive waste
containers outside of plant buildings, and radioactive tools and equipment
stored inside plant buildings. This cumulative annual radiation dose was
reported in the ARERR to be 0.285 millirem.

Conclusions:
DCPP radioactive releases have been measured to be a very
small fraction of allowable releases. This has been confirmed
by environmental sampling around the plant.

Recommendations:
None

3.4 Containment Structure

The DCISC met with Behronz Shakibnia, Design Engineering-Civil Supervisor, and Peter
Swanson, Civil Engineer, for an update on the Containment Structure. The DCISC last
reviewed the Containment in September 2010 (Reference 6.4), concluding:

DCPP Containment Systems are robust concrete structures with
internal steel liners designed to maintain their leak tightness up to a
design pressure of 47 psig and a temperature of 267 degrees F. Their
function is to prevent release of radiation during normal and accident
conditions and protect against external missiles. The Containments
have successfully passed all periodic visual inspections and pressure
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tests.

The DCISC reviewed the Design Criteria Memoranda for the Containment
Structure Exterior (CSE) (Concrete) and the Containment Structure – Steel Liner
(CSL). The functions of the CSE and CSL are to protect the public, environment,
and plant personnel from the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the
environment under normal and postulated accident conditions and to protect
the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) from external missiles.

The CSE consists of

A 14 ft-6 in thick, 153 ft diameter reinforced base mat
A 3 ft-8 in thick, 140 ft inside diameter and 142 ft high reinforced concrete
cylindrical wall
A 2 ft-6 in thick, 140 ft inside diameter reinforced concrete hemispherical dome roof

The CSL consists of

A 1/4 in thick mild carbon steel plate placed on top of the CSE base mat

A 3/8 in thick mild carbon steel plate covering the inside surface of the Containment
shell
Penetration sleeves and local reinforcement of the liner around penetration openings
Anchorage system of the liner to concrete

The above Containment System has a design pressure of 47 psig at 271 degrees
F. It is designed for the 7.5 magnitude Hosgri Earthquake acceleration spectrum
peak of 0.75g. Other design loads arise from wind, pipe rupture, jet
impingement , and missile impacts.

The Containment System is subject to the following tests/inspections:

Visual inspection of Containment concrete surfaces as per 10CFR50, Appendix J and
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section XI Code. This 100%
inspection is performed every five years. The most recent inspection was performed
in 2014 for Unit 1 and in 2015 for Unit 2 with satisfactory results for both units.
Visual inspection of the steel liner plate inside the Containment as per 10CFR50,
Appendix J and ASME Section XI Code. These inspections are performed every 3-1/3
years on a 10-year cycle.
Containment Integrated Leak Rate Tests (ILRTs) as per 10CFR50, Appendix J. This
test is performed every 10 years. The most recent ILRTs were conducted in April
2008 during Outage 2R14 and 2009 during Outage 1R15. There have been no
indications or problems found in these inspections/tests.

DCPP has procedures for each of the above tests/inspections.
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The DCPP Containment contains a net free volume of 2.55 million cubic feet and
has a design pressure of 47 psig. The Containment has a Technical Specification
maximum design basis leak rate of 0.1 weight %/day used for accident
calculations.

There are currently no significant issues with the Containments. Both
Containments are in Maintenance Rule (A)(2) (satisfactory) status. DCPP is
monitoring some small bulges in the internal steel liner; however, these are not
a problem regarding the Containment operability.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Containment structures are sound and appear to
have no issues or concerns. The buildings have satisfactorily
passed all visual concrete and steel inspections and the
integrated leak rate tests.

Recommendations:
None

3.5 Dr. Lam Meeting with DCPP Site Vice-President Jim Welsch

DCISC Member Dr. Peter Lam met with DCPP Site Vice-President Jim Welsch to discuss
this fact-finding meeting and other items of mutual interest.

Conclusions:
The periodic meetings between DCIDC members and DCPP
site officers and directors are beneficial for sharing
information at a high level in each organization.

Recommendations:
None

3.6 DCISC Public Tours of DCPP

As part of its outreach program the DCISC conducts public tours of 35-40 members of
the public of DCPP during each of it three public meetings each year. The DCISC Fact-
finding Team met with Diana Turk, Communications Representative; Suzanne Parker,
Lead Manager Government Relations; and Blair Jones, Sr. Manager Communications, in
the PG&E Energy Education Center to discuss the future of DCISC public tours of DCPP.
This is the first fact-finding meeting discussion with DCPP of DCISC public tours.

Typically, the tours have included the following exterior areas of the plant:

Intake Structure and Bay
Discharge Structure and Bay
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
Plant Simulator
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Upper Raw Water Storage Ponds

For the last several years the DCISC public tours have been allowed to enter the
Protected Area principally to allow members of the public to walk on the turbine
deck to experience the interior of the plant. To access the Protected Area
visitors have to have a background check and be issued security badges and be
escorted by a plant employee. The badging process is time consuming and takes
considerable Security personnel resources. DCPP performs their own public
tours similar to those of the DCISC. They have recently eliminated tour visits
into the Protected Area to reduce the Security personnel resources required, to
reduce security risk from individuals who are not well known to plant
personnel, and to simplify the tour process. They requested the DCISC to
consider eliminating the visit into the Protected Area for the same reasons. The
Fact-finding Team believes this request is reasonable and will take it back to
the full Committee for discussion and consideration.

Conclusions:
Based on a request from DCPP, the DCISC should consider
elimination of its public tour visits into the plant Protected
Area. This matter should be discussed in more detail at a
DCISC public meeting.

Recommendations:
None

3.7 DCPP Joint Proposal

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Jearl Strickland, Vice-President of PG&E Technical
Services; and Tom Jones, Director, Strategic Initiatives, and with Brian McQuade, DCPP
Liaison to the DCISC; Suzanne Parker, Lead Manager Government Relations, attending to
discuss the status of the Joint Proposal. The DCISC last reviewed the Joint Proposal at its
June 2016 Public Meeting (Reference 6.5). The Joint Proposal is described below.

On June 21, 2016, PG&E announced a Joint Proposal with Friends of the Earth,
the Natural Resources Defense Council, Environment California, the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Works Local 1245, Coalition of California
Utility Employees and the Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility to retire DCPP at
the expiration of the current operating licenses. On August 11, 2016, PG&E filed
an Application with the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) for
approval of the retirement of DCPP, for implementation of the Joint Proposal,
and for recovery of associated costs through proposed ratemaking.

Under the Joint Proposal, PG&E will continue to operate DCPP at current levels
through the current license periods. If the Application is approved by the CPUC,
in 2024 PG&E would retire Unit-1, and in 2025 would retire Unit-2. To replace
DCPP power the Joint Proposal provides specific greenhouse gas free
procurement requirements beginning in 2018 and continuing through 2031.
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Over the period of the next two years, PG&E will prepare a site-specific
decommissioning plan including a schedule for post-shutdown treatment of
spent fuel. In the Joint Proposal PG&E commits to pursuing dry cask storage as
promptly as feasible and to continuing seismic studies. PG&E has suspended its
license renewal efforts with the NRC and following CPUC approval of the Joint
Proposal, PG&E will formally withdraw its license renewal application with the
NRC.

Under the Joint Proposal, PG&E has committed to continuing the safe operation
of DCPP and to provide resources and assistance to transitioning workers. To
continue safe operations under the Joint Proposal it will be critical to retain
existing employees who are highly qualified, and PG&E has committed to
provide a retention program and severance payments upon completion of
employment. Under the Joint Proposal PG&E proposes to continue to provide
funding to the San Luis Obispo area at current property tax levels through 2025.

The Joint Proposal is the subject of a California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC) proceeding which is estimated by PG&E to have the following schedule:

August 11,
2016

PG&E filed its application to the CPUC to consider the Joint
Proposal

August 19,
2016

CPUC assigned Commissioner Picker and Administrative Law
Judge Peter Allen to the case

September 15,
2016 Intervener Protest filing date

September 19,
2016 Prehearing Conference

October 28,
2016 Intervener Testimony filing date

December 13-
16, 2016 Hearings

May 17, 2017 Proposed Decision
June 17, 2017 Final Decision

If the Joint Proposal is approved by the CPUC, DCPP operations will end in mid-
2025, and plant decommissioning will begin. PG&E plans for full
decommissioning, which would eliminate any trace of the plant from the site. A
new decommissioning group is being established in Mr. Strickland’s area. The
ISFSI, however, would remain on site until the Federal Government establishes
a permanent spent fuel disposal facility. The ISFSI was initially licensed for 20
years, and a 40-year extension is expected to be requested from NRC. One
concern about the ISFSI is stress corrosion cracking, a phenomenon which
takes place in stainless steel when stresses and corrosive materials are present.
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DCPP believes this corrosion will not be a problem because the canister will
remain warm enough for about 100 years to preclude the build-up of moisture
and salt. In any event PG&E is working with the industry and with Holtec, the
canister manufacturer, on a monitoring plan.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Joint Proposal to end DCPP operation in 2025 is
beginning to work its way through the California Public
Utilities Commission hearing process. PG&E expects to have
the final CPUC decision in June 2017. The DCISC plans to
monitor DCPP Joint Proposal actions to assure an appropriate
level of safety is maintained.

Recommendations:
None

3.8 Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Update

Because of the confidential nature of INPO information, no details are
presented.)

The DCISC Fact-finding team met with Tom Baldwin, Director of Site Services,
and Ken Burns, Operations, for an update on DCPP’s INPO activities. The DCISC
last reviewed INPO in September 2015 (Reference 6.6), when it concluded the
following:

DCPP shared the results of its World Association of Nuclear Operators
(WANO)/Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) August 2015
biennial evaluation with the DCISC. (Because of its privacy agreement
with DCPP, the DCISC cannot share the details of the evaluation.)

DCPP shared the results of its Mid-Cycle Report with the DCISC Fact-finding
Team. This report documents an in-depth self-evaluation performed to assess
how well DCPP is progressing in resolving areas for improvement identified by
WANO/INPO in their August 2015 evaluation. The results of the evaluation
indicated that all items were on track for resolution and/or closure.

Conclusions:
DCPP is on track for resolution/closure of its August 2015
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations evaluation areas for
improvement.

Recommendations:
None

3.9 Electronic Work Orders
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The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with the following for an update on DCPP’s program of
using Electronic Work Orders (EWOs):

Cindy McDonald, Information Technology EWO Project Manager
Matt Tencati, IT Developer
Ethan Wright, IT CCFA
Josh Barnes, Business Lead

The DCISC last reviewed EWOs in December 2015 (Reference 6.7), when it
concluded:

DCPP appears to be appropriately expanding its use of electronic and
wireless technology with its Electronic Work Packages in its Electronic
Work Management Project and its Wireless in the Power Block Project
by carefully considering the impact on safety-related instrumentation
and control systems. These projects have significant potential for
improved efficiency and human performance. The DCISC should
continue to follow this project.

The DCPP EWO Team presented the following example EWO:

The DCPP EWO Team displayed the electronic tablet which was used for the
EWO. It included the checklists, procedures, drawings, clearances, safety
considerations, etc. actually used for the electro-mechanical device replacement
shown above. The EWO was created by Planning as are traditional paper work
orders. Typically Planning uses EWOs for preventive maintenance and simpler
work orders which do not include many drawings. All of Maintenance will
receive training on EWO use by the end of 2016.

Conclusions:
DCPP’s use of electronic work orders is just beginning in
2016. These work orders are primarily used for preventive
maintenance and simpler work not involving many drawings.
Although not used extensively, the electronic work orders
appear to be a step in the direction of a more effective and
efficient process of work direction.

Recommendations:
None

3.10 Lunch Meeting with the Quality Verification Department

The DCISC Fact-finding Team hosted a lunch meeting with 20 representatives of the
Quality Verification (QV) Department. This is the first such group meeting with QV
employees and supervisors.

The DCISC Fact-finding Team members described the DCISC history, purpose,
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and practices along with areas of focus and problems and issues being
monitored. They described the three public meetings held per year and the
associated public tours and the process of fact-finding meetings. The DCISC
annual report was mentioned. Some of the issues the Committee is currently
following are tsunamis, workplace seismic safety, emergency diesel generators,
design quality, performance improvement, and the Joint Proposal (see Section
3.7 above). QV personnel knew about the Joint Proposal and generally found it
fair to employees, though there was disappointment that the plant was to shut
down in 2025.

The QV personnel were primarily auditors and quality control employees. The
auditors performed audits to assure compliance with NRC quality regulations, to
perform audits of DCPP vendors and suppliers to assure their compliance with
their quality assurance programs, and to verify through quality control
inspections and tests that work in the plant meets quality standards specified in
drawings, specifications, and industry standards. All personnel appeared
satisfied with their work and the outcomes of the DCPP quality assurance and
quality control programs. Any problems or issues were promptly entered into
the DCPP Corrective Action Program for follow-up and tracking to resolution.
Some QV issues which had been identified and subsequently closed were the
following:

Emergency Preparedness drill and exercise preparation weaknesses
Operator fundamentals
Cause evaluations
Tolerance for late parts

One issue that was brought up in an assessment was the elimination of
clearance red tags. There were employee concerns about the red tag
elimination. This is an item the DCISC should review in a future fact-finding
meeting.

Conclusions:
The luncheon meeting with the DCISC Fact-finding Team and
personnel of the Quality Verification Department appeared
beneficial for both organizations in learning what each other
does and issues being followed. There were employee
concerns about the red tag elimination. This is an item the
DCISC should review in a future fact-finding meeting.

Recommendations:
None

3.11 Observe Licensed Operator Training on Storm Procedures

The DCISC periodically observes training classes at DCPP, primarily focusing on licensed
and non-licensed operator training. The DCISC last reviewed training in April 2016
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(Reference 6.8) with the following conclusion:

The backgrounds of students in DCPP’s Initial Non-licensed Operator
Training Course (IOTC) N161 were strong, their participation in their
meeting with the DCISC Fact-finding Team members was active and
positive, and their understanding of the importance of nuclear safety
was apparent.

The DCISC FFT joined Operations Shift D in the classroom for its lesson in Storm
Season Procedures. The storm season typically runs fro October 1 through April
30 and deals with winter ocean storms and swells which can adversely affect
the performance of the plant cooling water intake due to potential kelp loading
on the intake screens, which in turn can block the path of cooling water to the
condensers. This can cause power reductions and plant trips if preventive
actions are not taken. The following procedures were discussed:

Intake Management for Storms and Biofouling
Intake Management in General
Degraded Condenser
Severe Weather
Stranded Plant

Plant goals for intake management are as follows:

Avoid curtailment due to condenser fouling and damage to intake equipment
If a curtailment cannot be avoided, the goal is to minimize the chance of a plant trip
or forced shutdown
If a shutdown cannot be avoided, the goal is to minimize the risk of equipment
damage, which could easily delay the restart of the unit.
In all cases, the focus of the operating crew is to avoid challenges to the Reactor
Protection System and Engineered Safeguards System, and minimizing transients to
the Reactor Coolant System.

The lesson included descriptions and capabilities of plant equipment at the
intake as well as operating experience events at DCPP and at other nuclear
plants. The two most relevant were kelp blockage of intake screens following
winter ocean storms and salp (jellyfish) intrusion blocking the intake screens.

The materials used in the course appeared appropriate with clear statements
and good diagrams and graphics. The qualified instructor was knowledgeable of
the subject and brought about good participation from the students. The
students asked good questions and responded well to the instructor.

Conclusions:
DCPP’s licensed operator continuing training on Storm
Season and Intake Management appeared satisfactory. The
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materials and instructor were good. The students
participated well.

3.12 Closed Loop Cooling Update

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Bryan Cunningham, DCPP Environmental
Manager, for an update on closed loop cooling at DCPP. The DCISC last reviewed this
subject in December 2014 (Reference 6.9), concluding the following:

The impacts of southern siting of cooling towers on plant access during
construction, and the increased salt deposition on plant equipment
from use of salt-water cooling, would both have the potential for more
negative safety impacts than would northern siting and use of
reclaimed and desalinated water. Conversely, operating with higher
cooling temperatures would have minimal safety impact.

The logistics for maintaining effective plant access for normal
operations and emergency response, as well as meeting requirements
for physical security during the six-year cooling tower construction
period prior to the dual-unit outage, will be substantially more complex
for the southern siting option.

Installation of cooling water ducts in the protected area will impact
operability and require design changes to the emergency diesel
generator fuel tanks and the auxiliary saltwater system, and will
require analysis for new flooding risks for safety-related equipment
(emergency diesel generators and switch gear) located in the 85-foot
elevation of the turbine building. The 85-foot elevation is “ground
level’ for the Turbine Building because the plant is on a cliff that is 85
feet above the Pacific Ocean. Southern siting would also require
redesign and replacement of the underground Auxiliary Saltwater
System piping, which, when modified by DCPP in the past, has required
a NRC License Amendment Request (LAR). Combined with other safety
related impacts related to emergency response, fire protection, and
security, implementation of closed cooling with southern siting will
require NRC review and appears likely to trigger a requirement for a
NRC LAR, which would lead to a potentially lengthy NRC review.

The design of the proposed temporary emergency diesel generators
will require very careful review to assure that safety can be
maintained.

It is unlikely that the existing ASW lines, which are integrated into the
existing circulating water system underground concrete duct structure,
could be maintained. Instead, temporary rerouting of ASW lines to
maintain spent fuel pool cooling, followed by replacement, will be
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needed. This would continue to maintain safety system cooling but
would add some adverse risk to plant operational safety.

The use of salt water cooling towers could result in an increase in the
rate of deposition of salt on DCPP plant equipment during the 10.1% of
the year that wind blows from the east-south-east and the 23.3% of
the year when wind speeds are very low, compared to the rate
currently experienced. Higher salt deposition rates have the potential
to create negative impacts on some safety-related systems, in
particular Emergency Diesel Generators, and ventilation systems for
the Auxiliary Building, Control Room, and Fuel Handling Building.
Higher salt deposition rates may also reduce the reliability of outdoor
high voltage systems that plan a major role in plant safety, and
increase the frequency of loss of off-site power (LOOP) events. These
higher salt deposition rates could also produce negative impacts on the
long-term safety of the spent fuel casks in the Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (ISFSI), although these effects should be much
less because of the longer distance from the ocean to the ISFSI.

Operation of the DCPP condensers at a higher pressure of 4 to 5 inches
Hg is unlikely to affect plant safety significantly.

Because of the Joint proposal (Section 3.7 above), the issue of closed look
cooling is moot because the plant would cease operations in mid-2025, and any
required closed loop cooling would have had to be installed by that time for
license and plant operation continuation. Because of this, the DCISC Fact-
finding Team did not pursue this issue further at this meeting.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Joint Proposal requiring DCPP to cease operation in
mid-2025 apparently renders the closed cooling issue moot.
Thus, the DCISC can consider the issue closed when the Joint
Proposal is approved by the California Public Utilities
Commission.

Recommendations:
None

4.0 Conclusions

4.1
The regular meetings with the NRC resident inspectors are
beneficial.

4.2
DCPP’s Self-Assessment (S-A) Program appears to be
implemented satisfactorily in that many self-assessments are
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performed; however, their quality is somewhat questionable
as some are determined to need changes by the Performance
Improvement Review Board before becoming final. This has
caused Program health to be judged Yellow - improvements
needed. The DCISC should continue to monitor the S-A
Program to see whether program health will improve.

4.3
DCPP radioactive releases have been measured to be a very
small fraction of allowable releases. This has been confirmed
by environmental sampling around the plant.

4.4
The DCPP Containment structures are sound and appear to
have no issues or concerns. The buildings have satisfactorily
passed all visual concrete and steel inspections and the
integrated leak rate tests.

4.5
The periodic meetings between DCIDC members and DCPP
site officers and directors are beneficial for sharing
information at a high level in each organization.

4.6
Based on a request from DCPP, the DCISC should consider
elimination of its public tour visits into the plant Protected
Area. This matter should be discussed in more detail in a
DCISC public meeting.

4.7
The DCPP Joint Proposal to end DCPP operation in 2025 is
beginning to work its way through the California Public
Utilities Commission hearing process. PG&E expects to have
the final CPUC decision in June 2017. The DCISC plans to
monitor DCPP Joint Proposal actions to assure a appropriate
level of safety is maintained.

4.8
DCPP is on track for resolution/closure of its August 2015
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations evaluation areas for
improvement.

4.9
DCPP’s use of electronic work orders is just beginning in
2016. These work orders are primarily used for preventive
maintenance and simpler work not involving many drawings.
Although not used extensively, the electronic work orders
appear to be a step in the direction of a more effective and
efficient process of work direction.

4.10
The luncheon meeting with the DCISC Fact-finding Team and
personnel of the Quality Verification Department appeared
beneficial for both organizations in learning what each other
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does and issues being followed.
4.11

DCPP’s licensed operator continuing training on Storm
Season and Intake Management appeared satisfactory. The
materials and instructor were good. The students
participated well.

4.12
The DCPP Joint Proposal requiring DCPP to cease operation in
mid-2025 apparently renders the closed cooling issue moot.
Thus, the DCISC can consider the issue closed when the Joint
Proposal is approved by the California Public Utilities
Commission.

5.0 Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit D.4, Diablo
Canyon Independent Safety Committee Report on
Fact Finding Meeting at DCPP on November 2–3,
2016 by Robert J. Budnitz, Member, and R. Ferman
Wardell, Consultant

1.0 Summary
The results of the November 2–3, 2016 fact-finding trip to the Diablo Canyon Power Plant
(DCPP) in Avila Beach, CA are presented. The subjects addressed and summarized in
Section 3 are as follows:

1. Observe November 2, 2016 Ingestion Pathway Evaluated Emergency Exercise
2. Meet with NRC Senior Resident Inspector
3. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)-805 Progress
4. DCPP Audit Program Update and Results of 2016 Audits
5. Reactor Coolant System Process Control System Health/Update
6. Emergency Auxiliary Saltwater Pump Flow Test Results
7. Meet with DCPP Station Director
8. Review Westinghouse Reanalysis of Reactor Coolant System Supports
9. Nuclear Fuel Program Health/Update/Plans

2.0 Introduction
This fact-finding trip to the DCPP was made to evaluate specific safety matters for the
DCISC. The objective of the evaluation was to determine if PG&E’s performance is
appropriate and whether any areas revealed observations which are important enough to
warrant further review, follow-up, or presentation at a Public Meeting. These safety
matters include follow-up and/or continuing review efforts by the Committee, as well as
those identified as a result of reviews of various safety-related documents.

Section 4—Conclusions highlights the conclusions of the Fact-finding Team
based on items reported in Section 3—Discussion. These highlights also include
the team’s suggested follow-up items for the DCISC, such as scheduling future
fact-finding meetings on the topic, presentations at future public meetings, and
requests for future updates or information from DCPP on specific areas of
interest, etc.
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Section 5—Recommendations lists specific recommendations to PG&E proposed
by the Fact-finding Team. These recommendations will be considered by the
DCISC. After review and approval by the DCISC, the Fact-finding Report,
including its recommendations, is provided to PG&E. The Fact-finding Report
will also appear in the DCISC Annual Report.

3.0 Discussion

3.1 Observe November 2, 2016 Ingestion Pathway Evaluated
Emergency Exercise

The DCISC Fact-finding Team (FFT) met with Brian McQuade, DCPP Liaison to the DCISC,
to observe the November 2, 2016 Ingestion Pathway Evaluated Exercise. The DCISC last
observed a DCPP emergency exercise in September 2015 (Reference 6.1), concluding the
following:

The September 9, 2015 emergency preparedness drill was successfully
performed by DCPP and San Luis Obispo County. The post-drill critique
was effective with the most significant “gap” to good performance
being less-than-satisfactory communication in keeping all participants
current on plant status. This observation was placed into the DCPP
Corrective Action Program for resolution.

The basic exercise scenario was as follows:

1. Unit 1 & 2 operating at 100% power
2. A Unit 1 Containment Fan Cooler Unit (CFCU) develops a large Component Cooling

Water (CCW) leak
3. Unit 1 experiences fuel clad damage – an ALERT is declared
4. The Emergency Response Organization is activated (Technical Support Center

[TSC], Operations Support Center [OSC], Emergency Operations Facility [EOF],
Unified Dose Assessment Center [UDAC], Joint Information Center [JIC], and
government emergency agencies)

5. 4kV Bus is de-energized and is locked out
6. Unit 1 Turbine trips but reactor fails to trip (Anticipated Trip without Scram – ATWS)

– a SITE AREA EMERGENCY is declared.
7. A Unit 1 Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) occurs producing high

Containment radiation – a GENERAL EMERGENCY is declared.
8. Containment leak occurs resulting in an unmonitored radioactive release.
9. Field Monitoring Teams are dispatched.

10. The EOF makes Protective Action Recommendations to San Luis Obispo County.
11. Containment leak is secured
12. Exercise ends for DCPP and the DCISC but continues for government agencies for

several days to monitor the surrounding countryside for contamination of soil, food
and water to prevent ingestion of radioactive materials by animals and cattle.
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The DCISC FFT began its observation at 7:45am in the Control Room Simulator,
which served as the Unit 1 Control Room for the exercise. As events occurred,
Control Room operators reacted properly to alarms and inputs from exercise
controllers by selecting and using the appropriate Emergency Operating
Procedures, taking proper corrective actions, making correct decisions on
declaring emergency action levels, and correctly notifying government
agencies. Control Room demeanor was professional, calm, and effective.
Operators utilized good human performance skills, e.g., three-way
communication, phonetic alphabet, and crisp updates. Operators showed good
knowledge of the plant and procedures.

The DCISC FFT traveled to the EOF, which had already been activated within the
prescribed time, as had the other emergency organizations. EOF personnel
performed their duties professionally and capably. Intra- and inter-organization
communications and updates were well executed. Communication with
government agencies was performed well. Decisions and communication on
emergency action levels were good. Protective Action Recommendations to the
County were timely and proper.

After observing activities in the EOF for more than an hour, the FFT went to the
nearby JIC, which had been activated along with the EOF, to observe activity
there. An extended media briefing was observed. The media briefing was led by
a facilitator from San Luis Obispo (SLO) County, and briefings were made by
representatives from SLO County, DCPP, and several other local agencies. All
were sitting together at a table in the front facing the media representatives
and the TV cameras. The “media” were represented by PG&E employees acting
as reporters; they asked probing questions about various aspects of the
(simulated) events that were reported as occurring at the plant and also about
the potential for radiological releases to the environment. At the time of the
briefing, DCPP had just declared a GENERAL EMERGENCY, the SLO County
emergency coordinator had just announced the necessity for the public to
evacuate Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) 1 and 2, and social media were
reported to be carrying a wide variety of messages to and from the public,
including some (simulated) rumors that were false but which the reporters
asked about, seeking validation.

When asked by a reporter about the size of the radiation release and its
potential effects, the DCPP and County spokespersons told the media that to the
best of their knowledge there had been an accident at the plant but that no
radiological releases to the environment had occurred as of yet. When asked
about the rationale for the ordered evacuations, the SLO County representative
said that this order had been made “out of an abundance of caution.” During
the simulated media briefing, the DCPP personnel seemed to be fully informed
about the current situation at the plant in terms of the evolution of the accident,
and handled some of the relatively hostile (simulated) press questions well.
Another positive aspect of the media briefing was the presence on the same
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podium of representatives of several local agencies including the local school
district, the county sheriff, the local parks agency, and the state emergency
office. The fact that the media could observe these agencies interacting directly
on the podium as questions were fielded from the press was a very positive
aspect of the briefing. Also, the two PG&E representatives handled their part of
the press briefing with informed, calm, and very useful information for the
press.

DCPP issued four (simulated) event news releases, and SLO County issued 19 of
them. These covered a wide range of technical topics and also topics of interest
to the media and the public about what was happening at the plant, why, and
what an appropriate public response should be.

The first day of the exercise lasted from about 8:00am to 2:00pm. Shortly
afterward, EOF and JIC critiques began. Dr. Budnitz observed the JIC critique,
and Mr. Wardell observed the EOF critique. Both were observed to be thorough
and effective. The two FFT members were invited to and did share their
assessments at the two critiques.

During the post-drill critique at the JIC, there was very useful discussion about
what went well and why, and what issues and problems arose, and why. The
critique was effectively managed, and the observations were captured and
documented, with the statement that all but the most minor of them would be
put into the DCPP Corrective Action Program (CAP) for resolution. The most
significant positive comments were that there was very effective
communication between the EOF and JIC regarding the events taking place and
the status of the plant and drill, which was an improvement over earlier drills in
previous years. The DCISC reported its observations during this critique,
emphasizing some observations about how well the DCPP, County, and other
governmental representatives worked together. The most important area for
improvement was the observation that in a real emergency the JIC media
briefings generally need to be of a shorter duration than the 40-minute duration
of the simulated briefing under discussion here.

In a similar fashion to the JIC critique the participants at the EOF entered into a
structured, detailed critique of EOF activities. Overall, the group believed that
the EOF met all of its exercise objectives. All positives and negatives (gaps)
were recorded with all but the most minor administrative-type gaps placed into
the CAP for resolution as a way of capturing items for continuous improvement.
DCISC consultant Wardell noted that DCPP’s drills and exercise performances
have had an improving trend over the years. He also noted, however, that the
exercise was terminated before the release of significant radioactive materials
from the plant, precluding the opportunity to practice that aspect of the
exercise. Most of the gaps dealt with improving communications between
locations and improving the quality of data available to the EOF. The EOF
critique was comprehensive, detailed, and effective.
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It appeared that each DCPP Emergency Response Organization (ERO) met its
exercise objectives and captured lessons-learned for improvement in future
exercises. The next morning, DCPP performed its inter-ERO critique, the report
of which will be shared with the DCISC. The NRC had also observed this
exercise and will provide its conclusions in a future report. The FFT
recommends that the Committee include a report on this exercise and the
overall critique at its February 2017 Public Meeting.

Because of its nature as an “ingestion pathway” exercise, DCPP and the
governmental agencies continued the exercise for several more days. The
purpose of the continuation was to assure that any simulated radioactive
releases to the environment and possibly present in the food chain were
tracked and accounted for to assure that food products were either restricted
from ingestion or were analyzed to be safe for consumption. The DCISC FFT did
not participate in the exercise continuation because it did not relate directly to
plant “operational safety” as mandated by its charter and because the FFT had
scheduled other items to review on its second day at the plant.

Conclusions:
The DCISC Fact-finding Team concluded that the first day of
the DCPP Ingestion Pathway Evaluated Emergency Exercise
was performed well by DCPP’s Emergency Response
Organization. The DCISC should include a presentation on
the November 2, 2016 Ingestion Path Emergency Exercise
and critique at its February 2017 Public Meeting.

Recommendations:
None

3.2 Meet with the NRC Senior Resident Inspector

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Chris Newport, NRC’s new (since mid-August)
Senior Resident Inspector at DCPP, to share information about plant issues, status and
evaluations. The DCISC last met with the NRC Senior Resident Inspector in August 2016
(Reference 6.2), concluding the following:

The regular meetings with the NRC resident inspectors are beneficial.

The following topics were discussed:

The DCPP White Finding on the Residual Heat Removal valve interlock issue
The DCPP Joint Proposal with respect to the level capital spending for safety-related
equipment and retention of experienced staff
The open phase electric power issue
The status of NRC’s review of DCPP’s March 2015 submittal to NRC on intense
precipitation and tsunamis
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Conclusions:
The regular meetings with the NRC resident inspectors are
beneficial.

Recommendations:
None

3.3 National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)-805 Progress

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Brenda Harris, Manager of Regulatory Projects,
for an update of DCPP’s progress in implementing NFPA-805. The DCISC last reviewed
this topic in May 2016 (Reference 6.3), concluding the following:

DCPP’s transition from NRC’s Appendix R Fire Protection regulation to
the optional National Fire Protection Association Standard NFPA-805 is
nearing completion. In April 2016 NRC accepted DCPP’s NFPA-805 Fire
Protection Program as the licensing basis and provided 365 days for
DCPP’s training and procedure changes to be completed. Applicable
plant modifications have been completed with the final one, incipient
fire detection, to be completed in 2017.

NFPA-805 is an alternative approach to the NRC Fire Protection Program (FPP)
regulations for nuclear plants that is endorsed by the NRC and incorporated into
Federal Regulations as 10CFR50.48(c). The NRC offered each operating nuclear
power plant a choice as to whether to make the transition to the new
regulations or to remain regulated according to existing NRC fire regulations,
10 CFR Part 50 Appendix R. About half of the U.S. nuclear plants, including
DCPP chose to make the transition, which has been a multi-year process. DCPP
is transitioning to NFPA-805 and submitted their License Amendment Request
(LAR) to the NRC in June 2013. NRC has sent numerous Requests for Additional
Information (RAIs) to DCPP, and DCPP has completed its responses to NRC’s
requests.

The current “deterministic” FPP (Appendix R) assumes any fire will
damage/destroy all cables and equipment within a Fire Area. A Fire Area is a
distinct area separated by fire barriers or space in order to contain a fire
starting in that area. DCPP has 105 separate and distinct Fire Areas. The new
“Risk-Informed” FPP of NFPA-805 takes into account the probability of a fire-
initiated accident occurring and its potential consequences, based on actual
plant design, equipment location, combustibles, fire brigade and other
responses, to actual, identified fire risks. NFPA-805 continues the deterministic
method but adds Risk-Informed, Performance-Based (RIPB) evaluation
methods as acceptable means of demonstrating compliance.

As part of DCPP’s transition process, PG&E prepared a Fire Probabilistic Risk
Analysis (PRA) to quantify the fire risk and to identify each important accident
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sequence potentially initiated by a fire and feasible measures to reduce its
probability or its consequences. The results showed that fire is the largest
contributor to overall plant risk. (Overall risk also includes contributions from
internal flooding, seismic events, and other internal events.)

In addition to the FPP risk analysis, NFPA-805 also requires the following
analyses:

Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment – an at-power evaluation of every Fire Area
Non-Power Operations Evaluation – similar to the above, but identifies fire impacts
during non-power operations (e.g., outages)
Radioactive Release Evaluation – examination of all Fire Areas to assess the plant’s
ability to prevent radiation release due to firefighting efforts.
Identification of High Risk Areas for at-power and non-power operations

Implementation of NFPA-805 will affect every work group because of new
training, new and revised procedures, many program documents and processes,
and physical modifications. DCPP is committed to the following modifications
being completed by the 1R20 and 2R20 outages that will both occur in 2017:

1. Unit 1/Unit 2 Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier System (completed)
2. Unit 1/Unit 2 Enhanced ability to shut down from the Hot Shutdown Panel (HSDP)

(completed)
3. Unit 1/Unit 2 Incipient Fire Detection capability for the Cable Spreading Room (CSR)

Cabinets and Solid State Protection System Room Cabinets
4. Unit 1/Unit 2 Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Cooling: involves replacing RCP seals with

new, improved seals to reduce the risk of a loss of coolant accident due to the loss
of pump seal cooling (completed)

The foremost benefit that is provided by the adoption and successful
implementation of NFPA-805 is improved safety. Implementation of this
Standard will bring about the following changes to the Main Control Room
(MCR):

New Abnormal Operating Procedure for MCR and CSR non-abandonment scenarios
Operator actions will be allowed in MCR prior to abandonment
Elimination of the requirement to achieve Cold Shutdown within 72 hours
Modifications to HSDP as mentioned above

Additional benefits of NFPA-805 are cost savings in fire watches and avoidance
of certain modifications to achieve compliance with Appendix R, and it helps
toward implementing risk-informed Technical Specifications. This program
change will also resolve two long-standing compliance issues. They are
evaluation of fire damage to safe shutdown components that result in
simultaneous multiple spurious operations (MSOs), and the use of operator
manual actions (OMAs) without prior NRC review and approval. The transition
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process also requires the overall plant risk to be maintained at or below
specified levels, or modifications are required to reduce risk to acceptable
levels.

DCPP received NRC’s Final Safety Evaluation in April 2016, which approved
DCPP’s programmatic move to NFPA-805. DCPP has 365 days from that date in
which to update all training, procedures, etc. Meanwhile, where needed, DCPP
must have compensatory measures in place. DCPP must update its Unit 1 Fire
PRA by the end of 2016, then complete one for Unit 2. DCPP has completed
installing required modifications for NFPA-805 for Unit 1 in Refueling Outage
1R19 in October-November 2015 and Unit 2 modification in Outage 2R19 in May
2016. The DCISC FFT observed the Unit 2 modifications on a plant walkdown.
The modifications included primarily electrical and Instrumentation & Control
changes, such as electric power transfer switches and additional Remote Hot
Shutdown Panel instrumentation and switchgear. DCPP had already replaced its
Reactor Coolant Pump Seals to comply with NFPA-805. There are two
modifications to be completed in Refueling Outage 1R20 in April-June 2017:
completion of installation of Unit 1 incipient fire detection and upgrades to the
hot shutdown panel. These modifications for Unit 2 have been completed. The
FFT concluded that the modifications were satisfactory.

DCPP has begun modifying 263 fire protection related procedures and expects
to complete them in December 2016. Changes are being vetted by the line
organization. Of these, 117 are Operations Abnormal Operating Procedures. A
design basis document is also to be completed by the end of 2016. This will be a
comprehensive document including or listing all pertinent fire protection
documents.

NRC performed its Triennial Fire Inspection of DCPP, which included NFPA-805,
in October 2016 with positive results. DCPP plans to conduct a Quick Hit Self-
Assessment of its NFPA-805 program in January 2017. NRC’s next fire
protection inspection will be in 2018. The DCISC should follow and review the
results of these activities.

Conclusions:
DCPP is proceeding satisfactorily on its implementation of
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standard 805
with all but two modifications to be completed by the end of
2016. The DCISC should continue to monitor DCPP fire
protection, especially the planed Quick Hit Self-Assessment
and the results of NRC’s October 2016 Triennial Fire
Protection Inspection.

Recommendations:
None
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3.4 Audit Program Update and Results of 2016 Audits

The DCISC met with Pat Nugent, Director, Quality Verification, and Ray Robins, Audit
Program Supervisor, for an update on DCPP’s Audit Program and results of their 2016
audits. The DCISC last reviewed DCPP audits at its October 2016 Public Meeting
(Reference 6.4) and at the September 2015 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.5) when it
concluded the following:

DCPP Quality Verification (QV) appears to be performing a satisfactory
job in assessing quality performance across all departments. In its
current Quality Performance Assessment Report QV identified
Equipment Reliability as its top issue, and the plant is addressing this
with action plans.

The DCISC receives copies of all DCPP completed audits in its monthly
document package. DCPP audits are major investigations into how programs
meet regulatory quality assurance and technical commitments, whereas
assessments are performed to assess performance compared to excellence,
e.g., industry best. QV performed audits in the following areas during 2016:

1. Emergency Preparedness – effectively implemented with one Finding, four
Deficiencies and five Recommendations

2. 2R19 Refueling Activities – satisfactorily implemented with one Finding, four
Deficiencies, and one Recommendation

3. Operations and Technical Specifications – effectively implemented with one Finding,
ten Deficiencies, and three Recommendations. One area, Tornado Zone of Influence,
was not being effectively implemented, requiring a Prompt Operability Assessment;
however, no operability issues were identified by the audit team.

4. Procurement – effectively implemented with two Findings, seven Deficiencies, and
six Recommendations

5. QA Program and AMSAC (Anticipated Transients without Scram Mitigation System
and Actuation Circuitry) with two Findings.

6. Radiation Protection – satisfactorily implemented with no Findings, eight
Deficiencies, and two Recommendations

7. Security – effectively established with two Findings, twenty Deficiencies, and five
Recommendations

8. Training and Qualifications – effectively implemented with one Finding, eight
Deficiencies, and four Recommendations

9. Geosciences – effectively implemented with no Findings, Deficiencies or
Recommendations

Terms used above:
Deficiency – a minor condition or problem identified during quality oversight
activities that impacts a quality or non-quality related program, process, or System,
Structure, or Component (SSC).
Finding – a deficiency of greater than minor significance identified during quality
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oversight activities that impacts a quality or non-quality related program, process,
or SSC.
Recommendation – a suggestion provided by an auditor. If implemented, the
recommendation may lead to activities being performed in a more efficient or cost
effective way.

The DCISC FFT reviewed each of the above audits and associated conclusions
and Findings/Deficiencies/Recommendations. Although corrections were
necessary, none were determined significant enough by the audit team to cause
implementation of any audited program to be determined to be ineffective or
unsatisfactory. The DCISC FFT concurs.

The DCISC FFT reviewed the following the audit procedures and found them
satisfactory:

1. Departmental Administrative Procedure OM4.NQ11, “Elevation and Escalation,”
Revision 0, July 18, 2016

2. Interdepartmental Administrative Procedure OM4. ID13, “Nuclear Power Generation
Internal Auditing,” Revision 26, July 18, 2016

The first procedure describes and controls the process for issue elevation
and/or escalation by the quality organization when attention by line
organization leadership or a higher level of management is warranted for the
resolution of an issue. The second procedure describes and controls the DCPP
audit process. The first formal elevated issue was on Confined Space
requirements. The issue was being resolved satisfactorily. There had been no
escalated issues.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Audit Program procedures appeared satisfactory as
did program implementation. The DCISC reviewed nine 2016
audits with associated findings, deficiencies and
recommendations and found that the audits appeared
effective with no issues of significance.

Recommendations:
None

3.5 Reactor Coolant System Process Control System Health/Status
Reports

The DCISC FFT met with Chance Siri, Component Engineer for the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) Process Control System (PCS), for an update on the system health and
status. The DCISC last reviewed this system in June 2013 (Reference 6.6), concluding
the following:

DCPP’s replacement of its aging analog Process Control System with a
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digital one is a significant upgrade to the operation of the plant. The
system has performed better than expected and has had no significant
issues.

The PCS is considered part of the “brains” of the plant because it measures and
controls most of the key process parameters (e.g., pressure, temperature, level,
etc.) of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and Secondary Systems such as the
following:

Pressurizer Level & Pressure
Control Rod Speed and Direction
Charging Flow
Volume Control Tank Level
Auxiliary Feedwater Runout Protection and Level
Letdown Heat Exchanger Outlet Temperature
Steam Dump Valves

The PCS also provides input signals to the Main Annunciator System, Plant
Process Computer, and Hot Shutdown Panel. It consists of hundreds of
instrument loops.

A related but independent system, the Process Protection System (Eagle 21),
also called the Solid State Protection System (SSPS), monitors RCS parameters
and protects the RCS, if parameters are out of preset limits, by shutting down
the reactor and activating shutdown cooling.

The PCS originally consisted of analog controls. Because of system aging,
component obsolescence, and calibration difficulties, DCPP replaced the PCS in
Unit 1 in Refueling Outage 1R17 (May 2012) and in Unit 2 in Refueling Outage
2R17 (March 2013).

The replacement enhanced the interface with other DCPP digital upgrades,
namely:

Main Turbine Control System
Digital Feedwater Control System
Instrument Rack
Auxiliary and Fuel Building HVAC systems

DCPP reported that the PCS has operated better than expected since
replacement in the following ways:

Control and monitoring systems operating with no issues
Decreases the required maintenance
Responds better than the simulated response
Provides operators with more information for monitoring and controlling the plant
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The primary PCS equipment made by Triconix has been installed and operated
in many nuclear and non-nuclear facilities world-wide for many years without
any failures. Since installation, DCPP determined that the grounding design it
used was inferior to that recommended by Triconix, and, to address possible
vulnerabilities, will revise the grounding. DCPP currently has a temporary
grounding modification on Unit 1 PCS.

The Plant Simulator was modified prior to Outage 1R17 (May 2012) to allow
operators to train on the new system.

To address cyber security, the PCS data output goes through a port aggregator,
which allows only one-way communication, i.e., no incoming malicious signals
are permitted entry. The NRC has approved this arrangement. The PCS
equipment is located in a Vital Area with locked doors and tamper alarms. The
SSPS, which performs basic plant protection and safety functions, is likewise
independent of the PCS, providing an additional layer of cyber security.

The DCISC FFT reviewed the current status of the system with the Component
Engineer. The Component Health Report listed the component as having White
health for the following reasons:

1. Possible adverse trend of failures affecting the analog input card that necessitates
field replacement. DCPP believes this issue does not affect the PCS from performing
its design function.

2. Momentary or spurious alarms in the Control Room, which, while not affecting the
design function of the PCS, present a nuisance to Operations and can be resolved by
increasing power supply voltage to the affected instrument loops.

3. Diagnostic logs associated with the PCS are being filled up with unusable
information, which complicates trouble-shooting on card faults due to covering up of
critical pieces of information. This does not affect the PCS from performing its
design function.

The Health Plan contained an action plan to address the above issues. This
appeared satisfactory to the DCISC FFT.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Process Control System (PCS), which controls key
Reactor Coolant System and related systems is functioning
satisfactorily, albeit with several issues which cause the
component to be in White health. None of the issues
adversely affects the PCS design function. The Component
Engineer has an action plan to resolve the issues. He
appeared knowledgeable and proactive about the PCS.

Recommendations:
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None

3.6 Emergency Auxiliary Saltwater Pump Flow Test Results

The DCISC FFT met with Scott Maze, Beyond Design Basis Program Manager, to review
the September 28, 2016 Emergency Auxiliary Saltwater (EASW) Pump flow test. The
DCISC last reviewed this topic in December 2015 (Reference 6.7), when it concluded the
following:

DCPP plans to perform a one-time in-situ Emergency Auxiliary
Saltwater Pump flow test in July 2016 with two different cages
(strainers) in the DCPP Intake Bay. If successful, these tests should be
satisfactory to assure pump and cage operability in the debris and kelp
environment. The future periodic EASW Pump testing program appears
appropriate. The DCISC should try to observe the July 2016 pump flow
test.

The originally-installed Auxiliary Saltwater (ASW) System provides ocean water
to the plant for cooling of components required to both operate the plant
normally and to bring and maintain the plant to a safe shutdown state for
design basis accident events. Along with the Pacific Ocean, ASW is the key link
in the DCPP Ultimate Heat Sink. ASW utilizes four electrically-powered pumps,
forming two trains of permanently installed piping and valves for each unit with
cross-ties between units.

As part of the Fukushima accident response DCPP purchased four trains of
Emergency ASW components as part of DCPP’s FLEX equipment. EASW is
designed to be used in place of normal ASW if needed for beyond design basis
events involving loss of all AC power and/or loss of normal ASW. Each train of
EASW utilizes one portable Diesel-driven pump train and associated temporary
piping per unit. DCPP maintains EASW components for one additional train for
each unit. The EASW is designed to be set up prior to the time it is known to be
required, which has been calculated to be a minimum of 131 hours following
loss of normal ASW. Two trains on special trailers are stored in the new FLEX
storage facility adjacent to the plant, and the other two trains are stored on
trailers up near the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI).

One train of EASW was assembled and connected in May 2014 from the Intake
Bay up to the plant (Diagram 1); however, the EASW pump was not run due to
not having the required state air and water quality permits. DCPP has the air
quality permits now. The full system flow test could not be run because of not
having permits or approvals for taking water from or returning water to their
intake bay. DCPP does not plan to obtain water permits because they can take
water from the Intake Bay and return it back into the inside of the intake
structure under their existing water permit for both testing and actual use.
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Diagram 1 – EASW System layout diagram.

In its October 20, 2015 Public Meeting (Reference 6.8) the DCISC requested
that DCPP perform a full test of the EASW Pump flow capabilities while actually
drawing water from the plant intake bay with the pump suction cage (strainer)
attached. This would be to assure pump and cage operability in the actual
configuration and location planned for use in the vicinity of loose kelp and other
debris. DCPP has built two baskets with different designs with the newer one
having double (basket-in-basket) design.

DCPP performed the flow test on September 28, 2016. One EASW Pump and
associated piping were assembled at the Intake Bay on the Pacific Ocean (see
Photo 1). The pump suction line with its cage-in-cage strainer (see Photo 2)
was lowered by crane into the Intake Bay near the Intake Structure. The
strainer consisted of an 8x8x8-foot cyclone fence cube enclosing an inner
6x6x6-foot mesh cube with 3/8” holes. The pump suction inlet was inside the
inner strainer cube. The pump discharged to a location in front of the normal
intake, which was sucked into the plant intake along with the plant normal
cooling water. This required no permit as it was within the scope of the existing
permit which allows water to be drawn from the Intake Bay and taken into the
plant intake and ultimately discharged back into the Pacific Ocean in the
Discharge Cove.
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Contract SCUBA divers were available to clean kelp and other debris from the
baskets, if needed. The testing consisted of an initial 30-minute test with flow
meter measuring 3000 gallons per minute. There was no kelp accumulation on
the basket strainer. The second test ran for four hours with similar results.
Divers placed kelp leaves on the strainer, but they slid off because of the low
flow into the strainer.

The DCISC FFT considers this testing to be a positive step to assure EASW
problem-free operation. In the future for each EASW Pump, DCPP will perform
pump starts quarterly, 30% full flow tests annually up at the upper pond, and
100% full flow pump tests every three years in the upper raw water ponds. This
test scope and schedule appeared satisfactory to the DCISC FFT.

Photo 1 – EASW Pump Test Piping Photo 2 – EASW Pump Test Strainer Basket

Conclusions:
The DCPP Emergency Auxiliary Saltwater (EASW) Pump test
was successfully performed with no debris buildup blocking
flow. The DCISC believes this test was important in showing
that the EASW system can operate without blockage from
kelp and other potential debris.

Recommendations:
None

3.7 Meeting with Station Director

The DCISC FFT met with Paula Gerfen, Station Director, and Ken Johnston, Director of
Operations Services, to discuss items on this fact-finding meeting and other topics of
mutual interest. The DCISC last met with DCPP management in August 2016 (Reference
6.9), concluding the following:

The periodic meetings between DCIDC members and DCPP site officers
and directors are beneficial for sharing information at a high level in
each organization.
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Conclusions:
The meeting between the Station Director and the DCISC
Fact-finding Team was beneficial for all participants.

Recommendations:
None

3.8 Review Westinghouse Reanalysis of DCPP Reactor Coolant
System Supports

The DCISC Fact-finding team met with Nozar Jahangir, Seismic Engineering Manager,
and Kristin Zaitz, Seismic Engineering Supervisor, for an update on the Westinghouse
Reanalysis of DCPP’s Reactor Coolant System supports. The DCISC last reviewed this
topic in November 2016 (Reference 6.10), when it concluded:

DCPP’s analysis (by vendor AREVA) of the correct concurrent seismic
and loss-of-coolant loads for the replacement Reactor Vessel Heads
shows that stress levels meet applicable requirements. The similar
analysis for the remainder of the Reactor Coolant System being
performed by Westinghouse, the original supplier, is expected to be
completed by September 30, 2016. The DCISC should review this
analysis at that time.

The DCPP-specific requirements for procurement of these major pieces of
equipment had been overlooked (in favor of generic specifications) when they
were ordered as replacements, and this equipment had been designed to
generic industry seismic load requirements and (similarly) those pertaining to
Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) loads. This particular issue was being
addressed through a re-analysis being performed as part of the Licensing Basis
Verification Project (LBVP), and in the earlier report this re-analysis was
expected to be complete by September 30, 2016.

Mr. Jahangir reported that AREVA had completed their analysis of the new
Reactor Vessel Head with the proper seismic and LOCA loads and found that its
stress levels met requirements. Westinghouse, the original supplier of the
Reactor Coolant System, was hired to analyze these loads on the remainder of
the Reactor Coolant System, including Steam Generators. Mr. Jahangir reported
that Westinghouse has completed the analysis, reconstituting the full analysis
of the RCS and its supports, which was being reviewed by DCPP. The analysis
results were determined to be satisfactory.

Conclusions:
The reanalysis by Westinghouse of the seismic and loss of
coolant accident loads on the DCPP Reactor Coolant System
and its support system produced satisfactory results.
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Recommendations:
None

3.9 Nuclear Fuel Program Health/Update/Plans

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with John Harmon, Reactor Engineering Manager, and
Mark Mayer, former Reactor Engineering Manager, for an update on DCPP’s Nuclear Fuel
Program and fuel performance. The DCISC last reviewed DCPP nuclear fuel in June 2014
(Reference 6.11), when it concluded the following:

DCPP’s nuclear fuel has continued to function without any fuel failures
since DCISC’s prior review of this topic in November 2011.
Implementation of the Electric Power Research Institute’s (EPRI)
guidelines for nuclear fuel management appears to have contributed
positively to nuclear fuel performance and is aiding the continued
preparation for transfer of used fuel to the Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation.

Unit 1 has continued to run with no fuel defects since Cycle 4, i.e. for 25+ years.
Unit 2 has had no defects identified since DCISC’s previous review of this topic
in November 2011, when the Unit 2 fuel was in Cycle 17.

Mr. Mayer also noted in a previous fact-finding meeting (Reference 6.12) that
vacuum can sipping had been performed on all first core fuel assemblies in
preparation for placing them in the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
(ISFSI). Also, forty different assemblies were examined (twenty from each
Unit), and there was no evidence of grid to rod fretting. Mr. Mayer noted further
that the outer periphery of the cores was also examined for the same purpose,
and no evidence of this condition was found there as well. He noted, however,
that fuel assembly distortion (FAD) measurements cannot be performed until
the vendor develops the required tooling.

These early assemblies experienced some fuel failures, which originally made
them undesirable for movement from the Spent Fuel Pools to the IFSFI.
However, these assemblies have also provided an accompanying benefit by
having decayed to levels where they can be used to generate the
“checkerboard” pattern of low-decay-heat assemblies needed to surround
freshly off-loaded fuel bundles that are removed from the reactors during
refueling outages.

As of this fact-finding meeting in November 2016, there have been no recent
indications of fuel leaks or failures. The DCISC FFT reviewed DCPP procedures
on Fuel Integrity Monitoring, Failed Fuel Mitigation Program, and Failed Fuel
Prevention and Healthy Fuel Inspection Program. These procedures appeared
effective in assuring healthy nuclear fuel. Fuel performance data support this
conclusion.
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Conclusions:
DCPP nuclear fuel has performed well for many years with no
leaks or failures. DCPP’s programs for assuring nuclear fuel
integrity appear effective.

Recommendations:
None

4.0 Conclusions

4.1
The DCISC Fact-finding Team concluded that the initial day
of the DCPP Ingestion Pathway Evaluated Emergency
Exercise was performed well by DCPP’s Emergency Response
Organization. The DCISC should include a presentation on
the November 2, 2016 Ingestion Path Emergency Exercise
and critique at its February 2017 Public Meeting.

4.2
The regular meetings with the NRC resident inspectors are
beneficial.

4.3
DCPP is proceeding satisfactorily on its implementation of
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standard 805
with all but two modifications to be completed by the end of
2016. The DCISC should continue to monitor DCPP fire
protection, especially the planed Quick Hit Self-Assessment
and the results of NRC’s October 2016 Triennial Fire
Protection Inspection.

4.4
The DCPP Audit Program procedures appeared satisfactory as
did program implementation. The DCISC reviewed nine 2016
audits with associated findings, deficiencies and
recommendations and found that the audits appeared
effective with no issues of significance.

4.5
The DCPP Process Control System (PCS), which controls key
Reactor Coolant System and related systems is functioning
satisfactorily, albeit with several issues which cause the
component to be in White health. Non of the issues adversely
affects the PCS design function. The Component Engineer
has an action plan to resolve the issues. He appeared
knowledgeable and proactive about the PCS.

4.6
The DCPP Emergency Auxiliary Saltwater (EASW) Pump test
was successfully performed with no debris buildup blocking
flow. The DCISC believes this test was important in showing
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that the EASW system can operate without blockage
problems from kelp and other potential debris.

4.7
The meeting between the Station Director and the DCISC
Fact-finding Team was beneficial for all participants.

4.8
The reanalysis by Westinghouse of the seismic and loss of
coolant accident loads on the DCPP Reactor Coolant System
and its support system produced satisfactory results.

4.9
DCPP nuclear fuel has performed well for many years with no
leaks or failures. DCPP’s programs for assuring nuclear fuel
integrity appear effective.

5.0 Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit D.5, Diablo
Canyon Independent Safety Committee Report on
Fact Finding Meeting at DCPP on December 7–8,
2016 by Per F. Peterson, Member, with Richard D.
McWhorter, Consultant

1.0 Summary
The results of the December 7–8, 2016, fact-finding trip to the Diablo Canyon Power
Plant (DCPP) in Avila Beach, CA are presented. The subjects addressed and described in
Section 3 are as follows:

1. Update on Spent Fuel Multipurpose Canister Inspections and Corrosion Issues
2. Review of Extent of Condition Evaluation for Emergency Diesel Generator Trip

Pushbutton Covers
3. 230kV Electrical System Health
4. Review of the DCPP Excellence Plan
5. Update on National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 805 Program Implementation

Status and Remote Hot Shutdown Panels
6. Operations Focus Daily Briefing and Accompanying Operator on Rounds
7. Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) Analysis for Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC) White Finding
8. Long Term Capital Project Planning Under the Joint Proposal
9. DCISC Member Discussion with DCPP Senior Manager

10. Observation of Operations Continuing Training Session

2.0 Introduction
This fact-finding trip to the DCPP was made to evaluate specific safety matters for the
DCISC. The objective of the evaluation was to determine if PG&E’s performance is
appropriate and whether any areas revealed observations which are important enough to
warrant further review, follow-up, or presentation at a Public Meeting. These safety
matters include follow-up and/or continuing review efforts by the Committee, as well as
those identified as a result of reviews of various safety-related documents.

Section 4—Conclusions highlights the conclusions of the Fact-finding Team
based on items reported in Section 3—Discussion. These highlights also include
the team’s suggested follow-up items for the DCISC, such as scheduling future
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fact-finding meetings on the topic, presentations at future public meetings, and
requests for future updates or information from DCPP on specific areas of
interest, etc.

Section 5—Recommendations lists specific recommendations to PG&E proposed
by the Fact-finding Team. These recommendations will be considered by the
DCISC. After review and approval by the DCISC, the Fact-finding Report,
including its recommendations, is provided to PG&E. The Fact-finding Report
will also appear in the DCISC Annual Report.

3.0 Discussion

3.1 Update on Spent Fuel Multipurpose Canister Inspections and
Corrosion Issues

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Rich Hagler, Supervising Engineer, and Kevin
Braico, Engineer, for an update on the potential for Chloride-induced Stress Corrosion
Cracking (CSCC) of Multipurpose Canisters (MPCs) in DCPP’s Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (ISFSI). The DCISC last reviewed this topic during its July 2015 Fact-
finding Meeting (Reference 6.1), when it concluded the following:

DCPP is participating in an industry initiative to determine the impact
of atmospheric chlorides on the corrosion rate of ISFSI Multipurpose
Canisters (MPCs). It is expected that these corrosion rates will be
individually dependent upon the material properties of the individual
MPCs and the atmospheric conditions at each ISFSI. DCPP’s initial 16
MPCs that were used for transfer of used nuclear fuel to the ISFSI are
made of 304 austenitic stainless steel, which tends to be somewhat
more susceptible to chloride induced stress corrosion cracking than
other types of stainless steel that are used for this purpose.
Deliquescence that can cause stress corrosion cracking can be made
impossible if the canister surface temperatures are maintained
sufficiently above outside ambient temperatures, so periodic
monitoring of canister temperatures is valuable. Because PG&E and the
state of California are examining the possibility of installing salt-water
cooling towers as an option to once through cooling at DCPP, it would
be advisable, to the extent possible, to examine the potential impact of
such cooling towers on the rate of salt aerosol deposition at the ISFSI.

The next two paragraphs provide a brief summary of the spent fuel storage
situation at DCPP. After each nuclear fuel cycle, the operating unit is shut down,
and a portion of the nuclear fuel is removed from that reactor and replaced with
new nuclear fuel. The spent nuclear fuel assemblies are then temporarily stored
(for a number of years) in the Unit’s Spent Fuel Pool (SFP). However, each SFP,
one for each operating Unit, has a capacity that is limited. Therefore, DCPP has
constructed an ISFSI pad above the plant on a hill to the east of the plant, on
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which the spent nuclear fuel is stored outside after undergoing a highly
controlled transfer process. The following is a summary of this process. Spent
fuel assemblies are inserted into a stainless steel MPC, which has been lowered
into the SFP for this transfer process. A lid is placed on the MPC which is then
removed from the SFP, and the lid is seal welded onto the MPC. The interior of
the MPC, containing the fuel assemblies, is then completely drained, dried, and
blanketed with helium. Through a carefully prescribed process, the MPC is then
transported to the ISFSI and is eventually transferred into a thick concrete and
steel High Integrity Storage Module (HI-STORM), which is then bolted to a
reinforced concrete pad at the ISFSI.

The HI-STORM, which contains the sealed MPC, has vents in its bottom and top
to allow natural convection air flow upward around the outside of the stainless
steel MPC to carry away decay heat being produced by the nuclear fuel.
Stainless steel can undergo corrosion influenced by chlorides, which are in the
salt aerosol particles formed from sea-spray and carried inland by winds at the
DCPP site. Some types of stainless steel are more susceptible to CSCC than
others. DCPP has a program to monitor salt deposition rates in various locations
around the plant. The issue is whether the MPCs could undergo CSCC to an
extent that could expose the nuclear fuel to the outside atmosphere and permit
the release of radionuclides to the outside atmosphere. In general, at least
several factors have to be present for CSCC to occur: tensile stresses, a
susceptible material, the presence of chlorides, the presence of moisture, and
an appropriate surface temperature for the reaction to occur. Laboratory data
suggests that CSCC may be of particular concern at low temperature and high
relative humidity combinations that may allow chloride compounds to
deliquesce (i.e. to become soft or liquid with age). This issue is discussed in the
remaining paragraphs of this topic.

During this meeting, the DCISC Fact-finding Team learned that DCPP is
continuing its participation in an Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) pilot
program that involves two other commercial nuclear plants, which have been
operating longer than DCPP. This participation has included inspections
performed at DCPP and another site in 2014 in partnership with EPRI, which
used remote inspection tools to take sample swipes of the sides and upward
facing surfaces inside the annular area of the MPCs. The swipes were then
analyzed for the presence of chlorides. Additionally, temperature measurements
were made at various points on the surface of the MPCs. Measurement of the
surface temperature of the canisters in the DCPP ISFSI, along with the outside
ambient temperature, provides a way to verify that the canister surface
temperatures are sufficiently high to make deliquescence impossible, even if
chlorides are present and the air relative humidity were 100%. The EPRI report
for the 2014 inspection was received by PG&E in August of 2016.

Mr. Braico reviewed the results of the EPRI inspection report with the Fact-
finding Team. In January 2014, inspections were performed on MPCs 123 and
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170, which had a decay heat loading of 17.2kW and 13.9kW at the time of the
inspection, respectively. In general, the vertical surfaces and welds were found
to be clean with some material deposits (dust and sand) present on the upward
facing surfaces (tops) of the MPCs. No visible signs of degradation or corrosion
were observed.

Deposit samples were collected directly from the canister surface using a dry
method (an abrasive porous sponge) and a wet method (a SaltSmart device).
Chemical analyses of the solids showed that silicate materials made up the
largest fraction of the dust. Soluble salts, including chlorides, while present on
the canister tops were only a fraction of the total solids. While no minimum
threshold chloride concentration has been identified below which CSCC is not
expected to occur, the chloride concentration measured for the lower areas of
the canisters was approximately an order of magnitude less than the lowest
concentration where CSCC has been observed in laboratory tests.

During each wet and dry sample collection, the surface temperature was
measured using a thermocouple. Measured temperatures on the side of the
canisters showed an increasing trend from bottom to top, consistent with what
would be expected given the bottom to top flow of cooling air across the
surface. Most but not all temperature measurements taken on the surface of the
canister were greater than 140F, which has been generally accepted as the
temperature above which CSCC is not of concern. Two temperatures of
approximately 120F were measured at about 2.5 feet above the bottom of the
vertical surface of MPC 123 near to the openings where ambient air enters the
annulus area. The lowest temperature recorded on the other canister, MPC 170,
was approximately 170F at about 5 feet above the bottom. No temperatures
were recorded below those points possibly due to the difficulty in reaching
lower portions of the 2.0 to 2.5 inch wide annular area with the remote
inspection tools. While most of the canister surface was above the temperature
where CSCC is expected to occur, some of the coolest areas near the bottom of
the canisters may already be below the 140F threshold, and it is expected that
more areas are likely to drop below that threshold as time goes on because of
the natural reduction in heat source due to radioactive decay.

Regarding future actions, Mr. Braico reported that PG&E plans to continue its
work to inspect and evaluate the susceptibility of the MPCs to CSCC. Inspection
techniques and tools are being developed primarily by EPRI and the cask
vendors to allow for better and more complete surface inspections to be
performed. Additionally, PG&E is planning to pursue an amendment to allow for
the partial blocking of the ventilation openings in the MPCs. An amendment
allowing partial blocking the openings would allow for more complete
inspections using larger and more intrusive inspection tools. Additionally, an
amendment allowing partial blocking of the openings could be used to reduce
natural air flow and subsequently raise average canister temperatures to
increase the margin for CSCC. Several industry reports on this topic are
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expected to be issued in 2017 and 2018.

The Fact-finding Team also reviewed with PG&E the possible consequences of a
through-wall crack in an MPC. First, it was noted that substantial time is
required for the conditions to be established and maintained that would allow a
through-wall penetration to develop. Should a small, tight crack then develop,
any release of radioactivity would initially be limited to gaseous fission products
that might be present if the MPC contained any fuel rods with cladding
breeches. In the much less likely event of the development of a larger crack
where fuel and cladding degradation were also present, some amounts of
radioactive particles could also potentially escape the canister. Recent analyses
show that there is a range of canister leak rates for which the canister still
fulfills its function of maintaining external dose rates below the regulatory
thresholds. However, the DCPP ISFSI licensing basis currently presumes fully
leak-tight canisters. Meaning, the current non-accident radiation dose
assessments contained in the ISFSI Final Safety Analysis Report do not include
any contributions from effluent releases from the MPCs.

In light of the above information, the Fact-finding Team reviewed several
concerns called to its attention via several e-mails in 2016 from a member of
the public, Ms. Donna Gilmore. The team found that one of Ms. Gilmore’s points
was correct in that EPRI inspections did identify surface temperatures below
140F. However, the team noted that inspections also found that such low-
temperature areas were generally clean and free from deposits also required to
facilitate CSCC. Additionally, the team found that another of Ms. Gilmore’s
points was correct in that there currently is no licensing basis allowing for the
partial blocking of MPC vents at DCPP in order to raise temperatures.
Concerning another of Ms. Gilmore’s points that even a microscopic through-
wall crack will release large amounts of radiation to the environment, the team
concluded that was incorrect. However, the team does note that any leakage
from a DCPP cask would be outside of the licensing basis, and the industry is
currently working on performing more detailed analyses regarding the possible
specific impacts of through-wall cracks in spent fuel dry storage canisters.

Conclusions:
DCPP is continuing to participate in an industry initiative to
determine the impact of atmospheric chlorides on the
corrosion rate of ISFSI MPCs. Recent inspections revealed
that there are no immediate concerns with canister
corrosion; however, low temperatures and other conditions
that could cause such corrosion have been found to be
present on the lower surfaces of the MPCs. DCPP is
addressing this issue. The DCISC should continue to follow
DCPP’s efforts in analyzing and responding to this potential
problem, particularly potential efforts to modify the ISFSI
license to allow partial blockage of case vent holes as well as
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to analyze and allow limited leakage from through-wall
canister cracks.

Recommendations:
None

3.2 Review of Extent of Condition Evaluation for Emergency Diesel
Generator Trip Pushbutton Covers

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Shawn Dunlap, System Engineering Supervisor,
and Jim Wiggin, System Engineer, for an update on a question related to the installation
of Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) trip pushbutton covers which was raised by the
DCISC during March 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.2), when it concluded the
following:

The Plant Health Committee meeting was conducted efficiently and
effectively. Members and presenters appeared to be well prepared.
Discussion was active, thoughtful, and probing, with a focus on
improving safety and reliability. The DCISC should follow up to learn
more about decisions on replacement of diesel generator trip
pushbuttons, and any extent of condition assessment that occurred
when the original Unit 1 trip pushbutton covers were added.

In its March 2016 Fact-finding Meeting, the team attended a Plant Health
Committee (PHC) meeting. Items discussed during the meeting included
funding engineering work to support the installation of covers over EDG trip
pushbuttons in Unit 2 to prevent inadvertent trips, as covers had been installed
previously in Unit 1. The Fact Finding team raised the question of why the
installation of covers on the Unit 2 trip pushbuttons had not been included
when the Unit 1 trip pushbuttons had originally been modified, since an extent-
of-condition assessment should have identified that the same problem existed
for Unit 2 at that time. PG&E responded that this was to be looked into and
reported back to the PHC.

Mr. Wiggin reported to the team that the original problem with an inadvertent
bumping of a Unit 1 EDG trip pushbutton occurred in April of 2003. As a part of
corrective actions to that event, protective covers were installed in April of
2005. At that time, there was no formal extent of condition performed, as this
was not specifically required since the issue did not actually involve a piece of
degraded equipment or a non-conforming condition. However, the need for
protective covers for Unit 2 was a logical conclusion, and the failure to provide
covers also for Unit 2 at the time involves a human factors issue, which PG&E
agrees should have been addressed at the time.

Mr. Wiggin also reported that it was not until January of 2014 when the need
for installing covers was first documented formally in notifications for each Unit
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2 EDG (50601973/4/5) and entered into the corrective action program. These
notifications were originated during plant walk downs associated with revisions
to the “Two Foot Zone” program which is a program that provides protections
for sensitive equipment against inadvertent contact from personnel. Those
notifications ultimately resulted in the change being presented at the March
2016 PHC, which approved funding for engineering in 2016 with
implementation planned to follow thereafter.

Conclusions:
When PG&E identified the need to install protective covers
over the Unit 1 EDG trip push buttons in 2003, it failed to
identify the similar need to install protective covers over the
Unit 2 EDG trip push buttons. While not required by any
specific requirements of the corrective action programs, the
need to perform the modification also on Unit 2 should have
been recognized but was not until many years later in 2014.
The DCISC should follow up on the future completion of the
push button cover installations.

Recommendations:
None

3.3 230kV Electrical System Health

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Sam Waters and Jason Cook, System Engineers,
for an update on the health of 230kV Electrical Systems. The DCISC last reviewed this
program during its April 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.3), when it concluded
the following:

Actions taken and planned by DCPP and PG&E to strengthen the 230kV
system both onsite and offsite appear to be appropriate and timely.
DCISC should review progress on PG&E’s 230kV System upgrade prior
to 1R20. Also, prior to the 4th Quarter of 2016 DCISC should review
status of DCPP resolving NRC’s recent issue pertaining to the transfer
of 4kV vital equipment in overlap with non-vital 12k and 4kV
equipment onto the 230kV system without a subsequent transfer of
the buses to supply from the Emergency Diesel Generators.

The 230kV system is DCPP’s primary source of Vital AC electrical offsite power,
in the event of a loss of normal power from a station main turbine generator.
DCPP’s 230kV system is served by PG&E’s offsite 230kV system through two
incoming lines to the DCPP switchyard. In turn, DCPP is then served by one
230kV line from the switchyard to the plant. The 230kV system serves DCPP’s
vital buses through the station’s Startup Transformers. The station is also
served by a 500kV offsite power line, which is available for emergencies. The
station’s Emergency Diesel Generators serve as backup if the 230kV and 500kV
systems are unable to perform their functions.
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PG&E’s assessment of the possible future demands on the 230kV system in the
several-county region near the plant revealed that these demands could
possibly result in occasional drops in voltage on the 230kV power to DCPP,
which in turn could affect the capability of the system to meet DCPP’s needs if
called upon. To help address this issue, DCPP has been taking action to prevent
any nonessential 4kV equipment loads from being supplied by the 4kV Vital
Buses in order to ensure that sufficient electrical power is available for vital
equipment in situations when DCPP’s main generators are unable to supply
power to the station. Additionally, PG&E’s transmission group has developed
project plans and schedules for strengthening the 230kV system so that the
more robust system can serve the local area and also meet DCPP’s safety
requirements, if called upon in the future. Some of these plans include the
following:

Adding a by-pass circuit to the Morro Bay switchyard to eliminate a Single Point
Vulnerability to that electric supply to DCPP. This modification was completed in
2016.
Adding Static Volt-Ampere Reactive (VAR) Compensators for improved voltage
regulation in switchyards by providing for faster switching and finer voltage control
than is available with the current capacitor banks. This modification’s planned
implementation date has moved from 2018 to 2019.
Replacing three motor-operated disconnect switches with spring-loaded automatic
breakers to the 500kV System in February 2019 to allow the 500kV System to
remain available, upon main generator trip, without the need to switch to 230kV
power. This project’s implementation is currently under review in light of the
decision for DCPP to cease operations at the end of its current license.
Full 230kV switchyard renovation to be fully enclosed with an SF6 gas surround and
multiple other improvements.

The System Engineers provided copies of the system health reports and
reviewed them with the Fact-finding Team. Unit 1 system health was rated as
White, and Unit 2 system health was rated as Green. This was noted to be an
improvement from the Red system health that was reported for the system
during a Plant Health Committee (PHC) meeting attended by a DCISC Fact-
finding Team in August 2016. The Unit 1 system health was being adversely
impacted primarily by two recent equipment issues affecting system operation.

The primary reason for the White system health was recent issues with the
Startup Transformer Load Tap Changer (LTC). The LTC serves to adjust tap
settings on the Startup Transformer to ensure that the proper voltage is fed to
the 4kV busses from the 230kV system. The LTC was planned for replacement
with more robust design to eliminate intermittent voltage control issues that
were occurring in the previous design. In late September 2016, one month
before the planned replacement, a failure prompted an unplanned replacement
with an associated unplanned entry into a 72-hour Technical Specification
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Limiting Condition for Operation due to the relay’s inoperability. The new LTC
has performed well since that installation.

Additionally, system health was being impacted by a second problem that
occurred in November of 2016. At that time, a Circuit Switcher failed in such a
way that resulted in an unplanned loss of 230kV offsite power to Unit 1. The
Circuit Switcher contacts were not properly engaged due to aging and
corrosion. The switch was returned to service; however, its reliability for future
switching was degraded. An Apparent Cause Evaluation was still in progress at
the time of the Fact-finding Meeting, but switch replacement had already been
initiated and added to the scope of the 1R20 outage in the spring of 2017.

The System Engineers also discussed the status of issues with flashovers
caused by salt deposition on high voltage insulators. The problem was occurring
on older polymer insulators, which required frequent washing as they tended to
break down in a salt environment such as exists at DCPP with winds coming
from the ocean. To correct this problem, the polymer insulators in the 230kV
system were being replaced with coated glass insulators, which were
performing well in the 500kV system. The last planned insulator replacements
in the 230kV system were associated with the bus switches, which were also
planned for replacement in the 1R20 outage in the spring of 2017.

The Fact-finding Team inquired about the status of an open Operability
Assessment (50301167) that originated in response to an NRC concern about
auto transfer and loading of the station’s vital 4kV equipment occurring in
overlap with transfer to the station’s non-vital 12kV and 4kV equipment to the
230kV System without a subsequent transfer of the buses to the Emergency
Diesel Generators. The System Engineers reported that evaluations had
concluded that adequate design margin was available in the system to
accommodate the bus transfer events of concern. Final actions to revise the
design basis calculations were in progress, and the issue was expected to be
fully closed in January 2017.

Conclusions:
The DCPP 230kV System health has improved, and several
corrective actions made to date to address system problems
have been successfully completed.

Recommendations:
None

3.4 Review of the DCPP Excellence Plan

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Maureen Zawalick, Chief of Staff for the Chief
Nuclear Officer, to discuss the DCPP Excellence Plan. This was the first review of this
topic by the DCISC.
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The DCPP Excellence Plan was recently initiated by PG&E as a governing
document outlining issues, actions and responsibilities required within all parts
of the PG&E organization in light of PG&E’s participation in the Joint Proposal
under which terms PG&E will retire Diablo Canyon at the expiration of its
current NRC operating licenses. Ms. Zawalick explained that the plan currently
contained 70 milestones for high-level actions needed to be taken in areas such
as decommissioning planning, workforce management, plant capital
investments, etc. The plan was an internal document and not available to the
general public. However, it was posted internally on the “Our Path Forward”
website for PG&E employees. The plan’s contents and execution were governed
by an Executive Oversight Board consisting of eight senior managers from
throughout the PG&E organization.

Ms. Zawalick also explained that the current decommissioning plan for the site
will be for PG&E to self-perform the work and that the first phase of planning
for that process would soon begin. Regarding plant capital investments, Ms.
Zawalick explained that no projects would be cut from budgets prior to the end
of 2017, at the earliest. Additionally, it was planned soon to revise the
Operating Plan to incorporate elements of the Excellence Plan.

Ms. Zawalick also presented the Fact-finding Team with a copy of the
Collaboration Strategy for the Excellence Plan. The Collaboration Strategy
formulated a structure by which key stakeholders would have the opportunity
to provide perspective and insight on the Excellence Plan to PG&E in a
continuous, comprehensive and systematic manner. It was noted that the
DCISC was included and considered as one of the collaborators in the strategy.
Accordingly, the DCISC should expect to be briefed and provided information on
the Excellence Plan on a regular basis. Ms. Zawalick and the Fact-finding Team
discussed if and how the DCISC might be provided copies of the non-publicly
available Excellence Plan, and both parties agreed to refer to counsel on the
matter for guidance.

Conclusions:
PG&E is using the Excellence Plan to track and implement the
high-level actions necessary to support the retirement of
Diablo Canyon at the expiration of its current NRC operating
licenses under the Joint Proposal. The DCISC should follow
closely the progress of the Excellence Plan through regular
updates during both Fact-finding Meetings and Public
Meetings.

Recommendations:
None

3.5 Update on NFPA 805 Program Implementation Status and
Remote Hot Shutdown Panels
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The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Jim Gregerson, Senior Fire Protection Engineer,
and Brenda Harris, Manager of Regulatory Projects, for an update on DCPP’s National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) Standard 805 Program implementation status and a
walkdown of the Remote Hot Shutdown Panels. The DCISC last reviewed this issue
during its November 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.5), when it concluded the
following:

DCPP is proceeding satisfactorily on its implementation of NFPA
Standard 805 with all but two modifications to be completed by the
end of 2016. The DCISC should continue to monitor DCPP fire
protection, especially the planned Quick Hit Self-Assessment and the
results of NRC’s October 2016 Triennial Fire Protection Inspection.

The NFPA-805 Program is an alternative approach to the NRC Fire Protection
Program (FPP) regulations for nuclear plants that is endorsed by the NRC and
incorporated into Federal Regulations as 10CFR50.48(c). The NRC offered each
operating nuclear power plant a choice as to whether to make the transition to
the new regulations or to remain regulated according to existing NRC fire
regulations, 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix R. About half of the U.S. nuclear plants,
including DCPP chose to make the transition, which has been a multi-year
process. DCPP received NRC’s Final Safety Evaluation in April 2016, which
approved DCPP’s programmatic move to NFPA-805. DCPP has 365 days from
that date in which to update all training, procedures, etc. Meanwhile, where
needed, DCPP must have compensatory measures in place. DCPP must update
its Unit 1 Fire PRA by the end of 2016, then complete one for Unit 2.

DCPP has completed installing most of the required modifications for NFPA-805
for Unit 1 in Refueling Outage 1R19 in October-November 2015 and for Unit 2 in
Refueling Outage 2R19 in May 2016. The modifications included primarily
electrical and instrumentation and control changes, such as electric power
transfer switches and additional Remote Hot Shutdown Panel instrumentation
and switchgear. DCPP had already replaced its Reactor Coolant Pump Seals to
comply with NFPA-805. There are two modifications to be completed on Unit 1
in Refueling Outage 1R20 in April-June 2017: the installation of incipient fire
detection and upgrades to the Remote Hot Shutdown Panel. The installation of
Unit 2 incipient fire detection is planned to be completed in Refueling Outage
2R20 in the fall of 2017, and modifications to the Unit 2 Remote Hot Shutdown
Panel have been completed.

The focus of the Fact-finding Team was to review modifications made to the
Unit 2 Remote Hot Shutdown Panel and the use of the same by operators should
it be required to evacuate the Control Room due to fire. Mr. Gregerson escorted
the Fact-finding Team into the Control Room and used a copy of the procedure
for Control Room evacuation to explain the steps an operator would take to
evacuate the Control Room in the event of a fire. Mr. Gregerson then led the
Fact-finding Team along the route that operators would use to travel from the
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Control Room to the Unit 2 Remote Hot Shutdown Panel located in the 5B4/5A4
480v Non-vital Switchgear Room. At the panel, he demonstrated the steps
necessary to access the panel and the general process an operator would use to
operate the panel and maintain the unit in a hot shutdown condition following a
fire. Mr. Gregerson also pointed out the modifications made to the Remote Hot
Shutdown Panel under the NFPA-805 Program and demonstrated how the new
components could be accessed and used.

Conclusions:
DCPP is proceeding satisfactorily on its implementation of
NFPA-805. DCPP’s procedures and process for transferring
control to the Remote Hot Shutdown Panel and maintaining
control of unit from the panel in the event of a need to
evacuate the Control Room appear to be sound.

Recommendations:
None

3.6 Operations Focus Daily Briefing and Accompanying Operator on
Rounds

The DCISC Fact-finding Team observed the Operations Focus Daily Briefing and then
accompanied Mr. Andrew Racette, a Non-licensed Operator, during the conduct of a
portion of the Turbine Building Rounds for Unit 2. The DCISC has periodically toured and
inspected various areas and equipment of DCPP and has accompanied operators on their
rounds once in the past. The DCISC last accompanied an operator on rounds during its
November 2013 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.6), when it concluded the following:

The governing procedure for “Operator Routine Plant Equipment
Inspections” clearly defines the various responsibilities for those
individuals who must implement various aspects of the procedure. The
number of revisions to the procedure and the effective date of its
current revision are indicative of it being a useful working document.
The initial briefing regarding plant status and planned activities was
well structured and informative. The Turbine Building was clean and
well lighted. Piping and equipment were well insulated, and there were
only a small number of steam and water leaks (which had in each case
already been identified and tagged). All data recorded for Unit 1,
except Hydrogen Usage was in specification. The Turbine Building
Operator who escorted the Fact-finding Team displayed effective
Human Performance behaviors pertaining to data collection,
communications, nuclear and industrial safety, and security. Although
the Fact-finding Team was not able to observe the complete operator
round, the time devoted to this observation was sufficient to be able to
assess the structure and effectiveness of the round and the physical
condition of the Turbine Building. The DCISC should consider
periodically examining other lengthy planned station activities and
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should obtain the governing procedure(s) for such activities prior to
arrival on site.

At about 0730, the Fact-finding Team was escorted to the Operations Briefing
Room adjacent to the Control Room for the Operations Focus Daily Briefing
where approximately 15 personnel from the Operations shift were in
attendance with other groups, such as Work Control, participating via
conference phone. Mr. Wesley Fiant, the Shift Manager, introduced the Fact-
finding Team to the group, led the safety moment at the start of the meeting,
and summarized the key focus items at the end of the meeting. Plant conditions
and various planned activities were discussed. The meeting was conducted
using a standard format from the Shift Manager’s Operations Shift Brief
Checklist. The meeting was observed to be orderly with relevant information
shared in a concise and professional manner.

After the briefing, Mr. Fiant then met with the Fact-finding Team Members and
introduced Mr. Andrew Racette, Non-licensed Operator, who would be
performing the Turbine Building Rounds while the Fact-finding Team observed.
The Turbine Building is inside the Protected Area of the plant. The total
observation conducted by the Fact-finding Team lasted about one hour and
covered areas of including the Unit 2 Auxiliary Building Roof, the Turbine
Building Operating Deck, and various Turbine Building areas on elevations 119
and 104. Both units were operating at 100% power during the observation.

Mr. Racette was careful to provide safety guidance to the team before and
throughout the observation paying particular attention to the risks and hazards
associated with areas of high ambient temperature and containing hot surfaces
in the Turbine Building. For example, he often briefly interrupted his rounds to
identify and verify the areas that he and the team would be entering and
briefed the team members regarding precautions to take. He also routinely
pointed out potential tripping and head bumping hazards, and he instructed the
team members to don gloves prior to climbing metal ladders. After passing
through various fire doors, he ensured that each of those doors was closed and
latched in order to inhibit the propagation of a fire, if one were to originate in
an area on one side of the fire door. Throughout the observation, the Turbine
Building was found to be clean, orderly, and well maintained.

Mr. Racette conducted the Turbine Building Rounds with the use of a hand held
electronic device, which uses the electronic Shift Operations Management
System (eSOMS) software to guide the Operator sequentially through the
process of recording various data readings from systems, equipment, and
components. The electronic round guidance consists of an electronic template
run on a handheld computer, which is carried in the field by the Operator. The
electronic round template contains a space for each data point required and
selected basis information associated with that point. Mr. Racette demonstrated
to the team in detail how data was entered and how past data could be viewed
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during the round to assist with the identification of trends in data points over
multiple rounds. When the round is complete, the data is uploaded to the
network via desktop personal computer where it is reviewed, approved, and
subsequently archived on a network drive. During the Fact-finding Team’s
observation of the rounds, Mr. Racette made several dozen data-taking
observations, interspersed with walking from location to location, identifying
the next instrument for which the data or other information was to be recorded,
and making other observations. When taking his readings he used the human
error reduction technique of physically pointing at the component being
monitored and verbalizing the name of the component before entering the
reading in order to ensure that the data was being recorded for the proper
component. All data readings were found to be within specifications during the
time in which the Fact-finding Team was observing the round.

Conclusions:
The Operations Focus Daily Briefing regarding plant status
and planned activities was well structured and informative.
The Turbine Building Operator who escorted the Fact-finding
Team displayed effective Human Performance behaviors
pertaining to data collection, nuclear and industrial safety,
and security. The Unit 2 Turbine Building was clean and well
maintained.

Recommendations:
None

3.7 PRA Analysis for NRC White Finding

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Mr. Nathan Barber, Senior Advising Engineer, and
Mr. Jan Nimick, Senior Director of Nuclear Services, for an update on PG&E’s Probabilistic
Risk Assessment (PRA) analysis to evaluate the safety significance of an issue where a
valve limit switch failure was identified and adversely affected a safety system interlock
resulting in a proposed violation and white inspection finding from the NRC. This was the
first review of this topic by the DCISC.

On May 17, 2016, a limit switch failure was discovered on valve RHR-2-8700B
on Unit 2. This is a normally open valve, which allows water from the Refueling
Water Storage Tank (RWST) to flow to the suction of Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) Pump B. If a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) were to occur, a safety
injection actuation signal would actuate to start the Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) pumps. The ECCS pumps include both RHR pumps, both Safety
Injection (SI) pumps, and both Charging pumps. These pumps take suction
from the RWST, pump water into the Reactor Coolant System, which in turn
leaks out of the break and into the Containment where it collects in the
Containment Recirculation Sump. When the RWST level reaches 33 percent
level, operators secure the RHR pumps and perform valve manipulations to
swap the suction of the ECCS pumps from the RWST to the Containment
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Recirculation Sump. The limit switch failure on valve RHR-2-8700B would have
prevented valve SI-2-8982B from opening as the two valves are interlocked to
prevent simultaneous opening. Valve SI-2-8982B is the first valve in the ECCS
flowpath leading from the Containment Recirculation Sump to the RHR pumps.
The inability to open valve SI28982B would therefore render the B train of ECCS
pumps inoperable during the recirculation phase of a LOCA.

The failure was discovered during an outage, and the limit switch was repaired
shortly after discovery, on May 20. An Apparent Cause Evaluation was
performed which identified the underlying cause as inadequate maintenance
instructions. This inadequacy was also promptly remedied and, because Unit 2
was in an outage, there was no safety compromise between the discovery of the
problem and its remedy. An extent-of-condition study was done that found no
other similar failures at the plant. In particular, there was no corresponding
problem with the identical valve in Train A (SI-2-8982A), nor with identical
valves in Unit 1. The last maintenance surveillance on that valve was on
October 22, 2014, during which the valve worked correctly. This 572-day
interval exceeded the allowable outage time under the plant’s Technical
Specifications. The NRC reviewed the event and identified a preliminary White
finding associated with an apparent violation of Technical Specification 5.4.1.a,
Procedures, for the licensee’s failure to develop adequate instructions for the
installation, adjustment, and testing of limit switches. Specifically, PG&E failed
to provide site-specific instructions for limiting the travel of these external limit
switches when installed on safety-related motor operated valves.

As a part of its enforcement activities, the NRC uses a Significance
Determination Process (SDP) to provide a structured template for the NRC’s
evaluation of events that represent safety compromises, allowing the NRC to
assign a significance to each event. The SDP guidance has specific criteria for
assigning significance (red, yellow, white, green). It uses PRA methods, along
with other engineering analyses, to support the staff SDP determination, on a
case-by-case basis. On October 3, 2016, the NRC notified PG&E of the apparent
violation and of the results of its SDP analysis. The NRC’s conclusion, using its
model and also its own thermal/hydraulic calculations about the timing of the
depletion of the vessel inventory and of the ECCS water source, was that the
increase in Core-damage Frequency (CDF) was 7.6x10-6 per year. This increase
in CDF was in the range that supported a “White” finding (between 1x10-6 and
1x10-5), as opposed to a “green” finding if the increase in CDF were lower
(below 1x10-6). The NRC’s results were considered draft as the enforcement
process allows for both the licensee and the public to review the analysis and
provide comments before the SDP determination is finalized. PG&E accepted an
opportunity to review and comment on the SDP determination at a public
meeting, which was held at the NRC regional office on November 15, 2016. Both
a DCISC member and consultant observed the November 15 public meeting via
teleconference. During the meeting, PG&E presented the results of their PRA
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analysis regarding the significance of the event, which concluded that the
increase in CDF was 5.3x10-7, which would support a green finding.

The Fact-finding Team met with PG&E to gather additional detailed information
regarding the basis for PG&E’s PRA analysis and its conclusions. As a starting
point, the NRC concluded that the dominant scenario which would result in core
damage was the scenario where there was a failure on the other ECCS train
(Train A) which resulted in an inability to achieve recirculation mode on either
ECCS train. PG&E accepted that conclusion by the NRC and focused its detailed
analysis on evaluating the probability that neither ECCS train could achieve
recirculation mode with the failed interlock. Mr. Barber provided the team with
a copy of PG&E’s detailed calculation (SDP15-05 Revision 0) and explained the
points wherein their analysis differed from the NRC SDP analysis.

Mr. Barber explained that there were three areas where the PG&E analysis
differed from the NRC analysis: 1) the initiating event frequency for a small
break LOCA, 2) the time frame required to recover from the failures, and 3) the
confidence that the recovery would be successful. For the first point, PG&E’s
analysis used NUREG-1829 data to show that the relationship between
frequency and break size was logarithmic rather than linear as used by the NRC.
That change resulted in a small-break (3.5” to 6”) LOCA frequency of ∼8E10-6

per year, lower than the NRC estimate of ∼1E10-4 per year. Regarding the
second point, PG&E performed timed walkdowns using available emergency
procedures and demonstrated that the amount of time required for personnel to
perform actions to recover from failures preventing both trains from achieving
recirculation mode were lower than those assumed by the NRC. Additionally,
PG&E pointed out that the NRC has not considered that Emergency Contingency
Action Procedure ECA-1.1, “Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation,” provided
alternative methods for adding inventory to the RWST which would extend the
time available for personnel to perform recovery actions. Finally, PG&E provided
the NRC with information on additional methods (such as the installation of
jumpers by maintenance personnel) and other information not considered by
the NRC analysis, which increased the probability of a successful recovery. The
Fact-finding Team concluded that the PG&E analysis appeared to be methodical
and technically sound. However, it was also clear that there were numerous fine
points that might or might not be acceptable for consideration by the NRC for
its purpose of enforcement.

Following the Fact-finding Meeting, on December 28, 2016, the NRC issued a
letter informing PG&E of its final significance determination of a white finding
for the event. In short, the NRC accepted some but not all of PG&E’s points in
its analysis. As a result, the NRC concluded that the lower range of the increase
in core damage frequency associated with the performance deficiency was
1.3x10-6 per year (reduced from 7.6x10-6 per year). But because the NRC’s
calculated lower and upper estimations of the increase in core damage
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frequency of the performance deficiency were both greater than 1x10-6 per year
but less than 1x10-5 per year, the NRC determined the finding continued to be
one of low-to-moderate safety significance (white).

Conclusions:
The PG&E PRA analysis to determine the increase in CDF
associated with the inoperability of valve RHR-2-8700B
appeared to be methodical and technically sound. However,
it was also clear that there were numerous fine points that
might or might not be acceptable for consideration by the
NRC for its purpose of enforcement. Regardless, the event
was serious in that if an accident had occurred along with a
second failure on the opposite train, significant manual
actions would have had to be performed within several hours
of the accident in order to prevent core damage.

Recommendations:
None

3.8 Long Term Capital Project Planning Under the Joint Proposal

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Mr. Jan Nimick, Senior Director of Nuclear
Services, for an update on PG&E’s approach to long term capital project planning in light
of PG&E’s participation in the Joint Proposal under which terms PG&E will retire Diablo
Canyon at the expiration of its current NRC operating licenses. This was the first review
of this topic by the DCISC. The DCISC’s interest in this subject was the effect on nuclear
safety if capital projects were to be cancelled due to the short duration to the plant’s
closing.

Mr. Nimick explained that as a task under the Excellence Plan (see Section 3.4),
a Project Review Working Group was formed using experienced staff from
Operations, Engineering, and Work Control. The working group had completed
an initial review of the entire portfolio for future capital projects. Mr. Nimick
noted that the working group’s review was subject to further review by the
Executive Oversight Board of the Excellence Plan. The working group had
divided the portfolio into three categories of projects:

1. Required by Regulatory Commitments (must-do projects)
2. Recommended and Prioritized (should-do projects according to priority)
3. Not Recommended (projects that should not be completed)

Mr. Nimick stressed that the portfolio review was only a starting point and that
no final decisions would be made on the future of any projects until late 2017
primarily for two reasons. First, the capital budget for 2017 was already set and
there were no current plans for cuts. And second, it was not appropriate for
PG&E to make any final decisions until the review and approval process for
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Joint Proposal at the Public Utilities Commission was complete.

The Fact-finding Team inquired regarding examples of projects for each
category. Category 1 (Required) included a total of 14 projects such as those
related to spent fuel storage, Generic Safety Issue 191 (recirculation sump
debris clogging), and the License Basis Verification Project. Category 3 (Not
Recommended) included projects such as Containment Cooling Coil
replacements and a new road for the 500kV switchyard. Regarding Category 2
(Recommended and Prioritized) projects, all projects currently are funded and
the list was envisioned to be used as a tool in decision-making should funding
become limited in the future. Examples of projects in Category 2 and with low
priorities included upgrades to the Radioactive Effluent Management System,
230kV bushing replacements, and Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer Pump replacements.

The Fact-finding Team inquired about the current status of two major projects
of interest, the Unit 2 Main Generator Stator replacement and the Eagle 21 Plant
Protection System upgrade. Mr. Nimick stated that the Generator Stator was
currently fourth on the Recommended and Prioritized list and was currently still
funded and planned for replacement in 2R21 in 2019. Regarding the Eagle 21
upgrade, that project was in a unique situation. As DCPP was a pilot plant for
the other owners of Westinghouse nuclear power plants and the cooperative
review provides reductions in overall NRC review costs, the allocation of those
costs would have to be addressed should the project be cancelled. On the other
hand, it was a very expensive project and one that could not be completed for
several years. At this point, no decision had been made regarding the future of
the project, but the working group had recommended not proceeding any
further with the Eagle 21 upgrade once the associated license amendment was
approved by the NRC. This recommendation was based partly on the fact that
the proposed change was intended to improve reliability and was not intended
to improve nuclear safety. Additionally, it was noted that replacement parts for
the system were expected to remain available from the original vendor for the
remaining period of the DCPP operating licenses. (Note, following the Fact-
finding Meeting on December 21, 2016, the NRC issued a letter approving the
license amendment for the Eagle 21 upgrade.)

Mr. Nimick stated that the next steps in the process would be a review of
projects looking beyond 2017. In addition to capital projects, PG&E intended to
perform similar reviews of other areas including major maintenance activities
(such as Reactor Coolant Pump rewinds) and major programmatic activities
(such as the scope of the Flow Accelerated Corrosion Program).

Conclusions:
DCPP has formed a Project Review Working Group using
experienced staff from Operations, Engineering, and Work
Control to perform an initial review of the entire portfolio for
future capital projects in light of the Joint Proposal. The
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working group had divided the current portfolio into three
categories of projects: Required, Recommended and
Prioritized, and Not Recommended. No final decisions would
be made on the future of any projects until late 2017. The
DCISC should continue to follow this area closely in future
Fact-finding and Public Meetings.

Recommendations:
None

3.9 DCISC Member Discussion with DCPP Senior Manager

Dr. Per F. Peterson, DCISC Member, and Richard D. McWhorter, Consultant, met with Jan
Nimick, Senior Director of Nuclear Services, to discuss items from the fact-finding
meeting and other items of mutual interest. The DCISC last met with DCPP management
in November 2016 (Reference 6.9), when it concluded the following:

The meeting between the Station Director and the DCISC Fact-finding
Team was beneficial for all participants.

Conclusions:
The meeting between the DCPP Senior Manager and the
DCISC Fact-finding Team was beneficial for all participants.

Recommendations:
None

3.10 Observation of Operations Continuing Training Session

The Fact-finding Team observed an Operations Continuing Training session referred to as
a Human Performance Dynamic Learning Activity conducted with a group of Operations
staff in both classroom and laboratory setting. The DCISC Fact-finding Team last
observed Operations Continuing Training in September 2016 (Reference 6.10), when it
concluded the following:

DCPP’s licensed operator continuing training on Storm Season and
Intake Management appeared satisfactory. The materials and
instructor were good. The students participated well.

The Continuing Training session begin with a classroom discussion led by Mr.
John Hart, Station Human Performance Lead. The classroom session presented
the purpose and needs for the Dynamic Learning Activity, which was to be
conducted in a laboratory immediately following the classroom session. Mr. Hart
reviewed the objective of the activity, which was to practice the precise
application of human performance tools such as using self-checking, applying
the two-minute rule, using place keeping, and displaying a questioning attitude.
Mr. Hart stressed that the session would place Operators into situations where
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they could practice performing tasks using all of the available human
performance tools, the use of which was required by station standards.

Mr. Hart spent a significant amount of classroom time going over his personal
experience and the general history of the use of human performance tools at
DCPP. He also reviewed recent events and reviews of trends at the station,
including those performed by the Quality Verification Department, which had
concluded that there was a small increase in the rate of human performance
events. One of the conclusions of the reviews was that there was a general
weakness among Operators in the use of self-checking. Mr. Hart was very
personal and knowledgeable in his approach to teaching the classroom session,
and he actively encouraged discussion and the sharing of personal experiences
concerning the need for and use of self-checking tools among the Operators in
attendance.

Following the classroom session, the Fact-finding Team proceeded with
instructors to observe the Dynamic Learning Activity portion of the session in a
laboratory constructed specifically for that purpose. The laboratory was set up
in the Steam Generator Mockup training area and used the Turbine-driven
Auxiliary Feedwater (TDAFW) Pump controls along with a room in which a
simulated plant system had been constructed specifically for the purpose of
training on Human Performance tools. The specially-built area used plastic
piping, valves, and instruments with plant-style labeling to provide Operators
with a simulated plant system that was challenging to operate in terms of
labeling and manipulation.

The Fact-finding Team observed one member of the Operations staff as they
worked to complete the exercise. An instructor provided the Operator with oral
direction and a copy of a procedure to complete on the simulated plant system.
As the Operator worked through accomplishing the procedure, the use of
verbalization of tasks was encouraged in order to reinforce the use of Human
Performance tools. As the Operator worked through the task on the simulated
plant system, the task was interrupted by a simulated abnormal event, which
required the Operator to move to another location and simulate resetting the
TDAFW Pump. Following the resetting of the pump, the Operator was directed
to return to the simulated plant system and complete the task. The interruption
provided a realistic distraction to the Operator and also used changes in lighting
and sound, which made the exercise more challenging and useful in evaluating
the effectiveness of the use of Human Performance tools. The Operator
successfully completed the simulated task and was provided with feedback
specific to improving the use of the “circle/slash” technique to aid in procedure
place keeping.

Conclusions:
The Continuing Training session referred to as a Human
Performance Dynamic Learning Activity was useful for
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improving the use of Human Performance tools by Operators.
The activity was well conducted by the station Human
Performance Lead and other members of the Training staff.

Recommendations:
None

4.0 Conclusions

4.1
DCPP is continuing to participate in an industry initiative to
determine the impact of atmospheric chlorides on the
corrosion rate of ISFSI MPCs. Recent inspections revealed
that there are no immediate concerns with canister
corrosion; however, low temperatures and other conditions
that could cause such corrosion have been found to be
present on the lower surfaces of the MPCs. DCPP is
addressing this issue. The DCISC should continue to follow
DCPP’s efforts in analyzing and responding to this potential
problem, particularly potential efforts to modify the ISFSI
license to allow partial blockage of case vent holes as well as
to analyze and allow limited leakage from through-wall
canister cracks.

4.2
When PG&E identified the need to install protective covers
over the Unit 1 EDG trip push buttons in 2003, it failed to
identify the similar need to install protective covers over the
Unit 2 EDG trip push buttons. While not required by any
specific requirements of the corrective action programs, the
need to perform the modification also on Unit 2 should have
been recognized but was not until many years later in 2014.
The DCISC should follow up on the future completion of the
push button cover installations.

4.3
The DCPP 230kV System health has improved, and several
corrective actions made to date to address system problems
have been successfully completed.

4.4
PG&E is using the Excellence Plan to track and implement the
high-level actions necessary to support the retirement of
Diablo Canyon at the expiration of its current NRC operating
licenses under the Joint Proposal. The DCISC should follow
closely the progress of the Excellence Plan through regular
updates during both Fact-finding Meetings and Public
Meetings.

4.5
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DCPP is proceeding satisfactorily on its implementation of
NFPA-805. DCPP’s procedures and process for transferring
control to the Remote Hot Shutdown Panel and maintaining
control of unit from the panel in the event of a need to
evacuate the Control Room appear to be sound.

4.6
The Operations Focus Daily Briefing regarding plant status
and planned activities was well structured and informative.
The Turbine Building Operator who escorted the Fact-finding
Team displayed effective Human Performance behaviors
pertaining to data collection, nuclear and industrial safety,
and security. The Unit 2 Turbine Building was clean and well
maintained.

4.7
The PG&E PRA analysis to determine the increase in CDF
associated with the inoperability of valve RHR-2-8700B
appeared to be methodical and technically sound. However,
it was also clear that there were numerous fine points that
might or might not be acceptable for consideration by the
NRC for its purpose of enforcement. Regardless, the event
was serious in that if an accident had occurred along with a
second failure on the opposite train, significant manual
actions would have had to be performed within several hours
of the accident in order to prevent core damage.

4.8
DCPP has formed a Project Review Working Group using
experienced staff from Operations, Engineering, and Work
Control to perform an initial review of the entire portfolio for
future capital projects in light of the Joint Proposal. The
working group had divided the current portfolio into three
categories of projects: Required, Recommended and
Prioritized, and Not Recommended. No final decisions would
be made on the future of any projects until late 2017. The
DCISC should continue to follow this area closely in future
Fact-finding and Public Meetings.

4.9
The meeting between the DCPP Senior Manager and the
DCISC Fact-finding Team was beneficial for all participants.

4.10
The Continuing Training session referred to as a Human
Performance Dynamic Learning Activity was useful for
improving the use of Human Performance tools by Operators.
The activity was well conducted by the station Human
Performance Lead and other members of the Training staff.

5.0 Recommendations:
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None
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit D.6, Diablo
Canyon Independent Safety Committee Report on
Fact Finding Meeting at DCPP on January 18–19,
2017 by Robert J. Budnitz, Member, and R. Ferman
Wardell, Consultant

1.0 Summary
The results of the January 18–19, 2017 fact-finding trip to the Diablo Canyon Power Plant
(DCPP) in Avila Beach, CA are presented. The subjects addressed and summarized in
Section 3 are as follows:

1. Attend Plant Health Committee Meeting
2. Emergency Diesel Generator Health and Status
3. Buried Piping and Tanks Program
4. Large Transformer Health
5. Meet with NRC Senior Resident Inspector
6. Margin Management Program
7. Meet with DCPP Vice-President, Nuclear Generation
8. Results of November 2, 2016 Emergency Exercise
9. Local Intense Precipitation and Tsunami Status

10. Joint Proposal and DCPP Decommissioning Status

2.0 Introduction
This fact-finding trip to the DCPP was made to evaluate specific safety matters for the
DCISC. The objective of the evaluation was to determine if PG&E’s performance is
appropriate and whether any areas revealed observations which are important enough to
warrant further review, follow-up, or presentation at a Public Meeting. These safety
matters include follow-up and/or continuing review efforts by the Committee, as well as
those identified as a result of reviews of various safety-related documents.

Section 4—Conclusions highlights the conclusions of the Fact-finding Team
based on items reported in Section 3—Discussion. These highlights also include
the team’s suggested follow-up items for the DCISC, such as scheduling future
fact-finding meetings on the topic, presentations at future public meetings, and
requests for future updates or information from DCPP on specific areas of
interest, etc.
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Section 5—Recommendations lists specific recommendations to PG&E proposed
by the Fact-finding Team. These recommendations will be considered by the
DCISC. After review and approval by the DCISC, the Fact-finding Report,
including its recommendations, is provided to PG&E. The Fact-finding Report
will also appear in the DCISC Annual Report.

3.0 Discussion

3.1 Attend Plant Health Committee Meeting

The DCISC Fact-finding Team (FFT) met with Brian McQuade, DCPP Liaison to the DCISC,
to attend and observe the weekly meeting of the DCPP Plant Health Committee (PHC) on
January 18, 2017. The DCISC last attended a PHC meeting in August 2016 (Reference
6.1), concluding the following:

The Plant Health Committee meeting was conducted efficiently and
effectively. Members and presenters appeared to be well prepared.
Discussion was active, thoughtful, and probing, with a focus on
improving safety and reliability.

The PHC is governed by DCPP Procedure OM4.ID16, “Plant Health Committee”
and is a management team responsible for:

Continual review of system and program health issues
Routinely monitoring the status of plant health issues on the plant health issues list
for action status and completion
Routinely monitoring the status of the system health tactical list
Review and approval of action plans to address plant health issues that originated
from system health reports, maintenance rule, operator workarounds, program
health reports, emergent issues, and others deemed important to monitor
Reviewing and approving action plans to resolve degraded, unanalyzed and non-
conforming conditions
Review and monitoring of plant health issue plans that are presented to the PHC
Performing Preventative Maintenance Oversight Committee functions
Annual approval of system, component, and program long range plans
Quarterly review and monitoring of the Top Margin Issues list
Approving and authorizing the PHC budget for the solution to plant health issues

The membership of the PHC Core Team, which is the Decision Making (i.e.
voting) group of the PHC, is as follows:

Plant Health Committee Chairman (currently the Station Director)
Engineering Director
Operations Director
Nuclear Work Management Director
Maintenance Director
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Strategic Projects Director

The PHC is also supplemented by a group of Supporting (non-voting) Members
from other various station departments.

The agenda for this meeting included the following:

Safety Message
Facilitative Leadership Minute
Verify Quorum
Introduce Operations Personnel
Review Purpose and Desired Outcomes
Review and Approve Minutes from Previous Meeting
Review of Action Items
Buried Piping and Tanks Program
MAS Spare Part Bridging Strategy
High Critical Walk-in Items (Unit 2 4kV Bus F Relay Trouble Alarm)
Evaluation of the Conduct of the Meeting
Action Item Review

The meeting was chaired by the Operations Director and led by the Engineering
Director. The meeting was conducted with efficiency, and the agenda was
covered as scheduled. A strong emphasis was placed on plant safety and
reliability throughout the discussion. One representative from the Operations
shift was present, and his participation was strongly encouraged by the Chair.

Buried Piping and Tanks Program (BPATP)

The Program Owner presented the status of the recently revised Buried Piping
Asset Management Plan (BPAMP). The purpose of the BPAMP is to document
DCPP’s implementation of the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) Buried Piping
Integrity Initiative and NEI Buried Piping Integrity Task Force Inspection
Guidelines. The BPATP goal is to provide reasonable assurance of the structural
and leakage integrity of buried and underground piping and tanks. The BPAMP
provides the evaluation and resulting recommendations for asset management
of buried and underground piping and tanks. The BPAMP includes an inspection
plan and inspection results as inspections are performed. The BPAMP was being
presented for PHC approval.

The following piping and tank components fall within the scope of the BPATP):

Safety related, or
Contain licensed material or are known to be contaminated with licensed material,
or
Contain environmentally hazardous material
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(Fact-finding Item 3.3, Buried Piping and Tanks Program, below, includes more
information on the BPATP.)

PHC Discussion centered on the BPATP inspection plan. The PHC questioned the
scope of various inspections to determine whether optional inspection scope of
the costly inspections would be higher than necessary. The Program Owner
took an action item to clarify his inspection plan to better delineate mandatory
versus optional inspections. The PHC approved the plan.

Walk In Item: Unit 2 4kV Bus Relay Trouble Alarm

The 27HFB2 Relay provides an anticipatory Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG)
start signal based on bus under-voltage. The EDG start signal can also be
initiated by logic including startup bus voltage, EDG breaker position, auxiliary
transformer breaker position, and Startup Logic Undervoltage Relay (SLUR)
actuation. The relay was sent to the Electrical Maintenance shop for further
testing and setup. The relay trouble alarm returned following setup. The relay
has been sent to the vendor for failure analysis, following which DCPP will
initiate an Apparent Cause Evaluation. The PHC agreed with this course of
action.

Conclusions:
The January 18, 2017 Plant Health Committee (PHC) meeting
was well planned, organized, and implemented with crisp
presentations and intrusive questioning. Participants willingly
accepted action items to carry out PHC decisions.

Recommendations:
None

3.2 Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Health and Status

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Jim Wiggins, EDG System Mechanical
Engineer; Mark Compagnalo, EDG System Electrical Engineer; and Shawn
Dunlap, Supervisor of System Engineering, for an update on DCPP’s EDGs. The
DCISC last reviewed the DCPP EDGs in July 2016 (Reference 6.2), when it
concluded the following:

DCPP is resolving issues with its Emergency Diesel Generators and
plans to return the current health of White to Green by the end of
2016.

The EDGs are safety-related pieces of equipment whose functions are as
follows:

To furnish sufficient electric power to mitigate a design basis accident in one unit
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and safely bring the other unit to cold shutdown when both the 230kV and 500kV
offsite power sources are unavailable.
To act as a backup source of power to enable the reactor to continue to produce
power for 72 hours whenever there is no accident condition, but one of the two
offsite power sources is inoperable.
To furnish power sufficient for an emergency shutdown of the plant whenever the
offsite power sources are not available.

The system has no direct non-safety-related function.

The EDG fuel oil supply system has enough fuel capacity to provide seven days
of onsite power generation in order to operate: (a) the minimum required
Engineering Safety Features (ESF) equipment following a design basis loss-of–
coolant accident (LOCA) for one unit, and the equipment in the second unit is in
either the hot or cold shutdown condition, or (b) when the equipment for both
units in either the hot or cold shutdown condition.

Each nuclear operating unit is supported by three EDGs dedicated to the
respective unit; however, the EDGs can be cross-connected to the other unit.
Each diesel-generator set is provided with two 100% capacity starting air
trains, with each train having two starting air motors.

NRC Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.9 provides the basis for the design of the EDGs.
Their ratings are as follows:

2,600 kW, Continuous (8,000 hours per year)
2,750 kW, 2,000 hours per year
3,000 kW, 2 hours per 24 hours
3,100 kW, 30 minutes per year

Each EDG is designed to start automatically on any of the following signals:

A Safety Injection signal from either Train A or Train B of the plant protection
system.
Undervoltage on the preferred offsite sources to each of the 4160V vital buses; this
starts its respective diesel.
Undervoltage on any of the vital 4160V buses; this starts its respective diesel.

These automatic starts are to ensure that the EDGs are available with minimal
delay to mitigate any operational or accident condition that may exist at the
time of the signal. The Safety Injection signal, by itself, is not an indication of
an accident condition. The undervoltage signal from any vital bus is an
indication of a possible loss of both onsite and offsite power sources.

The DCISC Fact-finding Team (FFT) reviewed the latest system health reports
for the three Unit 1 and three Unit 2 EDGs.
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Unit 1

Unit 1 is in Green health with the following issues challenging system health:

Sustained high winds could impact the ability of the EGD radiators to adequately
cool the jacket water and engine compartment components. This affects only Unit 1,
and is being evaluated. A Prompt Operability Assessment (POA) has been written to
permit continued operation with compensatory actions until this issue is resolved.
The EDG dynamic loading profile determined that engines were overloaded and
margin is deficient. The long-term corrective action was thought to be uprating the
engines; however, the system engineers reported that this was an issue that would
not require uprating; it is being resolved analytically. A POA is in force permitting
continued operation until the issue is resolved.
The EDG control system components are over 40 years old and obsolete. The
affected components are the speed control devices (Woodward motor-operated
potentiometer governors), which are no longer available, and which will be modified.
Oil leakage at the cylinder head pushrod grommets will be resolved with
replacement grommets.

Unit 2

Unit 2 is in White (almost Green) health with the following issues challenging
system health:

The EDG dynamic loading profile determined that engines were overloaded and
margin is deficient. The long-term corrective action was thought to be uprating the
engines; however, the system engineers reported that this was an issue that would
not require uprating; it is being resolved analytically. A POA is in force permitting
continued operation until the issue is resolved.
The EDG control system components are over 40 years old and obsolete. The
affected components are the speed control devices (Woodward motor-operated
potentiometer governors), which are no longer available, and which will be modified.
Oil leakage at the cylinder head pushrod grommets will be resolved with
replacement grommets.
The Fuel Oil Booster Pump needs replacement with a newer model because no
existing pump replacements are available; however, the existing pumps are
operating satisfactorily. This issue is the first reason (of two) for declaring Unit 2
EDG health White.
The EDG Start Timers have been unreliable for 18 months, and a repair is necessary
to fix the design deficiency. This issue is the second reason (of two) for the White
health declaration.

Reasonable action plans are in place for all of the above issues. EDG
performance has been satisfactory. The system engineers appeared to be
knowledgeable of their systems and proactive in resolving EDG issues. An EDG
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support system, the Diesel Generator Fuel Transfer System, was in Green
Health.

The DCISC FFT received a copy of and reviewed the DCPP EDG Reliability
Improvement Plan, which was initially issued in April 2016. The goals of this
plan are to achieve “zero equipment failures,” which will improve reliability.
The following goals have been set:

1. Reduce EDG unavailability time by greater than 20% within three refueling outage
maintenance cycles.

2. Reduce the number of EDG component failures and associated corrective
maintenance by greater than 25% within three refueling outages. This will be
measured by the number of corrective work orders generated.

3. Reduce the number of EDG condition evaluations in the Corrective Action Plan by
greater than 25% within one refueling outage.

DCPP plans to achieve these goals by more targeted maintenance,
implementing overdue design changes for known deficiencies, increasing
critical spare parts stocking levels, improving EDG maintenance, and enhancing
EDG operating and maintenance procedures. The Plan includes 15 specific
actionable items, which appear to the DCISC FFT to be appropriate. This plan
appeared impressive to the DCISC FFT and should be reviewed about every six
months by the DCISC.

Accompanied by the two EDG System Engineers, the DCISC FFT entered the
plant Protected Area and went to the 2-3 EDG Room to observe the 2-3 EDG.
The machine appeared to be in good condition with no observed leaks or other
problems. The only problem tag was that for the start timers.

Conclusions:
DCPP has resolved most significant issues with its Emergency
Diesel Generators (EDGs) and reports the health of Unit 1 as
Green and Unit 2 as White (and almost Green.) This is good
progress. Additionally, DCPP has implemented an impressive
EDG Reliability Improvement Plan, which the DCISC should
follow closely.

Recommendations:
None

3.3 Buried Piping and Tanks Program

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Ben Reinhart, Buried Piping and Tanks
Program Owner, and Shawn Dunlap, System Engineering Supervisor, for an
update on the Buried Piping and Tanks Program (BPATP). The DCISC last
reviewed the BPATP in January 2014 (Reference 6.3), concluding the following:
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The Buried Piping and Tanks Program appears to be well established
and functioning satisfactorily. The program also appears to be
benefitting from cooperative efforts with other stations, from its
involvement with regional and national nuclear organizations, and
from its own self-assessment activities. The DCISC should consider
reviewing this topic again when the results of examinations of this
program by outside organizations or Quality Verification are released.
This review should include an examination of the corrective actions
that have been taken with respect to the segment of ASW piping that
has been in need of enhancement or repair for a number of years. The
DCISC should also consider having a PG&E public meeting presentation
on this topic in the near future.

The then DCPP Program Owner made a presentation about the BPATP at the
DCISC October 2014 Public Meeting (Reference 6.4).

The core purpose of the Buried Piping and Tanks Program is to provide
increased assurance of structural and leakage integrity of buried piping and
tanks. Special emphasis is placed on safety-related systems and those tanks
and piping containing licensed material or environmentally hazardous material.
DCPP has a relatively limited amount of buried piping on site compared to
others in the industry, and this provides DCPP with the ability to place special
emphasis on opportunities to inspect its piping and tanks. Opportunistic
inspections are utilized in addition to the required inspections to enhance
reliability. DCPP’s Buried Piping and Tanks Program has been reviewed and
inspected by the NRC using the NRC’s Temporary Instruction Inspection
2515/182 protocol entitled “Review of the Implementation of the Industry
Initiative to Control Degradation of Underground Piping and Tanks.” The last
inspection was conducted in July of 2013 and no findings were identified.

Buried piping and tanks are below grade and in direct contact with the soil or
concrete while underground piping, while it may be encompassed by buried
piping, consists of piping and tanks that are below grade but are contained
within a tunnel or vault such that they are in contact with air and are located
where access for inspection is restricted.

In 2009 the US nuclear industry committed to implement an industry initiative
to manage buried piping integrity designated as NEI 09-14, “Guideline for the
Management of Underground Piping and Tank Integrity.” The Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) hosts Buried Piping Integrity Group (BPIG) meetings
twice a year to discuss: industry operating experience; monitoring equipment;
inspection technologies; repair options; new materials; and research results.
Representatives of INPO and the NRC, as well as the vendors who provide
services for maintaining reliability, attend these meetings.

DCPP has a map indicating locations of its 21 miles of buried piping and one
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mile of underground piping and two buried tanks (there are no underground
tanks) including support for the Auxiliary Saltwater System (ASW), emergency
diesel fuel oil, and firewater. Other nuclear plants may have three to four times
the amount of buried piping as is installed at DCPP.

DCPP’s “Buried Piping and Tanks Program” is governed by Interdepartmental
Administrative Procedure (IDAP) TS5.ID3. The scope of this program is “to
provide a reasonable assurance of structural and leakage integrity of all piping
and tanks located outside of buildings and below grade elevation (whether or
not they are in direct contact with the soil)”. The DCISC was provided a copy of
this procedure. Piping and tanks in the following systems listed in IDAP TS5.ID3
are included in this program: (* indicates highest priority systems)

Auxiliary Saltwater*
Makeup Water*
Diesel Fuel Oil*
Firewater*
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup
Service Cooling Water
Compressed Air
Nitrogen/Hydrogen
Wastewater Holding and Treatment
Condensate Polishing
Oily Water and Turbine Sump

The program’s long-term goal is the prevention of pressure boundary failure.
Elements of achieving this goal include:

Periodically inspecting applicable piping and tanks
Preventing Outside Diameter (OD) corrosion via coatings, catholic protection, and
special trench fill
Preventing Inside Diameter (ID) corrosion via linings, water treatment, and cleaning
Proactive repair, or replacement with materials of superior corrosion resistance
Installation and maintenance of effective leak detection mechanisms

Among a number of other aspects of the program, IDAP TS5.ID3 describes a
database that is maintained of key program data and performance indicators,
which may include the following:

Drawings identifying buried piping systems and segments
System and segment data
Risk ranking and basis for inspection decisions
Direct and indirect inspection plan and results
Disposition and results and basis for “run-or-repair” decisions
Trends and recommendations for future inspections
Results of leak detection surveys
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Leak history
Repair and replacement history
Internal and external operating experience

The DCPP Auxiliary Salt Water (ASW) system is an important “buried” system.
The piping buried in soil from the intake structure to the turbine building wall
has cathodic protection (CP) designed and installed for the whole length. CP is
an impressed small, electric current that helps prevent corrosion. The ASW
discharge piping is carbon steel and mostly encased in concrete, except near
the turbine building. The piping exiting the turbine building is epoxy coated and
buried in soil for less than 40 feet.

The ASW system is inspected every fourth refueling outage of each unit with
the use of a high definition video feed throughout the length of the entire piping
system. The last inspection of Unit 1’s ASW System was during Refueling
Outage (RFO) 1R16 in October 2010 and of Unit 2’s system was during RFO
2R16 in May 2011, which identified a few conditions that did not require action
at those times, but that will continue to be monitored in future inspections.
These included minor issues with flange connections and some evidence of
biological growth on the piping internals. A recent NRC report on this area at
DCPP had no findings or observations.

Scheduled inspections are made of the ASW piping system, the diesel fuel oil
piping system, hydrogen and nitrogen piping systems, as well as the laundry
drain, and these are in addition to opportunistic inspections of the firewater,
domestic water, and sewer piping. The Buried Piping and Tanks Program is a
priority-based program. A database, compiled of all buried piping and tanks
parameters (i.e. material, coatings, external environment, internal fluid,
consequence of failure, and inspection results), is used to determine the
likelihood of degradation and the consequences of its failure. The combination
of the likelihood and consequences is used to form the priority ranking of the
piping and allow focused efforts on the most significant piping. In general,
DCPP has a limited and well designed BPATP, which has resulted in mostly low
to medium priority results. Only one system is considered high priority and that
is the ASW discharge piping, and there the focus has been on the discharge
piping as it leaves the Turbine Building and extends to the ocean, which portion
is located within the soil and there will be a new system designed and installed
as a result of inspection, while the remainder of the ASW discharge piping is
protected by being encased in concrete.

The BPATP Health Report showed program health to be White (satisfactory) and
projected to become Green in the third quarter of 2017, following the Unit 1
ASW piping inspection. The primary reason for less-than-Green health is the
new, partially qualified program owner.

The BAPTP includes an Asset Management Plan, which includes all BPATP
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systems and tanks and meets all industry standards and guides listed above.
The Plan includes the DCPP BPATP inspection plan, which lists and ranks
systems based on their risk of likelihood of degradation and consequence of
failure with regard to nuclear safety, environmental safety, and generation-
critical function. The highest risk system is ASW, which is a safety-related
system that supplies cooling water from the ultimate heat sink, the Pacific
Ocean, to the Component Cooling Water Heat Exchangers. The ASW system has
approximately 5800 feet of buried intake piping and 800 feet of discharge
piping for both units. The buried piping is coated on the outside with a coal-tar
epoxy coating and with an internal PVC-like paraliner. Most of the intake piping
is protected by an induced Cathodic Protection System. The ASW system intake
piping is considered to be medium risk. The discharge piping includes high-risk
segments due to it being the licensed discharge path for the plant’s normal
liquid radiological waste.

The ASW in-soil discharge piping has developed small blisters on its internal
liner. This requires increased inspections. The inspections will be made by
excavation and visual inspection. Depending on the outcome, a cathodic
protection system may be added.

Inspection results have shown that, with two exceptions, all buried piping and
tanks have mostly no or minor corrosion problems affecting the pressure
boundary. The two exceptions are (1) the Unit 2 to Unit 1 Turbine Building
Sump cross-tie, which has significant general and local corrosion and (2) Unit 1
ASW Vacuum Breaker Vaults, which has some corrosion on and around
couplings, which requires re-coating. The Turbine Sump cross-tie lines,
although structurally sound, will be replaced due to the potential environmental
hazard of leaks.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Buried Piping and Tanks Program appeared
effectively designed and implemented. Inspections to date
have shown no or little corrosion-caused pressure boundary
problems. Indications on Auxiliary Saltwater and Turbine
Sump Cross-tie piping are being monitored and corrected.
The program owner appeared knowledgeable and proactive.

Recommendations:
None

3.4 Large Transformer Health

The DCISC met with Jason Cook, Transformer System Engineer, for an update
on Large Transformer health. The DCISC last reviewed this item in December
2014 (Reference 6.5), when it concluded the following:
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DCPP is continuing to pursue transformer improvements and
preventive measures that are designed to strengthen the capabilities
of this equipment to better withstand the effects of high salinity in the
local atmosphere and as aggravated by prolonged dry spells that have
been interspersed with periods of light rain. Station actions in this area
appear to be appropriate and aggressive. Since the most recent PG&E
presentation on transformer health at a DCISC Public Meeting was in
November 2010, the DCISC should consider scheduling a PG&E
presentation on transformer health at a Public Meeting in the near
future. The DCISC should separately pursue the issue of 500 kV
backfeed time that was noted during this Fact-finding Visit.

Since April 2013, the station has experienced several upsets (i.e. flashovers to
ground) in the insulators and lightning arresters of its high voltage systems
that are external to, but near to the plant. Examination of these events has
determined that the cause of the flashovers is buildup of contamination,
including sea-salt aerosols, on the affected components from the atmosphere
around the plant. Recent prolonged dry spells, during which build-up occurs,
interspersed with periods of light rain, which is insufficient to wash
contamination away but increases the electrical conductivity of the deposits,
have further aggravated the situation. The problem has been determined to be
more severe for Unit 2 equipment that is located near the southeast corner of
the Turbine Building due to the effect of onshore wind entraining the mist from
the station’s outfall, which is carried between the Turbine and Administration
Buildings and deposits preferentially in this area. This Fact-finding Visit focused
on the health of these large transformers.

The DCISC was provided with a report of work completed and upcoming on
affected large transformers.

Completed Large Transformer Work

Refueling Outage 1R19 (October 2015)

Replaced Porcelain bushings with Resin Impregnated Paper (RIP) bushings
Upgraded Transformer Oil Pumps
Performed transformer internal inspections
Replaced Turbine Building Dead End Insulators

Refueling Outage 2R19 (May 2016)

Replaced Turbine Building Dead End Insulators

Upcoming Large Transformer Work

Refueling Outage 1R20 (planned for April – June 2017)
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1. Startup Transformers

Upgrade Porcelain bushings to RIP bushings
Replace Lightning Arresters
Upgrade lightning arrester surge counter
Overhaul Startup Transformer Load Tap Changer
Remove leak repair and replace Hydran sensor
Replace Turbine Building Dead End Insulators
Replace Circuit Switcher 211-1

2. Main Bank Transformers

Replace conservator tank bladders
Upgrade Tie Line Capacitive Coupled Voltage Transformers

Refueling Outage 2R20 (planned for February – March 2018)

1. Startup Transformers

Replace Circuit Switcher 211-1

2. Main Bank Transformers

Replace conservator tank bladders
Upgrade Tie Line Capacitive Coupled Voltage Transformers

The current status of DCPP large transformers is as follows:

Oil Leaks – none
Insulator Status

No adverse insulator performance trend (except the polymer 230kV turbine building
dead end insulators, which are being replaced in 1R20).
Startup Transformer 2-1 insulator replacement will complete all insulator upgrade
projects.

Online Transformer Dissolved Gas Analyzers
All Serveron DGAs will be repaired during 2Q17.

Transformer Oil Trending – All transformer DGAs report rate transformers as Condition 1
with normal gas generation trends.

The DCISC received and reviewed the DCPP Transformer Performance
Monitoring Strategy & Agreement, which listed all station transformers of 12kV
– 500kV capacity, and the following parameters:

Degradation mechanism
Degradation indicators
Parameter to trend
Expected value or range
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Action value
Tool or method
Trend frequency
Person responsible for trending & monitoring

Conclusions:
The DCPP Large Transformer Program appears to be well
designed and implemented to effectively assure the
transformers operate reliably and problem-free.

Recommendations:
None

3.5 Meet with the NRC Senior Resident Inspector

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Chris Newport, NRC’s Senior Resident
Inspector at DCPP, to share information about plant issues, status and
evaluations. The DCISC last met with the NRC Senior Resident Inspector in
November 2016 (Reference 6.6), concluding the following:

The regular meetings with the NRC resident inspectors are beneficial.

The following topics were discussed:

The DCPP White Finding on the Residual Heat Removal valve interlock issue
Local Intense Precipitation Issue
The Joint Proposal and DCPP’s Resulting Actions and Resultant Staffing and Safety
Culture
DCISC February 8-9, 2017 Public Meeting and the DCISC invitation for the Senior
Resident Inspector’s presentation
The status of NRC’s review of DCPP’s March 2015 submittal to NRC on intense
precipitation and tsunamis

Conclusions:
The regular meetings with the NRC resident inspectors are
beneficial.

Recommendations:
None

3.6 Margin Management Program

The DCISC FFT met with Dan Castro, Margin Management Program (MMP)
Owner, and Candace Chou, Design Engineering System Transient Analysis
Supervisor, for an update on DCPP’s Margin Management Program. The DCISC
last reviewed MMP in January 2016 (Reference 6.7), concluding the following:
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The activities of the Margin Management Committee appear to be
increasing appropriately and clearly focused on issues that directly
affect DCPP’s operating margin. Also, a new Margin Management
subCommittee is being formed to further increase this focus at the
managerial level. At the same time, the Program Owner and Backup
Program Owner appear to be relatively new to their positions, and
expectations are that they will be fully qualified by the 3rd Quarter of
2016. DCPP’s methodology for prioritizing Margin issues appears to be
appropriate. These issues are naturally of a primarily technical nature.
Therefore, for its next review of this topic, DCISC should consider
selecting one or at most two Margin Issues for review, and this review
should be in the first quarter of 2017, after both the Program’s Owner
and Backup Owner are fully qualified.

Margin Management is a complex concept. To summarize, margin is defined as
the conservatism (i.e. safety factor, design factor, buffer, or cushion) included
in the design and analysis of every plant system, structure, and component
(SSC) in order to accommodate normal wear and aging, instrument drift,
variations in material properties, differences in maintenance practices,
uncertainties in analytic methods, etc. The purpose of DCPP’s Margin
Management Program (MMP) is to ensure that each SSC is managed with
knowledge of margin concepts, such that design and operational margin is not
inadvertently diminished over time. The goals of the MMP are the identification
and evaluation of Margins that Matter (MTM), i.e. those margin issues having
the highest potential for causing negative consequences for plant safety or
reliability.

DCPP states that effective margin management relies mainly on the following
programs:

Configuration Management
Design Control
Modification Control
Materials Control
Setpoint Control
Nuclear Oversight Program
Corrective Action Program
Operations Management

The DCPP System, Structure, Component (SSC) Engineers are responsible for
consulting with design engineers, operations, and maintenance personnel so as
to understand the identified margin issues. Their assessments, which are
referred to as impact evaluation statements, should include the following:

The affected SSC
The source or standard for the design or operating margin that is challenged
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The degree to which the margin is challenged
Historical or other pertinent information including any trends that are observed
Whether the reduction is chronic

When margin issues are identified the SSC Engineers are responsible for
consulting with design engineers and with operations and maintenance
personnel to understand the margin issues and to formulate remediation plans.

The SSC Engineers are responsible for documenting the current margin for their
assigned SSCs on the “Operating and Design Margin Issue Score Sheet” in
accordance with a prescribed process and documented in the plant margin
reference database. The following documents and resources are used to assess
margin:

Final Safety Analysis Report Update
Design Criteria Memoranda
NRC Reactor Oversight Program
Equipment Control Guidelines
Technical Specifications
Engineering Codes and Standards
Setpoint Documents
Calculations: (Electrical Load, Seismic and Floor Loading, Fire Loading, Design and
Engineering)

The Plant Health Committee provides oversight of the program. At the working
level, the Margin Management SubCommittee (MMSC) meets regularly (at least
quarterly) and is responsible for reviewing the low margin SSCs, those ranked
Red or Yellow, prioritizing issues based on significance for placement on the
Top Margin Issues List. The MMSC may assign courses of action to the affected
SSCs to resolve low margin issues, and maintaining the Top Margin Issues List.
The MMC also reviews Margin Management Program (MMP) metrics that are
prepared and maintained by the MMP Owner. The MMSC is composed of a broad
representation of engineering and operations personnel in order to bring
appropriate perspectives to the issues that are reviewed and discussed by the
SubCommittee. Each member of the DCPP engineering staff receives training in
margin management and system and component engineers receive additional
training.

Operators maintain operating margins so that they do not exceed the operating
limits specified in Technical Specifications, Equipment Control Guidelines,
Operating Procedures, and Surveillance Tests, and they have also received
training in margin concepts and management.

The DCISC FFT received and reviewed DCPP Procedure TS5.ID2, “Margin
Management,” Revision 5, April 4, 2016. The procedure described and
controlled the implementation of the DCPP Margin Management Program. It
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listed the following:

Margin Management Program Systems
Systems included are (1) DCPP Maintenance Rule risk significant systems and (2)
systems whose failure could prevent the functioning of safety-related SSC, cause a
trip, or cause a safety system actuation.

Sources of Margin Information
Risk Scoring
Top Margin Issues List Template
Margin Effects Examples
Red and Yellow Issues Evaluation process

The Margin Management Risk Scoring process assigns risk of inadequate
margins based on two parameters: (1) SRM Probability and (2) SRM
Consequence. (SRM is the Service Request Manager, a software program used
in documenting margin issues.)

SRM Probability

1. Margin is inadequate for long-term operation.
2. Margin will become inadequate for long-term plant operation without attention at or

before the next refueling outage.
3. Margin is likely to become inadequate for long-term plant operation without

attention.
4. Margin may become inadequate for long-term plant operation without attention.
5. Margin is not likely to become inadequate for long-term plant operation.

SRM Consequences

1. Significant safety, regulatory, or operational risks if margin is not restored.
2. Significant safety, regulatory, or operational risks if margin continues to degrade.
3. Significant safety, regulatory, or operational risks if margin degrades.
4. Present margin is sufficient to avoid significant safety, regulatory, or operational

risks.
5. Previously identified margin concern has been resolved. No degrading margin trend.
6. No current margin concerns exist; but new requirements are likely to create margin

issues.

The procedure appeared comprehensive and effective. The procedure provides
operating guidelines for the Margin Management SubCommittee, which provides
oversight of the activities performed related to margin issues. It includes the
following:

Margin Management Program Owner
Engineering Director
Design Engineering Manager
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System Engineering Manager
Operations Manager
Maintenance Manager
Engineering programs managers

The SubCommittee meets quarterly with system engineers of affected systems.
The typical agenda includes the following items:

1. Safety Minute
2. Review Desired outcomes
3. Margin items that have been updated or resolved since the last meeting
4. Top issues chart
5. Review the DUNC list for margin inputs
6. New margin issues
7. Meeting evaluation

The DCISC received and reviewed minutes of the last four SubCommittee
meetings. It appeared that the SubCommittee was effective in identifying,
defining, coordinating, and resolving all margin issues.

The DCISC received and reviewed the October 2016 Formal Self-Assessment
Effectiveness Review for the August 2015 Margin Management Self-Assessment
Report. The evaluation concluded that the August 2015 self-assessment report
was highly effective. Both the original self-assessment and the effectiveness
evaluation were thorough and well implemented with clear and precise
explanations, descriptions, and documentation.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Margin Management Program was determined by
the DCISC Fact-finding Team to be impressive in both its
design and its implementation. The Program was well-
documented and tightly controlled. The program owner was
knowledgeable, proactive, and thorough.

Recommendations:
None

3.7 Meeting with DCPP Vice-President, Nuclear Generation

The DCISC FFT met with Jim Welsch, Vice-President, DCPP to discuss items from
this fact-finding meeting and areas of mutual interest. The DCISC last met with
DCPP management in December 2016 (Reference 6.8), concluding the
following:

The meeting between the Station Director and the DCISC Fact-finding
Team was beneficial for all participants.
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Conclusions:
The meeting between the Vice-President, Nuclear Generation
and the DCISC Fact-finding Team was beneficial for all
participants.

Recommendations:
None

3.8 Results of the November 2, 2016 Emergency Exercise

The DCISC Fact-finding team met with Mike Ginn, Emergency Preparedness
Manager, to review the results of the DCPP November 2, 2016 Emergency
Ingestion Pathway Exercise. The DCISC observed that exercise in November
2016 (Reference 6.9), concluding the following:

The DCISC Fact-finding Team concluded that the initial day of the DCPP
Ingestion Pathway Evaluated Emergency Exercise was performed well
by DCPP’s Emergency Response Organization. The DCISC should
include a presentation on the November 2, 2016 Ingestion Path
Emergency Exercise and critique at its February 2017 Public Meeting.

On November 2, 2016 the DCISC FFT began its observation at 7:45am in the
Control Room Simulator, which served as the Unit 1 Control Room for the
exercise. The FFT traveled to the EOF, which had already been activated within
the prescribed time, as had the other emergency organizations. After observing
activities in the EOF for more than an hour, the FFT went to the nearby Joint
Information Center (JIC), which had been activated along with the EOF, to
observe activity there. The exercise lasted from about 8:00am to 2:00pm.
Shortly afterward, EOF and JIC critiques began. Dr. Budnitz observed the JIC
critique, and Mr. Wardell observed the EOF critique. Both were observed to be
thorough and effective. In a similar fashion to the JIC critique the participants
at the EOF entered into a structured, detailed critique of EOF activities. Overall,
the group believed that the EOF met all of its exercise objectives.

It appeared that each DCPP Emergency Response Organization (ERO) met its
exercise objectives and captured lessons-learned for improvement in future
exercises. The next morning DCPP performed its inter-ERO critique, the report
of which will be shared with the DCISC. The NRC had also observed this
exercise and will provide its conclusions in a future report. The FFT
recommends that the Committee include a report on this exercise and the
overall critique at its February 2017 Public Meeting.

Because of its nature as an “ingestion pathway” exercise, DCPP and the
governmental agencies continued the exercise for several more days. The
purpose of the continuation was to assure that any simulated radioactive
releases to the environment and possibly present in the food chain were
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tracked and accounted for to assure that food products were either restricted
from ingestion or were determined to be safe for consumption. The DCISC FFT
did not participate in the exercise continuation because it did not relate directly
to plant “operational safety” as mandated by its charter and because the FFT
had scheduled other items to review on its second day at the plant.

The purpose of this (January 19, 2017) Fact-finding meeting was to review the
results of the entire four-day ingestion pathway exercise. The exercise
continued for three more days beyond the first day. The entire four days went
as follows:

1. The initial one-day exercise centered around a postulated accident at DCPP,
including accident mitigation, activation of DCPP and governmental Emergency
Response Organizations, determinations of emergency action levels, reports to
government agencies, determinations of protective action recommendations,
enactment of media briefings, and critiques of the forgoing. The evening was used
for an Advance Party Meeting for all DCPP and governmental participants to plan the
remaining steps in the exercise.

2. Day Two was spent primarily by representatives from the Federal (Department of
Energy) Radiological Assessment Center, State of California, DCPP, and four affected
counties in developing protective action recommendations for a 50-mile radius
(versus a ten-mile radius on the first day) zone regarding potential radiation
ingestion pathways as well as considerations for population re-entry and relocation.

3. Day Three was used for long-term Protective Action Decisions by mostly
governmental participants.

4. For the final several weeks into early December, the State of California Radiological
Analysis Laboratory demonstrated its ability to track and handle long-term effects.

DCPP, in its critiques, determined that it met all major exercise objectives.
There were, additionally, a number of areas for improvement identified to be
addressed during future exercises. These were entered into the Corrective
Action Program and will be tracked to resolution.

At the time of this exercise the NRC was performing its two-week Biennial
Emergency Preparedness Exercise Inspection at DCPP, which culminated with
the ingestion pathway exercise. The NRC inspection resulted in no findings or
violations. Further, DCPP reported that NRC had a number of positive comments
about DCPP’s program and exercise performance. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) both participated and observed the exercise. Their
preliminary observations were that (1) no major areas of concern were
identified, (2) Offsite Response Organizations successfully demonstrated the
ability to implement plans and procedures, and (3) public health and safety
would be protected in the event of an emergency at the nuclear power plant.

Conclusions:
The November 2, 2016 Ingestion Pathway Emergency
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Exercise was successfully designed and implemented by
DCPP, and all governmental participants such that public
health and safety would be protected in the event of an
actual event by DCPP, and according to the NRC and FEMA..

Recommendations:
None

3.9 Local Intense Precipitation and Tsunami Issue Status

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Scott Maze, FLEX Manager; Colleen X,
YYY; and Dr. Brendan Dooher, Senior Mechanical Engineer (and primary
tsunami analyst), for a status update of the post-Fukushima Local Intense
Precipitation and Tsunami issues. The DCISC last reviewed these issues in
August 2016 (Reference 6.10), when it concluded the following:

The discussion during the fact-finding meeting covered possible
approaches to performing additional tsunami-hazard and tsunami-PRA
analyses to supplement those already performed. PG&E agreed to give
consideration to how to accomplish more analysis, using the
information already in-hand. The DCISC Fact-finding Team concludes
that the PG&E tsunami analysis group is doing excellent work. The
DCISC should continue to follow developments in this area closely.

Local Intense Precipitation Status

DCPP submitted its Local Intense Precipitation (LIP) analysis to NRC in March
2015. The NRC, after submitting its Requests for Additional Information (RAIs),
issued in March 2016 a letter stating that the DCPP analysis appeared
satisfactory; however, it has not yet released its Safety Evaluation Report at the
time of this fact-finding meeting. DCPP is performing it final calculations to
determine water levels throughout the Auxiliary Building, assuming a
predetermined amount of water leaks into the building. DCPP will compare the
LIP Auxiliary Building water level to that calculated long ago for the High
Energy Pipe Break (HELB) event documented in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report, and if the LIP level is equal to or lower than the HELB level,
then no safety-related equipment is in danger. If otherwise, then DCPP will be
required to determine what mitigating actions it would take to protect safety-
related equipment. DCPP has in place Procedure CP M-16, “Casualty Procedure
for Severe Weather,” Revision 12A, October 18, 2016. This procedure includes,
among others, procedures for heavy rainfall, and for rainfall above 2.25 inches
per hour, a section “Prepare for Heavy Rainfall” and actions to be taken, which
relies primarily on pre-filled and staged sandbags.

The results are to be submitted to NRC by March 30, 2017. Next, a Focused
Evaluation, taking credit for FLEX equipment, is to be performed and submitted
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to NRC by the end of June 2017.

Tsunami Status

DCPP submitted its latest tsunami analysis to NRC in March 2015 and, following
Requests for Additional Information, issued a letter in March 2016 reporting
that the analysis appeared satisfactory without making it an official Safety
Evaluation accepting the analysis per se. DCPP does not have any further
analyses underway for NRC. Based on a DCISC request, DCPP is seeking funding
to perform an analysis to determine the largest underwater landslide that
would be expected to occur based on actual undersea geological formations for
the susceptible plant area, after which they will rerun their tsunami model. The
previous analysis used the largest existing known historical landslide (Goleta)
and transposed it from its actual location to the plant area as input to their
analysis.

Conclusions:
DCPP’s Local Intense Precipitation analyses appear
satisfactory to assure protection for safety-related equipment
in the Auxiliary Building either analytically or by pre-planned
mitigation using sand bags. DCPP’s tsunami analyses were
completed and submitted to NRC in March 2015, and they
are awaiting NRC’s Final Safety Evaluation. Meanwhile,
DCISC has requested a separate analysis for which DCPP is
seeking funding.

Recommendations:
None

3.10 Joint Proposal and DCPP Decommissioning Status

The DCISC FFT met with Tom Jones, Director of Strategic Initiatives, and Adam
Peck, Director of Engineering, for an update on the Joint Proposal to end DCPP
operation in 2025 and DCPP’s plans for decommissioning. The DCISC last
reviewed these topics at the October 2016 DCISC Public Meeting (Reference
6.11) and at the August 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.12), when it
concluded the following:

The DCPP Joint Proposal to end DCPP operation in 2025 is beginning to
work its way through the California Public Utilities Commission hearing
process. PG&E expects to have the final CPUC decision in June 2017.
The DCISC plans to monitor DCPP Joint Proposal actions to assure an
appropriate level of safety is maintained.

The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has begun its formal
proceeding to consider approval of the Joint Proposal. DCPP has been working
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on agreements with local towns and counties regarding emergency
preparedness and property taxes following plant closure. The next step in the
CPUC proceeding is interveners’ testimonies due January 27, 2017 followed by
PG&E’s rebuttal by March 17.

DCPP Decommissioning Status

DCPP is currently performing its regular annual decommissioning update for the
NRC. For the Joint Proposal closing in 2025 PG&E is in the process of
establishing its Decommissioning Group targeting March 1 to have the
organization in place. The Group’s initial work will be to determine the type of
decommissioning to perform, i.e., SAFSTOR or Greenfield, and then perform a
detailed “room-by-room” cost estimate. Decommissioning testimony is due in
the first quarter of 2019. The Group will be benchmarking eight or nine plants
for ideas.

Conclusions:
The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has begun
its formal proceeding to consider approval of the Joint
Proposal.. DCPP’s plan for decommissioning has begun with
the process of developing its decommissioning organization
which will determine what type of decommissioning to use
and a detailed cost estimate.

Recommendations:
None

4.0 Conclusions

4.1
The DCISC Fact-finding Team concluded that the January 18,
2017 Plant Health Committee (PHC) meeting was well
planned, organized, and implemented with crisp
presentations and intrusive questioning. Participants willingly
accepted action items to carry out PHC decisions.

4.2
DCPP has resolved most significant issues with its Emergency
Diesel Generators (EDGs) and reports the health of Unit 1 as
Green and Unit 2 as White (and almost Green.) This is good
progress. Additionally, DCPP has implemented an impressive
EDG Reliability Improvement Plan, which the DCISC should
follow closely.

4.3
The DCPP Buried Piping and Tanks Program appeared
effectively designed and implemented. Inspections to date
have shown no or little corrosion-caused pressure boundary
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problems. Indications on Auxiliary Saltwater and Turbine
Sump Cross-tie piping are being monitored and corrected.
The program owner appeared knowledgeable and proactive.

4.4
The DCPP Large Transformer Program appears to be well
designed and implemented to effectively assure the
transformers operate reliably and problem-free.

4.5
The regular meetings with the NRC resident inspectors are
beneficial.

4.6
The DCPP Margin Management Program was determined by
the DCISC Fact-finding Team to be impressive in both its
design and its implementation. The Program was well-
documented and tightly controlled. The program owner was
knowledgeable, proactive, and thorough.

4.7
The meeting between the Vice-President, Nuclear Generation
and the DCISC Fact-finding Team was beneficial for all
participants.

4.8
The November 2, 2016 Ingestion Pathway Emergency
Exercise was successfully designed and implemented by
DCPP and all governmental participants such that public
health and safety would be protected in the event of an
actual event according to the NRC and FEMA.

4.9
DCPP’s Local Intense Precipitation analyses appear
satisfactory to assure protection for safety-related equipment
in the Auxiliary Building either analytically or by pre-planned
mitigation using sand bags. DCPP’s tsunami analyses were
completed and submitted to NRC in March 2015, and they
are awaiting NRC’s Final Safety Evaluation. Meanwhile,
DCISC has requested a separate analysis for which DCPP is
seeking funding.

4.10
The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has begun
its formal proceeding to consider approval of the Joint
Proposal.. DCPP’s plan for decommissioning has begun with
the process of developing its decommissioning organization
which will determine what type of decommissioning to use
and a detailed cost estimate will determine what type of
decommissioning to use and a detailed cost estimate.

5.0 Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit D.7, Diablo
Canyon Independent Safety Committee Report on
Fact Finding Meeting at DCPP on March 8 - 9, 2017 by
Peter Lam, Member, with Richard D. McWhorter,
Consultant

1.0 Summary
The results of the March 8-9, 2017, fact-finding trip to the Diablo Canyon Power Plant
(DCPP) in Avila Beach, CA are presented. The subjects addressed and described in
Section 3 are as follows:

1. Meet with NRC Senior Resident Inspector
2. Fire Protection Program and System Health
3. Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) Operations
4. Auxiliary Building Ventilation System Health
5. Centrifugal Charging Pump System Health
6. DCISC Member Discussion with DCPP Senior Director of Nuclear Services
7. Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program
8. Operability Determination Program
9. Status of the Joint Proposal

10. Employee Concerns Program

2.0 Introduction
This fact-finding trip to the DCPP was made to evaluate specific safety matters for the
DCISC. The objective of the evaluation was to determine if PG&E’s performance is
appropriate and whether any areas revealed observations which are important enough to
warrant further review, follow-up, or presentation at a Public Meeting. These safety
matters include follow-up and/or continuing review efforts by the Committee, as well as
those identified as a result of reviews of various safety-related documents.

Section 4—Conclusions highlights the conclusions of the Fact-finding Team
based on items reported in Section 3—Discussion. These highlights also include
the team’s suggested follow-up items for the DCISC, such as scheduling future
fact-finding meetings on the topic, presentations at future public meetings, and
requests for future updates or information from DCPP on specific areas of
interest, etc.
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Section 5—Recommendations lists specific recommendations to PG&E proposed
by the Fact-finding Team. These recommendations will be considered by the
DCISC. After review and approval by the DCISC, the Fact-finding Report,
including its recommendations, is provided to PG&E. The Fact-finding Report
will also appear in the DCISC Annual Report.

3.0 Discussion

3.1 Meet with NRC Senior Resident Inspector

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Chris Newport, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission’s (NRC’s) Senior Resident Inspector at DCPP, to share information about
plant issues, status and evaluations. The DCISC last met with the NRC Senior Resident
Inspector in January 2017 (Reference 6.1), concluding the following:

The regular meetings with the NRC Resident Inspectors are beneficial.

The following topics were discussed:

NRC Inspection Activities Associated with the Upcoming Unit 1 Refueling Outage
The NRC White Finding on the Residual Heat Removal Valve Interlock Issue
The NRC’s Identification of an Inoperable Main Steam Rupture Restraint
The Status of the NRC’s Review of DCPP’s March 2015 Submittal to the NRC on
Intense Precipitation and Tsunamis
The Joint Proposal and DCPP’s Resulting Actions
Ongoing NRC Staff Reductions Under ‘Project Aim’

Conclusions:
The regular meetings with the NRC Resident Inspectors are
beneficial.

Recommendations:
None

3.2 Fire Protection Program and System Health

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Dave Hampshire, Fire Protection Supervisor, and
Dan Ensminger, Manager Fire Protection Services, for an update on the health of the Fire
Protection Program and System. The DCISC last reviewed this program in January 2016
(Reference 6.2), when it concluded the following:

The level of attention to DCPP’s Fire Protection Program and System,
which became apparent to the DCISC in the first quarter of 2015, has
been increasing, although much still needs to be accomplished. The
Health of the Fire Protection System in each Unit is rated as Green, or
Healthy. However, a number of aging issues are in the process of being
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addressed. Action plans have been developed to return Program Health
to Green from its current Yellow rating by June 2017. The DCISC
should review progress on the station’s related activities prior to the
end of 2016.

The DCISC Fact-finding Team was provided with copies of both Units 1 and 2
Fire Protection System Health Reports as well as a copy of the Appendix R
Program Health Report. The health of both systems was rated as Green
(Healthy) and had been Green for the last four quarters. Mr. Hampshire noted
that the Appendix R Program Health Report would soon be replaced by an
National Fire Protection Association Standard 805 (NFPA-805) Program Health
Report when DCPP completes its transition to that program in April of 2017.

Both of the Units’ Fire Protection System Health Reports noted that the return
to healthy status had been due to eight years of extensive work to improve the
fire water, carbon dioxide, and fire detection systems. Major improvements
have included the replacement of the four-inch auxiliary fire water header in
each unit, fire water tank repairs, and fire pump pipe replacements.
Improvements in the carbon dioxide system in each unit were noted to have
resolved aging and performance issues that plagued the systems for many
years. In addition, improved system testing, maintenance practices, and
operating procedure changes have improved the reliability of these systems.

The Fire Protection System Health Reports also contained performance ratings
for each of the following performance categories: Reliability,
Material/Equipment Condition and Corrective Actions, Operations Concerns,
Performance Monitoring, and Design. Each of these categories was rated Green,
or Healthy, for both Units. These categories were further broken down into a
number of performance sub-categories. Subcategories that were other than
green for both units and their status included:

Yellow – Maintenance Rule (a)(1) Status. Aging issues with turbine building deluge
valves have led to their planned replacement, which is ongoing.
Yellow – Aging Issues Affecting Reliability. Planned replacements of fire water
headers are complete and being monitored for effectiveness.
White – Spare Parts Issues Affecting Non-critical Equipment. Pyrotronic detectors
and panels have aged with limited spares.
Red – None

The Appendix R Program Health was rated as White (Needs Improvement) and
had been White for the last three quarters. The Appendix R Program Health
Report contains performance ratings for each of the following performance
cornerstones: Personnel, Infrastructure, Implementation, and Equipment. The
Equipment Cornerstone was rated as Yellow (Unhealthy) due primarily to two
areas of frequent equipment failures for which resolution was in progress. The
first area was the fire damper system which had been placed in Maintenance
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Rule (a)(1) status due to frequent failures. Improvements had been completed
to improve damper testing, inspection and maintenance. The fire damper
system was expected to return to Maintenance Rule (a)(2) status in early 2017.
It was noted that maintenance of the fire dampers located over the Solid State
Protection System racks had been deferred due to personnel safety and plant
trip risk concerns, and compensatory actions were in place. A design change
was in process to improve access to the dampers so that maintenance could be
completed. The second area of frequent equipment failures was fire door
automatic closure issues. A lifecycle management plan was being implemented
for door replacement and maintenance, and the plan was expected to be
completed in late 2017.

The Fact-finding Team discussed the October 2016 NRC Triennial Fire Protection
Inspection, the results of which were generally positive. As DCPP was still in
transition to the NFPA-805 program at the time of the inspection, the NRC
currently plans to perform another Fire Protection Triennial inspection in 2018.

Mr. Ensminger reviewed with the Fact-finding Team recent changes to the
controls for transient combustibles that were being implemented in response to
findings and observations by external organizations. Changes to the programs
were focused on imposing stricter controls on what combustible material could
be used in the plant as well as improving overall cleanliness of the plant.
Examples of changes included the use of metal containers and bins instead of
wood, using metal pallets instead of wood, and improving the visibility and use
of fire-retardant wood when wood was still necessary to be used in the plant.
Mr. Ensminger also discussed how transient combustible material evaluations
and permitting would change under the NFPA-805 program. Under that
program, risk evaluations could be used to determine allowable combustible
material loadings in selected areas, which could allow more flexibility in lower-
risk areas than that allowed by the current deterministic program.

The Fact-finding Team reviewed the current list of Fire Protection impairments.
The number of current impairments was eight, which was a significant
reduction from a typical number of 45 which was normal at the station as little
as two years ago. Mr. Ensminger stated that DCPP was working to achieve a
goal of zero impairments. This reduction was made possible by focusing on
taking actions to make systems fully functional as opposed to routinely living
with impairments. Lastly, the Fact-finding Team briefly discussed the Fire
Protection Excellence Plan. The plan consisted of a list of activities focused on
areas such as reducing impairments, improving equipment, occupying the new
Fire Station, and employee development/succession planning.

Conclusions:
The level of attention to DCPP’s Fire Protection Program and
Systems has increased significantly, and numerous
improvements have been accomplished. The Health of the
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Fire Protection System in each Unit is rated as Green, or
Healthy. DCPP has aggressively moved to improve the
control of transient combustible materials at the station. The
DCISC should review the status of remaining fire protection
systems improvements as well as the implementation of the
NFPA-805 Program in late 2017.

Recommendations:
None

3.3 Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)
Operations

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Rich Hagler, Used Fuel Storage Supervisor; Mark
Mayer, Manager Nuclear Fuels Procurement and Storage; Kyle Duve, Civil Engineer; and
Kevin Brico, Mechanical Engineer, to review DCPP ISFSI Operations. The DCISC last
reviewed a portion of this topic during its July 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.3),
when it concluded the following:

The specific DCPP spent fuel loading requirements for casks in the
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) have been
changed to a single loading requirement based on a maximum of
28.7kW of heat. This should simplify loading of the casks and preserve
cask limits.

Mr. Hagler reported on the results of the 2016 ISFSI cask loading campaign.
During the campaign, a total of 12 casks were successfully loaded with 32 spent
fuel assemblies each and moved to the ISFSI. The campaign brought the total of
loaded casks at the ISFSI to 49. Plans for the near term cask loading campaigns
called for loading and moving nine casks in 2018, and eight casks each in 2020
and 2022. Procurement of casks for the 2018 campaign has begun. Mr. Hagler
noted that the campaigns were scheduled such as to fall into years where the
station planned only one refueling outage during the year.

The current license for the DCPP ISFSI was obtained as a site-specific license
under 10 CFR Part 72 and issued by the NRC in 2004. The 20-year license
expires in 2024 and licensees are required to submit any desired renewals
within 24 months prior to expiration. Accordingly, Mr. Hagler reported that
DCPP would be submitting a request for license renewal for the ISFSI in 2022.
Prior to that submission, PG&E would be submitting a similar renewal request
for its Humboldt Bay ISFSI facility. Although DCPP has a site-specific license,
supporting information from the cask manufacturer, Holtec, would be needed.
Most of this information would come from Holtec as a part of its cask
certification renewal in 2020. One factor that may affect license renewal could
be the need for additional inspection requirements to address stress corrosion
cracking concerns. [Stress corrosion cracking concerns were most recently
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reviewed by the DCISC at its December 2016 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference
6.11).] The Electric Power Research Institute and the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers are continuing to work on preparing acceptable cask
surface inspection methods and acceptance criteria.

The Fact-finding Team discussed the findings of the September 2016 NRC ISFSI
Inspection, the results of which were generally positive. One issue that was
reviewed by the NRC in detail was the need for periodic Non-destructive
Examination (NDE) of critical welds on the cask lifting yoke. Both the yoke
supplier, Holtec, and PG&E believed that there were no critical welds on the
yoke and that periodic NDE was not required. The NRC was not convinced and
opened an unresolved item for additional review. To remove any doubt on the
adequacy of the lifting yoke, PG&E stopped use of the yoke for cask movement
until the NDE of selected welds was completed. The NDE did not result in any
deficiencies, and cask movements were resumed.

Mr. Hagler then discussed a problem identified on August 14, 2016, regarding
the adequacy of tread engagement for studs that attach the HI-STORM cask
storage overpack to the concrete storage pad (SAPN 50867370). While
attempting to tension studs to anchor the overpack, it was identified that the
stud tensioner head did not have at least three inches of tread engagement as
required by the governing procedure. Once the problem was discovered, all
work was stopped and the cask was secured in a safe condition (remained
attached to the transporter) while engineering evaluated the issue.

It was found that the governing procedure, PEP DF-4, Multi-purpose Canister
Transport, had been revised to incorporate previous lessons learned and
enhancements. One enhancement was to add a specification (where none
previously existed) for a minimum of three inches of engagement for the stud
into the anchor block. The three-inch minimum value added to the procedure
was taken from the minimum thread engagement used as an assumption in the
majority of calculations for seismic analyses. PG&E contacted the vendor,
Holtec, and requested that they provide a minimum thread engagement
required to meet calculation strength requirements based on the certified mill
test reports values of the actual coupling material. Holtec determined that the
actual minimum value required to meet standards was 1.25 inches. PG&E then
undertook a field evaluation that measured actual engagement through a
combination of measurements of above-grade stud lengths and ultrasonic
examinations of actual overall stud lengths. The measurements and ultrasonic
examinations found that the engagement lengths for all studs previously
installed at the ISFSI met the minimum requirement of 1.25 inches.

PG&E then obtained longer (18 inch versus 15 inch) studs, and used the longer
studs to resume the 2016 cask loading campaign. The use of longer studs
ensured that both the minimum 1.25 inch value needed for adequate strength
and the minimum three inch value used in the seismic analyses could be met at
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all times. Following completion of the cask loading campaign in December 2016,
PG&E replaced all remaining studs on all previously loaded casks at the ISFSI
with the longer studs. The Fact-finding Team concluded that PG&E’s actions in
identifying the problem, analyzing its significance, and implementing corrective
measures were appropriate.

The Fact-finding Team then inquired about plans for future spent fuel
management in light of the Joint Proposal for DCPP to cease operations at the
end of its current operating licenses. Mr. Hagler noted that the Joint Proposal
included a requirement that PG&E prepare a plan for expedited post-shutdown
transfer of spent fuel to dry cask storage as promptly as is technically feasible
using the plans of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station as a benchmark for
comparison. This activity would be a part of overall decommissioning planning
process, for which PG&E was just beginning to assemble the staff to begin
work. Mr. Hagler confirmed that the current ISFSI pad contained enough space
for storage of all the spent fuel that would be present at the end of the license
both in terms of physical space and total fuel burnup concentration as allowed
by the ISFSI license.

The current facility licensing requirements for the Spent Fuel Pool contain
significant constraints for maintaining assemblies in the Spent Fuel Pool. These
include technical specification requirements for minimum durations that spent
fuel could be stored in the pool before moving to dry cask storage as well as
requirements for the mixing of older and newer spent fuel assemblies in the
pool to maintain thermal inertia requirements that are assumed in analyses
used to meet the NRC requirements for responding to security events involving
large fires or explosions (the ‘B.5.b’ program). Additionally, the ISFSI license
contains requirements for the mixing of older and new spent fuel assemblies in
individual storage casks to minimize the radiation dose surrounding the casks.
When all of the current requirements are considered, it could take
approximately 12 years after the cessation of operations for all spent fuel
assemblies to be offloaded from the pool to dry cask storage. As a part of the
evaluation required under the Joint Proposal, PG&E will review what actions
and associated licensing changes could be made to accelerate the spent fuel
offload from the pool to dry storage casks. It was noted that any necessary
changes to the licenses could require several years to obtain approval and that
the needed licensing changes could be subject to external interventions that
could further slow the process.

Lastly, Mr. Hagler reported that the loading and storage of one or more
canisters of Class C radioactive waste at the ISFSI would likely be considered as
a part of the decommissioning plan. Class C wastes are radioactive wastes that
contain very high levels of radioactivity such that their disposal would best be
made at an underground repository such as that proposed for spent fuel. A
similar approach was taken at PG&E’s Humboldt Bay facility where a cask was
filled with Class C waste and added to the ISFSI as a part of the
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decommissioning process.

Conclusions:
The 2016 ISFSI cask loading campaign was successfully
completed. An issue with cask overpack thread stud
engagement was appropriately resolved. DCPP will be
submitting a request for license renewal for the ISFSI in
2022, two years before its scheduled expiration in 2024.
Acceleration of the movement of spent fuel to dry storage at
the ISFSI will be considered as required by the Joint Proposal
and as a part of the decommissioning planning process. Such
acceleration could require changes to the current DCPP or
ISFSI licenses.

Recommendations:
None

3.4 Auxiliary Building Ventilation System Health

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Randy Allen, System Engineer, for an update,
after a three-year period, on the Auxiliary Building Ventilation System (ABVS). The
DCISC last reviewed the ABVS in May 2014 (Reference 6.4) when it concluded the
following:

DCPP’s Auxiliary Building Ventilation System is in good health and
performs as expected.

The ABVS consists of fans, dampers, ducting, and filters whose function is to
supply, heat and/or cool, filter and discharge air for the Auxiliary Building. The
ABVS provides cooling and/or heating for both personnel and equipment. The
ABVS consists of two supply fan units with roughing filters and two discharge
fan/filter units with roughing, high efficiency particulate absolute (HEPA) and
charcoal filters, along with extensive ducting throughout the building.
Instrumentation and controls include flow instruments (elements, indicators,
and switches), pressure instruments (indicators and switches), temperature
instruments (controllers and switches), position switches, solenoid valves,
vibration transmitters, and pressure regulating valves.

Because there is potential for radioactive particulates and gases to enter the
ABVS, the system is equipped with radiation monitors to preclude inadvertent
release via the Plant Vent. These monitors are designed and calibrated to detect
radioactive Noble Gases, Iodine, and Particulates. ABVS flow direction is from
low potential radioactive contamination areas to high ones. It provides control
of airborne radioactive materials in conjunction with the Radiation Monitoring
System (RMS) and discharges to atmosphere via the Plant Vent.

The System Engineer provided copies of the System Health Reports for both
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units. Both units’ health was rated as Green (Good). Under the subcategory of
Material/Equipment Condition and Corrective Actions, both units were rated as
Yellow (Unhealthy). The Yellow rating was primarily driven by two issues. The
first issue was the degraded condition of the ABVS external air supply backdraft
dampers. The dampers were experiencing heavy corrosion due to the moist,
salty air often present at the system inlet. The dampers are currently planned
for replacement during the next refueling outages. The second issue concerned
the identification of a potential problem with the supply and exhaust ducts for
the Vital 480V Switchgear Rooms where they pass between the Auxiliary
Building and the Turbine Building. The ducts appear to have inadequate
provisions to accommodate the predicted seismic differential displacements
between the adjacent buildings (SAPN 50870359). An Operability Assessment
for the potential problem was completed and the system was concluded able to
remain operable based on the redundancy of equipment, the availability of
temperature monitoring, and the availability of alternative cooling methods for
the Vital 480V Switchgear Rooms should the ducts fail during a seismic event. A
design change had been authorized and was being prepared for long-term
correction of the problem.

Conclusions:
DCPP’s Auxiliary Building Ventilation System is in good health
and performs as expected.

Recommendations:
None

3.5 Centrifugal Charging Pump System Health

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with John Rhodes, Primary System Engineer, for an
update on the Centrifugal Charging Pump (CCP) System. The DCISC had not previously
reviewed the CCP System in detail, although it had reviewed it in part when it reviewed
Safety Injection systems during its May 2012 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.5), when
it concluded the following:

The DCPP Safety Injection System, a part of the Emergency Core
Cooling System, exhibits Green (excellent) health and has no major
problems. The system engineer appeared knowledgeable and pro-
active about the system.

The DCPP CCP System serves both emergency and non-emergency functions.
During emergencies, two CCPs serve as High Pressure Safety Injection Pumps
as a part of the larger Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS). The CCPs as a
part of the ECCS are designed to inject high pressure water from the Refueling
Water Storage Tank to cool the reactor core and provide negative reactivity in
the event of a loss of coolant accident, a spurious lifting of a Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) relief valve, a Rod Cluster Control Assembly ejection, or a Steam
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Generator tube rupture. The ECCS also includes two additional subsystems, the
Safety Injection System (for intermediate pressure injection) and the Residual
Heat Removal System (for low pressure injection and recirculation). During
non-emergency (normal) operations, the CCP System supplies high pressure
water to the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS). The CVCS system
provides a means of continuous letdown and makeup to the RCS to replenish
water removed via letdown for cleanup or via Reactor Coolant Pump seal leak
off. The CVCS system also includes systems which provide for the addition of
boric acid to RCS water to control core reactivity. The CCP system was originally
provided with two safety-related CCPs for either ECCS or normal use along with
a non-safety related positive-displacement pump for normal use. As the
positive-displacement pump proved highly unreliable, it was replaced with a
non-safety related CCP on both units in 2008. This non-safety related CCP is
currently the primary pump used to supply the CVCS system during normal
operations. The other two safety-related CCPs are normally left in standby. The
System Engineer provided copies of the System Health Reports for both units.
The health of both units was rated as Green (Good). There were no
subcategories rated other than Green on either unit. The system engineer noted
that in the CVCS system, the Boric Acid Transfer Pumps were wearing out and
required frequent maintenance. Replacement of the pumps had been planned
for several years, but vendor issues resulted in significant delays. Ultimately,
four replacement pumps were obtained from an alternative vendor and three
had been received at DCPP. Replacement of the pumps was planned to be
completed in 2017.

Conclusions:
DCPP’s Centrifugal Charging Pump System is in good health
and performs as expected. The System Engineer appeared
knowledgeable and proactive.

Recommendations:
None

3.6 DCISC Member Discussion with DCPP Senior Manager

Dr. Peter Lam, DCISC Member, met with Jan Nimick, Senior Director of Nuclear Services,
to discuss items from the fact-finding meeting and other items of mutual interest. The
DCISC last met with DCPP management in January 2017 (Reference 6.6), when it
concluded the following:

The meeting between the Vice-President, Nuclear Generation and the
DCISC Fact-finding Team was beneficial for all participants.

Conclusions:
The meeting between the DCPP Senior Director and the
DCISC Member was beneficial for all participants.
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Recommendations:
None

3.7 Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Dan Hardesty, Senior Advising Mechanical
Engineer, for an update on DCPP’s Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program. The
DCISC last reviewed this issue in March 2016 (Reference 6.7), when it concluded the
following:

The DCPP Reactor Material Surveillance Program appears satisfactory
for assuring compliance with NRC Fracture Toughness Rules and to
provide assurance against low temperature pressurized thermal shock.

The DCPP Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program manages loss of
fracture toughness of reactor vessels due to neutron embrittlement in reactor
vessel materials exposed to neutron fluence. Coupons (samples) of reactor
vessel material are periodically removed from the vessels during the course of
plant operating life. Neutron embrittlement is evaluated through coupon testing
and evaluation, ex-vessel neutron fluence calculations, and actual measurement
of reactor vessel neutron fluence. Data resulting from the program are used to
determine RCS pressure-temperature limits, minimum temperature
requirements, and end-of-life fracture toughness requirements. Fracture
toughness relates to the ability of a material to withstand Pressurized Thermal
Shock (PTS). The test coupons have been placed in locations in the reactor that
receive significantly higher neutron dose rates than the actual vessel, and thus
provide information on the longer-term conditions of the reactor vessel. Mr.
Hardesty explained that the DCPP plant possesses enough metallic coupons,
either in the reactor itself or already removed and in the Spent Fuel Pool, to
support the plant’s need to determine the capability of the reactor vessel to
withstand the effects of PTS out to the full 40-year lifetime of the plant. DCPP is
also able to rely on additional backup information from tests conducted on
specimens from another nuclear plant because the reactor vessel at that plant,
and the accompanying metallic specimens, were fabricated from the same batch
of metal as was the reactor vessel at DCPP. DCPP’s two reactor vessels are
slightly different in composition. Hence, they have slightly different metallic
properties, slightly different susceptibilities to PTS, and different specimens for
testing.

DCPP’s program committed to the NRC to remove and test a minimum of four
coupons per unit containing both base metal and weld material for analysis. On
Unit 1, 12 coupons have been installed in the inner core barrel area of the
vessel. Of these 12, 7 have been removed to date, and 5 remain in the vessel.
One of the five coupons currently remaining in the Unit 1 vessel, Coupon B, had
been scheduled for removal in October 2010, but was stuck and could not be
removed as scheduled without applying excessive force. That coupon is
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currently scheduled to be removed by cutting in May of 2022. Three of the
seven removed Unit 1 coupons have been tested, and four are stored in the
Spent Fuel Pool. Without Coupon B, testing of the other three coupons alone
could not provide results that met the requirements for maximum data scatter
and the Unit 1 sample results could not alone be deemed as creditable for use in
analyses to demonstrate the vessel’s compliance with NRC regulations to
prevent PTS. Accordingly, re-evaluations were performed under the NRC
Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position 5.3. The re-evaluations
demonstrated the vessel’s compliance with NRC regulations for a duration
consistent with that currently submitted and approved by the NRC in the most
recent DCPP Reactor Coolant System Pressure and Temperature Limits Report.

For Unit 2, six coupons have been installed and all have now been removed.
Four of the Unit 2 coupons have been tested and two remain in storage in the
Spent Fuel Pool. The results of the testing for the four Unit 2 coupons provided
results that met the requirements for maximum data scatter and were
determined to be creditable without additional sampling for use in analyses
which demonstrated the vessel’s compliance with NRC regulations to prevent
PTS.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program
appears satisfactory for assuring compliance with NRC
regulations to prevent Pressurized Thermal Shock.

Recommendations:
None

3.8 Operability Determination Program

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Brian Bridges, Acting Operations Manager, for an
update on PG&E’s programs for performing Operability Determinations of degraded or
non-conforming equipment. The DCISC last reviewed Operability Determinations in April
2015 (Reference 6.8), concluding the following:

DCPP appears to have performed its Operability Decision Making
satisfactorily. Follow-up effectiveness evaluations were performed
appropriately concluding that the ODMs were effective.

Mr. Bridges explained that evaluations for degraded or non-conforming
conditions were governed by procedure OM7.ID12, Operability Determination.
The process begins when a problem is identified and a notification is made
under the Problem Identification and Resolution Program. The identifier of a
problem is responsible for immediately reporting the problem to an Operations
Shift Manager (SM). The SM is then responsible for assessing the problem’s
impact on operability without delay using guidance contained in the above
procedure.
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Procedure OM7.ID12 was provided and reviewed. It was found to have detailed
guidance for the SM to use to determine if reported problems were indicative of
degraded or non-conforming conditions affecting the operability of Systems,
Structures or Components (SSCs) required to be operable by Technical
Specifications (TSs), performed support functions for SSCs required to be
operable by TSs, or were required to support the DCPP Emergency Plan. If a
reported problem was found to be potentially a degraded or non-confirming
condition, then the procedure required the SM to use conservative decision
making in working through a set of detailed questions and criteria to determine
if the affected equipment remained operable or should be declared inoperable.
If at any time during the evaluation of operability there was not a reasonable
expectation that the equipment was operable, then the procedure required the
SM to declare the equipment inoperable and take the appropriate actions
required for the inoperable equipment. Additionally, the procedure required the
performance of an extent of condition analysis for any equipment declared
inoperable to ensure that other similar equipment was not similarly affected.

In cases where the basis for determining operability is not clear, overly
complex, or requires compensatory measures to maintain operability, the
procedure required the SM to request a more detailed evaluation by the
applicable engineering organization in the form of a Prompt Operability
Assessment (POA). The procedure contained detailed guidance for the
preparation of POAs, timeframes in which POAs should be completed, and
guidance for tracking POAs and reporting the same to senior management.
Additionally, it was noted that the list of open Degraded, Unanalyzed, and Non-
confirming (DUNC) conditions was tracked on a consolidated ‘DUNC List’. A copy
of the DUNC List was provided and reviewed by the Fact-finding Team. The
DUNC List was also contained in the monthly DCPP Plant Performance
Improvement Report to provide high visibility to station leadership and other
organizations. Although not all items on the DUNC List had associated POAs, all
open POAs were included as items on the DUNC List.

Copies of the following notification packages containing POAs for degraded or
non-conforming conditions were provided for review by the Fact-finding Team:

Degraded condition regarding low fluid pressure for a snubber on Steam Generator
1-3 (SAPN 50826169)
Degraded condition regarding an oil leak on RHR Pump 1-1 (SAPN 50809622)
Non-conforming condition regarding tornado protection for the Vital 480V
Switchgear Room ventilation systems (SAPN 50656953)
Non-conforming condition regarding high-energy line break effects on the Vital 4kV
Switchgear Rooms (SAPN 50636744)
Non-conforming condition regarding wind effects on the Emergency Diesel
Generator Ventilation System (SAPN 50599190)
Non-conforming condition regarding tornado missile effects on the Emergency Diesel
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Generator Ventilation System (SAPN 50592094)
Non-conforming conditions regarding the X/Q methodology for control room dose
assessments (SAPNs 50606579 and 50526287)
Non-conforming condition regarding the shoreline fault seismic analysis as identified
by the Long-term Seismic Program (SAPN 50410266)

Reviews of selected portions of the above POAs found that the degraded or non-
conforming conditions were documented in extensive detail and in accordance
with the requirements of the governing procedure. Compensatory actions,
where needed, appeared appropriate. Although several of the open POAs had
been pending final resolution for several years, the timeframes for action were
appropriate given the physical design changes or regulatory approvals required
to completely resolve the issues.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Operability Determination Program and related
programs for determining the operability of equipment found
to be degraded or in non-conformance with regulatory bases
were properly established and managed by DCPP. Open
Operability Assessments for degraded or non-conforming
conditions appeared appropriate, and open Operability
Assessments were being tracked to closure using a list with
high visibility to station management. The DCISC should
regularly review the Operability Determination Program and
open Operability Assessments.

Recommendations:
None

3.9 Status of the Joint Proposal

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Tom Jones, Director of Strategic Initiatives, for
an update on the Joint Proposal to end DCPP operation in 2025. Even though this matter
was reviewed only two months ago, its potential significant impact on safe plant
operation merited an additional briefing. The DCISC last reviewed these topics at the
January 2017 Fact-finding Meeting (Reference 6.9), when it concluded the following:

The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has begun its formal
proceeding to consider approval of the Joint Proposal. DCPP’s plan for
decommissioning has begun with the process of developing its
decommissioning organization which will determine what type of
decommissioning to use and prepare a detailed cost estimate.

Mr. Jones briefed the Fact-finding Team on PG&E’s recent filing with the CPUC
to modify the Joint Proposal to remove some of PG&E’s long-term commitments
to renewable energy, deferring those commitments to be reviewed separately
by the CPUC as a part of future integrated resource planning. He also reviewed
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the schedule and process for testimony filings, rebuttal filings, and hearings.
Additionally, he discussed the role that other state agencies played in the Joint
Proposal and its approval process. Finally, Mr. Jones discussed the disposition
of land around the site after decommissioning. He stated that no decisions have
been reached regarding future land use and noted that a community panel will
be convened to provide recommendations regarding land usage to PG&E.

Conclusions:
The California Public Utilities Commission is continuing its
formal proceeding to consider approval of the Joint Proposal,
and the DCISC should continue its ongoing monitoring of this
matter.

Recommendations:
None

3.10 Employee Concerns Program

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Rick Burnside, Employee Concerns Program (ECP)
Manager, and Donna Wells, Employee Concerns Investigator, to discuss DCPP’s Employee
Concerns Program. The DCISC last reviewed the Employee Concerns Program in
February 2011 (Reference 6.10), concluding the following:

The action plan to increase visibility of the DCPP Employee Concerns
Program appears to be appropriate.

Mr. Burnside stated that the ECP group consisted of two investigators and a
manager. The group’s purpose was to be an independent and impartial
investigator of concerns raised by employees. The group formed an alternative
avenue for employees who for any reason did not wish to report concerns
directly to supervisors or managers. The group reported directly to the Chief
Nuclear Officer (CNO), and met periodically with the CNO as also on special
occasions when warranted by the results of a formal investigation.

The Fact-finding Team was provided copies of two procedures governing the
ECP, OM3.ID3, Employee Concerns Program, and OM3.NQ1, Employee Concerns
Investigations and Reporting. The procedures contained extensive guidance on
implementing the program with the purpose of providing all employees an
ability to raise quality or safety concerns without fear of retaliation. The
program provided for confidentiality of any reporting individual’s identity unless
precluded by lawful requests for information from the NRC or a court. The
program also provided means for reporting concerns anonymously via hotline or
drop box, although Mr. Burnside stated that typically there were not many
anonymous concerns submitted. During 2016, the ECP was reviewed both
during an NRC inspection and by the Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee.
Neither organization noted any deficiencies in administration of the ECP.
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In order to properly evaluate the technical validity and safety significance of
concerns, the current ECP Manager was an individual who had previously
completed the certification process as a Senior Reactor Operator. Additionally,
the Training Department Director served as a backup resource for providing
technical reviews of concerns. DCPP also had a separate program for resolving
Differing Professional Opinions (DPOs), which provided a formal process for
resolving differences in technical opinions between employees over issues that
could affect nuclear safety or licensing. Mr. Burnside noted that the DPO
process was not frequently used, with only one DPO case having been
processed in the last three years.

During 2016, the ECP group investigated 42 concerns, and performed 4 formal
investigations. These numbers were less than most previous years, during
which the group typically investigated 50 – 80 concerns. In general, some of
the concerns were technical in nature, but the majority involved leadership or
communications issues. The ECP group also participated in the exit interview
process for any employees leaving DCPP who had been employed for at least six
months. This was to ensure that all departing employees were afforded the
opportunity to express any safety concerns before leaving. Additionally, the ECP
group was tasked to investigate any concerns referred to PG&E from the NRC as
a part of its program for processing allegations of wrongdoing or safety issues
and concerns received by the NRC. During 2016, there was one such allegation
of a concern referred to PG&E from the NRC. Mr. Burnside also provided
nationwide statistics on the NRC’s processing of allegations which showed that
the numbers of allegations received for DCPP were typical for the industry and
had declined in recent years.

Conclusions:
DCPP’s Employee Concerns Program is effectively organized
and managed to provide all employees the ability to report
safety concerns without fear of retaliation. The numbers of
concerns reviewed internally was relatively low, and the
number of allegations received by the NRC appeared to be
typical for the industry..

Recommendations:
None

4.0 Conclusions

4.1
The regular meetings with the NRC Resident Inspectors are
beneficial.

4.2
The level of attention to DCPP’s Fire Protection Program and
Systems has increased significantly, and numerous
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improvements have been accomplished. The Health of the
Fire Protection System in each Unit is rated as Green, or
Healthy. DCPP has aggressively moved to improve the
control of transient combustible materials at the station. The
DCISC should review the status of remaining fire protection
systems improvements as well as the implementation of the
NFPA-805 Program in late 2017.

4.3
The 2016 ISFSI cask loading campaign was successfully
completed. An issue with cask overpack thread stud
engagement was appropriately resolved. DCPP will be
submitting a request for license renewal for the ISFSI in
2022, two years before its scheduled expiration in 2024.
Acceleration of the movement of spent fuel to dry storage at
the ISFSI will be considered as required by the Joint Proposal
and as a part of the decommissioning planning process. Such
acceleration could require changes to the current DCPP or
ISFSI licenses.

4.4
DCPP’s Auxiliary Building Ventilation System is in good health
and performs as expected.

4.5
DCPP’s Centrifugal Charging Pump System is in good health
and performs as expected. The System Engineer appeared
knowledgeable and proactive.

4.6
The meeting between the DCPP Senior Director and the
DCISC Member was beneficial for all participants.

4.7
The DCPP Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program
appears satisfactory for assuring compliance with NRC
regulations to prevent Pressurized Thermal Shock.

4.8
The DCPP Operability Determination Program and related
programs for determining the operability of equipment found
to be degraded or in non-conformance with regulatory bases
were properly established and managed by DCPP. Open
Operability Assessments for degraded or non-conforming
conditions appeared appropriate, and open Operability
Assessments were being tracked to closure using a list with
high visibility to station management. The DCISC should
regularly review the Operability Determination Program and
open Operability Assessments.

4.9
The California Public Utilities Commission is continuing its
formal proceeding to consider approval of the Joint Proposal,
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and the DCISC should continue its ongoing monitoring of this
matter.

4.10
DCPP’s Employee Concerns Program is effectively organized
and managed to provide all employees the ability to report
safety concerns without fear of retaliation. The numbers of
concerns reviewed internally was relatively low, and the
number of allegations received by the NRC appeared to be
typical for the industry.

5.0 Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit D.8, Diablo
Canyon Independent Safety Committee Report on
Fact Finding Meeting at DCPP on March 22–23, 2017
by Robert J. Budnitz, Member, and R. Ferman
Wardell, Consultant

1.0 Summary
The results of the March 22-23, 2017 fact-finding trip to the Diablo Canyon Power Plant
(DCPP) in Avila Beach, CA are presented. Consultant Ferman Wardell solely participated
in the March 22 meeting, and both DCISC representatives participated in the March 23
meeting. The subjects addressed and summarized in Section 3 are as follows:

1. Attend Plant Health Committee Meeting
2. Refueling Equipment Readiness
3. 1R20 Outage Safety Plan
4. Safety System Functional Failures
5. Status of Major Regulatory Issues
6. Classification of Structures, Systems, and Components
7. Compressed Air System Health
8. Observe Operator Rounds
9. Quality Verification Top Issues and Pre-NIEP Self-Assessment

10. Use of Lower-Bound Cutoffs in the Analysis of Probabilistic Seismic Fragilities for
Components and Structures

11. Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee Summary Meeting
12. Nuclear Safety Culture Health and Survey

2.0 Introduction
This fact-finding trip to the DCPP was made to evaluate specific safety matters for the
DCISC. The objective of the evaluation was to determine if PG&E’s performance is
appropriate and whether any areas revealed observations which are important enough to
warrant further review, follow-up, or presentation at a Public Meeting. These safety
matters include follow-up and/or continuing review efforts by the Committee, as well as
those identified as a result of reviews of various safety-related documents.

Section 4—Conclusions highlights the conclusions of the Fact-finding Team
based on items reported in Section 3—Discussion. These highlights also include
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the team’s suggested follow-up items for the DCISC, such as scheduling future
fact-finding meetings on the topic, presentations at future public meetings, and
requests for future updates or information from DCPP on specific areas of
interest, etc.

Section 5—Recommendations lists specific recommendations to PG&E proposed
by the Fact-finding Team. These recommendations will be considered by the
DCISC. After review and approval by the DCISC, the Fact-finding Report,
including its recommendations, is provided to PG&E. The Fact-finding Report
will also appear in the DCISC Annual Report.

3.0 Discussion

3.1 Attend Plant Health Committee Meeting

The DCISC Fact-finding Representative, (FFR), DCISC Consultant Ferman Wardell, met
with Brian McQuade, DCPP Liaison to the DCISC, to attend and observe the weekly
meeting of the DCPP Plant Health Committee (PHC) on March 22, 2017. The DCISC last
attended a PHC meeting in January 2017 (Reference 6.1), concluding the following:

The January 18, 2017 Plant Health Committee (PHC) meeting was well
planned, organized, and implemented with crisp presentations and
intrusive questioning. Participants willingly accepted action items to
carry out PHC decisions.

The PHC is governed by DCPP Procedure OM4.ID16, “Plant Health Committee”
and is a management team responsible for:

Continual review of system and program health issues
Routinely monitoring the status of plant health issues on the plant health issues list
for action status and completion
Routinely monitoring the status of the system health tactical list
Review and approval of action plans to address plant health issues that originated
from system health reports, maintenance rule, operator workarounds, program
health reports, emergent issues, and others deemed important to monitor
Reviewing and approving action plans to resolve degraded, unanalyzed and non-
conforming conditions
Review and monitoring of plant health issue plans that are presented to the PHC
Performing Preventative Maintenance Oversight Committee functions
Annual approval of system, component, and program long range plans
Quarterly review and monitoring of the Top Margin Issues list
Approving and authorizing the PHC budget for the solution to plant health issues

The membership of the PHC Core Team, which is the Decision Making (i.e.
voting) group of the PHC, is as follows:
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Plant Health Committee Chairman (currently the Station Director)
Engineering Director
Operations Director
Nuclear Work Management Director
Maintenance Director
Strategic Projects Director

The PHC is also supplemented by a group of Supporting (non-voting) Members
from other various station departments.

The agenda for this meeting included the following:

Safety/Human Performance Message
Facilitative Leadership Minute
Verify Quorum
Introduce Operations Personnel
Review Purpose and Desired Outcomes
Review and Approve Minutes from Previous Meeting
Review of Action Items
Fire Protection Program
Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program
High Critical Walk-in Items (None)
Evaluation of the Conduct of the Meeting
Action Item Review

The meeting was chaired by the Operations Director and Facilitated by the Mark
Baker, Supervisor of Nuclear Engineering. The meeting was conducted with
efficiency, and the agenda was covered as scheduled. A strong emphasis was
placed on plant safety and reliability throughout the discussion. One
representative from the Operations shift was present, and his participation was
strongly encouraged by the Chair.

Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program (FPP) Engineer, Alex Arsene, presented the health
of the FPP using the Program Health Report. The system health was rated White
(healthy) with the following contributors:

An engineering calculation impacting the FPP needs updating due to a potential
circuit failure identified through Operational Experience.
A longstanding design change is needed for access to test the Solid State Protection
System room fire/smoke detectors.
Selected dampers are in Maintenance Rule Category (a)(1).
The (successful) 2016 Triennial NRC Inspection raised one Green Non-cited Violation
for inadequate testing of the fire suppression system. This has been resolved.
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The FPP was last presented to the PHC in December 2015 in Yellow (unhealthy)
health. FPP health is expected to return to Green by the end of June 2017 when
the damper issue (above) is resolved. The next FPP Health Card will use the
new format and will include fire doors.

The PHC was satisfied with the FPP status and action plans.

Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program (BACCP)

The program engineers provided an update on the BACCP, specifically
discussing the following items:

Review Unit 1 wet Boric Acid (BA) leak status
Goals for Outage 1R20
Changes to the BACCP and the BA Leak Report section of the Plant Performance
Improvement Report

Following Outage 1R19, the DCPP BACCP was in the worst industry quartile
(Red) with greater than ten Wet Leaks due primarily to the following:

Some valves not fully closed
“Resealing” pipe caps does not correct valve leak-by
Grinnell diaphragm valve body-bonnet leaks due to aging
Chronic packing leaks

An industry materials review visit in September 2016 recommended that DCPP
reduce its high backlog of boric acid leaks. In its 2R19 Refueling Outage, DCPP
implemented an aggressive effort to substantially reduce its boric acid leaks.
This was highly successful, returning Unit 2 to industry best quartile. The
BACCP program engineers plan to continue this effort on Unit 1 in Outage 1R20
(late March through early July 2017) and are expecting to achieve similar
results to 2R19. If similar results can be achieved on Unit 1, then the station as
a whole would achieve industry best quartile.

Conclusions:
The March 22, 2017 Plant Health Committee (PHC) meeting
was well planned, organized, and implemented with crisp
presentations and intrusive questioning. Participants willingly
accepted action items to carry out PHC decisions.

Recommendations:
None

3.2 Refueling Equipment Readiness and Health

The DCISC FFR met with Mike Quitter, Operations Planning Manager, for an update on
DCPP refueling equipment health. The DCISC last reviewed refueling equipment in
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November 2015 (Reference 6.2), concluding the following:

DCPP’s Fuel Handling Systems continue to experience the effects of
aging, and obsolescence, yet have also continued to pose no nuclear
safety concerns. Emerging problems have continued to be addressed
successfully on temporary bases. Plans have been approved to remedy
these issues sequentially through Refueling Outage 1R22. During this
interim period, it appears that the station may continue to experience
instances of system and component unreliability that may have to be
addressed on ad hoc bases.

Unit 1’s Fuel Handling System Health rating during the previous calendar
quarter of 2015 was White and Unit 2’s was Yellow. However, the health of both
systems was upgraded to Green with the completion of the following:

Completion of a minor modification involving the replacement of the contactor
control panels on the Spent Fuel Bridge Crane
Successful testing of the equipment and the operation of the equipment during fuel
receipt and inspections
Successful movement of fuel for transfer to the Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation (ISFSI)

At the time of this fact-finding meeting, the Unit 1 Refueling System was rated
Green. Unit 2 was Yellow due to the gripper assembly getting stuck in the top
nozzle springs causing core offload to be 33 hours behind schedule. A new
gripper assembly was purchased for installation in 1R20.

Although the Fuel Handling Systems in both units were rated as healthy, they
both are experiencing the effects of aging that have impacted and could
continue to impact system reliability. The main issues that have been affecting
system health in both units are obsolescence, unavailability of spare parts, and
unreliability of equipment and components. Actions to address these issues are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

In both units, the Manipulator Cranes, the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Bridge Cranes,
and the Transfer Systems had been approved for upgrade. The intent was to
upgrade the SFP Bridge Cranes for both Units in 2016, to upgrade the Fuel
Transfer Systems during refueling outages 2R20 and 1R21, and to upgrade the
Manipulator Cranes during refueling outages 2R21 and 1R22.

Because DCPP is not pursuing license renewal, these changes to the refueling
system are being scaled back to the following actions:

The Fuel Transfer System has not been troublesome and will not be modified.
The Manipulator Crane has not been troublesome and will not be modified.
The Unit 2 Spent Fuel Pool Bridge Crane received a digital controls upgrade from
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Areva for programmable automatic, semi-automatic, or manual operation. Unit 2
was in the site acceptance testing phase during the fact-finding meeting. Unit 1 SFP
Bridge Crane will receive its controls upgrade in Outage 1R21 (spring 2018).

Conclusions:
DCPP has begun to implement upgrades to its Spent Fuel
Pool Bridge Crane controls which should improve their
performance and reliability. Other less important upgrades
have been deferred or canceled because of the proposed
Joint Proposal not to pursue license extension. This appeared
satisfactory to the DCISC Fact-finding Representative.

Recommendations:
None

3.3 Outage 1R20 Safety Plan and Safety Schedule

The DCISC FFR met with Matt Coward, Outage Management Manager, to review the
Outage 1R20 Safety Plan and Safety Schedule. The DCISC last reviewed these items in
August 2014 (Reference 6.3) with the following conclusion:

The DCPP 2R18 Outage Safety Plan, used to assure nuclear safety
during the outage, appeared comprehensive and clearly written,
applying the Defense-in-Depth philosophy to prevent accidents and to
mitigate the effects of accidents, if they were to occur.

The DCISC FFR received and reviewed the 1R20 Outage Safety Plan. The
purpose of the Outage Safety Plan is to provide information on outage safety
requirements and highlight risk areas to plant staff. In order to assess outage
safety impact, referral to the Outage Safety Plan and Outage Safety Schedule is
to be made prior to making major schedule changes. The intent of the Outage
Safety Plan is to provide a concise document for use in evaluating plant
conditions during Modes 5 (Cold Shutdown) and 6 (Refueling) to ensure the key
safety functions are satisfied, while maintaining consistency with the Technical
Specifications and Equipment Control Guidelines.

DCPP’s outage safety program is designed around three major concepts:

1. Prevention of any accident-initiating event
2. Mitigation of an accident before it potentially progresses to core damage
3. Control of radioactive material if a core damage accident should occur

The outage safety plan provides background information for the logic contained
in the outage safety checklists. The checklists provide the logic used to develop
the outage safety schedule. The schedule and checklists ensure that the
equipment and plant conditions assumed in the abnormal procedures shutdown
are met. These procedures contain guidance for providing passive core cooling
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used during parts of the outage and guidance on key safety system restoration.
Outage safety planning is based upon the assumption of a very severe event,
which is a loss of all AC power.

The Outage Safety Plan contains the following topics:

Infrequently Performed Tests or Evolutions
Contingency Strategies
Transition Periods and Testing
Prevention of Accident Initiating Events
Outage Safety Checklists

Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown) Loops Filled
Mode 5 Loops Not Filled
Mode 6 (Refueling) RCS Level at RV Nozzles
Mode 6 Level Below RV Nozzles
Core Offloaded

Containment Closure
Industry Outage Events

DCPP uses “Safety Monitor,” a probabilistic risk analysis computer-based tool to
analyze the risk of reactor coolant boiling and core damage risk while fuel is in
the reactor vessel based upon the outage equipment out-of-service schedule
information. Procedure AD8.DC55, “Outage Safety Scheduling”, controls the
analysis. The resultant Outage Safety Schedule shows the Defense-in-Depth
(DID) Status for various states of the following safety functions:

Decay Heat Removal Capability
Reactor Coolant System Inventory Control
Reactivity Control
Support Systems (Heat Sink)
Containment Closure
AC Power Available
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
DC Power
120VAC Instrument Power
Emergency Diesel Generator/Fuel Handling Building/Charging Power Supply

DCPP has a process (Procedure OP Q-38, “Protected Equipment Postings –
Outages”) to designate and protect equipment required for DID of safety
systems during outages. The process includes lists, tags, signage, and physical
barriers. The procedure appeared adequate.

An “N+1” defense in depth philosophy, where N generally represents the
minimum equipment needed to maintain a key safety function, is utilized to
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evaluate the status of the key safety functions. Defense-in-Depth (DID) Status
is represented by the following four color definitions:

Green – represents >N+1 DID, where N is the minimum equipment needed to
maintain a key safety function with more than one backup means of support.
Yellow – represents N+1 DID, which is considered the normal DID. Key safety
functions are fully supported with at least one backup means of support.
Orange – represents an N condition, where key safety functions are supported, but
minimum DID is not met, and compensatory measures must be in place.
Red – represents a <N condition in which key safety functions are not supported.

DCPP considers a status of Green or Yellow acceptable for planned outage
activities because key safety functions are fully supported with DID. No planned
activities should result in an Orange condition; however, in the rare case where
an Orange condition is necessary, a contingency plan with compensatory
actions must be developed and implemented. The contingency plan then
provides DID, because it provides a backup safety function if the minimum
safety function becomes unavailable. Planned Red conditions are prohibited.
The 1R20 Outage Safety Plan contains no Orange or Red conditions and five
individual Yellow ones.

There will be two times during 1R20 when the overall color will be Yellow based
on the following five individual Yellow occurrences, which are fully detailed and
explained in the safety plan:

Shutdown Cooling – remains Green
Inventory Control – a Yellow condition will occur when the reactor coolant level is at
reduced inventory to perform vacuum refill. Adequate defense-in-depth is available.
Reactivity Control – a Yellow condition will occur when one Component Cooling
Water (CCW) Pump is taken out of service with Bus F. The condition returns to
Green upon entering Mode 6.
Support Systems (Heat Sink) – Two Yellow windows will occur when the Auxiliary
Saltwater System (ASW)/CCW 1-1 train is out of service at lowered inventory and
again during mid-loop for vacuum refill.
Containment Closure – remains Green
Vital AC Power – a Yellow condition will occur due to a single offsite power source
available when the plant is at lowered inventory due to the Main Bank power supply
being removed from service at the start of the outage.
Spent Fuel Cooling – remains Green

Significant points in the Outage Safety Plan are as follows:

The RCS will not be completely drained and no Steam Generator eddy current
testing is scheduled; therefore, no nozzle dams will be installed.
Temporary Containment Penetrations 60 and 63 will be installed to support testing
and Reactor Vessel inspection.
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New FLEX actions are required when entering Mode 5. Specifically, this means that
in the event of loss of AC power, Containment Penetration 58 could be opened
utilizing FLEX equipment (manual tools) to vent the Containment, if necessary.
Integrated Safeguards testing and associated bus transfer testing and Engineered
Safeguards timer testing will be performed in Mode 5 at the beginning of the
outage.
After Integrated Safeguards testing, Vital Bus F 4kV and 480V will be de-energized
for maintenance. During this seven-day period, the Auxiliary Saltwater System
cross-tie cannot be operated remotely from the Control room, and compensatory
measures will be established.
Emergency Diesel Generator 1-3 will have a maintenance outage during 1R20.
Low power physics testing will be performed in Mode 2.
The Rod Cluster Control Assemblies drive shafts will be removed for guide card
inspections, resulting in the transition period for installing the upper internals after
core load to be extended 12 hours.
A new permanent Reactor Cavity Seal will be installed during the first week of the
outage prior to reactor disassembly.
Baffle bolt inspection/replacement will be performed after the core is offloaded. This
is the major critical path item in the outage, especially if many bolt replacements
are required.

An outage safety schedule review by an independent industry peer from outside
PG&E and a licensed Senior Reactor Operator not involved with schedule
development was performed with satisfactory results, and the safety schedule
approved by DCPP management.

Outage Safety Checklists are used to verify normal and backup decay heat
removal capabilities are maintained. The checklists are provided for each of the
five following basic plant outage configurations listed and described above.

Outage Safety planning is based upon the assumption of a very severe event,
which is a loss of all AC power. Backup decay heat removal capability is
maintained during the outage by assuring that the system can take advantage
of natural physical laws (natural circulation by gravity or boiling) to maintain
passive cooling if Residual Heat Removal (RHR) or Spent Fuel Pool (SFP)
cooling is lost. Passive cooling is available to reduce the risk of core damage in
the event the normal and backup decay heat removal methods are lost.

The Outage Safety Plan also includes operating experience, i.e., prior outage
events at DCPP and other nuclear plants. These are in the form of “lessons-
learned” to prevent these events from reoccurring at DCPP.

Conclusions:
The DCPP 1R20 Outage Safety Plan and Safety Schedule
appeared comprehensive and effective to prevent the plant
safety level from dropping below acceptable safety
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standards. Use of the safety plan and schedule in prior
outages has been successful.

Recommendations:
None

3.4 Safety System Functional Failures

The DCISC FFR met with Michael Robinson, Supervisor of Regulatory Services, for an
update on DCPP Safety System Functional Failures (SSFFs). The DCISC last reviewed
DCPP SSFFs in March 2016 (Reference 6.4), when it concluded the following:

There has been a significant improvement in the rate of DCPP Safety
System Functional Failures (SSFFs) compared to July 2010 and
November 2014. The DCISC should review SSFF status again in mid-
2017 to determine whether a low rate of SSFFs will be sustained in the
future.

A Safety System Functional Failure (SSFF) is defined as “the failure of or the
loss of the ability of a system safety function to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, remove residual heat, control the
release of radioactive materials, or mitigate the consequences of an accident.”
Therefore, a safety system may meet a Technical Specification Limiting
Condition for Operation, but exhibit an SSFF at the same time.

The recent history of this issue began in 2001 when the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) changed the significance of a SSFF event when it established
a new Reactor Oversight Program that, among other things, uses performance
indicators for key parameters, including SSFFs. Depending on the number of
SSFFs that a plant experiences, the plant will receive a varying level of
regulatory oversight. For, example, if a plant experiences five SSFFs within a
rolling four quarter period, the plant will move into the White regulatory
response column and receive greater NRC oversight.

Between Ju1y 1, 2010, and August 31, 2011, DCPP Units 1 and 2 experienced a
combined total of 12 SSFFs. Examples of recent SSFFs included the discovery of
a reactor coolant leak on a Residual Heat Removal System relief valve (August
2013), the identification of a design vulnerability from high winds for all Unit 1
Emergency Diesel Generators (February 2014), and the failure of an Emergency
Diesel Generator to start (September 2015). DCPP’s examination of this last
issue in its Root Cause Evaluation (RCE) was extensive and detailed, and
included reviews of operating experience within the industry. The examination
concluded that DCPP lacked clear standards for risk assessment, risk
evaluations, and risk mitigation activities that could, and did, result in SSFFs. It
further concluded that, when reviewing evaluations, the station had a tendency
to justify and accept the evaluations rather than to provide a healthy challenge
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to them. It also noted that opportunities had been missed to reinforce high
standards, that resolutions of identified risks were sometimes incomplete, and
that there was sometimes no means nor expectation for identifying risk
significant activities. A contributing cause identified by the station was that
“station personnel had insufficient understanding of the definition of an SSFF,
resulting in failure to recognize that adherence to station procedures and plant
Technical Specification action requirements does not prevent SSFFs.”

To address the root and contributory causes of this adverse trend in SSFFs,
DCPP developed 30 planned actions, which collectively comprised one of the
eight areas for improvement in a broader “Regulatory Excellence Action Plan.”
The first major component of the Action Plan to address Safety System
Functional Failures involved completing the RCE which resulted in its March 7,
2012, Action Plan, which contained 30 major and supporting actions that were
reviewed during the November 2014 DCISC Fact-finding meeting.

The purpose of this March 2017 fact-finding visit was to assess DCPP’s progress
on reducing the number of SSFFs. The DCISC FFR found that the trend of the
Performance Indicator for SSFFs for the last three years had significantly
improved as follows:

Quarter Unit 1 SSFFs Unit 2 SSFFs
1Q13 3 3
2Q13 3 4
3Q13 3 4
4Q13 3 3
1Q14 4 2
2Q14 5 2
3Q14 3 1
4Q14 3 2
1Q15 1 2
2Q15 0 1
3Q15 0 1
4Q15 0 0
1Q16 0 0
2Q16 0 0
3Q16 0 0
4Q16 0 0

NRC’s four-quarter 2016 Performance Indicator for DCPP’s SSFI is currently
Green based on the following data:

Unit No. of SSFIs NRC White Threshold DCPP Goal
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1 0 >5 0
2 0 >5 0

Conclusions:
DCPP’s Safety System Functional Failure(SSFF) performance
has improved markedly since 2014 due to increased
attention and focused corrective actions. Beginning in late
2015 and continuing through 2016 DCPP has had zero SSFFs.
Because of this, the DCISC should reduce monitoring of SSFF
performance to use of the monthly Plant Performance
Improvement Report and regulatory updates at each of its
Public Meetings.

Recommendations:
None

3.5 Status of Major Regulatory Issues

The DCISC FFR met Jim Morris, Supervisor, Regulatory Services, and Hossein Hamzehee,
Manager of Regulatory Services, for an update on selected NRC regulatory issues. The
DCISC’s conclusions of its most recent reviews of these issues are delineated in the
discussions below.

1. Containment Debris: The issue of potential debris blockage of a containment sump
during a potential loss of coolant accident (LOCA) has been the subject of detailed and
lengthy research by the industry and the NRC (Generic Safety Issue 191). Extensive
enlargements and modifications have been made to DCPP’s containment sump screens in
order to substantially reduce the risk of interrupting recirculation to the Reactor Vessel
during a Loss of Coolant Accident. PG&E’s decision to pursue resolution of this long-
standing industry issue through a risk informed process appears to be a reasonable and
achievable approach, recognizing that the deterministic approach is well established
practice. [January 15-15, 2014 Fact-finding Meeting]

Update: DCPP has removed/replaced substantial amounts of containment insulation
and other materials which could have blocked/clogged sump screens and pumps. It
is waiting for the completion and approval of a Westinghouse topical report
documenting the final testing performed on the ability of containment sump screens
and Residual Heat Removal pumps to handle expected containment sump mixtures.
The topical uses a risk-informed approach to the debris problem. The final resolution
will require Technical Specification changes.

2. EDG Health and Performance: DCPP has resolved most of the significant issues with
its Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) and reports the health of Unit 1 as Green and
Unit 2 as White (and trending towards Green). This is good progress. Additionally, DCPP
has implemented an impressive EDG Reliability Improvement Plan, which the DCISC
should follow closely. [January 18-19, 2017 Fact-finding meeting.]

Update: The EDGs exhibit good health resulting from DCPP’s recent and current
actions. The DCISC FFR received and reviewed the DCPP EDG Reliability
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Improvement Plan, dated March 10, 2017. The plan is comprehensive and action-
based. The Plan implements more targeted maintenance at appropriate intervals,
completion of overdue design changes for known deficiencies, increasing critical
spare parts stocking levels, and enhancing operating and maintenance procedures.

3. 230kV Emergency Power: The DCPP 230kV System health has improved, and
several corrective actions made to date to address system problems have been
successfully completed. [December 7-8, 2016 Fact-finding Meeting]

Update: All 230kV disconnect switches have been replaced. Static VAR
compensators at the Mesa Substation feeding DCPP have been added. Unit 1 circuit
switches are being replaced in Outage 1R20, and Unit 2 switches are being replaced
in Outage 2R20. This concludes the design and component upgrades for the 230kV
System.

4. Open Phase Power: DCPP has satisfactorily committed to and added temporary
compensatory actions to deal with the Open Phase Electric Power Issue. It has also
committed to and has plans and funds to add a permanent solution to be completed in
the R21 refueling outages in 2018. [May 17-18, 2016 Fact-finding Meeting].

Update: These design modifications will be installed in Outages 1R20 and 2R20.
Unit 1 trip functions will be enabled by June 30, 2018. Unit 2 trip functions will be
enabled by December 31, 2018.

5. Control Room Habitability: DCPP is making good progress in resolving issues with
its Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS). The two remaining issues, upgrading the
CRVS air conditioning system and NRC approval of Control Room Envelope accident
radiation dose calculations using the Alternate Source Term, are on-track for completion
in 2018 and 2017, respectively. [May 17-18, 2016 Fact-finding Meeting.]

Update: DCPP expects NRC approval of its submittal in April 2017. [Note: the NRC
approved this submittal on April 27, 2017 for use of the Alternate Source Term.]
The Control Room Briefing Room shielding is currently being installed. The new
Control Room air conditioning compressors have been funded and are scheduled for
installation in 2018.

6. NRC White Finding for Inoperability of Valve SI-1-8982B Interlock:
Update: DCPP is preparing for the NRC 95-001 inspection in late May or early June
2017. If satisfactory, NRC will move DCPP inspection frequencies back to Column 1
(normal).

7. NRC Assessment of the DCPP March 2015 Local Intense Precipitation and
Tsunami Analysis: DCPP’s Local Intense Precipitation analyses appear satisfactory to
assure protection for safety-related equipment in the Auxiliary Building either analytically
or by pre-planned mitigation using sand bags. DCPP’s tsunami analyses were completed
and submitted to NRC in March 2015, and they are awaiting NRC’s Final Safety
Evaluation. Meanwhile, DCISC has requested a separate analysis for which DCPP is
seeking funding. [January 18-19, 2017 Fact-finding Meeting.]

Update: The NRC Final Safety Evaluation is expected by the end of May 2017. The
DCISC-requested tsunami analysis should begin in August if funding is approved.

Conclusions:
DCPP has satisfactory plans and actions which should resolve
its major regulatory issues in 2017.
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Recommendations:
None

3.6 Classification of Structures, Systems, and Components

The DCISC FFR met with Mark Sharp, Design Engineering Manager, and Carlos Basulto,
Design Engineering Mechanical Engineer, to review DCPP’s system for classifying its
Structures, Systems, and Components (SSCs). This is the first DCISC review of this
topic.

NRC 10CFR50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 1 (GDC 1), “Quality
Standards,” requires that SSCs important to safety be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of
the safety functions to be performed. GDC 2, “Performance Standards,” requires
that SSCs that are essential to the prevention and/or mitigation of accidents
which could affect the public health and safety be designed, fabricated, and
erected to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes,
tornadoes, flooding, winds, and other local site effects. NRC 10CFR50.55a,
“Codes and Standards,” requires that certain components of the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary be designed, fabricated, erected, and
tested in accordance with Section III of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Finally, 10CFR50 Appendix
B, “Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing
Plants,” requires that SSCs important to safety be designed, and constructed in
accordance with the quality assurance requirements described in Appendix B.

GDC 1 implementation is described in the DCPP Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report (UFSAR) Section 3.2, “Classification of Structures, Systems, and
Components,” which describes the DCPP classification system for SSCs. DCPP
SSCs are classified using the three following primary categories:

PG&E Design Classes I, II, and III

Design Class I is applicable to SSCs required for the following:

Integrity of the RCS pressure boundary
Capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition
Capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in
potential offsite exposures comparable to the guideline exposures of 10CFR Part
100.
Class I SSCs are designed to remain functional when subjected to the additional
forces associated with the design basis earthquakes.

Design Class II is applicable to SSCs that are important to reactor operation but not
essential to safe shutdown and isolation of the reactor, and failure of which would
not result in the release of substantial amounts (0.5 Rem at the site boundary) of
radioactivity. Class II is used for power and auxiliary service piping systems.
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Seismic qualification of selected Class II SSCs is required by certain licensing basis
commitments
Design Class III is applicable to SSCs that are not related to reactor operation or
safety. Seismic qualification of selected Class III SSCs is required by certain
licensing basis commitments.

PG&E Quality Assurance Classification – consists of six graded quality programs
depending on the safety function of the SSC, such as RCS and Emergency Core
Cooling System, radioactive waste management SSCs, fire protection SSCs, certain
instrumentation, and others as required by licensing basis commitments. QA
requirements for individual SSCs are specified in the DCPP Q-List.
PG&E Quality/Code Class for Fluid Systems and Fluid Components – this specifies
applicable industry codes and standards for fluid systems (e.g., ASME Code,
American National Standards Institute Piping Standards, etc.).

Additional classifications include the following:

Seismic Classifications
Instrumentation System Classifications
Electrical System Classifications

DCPP Procedure, “Classification of Structures, Systems, and Components,”
establishes how SSCs for the plant are classified in accordance with the UFSAR
requirements and how changes to the classification document (Q-List) are
requested, reviewed, and approved. The Q-List is a formal controlled document
which specifies the various classes and classifications for each plant SSC or type
of SSC.

Conclusions:
DCPP’s system of classifications for Structures, Systems, and
Components (SSCs) is a comprehensive, systematic method
of ascertaining which various industry codes and standards,
quality assurance requirements, seismic levels, etc., apply to
each SSC or type of SSC. The licensing basis requirements
(NRC requirements and commitments) are specified in the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. The DCPP Q-List is
then used as an internal controlled document to specify
requirements for each SSC or type of SSC. The DCPP
classification system appears satisfactory for its purpose.

Recommendations:
None

3.7 Compressed Air System Health

The DCISC FFR met with Ben Reinhart, System Engineer, and Surendra Sabharwal,
former System Engineer, for an update on the health of the DCPP Compressed Air
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System (CAS). The DCISC last reviewed the CAS in March 2015 (Reference 6.5), when it
concluded the following:

DCPP has been taking action to improve the material condition of the
Compressed Air System and the reliability of its individual components.
Overall System Health has improved to White, i.e. Needs Improvement.
The DCISC should conduct its next Fact-finding Visit on this topic prior
to the third Quarter of 2016.

The Compressed Air System is common to and serves both units and is divided
into two Subsystems: Instrument Air System (IAS) and Service Air System
(SAS). The IAS is Safety Class 2, having redundancy and high-quality
components typical of Class 1, but it is not designed for seismic loads nor
supplied by emergency electrical power. IAS consists of three primary full-
capacity air compressors, Plant Air Compressors (PACs) 0-5, 0-6, and 0-7,
which supply clean, dry, pressurized air primarily to air-operated valves (AOVs)
and instruments needed to operate the plant and to safely shut the plant down.
Normally one compressor is required for plant operation. These three
compressors are rotated in succession to serve the plant with each compressor
operating for a week at a time.

Four additional full-capacity reciprocating air compressors (PACs 0-1 through 0-
4) are maintained on site and could serve the IAS if needed and could also
serve in a secondary role during refueling outages. Although PACs 0-1 through
0-4 have been considered to be usable, they have not operated in 15 years and
are considered to be in “Auto Standby” mode. The System Health Report noted
that this issue affects total Instrument Air System Margin that would be needed
during events where one or more of the normal rotary air compressors is
unavailable or during a large instrument air system leak.

Because the IAS is not fully safety-related, the valves required for safe
shutdown are supplied with an additional source of assured air from the Backup
Air/Nitrogen System (BANS), a Class 1 design. The BANS is a passive pressure
system with air or nitrogen accumulators located with and dedicated to each
safe-shutdown valve. They are seismically designed, fabricated, and installed to
resist earthquakes and require no electrical power. Each is designed with
capacity adequate for valve operation to assure safe shutdown. There appear to
be no design or operational problems with the BANS.

One of the air compressors had been installed, and resides outside the Turbine
Building, i.e. it is continuously exposed to outside atmospheric conditions. This
compressor is PAC 0-7, which is one of the three PACs on which DCPP
continually relies for compressed air. The Compressed Air System Health Report
notes that PAC 0-7 “often trips on elevated Low Pressure Element outlet air
temperature during periods of elevated ambient site temperature.” It was
further noted that “DCPP is working with the vendor to develop a detailed
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troubleshooting plan and evaluate (the) compressor for warranty repair.”

Overall System Health is rated “Yellow,” due to component aging and parts
obsolescence, specifically as follows:

One air compressor will not shut down automatically on high discharge pressure due
to wrong type and size of blowdown/drain valves. A modification is scheduled for
2017.
The four standby compressors, which have not run in 15 years, need to be
operational for margin management purposes. Maintenance and some parts
replacements will be performed to achieve operable status. Design modification
issuance is scheduled for October 2017 with completion of implementation in 2018.
A permanent modification is needed to replace the temporary modification made in
2010 to repair a Service Air leak on the air line to the Intake Structure. This will be
accomplished in June 2017 and will allow health to return to White.
Plant Instrument Air blowdown valves do not operate properly and need
replacement. Completion scheduled for August 2017.
Replacement of the five main air compressors is needed due to aging and
obsolescence and will return system health to Green. Cost estimates and designs
are being worked for Plant Health Committee consideration.

Conclusions:
The Compressed Air System is currently in Yellow (needs
improvement) health status due mainly to aging and
obsolesce. Plans are in place to improve health to White in
June 2017 with a leaking air line replacement and to Green
in 2018 with replacement of the five main compressors. The
DCISC should follow up in the second quarter of 2018.

Recommendations:
None

3.8 Observe Operator Rounds

The DCISC Fact-finding Team (FFT), DCISC Member Robert Budnitz and DCISC
Consultant Ferman Wardell, observed the morning shift turnover briefing in the Control
Room and then met with Darren Neuberger, Operator, to join him on his rounds of
Turbine Building components. The DCISC last accompanied an operator on rounds in
December 2016 (Reference 6.6), when it concluded the following:

The Operations Focus Daily Briefing regarding plant status and planned
activities was well structured and informative. The Turbine Building
Operator who escorted the Fact-finding Team displayed effective
Human Performance behaviors pertaining to data collection, nuclear
and industrial safety, and security. The Unit 2 Turbine Building was
clean and well maintained.
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By procedure and/or checklist, Operators make periodic rounds in the plant to
observe and record various plant parameters. This particular round is
performed on both day and night shifts. Mr. Neuberger used an electronic
handheld device (see photos), similar to a smartphone, as his checklist and his
platform to record data. The data on the device is then downloaded into the
plant computer system as a record. The team visited approximately 30 different
components (e.g., Heater Drain Pumps, Main Feedwater Pumps, Main Turbine
Oil Separators, Condenser, Yellowbird Tower, etc.) to assess status. During the
rounds, Mr. Neuberger was asked to remove a clearance tag on an air
conditioning chiller unit pump which had undergone maintenance, so the team
observed that operation as well.

The plant appeared clean and orderly with no observed leaks or drips. There
were few equipment problem tags. All equipment readings were within
specifications.

Conclusions:
The March 23, 2017 DCPP operations morning shift turnover
observed by the DCISC was crisp and complete. The DCISC-
observed operator Turbine Building rounds observation went
smoothly and professionally. Proper attention was paid to
personal safety, security, accurate data collection, and
assuring that doors locked securely when closed. The plant
appeared clean and orderly.

Recommendations:
None

3.9 Quality Verification Top Issues and Pre-NIEP Self-Assessment

The DCISC Fact-finding Team met with Pat Nugent, Quality Verification (QV) Director, for
an update on QV’s top issues. The DCISC last reviewed Quality Verification in September
2015 (Reference 6.7), concluding the following:

DCPP Quality Verification (QV) appears to be performing a satisfactory
job in assessing quality performance across all departments. In its
current Quality Performance Assessment Report QV identified
Equipment Reliability as its top issue, and the plant is addressing this
with action plans.

Mr. Nugent, as Director, QV reports directly to Ed Halpin, DCPP Chief Nuclear
Officer (CNO). This reporting relationship is significant because it provides the
necessary independence of QV from the line organization. Reporting to Mr.
Nugent are the following QV functional areas:

Assessments – periodic reviews of DCPP functional areas to identify weaknesses
and/or gaps to excellence.
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Internal Auditing – periodic audits of plant functions, programs, and processes to
assure compliance with regulatory requirements.
Quality Control – physical observations and evaluations and reviews of safety-
related construction and modification activities in the field, e.g., welding, pipe-
fitting, electrical work, material certification, etc.
Supplier Auditing – audits of suppliers to evaluate their QA and QC programs and
activities

QV Top Issues

1. Failure of SI-1-8982B Valve Interlock – this was the event known as the “White
Finding” in which a Residual Heat Removal Valve interlock was incorrectly set. The
DCISC has extensively reviewed the event. QV’s review of the root cause evaluation
(RCE) identified gaps in the cause and corrective actions:

1. There was only one Corrective Action to Prevent Recurrence (CAPR), which dealt
with only a procedure change, and the other corrective actions dealt with other
valves.

2. The cause evaluation team is now looking at other CAPRs and a more accurate
wording of the root cause.

2. High Unit 1 Source Term Due to Cobalt-60

1. The source was activated Satellite released and activated due to Reactor Coolant
Pump rotor rubbing in Outage 1R18.

2. DCPP ALARA practices were behind the industry due to previous low source terms.
3. QV is assessing ALARA practices prior to Outage 1R20.

3. Security Performance (QV classified this as a Finding)

1. Repeat issues with use of uncontrolled procedures in the field
2. Security equipment preventive maintenance often performed late in grace period
3. Incorrect equipment activation during testing
4. Security developing response to Yellow QPAR window

4. Maintenance Human Performance/Fundamentals (QV classified this as a Finding)

1. November 2016 audit identified gaps in human performance.
2. Additional gaps identified during 2017 Emergency Diesel Generator maintenance
3. Unplanned Technical Specification entry on Valve LI-941 due to human performance

error
4. Stand down held to identify immediate actions – need long-term actions

5. Other Issues

1. NFPA-805 procedures lagging behind schedule; QV to evaluate
2. Elevation of widespread untimely Record Management System records entries; QV

has seen improvement
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3. Concerns about problems with personnel qualification versus proficiency near end-
of-license; QV performing assessment

QV has communicated these issues to the applicable line organization
management and is following their status through resolution. There are
currently no QV items significant enough to have been escalated to top
management.

Pre-Nuclear Industry Evaluation Program (NIEP) Self-Assessment

QV led a pre-NIEP self-assessment to determine readiness for the next NIEP
evaluation to occur in April 2018. The team consisted of individuals from each
QV group plus three STARS peers (including the Palo Verde Nuclear Oversight
Director). The team reviewed all required attributes and used the Nuclear
Quality Management Leadership NIEP guideline as a basis for the self-
assessment.

The general results of the self-assessment were as follows:

All seven deficiencies from the 2016 NIEP evaluation were closed with no repeats
No strengths identified
No significant deficiencies identified
Nine minor deficiencies were identified (these were typically administrative in
nature)
21 recommendations made

Conclusions:
It appears that DCPP Quality Verification is actively
identifying quality problems and following them to resolution.
DCPP’s pre-Nuclear Industry Evaluation Program self-
assessment is a good practice.

Recommendations:
None

3.10 Use of Lower-Bound Cutoffs in the Analysis of Probabilistic
Seismic Fragilities for Components and Structures

PG&E is currently in the final stages of performing a new seismic probabilistic risk
assessment (SPRA) at Diablo Canyon in response to a post-Fukushima information
request from the NRC. The DCISC has reviewed PG&E’s progress in this work several
times in the last few years, and has broad familiarity with the analysis approach being
used and the challenges involved in performing an SPRA at a very-high-seismicity site
like Diablo Canyon.

The FF team met with Nozar Jahangir, Seismic Engineering Manager, and
Nathan Barber, Seismic PRA Engineer, in response to an inquiry that they made
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to discuss with the DCISC one specific issue that has arisen in their PRA group’s
approach to analyzing seismic fragilities. The reason for the inquiry is that Dr.
Budnitz (one of the two members of this FF team) was the chairman of the
expert panel that wrote a 1985 report, NUREG/CR-4334, “An Approach to the
Quantification of Seismic Margins in Nuclear Power Plants," (Reference 6.8)
that the PG&E SPRA team has been using as one reference in their work.

The technical issue is as follows: In a typical SPRA, the development of the
“seismic fragility curves” for structures and components almost invariably uses
a log-normal formulation to express the way the probability of failure (usually
plotted on the ordinate of the fragility curve) depends on the seismic load (the
abscissa on the fragility curve). That is, it is almost invariably assumed that the
fragility curve follows a log-normal behavior. This assumption is in fact not
something done merely for computational convenience, although computational
convenience is a major benefit of using log-normal fragility curves. Rather, both
the experimental shake-table test data and the results of analysis for those
items subject to analysis (tanks, structures, etc.) show that a log-normal
dependence is the best way to express the bulk of the seismic fragility data and
the analysis results in the broad central region of the fragility curves.

However, an issue has always existed concerning whether the log-normal
formulation applies in the extreme ends of the log-normal distribution. This is
true especially for the extreme lower ends below the point representing a 1%
probability of failure [the so-called High-Confidence-Low-Probability-of-Failure
(HCLPF) point, which was first defined in NUREG/CR-4334 and is now widely
used as one important figure-of-merit in the SPRA].

A typical composite fragility curve showing the HCLPF point is shown in the
figure:
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Typical composite seismic fragility curve for a component Graph
Image

The ordinate is “probability of failure” and the abscissa (the “seismic load”) in
this case is “peak ground acceleration.” The shape of the curve is log-normal,
with median Am = 1.00g and shape parameter ßc = 0.30. The “HCLPF point”
that represents a 1% probability of failure is noted at the lower left region of
the curve.

A statement in NUREG/CR-4334 seems to imply that it would be acceptable if
an SPRA analyst were simply to cut off the fragility curves at around the HCLPF
point, assigning zero probability of failure to seismic loads below that point.
However, it is not completely clear whether the statement in the NUREG report
applies to an SPRA at a high-seismicity plant like Diablo Canyon, given that
statements in that NUREG report state that other aspects of the analysis
methodology discussed therein explicitly do not apply to high-seismicity sites.

This led to the inquiry and the discussion at this FF meeting. Specifically, the
PG&E SPRA analysts asked Dr. Budnitz about his understanding of NUREG/CR-
4334, on the issue of the acceptability of cutting off fragility curves below the
HCLPF point. The specific question was if the SPRA team could rely on the
NUREG report to support cutting off their fragility curves below the HCLPF
point, which has the effect of assigning zero probability of failure to seismic
loads below the HCLPF point. Dr. Budnitz replied that, in his opinion, this was an
acceptable approach. He noted that for most components and structures there
are usually insufficient data at these low loads to support the log-normal
distribution (or any other distribution for that matter) – the data simply do not
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exist for most categories of items. Also, the analysis methods used are often
unreliable for determining fragilities at such small loads.

However, if the PG&E SPRA team uses this cutoff in their analysis, Dr. Budnitz
urged the analysis team to perform a sensitivity study, doing the analysis both
with and without the cutoff, to assess the impact on the SPRA results and
insights. This sensitivity study should then be presented to and discussed with
the outside peer-review team that will be reviewing the SPRA a few months
hence. The DCISC FF team believes that that peer-review team can provide very
helpful insight into the validity and limitations of the approach suggested.

Conclusions:
DCPP has been performing a seismic probabilistic risk
assessment (SPRA) for several years, and it is nearing
completion. A question has arisen as to the validity of using
an analysis approach that cuts off seismic fragility curves
below about the 1% point (the HCLPF point) on the fragility
curves. The DCISC Fact-finding Team believes that using
such a cutoff is acceptable, but urges the DCPP analysis team
to perform sensitivity studies to assess the impact of that
approach on the SPRA’s results and insights, and to seek the
advice of the SPRA’s outside peer-review group on this issue.

Recommendations:
None

3.11 Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee Summary Meeting

The DCISC has an agreement with DCPP to maintain NSOC information
confidential, and thus only limited information is presented here.

The DCISC FFT attended and observed the March 23, 2017 Nuclear Safety
Oversight Committee (NSOC) Summary Meeting. The DCISC last observed an
NSOC summary meeting in November 2015 (Reference 6.9), concluding the
following:

Attendance at NSOC close-out meetings continues to be an excellent
way for the DCISC to learn about various plant issues, and therefore
the DCISC should continue to attend them regularly whenever
possible.

The DCPP NSOC is a Committee of six high-level outside-of-DCPP industry
peers. The Committee visits DCPP three times per year for four days each. The
first three days are spent out in the plant interviewing personnel, observing
activities, and reviewing records in the following NSOC-SubCommittee areas:
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Safety Culture, Safety Conscious Work Environment, Organizational Effectiveness,
Quality Verification
Operations, Chemistry, Training
Outages, Projects, Security
Engineering, Risk Assessment, Equipment Reliability, Regulatory Services
Radiation Protection, Emergency Planning, Performance Improvement
Maintenance, Work Management, Industrial Safety

This Summary Meeting is held on NSOC’s fourth day to report and discuss its
conclusions with the DCPP Chief Nuclear Officer and the leadership team. The
NSOC evaluators were thorough in their investigations and candid in their
reports. They identified several areas needing improvement, but no nuclear or
personnel safety issues. Most issues in the previous meeting were closed;
however, several were kept open for evaluation at the next meeting. Many of
NSOC’s conclusions were similar to those of DCPP QV and the DCISC.

Conclusions:
The DCPP Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee (NSOC)
appeared to be thorough and comprehensive in their
investigations and candid in their reports. Attendance at
NSOC meetings is beneficial for DCISC to learn about plant
issues. The DCISC should continue to attend NSOC meetings
regularly.

Recommendations:
None

3.12 Safety Culture Health and Survey

The FFT met with Pierre Dube, Senior Manager of Organizational Effectiveness, for an
update on DCPP’s Safety Culture. The DCISC last reviewed this topic in March 2015
(Reference 6.10), concluding the following:

DCPP is organizationally focused on fostering a safety conscious work
environment from the standpoints of both nuclear and industrial
safety. The station appears to be in the early stages of implementing
an enhanced process for observing station work activities. This
includes obtaining feedback from employees being observed,
occasionally conducting an observation with more than one observer,
and expanding the amount of data that are retrieved and analyzed. The
DCISC should continue to follow this area actively.

DCPP had performed a plant-wide Nuclear Safety Culture Survey, which
although not complete and approved, concluded at a high level that, “The DCPP
nuclear safety culture supports all of the INPO [Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations] Traits and is not compromised by production priorities.” The report
is expected to be completed by mid-April 2017, and the DCISC should review it
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at its May 10-11, 2017 Fact-finding Meeting.

DCPP’s February 2017 Nuclear Safety Culture Dashboard, which is its
performance measurement system for safety culture, showed Safety Culture to
be Green overall, or in good health. Several areas as follows were classified at
White, healthy but needing improvement:

Personal Accountability
Leadership Safety Values and Actions
Respectful Work Environment
Work Processes

Action plans had been developed to bring these areas back to Green. The DCISC
should follow up on these measures at its May 10-11, 2017 Fact-finding
Meeting.

Conclusions:
DCPP’s Safety Culture Dashboard showed that its overall
safety culture performance was Green, or in good health.
Several individual areas were rated White (healthy but
needing improvement). DCPP’s action plans for these areas
appeared satisfactory. DCPP’s plant-wide safety culture
survey concluded that the safety culture was positive,
although it had not been finalized. The DCISC should follow
up on these items at its May 10-11, 2017 Fact-finding
Meeting.

Recommendations:
None

4.0 Conclusions

4.1
The March 22, 2017 Plant Health Committee (PHC) meeting
was well planned, organized, and implemented with crisp
presentations and intrusive questioning. Participants willingly
accepted action items to carry out PHC decisions.

4.2
DCPP has begun to implement upgrades to its Spent Fuel
Pool Bridge Crane controls which should improve their
performance and reliability. Other less important upgrades
have been deferred or canceled because of the proposed
Joint Proposal not to pursue license extension. This appeared
satisfactory to the DCISC Fact-finding Representative.

4.3
The DCPP 1R20 Outage Safety Plan and Safety Schedule
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appeared comprehensive and effective to prevent the plant
safety level from dropping below acceptable safety
standards. Use of the safety plan and schedule in prior
outages has been successful.

4.4
DCPP’s Safety System Functional Failure(SSFF) performance
has improved markedly since 2014 due to increased
attention and focused corrective actions. Beginning in late
2015 and continuing through 2016 DCPP has had zero SSFFs.
Because of this, the DCISC should reduce monitoring of SSFF
performance to use of the monthly Plant Performance
Improvement Report and regulatory updates at each of its
Public Meetings.

4.5
DCPP has satisfactory plans and actions which should resolve
its major regulatory issues in 2017.

4.6
DCPP’s system of classifications for Structures, Systems, and
Components (SSCs) is a comprehensive, systematic method
of ascertaining which various industry codes and standards,
quality assurance requirements, seismic levels, etc., apply to
each SSC or type of SSC. The licensing basis requirements
(NRC requirements and commitments) are specified in the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. The DCPP Q-List is
then used as an internal controlled document to specify
requirements for each SSC or type of SSC. The DCPP
classification system appears satisfactory for its purpose.

4.7
The Compressed Air System is currently in Yellow (needs
improvement) health status due mainly to aging and
obsolesce. Plans are in place to improve health to White in
June 2017 with a leaking air line replacement and to Green
in 2018 with replacement of the five main compressors. The
DCISC should follow up in the second quarter of 2018.

4.8
The March 23, 2017 DCPP operations morning shift turnover
observed by the DCISC was crisp and complete. The DCISC-
observed operator Turbine Building rounds observation went
smoothly and professionally. Proper attention was paid to
personal safety, security, accurate data collection, and
assuring that doors locked securely when closed. The plant
appeared clean and orderly.

4.9
It appears that DCPP Quality Verification is actively
identifying quality problems and following them to resolution.
DCPP’s pre-Nuclear Industry Evaluation Program self-
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assessment is a good practice.
4.10

DCPP has been performing a seismic probabilistic risk
assessment (SPRA) for several years, and it is nearing
completion. A question has arisen as to the validity of using
an analysis approach that cuts off seismic fragility curves
below about the 1% point (the HCLPF point) on the fragility
curves. The DCISC Fact-finding Team believes that using
such a cutoff is acceptable, but urges the DCPP analysis team
to perform sensitivity studies to assess the impact of that
approach on the SPRA’s results and insights, and to seek the
advice of the SPRA’s outside peer-review group on this issue.

4.11
The DCPP Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee (NSOC)
appeared to be thorough and comprehensive in their
investigations and candid in their reports. Attendance at
NSOC meetings is beneficial for DCISC to learn about plant
issues. The DCISC should continue to attend NSOC meetings
regularly.

4.12
DCPP’s Safety Culture Dashboard showed that its overall
safety culture performance was Green, or in good health.
Several individual areas were rated White (healthy but
needing improvement). DCPP’s action plans for these areas
appeared satisfactory. DCPP’s plant-wide safety culture
survey concluded that the safety culture was positive,
although it had not been finalized. The DCISC should follow
up on these items at its May 10-11, 2017 Fact-finding
Meeting.

5.0 Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit D.9, Diablo
Canyon Independent Safety Committee Report on
Fact Finding Meeting at DCPP on May 10–11, 2017 by
Per F. Peterson, Member, and R. Ferman Wardell,
Consultant
The results of the May 10–11, 2017 fact-finding trip to the Diablo Canyon Power Plant
(DCPP) in Avila Beach, CA are presented. The subjects addressed and summarized in
Section 3 are as follows:

1. Meet with NRC Senior Resident Inspector
2. Seismically Induced System Interactions Housekeeping Program
3. Winter Storm Events
4. Component Cooling Water System
5. Non-Containment Outage Work Tour
6. Containment Outage Work Tour
7. View Containment Closure Video
8. Outage Schedule Update
9. Meet with DCPP Site Vice-President

2.0 Introduction
This fact-finding trip to the DCPP was made to evaluate specific safety matters for the
DCISC. The objective of the evaluation was to determine if PG&E’s performance is
appropriate and whether any areas revealed observations which are important enough to
warrant further review, follow-up, or presentation at a Public Meeting. These safety
matters include follow-up and/or continuing review efforts by the Committee, as well as
those identified as a result of reviews of various safety-related documents.

Section 4—Conclusions highlights the conclusions of the Fact-finding Team
based on items reported in Section 3—Discussion. These highlights also include
the team’s suggested follow-up items for the DCISC, such as scheduling future
fact-finding meetings on the topic, presentations at future public meetings, and
requests for future updates or information from DCPP on specific areas of
interest, etc.

Section 5—Recommendations lists specific recommendations to PG&E proposed
by the Fact-finding Team. These recommendations will be considered by the
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DCISC. After review and approval by the DCISC, the Fact-finding Report,
including its recommendations, is provided to PG&E. The Fact-finding Report
will also appear in the DCISC Annual Report.

3.0 Discussion

3.1 Meet with NRC Senior Resident Inspector

The DCISC Fact-finding Team (FFT) met with Chris Newport, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) Senior Resident Inspector for an update on NRC DCPP issues and to
provide DCISC information. The DCISC last met with the NRC in March 2017 (Reference
6.1), concluding the following:

The regular meetings with the NRC Resident Inspectors are beneficial.

The following issues were discussed:

Workplace Seismic Safety (bookcases in the NRC offices were properly secured to
the walls)
FLEX equipment is being used to reduce day-to-day risk, e.g., DCPP is taking credit
for FLEX equipment to provide loss-of-AC-power Containment venting upon entering
Mode 5 on post-outage restart. (This is an important topic, and the DCISC should
review it in a future fact-finding meeting.)
NRC’s FLEX inspection will be the week of November 14, 2017. (The DCISC should
also plan to review the results in a fact-finding meeting soon afterward.)
The NRC tsunami/flood re-evaluation is expected to be released mid-summer 2017.
The NRC has approved DCPP’s use of the Alternate Source Term for their Control
Room Environmental Envelope analysis.
The NRC 95001 inspection of corrective action for the Residual Heat Removal valve
interlock issue will be in June 2017

Conclusions:
The regular meetings with the NRC Resident Inspectors are
beneficial. During the meeting, the topics of the use of FLEX
equipment to reduce day-to-day risk and the upcoming NRC
FLEX inspection on November 14, 2017, were discussed. The
DCISC should review these topics in future Fact-finding
Meetings.

Recommendations:
None

3.2 Seismically Induced Systems Interaction (SISI) Housekeeping
Program

The DCISC FFT met with Craig Stolz, Seismically Induced Systems Interactions (SISI)
Program Manager for an update of the SISI Program. The DCISC last reviewed SISI in
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May 2015 (Reference 6.2), when it concluded the following:

DCPP’s Performance with respect to its Seismically Induced Systems
Interaction Program appears to have been reasonably strong and
stable during the past few years, with the exception of a few
nonconformances. Given the heightened attention to seismicity during
this same period, DCISC should review this program at a frequency of
at least once every two years.

Station performance with respect to Seismically Induced Systems Interaction is
governed by procedure AD4.ID3, “SISI Housekeeping Activities.” The procedure
specifically notes that SISI applies to any of the following:

Transient equipment being brought into the plant
Component parts of systems, structures, or components being brought into the
plant
Non-design change alterations of systems, structures, or components

The procedure also specifies that it does not apply to SISI Program evaluations
associated with design modifications. These evaluations are specifically
governed by other station procedures.

The objective of the SISI Housekeeping Program is to ensure that safe-
shutdown systems, structures, and components, as well as certain accident-
mitigating systems, will function properly during and following an earthquake.
The procedure’s intent is to ensure that needed components and equipment will
not be impacted during an earthquake by improperly positioned or restrained
transient equipment or alterations made to systems, structures, or components.

The procedure provides a lengthy list of examples of temporary equipment and
components that could damage plant equipment if stored unrestrained in
unacceptable areas of the plant, and/or inadequately secured, were an
earthquake to occur. Some examples are tools, ladders, gas bottles, work-
benches, rigging equipment, test equipment, temporary power load centers,
and parts resulting from operations, maintenance, modifications, or testing
activities.

One method to help prevent an undesirable seismic impact on plant systems
has involved the designation of “SISI Safe Areas,” which have been evaluated
by Engineering and are pre-designated throughout the plant. As such, these
areas are intended for repeated use and do not require an SISI evaluation by
Engineering when the need occurs to store items temporarily in those areas.
Such areas are identified by NOTICE signs located throughout the Turbine
Building, Auxiliary Building, and Fuel Handling Building.

The Engineering Evaluation resulting in the identification of an “SISI Safe Area”
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involves identifying potential “Targets,” which are defined by Procedure
AD4.ID3 as systems, structures, and components that are required to “safely
shutdown the plant, maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition, and/or
maintain the function of accident mitigating systems.” Targets also include
related tubing, instrumentation, electrical circuitry, and component supports
that are necessary to ensure that the associated systems, structures and
components can perform their design functions. Thus, the “SISI Safe Areas” are
locations where stored equipment, tools, or components could not negatively
affect “Targets” and therefore could not have a negative on impact on nuclear
safety in the event of an earthquake.

Procedure AD4.ID3 also provides guidance to help inspect for and evaluate
potential SISI housekeeping issues. As would be expected, this process
depends to a great extent on examining areas outside the “SISI Safe Areas” as
well as examining the adequacy of restraints applied to materials being
temporarily stored in the vicinity of SISI “Targets.” The DCISC FFT received and
reviewed the latest health/performance report and DCPP procedure on SISI.
The procedure had not changed since the previous DCISC review in May 2015,
and it appeared satisfactory.

Station performance with respect to the SISI Housekeeping Program is
reported in DCPP’s monthly Plant Performance Improvement Report. Each
monthly report tracks SISI performance for each month during the prior twelve.
SISI performance and health had degraded significantly (from Green to Red
performance) during Outage 1R20 to date with the three following events
occurring in March 2017:

1. A scaffold was found erected in the CCW Heat Exchanger Room by a contractor
without the procedurally-required SISI review. An engineering review determined
that the violation would not result in a SISI problem. This event was identified as a
minor violation by NRC.

2. An uninspected scaffold was identified; however, engineering review determined
there was no SISI problem.

3. A required SISI walkdown was missed.

Other outage problems, e.g., improperly restrained items, were found and
documented with Corrective Action Program Notifications. Causes for these
problems were generally procedural (e.g., missed transient item reviews,
failure to perform walkdowns, etc.) rather than actual physical SISI interaction
problems. The immediate corrective action was to perform an “observation
blitz” to determine the extent of condition and to address SISI requirements in
all pre-outage orientation meetings and selected pre-job briefs. The most
problematic organization, Electrical Maintenance, received formal training on
SISI requirements. Quality Verification has performed an assessment of SISI,
and their report is expected soon. This assessment will lead to improvements to
the SISI procedure and program. The DCISC should follow up soon to assess
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these corrective actions.

Conclusions:
DCPP is dealing with degraded performance in its Seismically
Induced Systems Interaction Program (SISI) Program during
the early stages of Outage 1R20. Causes were procedural in
nature rather than physical interactions. Assessments and
inspections have been performed with initial corrective
actions taken and the resulting reports are expected by the
end of May. The DCISC should follow up on this issue at the
July 2017 Fact-finding Meeting to assess the actions taken to
correct SISI Program events.

Recommendations:
None

3.3 Winter Storm Events

The DCISC FFT met with Brian Cunningham, DCPP Environmental Manager, for an update
on winter storm events affecting the plant. The DCISC last reviewed this subject in April
2015 (Reference 6.3), concluding the following:

During this past winter (2014—2015), there were no Pacific Ocean
winter storms which impacted DCPP.

Because of its location on the Pacific Ocean, DCPP has an excellent source of
cooling water; however, it is also subject to winter storms. Severe winter storm
swells can loosen kelp and force it into the DCPP water intake bay and
structure, which is the cooling water supply for both normal operation and
emergency operation. If cooling water flow is significantly reduced or blocked
by kelp, power must be temporarily reduced. The intake structure pumps draw
water through bar racks designed to keep out large objects and through fine
(3/8 inch) mesh traveling screens (similar to large vertical conveyer belts) to
keep out kelp fragments. The traveling screens collect kelp and transport it
away from the pumps’ suctions to another area of the ocean.

Station Procedure OP O-28, “Intake Management,” provides direction with
respect to mitigating the effects of short-term debris loading on the intake
traveling screens and condensers. The procedure defines and addresses high
swell forecasting, high swell warning, and Operations response to high swell
warnings. Pre-job briefs would be conducted for the Control Room operators as
well as for the intake operators who would be expected to monitor intake
conditions frequently. Maintenance and Security personnel would be directed to
the intake along with Operations personnel to help ensure that systems and
equipment (e.g. intake screens and wash pumps) are able to be operated at
maximum capacity. Engineering could become involved, as appropriate, in
developing a plant ramp plan for reducing power level, and Learning Services
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could prepare training in which operators could practice ramping the units on
the plant simulator. The response, when appropriate, would include operating
the intake screens manually, controlling the screen speed appropriately, and
manning the intake with two operators.

During the 2016—2017 winter, DCPP experienced three significant “swell
events,” or storms, with high kelp debris loading potential. In the first event,
DCPP Unit 2 successfully ramped down to 50% power and returned to 100%
power with no problems. The second event, of lesser significance, did not force
a power reduction. The third event also did not initially force a power reduction,
although there was significant kelp “carryover” i.e., small pieces of kelp that
made it through the traveling screens and impinged on the Condenser inlet
tubes, threatening flow. In some cases the carryover kelp decays, loses
structural strength, and then flushes away before causing a problem; however,
in this case a Unit 1 “pick and dredge” operation at 50% power, successfully
implemented, was required to remove kelp from the Condenser tubes.

DCPP utilizes its Swell Event Ratings Model to predict “impact ratings” for
upcoming ocean storm events. The model utilizes the following inputs:

1. Swell direction from deep water
2. Dominant swell period in seconds
3. Maximum predicted significant swell height
4. Debris load estimates
5. Lowest and highest tides projected
6. Event number in current storm season
7. Number of calendar quarters since previous high swell event
8. Duration at high or advisory levels
9. Swell ramp rate

10. Main Condenser quadrant differential pressures

In addition to running this model prior to forecasting storm impacts, DCPP also
performs “back-casting” runs to improve the model by using actual storm data.
This is a good practice.

Conclusions:
During the 2016—2017 winter, there were three significant
storms, which, in two cases, broke loose kelp and had the
potential to temporarily reduce cooling water to the plant.
The plant successfully operated through these storms by
temporarily reducing power in two cases to 50% by properly
using their storm procedures and equipment.

Recommendations:
None
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3.4 Component Cooling Water System

The DCISC FFT met with Ben Reinhart, Component Cooling Water (CCW) System
Engineer, for an update on system health and performance. The DCISC last reviewed
CCW in April 2014 (Reference 6.4), when it concluded the following:

The Component Cooling Water Systems of both Units are Healthy, have
been so for a number of years, and receive a significant amount of
attention, as reflected in the ongoing replacement of the mechanical
seals for all of the CCW pumps. Also, a design change to both units is in
progress to raise the existing CCW surge tank low level alarm setpoint
and to add CCW surge tank level indication to the Plant Process
Computer in order to better assure achievement of a Time Critical
Operator Action (TCOA) to identify and isolate a 200 gallon per minute
CCW leak within 20 minutes after reaching the surge tank low level
alarm.

The CCW System is a closed-cycle, safety-related cooling system that provides
the following functions, as delineated in the system’s Design Criteria
Memorandum:

Removes heat from safety-related and non-safety related system components
during normal operation and transfers it to the Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS), i.e. the
Pacific Ocean, via the Auxiliary Salt Water (ASW) System.
Provides for safe shutdown and cooldown of the reactor by removing heat from
safety-related and non-safety related system components after any accident leading
to an emergency shutdown, and transfers it to the UHS via the ASW System.
Provides a monitored, intermediate barrier between components handling
radioactive reactor coolant and the UHS or the atmosphere.

Many of the components and equipment served by CCW are either Engineered
Safety Features (ESF) or have the potential for leakage of radioactive fluid into
the CCW System.

The CCW system is comprised of three CCW Pumps, two CCW Heat Exchangers,
a CCW surge tank, two chemical addition tanks, and connected valves and
piping. Of the three parallel piping trains, two are separable redundant loops
(each with one redundant pump) serving the Engineered Safety Features
equipment and post-accident heat loads (i.e. vital loads). The third train serves
non-vital equipment. CCW Pump motors are powered by the 4160V vital buses
which have Emergency Diesel Generator backup. The CCW System serves the
following major safety-related heat loads:

Residual Heat Removal System
Containment Fan Cooler Units
Safety Injection Pump Coolers
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Among the many non-safety-related systems and components that are served
by the CCW System are the following important loads:

Reactor Coolant Pumps
Reactor Vessel Supports
Spent Fuel Pool Heat Exchanger
Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger
Seal Water System Heat Exchanger

Plant activities directed at maintaining the good health, operability, and
reliability of the CCW Systems are as follows:

The CCW Heat Exchangers are tested one month before each refueling outage.
The water boxes of the CCW Heat Exchangers are examined and mechanically and
chemically cleaned every refueling outage. (The DCISC FFT observed this activity.)
Every three years, the NRC conducts a heat sink inspection of the ASW System
(which provides cooling water to the CCW System).
Prior to breaching the CCW System, plans are always made to avoid creating voids
in the system. The system has various high point vents to provide for detecting and
addressing any voids that might develop at these high points in the system.
Flow balancing is performed after every refueling outage. If the system is touched
at other times, it must also then be rebalanced.
To meet the system’s design basis, two CCW pumps must be running at all times.

The DCPP CCW System health is rated Green (Excellent) in the system health
report. The system is operating satisfactorily with no leaks and the critical
operating parameters (CCW pump discharge pressure, CCW pump motor amps
drawn, and header flows) have been and are currently within design limits.
There are two concerns being tracked to resolution:

1. Several flow header pressure switch settings are under review for their adequacy to
auto-start the standby CCW pump.

2. An industry initiative to evaluate the potential for gas voiding in the CCW system is
underway. Preliminary modeling results indicate there are no significant void
fraction areas in the DCPP system.

The System Engineer led the DCISC FFT on a tour of the Unit 1 CCW System. The
tour included CCW pumps, heat exchangers, instrumentation, and piping and
valves. With the exception of some temporary outage work areas, the system
and plant appeared clean and proper.

Conclusions:
The safety-related DCPP Component Cooling Water (CCW)
System health is rated as Green (excellent), and the system
is operating satisfactorily. There are no major issues or
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problems with the system. The System Engineer appeared
knowledgeable and proactive.

Recommendations:
None

3.5 Non-Containment Outage Work Tour

The DCISC FFR met with Scott Brasfield, Maintenance Supervisor, Fix It Now Team, for a
tour of the major non-Containment outage work in progress. The DCISC last reviewed
outage work (outage safety schedule) in March 2017 (Reference 6.5), concluding the
following:

The DCPP 1R20 Outage Safety Plan and Safety Schedule appeared
comprehensive and effective to prevent the plant safety level from
dropping below acceptable safety standards. Use of the safety plan and
schedule in prior outages has been successful.

This tour included the following Unit 1 plant areas and components:

1. Turbine deck and lower floors with work on the High Pressure Turbine Rotor, Low
Pressure Turbine Rotor, and selected turbine stop and control valves. The FFT
received a full explanation of the turbine work from the Turbine Maintenance Project
Manager. Photos are included below.

2. Intake Structure with work on Traveling Screens and Circulating Water Pumps – the
FFT received a tour and explanation of the 1R20 outage intake work.
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It appeared that all work was proceeding in a controlled, professional manner
with careful pre-planning. All personnel were wearing proper personal
protective equipment.

Conclusions:
DCPP 1R20 Outage work was proceeding in a controlled,
professional manner with careful pre-planning and
management.

Recommendations:
None

3.6 Containment Outage Work Tour

The DCISC FFT met with Brian McQuade, DCPP DCISC Liaison, for a tour of Containment
and Containment outage work. Mr. McQuade was working as a Containment Outage
Coordinator during the outage. The DCISC last toured the Containment in May 2011
(Reference 6.6), when it concluded the following:

Shutdown radiation levels in the Unit 2 Containment Building were
very low and areas with higher radiation levels were clearly posted.
The DCPP escort was highly oriented toward minimizing radiation
exposure to levels to be As Low as Reasonably Achievable. The DCPP
escort, as well as other DCPP personnel in Access Control, provided
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clear, helpful instructions and support to the Fact-finding Team while
processing in and out of the Controlled Area. Conditions in the plant
throughout the tour were clean and orderly, especially for during a
refueling outage.

The group dressed out in proper protective clothing and received the
appropriate Radiation Protection briefing and radiation dosimetry prior to
entering Containment through the Personnel Air Lock. The group viewed the
following work in progress on four levels:

1. Reactor Vessel Baffle Bolt Inspection
2. Reactor Control Rod Drive Guide Inspections
3. Reactor Vessel Interior Nozzle Weld Ultrasonic Inspections
4. Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor and Motor Replacement
5. Movement of Equipment and Material into and out of the Equipment Hatch
6. Foreign Material Exclusion Monitoring and Inspections
7. Radiation Protection Monitoring and Management
8. Containment Fan Cooler Unit Coil Replacement

Because of the baffle bolt inspections, not only was the Reactor Vessel Head off
and located on the main level, but the upper and lower internals were also
nearby. This created a crowded situation and a radiation shielding challenge,
which DCPP solved satisfactorily. There were many “low dose waiting zones” in
Containment as well as large screen monitors showing the local radiation levels.
Containment tour photos are provided below.
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Conclusions:
The DCISC tour of DCPP Containment was well planned and
executed, permitting the DCISC Fact-finding Team to
observe practically all outage work in progress while
achieving very low radiation dose (< 1.0 mRem each). This
was a good opportunity for the DCISC to observe first hand
the magnitude and complexity of Containment outage
activities and how effectively DCPP carried it out.

Recommendations:
None

3.7 Containment Equipment Hatch Closure

The DCISC FFR met with Brian McQuade, DCPP Liaison to the DCISC, to review a video of
the Containment equipment hatch closure operation. This is the first DCISC review of this
activity, although it reviewed the hatch seismic capability in March 2014 (Reference 6.7),
concluding the following:

DCPP has modified its Unit 1 Containment Equipment Hatch support
system such that it is now fully seismically qualified to be capable of
being closed during outages following a design basis earthquake. The
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plant also analyzed the original support system design and determined
that it would have met all functional requirements during design-basis
seismic loads and remained operable, though it was not certified as
such. During the interim period between when the problem was raised
and the issue was resolved, DCPP kept the hatch closed during
refueling as a prudent measure. The DCISC is satisfied with these
actions.

Except for the case of an open Reactor Cooling System containing fuel, DCPP’s
Containment Equipment Hatch is kept open during refueling outages for
Containment atmosphere cooling and movement of large equipment into and
out of the containment. In this case, the potential exists for a fuel accident
which could release radioactivity, and the Containment could need to be closed
in a short time. Emergency closure of the Containment Equipment Hatch and
other penetrations is controlled by DCPP Procedure AD8,DC54, “Containment
Closure,” which is used for establishing closure if Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
is lost, there is a spent fuel accident, or in the event of a severe weather
warning for the site. Containment closure capability within 30 minutes must be
maintained any time fuel is in the reactor and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
is not intact.

The required time for achieving closure is determined by Operations based on
the existing plant status and any events occurring as well as on the time-to-boil
for Reactor Vessel coolant. Containment hatch closure drills are performed early
in each refueling outage. A Containment Closure Team, as directed by the
Containment Coordinator, is established and available when closure-requiring
conditions exist or are imminent. When the RCS is open, DCPP requires a
Closure Team to be available on short notice to close the hatch within the
required time. The team performs drills each outage, and they and their tools
are staged nearby.

DCPP recorded on video its Outage 1R20 Containment hatch closure drill for this
Fact-finding Meeting at DCISC’s request. The DCISC FFT watched the seven-
minute video prior to entering Containment for the above-mentioned tour (see
Section 3.6.) The hatch closure team closed and secured the hatch within the
required closure time, moving swiftly but methodically and safely to perform
the work. (Because of plant security, no photos of the hatch are included here.)

Conclusions:
The DCPP Containment Equipment Hatch Closure Team
performed their work within the required time, moving
swiftly but methodically and safely. The DCISC appreciates
DCPP’s recording of the activity for review at this Fact-finding
Meeting.

Recommendations:
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None

3.8 Outage Schedule Update

The DCISC FFT met with Brian McQuade, DCPP Liaison for the DCISC, to review the
Outage 1R20 schedule and progress. Mr. McQuade provided this information and led the
FFT on a tour of the Outage Coordination Center. The outage was on-schedule, and
results to date were good. Radiation dose and industrial safety performance were
positive.

Conclusions:
The 1R20 Outage was on schedule and progressing well.
Radiation doses were well within desired limits, and industrial
safety experience was positive.

Recommendations:
None

3.9 Meet with DCPP Site Vice-President

Dr. Peterson met with DCPP Site Vice-President Jim Welsch to discuss agenda items from
the fact-finding meeting and other items of interest.

Conclusions:
Meetings between DCISC Members and DCPP officers appear
to be beneficial for both organizations.

Recommendations:
None

4.0 Conclusions

4.1
The regular meetings with the NRC Resident Inspectors are
beneficial. During the meeting the topics of the use of FLEX
equipment to reduce day-to-day risk and the upcoming NRC
FLEX inspection on November 14, 2017, were discussed. The
DCISC should review these topics in future Fact-finding
Meetings.

4.2
DCPP is dealing with degraded performance in its Seismically
Induced Systems Interaction Program (SISI) Program during
the early stages of Outage 1R20. Causes were procedural in
nature rather than physical interactions. Assessments and
inspections have been performed with initial corrective
actions taken and the resulting reports are expected by the
end of May. The DCISC should follow up on this issue at the
July 2017 Fact-finding Meeting to assess the actions taken to
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correct SISI Program events.
4.3

During the 2016—2017 winter, there were three significant
storms, which, in two cases, broke loose kelp and had the
potential to temporarily reduce cooling water to the plant.
The plant successfully operated through these storms by
temporarily reducing power to 50% in two cases by properly
using their storm procedures and equipment.

4.4
The safety-related DCPP Component Cooling Water (CCW)
System health is rated as Green (excellent), and the system
is operating satisfactorily. There are no major issues or
problems with the system. The System Engineer appeared
knowledgeable and proactive.

4.5
DCPP 1R20 Outage work was proceeding in a controlled,
professional manner with careful pre-planning and
management.

4.6
The DCISC tour of DCPP Containment was well planned and
executed, permitting the DCISC Fact-finding Team to
observe practically all outage work in progress while
achieving very low radiation dose (< 1.0 mRem each). This
was a good opportunity for the DCISC to observe first hand
the magnitude and complexity of Containment outage
activities and how effectively DCPP carried it out.

4.7
The DCPP Containment Equipment Hatch Closure Team
performed their work within the required time, moving
swiftly but methodically and safely. The DCISC appreciates
DCPP’s recording of the activity for review at this Fact-finding
Meeting.

4.8
The 1R20 Outage was on schedule and progressing well.
Radiation doses were well within desired limits, and industrial
safety experience was positive.

4.9
Meetings between DCISC Members and DCPP officers appear
to be beneficial for both organizations.

5.0 Recommendations:
None
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27th Annual Report by the Diablo Canyon Independent Safety Committee, July
1, 2016—June 30, 2017
Preface | Executive Summary
Volume I TOC | Volume II TOC | PG&E Response | Contact the DCISC

27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit G-1,
Telephone Correspondence Log
The log is intended to provide a memorandum of contacts initiated by individual
members of the public, citizen, or public interest groups, or similar organizations with the
Committee members, consultants or staff.

Date
Initiated From Status Comments/Information

6/30/2016

Mr. David
Weisman –
Alliance for
Nuclear
Responsibility

Complete

6/30/16 Email with You Tube video on
seismic history of DCPP
Acknowledgement sent by Email
4/17/17 Email inquiry to Mr. Weisman
re June 2017 public tour and
information on November 2-4, 2016
Evaluated Emergency Exercise provided
Email response received and
information provided on CPUXC hearings
on the Joint Proposal
Email acknowledgement sent
Email response received and
information received on Dr. Douglas
Hamilton’s participation on the June
2017 public tour
Email confirmation sent ☎ from Mr.
Weisman with request for CPUC
Decision D. 88-12-083 Email sent with
pdf of D. 88-12-083
Email acknowledgement received.
6/30/16 Email rebuttal to A. Lovins
Acknowledgement sent
6/30/16 CC Email to Wm Gloege
Response sent by Email
7/31/16 Email with information on SB
968
Acknowledgement sent by Email
11/29/16 Email (service list) re CGNP
Motion for Discovery Mandate to DCISC,
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6/30/2016

Dr. Gene
Nelson –
Californians for
Green Nuclear
Power

Complete

12/3/16 Email re CPUC rejection of
CGNP Motion for Discovery Mandate to
DCISC, ☎ from Dr. Nelson
6/7/17 Email re CGNP attendance at
June 2017 DCISC public meeting and
CGNP status as intervenors in the CPUC
consideration of the Joint Proposal
Email acknowledgement sent
6/7/17 Email received with news article
Acknowledgement provided at meeting
6/7/17 Email with rebuttal to statement
by Dr. Douglas Hamilton at DCISC public
meeting
Acknowledgement provided at meeting
6/7/17 DCISC cc’d on email from Mr.
Carl Page to Dr. Nelson
6/7/17 Email from Dr. Nelson with
additional rebuttal to Dr. Hamilton’s
statement
6/8/17 Email with news article on
Connecticut Senate Bill 778
Acknowledgement provided at meeting

7/21/2016

Ms. Jill ZamEk
– San Luis
Obispo
Mothers for
Peace

Complete

7/21/16 Email re U-2 Main Generator
Stator Replacement Project
Acknowledgement sent by Email
7/28/16 Response provided by Email

7/28/2016 Mr. Alex Karlin Complete

7/28/16 Email to Dr. Budnitz re
congratulations on appointment
7/28/16 Acknowledgement sent by
Email

8/8/16

Ms. Linda
Seeley – San
Luis Obispo
Mothers for
Peace

Complete

8/8/16 Email re integrity of MPCs and
inquiry to NRC and request for DCISC
investigation
Acknowledgement sent by Email
10/24/16 Email with information on
DCPP U-2 Stator Upgrade Project
Acknowledgement sent
8/26/16 Email with inquiry re data on
mass movement during tsunami event
9/29/16 Confirmation provided by Email
9/30/16 Response received by Email
10/14/16 Email sent with update on
response to Dr. Maurath’s inquiry
10/14/16 Email Acknowledgement
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8/26/2016

Dr. Garry
Maurath –
Calif. Energy
Commission

Complete

received.
10/19/16 Email re live stream link on
website
10/19/16 Email response sent and
Email acknowledgement received
2/9/17 Email from DCISC Consultant Dr.
Sewell re Dr. Maurath’s inquiry Email
acknowledgement received
4/1/17 Letter from Dr. Sewell to Dr.
Maurath with responses to August 26,
2016 inquiry.

9/8/2016 Mr. Robert
Sadler Complete 9/8/16 Email re next public tour

Response sent by Email

9/20/2016

Mr. Karl
Herchenroeder,
Reporter,
Exchange
Monitor
Publications &
Forums

Complete
9/20/16 Email request for interview re
analysis of MPCs at DCPP
9/27/16 Response provided by Email

9/23/2016

Ms. Sherry
Lewis – San
Luis Obispo
Mothers for
Peace

Complete

9/23/16 Email inquiry re location of
meeting on Joint Proposal (to closed
DCPP in 2024/2025)
9/23/16 Response provided by Email
10/17/16 Email with copy of draft
Minutes of June 2016 DCISC public
meeting
2/6/17 Email with copy of draft Minutes
of October 2016 DCISC public meeting
6/5/17 Email with reference to DCISC
website for agenda packet (including
Minutes of February 2017 public
meeting) for June 7-8, 2017 public
meeting
Email acknowledgement received

10/6/2016 Dr. Abraham
Weitzberg Complete

10/6/16 Email inquiry re DCISC website
Email acknowledgement sent and
received
10/22/16 Email re request for
documents on flexible power operations
made at 10/19-20/16 DCISC public
meeting Acknowledgement sent by
Email and response received
12/16/16 Email to Drs. Weitzberg &
Nelson with information on PG&E claim
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of attorney-client privilege for
documents requested on flexible power
operations. Email sent with power point
presentation at October 2016 DCISC
public meeting on the Joint Proposal
1/24/17 Email with transcript of
October 19-20, 2016 DCISC public
meeting
Email acknowledgement received

10/10/2016

Mr. Austin
Cross –
Producer,
“Take Two,”
So. California
Radio

Complete

10/10/16 Response to email from Mr.
Cross to Dr. Peterson of 6/21/2016
provided by Email with October 2016
Agenda

10/19/2016

Ms. Rochelle
Becker,
Alliance for
Nuclear
Responsibility

Complete

10/19/16 Email with report on Oyster
Creek Nuclear Generating Station Safety
Advisory Panel
Email acknowledgement sent
10/28/16 Email re limit switch violation
and “White” Finding
Email acknowledgement sent
10/28/16 Email with NRC Inspection
Report and public meeting notice re
“White” Finding provided by Dr. Budnitz
to Ms. Becker
2/9/2017 Email with testimonies and
summaries of testimonies related to the
CPUC consideration of the Joint proposal
Email acknowledgement sent
2/10/2017 Email request sent for
information on staff member for U.S.
Rep. Carbajal
Email response received.
4/25/17 Email re A4NR cross
examination during CPUC hearing on
Joint proposal
Email acknowledgement sent
6/8/17 Email with Opening Comments
of A4NR, SLO-MFP, PG&E, TURN and
ORA re Joint Proposal community
impacts issue
Email acknowledgement provided
6/8/17 Email with copy of materials
provided by Dr. Hamilton at June 2017
DCISC public meeting
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Email acknowledgement sent
6/16/17 Email with news article re
retirement of PG&E/DCPP CNO Ed
Halpin
Email acknowledgement sent

10/19/2016

Ms. Jane
Swanson, San
Luis Obispo
Mothers for
Peace

Complete

10/19/16 Email re NRC response to
DCPP request for alternative reactor
inspection interval requirements
10/19/16 Acknowledgement sent

10/20/2016 Ms. Simone
Malboeuf Complete

10/20/16 Information provided at
DCISC public meeting re fire protection
10/27/16 Email to Ms. Lewis & Ms.
Swanson with information for Ms.
Malboeuf re NRC public meeting with
PG&E re “White” Finding

12/20/2016 Dr. Alexander
Cannara Complete

Email requesting information on
relicensing efforts
Email acknowledgement sent
12/22/16 Email requesting information
on flexible power operations
Email acknowledgement sent
3/6/17 Email response sent with
responses to three questions posed to
Dr. Peterson by Dr. Cannara
Acknowledgement received

1/10/2017

Mr. Chris O –
Producer,
Korea Pictures
International,
Inc.

Complete

1/10/17 Email request for interview
with DCISC re seismic issues
☎ from Mr. O.
Email acknowledgement and response
sent and acknowledged.
1/10/17 Email request for contact
information for CPUC IPRP and EPA for
interview
Email acknowledgement and response
sent.
1/16/17 Email sent with information
from DCISC 25th and 26th Annual
Reports re review of seismic issues and
referral to additional information

1/10/2017 Ms. Katherine
Mugg Complete

1/10/17 Email request for information
on public tour
Email Acknowledgement sent

1/23/2017 Ms. Carol
Tickner ☎ Complete 1/23/17 Re; DCISC February 8, 2017

public tour of DCPP; confirmed
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1/23/2017 Mr. Jerry
Pastor ☎ Complete 1/23/17 Re; DCISC February 8, 2017

public tour of DCPP; confirmed

1/23/2017 Mr. Jeffrey
Nevin ☎ Complete 1/23/17 Re; DCISC February 8, 2017

public tour of DCPP; cancelled

1/23/2017
Mr. Timothy &
Ms. Jahleah
Crawford ☎

Complete 1/23/17 Re; DCISC February 8, 2017
public tour of DCPP; confirmed

1/23/2017 Mr. Michael
Draze ☎ Complete 1/23/17 Re; DCISC February 8, 2017

public tour of DCPP; confirmed

1/23/2017 Ms. Monica
Soren ☎ Complete 1/23/17 Re; DCISC February 8, 2017

public tour of DCPP; confirmed

1/23/2017 Ms. Tamara
Wright ☎ Complete 1/23/17 Re; DCISC February 8, 2017

public tour of DCPP; confirmed

2/7/2017

Mr. John
Geesman,
Alliance for
Nuclear
Responsibility

Complete

2/7/17Email request for copy of a
portion of August 10-11, 2016 Fact
Finding Report
Email response provided with Dr.
Abrahamson email
Email acknowledgement received

5/22/2017 Dr. Douglas
Hamilton ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Ms. Cheyenne
Dimeo ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Mr. David
Weisman ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; cancelled.

5/22/2017 Ms. Gina Grieb
☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; cancelled.

5/22/2017
Mr. Jerry & Ms.
Mitsuko
Kleinfeldt ☎

Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public
tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Ms. Arleen
Miller ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Ms. Eleanor
Ripley ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017
Ms. Vincent &
Ms. Ellen
Pillow ☎

Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public
tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Ms. Ruth
Plambeck ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Mr. William
Gloege ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; cancelled.

5/22/2017 Mr. Brian Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public
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Walker ☎ tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Ms. Sandra
Boyd ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Mr. Steven
Dow ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Ms. Sharon
McConnell ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Mr. Ron & Ms.
Georgia Evey ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Mr. Lester
Strong ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017
Mr. Donald &
Ms. Sharon
Eames ☎

Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public
tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Mr. Sidney
Allen ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Mr. John & Ms.
Lisa Schlitz ☎ Complete

5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public
tour of DCPP; confirmed
6/9/17 Email received thanking DCISC
for the public tour
Email acknowledgement sent

5/22/2017 Ms. Anita Allen
☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Mr. Joseph
Ivora ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Ms. Eileen
Trujillo ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Ms. Carole
Paplin ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Ms. Jan Holys
☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Mr. Carl & Ms.
Peggy Wurtz ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017
Mr. William &
Ms. Mary Ann
Verioski ☎

Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public
tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Mr. Raymonde
Gentile ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Mr. Gregory
Gentile ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Ms. Judith
Richmond ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; cancelled
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5/22/2017
Mr. Will & Ms.
Suzanne
Degroot ☎

Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public
tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017
Mr. James &
Ms. Stephanie
Palomarez ☎

Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public
tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Ms. Gina
Fahnestock ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

5/22/2017 Mr. Charlie
Bales ☎ Complete 5/22/17 Re; DCISC June 7, 2017 public

tour of DCPP; confirmed

6/7/2017 Dr. Douglas
Hamilton Complete

Copy of Report on DCPP Incremental
Recognition of Seismic Hazard
presented in connection with Dr.
Hamilton’s comments to the DCISC at
the June 2017 public meeting

Entries below are in reference to communications outside this report period
with Ms. Donna Gilmore of San Onofre Safety.
[Presented here to ensure this communication is and remains included in the
DCISC official records of correspondence with the public.]

12/102014 Ms. Donna
Gilmore Complete

12/10/14 Email to Dr. Peterson with
information on MPC stress corrosion
cracking issues with links to documents
provided with correspondence for this
report period (Exhibit G.2)
12/10/14 Dr. Peterson email to DCISC
And response provided to Ms. Gilmore
1/22/15 Email from Ms. Gilmore to Dr.
Peterson re canister cracking issues
with links to reports
2/18/15 Email from Asst. Legal Counsel
re providing information received from
Ms. Gilmore to PG&E
3/2/15 Information received from Ms.
Gilmore provided to Ms. Maureen
Zawalick/DCPP
6/1615 Email from Ms. Gilmore to
DCISC Members re Diablo Canisters and
potential for cracking and link to article
6/16/15 Confirmation and request from
Dr. Peterson to add correspondence
with Ms. Gilmore to DCISC records
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27th Annual Report, Volume II, Exhibit G3,
Comments Received at Public Meetings

Comments from members of the public made during the DCISC’s public
meetings are included in the Minutes for each meeting.

See Exhibit B.3, B.6, B.9.
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Warning: include(includes-26th-nav.php): failed to open stream: No such file or directory in
/home/dcisc/public_html/annual-report-27-2016-2017/map-avila-lighthouse-

suites.php on line 9

Warning: include(includes-26th-nav.php): failed to open stream: No such file or directory in
/home/dcisc/public_html/annual-report-27-2016-2017/map-avila-lighthouse-

suites.php on line 9

Warning: include(): Failed opening 'includes-26th-nav.php' for inclusion
(include_path='.:/usr/lib/php:/usr/local/lib/php') in /home/dcisc/public_html/annual-

report-27-2016-2017/map-avila-lighthouse-suites.php on line 9

Interactive map to Avila Lighthouse Suites, 550 Front
Street, Northwest corner of First & San Francisco
Streets, Avila Beach, California

View Larger Map

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=embed&hl=en&geocode=&q=Avila+Lighthouse+Suites,+Avila+Beach,+California&aq=&sll=35.228794,-120.677261&sspn=0.258009,0.441513&ie=UTF8&hq=Avila+Lighthouse+Suites,&hnear=Avila+Beach,+San+Luis+Obispo,+California&ll=35.17965,-120.735295&spn=0.006295,0.007597
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